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COMPUTER CENTRE

164 Grays Inn Road, London WC1. 01-833 3391

Join hundreds of leading companies - come to
Silicon Valley in the heart of London for the very best
hardware, software, training and above all- SERVICE.

Point 7 up to 7 users
Point 32 up to 32 users
Typical seven user system
From £11.100
Lease from £64.23 p.w.

Apricot P.C. Lotus 1-2-3
Epson Dot Matrix Printer
£2.220.
Leasing from £12.84 p.w.

Apricot P.C. Sage Accounts
Sales Ledger - Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger
Epson Dot Matrix Printer
£2.220
Leasing from £12.84 p.w.

Apricot P.C. dBase II
Epson Dot Matrix Printer
£2,180
Leasing from f.12.61 p.w.

Apricot P.C. Superwriter
Brother Daisywheel Printer
£2,040
Leasing from £11.80 p.w.

Apricot Fl E £895
Apricot Fl £1,095
Apricot Portable from £1,695
Apricot P.C. from £1,395
Apricot XI £2.795

Micromail - Telecom Gold - Prestel
Dun & Bradstreet - Extel -
Data stream
BACS Pay COMMUNIQUE

Lotus 1-2-3 - one day
Word Processing- half day
Financial Planning - half day
Introduction to Computers- one day
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I am interested in the following. Please send me further information.
HARDWARE Name
SOFTWARE

Position
WORD PROCESSING
NETWORKING Point 7 + 32 Company

COMMUNICATIONS Address -

TRAINING
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
GENERAL ADVICE ON MICROS
SUPPLIES
EXPORT SPECIALISTS Tel No



Everyone can benefit from
Effective MicroTraining
at Digitus

Introduction to Personal
Computers
Provides a basic understanding of
microcomputer hardware, software and
peripherals. Establishes the criteria for
selecting and using micros. Explain's the
rudiments of programming. 1 day. f105.

Introduction to DOS
Provides a concentrated introduction to
PC/MS DOS. Also reviews hardware
components and popular applications.
1 day. 105.

Lotus 1-2-3
A workshop course with advice on the
design of worksheets and on solving
practical problems. 1 day. 105.

Advanced Lotus 1-2-3
Builds on existing Lotus 1-2-3 skills,
presenting information on database,
statistical and file functions.
1 day. £105.

1-2-3 to Symphony
A practical conversion workshop for
existing 1-2-3 users. 1 day. £105.

Introduction to Symphony
Provides a concentrated introduction to
the main elements including spread -
sheeting, graphics, information
management and "managers"
wordprocessor. Teaches the basic skills
needed to use these features.
2 days. £210.

Symphony Workshop
Consolidates basic skills and teaches
advanced features including building
systems with the integrated package
and command language. 2 days. £210.

Spreadsheeting with SuperCalc
A workshop course with advice on the
design of worksheets and on solving
practical problems. 1 day. £105.

Spreadsheeting with Multiplan
A practical workshop course on this
popular spreadsheet package.
1 day. £105.

Introduction to Framework
Teaches the basic skills to operate the
spreadsheet, graphics, database and
wordprocessing. 2 days. £210.

-4,
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TRAINING
ISend to, or phone:

The Training Administrator, Digitus Ltd.
ILading House, 10-14 Bedford Street,

Covent Garden, London WC2E 9HE
L. 01-379 6968 Telex 27950 ref 3005

NEXT COURSE DATES

Mar 18

Feb 25

Feb 26

Feb 27

Mar 4

Mar 5

Mar 7

Feb 1
Mar 21

Mar 1

Feb 21

Information Management
with Cardbox
A workshop course on design,
applications and implementation.
1 day. £105.

Data Management with Delta
Teaches how to design, define and
implement systems using this powerful
data management package.
1 day. 105.

Working with dBASE II
Teaches the user how to build and
enquire from files and generate reports.
1 day. £105.

Programming with dBASE II
Teaches programming using the dBASE
procedure language and also file design
and indexing. 2 days. £210.

dBASE II Workshop
Builds on existing dBASE skills to teach
the more advanced use of the procedure
language and the practical application of
all these facilities 2 days. £210.

Wordprocessing with WordStar
A practical workshop course which
teaches basic skills. 1 day. £105.

WordStar Workshop
A workshop to consolidate basic skills
and teach advanced commands.
1 day. £105.

MallMerge
Efficient use of WordStar for mailing
using MailMerge 1 day. 105.

Wordprocessing with
Multimate
A practical workshop course which
teaches basic skills. 1 day. £105.

Wordprocessing with
DisplayWrite 2
A practical workshop teaching basic skills
on this increasingly popular IBM -oriented
wordprocessing package. 1 day. £105.

Fundamentals of BASIC
Develops the first principles of BASIC
programming so that you can produce
programs on a microcomputer. Gives
practical hands-on experience of
micros. 2 days. £210.- -

Mar 15

Feb 15

Feb 4

Feb 5

Feb 7

Feb 11

Feb 12

Feb 13

Feb
Feb 25

Feb 5

Feb 18

Improve your BASIC
Brushes up and improves BASIC
programming technique; introduces
sophisticated methods of file design,
data organisation, access methods and
control. Examines software tools.
2 days. £210.

Communications
Introduces the techniques of
communicating between micros, from
micros to peripherals and from
micros to mainframes. 1 day. £125.

UNIX
An introduction to the facilities of the
UNIX multi-user operating system,
including the file system; shells and
editors, and a review of the problems
of system management.
3 days. £375.

UNIX Workshop
Further skills for those with responsibility
for a UNIX system. 2 days. £250.

The C Programming Language
A tutorial on the main features of the
C language, with extensive practical
sessions'on a multi-user system.
2 days. £250.

"C" Workshop
More advanced C programming skills.
2 days. £250.
At course fees are subject to VAT

l-rom

Company

Address

Please book places as follows n or send me more details

Course Date Places

1
31
aI

I

I

Feb 20

Feb 22

Feb 18

Mar 21

Mar 25

Mar 28

IN -COMPANY
TRAINING
Digitus provides courses
tailored to the needs of
individual companies, from
seminars for management
to detailed training for
office and professional
staff. Courses can be held
on company premises, or at
the Digitus Training Centre.
Contact the Training
Administrator for full
details.
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The battle of the icons begins -the GEM
operating environment brings the features
of Apple's Macintosh to Acorn, IBM,
Apricot and Atari screens.

SHARP MZ-800 144
Top -end home machine or bottom -end
business? Tony Hetherington puts Sharp's
newest micro into perspective in an
exclusive review of this Personal CP/M
system.

DIALTEX-4 152
Looking for an inexpensive portable with
built-in communications and word
processing software? Peter Bright reviews
the latest contender in the knee -top market.

MIND YOUR LANGUAGE! 158
There's a world of languages to explore
beyond Basic. If it's structure you're after,
try Pascal or its offspring Modula-2. If it's
artificial intelligence that appeals, then try
Lisp or Logo-while a preview of Mac
Basic proves that the language can still
come up with a few surprises.
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WordStar, the most revered (and feared)
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balance between power and ease of use in
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into one.
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Making the most of dBasell - and moving
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Interactive video is beginning to put
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at the technology involved in simulating
real and imaginary situations.

TEACH YOURSELF C 216
Les Hampson explains how to construct
functions and useful programs by taking
advantage of the C language's power and
flexibility.
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At E1,000*theWren is
the desk -top that's not desk -bound.

WREN
EXECUTW SYSTEM
DIstnbuted by
Prism microprooucts LW
Telephone 01-253 2277

The Wren Executive System. British made and
backed by the distribution expertise of
Prism Business Systems.

No other small computer packs in so much for
such a price. Simply add up its strengths and you'll
see just what we mean:

 Full range of Perfect'" business software
including financial planning, word processing and
sophisticated filing systems.

 Executive Desk Top System - includes
electronic diary, notepad, calculator, time clock and
random access card index.

 British Telecom approved on -board autodial
modem and communications software for direct
access to Prestery. Micronet 800, and other private
viewdata systems

 Built-in r amber screen. Twin disk drive.
 64K bytes of memory.
 Built-in interfaces include RS232,

Winchester disk drive and external colour monitor
 3 months free subscription to Micronet 800

and Prestel.
 Fully portable.
No other small computer offers your customers

more so why settle for less.

Carry the company in your hand not on your shoulders

/gaastiatehtfLvted

For full details of the
Wren Executive System
send this coupon to:

Pony Microsystems Limited

11 Francis Way 61 Hartfield Avenue
Cippenham, Slough Elstree
Berks. SL1 5PJ Herts. WD6 3JJ
Tel: 106286) 61479 Tel: 01 207 1113

Telex: 295964 FCROFT G

Name:

Address:

Telephone number:

4 PCW



IBlVitACT
WITH EXTRAS
* Analysis of your requirements
* Highly competitive pricing
* Wide range of compatible software
* Staff training facility
* Rentals service available
* Try before you buy - we refund 95% of your

rental if you purchase within first month of
rental

* Trade-in on existing systems
* Expert installation service
* Micro data -transfer service

11111111111111111111111111111101111111111

We specialise in networking your IBM PC's
and Apricots together using the manufacturers'
related products. These include IBM
networking and clustering hardware and software
and also the Point 7 and Point 32 from ACT.

As well as hardware from the leading
manufacturers, you'll get friendly help and advice from
01 Computers, one of Britain's acknowledged experts.

And since we also handle the New Innovative Smart
Integrated Business software package, we can really
help you turn your personal computer into a powerful
business tool.

Send in the coupon and find out how.

01 COMPUTERS LTD.
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SWll 3SA
Telephone for a FREE demonstration Tel:- 01-228 2207 Telex 8954575 CTC LDN

WE'RE CENTRAL
MD EASY TO
FIND!

r1===IMM=IIIIMMEMMM
ill in this coupon and send it to us at the address below. 1.11

 It's an important first step to answering all your business
 computing needs.

Name

IAddress
Tel No:

I Occupation_ PCW/2185

Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SW113SA

PCW 5



Anglia Computer Centre
88 St Benedicts Street, Unit 8, Wentworth Street, Now open Now open

Norwich NR2 4AB Peterborough, 26 Princes Street, Parker's House

Tel: (0603) 667032/3/4 Cambridgeshire Ipswich IP1 1RJ Regent Street,

Telex: 975201 ACOMP G Tel: (0733) 311755 Tel: (0473) 214121 Cambridge

Tel: (0223) 315633

SPECIALISTS IN BUSINESS

King's
Lynn

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 667032/3 or 21117

APPLE, COMPAQ,
ALTOS, IBM*,
DEC, EPSON
* Complete with professional
back-up service *

 PETERBOROUGH

HOME COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 26002/667031

BBC, ELECTRON,
COMMODORE 64,
SINCLAIR, AMSTRAD
* On special offer *
Call for Price EEE

Dereham

Thetford

Diss

COMPUTERS

Cromer

NORWICH(

IPSWICH

BOOKS AND
STATIONERY CENTRE
Phone (0603) 29652

PROBABLY THE
LARGEST SELECTION
OF COMPUTER BOOKS
IN EAST ANGLIA
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD WELCOME

*IBM authorised dealer - IBM Personal Computer

Great
Yarmouth

Lowestoft



YOU CAN'T BUY CHEAPER!
PHONE NOW. . . 01-729 7121

IBM PC/XTkeyboardDual

drive, mono display, £1673/£2820
Some IBM AT and ATE available NOW

APRICOTFl, Portable, PC's, Xi, Point 7%32 CALL
COMPAQDual drive/Deskpro model 4 £1799/£4587

APPLE MAC 128/512 £1472/£2128
We accept official orders from UK Government and Educational Establishments.

Mail Order and Export Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

SPECIALISTS IN EXPORT
II.) Industrial Unit, Stanway Street, London N1 6 RY

All prices exclude VAT CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

n
Have you put a CLIP

in your Winchester
CLIP Compressed Library Interchange Program
CP/M CP/M-86 PC DOS MS DOS £95.00

L._

 Backs up a Winchester
on to floppies.

 Compresses text or data to
less than half size.

 Large files can span multiple
discs.

 Selective backup or retrieval, on an
inclusive or exclusive basis.

CLIP has no equal in reputation,
convenience, power or economy.

CLIP comes standard with Winchester
systems supplied by CIFER SYSTEMS,
RESEARCH MACHINES and OLYMPIA.

EFFORTLESS BACKUP
You can prepare new commands using a
question and answer routine. Then name
each command for later use: to run it, the
name is enough.
CLIP has its own menu, with seven
prepared commands. Customise the
commands if you wish, or edit the menu text
with a word processor. Or keep the standard
forms. All your housekeeping -
save restore review - by pressing two keys.

All prices excl. VAT, post free in U.K.
Most popular disc formats from stock.

COKEELE CODES LTD
University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: (0782) 629221 Telex: 36113

I,, 7



PREMIER PERFO
NATIONWIDE

The quality of Opus disc drives has always
been held in high regard.

Nowhere more than at Cambridge University.
It was their Computer Laboratory who

selected Opus after evaluating many other makes
of disc drives.

They were selected because of their com-
petitive prices, reliability and quality of after -sales
service.

And all the drives have been tested to the
limit - running for 8,000 hours. That's a year of
constant use without failure.

They can be bought as single or dual drive
and vary from 100K to 1.6 Megabyte, catering for
the beginner to a tutor requiring a system for the
largest of classroom networks.

All this is backed up by a two year guarantee
on every drive -a year more than any other
company can offer.

51/4" SINGLE DISC DRIVES.
5400100K Single sided 40 Track £119.95
5401 100K Single sided 40 Track £149.95
5402 200K Double sided 40 Track £169.95
5802 400K Double sided Hardware

switchable 80/40 Track £199.95



RMERS MAKING
APPEARANCES.

5W DUAL DISC DRIVES.
5401DB 200K/400K 40 Track £319.95
5402DB 400K/800K 40 Track £369.95
5802DB 800K/1.6 Megabyte 80/40 track £399.95
51/4" DUAL DISC DRIVES WITH POWER SUPPLY.
5401D 200K/400K on line Single sided 40 Track L349.95
5402D 400K/800K on line Double sided 40 Track £399.95
5802D 800K/1.6 Megabyte on line Double sided

hardware switchable 80/40 Track £429.95
You can find Opus products by just making an

appearance at one of the retailers listed opposite. Alternatively
you can contact us for the address of
your nearest stockist. Opus Supplies
Ltd., 158 Camberwell Rd., London
SE5 OEE. Tel: 01-7018668, 01-703 6155.

us.
Opus Supplies Ltd.

RETAIL OUTLETS

AVAILABLE AT STORES IN THE
FOLLOWING TOWNS:

ABERDEEN FAREHAM NEWPORT, Gwent
ALTRINCHAM FOLKESTONE NEWPORT, 1.0W
ASHFORD, Kent GATESHEAD NORTHAMPTON
ASI DON -UNDER- GLASGOW NORWICH

LYNE 'GLOUCESTER NOTTINGHAM
AYLESBURY GRANTHAM OLDHAM
AYR GRAVESEND ORPINGTON
BALLYMENA GREAT YARMOUTH OXFORD
BARNSLEY GRIMSBY PERTH
BASILDON GI LIDEORD PETERBOROUGH
BASINGSTOKE I I 11,IFAX PLYMOUTH
BATH ANIIITON PONTYPRIDD
BEDFORD IIANLEY POOLE
BELFAST HARROGATE PORTSMOUTH
BEXLEYHEMTI HEMEL HEMPSTEAD READING
BIRMINGHAM HEREFORD - ROCHDALE
BLACKBURN HIGH WYCOMBE ROMFORD
BLACKPOOL HORSHAM ST ALBANS
BOGNOR REGIS HOUNSLOW ST. HELENS,
BOLTON I II DDERSFIELD Merseyside
BOSCOMBE I It 'IA, ST. HELIER
BOSTON ILEORD SALISBURY
BOURNEMOUTH INVERNESS SCARBOROUGH
BRADFORD KEIGHLEY SHEFFIELD
BRIDGEND, KETTERING SI IREWSBURY

Mid Glamorgan KING'S LYNN SLOUGH
BRIDGWATER KIRKCALDY SOUTHAMPTON
BRIGHTON LANCASTER SOUTHEND ON SEA
BRISTOL LEAMINGTON SPA SOUTHPORT
BROMLEY LEEDS STAFFORD
BURNLEY LEICESTER STEVENAGE
BURY LINCOLN STIRLING
BURY ST. EDMUNDS LIVERPOOL STOCKPORT
BURTON -ON -TRENT LLANELLI STOCKTON ON TEES
CAMBRIDGE LONDON STOT 'RBRIDGE
CARDIFF Brent Cross SUNDERLAND
CARLISLE Shopping Centre SUTTON, Surrey
CHATHAM Hammersmith SUTTON COLDFIELD
CHELMSFORD Kensington High St. SWANSEA
CHELTENHAM Lewisham High Street SWINDON
CHESTER Piccadilly Circus TAUNTON
CHESTERFIELD Regent Street TELFORD
COLCHESTER Wood Green TRTJRO
COVENTRY Shopping City 'TUNBRIDGE WELLS
CRAWLEY 'GHBOROI IGH UXBRIDGE
CROYDON I.( MT:STOVE WAKEFIELD
DARLINGTON IJ TON
DARTFORD MACCLESFIELD
DERBY MAIDENHEAD
DEWSIllRy MAIDSTONE
DowAsTER MANCHESTER
DUMFRIES MANSFIELD
1)1'NDEE MIDDLFSBROl I

DI IAM MILTON KEYNES
EAS11-30t1RNE NEATH
EAST KILBRIDE NEWBL'ITY WORTHING
EDINBURGH NEWCASTLE- t TON- WREXHAM
ENFIELD TYNE YEOVIL
EXETER NEWCASTLE -UNDER- YORK
FALKIRK LYME.

BOOTS, ALLDERS, SPECTRUM GROUP PLC, JOHN
MENZIES, CARDIFF MICRO COMPUTERS LTD,
ELTEC, OAKLEAF COMPUTERS AND OTHER
GOOD COMPUTER DEALERS NATIONWIDE.

- WALSALL
WARRINGTON
WATFORD
WELLINGBOROUGH
WEST BROMWICH
WESTON SUPER MARE
WOKING
WOLVERHAMPTON
WORCESTER



Micro General the Specialists for Printer Selection
Contact us for our expert advice on all your interfacing problems

It's not just a question of plug in and let's go. There are now over 200 different connector situations. How do you know that your
computer will accept the printer of your choice? We at Micro General do not sell boxes off the shelf. As computer engineers we
help you to choose and install the right printer for your computer. The advice is free and it could save you some embarrassing
mistakes - Buy from us for peace of mind.

APRICOT Fl
a full blown business micro
For the first time business user a genuine
business machine with some amazing 'high
tech' features. - See the Apricot's mouse
execute previously complex. tasks at a

single key stroke, and the new infra -red
device means there's no cable connection
to the keyboard, giving desk top planning a
new meaning.
 256K RAM 720 single disk.
 MS-DOS and Concurrent CP/M.
 Rapid Display manipulation and special

effects.
 Expansion and Outport facilities.
 Colour/Mono Monitor or VHF for your

T.V.

 Extremely light (under 13Ibs) - totally
portable.

 Price includes SuperWriter, SuperCalc,
& SuperPlanner software.

 Well over 1000 software packages now
:'.. available.

LEASE F1
from £6 per week
CALL FOR DETAILS

DEMO NOW

Now in our 5th year
of business!

r

A BBC
eXAREI MICRO

£347 .ve.
Wide range of software available

for BBC

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
Bring your micro to us and match with our range of printers - full
workshop facilities available to iron out all technical hitches! CALL
US FOR PRINT SAMPLES.
TRADE or PRIVATE CUSTOMERS take advantage of our

INTERFACING CONSULTANCY
INTERFACES & CABLES AVAILABLE FOR:

VIC 20 NEW BRAIN COMMODORE 64
TANDY

SHARP

PET ORIC

SPECTRUM DRAGON
SINCLAIR QL and more!

INTERNAL & STAND ALONE
BUFFERS from £65 + VAT

OSBORNE

SIRIUS

SAGE

PRINTER SWITCHES
from £85 plus VAT.

SHINWA CPA80 MATRIX
PRINTER
Fantastic value - look at
these features
 Friction and Tractor

feed as standard
 100 cps Bi-Direction-

al Logic Seeking
 True Descenders +

Sub and Superscript
 Italic Printing/Auto Underlining
 High Res. and Block Graphics

£199
+ VAT

NEW!
TRIUMPH ADLER
TRD 7020 DAISYWHEEL

£375
+ VAT

 IBM Compatible
 20 cps up to 180 col

 Serial/Parallel or dual interfaces
 1.5K print buffer standard with 3.5k optional

MICROLINE LOW COST PRINTERS

PRICES
REDUCED

Microline 82A
Microline 83A
Microline 84
Sheet feeder
for M84 £299

120 cps £275 + VAT
120 cps £450 + VAT
200 cps £750 + VAT

IBM version
available

In our opinion this range of printers
represents the best value. From our service
records we can tell that it has proved.to be
an extremely reliable printer. If you are
looking for fast thru-put (Accounts or Data
printing) check it out NOW!
 Up to 25-. faster thru-put than nearest

rival
 Near letter quality (92/93/84)
 Ideal printer for business systems -

Statements, invoices etc.
 Multiparts - up to 6 copies.

Microline 92 160 cps £415 + VAT
Microline 93 160 cps £S50 + VAT
The ideal alternative to EPSON FX100 -
Faster thru-put and near letter quality.
Recommended for IBM, SIRIUS, APRICOT

GENERAL

EPSON MATRIX PRINTERS
EPSON RX8OT 100 cps
EPSON RX80F/T 100 cps
EPSON FX80 160 cps
EPSON RX100 100 cps
EPSON FX100 160 cps
EPSON LQ1500 200 cps

PRICES
REDUCED

E210 + VAT
£240 + VAT
060 + VAT
090+ VAT
f499+ VAT
£1100 +VAT

"ff

HIGH SPEED
HIGH QUALITY
LOW PRICE!!

ONLY
£319 +VAT

CANON PW-1080A
 160 cps and quiet too!
 High Resolution graphics
 Down lbading to user -optional

characters.
 Near letter quality - italic, gothic and

orator fonts optional.
 Epson code compatibility.

DEALER/OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME [AlEi
 Always call for the best possible price. Access/Visa

(PCW 2i
Unit 25, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading, RG8 7JW Tel: 07357 4466

10PCW



More Great Price Drops!
OLIVETTI PC

M24: dual 320kb disk drive; 128kb RAM. keyboard,
monitor and MS DOS £1,545
M24: 10Mb Integral hard disk, 1x 320kb disk dove.
128k RAM, keyboard, monitor and MS DOS £2,999

PORTABLE COMPUTER

M21: dual 320kb disk drive monitor . £1,699

HITACHI PC

HITACHI PC: dual 320kb floppies 128kb RAM,
keyboard; colour monitor, nucleus generator, MS DOS

£1,295
HITACHI PC: dual 320kb floppies 128kb RAM.
keyboard: colour monitor: 10Mb hard disc nucleus

generator. MS DOS, purchase ledger, sales ledger,
nominal ledger, payroll order processing, micropen,
all for only £2,495
128k RAM memory board £180

HEWLETT PACKARD

HP -150: dual 270kb 31/2" disc drive 256kb RAM,
keyboard, High resolution (512 x 390) monitor

£1,999
HP -150: dual 720kb 31/2" disk drive 256kb RAM,
keyboard, High resolution (512 x 390) monitor £calt
HP -150: 15Mb hard disk, 1x720 kb disk drive,

256kb RAM, keyboard. High resolution monitor £caH

WORDSTAR

LOTUS 1.2-3
MULTIPLAN
DELTA 2

ACCOUNTANCY

WOROCRAFT
MEMOMAKER

VISICALC

PEAGUSUS

HEWLETT PACKARD HP110

The Portable HP 110 272kb RAM 384kb ROM, 16
lines by BO col LCD Lotus 1-2-3 Mememaker £2,199

Thinkjet Printer: portable £399
Portable disc drive 720k

HEWLETT PACKARD

CALCULATORS
HP 11C £41

HP 15C £76

HP 75C £599
Visical pack ,, £119
Text Formatter £78
HP 41C £129 HP 41CV £149

HP 41CV £149 HP 41CX £221

Card Reader... £139
Printer £275
Cassette Drive £250

HP 12C

HP 16C

HP 7113

Data Com Pac

£76

£76

£144

MACINTOSH
Macintosh 128kb RAM.

Macintosh 512kb RAM

External disk drive

Image Writer Printer 10"

Image Writer Printer 15"

£1,549
£call
£349
£385
Ecall

Multiplan £call
Chart Ecall Word Coal!

Basic Ecall OMNIS1 £149
Lotus Jazz Ecall OMNIS2 £295

OMNIS3 £399
Filevision PFS FILE Coal!

DFS REPORT Exalt
Clicker! Ecail Maclorth £call
Mac the knife £call MacPascal £99

Millionaire £call MacProject £99
Zork I Exalt Macterminal Exalt
Zork II Ecall Macdraw Exalt

Zork III Exalt Deadline Exalt
Witness Exalt

APPLE CREDIT CARD

£1,500 INSTANT
CREDIT AVAILABLE

Subject to
acceptance APR. 29.8%

Apple IIC
Monitor IIC

Monitor Stand IIC

£825

Apple Ile 64k disk drive with
controller

£649

EX -DEMO APPLE II

Apple II europlus 48kb RAM £250
Apple Ile Monitor £80
Sitentype printer £99
Apple Writer II £30

EX -DEMO APPLE III
Apple Ill 128k Ram £599

Aple III monitor £80
Silenlype Printer Ill £99

Apple Business Basic Ill £49

VisiCalc Ill £89

Apple Writer Ill £99

Mail List Manager £50

APPLE III NEW
Apple III 256 Ram £949
Profile 5Mbyle £call
2-80 soft card £call
III E -Z Pieces £call

IBM PC, COMPAQ,

OLIVETTI M24

SOFTWARE

WORDSTAR

PROF PACK

£349

LOTUS

1-2-3

£349

SYMPHONY

£399
WORDCRAFT

£399

FRAMEWORK

£call
DELTA 2

£cail

EPSON HX-20

(0=CoQqa,000
1.0 £398

aR a/ MID oPPlialufn
=NM al INat Ell a P  P.Ma

FREE
14_Gees

*loco
100 of%
pftv

EPSON HX20 EXECUTIVE

EPSON PX-8

SP11 °'1)

al"110., ETsvAe

£795

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

SILVER REED
EXP 500 Parallel/Serial £270/310
EXP 550 Parallel/Serial £3601399

BROTHER

HR 15 13cps (Diablo)

Juki 6100 17cps (Diablo)

£389
£325

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

Canon PW 1080A

(160cps) 27cps NLO

EPSON JX80 colour printer

LC) 1500 £call 0X80

RX80 FT £239

FX80

10100_Exalt
HEWLETT PACKARD
Thmkjet Printer (150cPs)

,

£289

Exalt
£200

Exalt

£399

MSX COMPUTERS

SONY

HIT BIT 64k RAM

Disk drive

£2611

£299

SANYO

MPC 100 64k RAM ,, £260
Joysticks (two Ports) £ca II

tight pen lean

JVC

HC-7GB 64k RAM.___..£call
PANASONIC

Call for availability

SHARP MZ 700
the personal computer you need now and in Me !Wore

MIN
MX 700 64kb RAM

£99

MZ 80A/MZ 80K
MZ-80 5FD drive £245
Printer P5 £250
Printer P6 £299
Master Diskette £29

Expansion unit for MZ-80K. £49

EX -DEMO SHARP PC5000

r

128kb Ram; 64kb Rom 128 Bubble memory
Printer

Super Writer

Super Cale

Super con disk

M R P £2,224 £1,699

ORDERS ONLY

APPROVED DEALERS

APPLE, OLIVETTI, EPSON
HITACHI, SONY

Tel: 01-937 3366 ex! 12
01-937 8529

Tasha Business Systems
191 Kensington High Street

London W8

IRS reserves the righl to change advertised price

 Add 15% VAT
 Goods subject to availability

as arraTha-"r lasha
Business Systems Business Systems Business Systems

PCW 11



printer?
PRINTER?

printer?
PRINTER?
printer?
PRINTER?

You need an

EPSON
Always in stock for
next day delivery
RX- 80
RX- 80 F/T
FX- 80
FX-100
LQ-1500
JX-80

Mail order by ALL major credit cards.
IBS will match any legitimate competitor's price
advertised in this publication for the above

products. Please quote page number and
advertisement reference when placing your
order.

to order PHONE (0908) 568192

IBS\/Immediate Business Systems plc
3 Clarendon Drive, Wymbush, Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire. MK8 8DA England

12PCW



INTRODUCING THE
PORTABLE

It is a small MIRACLE how HEWLETT-PACKARD has designed the
PORTABLE with more total memory than most leading desktop personal
computers . . . 656K in fact. That includes 272K of user memory. So, the
Portable's built-in business software can work with an enormous amount of
data. 1-2-3 from Lotus, most popular spreadsheet, file management and
business graphics program, is permanently built into the Portable, so is
Hewlett-Packard's word processing program, Memo Maker. Just press the
key and you are ready to work. If you use an HP -150 PC, IBM PC, XT or an
IBM compatible you will be glad to know that the desktop and the Portable
can talk to each other, with addition of desktop link. Tasha price till Feb 1985

£2,199 + VAT

HP 150 The TouchScreen Personal Computer

Your HP 150 occupies a mere 930cm' of
desk space. Now that's less than an open
loose-leaf binder. Yet, in that small area,
your HP 150 can bring you:
 a memo composer
 electronic card index
 complete word-processing capability
 electronic spreadsheet analysis
 automatic addressing facility
 a sizeable data management system
 presentation graphics
 business accounting

plus many more possibilities from a list
that is growing daily.

See the entire

Learning time on the HP 150 is close to
zero. You won't have to work through
tedious tutorials, wrestle with frustrating
manuals. When you switch on your HP
150, P.A.M. (Personal Applications Mana-
ger) is there to instruct the computer how to
react to your wishes.
Within a surprisingly short time, you will
discover that this is far from all you will be
able to accomplish faster and more accur-
ately than before with your HP 150.

£1,999 + VAT

Quick Quiet Quality
LaserJet is a quiet, eight page -per -minute tabletop
laser printer that provides true letter -quality text
with multiple fonts and graphics capabilities. Laser -
Jet is compact. It takes up little space and mainte-
nance is a two -minute activity.
For the first time, the benefits of laser printing-
high-quality characters, multiple fonts graphics, high
speed printing and quiet reliable operation - have
been brought to the personal computer market place.
The process of laser printing is similar to the
mechanics of a standard photocopier. But there is a
difference. A photocopier uses reflected light to
place images on the paper. LaserJet uses the reliable
perfection of a laser.

Think) et
The ThinkJet printer weighs only
61/21b, and it takes up a bit more room
than your telephone. So, it can work
right on your desk. ThinkJet personal
computer printer is surprisingly quiet
while printing 150 high quality dot-
matrix characters per second for text or
graphics.

The ThinkJet printer will work with
most personal computers - IBM,
Compaq or Apple Ile.
Finally, as quiet, fast and compact as
the ThinkJet printer is, it still has one
more feature, that is going to cause a
commotion; its price till end of Feb
1985 £399 + VAT

amily of Personal Computers, Software and Peripherals at Tasha Business Systems

4n HEWLETT
P PACKARD

ORDER:
01-937 8529

Mon to Sat
9.30am to 6.30pm

1asha
Business Systems

191 Kensington High Street, London W8



E ON BROTHER

ATARI

[ha
IIM14FIRI---1 =Tail m' 1 0 SHARP

3/H COMPUTER SALE "III
Printer I/F £ 10
Printer Card £ 18

Osborne 80 Col.
Double Density

Nat Panasonic 800u £350
Sharp MZ 3500 £450
TMK 320P £350
Atari 600XL 50

Acorn Atom _11_5

CBM Vic 20 a/f -15

,CBM 64 £120
ICBM 1541 £100

P6 Printer £190

SOFTWAREalpercalc,
Sharp F/DO S £ 25
Slarp Assembler £ 18
Slarp Mac. Lang. £ 10
V.A.T. &

Stock Control
(each) £ 5

Inc. Wordstar,

C/Basic, M/Basic
etc. £650

Ditto. 52 Col
Grey Case £450
Brown Case
Double Density
Inc. Wordstar,

Sanyo 555 + V.D.U. 750
BBC Model B £265
Apple Multiplan £60

,
Casio PB700 + Int £95
iP 11C NEW
'HP 12C NEW

-5''-',

Tandy Model 100 £150
Fpson HX20 + Cass £250
SEIKOSHA GP700A

.1(-)r7r

4icrovitec Cub £140
Epson PX 8

6)(),_,,,

Sinclair QL £265

Uncased 200K 011ivetti

Apple 2 Europlus £20c
Apple 3 £750Apple
Apple Disk Drive
(Boxed) £125
Apple Compatible
Disk Drive from: £ 75

Apple Easywriter £ 15

Apple 3 Profile £500
GENUINE Apple Cards
Language Cards £ 40
Pal Card £ 40
Serial I/F £ 45
Centronics I/F £ 45

alpercalc £350
C/Basic, M/Basic
Wordprocessing Package
Inc. Wordstar Installed
NEC 8023 Dot Matrix
& Cable +E215

ALL ARE
BOXED WIT H MANUALS

K aypro 10
Hard Disk £1500

Kaypro 4 £ 850
Right Demo

disk drives NEW £85
3 easy pieces software

Non Apple
Videx Card E 40

Atari
Thermal Printer £ 49

for Apple 3 £90
Acorn Electron £90
Vic 20 NEW £35

Eprom Card 40
Z80 Card inc.soft £ 55

U. P.F. Modulator £ 25
EOFTWARE
P.F. S. Report £ 15

APPLE 3

Epson PX8 Computor £715
Epson IN 20
Epson CX21 Acoustic

Coupler
BX Expansion £ 80
704 Cable £ 12

Slarp
MZ 80A Inc.

Software £170

P.F. S File,
c/w P.F. S. Rep. £ 30
Pascal £ 50
Mail List Manager £ 35

Intext (ROM ) £ 35

MX 100 £275
R S 232 I/Face £ 45

Universal I/F f 25
Floppy Disk Card £ 45
Floppy Disk Cable £ 18

Business Basic £ 27
SYSTEMATICS MFTWARE

For Apple II&III

T.I. ELECTRONIC
Data Terminal
Model 745 £500

Disk Basic, Inc.
Manual £ 12

(Bundled)
RING FOR DETAILS

Brother HR1

Daisy Wheel Ex Demo £295

[All prices plus VAT

MORGAN
160 TOTTENHAM

COMPANY
COURT ROAD,

CAMERA
LONDON W1. TEL:01-88 2562

141 -VW



LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE

IBM PC, XT, Portable
yi - the pioneers in S100 Horizon

NorthStasi Computers since 1976 proudly
present DIMENSION

The IBM compatible MU/II-user system (up to 12 users)
15Mb hard disk and 2 user stations
complete with VDU running IBM graphics £5,375*

Each subsequent work station
(8088 CPU 128K RAM) is complete with
Keyboard, Monitor and Cables £1,275
*including 6 months on -site warranty,

DOT MATRIX
PRINTERS

CANON 80 Col 160cps
CANON 156 Col 160cps
GEMINI 10X/15X 120cps
EPSON FX80/FX100 160cps
EPSON LQ 1500 Par/Se
Fujitsu DPL 24 240 CPS

£299
£399

£220/£295
phone
£980

£1,495

DAISYWHEEL
PRINTERS

FLOWRITER 1600 60cps
TEC F10 40cps
TEC F1500 25cps
JUKI 18cps
BROTHER HR/15/25
Fujitsu SP320 48cps

£1,600
£1,050

£395
£399

£445/£795
£980

SHEET FEEDERS
BDT 2 Tray Auto
BDT 3 Tray Auto
BDT Single
Juki Sheet Feeder
Juki Tractor Feeder
Tractors (Qume RICOH, Tec)

PORTABLES

£595
£895
£375
£239

£99
£130

Compaq IBM Compat from £1,795
Chameleon IBM Compatible £1,595
16 bit/8 bit Free Software Worth £1,000

LAP PORTABLES
NEC 8201 16K
EPSON HX20 16K
TANDY 100 8K
EPSON PX8

£299
from £402

£350
£798

SOFTWARE 8/16 Bit
Please phone for LCC Catalogue coveriog:
Word Processing, Accounting, Financial Planning,
Integrated Software, inc. Graphics, Database,
Languages. Communications.

FORMATS: Superbrain. Televideo. Sirius. Sanyo
tIrolfv,tar P, SD DEC Epson OX -10 IBM
irs,L H -P. XEROX. ALTOS. Apricot. NEC-APC

All prices are exclusive of VAT

NEW! apricot Fl
True 16 bit inc. ACT Sketch, ACT Diary
Tutorial - SuperPlanner. SuperCalc.
SuperWriter - Software.

LCC SPECIAL BUNDLE
Apricot Fl
Monitor
Printer Dot/Daisy
Cables
Disks
Paper

LCC SAVING

YOU PAY

apricot HE
315K single sided Sony 3.5
CP/M. Personal Basic. Dr. Logo

£1,095.00
200.00
290.00
25.00
55.00
15.00

£1,680.00
285.00

£1,395.00

£895

apricot eblPorta
from £1,695

256K Ram. 720 Disk Drive LSD Display
Bundled Software as F 1

apricot PC
2 x 730K Drives & Monitor

apricot
£1,695

10-256K Ram 10Mb Hard Disk inc Monitor
£2,545

Olivetti
M24

10 Mb
15 Mb
20 Mb
10 Mb Tape Streamer IBM PC

PLOTTERS

*Networking
*Software
*Add-on boards
in stock
Telephone for prices.

IBM
Penowal
Compri+

IBM Authorised Dealer

HARD DISKS
Hard Disks for IBM PC Sirius QX10. NEC

£1,295
£1,445
£1,545

£895

Hewlett-Packard 74754A 6 Pen
Roland DXy 880 8 Pen Plotter
100% HP 7475 compatible

£1,560

£660.00

MODEMS/MONITORS
Buzz Box. Direct Connect Modem
EPSON Acoustic Coupler CX/21
Minor Miracle's W2000 Modem
Roland 14" RGB Hi Res for IBM

£70
£160
£130
£375

ACCESSORIES

Compatible & faster than IBM PC
2 Drive System 128K £1,939
10Mb Hard Disk (XT) £3,363
*Built-in Graphics & Colour
'Runs Flight Simulator, Lotus 1-2-3 on
mono or colour

*7 IBM slots
*8 Mhz 8086 true 16 bit

Floppy Disks Printer Buffers
Daisywheels Paper
Ribbons Labels
Cables Computer cleaning kits
Disk containers Acoustic Hoods

NEC APC MONO £1,985

SANYO
* IBM

COMPATIBLE
16 bit

 runs most
Agorstmf'.'w'433m. non -graphic

usimummasommo software

8088 CPU. 128K RAM

(expandable to 256K) MSDOS
550 1 Drive 160K
*550/160 2 Drives 160K ea
555 2 Drives 160K ea
550/800 2 Drives 800K ea
555/800 2 Drives 800K ea
 LCC upgrade
Monitor mono/

colour

£749
£775
£999

£1,085.00
£1,170.00

£125
from £350

Dealer enquiries invited on all products.

43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples) DEMONSTRATIONS
Opening Hours: 10-7 Mon -Fri. 10.30-4 Sat.

SALES- SERVICE01-3874455 (4 lines) Telephone Answering Service After Office Hours
Telex: 8953742 SUPPORT

PCW 15



FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
HEADS WORN OUT?

No longer do you need to throw them out and
buy a new one. We can refurbish most types of
disk drive heads (Tandon, BASF, Remex,
Siemens, Calcomp and many more).

 All makes of floppy disk drives repaired and
aligned (exchange service).

 IBM PCS upgraded from 180-360k disk
drives £220 + VAT

 Sirius upgraded 1.2meg-2.4nneg disk drives
£230 + VAT

COMMONSIDE
64a HIGH STREET

WIMBLEDON VILLAGE, SW19 5EE
Tel: 01-879 3768 Telex: 89 54575 CTC

Anglia Computer Centre
88 St Benedicts Street,

Norwich NR2 4AB

Tel: (OW) 667032 3 4

Telex: 975201 ACOMP G

Unit 8, Wentworth Street, Now open Now open

Peterborough, 26 Princes Street, Parker's House

Cambridgeshire Ipswich IP1 1R.1 Regent Street,

Tel: (0733) 311755 Tel:(3473)214121 Cambridge

Tel: (0223)315633

SPECIALISTS IN BUSINESS COMPUTERS

King's
Lynn

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 667032r3 or 21 1 17

APPLE, COMPAQ,
ALTOS, IBM*,
DEC, EPSON
* Complete with professional
back-up service

 PETERBOROUGH

HOME COMPUTERS
Phone (0603)26002.'667031

BBC, ELECTRON.
COMMODORE 64.
SINCLAIR, AMSTRAD
* On special offer *
Call for Price LEE

BOOKS AND
STATIONERY CENTRE
Phone (0603) 29652

PROBABLY THE
LARGEST SELECTION
OF COMPUTER BOOKS
IN EAST ANGLIA
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD WELCOME

 IBM authorised dealer - IBM Personal Computer

Dereham

Crorner

NORWICH(
rI

Great
Yarmouth

Thetford Lowestoft

Diss

IPSWICH

Ito

PRINTER SWITCHES FROM
HOMESTEAD ELECTRONICS
LINK TWO OR MORE MICROS TO ONE PRINTER, PLOTTER, MODEM ETC. OR VICE VERSA

--7' * ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
* SCREENED, METAL HOUSING
* FULLY TESTED
* BI-DIRECTIONAL
* NO POWER REQUIRED
* 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE
* OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED
* 24 HOUR DESPATCH

.-ji..
E 8

415
c....,

J

SERIAL DATA SWITCHES PARALLEL DATA SWITCH ES

RS 232/V24. 25 way '1). sockets

LINES 1 to 8 8 20
Model 62 2 way switch £49
Model R3 3 way switch £57
Model 514 4 way switch C65
Model R5 5 way switch £73
Model R8 8 way switch £110
Model RX 2 way cross -over C65

ALL 25 LINES
Model V2 2 way switch £65
Model V3 3 way switch C77
Model V4 4 way switch £89
Model V5 5 way switch £101
Model VX 2 way cross -over £89

777

,

CENTRONICS. 36 way sockets
Model C2 2 way switch C19
Model C3 3 way switch £99
Model C4 4 way switch C 119
Model C5 5 way switch Z139
Model CX 2 way cross -over £119

IBM PC. 25 way '0' sockets
Model P2 2 way switch £65
Model P3 3 way switch £77
Model PX 2 way cross -over £89

IEEE -488. 24 way sockets
Model E2 2 way Switch C89
Model E3 3 way switch 0109
Model EX 2 way cross -over £129

l'ilillllMEMMEMI
PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15%. ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE PAID

TRADE, EDUCATIONAL 8 EXPORT ENQUIRY WELCOME
CABLES ALSO AVAILABLE. EX STOCK & CUSTOM BUILT

HOMESTEAD ELECTRONICS

Trelawney Industrial Court
Trelawney Avenue, Langley

BARCLAYCARD

Slough, Berks. SL3 7UJ.
Y/S4 Telephone: (0753) 44269

EPSON
RX80
(illus.)

£221 /
inc VAT

YEAR ROUND SALE
CONTINUES

EPSON
RX80 F/T

£249
inc VAT

Epson 0080 £192.17 + VAT = E221
Epson RX80 FT £216.52 + VAT - f249
Epson FX80 £329.57 + VAT = £379

Epson FX100 (132 col. width) £511.30 + VAT = £588

KDC FT5001 (Epson compatible) £203.48 + VAT = £234

Kaga Taxan 810 (NLO) £277.39 + VAT = £319

Kaga Taxan 910 (NLO 132 col.) £346.96 + VAT = f399
RS232 Interfaces from £27.83 + VAT = £32
Printer cables from £10.43 + VAT = £12

DAISYWHEEL

g wee
Nw%.

Juki 6100 £329.57 + VAT = £379

Daisystep 2000 £230.43 + VAT = 065
Tractor Unit £100.00 + VAT = £115

PROCESSORS
BBC Model B £346.96 + VAT = £399

BBC B with DES £407.83 + VAT = £469

Amstrad CPC454 £157.39 + VAT = £181

I SL 8088 (IBM Comp) £1173.39 + VAT = £1350
DEC 1123 + 40Mh £6086.96 + VAT = £7000
DEC 1173 + 170Mb £10434.78 + VAT - £12000

Opus disk drives from £86.09 + VAT = £99

WS2000 modem inc. cable £129.57 + VAT = £149

PHONE FOR OUR QUOTATION ON BESPOKE ACCOUNT-

ING SOFTWARE INVOICING/LEDGERS/PAYROLL

colour MONITORS

MICROVITEC
1451 OL

Medium Res.

£265
inc VAT

Amstrad CTM640 £146.96 + VAT = £169

Microvitec 1451 01 £230.43 + VAT = £265
Microvitec 1451 BBC £242.61 + VAT = £279
1451 RGBiPAL/AUDIO £300.00 + VAT = £345
Microvitec 1441 £433.91 + VAT = £499

(High Res. BBC)

Taxan Kaga Vision III £326.09 + VAT = £375
(BBCAPPLE IBM)

mono MONITORS
Amstrad GT64 £51.30 + VAT = £59
Sanyo OM8112CX (18MHz) £86.09 + VAT = £99
ISL18 Professional £60.00 + VAT = £69

(18MHz metal case)

ISL20 Swivel 80 col £68.70 + VAT = £79
(20MHz tilt + swivel base)

ins ro FA T
The Experts

57 Hoxton Square London N1

01-729 1778
Prices are correct at time of going to

press
Access and Visa welcome

Open Mon - Sat 9am to 6pm
Phone for Mail Order carriage details

OLD

UNDERGROUND

JA
17-,

171-
REFV-

1`2

OUAg

//1 51110%TONgARE

fdHOO

S WALK FROM OLD St. UNDERGROUND.
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Commodore 64 £521+ vnT
CHM 64 professional pack

1541 disk drive

MPS801 printer

EasyFile

EasyScript word processor

20 blank disks

6 games on disk

box of paper

Intro to Basic 1

Apricot Fl £1095 + VAT
256k business system
ix72ok double -sided d/d
FREE 9" ACT monitor

SuperWriter w/processor

SuperCalc spreadsheet

SuperPlanner

GSX graphics utility

ACT Diary

ACT Sketch

Apricot PC £1595 +VAT

256k business system

2x315k disc drive

FREE 9" ACT monitor

FREE shinwa CPA80 printer

FREE printer cable

SuperWriter vv/processor

SuperCalc spreadsheet

SuperPlanner

FREE 5 blank discs

FREE box of paper

11!1111111111111111111

ITT: XTRA £2108 + VA1

128k business system

(operationally compatible

with IBM PC/XTI

12" amber monitor

2x360k double -sided d/d

FREE Juki 6100 daisywheel

Qt. pack £485 + vni
128k business pack

4 software packageS

Brother HR5 printer

FREE printer cable

FREE 6 extra cartridges

O
authorized dealers for
Apricot, STC computers,

Pegasus, SageSoft,

Cashlink, Anagram,
SAM, MicroPro &

CompSoft Software

Apricot PC £1795 +VAT

256k business system

2x720k double -sided d/d

FREE 9" Apricot monitor

FREE Epson RX8OFT printer

FREE printer cable

SuperWriter w/processor

SuperCalc spreadsheet

SuperPlannef

manuals/documentation for

MSDOS, MSBASIC plus

standard utilities

FREE 10 blank discs

FREE box of paper

FREE printer cable

FREE WordStar Professional

word processor includes

SpellStar MailMerge

Starindex

FREE 10 blank d/s discs

FREE box of paper

Crestmatt packages

may be reconfigured to

suit individual business

needs. We provide

demonstration,
support and
training with
on -site maintenance

contracts available.

ITT XTRA
Personal ( ornputer

STC AUTHORISED
DEALER.

call for latest prices

Printers: dot matrix
Commodore MPS801.

Shinwa CP80 aocps (p)

Shinwa CPA80 imps (p)2k
Shinwa CPA80 loocps (s)2k

Epson RX8OFT lamps

Epson FXBO isocps

Ensign 165cps 72corresp

Kaga Texan isocps 27n1q

Canon PW1080 thous 27nIg

Canon PW1156 isocps wide

Brother EP44

Brother HR5 micps

D200 160cps

SmithCorona D300 wide

SmithCorona FASTEXT BOCPS

daisywheel

Juki 6100 20CpS

Juki 6300 aocps

DaisyStep 2000 iricps

Brother HR15 13cp5

Brother HR25 25CpS

Brother HR35 35CpS

SmithCorona ono

Commodore DPS1101 1BCpS

Crestmatt Limited
67a York Street (Baker& ej
London W1H 1PG

01.402 1254/5
01.723 4699

telex 265871 1MONREf 6)

quote refei:0R6015

export and mail order

enquiries welcome

MonFri 9.30-7;

Saturday 10.30-4

offers strictly one month

prices subject to change

without notice; goods
subject to availability

add VAT at 15% to all prices

PCW 17



THE LAST ONE (TLO)

TLO - THE PROGRAM THAT
WRITES PROGRAMS

TLO Nominated: Software Product of the Year 1982
(RITA AWARD)

TLO Winner: Computer Program of the Year 1983
(CTA AWARD)

 TLO Lets Anyone Write Business programs 
to use, copy, sell or enhance

the end program runs without TLO

Inclusive price:
Most 8 bit computers £201.25

Most 16 bit computers £258.75

Active User Club offers bi-monthly newsletters,
support programs bank etc membership

£24.00 p.a.

FULL DETAILS FROM UK DISTRIBUTORS

VANCE ASSOCIATES LTD
Church Lane, St. Sampsons

Guernsey, Cl. Tel: 0481 49783

Microcomputers
Limited

Appointed
Dealers for

ITT XTRA
PEGASUS
LOTUS

COMPUTERS
Sanyo MBC555 999.00
inc WordStar, CalcStar,
DataStar
Acorn Electron 173.00
Amstrad CPM464 (green)

216.50
Amstrad C PC464 (colour)

312.00
BBC Model B 347.00
BBC Model B + DFS 408.00
Commodore 64 173.00

Epson RX80 220.00
Epson RX8OF T 249.00
Epson FX80 384.00
Epson FX100 499.00
Juki 6100 349.00

DISK DRIVES & MONITORS
Cumana CS100 135.50
Cumana CS200 163.50
Cumana CS400 186.00
Microvitec 1431 199.00
Microvitec 653 260.00

3M 5.25" FLOPPY DISKS
(per box of 10)

PRINTERS 744 SSIDD 48tpi 16.00
Brother EP44 245.00 745 DSDD 48tpi 20.00
Brother M-1009 173.00 747 DSDD 96tpi 26.00

All prices exclude VAT

We accept official orders from UK Government and Educational Establish-
ments.

Export enquiries welcome.

CALLERS WELCOME
Showroom opening hours:- MON-SAT 9.00am - 5.30pm

HOW TO ORDER
Cheque, Access, Visa.

Add carriage:- Hardware 6.00 per item.
Disks 1.00 per box.

Add 15% VAT

Mirage Microcomputers Ltd
24 Bank Street Braintree Essex CM7 7UL

Telephone Braintree (0376) 48321

HELP
COMMAND/ASSIST

DOS HELP FOR IBM PC/XT & COMPATIBLES

COMPLETE DOS MANUAL ON DISK

Help files Just Like a mini/mainframe.

By typing: HELP the menu of DOS commands is
displayed for selection, by typing:
HELP COMMAND, help is given on a specific
command. ie. type:
HELP PIPING and a section of the DOS manual
relating to piping is displayed etc.

COMMAND/ASSIST for IBM PC, XT or compatibles
using PC/MS DOS Ver 2.0 or greeter.

£ 93.50 inc VAT & UK Delivery.

10% introductory discount if ordered before
1st March 1984

Trade enquiries welcome.

Registered trade marks:
IBM, IBM PC,XT & PC DOS - International
Business Machines Ltd. MS DOS - Microsoft Ltd

Please send cheque or PO to:

The Brambles
Orchehill Ave.
GERRARDS CROSS
Bucks. SL9 8PX

ENGLAND

EASY FILE . . . FOR ONLY
132 column £29.99

INCLUDING
CARRIAGE & V.A.T.

Send your cheque today
(made payable to CEMCDC Ltd .)

or telephone your Barclaycard order
through for immediate despatch

CEMOC COMPUTERS
1 Samuel Whites Estate

Medina Road
Cowes, Isle of Wight, P031 7LP

Tel: (0983) 290584

18PCW
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CAMEL PRODUCTS

NIKE POWER BUFFERS

WAITING TILL YOU
GET CAUGHT OUT?

Nickel Cad. batteries with ON -
OFF switch. Versions for
Spect., ZX81, ATMOS. Gives
time to save program on tape.
Visible status warning by
LEDs £17.35.

DEALER ENQ.
WELCOME.

EPROM PROGRAMMERS
BLOPROM-SP

A uniquely
sophisticated

EPROM
PROGRAMMER

Eprom programmer for the 2516,
2716/32/32A/64/64A/28/128A,
yes even the 64A/128A from
Intel. Check, Read, Progam &
Verify all or part of Eprom.

So immensely user friendly you'll
hardly need the manual.
Designed for the beginner but
includes a single key entry route
for the professional. Supplied as
firmware, the m/c driver routine
alone is worth more than the
price of BLOPROM-SP. No

STATL,S NO OF SYSTEM -HEX
EPROM TYPE -27128

RAM SLEPT ADOR -400
EPROM ST ODOR - 0000

JOB LENGTH - 4000
TASK - CHECK

WHICH TASK DO YOU WISH TO DO
HO CHECK THAT EPROM IS CLEAN
El READ THE CONTENTS OF EPROM INTO

RAM
'T) BLOW AN PROM WITH DATA FROM

RAM
2) VERIFY THAT EPROM DATA IS THE SAME

AS IN RAM
0 TO QUIT R TO RESTART

FAST CODES AVAILABLEPersonality Cards, or 0 IL FOR WAYS

other additions, just a Spectrum. Several inbuilt safety features. On-
board Vpp generation. 28pin ZIF socket. Cabled connector and
extender plug. ABS case. £89.95

BLOPROM-81
As above but for ZX81. Programs 2516, 2716/32/32A/64 & 27128 £79.95

AT LASTI for the Spectrum user. Put your programs, utilities, Assemblers into
EPROMS for instant load from the unique ROM -SP

ROM -SP for Spectrum
Ingenious unit for Spectrum, with 2X28 pin sockets and a Reset button allows

up to 16K of Basic or M/C program to RUN or LOAD instantly from
EPROMS. Cabled connector and full extender card. NOTE: Does not disable
Sinclair ROM. 129.95

PROMER-SP for Spectrum
A brand new Spectrum programmer for 2764/128. Zero insertion force socket &

software on tape. £29.95

PROMER 81-S for Spectrum
The very popular PROMER-81 for the ZX81 has been adapted to the Spectrum

and the price kept low. NEW PRICE £24.95
ROM -81
Provides two 24 pin sockets for up to 8K of EPROM memory in the 8-16K area

Can use 2516/32 or 2716/32 114.95

PROMER-81
A low coat reliable programmer for 2516/32, 2716/32 EPROMS. Requires

4 X PP3 batteries NEW PRICE 124.96
DHOBI 1 UV ERASER
Compact. Mains powered. Safe. Fully cased. Up to 3 EPROMS £18.95

DHOBI 2 With automatic timer £22.95
CRAMIC-SP NEW for Spectrum
Ingenious software paged 16K non-volatile CMOS RAM to co -exist in the same

area as Spectrum ROM. Easy storage and retrieval of BASIC, M/C or DATA
on a 48K Spectrum £89.95

PRINT -SP NEW for Spectrum
Centronics Interface with standard centronics Cable. Plus free introductory of-

fer SP WRTIE text processor. 131.25

DREAM -81 ZX81
64K Rampack with link options to disable 0-8-16K. Plus a 28 pin EPROM socket

for 2716, 2732/2764 and 27128. £59.95

MEMIC-81 for ZX81
4K CMOS RAM with lithium battery. Easy SAVEing, 10yr storage and instant

retrieval of programs. £29.95

INTRODUCING MULTEPROM
The most economical, sophisticated gang copier in the world. Based on

BLOPROM £199.95

1 UEKu.roVpAeT+e5Ta. No

OverseasVAT

o
+10%n

exports
TLX
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Cambridge Microelectronics. One Milton Road.
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ATTRACTIONS
For full listing see following page.

STAR GEMINI -10X
120CPS  BI-DIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING 

FRICTION TRACTOR AND ROLL HOLDER
STANDARD  DOWN LOADABLE CHARACTERS

 ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION  80 COLS

Ell 89.95 + VAT = E218.44
WHAT VALUE!

STAR GEMINI -15X AS ABOVE BUT 132 COLUMN
£315 ± VAT = £362.25

STAR DELTA 10
QL COMPATIBLE

NO MORE TO PAY- START PRINTING TODAY
160 CPS  BI-DIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING 
PARALLEL AND SERIAL INTERFACE STANDARD
 8K BUFFER  FRICTION TRACTOR AND ROLL
HOLDER STANDARD  80 COLS  MANY MORE

FEATURES TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST.

£31 9.95 + VAT = £367.94
STAR DELTA 15 AS ABOVE BUT 132 COLUMN

£460 + VAT = £529.00
CREDIT CARD

HOT LINE
01-482 1711

PLEASE ADD £10 + VAT FOR DELIVERY. POST YOUR
CHEQUES/PO'S TO:

DATASTAR SYSTEMS UK
UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, LONDON NW1 9NN

Telex 295931 UNICOM G
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME

We are situated by the junction of Camden Road, near the railway bridge

Monday -Friday 9-6 Sunday 10-1

Access

Pf7W lT1



HI -TECH DESKS AT
DOWN TO EARTH PRICES.

From 1100, the Apollo business desk range
will suit anyone who has a computer system,
down to the ground.

They have sturdy steel underframes with
scratch resistance surfaces. The top shelf has suf.-
ficient room for both monitor and printer, while
the lower desk top area will accommodate your
computer, hard or floppy disc drive and software.

And they all come with lockable castors
and may be fitted with a lower left or right handed
desk drawer for extra storage.

Generous government and education
discounts are available.

To get full details of our entire Apollo range
and the address of your nearest stockists, contact
us on 01-701 8668 or by posting the coupon to:
Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road,
London SE5 OEE. Opening hours: 9.00-5.30pm,
Monday -Friday.

P Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road,
London SE5 OEE.

Please send details and brochure of Apollo
business desk range 0 (Please tick)
or please send me the address of your nearest
stockists  (Please tick).

Name

Address__

Telepholk Opus.
)pus Supplies Ltd.

20PCW



STAR QUALITY
RI down to eartb_prices.

When it comes to
printers whichever- wayib you kook at it, we've got
the lowest prices, the4. widest range and the
best back-up service in
the country.
What you won't get from
us, are special gifts, or
fatse promises -- lust

410 honest value and a fully
guaranteed after -sales
service 411.

410

SPECIAL OFFERS
Brother - M1009 £173.86 -4- VAS
50cps  bi-directional ill, logic seeking  96 chars plus international and

graphics* 9 x 9 matrix.

Gemini 10X E189.95 --t- VAT = £2111.44
120 cps.  bi-directional  logic seeking  friction, tractor and roll

holder standard  down loadable characters  ultra high resaiution
80 cols.  IBM PC version available. 46

411
Kaga-Taxan KP 810 £257.00 ± VAT = USU.%
Near letter quality  160 cps  Di -directional  96 chars. plus graphics

 5 print sizes 41 9 x 9 matrix.

4P

441

41,

qb MI MATRIX
4. Cosmos BO £169.95 VAT = £195.44
 Epson RXBO £198 95 + VAT = £228.79

Epson RXSO FIT E.228.95 vAT = £263.29
Epson FX80 £319.95 VAT = £367.940 Epson FX100 £498 95 + vAT = £573.79

40 Star Gemini 10s £189.95 + VAT = £218.44
 Star Delta 10 £319.95 4- vAr = £367.94

Slav Radix 10 £498.95 + VAT = £573.79
gib

S

S

COMPLETE RANGE
THERMAL MATRIX
PRINTERS
Brother HR5 Ring for prices
Brother EP44 Ring for prices

DAISYWHEEL
PRINTERS
Brother HF115 Ring for prices
Jul(' 6 tett .£325 -+ vat

£373 75
Cables OP Paper OP Ribbons  Sheet and tractor feeders Interfaces

If you have any technical queries or want our latest prices
please telephone.

Credit card hot line... 01-4821711
Please add ilit) for delivery,

we guarantee 48 hour
delivery from payment.

Personal callers welcome.
We re at the junction of
Camden Road. near the
railway bridge. Anytime

9.00am to 6 00pm Monday
to Friday-10.00am to

1.00pm SUnday.
Export and dealer enquiries

welcome Post your order
with checkue to

11

ttatastar Systems UK
Unicorn House, 182 Royal College Street, London NW1 9NN

Telex 295 931 Unicorn G Telephone 01-482 1711

41





One finger and halfa brain
are all you need to make music

on the new Music System.

ISIANDI LO
You're looking at a composer.
It's hard to believe, I know. But

with the aid of The Music System
program, he has just written a
whole 'song' completely by himself.

Clever boy.
"Toxteth Dawn" is the name of

the 'song:
It's a love song.
Without any knowledge of

music he bought the music system
program, went home,
booted it up on his dad's
BBC B and started to
create.

He used the synthe-
siser part of the program
to make a few noises.

Added a pinch of an old song from
the Song and Sound Library.

Laid down some percussion.
And put a hint of bassoon and
strings over the top.

And hey presto.
The musical answer to zits.

"Toxteth Dawn:'
Because his dad's computer

had a printer as well, the program
even printed out the composition
in full musical -manuscript form.

So he could show it to the rest
of the band. And they could say
'WOSSAT?'

Isn't it time you
became a corn poser
too?

The brand new
Music System from
Island Logic.

DISK PACK E24.95 INC VAT. CASSETTE 1 (SYNTHESISER, KEYBOARD. SONG AND
SOUND LIBRARY) 01295 INC VAT CASSETTE 2 (EDITOR, PRINT-OUT, SONG
AND SOUND LIBRARY) L12.95 INC VAT. PLEASE ADD E1.25 P& P PER ORDER AND
SEND A CHEQUE/PO. ACCESS OR VISA CARD NO. WITH ORDER TO: SYSTEM,
12 COLLEGIATE CRES., SHEFFIELD S10 2BA. (CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0742 682321).

THIS PROGRAM IS RECORDED ON THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE
QUALITY DISKS, AS SUPPLIED BY MEMOREX
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during
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Computers-
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to Programmers
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and Bristol.
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details
,pnone
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(Aso 21E812.

LARGE
MEASURES...

AUTOMATICALLY
William Grant and Sons Distillers are perhaps best known for their world
renowned malt whisky, Glenfiddich. Always looking for ways to improve
efficiency, Grant's contacted Jcn Browne at Byte Shop Glasgow
and subsequently acquired an IBM PC based system
running special software written by Jon himself.
The primary task of the system is to link with a flow
meter which measures the amount of whisky drawn
into casks from the storage vats. The infor mation
gained is used to produce updated stock levels,
reports and invoices as well as the three part
documentation required by HM Customs and both
Grant's local and head offices. The installation has
been a great success and the process which used to
take three days with a measuring jug etc now takes
ten minutes!

qetta-* arivilht ecmputer
At the Byte Shops we've helped countless companies of all sizes improve
their efficiency by the introduction of microcomputers. Generally these are
required to perform routine business tasks-but, however similar the
application, we invariably find that no two customers have exactly the same
requirements. When you come to the Byte Shop, you'll find that we are far
more interested in finding out what jobs you require the computer to do both
now and in the future. We then tailor a complete system including not only
the hardware but the software, and the peripherals to meet your individual
needs. We believe this is the only sensible way to sell computers. On this
spread you'll find a number of ' Typical Ready To Run 'systems. However
we won't sell one to you - unless you force us-

without asking a few questions first.

WHERE TO FIND US:
MANCHESTER

- CAR
 PARK

O

PICCADILLY
STATION

Piccadilly
Station Approach

PICCADILLY - LONDON RD

Train commuters to Manchester will
be well aware of the location of the
Byteshop Manchester already, but
for those not in that category, our
store can be found on the Approach

PROGRAMMERS
CORNER

Wide selection of
programming languages, plus

utilities and tools from Microsoft,
Digital Research, Microfocus,
Xitan and Pulsar, incl. Basic,

Fortran, Cobol, Pascal,
Assembler,

C&PL1.

to Piccadilly Station. The Byteshop
has been in Manchester for the
past seven years and Manager
Robin Pimlott has gathered around
him a highly experienced team of
DP Professionals. They will be
pleased to arrange a demonstration
from the wide range of micros in
stock. Give them a call on
061-236 4737.

THE BYTE SHOP. THE FIR
TURN TO FOR

COMPAQ
STANDARD & PLUS

Following phenomenal success in
America, you can now find the
portable, fully IBM PC compatible,
Compaq micros at your local Byte
Shop. Spec. for the Standard
model includes 256Kb RAM, twin
360Kb floppy disk drives, high
resolution screen and tough carry
case 2195.00
'Plus' models as above but with
single 360Kb floppy and 10Mb
hard disk drives 3945.00

ALL PRICES EX. VAT

DESKPRO
Four new PC/XT compatible
models from Compaq fully
complementing the now
established 'Standard' and 'Plus'
models. By incorporating the
high-speed 8086 microprocessor,
Deskpros can offer 2-3 times faster
processing speeds than standard
PCs while running virtually all
PC/XT software without modification.

-1111LT:71%.

The Deskpro models start with an
entry level system ideal for first-time
computer users and progress to the
top of the line Model 4 which has
claims to being the most powerful
high performance personal
computer on the market. Lower
level models are capable of being
upgraded should the need arise.

Common to all models are dual -
mode monitor, full keyboard and
PC/XT compatible expansion slots.

Model 1; 128Kb RAM: single 360Kb disk
drive 2195.00
Model 2; 256Kb RAM; dual 360Kb disk
drives 2595.00
Model 3; 256Kb RAM; single 360Kb &
10Mb fixed disk drive 3995.00
Model 4; 640Kb RAM; single 360Kb,
10Mb fixed disk drive plus an internal
10Mb fixed disk drive back-up 5595.00

COMART
COMMUNICATOR

Comart Communicator multi-user
systems have expandability built in
and are the most cost-effective way
of sharing computer power
amongst your staff. You can start
with a Communicator system to suit
your current requirements- up to
15 people can share-and simply
add new terminals as you grow. A
considerable saving over buying a
complete new computer each time.

COMMUNICATOR
MULTI-USER

MULTI -PROCESSING
SYSTEMS

£1800 .er user
Communicator CP520MP including 5
display terminals, cables 6x processors
and 6 x64Kb memory 9095.00

£2119 .er user

Communicator CP1525M with M- BOS
operating system, including 5 display
terminals, dot matrix printer and cables

10595.00

NEW COMMUNICATOR
CP2000 SERIES

Featuring the new 'powerhouse'
Intel 286/287 processors, the three
models in the CP2000 series have
at least double the speed and
processing capacity of most
conventional multi-user systems.
The big performance and excellent
value of the CP2000, means that it
can comfortably support up to 12
users for as little as £2995.
Importantly, the CP2000 series
runs two industry standard
operating systems, BOS and the
latest version of the concurrent
CP/M, allowing you to switch from
up to four programmes
simultaneously without clearing the
screen.



IBM/PC
The IBM PC/XT's versatility
means -that it's equally at home in
a small business or as a stand
alone desk top in a large corporate
company linked to a mainframe.
IBM PC; dual 320Kb disk drives; 64Kb
RAM; UK keyboard and screen

1988.00
IBM PC; dual 320Kb disk drives;
128Kb RAM; DOS 2.1; UK keyboard
and screen 2149.00
IBM PC XT; 1 x 320Kb floppy disk
plus 1 x 10 Mb hard disk; 128Kb RAM;
ASYNCH COMMS; DOS 2.1; UK
keyboard and screen 3432.00 From 1988.00 ex. VAT

IBM PORTABLE PC
Offers the features of PC
computing in a self-contained
portable package weighing only
30Ib (13.6kg). Specification
includes 256Kb RAM expandable
to 512Kb, dual floppy disk drives,
9" amber screen and smart
system carrying bag 2254.00

PC/XT ADD-ON'S & ADD-IN'S
Alloy PC -Backup -cartridge tape unit
for backing up, storing and retrieving
data from hard disk 1,750.00
Microvitec 1446 -14" colour monitor

495.00
Expansion Unit 1 -10 Mb hard disk
unit for PC 1,954.00
Expansion Unit 2 -10 Mb hard disk
unit for PC/XT 1,581.00
Taligrass Datasave - 51/4" hard disk
mass storage unit with 12, 20 or
35 Mb capacity plus integral streamer
tape cartridge backup.,from 2,820.00
Hercules Graphics Card -allows high
resolution bit mapped graphics on
monochrome display 395.00
Orchid PC Net Starter Kit -local area
network allowing file and disk sharing
plus optional electronic mail from

1000.00
PC Net Cards -to link additional
tem .inals to network from 460.00
Quadram Cards -full range available
inc. memory expansion & colour
graphics from 194.00
IBM colour monitor plus adapter card

685.00
IBM printer inc. cable 469.00
Epson FX80 printer inc. cable 478.00
Brother Letter Quality Printer 445.00

TYPICAL IBM BUSINESS SYSTEMS
ALL PRICES EX. VAT

Word Processing
IBM PC; Multimate, letter quality
printer 3135.00
Colour Spread Sheet
IBM PC; colour monitor; Symphony;

full width dot matrix printer; 2 pen
plotter 4999.00
Information Management
IBM PC XT; d Base II; dot matrix printer

4399.00

Accounting System
IBM PC XT; Sales, Purchase and
Nominal Ledgers. Invoicing and
Payroll; dot matrix printer 4999.00

ALL PRICES EX. VAT

ST NAME BUSINESSMEN
CROCOMPUTERS.

SELLING SOFTWARE
0 Lotus 1-2-3 - Remarkable

integrated spreadsheet and
information management package
incorporating colour graphics for the
IBM PC 375.00

0 dBASE II -Powerful database
-management and applications
generator with optional graphics and
development tools 365.00

Symphony -Complementary
follow-up to 1-2-3 from Lotus including
word processing, integrated
spreadsheet, communications,

Odatabase and colour gra ph ics 550.00
SuperCalc 3 - Latest SuperCalc

version with colour graphics rivalling
,,,Lotus 1-2-3 295.00

WordStar -Most popular
ljwordprocessing program, easily

integrated with MailMerge, SpellStar,
Star index and SuperSort

Amenhancements 295.00
u -Pulsar Accotints - Complete

integrated business accounting system
includes sales, purchase, nominal
ledgers, data analysis, stock control,
invoicing and payroll -for Apricot and
IBM PC per module 195.00

0 Open Access- Exciting new
integrated business package rivalling
Lotus 1-2-3 with WP, Database, comms

Oand 3-D graphics 450.00
Multi -Mate -New standard in fast,

easy to use, function key driven
wordprocessing for the IBM PC

330.00
SuperCalc 2 - Sophisticated, easy

*to use financial spreadsheet for in
depth analysis, modelling and
forecasting 195.00

0 Framework -Integrated package
featuring word processing, spreadsheet,
graphics, data management _495.00

Friday - Personal file management
package for the novice with quick
custom reporting 195.00

dBASE III - Powerful easy to use
database with enhanced reporting
facilities and ability to print mailing
labels from files 495.00

Cardbot Plus -Simple to use
selective data retrieval tool with
extraction and sort facilities 330.00

0 Level II Cobol - Mainframe level II
compiler, well suited for new
applications development: tools and
utilities available 965.00

GraphStat - Up and coming
statistics and colour graphics package
for the IBM PC 195.00

CBASIC-Widely used commercial
programming language for business
applications development, interpreter
also available 125.00

(CP/M86.271.00)
Delta -Comprehensive and

sophisticated database program with
'3-D' file structures, links to Lotus 123,
MultiPlan and WordStar 495.00

BSTAM - Communications
packagefor sending and receiving
CP/M files over telephone lines.133.00

Presentation Master - Provides all
you need to turn your PC/XT into a
graphics/slide production unit 1495.00

Pascal MT+ - Comprehensive
integrated language for developing
production quality software 269.00

(CP/M86 462.00)

SYSTEM
SPOTLIGHT

If you are doubtful whether a
standard PC will have the
processing speed or memory to
keep up with your future
developments then the AT is the
obvious choice. The AT's
'formidable' spec. includes 256Kb
standard RAM (512Kb enhanced
version), 1.2Mb disk drive (plus
20Mb enhanced), new DOS 3.0
operating system expandability,
monitor and new enhanced
keyboard with 10' coiled cable,
separate numeric key pad for
easier and error -free data entry.
Basic from 3374.00
Enhanced from 4703.00

At a eCompu ter aireeiKW
IBM
AT

IBM '

PC/XT Comart Compaq

Colour graphics
Multi-user
Hard disk storage

Upgradeable
Expandable
Communications
Transportable
Networking

microserve
An integral part of the Byte Shops,
Microserve provides a complete range of
servicing and maintenance plans
nationwide for computers such as the
IBM PC and Communicator plus
peripherals from Epson, Anadex, Qum e,
Wyse and Volkercraig. 'Microsure' -our
speedy nationwide on site maintenance
contract for a 'once only' annual fee.
'Microswap' -component exchange
service. 'Mucromend' -workshop repair

 Volume purchase prices available on
request.
 Barclaycard Visa and
Access taken in payment.
 Account, leasing and HP facilities
available.
 Prices valid for cover date life of this

VIM

and upgrades. 'Microcall' -on sle
maintenance and repair charged on a
time and materials basis. 'Microtrain' -
runs product training courses for your
own service engineers. Call into your local
Byteshop for further details or 'phone
0480 215005 fora Microserve

Information
Pack.

11111111110
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 Whilst we carry a vast range of stock
we cannot guaintee that every item
advertised will be
available in each shop. [71

fitei BUSINESS COMPUTER CENTRES

CUE
LONDON

173-175 Drummond Street NW1.
Tel: 01-387 0505

Manager Russell Jacques

BIRMINGHAM
94-96 Hurst Street.
Tel: 021-6223165
Manager Jim Attfield

GLASGOW
266 St. Vincent Street.

Tel: 041-221 8202
Manager Gordon Coventry

MANCHESTER
11-12 Gateway House,

Piccadilly Station Approach.
Tel: 061-236 4737
Manager Robin Pimlott

NOTTINGHAM
92a Upper Parliament Street.

Tel: 0602 470576
Manager David Slater

SOUTHAMPTON
23 Cumberland Place.

Tel: 0703 334711
Manager Russ Wilmott

BRISTOL
Tel: 0272 290651
Manager John Page

BYTE SHOP HEAD OFFICE
Grove House, Great North Road,
Little Paxton, Cambs. PE19 4EL.

Tel: 0480 218812

IQ A Kode International plc Company

ALL PRICES EX. VAT ©Copyright the Byte Shop February 1985



For the BBC
Microcomputer

Software
PASCAL -T
Pascal -T is a 16k Eprom program capable of compiling source
PASCAL into a compact and very fast threaded -interpretative
code. Full Editor and disk support are included, together with a
comprehensive manual which contains many program examples.

Price £59.00
XCAL
A computer -aided learning system in a 16k Eprom and support
disk. The emphasis here is that no programming skills are required
in the construction of the learning sessions or their playback, as the
whole package is completely screen driven. Facilities include: Text
Pages, Graphics and Histograms. Price £65.00
FORTH
A choice of configurations as follows:

8k Eprom + Disk containing assembler and program examples.
Price £34.72

16k Eprom containing assembler and utilities. Price £49.00
Disk -based Forth for the BBC 6502 2nd Processor. Price £29.00

All the above are Econet II compatible and utilise DFS compatible
files to hold Forth screens. Supplied with 200+ page manual.
ELECTRON FORTH
An 8k Eprom for the Acorn Electron, complete with comprehensive
manual. Price £30.00
LOGO -FORTH
A 16K Eprom program introducing this very powerful but friendly
turtle -graphics language. Users also have access to the support
Forth nucleus. Supplied with comprehensive manual. Price £59.00
M/UTS
Powerful machine -code monitor with disk utilities on 8k Eprom.

Price £19.95

Business Software
A suite of three programs as follows:

Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Invoicing & Stock Accounting

All include comprehensive documentation. Price each £90.00

Software for the CMS 6809 2nd processor
FLEX with Assembler and Editor. Price £85.00
FLEX FORTH includes Editor and Assembler together with over
100K of utilities and example programs. Price £50.00
PL9 Compiler - very advanced native -code compiler, similar in
syntax to Pascal. Price £98.00
`C' Compiler. Price £170.00
LUCIDATA PASCAL. Price £105.00

Hardware
`BSECURE' Security cabinet for the BBC Microcomputer. All steel
construction, colour matched to BBC Machine. Features a lockable
compartment with integral drawer mechanism in which the
machine is situated. Above this is a separate compartment which
will accept a 19" Eurocard Rack or other equipment.
External dimensions are:

Width: 20"
Height: 13"
Depth: 17"

Available in the following formats:
Cabinet only. Price £60.00
Cabinet + 19" Rack, PSU and 7 card Backplane. Price £198.00

6809 2nd Processor with Tube Interface and linking software.
Price £274.00
Price £289.00Eurocard version of above fitted card front.

Connecting Cables for above cards:
Short. Price £15.00
Long. Price £20.00

GRAPHICS CARD
A 64k high resolution graphics card for use with the 6809 2nd
processor. Price £299.00
6502 Low cost controller card.
6809 Low cost controller card. Price £119.00
ROM Programmer card. Price £130.00

Other cards available - Please enquire

Distributors for ACORN, MICROVITEC and CUMANA
and also dealers for many other leading manufacturers -

please enquire for comprehensive product list
TRADE Enquiries are always welcome

Prices not including VAT
HCCS Associates
533 Durham Road, Low Fell
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
NE9 5EY
Tel: (0632) 821924

Retail sales also at:
HCCS Microcomputers
122 Darwen Street
Blackburn, Lancs
Tel: (0254) 672214

LARGEST COMPUTER CENTRE
in

MANCHESTER
BBC, COMMODORE, MEMOTECH, SINCLAIR,

SHARP, SANYO, AMSTRAD, QL, EINSTEIN, ADVANCE86
COMPUTERS
BBC Model B
(Free Recorder + Games) £389
Electron Call
Memotech 512 (Free rec £275
Memotech 500 (Free rec £199
Advance 86b Call
Sinclair QL Call
Sanyo 550
Sanyo 555
Einstein
Amstrad
Amstrad colour

£640 + VAT
£799 + VAT

POA
Call
Call

MONITORS
JVC Medium Colour £199
JVC High £249
Microvitec Medium (QL) £275

Microvitec Medium (BBC) £299
Ferguson MC101 (TV -Mon) Call

PRINTERS
Shinwa CP80 CTI £234
Epson RX80 FT £289
Cosmos CP80 £214
Juki 6100 £388
Cannon 1080 Call
Brother HR15 £442
Olivetti JP101 £155
Star Gemini 10X Call
National Panasonic £335

DISK DRIVES
Opus, Pace, Cumana, modems
various

BBC ACCESSORIES
6502 2nd Processor £199
Z80 2nd Processor £349
Bitstick System £374
Graphpad £143.75

COMPUTER STATIONERY, DISKS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, CABLES, ETC.

TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES/CORDLESS PHONES NOW IN STOCK

Wide range of books, software (Educational software specialist).
Showroom, demonstration facility. Prices include VAT, all items
available mail order. Personal Export scheme. Add £8 p&p if mail

order. We accept Visa and Access
Export dealer enquiries welcome

MIGHTY MICRO
SHERWOOD CENTRE
268 WILMSLOW ROAD

FALLOWFIELD, MANCHESTER
TEL: 061-224 8117

ORIC AND SINCLAIR ACORN COMPUTERS
COMPUTERS

Oric 1 computer 48K 085 (082) £92. Oric AtmoscoMputer 48K
£171 (£158) 0168. Oric colour printer £134 (0231 040.
Sinclair flat screen TV £113 (005) 0115. Sinclair Spectrum
Plus Computer 0182 (C176) 2187. Sinclair OL computer 0406
(£3851 £410 Sinclair Spectrum 48K £131 (£1311 £143.
Microdrive 251 (£50) 060. RS232 interface 1 £51 (250) £60.
Special offer- Microdrive -( Interface 1 r 4 cartridges 002
(£100) £120. Blank microdrive cartridges 05-50 (C6) £7.
Standard floppy disc interface for Spectrum £102 (092) £112.
(See Cumana disc section for suitable disc drives). Fuller FDS
keyboard for Spectrum £52 (052) £62. Fuller master unit £56
(£56) £62 Interlace 2 £20-45 (020)024.32K memory upgrade
kit for 16K Spectrum (issue 2 and 3 only) £31 (128) 030.
Spectrum Centronics printer interface 051 (0471 £52. ZX
printer has been replaced by the Alphacom 32 071 (069) 0(016)82. 5
printer rolls (state whether Sinclair o 013
£21. ZX81 computer £45 (044) 054. 16rKAl

phacom
ram pac)ks for ZX81

028 (025) 030.

COMMODORE
COMPUTERS
Commodore C16 Starter Pack £145 (0142)0162. Commodore
Plusr4 0305 (0281) 0301. Commodore 64 £222 (£215) 0835.
Convertor to alow most ordinary mono cassette recorders to be
used with the Vic 20 and the Commodore 64 £9-78 01 £11.
Bargain package:- cassette convertor r compatible cassette
recorder £37 (038) 044. Commodore cassette recorder £43
(044) £50. Printer interfaces for Vic 20 and the Commodore
64:- Centronics 045 (041) £46. RS232 £45 (£41) 046. Disc
drive 0233 (£209) 0234 1520 printer/plotter £165 (£149)

£33.
015. MPS801 Printer 0235 (£220) 0245, Light pen 029 (02919

Electron 0173 (0179) £199. BBC Model B £404 (0357) £387.
Kends double density disk interface system £149(0131) C141.
See below for suitable disc drives.

CUMANA DISC
DRIVES
To suit disc interlaces of Sinclair Spectrum, BBC B and
Videogenie. Single:- 40 track single sided 0176 (£158)078,
40trdouble sided £218 (£1951£215. 80trss 0207 (0186) 0206.
80tr ds 0234 (0209) 0229. Dual:- 40tr ss 0299 (£280) £320,
401r ds 0395 (0353) £393, 80tr ss £372 (0334) 0374, 800 ds
£437 (£390) £430.

PRINTERS

Oki Microline 80 £138 (£135) £165. Brother FIRS 0162 (£146)
£170. Shinwa CTI CP6O £225 (£218) £248. Canon PW1080A
£332 (0299) £329. Epson RX80 0277 (02511 £282 Epson
RX80F/T £314 (£286) £316. Epson FX80 £399 (£358) £388.
Combined matrix printers and electric typewriters.- Brother
EP22 E173 (0166) 0186, Brother EP44 £258 (0235) 0260.
MCP40 Oric Colour printer/plotter £134 (£123) £140.
Interfaces to run the above printers from Vic and the
Commodore 64 045(041) £46. We can supply interfacesto run
the above printers from Sharp computers 058 (£52) E55

UK101, SUPERBOARD
AND VIDEOGENIE

We still support these Computers. Write for our list.

COMPUTER REPAIRS
We offer a world-wide repair service. Write for a quotation.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
The Computer Export Specialists

Dept PCW, 32 Goldsel Rd, Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ,
England

Tel: SWANLEY (0322) 64851. Official orders welcome. UK prices are
shown first and include post and VAT. The second price in brackets is
for export customers in Europe and includes insured airmail postage.
The third price is for export customers outside Europe (including
Australia etc) and includes insured airmail postage.
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The courses are structured
and modular so students can
start at the level that suits them
whether they just wish to
understand the basics or are DP
professionals.

And since our courses are
approved by the Manpower Serv-
ices Commission, your company
may well qualify for a grant.

Send off the coupon for our
brochure containing full course
details and booking forms. Do it
now and help yourself to our
rather generous introductory offer.

THE BUSINESS WORLD IS SPLIT BETWEEN
THOSE WHO HAVE COMPUTER SYSTEMS- AND

THOSE WHO ALSO UNDERSTAND THEM

Introducing Byte Shop Training Centres
Pretty soon there will be only

one kind of business.
The business whose staff fully

understands its computer systems.
Those businesses who fail in

this respect will, simply, not be in
business.

That is why-as an urgent
priority-The Byte Shop is
providing computer training from
our Business Centres in London,
Bristol, Glasgow and Birmingham

And they're the best-in
keeping with our tradition ever
since we opened the UK's very first
specialist microcomputer centres.

Please send me a copy of your brochure containing full
details of Byte Shop Training Centres.

NAME COMPANY

TITLE CODE DURATION

EDUCATIONAL
Understanding Computers
-A Jargon Breakdown

ED01 1 day

An Introduction to
Microcomputers for Managers

Working with Micros

ED02 1 day

ED03 1 day

Financial Modelling and
Business Software-A
Familiarisation Workshop

ED04 1 day

IWORD PROCESSING
An Introduction to
Word processing and
WORDSTAR facilities

WP01 1 day

WORDSTAR and MAILMERGE
User Course

WP02 2 days

DATABASE
Database Concepts and
DBASE II facilities

D801 1 day

Writing DBASE Il
Applications

D802 2 days

Advanced use of
DBASE II software

DB03 1 day

DBASE III conversion DB04 1 day

INTEGRATED SYSTEM SOFTWARE
Lotus 1.2.3. IS01 1 day

Advanced LOTUS 1.2.3. IS02 1 day

Symphony IS03 2 days

Advanced Symphony Users
Workshop

ISO4 2 days

Framework IS05 2 days

Thinking as a Programmer PRO1 1 day
IPROGRAMMING

Programming in MBASIC
Programming in PASCAL
Programming in COBOL
Programming in "C

PRO2
PROS
PRO4
PRO5

3 days
4 days
5 days
3 days

NOUSE KEEPING
PC/MS-DOS DOS 1 day

ISYSTEM

Concurrent CP/M CPM 1 day

MP/M MPM 1 day

Note:  Courses start in London on 21st January 1985.

 All products referred to are trademarks or registered trademarks
of the companies of origin.

*Courses will also be available shortly in
Southampton, Nottingham, and Manchester.

The Byte Shop Ltd., Grove House,
Little Paxton, Cambs PE19 4EL
Telephone: 0480 218812

lc A Kode International plc Company

To: Ian James, Training Manager,
The Byte Shop Ltd.,

Grove House, Little Paxton, Cambs PE19 4EL
Telephone: 0480 218812

POSITION

ADDRESS

Course(s) interested in
(state codes)

All
(tick)

_J
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BBC MICRO COMPUTER SYSTEM DISC DRIVES
BBC Computers
Model B Special Offer £320(a) 6502 Second Processor £175(a)
Model B + NFS £389(a) Acorn IEEE Interface £280(a)
Model B + DFS £409(a) Z802nd Proc. + Software £348(a)
Model B + DFS+ NFS £450(a) Bitstick+ graphics Software £328(a)

TORCH UNICORN PRODUCTS:
ZEP100 Z80 Card with 64K Ram + Free Software Package £275(a)
ZDP240 Z80 Card as above with 2 x 400K Dual Drive + Software £675(a)
HDP240 20 Mbyte Hard Disc + 400K Floppy £1995(a)
HDP68K + UNIX 68000 with Z8OB + 256K RAM & UNIX OS £2995(a)
UNICOMM Communication Package c/w modem £159(a)
GS800 GRADUATE 8086 + 256K RAM + Dual Drive + XchangeSoftware £945(a)

In addition to above we carry a very wide range of BBC firmware & software packages.
Please write for further details.

PRINTERS
EPSON

RX8OFT £225(a) RX100 £345(a) FX80 £315(a) FX100 £435(a)

KAGA TAXAN NLC) Printers DAISY WHEELS
KP810 £249(a) KP910 £359(a) JUKI 6100 £340(a) BROTHER HR15 £340(a)

3 Colour Graphics Plotter/Work Station £490(a)
(Includes pens, drill/router & opto sensor)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
EPSON
Serial Interface: 8143 £28(b);
8148 with 2K buffer £59(b).
Buffers with large storage capacity
available from stock.
Paper Roll Holder ti 7(b);
FX80 tractor Attachment £37(b)
Ribbons: MX/FOUFX 80 £5(c);
MX/RX/FX 100 £10(c).
Dust Covers: RX/FX 80 £4.50(c);
RX/FX100 £6.50(c).
KAGA Serial I/face with 2K Buffer £85(b);
Ribbon £6(c).

JUKI Serial I/Face with 2K Buffer £60(b);
Fri bho n £2.50(d).
JUKI Sheet Feeder £199(a);
Tractor Feed £99(a).
BROTHER HR15 Sheet Feeder £199(a);
Tractor Feed £99(a).
2000 Fanfold sheets with extra fine
perforations
9.5" x 11" £13.50(b);14.5" x 11" £17.50(b).
Self Adhesive Labels 2) x 17/is" per 1000.
Single Row £5.25(d); Triple Row £5(d).
Parallel Leads: IBM £18(c); BBC £7(c).

PRINTER/COMPUTER SHARERS

Three Computers to one printer (parallel) £65(b) Cable Set for 3 way sharer (1m long each) £25(c)
Mains Adaptor £7(d) Two printers to one Computer(parallel) £19(c)

DRIVE ACCESSORIES
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 20 disposable cleaning discs ensures
continued optimum performance of the drives £14.50(c)
Single Disc Cable £6(d) Dual Disc Cable £8.50(c)
10 Disc Library Case £1.80(d) 30 Disc Storage Box £6(c)
30/40 Disc Lockable Box £14(c) 100 Disc Lockable Box £19(b)

EPROM PROGRAMMERS

INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMER EP8000
This CPU controlled Emulator Programmer is a
powerful tool for both Eprom programming and de-
velopment work. EP8000 can emulate and program
all eproms up to 8K x 8 bytes, can be used as stand
alone unit for editing and duplicating EPROMS, as a
slave programmer or as an eprom emulator £695(a).

GANG OF EIGHT PRODUCTION PROGRAMMER
This is a smart, fast programmer with an audible
alarm and a 'conversational' liquid crystal display.
Single key operation discourages mistakes whilst
performing BLANK CHECK, VERIFY and PROGRAM
functions automatically. Programming voltage
selectable 12.5/21/25V. Will program all popular 5V
single rail eproms. It will program 8 eproms at a time

£395(a)
P9000 Range
These new range which will handle ALL current 5V
single rail eproms and copy 8 eproms at a time
comprise three following models:
All models have 16 character display, 10 different
fault detection features and automatic self test, 16
bit programming capability and a selection of high
speed programming algorithms:
P9010: A low cost duplicator £795(a)
P9020: With serial interface with 8 different formats
and 8K buffer (expandable to 33K) £995(a)
P9030: Top of the range with serial interface with 16
formats, baud rate up to 19.2K, 8K expandable
buffer, editing functions, printing facility, remote
control from a computer £1295(a)
UV ERASERS
UVIT Eraser with built-in timer and mains indicator.
Built-in safety interlock to avoid accidental
exposure to the harmful UV rays. It can handle up to
5 eproms at a time with an average erasing time of
about 20 mins £59 + £2 p&P.
UV12 as above but without the timer £47 + £2 p&p.
For industrial users, we offer UV140 & UV141 erasers
with handling capacity of 14 eproms. UV14 has a
built in timer. Both offer full built in safety features
UV140 £61; UV141 £79, p&P £2.50.

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE
VAT

Please add carriage 50p unless
indicated as follows

(a) £8 (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50 (d)
£1.00

We also stock a full
range of

TTLs CMOS, CPU's,
RAMs, EPROMS.

Please write for our
catalogue.

Single Drives
1 x 100k 40T SS: TS55A £100(a) CS55A with psu £125(a)

1 x 200K 40/80 TSS: TS55E £140(b) CS55E with psu VI50(b)
1 x 400K 40/80T DS: TS55F V145(a) CS55E with psu £169(a)

Dual Drives
2 x 100K 40T SS: TD55A with psu £250(a)

2 x 200K 40/80T SS: TD55E with psu £325(a)
2 x 400K 40/80T DS: TD55MP with psu £350(a)
2 x 400K 40/80T DS: TD55M with psu £360(a)

BBC compatible disc drives, fully cased and supplied complete with cables, manual and
formatting disc for operation with the BBC micro. These drives can operate in both single
and double density modes and are suitable for use with any micro with Shuggart A400
interface. Mechanisms available separately.

3M FLOPPY DISCS

Authorised Distributor
Data Recording Products 3M

Industry standard high quality discs with guaranteed error free performance for life.
Discs in packs of 10:

40T SSDD E15(c) 40T DSDD £18(c)

80T SSDD £22(c) 80T DSDD £24(c)

MONITORS
All monitors supplied with BBC lead

MICROVITEC 14" RGB MICROVITEC 20" RGB with PAL & Audio
1431 Standard Resolution £165(a) 2030CS Std Res £380(a)
1451 Medium Resolution £240(a) 2040CS Hi Res £685(a)
1441 Hi Resolution £399(a)

MICROVITEC 14" RGB with PAL & Audio
These monitors can receive TV programs
thru a Video Recorder KAGA TAXAN 12" RGB
1431AP Standard Resolution £210(a) VISION II Hi Res £240(a)
1451AP Medium Resolution £280(a) VISION Ill Super Hi Res £340(a)

MONOCHROME MONITORS:
SANYO DM8112CX Hi Res 12" Green SWIVEL BASE FOR KAGA
Screen £90(a) Monochrome fitted with Digital Clock... £21(c)
KAGA KX1201G Hi Res 12" Etched Green Monitor Plinth for the BBC £13.50(b)
Screen £99(a)
KAGA KX1202A Hi Res 12" Etched Amber
Screen £105(a)
ZENITH 123 Hi Res 12" Green Screen .. £68(a)
ZENITH 122 Hi Res 12"Amber Screen £68(a)

Double Tier Plinth for BBC and flat dual
drive £19.50(b)

Microvitec £3.50(d)
Monochrome £3.50(d)

PRINTER SHARER/BUFFER
A unique printer sharer/buffer that provides a simple way to improve the utilisation of the
installed equipment by reducing the waiting time for printing documents. All but the
smallest documents tie up the computer while being printed and the computer remains
out of use until the printing is complete. This is more so in a network which does not have a
dedicated computer for printer operation. This buffer/sharer would free the computers
almost immediately for other uses and in many cases make the use of dedicated printer
server machines unnecessary.

STANDARD Centronics interface
with 3 inputs
EACH input port scanned every 5 secs to
check for data. Switching between ports
completely automatic.
Data input rate 4800 bytes/sec
LED Bargraph indicates percentage
memory used.
COPY key allows current document to
be reprinted.

 64K buffer capacity.

Internal check to prove the data
integrity.
PAUSE switch allows printing to be
stopped temporarily to allow paper
change, adjust form feed etc. or allows
temporary storage for large number of
small files which can all be printed
together.

* RESET allows all buffer memory to be
cleared without having to hard break on
the computer.

 Mains powered  Compact 7cm x 17cm x 24cm
TSB 64 Buffer/Sharer £245(a)

Cable Set £30

10 Way
20 Way
26 Way
34 Way
40 Way
50 Way

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS

I D CONNECTORS
Headers Receptacles Edge Conns

90p 85p 120p
145p 125p 195p
175p 150p 240p
200p 160p 320p
220p 190p 340p
235p 200p 390p

Grey Cableim
40p
85p

120p
160p
180p
200p

AMPHENOL CONNECTORS
Solder IOC

36 Way Centronics Plug 500p
36 Way Centronics Socket 550p
24 Way IEEE Plug 475p

24 Way IEEE Socket 500p

PCB Mtg Skt

Ang. Pin 36 Way 750p 24 Way 700p

475p

500p

475p

500p

RS 232 JUMPER LEADS WITH
25 WAY CONNECTORS

24" Single end Male £5.00
24" Single end Female £5.25

24" Male to Male £8.25
24" Female to Female £9.50

24" Male to Female £9.00

Other lengths available

TEXTOOL ZIF
SOCKETS

24 pin £5.75
28 pin £8
40 pin £9.75

GENDER CHANGERS
25 Way D type
Male to Male £10
Female to Female.... £10
Male to Female £10

D CONNECTORS
No of Ways

9 15 25 37
Male
Solder 60p

ogled Pins 120p
C 175p

Female
Solder 90p
Angled Pins 160p
IDC 195p
Hoods 90p
Screwlock Hood 130p

85p
180p
275p

130p
210p
325p
95p

150p

125p
240p
325p

195p
290p
375p
100p
175p

170p
350p

290p
440p

120p

TECH Ai AT IC I, fD
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWI0 lED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO
(Tel: 01-208 1177 (4 lines) Telex: 922800)

305 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 15% VAT
(Exporl: no VAT, p&I' al Cost)

Orders from Gosernmeni DeMs. & Colleges me. welcome.
Minimum Telephone Order O.

Detailed Price List on request.

Shock item, are norntalh I, return or post.

mign°
MINIM
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for
Business Systems

LONDON, SURREY
KENT and SUSSEX

Vega Computers Ltd
01- 680 4484

ikappie
=

Persoilal
Computer

Computers gLimited
6 Suffolk House George Street
Croydon CR01PE
01-680 4484 Telex 943763

CRAZES PRICES
ABA ring now!

833 3831
Hardware List

1 2+Price
£ £ £

IBM PC Dual Drive Mono Display(inc. k'brd) 204-1" 1673 1592
IBM XT Mono Display(inc. k'brd) 3499" 2820 2682
Apricot Fl _1093 898 854
Apricot Portable _..1.-593 1390 1322
Apricot Double Sided +9" Monitor _1833 1636 1556
Apricot XI 10 MB + 9" Monitor 2993 2456 2336
Macintosh 128K _L7135" 1472 1400
Macintosh 512 K 2593 2128 2024
Apple Ilc _-893 709 675
Compaq Dual Drive 256K 2-1-93 1799 1712
Compaq Plus 394-5" 3235 3077
Datageneral 1 2490 2042 1942
Epson PX8 ..--7.98" 654 622
Software
Lotus 123 (for Apricot) -a75 299 292
Symphony 451 429
Framework

___5f43-
_11-96" 405 386

Wordstar Professional 299 299
dBase II -afr5 299 285
dBase III _493 406 386
Filevision -1-99" 130 124
Multimate --G40- 279 265
Sage -375 299 292

We accept official orders from UK Government and Educational
Establishments. Mail Order and Export Enquiries welcome.

Callers by appointment.

EXPORT SPECIALISTS
55 Grays Inn Road, London WC1ABA CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

All prices exclude VAT

MICRO COMPUTER
CONSUELINTS LTD

COMPARE OUR PRICES!
UNREPEATABLE OFFERS

on ALL the APPLE family

APPLE IIC
Built-in disc drive
128K RAM
40/80 column
TV modulator
6 program interactive
learning course
Ultra Hi -Res
Built in serial ports for
printers and modem
Weight only 71/2Ib
External power supply

APPLE IIE, IIC and ///
ALL at BARGAIN prices

MACINTOSH

A new range of Software available

dit Authorised Apple Dealer
-7,rd, Level One Service Centre

Call TODAY for further details

Ascott House, 227 Elliott St
Tyldesley, Manchester
M298DG

Tel: 0942-892818
***OVERSEAS ORDERS A SPECIALITY***

PCW31



THE INSTITUTION OF
ANALYSTS & PROGRAMMERS

An association which is widely recognised and respected,
endorses the status of its members, protects and
promotes their interests, assists their careers and
encourages their ethical standards is the foundation of
every profession.
The Institution of Analysts & Programme' s is the
leading association for those who use, develop and
organise systems analysis and computer programming
for Commerce, Industry or Public Service as a principal
or supplementary part of their professional life.
Awareness of the Institution and the high regard
accorded to its members has brought inquiries and
applications from over forty independent countries and
states.
The essential qualification for election is practical
experience but grading allowances are made for degrees,
diplomas and course certificates of recognised universities
and training organisations and for memberships of
other professional associations and learned bodies. A
guide to membership requirements and gradings may be
requested by telephone or letter addressed to the
Applications Department.

01-898 2385

The Institution Of Analysts & Programmers
GIBSON HOUSE, FOURTH CROSS ROAD, TWICKENHAM

MIDDLESEX, TW2 5EL, ENGLAND
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A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
STARTS HERE AT

THE SOFTWARE WAREHOUSE
For the IBM PC and 100% Compatible Machines

SUPERCALC 3.2 with FASTMATH a totally integrated
software package. Spreadsheet, letter
writing, text editing , data management &
graphics incorporating SIDEWAYS to
rotate a large report 900 for printing on
continuous stationery. RRP£295

SWP £225

EASYWRITER II integrated word-processing, spell -
checking & mail -merging with either
American, English, French or German
dictionary RRP 2290 SWP £220
(Legal or medical dictionaries available)

EASYFILER database management system RRP
£270 SWP £210

OTHER PRODUCTS SELECTED FROM OUR RANGE
RAP SWP RRP SWP RRP SWP

dbase II £365 £240 PC Forty £120 £95 Wordstar £295 £195

dbase III £495 £330 Pertmaster £650 £510 WS+ Mailmerge £390 £260

Friday! £195 £130 Pertmaster + £850 £665 WS Professional £495 £330

Open Access £450 £300 Easy Sales Pro £360 £240 Easy Planner £170 £145

Oz £330 £220 Framework £495 £330 Multimake £339 £225

MAIL ORDER ONLY
Please enclose payment with order.

Add 15% VAT to above prices. Post & Packing £2.

THE SOFTWARE WAREHOUSE
9 Lapponum Walk, Reading, Hayes, Middx. UB4 9PN

Tel: 01-841 1209

CONDOR DATABASE
Now you can do hundreds of tasks quickly and easily
Without Programming Experience

on your IBM-PC, SIRIUS, APPLE II, APRICOT, RAINBOW, SAMURAI,
HYPERION, SUPERBRAIN, WANG, ZENITH etc .

We know the frustrations. You bought a compu-
ter to help manage your business better. Then
came the realises of software canned programs;
computer languages; programmers; and consul-
tants. Finally you got something running ... but
it's not what you wanted. To make matters
worse, the computer is sitting idle much of the
time. And you expected to be able to do so much
more ..

Condor to the rescue
MGA has a management system for your
computer that helps you accomplish hundreds of
tasks .. quickly and easily . .. without program-
ming experience. Called CONDOR DATABASE,
it really helps you do most of the things that
prompted you to buy a computer in the first
place. Simple things like reminding you of
important dates or setting up and printing
postcode sorted mailing lists. Or intermediate
tasks like organising your files, project control and
customer tracking. Or more complex applications
like analysing cash -flow and generating extensive
management reports. All are accomplished with
less time and effort with Condor. Much less!

Easy to use with fast results
Condor Database eliminates complex program.
ming. It uses simple English words to do the
things you want to do (French and German
versions also available). You'll be amazed how
quickly Condor helps manage your business,
even if you're a first time user. If you're just
buying your first computer; buy it with Condor
and get it right from the start! It's no wonder
many of the largest hardware manufacturers have
tested and package Condor with their computers.
Companies like Sony, Sanyo, DEC, NEC, Hew-
lett-Packard, Monroe and Zenith.

MGA MicroSystems
140 High Street
Tenterden, Kent
ENGLAND TN30 6HT
Tel: (05806) 4278

It's not just a database. It's data management. It's
a big idea, and once you see how powerful it can
make your personal computer you'll know why
Condor Data Management software is the right
idea at the right time.
Condor is compatible with all microcomputers
with CP/M, MSDOS, CP/M-86, PCDOS or
TURBODOS. Prices exclude VAT.
Condor Level 1
Single files, simple reports, computations. f,11

screen formatting, £95
Condor Level 2
Multiple files, relate datasetsstatistics, change
datasets; £195
Condor Level 3
Fully Relational Database Manager, indexing,
report generator; £295
Upgrade to next level. £125

* STOP PRESS *
NEW COLOUR VERSION

NOW AVAILABLE FOR IBM-
PC AND COMPATIBLES AT

NO EXTRA CHARGE

A.11.

condor
MGA are specialists in providing high volume
Database Management Systems and will build
complex specific application systems using Con-
dor to your order. Already implemented are:
Nominal Ledgers; Charity Accounts; Garage and
Tour Operators' Systems.

Condor Database - It's simply better!
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notes all at the same time).
At the press of a button,

you can summon up pre-
programmed rhythms and bass
accompaniments to play along to.

These three rhythm
combinations can be speeded
up or slowed down.

You can even glissando (so
long as you don't hurt yourself.)

That is, make a note slide
up in pitch.

You can filter sound: reduce
the treble, the bass, or both. You
can save, on cassette or disk,
a voice or tune for future use.

And, for be,ter sound
reproduction, you can connect

MAKE MUSIC
YOUR FORTE.

Alright, let's all gather
round the computer for a good
old sing -song.

You'll find the new
Commodore 64 Music Maker
strikes exactly the right note,
whether you're an accomplished

then tap in the rhythm.
And, before you can even

say 'Richard Clayderman: the
automatic playback fills the
room with music.

Once you've become a

'piano' virtuoso, you'll quickly
musician or Cr:commodore appreciate the
whether you COMPUTER SOFTWARE Music Maker's
are an out-and-out beginner. other amazing capabilities.

If you can hum and know
your ABC, you can start to
play famous
immediately.
NMI No matter if you've
played a note before.

Simply type in the
from the SFX Tutor Handbook,
MMI MUSIC MAKER DISK OR CASSETTE £29.95.

popular tunes

never

notes

You can synthesize musical
instruments, even create your
own 'synth' electronic sounds.

You can play notes
polyphonically.
MN (This is the smart
way of saying you can
play three different

Music Maker to your hi-fi system.
Music Maker has been de-

signed, like all our software,to get
the very best out of Commodore
hardware.

It's the first in a series of
packages which will fully exploit
the Commodore 64's outstand-
ing musical capabilities.

Commodore software: it
costs no more, even though
there's more to it.



PAM
COMPUTERS

FOR YOUR FIRST COMPUTER SYSTEM
when you buy a system from PAM COMPUTERS that is
not all you get, with each system comes advice, training
and ongoing support. We will advise you on the right
system for your business having first assessed what
your needs are.

APRICOT PC - BUSINESS SYSTEM £1999 + vat

SANYO MBC 555 - BUSINESS SYSTEM
WITH SAGE integrated accounts

£1499 + vat

Included in these prices is the BROTHER HR -15
daisywheel printer a box of disks, printer cable, free
software and on -site training. PHONE for details.

Sample of our PRINTER PRICES + vat

Epson RX80T/FX80 Oki M80/M83A
£207/£362 £182/£395

Canon PW1080A £274 BROTHER HR -15 £369

3 TENNYSON ROAD, ASHFORD, MIDDX

(07842) 48972

OVER

4 BOOKS

SOFTWA RE

B BLAB E TRADING ESTAT
WO,rSTER WR3 8T.1

TELEPHONE (0905) 58351

Do you own or use two or more computers with incom-
patible disk formats? Then you need our universal

«FILE MOV
This easy -to -use file transfer program enables you to transfer
any type of files - including .COM-, .CMD- and .EXE-types of
files - from one computer to another by means of a serial link -
even if they use different operating systems! A special protocol
with checksums and automatic retransmission ensures error -free
file transfers.
Available for CP/M, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS (PC -DOS).
Prices: For CP/M £ 49.95

For CP/M-86 or PC -DOS (MS-DOS) £ 69.95
For any two o/s's : £ 99.95

We also offer the following easy -to -use and well -documented
utilities:
 XSUB for CP/M-86 : 39.95

DiSK UTILITY PACKAGE for CP/M (2.2)
Includes disk dump and patch, disk test, dupli-
cation and various file recovery utilities.
"The file recovery aid alone makes it worth the
price... "-- very well -designed and friendly
human interfaces.. (Microsystems).
TERMINAL for CP/M, CP/M-86 and PC -DOS

: 79.95

(MS-DOS) : 99.95
converts your microcomputer into a powerful termi-
nal. Includes ASCII file upload and download facilities.

Disk Formats available: 8" ss/sd, IBM-PC/XT, DEC Rainbow 100,
Osborne, Zenith hard and soft sector, Superbrain (JR),
DEC -VT 180 (DD), TI Professional (DD), Kaypro II, Access ss/dd,
NEC PC -8001 A, XEROX 820 (SD), Xerox 820-11 (DD), TRS-80,
Mod I (Omikron (CP/M), TRS-80, Mod 3 (MM/CPM),
Morrow Micro Decision.
Include £ 5 per order for handling and shipping. Specify
computer, disk format and o/s.
VISA accepted.

ck elektiokonsult cis
P.O.BOX 846, N-3001 DRAMMEN, NORWAY

Tel: *(47) 3 83 15 00

44



Name

Signature

Address

Postcode
I enclose a cheque for or debit

my Access/Diner card number

0 Tyvex is a registered name of Du Pont
0,1111867ff is a registered name of Disco Technology Ltd
C nor is a registered name is a registered name of

XLTRON Ltd.

The original and still
the leader in value.
MEGABOX
measures
61/4" x 83/4"
x 61/2"

Our Quality Promise
You can order IL= disks with confidence. We buy
our disks in bulk from international manufacturers, to
our specifications, then test, grade and retest them in our
London laboratories. Every order of 25 or 50 comes
packed in the same top quality rigid plastic storage box,
our MEG/UP BOX. With four dividers. Every order of 10
comes packed in our dIscobox library case.

Fully Guaranteed
The ii M1 quality control is so stringent that we can
give our famous 'two for one' guarantee. If you find a
faulty disk, return it to us, and we'll send you two in
exchange immediately. All part of our five year guarantee.

51/4" Floppy
Disks Prices

trail
Code 3

Code 4

Code 5

Code 6

Code 1

Code 2

25 ssktdiftran 5 1/4" 48tpi disks with
AMVW/i in MEGA.BOX £29

25 ds/ddiftran 51/4" 48tpi disks with
ANWIFF inMEGABOX £39

50 ssiddla run 51/4" 48tpi disks with
Anew in MEGA.BOX £50

50 ds/ddlitran 51/4" 48tpi disks with
Atilliriff inMEGA.BOX £75

10 ssiddnEal 51/4" 48tpi disks with
AVOW in disco -box £13

10 asidantron 51/4" 48tpi disks with
min disco -box £18

Features: Write protect notch, centre hubs, double
and single density.
Tyvex(`) sleeves, and with AMMlif 0 .

With

- it's tough!

Personal Callers Very
Welcome
We're now established in our new showroom in
Alfred Place. You can save our £2.00 delivery
charge by calling in - you'll be welcome from
10.00 a.m. till 5.00 p.m. Saturday 10.00 a.m. -
4.00 p.m.

Help Lines
If you want help or information to place an order
ring our 'hot line' on 01-631 3600 or if you need
technical advice ring 01-631 0255.

Official Orders
We accept orders from all government bodies,
schools, universities, libraries, armed forces etc.
We despatch on receipt of an official purchase
order. If you can't raise a cheque without an
invoice just post or telephone your order and we'll
send you a pro -forma by return.

NEW!
The miditox

15 ds/dd disks in our Midi -box at a
bargain price.

Our new midi -box has some great
features. It's made of high impact PVC

and holds up to 30 51/4" disks, but is
one of the neatest on the market.

Measuring 61/4" x 61/4" x 31/4" the ridged
lid conveniently holds the disks you are
working on ready to hand. And with 15

ds/dd disks with MOW it's a
bargain at only £20 plus VAT. Code M 1.

A Box and a half for the
price of one !

Special. Midibox with
80 track 96 tpi disks at only £25 plus VAT.

Code M2

Disco Tek Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WC1, England. Telephone Sales: 01-631 3600 Technical Enquiries: 01-631 0255

Fill in the coupon or send written orders. Disco Tek Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WC1, England.
Please send me the following:

PCW/2/85

Code No. Quantity Product Computer Price

Add £2.00 delivery
or £6.00 for both.

VAT at 15%

for disks, £5.00 for drives Delive
Cleaning kits free delivery. 4

gory

Total
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112 BRENT STREET, HENDON, NW4

Tel: 01-202 2272/3/4
Telex: 265871 MONREF G

HELPS PLOT
YOUR FUTURE!

11.11Pm'

OPEN MON-FRI 9.00 - 5.30
SAT 9.30 - 5.00

BUSINESS COMPUTERS -
ALL PRICES OF BUSINESS
MICROS ARE SUBJECT TO VAT @ 15°A,

IBM AUTHORISED DEALER= -IBM PC
a E. C

IBM PC PORTABLE £ please call
IBM PC £ please call
IBM XT £ please call
PC NETWORKING £ please call

Easy parking at rear car park
Nearest tube: Hendon Central

(Northern Line)

ACT APRICOT AUTHORISED DEALER
"NEW" Fl Computer Colour 256K RAM From 795.00
'NEW* Portable Computer Flat Screen 720K Cordless KB

Cordless Mouse Speech Recognition
From 1695

Apricot PC Computer Twin S/S Disks 256K 1595
Apricot PC Computer Twin D/S Disks 256K 1795
Apricot Xi Computer 10Mb Hard Disk 2795

*NEW Apricot Point 7 as Xi 10Mb and networks 6 additional Apricots
3795

'NEW' Apricot Point 32 10Mb File Server Networking up to 32 users
£2995

'NEW Apricot point 32 as above but with 20Mb Hard Disk 4395
Apricot 9" High Res Monitor 200
Apricot 12" High Res Monitor 300

*NEW Apricot 10" Colour Monitor 395
'NEW" Colour card for your Apricot PC or Xi 295

*apricot

ACTsinus,
ACT SIRIUS AUTHORISED DEALER
Sirius 1.2 128K 2195
Sirius 2.4 256K 2895
Sirius SX 10mb 256k 3995
Sirius Network Please Call

COMMODORE
CBM 8296 SK 795
CBM 8050 895
CBM 8250 895

HOME COMPUTERS
ATARI
Atari 600XL 99.99
Atari 800XL 199.99
1050 Disk Drive 199.99
1010 Cassette 49.99

Cr. commodore

MATRIX PRINTERS
Brother EP44 Typewriter/Printer
Epson RX8OT 245
Epson RX8OFT 265
Epson FX8OFT 345
Epson RX100FT 450 I;

Epson FX100FT 475
Epson LQ1500 1100
Printer Buffers from 129

-11Nql11111417

1-01111
,Aenc10,1,Y);,'

112 Br I',
ecz,m -
220

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
*New* Daisy Step 2000 18cps, Qume Compatible .......285
Brother CE60 typewriter/Printer 13cps .410
Brother HR15 15cps 445
Brother HR25 25cps 795
*NEW* Ricoh 1200 22 cps 595
Ricoh Flowriter RP1300 37cps 1245
Ricoh Flowriter RP1600 60cps 1635

isoect

SOFTWARE
Pegasus Full Accounts Suite (per module) 295
Sales Ledger Payroll Purchase Ledger
Stock Control Nominal Ledger Job Costing
Invoicing & Sales Order Processing
Superwriter 295
Wordstar 295
Mailmerge 95
Wordcraft (Inc. Mailmerge & Dictionary) 425
Lotus 123 £ please call
Symphony £ please call
Open Access £ please call
Supercalc 195
Multiplan 195
DBase II 395
DMS Delta 495
CSM Incomplete Records (Auditman) 1500
IBIS Incomplete Records (Accounts Prep) 1600
IBIS Time Recording 800
IBIS Bureau Payroll 600
Micromail (Telecom Gold) 95
Special Applications Software £ please call

PEGASUS
BUSINESS
SOFTY/ARE

Computer Services Midlands 4

D at aview
WORDCRAFT

ACCESSORIES
Floppy Disks
Continuous
Stationery
Daisy Wheels
Printer Ribbons
Dust Covers
Disk Storage
Boxes
Disk Cleaning Kits
Battery Backup
Units
Tractor Feeds
Auto Sheet
Feeders
Acoustic Hoods
Computer & Printer
Stands
Cables

Interfaces
Winchester Hard
Disks
Modems
Monitors
Ram Cards
Other

SERVICES
Installation & Training
Software Maintenance
Hardware
Maintenance
Free Demonstrations
Consultancy
After Sales Support
Lease HP or Credit
Cards
Government Contracts
Export Orders

Official Tenders
Educational Discounts
Mail Order
Open 6 Days a Week

Please call for latest second-hand and ex -demo computers and printers

- FREE GAME WITH EVERY COMPUTER WHILE
STOCKS LAST

BBC
BBC Model B 389.00
BBC Model B + DFS 469.00
Disk Drives from 130.00
Cassette Units from 25.00
Acorn Electron 179.99

COMMODORE AUTHORISED DEALER
CBM 64 179.00
1541 Disk Drive 199.00

(+ free software)
CBM SX64 Portable £ please call

(+ free software)
CBM Cassette 44.95
CBM 801 Printer £ please call
CBM Colour Monitor 199.00
CBM BPS1101 £ please call

Or commodore

SINCLAIR
Spectrum 16K 99.95
Spectrum 48K 119.00

69.95Alphacom 32 Printer

We are now Torch/Unicorn Dealers
for North London
Torch Z80 Disc Pack £ call

sirnlair

Also, full range
Joysticks
Over 1000 Games
Educational
Programs
Printers
Speech
Synthesizers
Word Processing
Data Base
Programs
Spreadsheet
Programs
Sales, Purchase &
Stock Control

of accessories:
Monitors
Computer Desks
Light Rifles
Interfaces
Cables
Disk Drives
Cassette
Recorders
Over 500 Books

We are part of the
Spectrum Dealer Group

36PCW



DIMS DIMS DISh'S

Computer Supplies

DISCS (Prices per Box of 10 -Minimum o der 1 Box)

DYSAN 5.1/4"
SS/DD 48 tpi 16.60
DS/DD 48 tpi 24.50
SS/DD 96 tpi 24.50
DS/DD 96 tpi 30.50

XIDEX 5.1/4"
SS/DD 48 tpi
DS/DD 48 tpi
SS/DD 96 tpi
DS/DD 96 tpi

RIBBONS (Prices per Ribbon)

Epson MX 80 2.58
Epson MX100 4.50

Diablo HT2 1.63

Ricoh 1600 1.72

LIBRARY CASES
5 1/4" 1.65

Oki 80
Oki 84

17.20
22.90
25.00
30.00

1.05
2.39

Qume 3/5 1.50

Olympia
(ES 100)

1.89

SONY 3.1/2"
SS/DD 35.50
DS/DD 44.50
HITACHI 3"
SS/DD 33.50

Brother HR1
Brother HR15

0.99
1.99

Olivetti ET/S 1.69

Canon
(AP Series)

1.99

NON LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
50 Disc Size 8.50

Post + Packing per 10 discs -1.50 ' per Ribbon order -1.50
Prices EXCLUDE VAT - add 15% to order excluding Post + Packing

Please send Remittance with order to:-

Kerrisdale Computer Suppliers Ltd.
P.O. Box 27
Wetherby
LS22 5LB

16 BIT CO -PROCESSORS FOR Z80 SYSTEMS
The HSC 16 bit Co -processors attach to any Z80 computer system. CP/M-80
systems can be upgraded to 16 -bit operating systems - MS-DOS 2.1 and
CP/M-68K, with no programming effort. Co -processor RAM can be used as
RAMDISK under CP/M-80.

C01686 with 8086 processor (6 MHz), 246K RAM, MS-DOS 2.11, RAMDISK
and interface software, Z80 Interface £675.00

C01668 with M68000 processor (6 MHz), 256K RAM, CP/M-68K (with ASM
and C Compiler), RAMDISK and interface software, Z80 Interface £745.00

Enclosure and power supply £150.00

C COMPILERS
C/80 Compiler from Software Toolworks for CP/M and MS-DOS £50.00
C/80 Mathpak for floats and longs £30.00
Aztec C II for CP/M-80 £155.00
ECO-C Compiler (Z80) £185.00
BDS C Compiler £125.00
Q/C Compiler (Z80 and compiler source) £95.00
LATTICE C £420.00
AZTEC C-86 for MS-DOS & PC -DOS £195.00
DeSmet C Compiler MS-DOS and PC -DOS £125.00
LISP -80 Software Toolworks £50.00
LISP -88 from Software Toolworks (MS-DOS) £50.00
IQ LISP for MS-DOS £150.00

Forth -83 FROM LABORATORY MICROSYSTEMS
Z80 Forth £85.00
PC Forth £85.00
8086 Forth MS-DOS 2.0 or CP/M-86 £85.00
Software Floating Point Extension £80.00
8087 Floating point support (PC Forth & 8086 Forth) £80.00
PC Forth+, 8086 Forth+ (32 bit addresses) £195.00
Native Code Compilers £195.00
Uniform -read, write and format 100 formats (inc PC -DOS) for Epson QX-10,
Osborne 1 DD, Kaypro, NEC, Xerox and more £75.00

Books on C, Lisp, Forth, Pascal, 68000, 8086 available
Please add £3.00 postage and VAT

System Science
6-7 West Smithfield, London EC1A 9JX

Tel: 01-248 0962

***BEST PRICES - TOP QUALITY - FAST DELIVERY***

* * * * PRICE PROMISE **** ********** * * ***
We will better any genuine delivered price advertised in the current issue of
PCW for Boxes of Disks shown in the list below. Please Telephone for price.

QUALITY FACTORY SEALED DISKS NORMALLY SAME DAY DESPATCH
5.25" DISKS

BOXES OF 10 DISKS

DYSAN
104/1D HR S/side D Dens
104/2D HR D/side D Dens
204/1D S/side Q Dens
204/2D D/side Q Dens

48tpi
48tpi
96tpi
96tpi

40Tr
40Tr
80Tr
80Tr

Prices per Box (E)
1-4 5-9 10-49

17.00
24.00
24.50
30.50

16.25
23.25
23.75
29.75

15.50
22.75
23.00
29.00

VERBATIM DATALIFE (5 Year Warranty)
MD525-01HR S/side S or D Dens 48tpi 40Tr 15.25 15.00 14.50

18
MD550-01HR D/side S or D Dens 48tpi 40Tr 21.50 20.75 19.50
MD577-OIHR 5/side Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr 22.00 21.25 20.00
MD557-01HR D/side Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr 28.00 27.25 26.00
10 or 16 hard sectors at same price. Add £1.00 for plastic case.
VEREX
MD200-01HR S/side S Dens 48tpi 40Tr 14.25 13.75 13.25

MEMOREX (5 year warranty)
3431 HR S/side S
3481 HR 5/side D
3491 HR D/side D
3504 HR S/side Q
3501 HR D/side Q

BASF

Dens
Dens
Dens
Dens
Dens

(Qualimetric) s. Special Offer
1X HR S/side S Dens
ID HR S/side D Dens
2D HR D/side D Dens
1D/96 HR S/side Q Dens
2D/96 HR D/side Q Dens

48tpi
48tpi
48tpi
96tpi
96tpi

40Tr
40Tr
40Tr
BOTr
BOTr

Please Telephone for

MOST COMPETITIVE

Prices

- FREE Library Box "k
48tpi 40Tr 14.60
48tpi 40Tr
48tpi 40Tr
96tpi 80Tr
96tpi BOTr

HR denotes Disks with Reinforced Hub Rings.

ACCESSORIES
HCK5 Head Clean Kit with Fluid
LCS 5.25 EGLY Library case
LB40-5 Lockable Box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
LB90-5 Lockable Box 90 Cap inc Disk Pen
VCK-5
VCD-5

Verbatim 5" Head clean kit
Verbatim 5" H/c disks (per 10)

DL -5 Disk Labels 100(5 cols)+w/p tabs
DM -5 Disk Mailers 4 disk cap (per 100)
VDDA-5 Disk Drive Analyser(Apple II/III)

3.5" DISKS
SONY - HEWLETT PACKARD

0M -D3440 S/side BOTr
0M -D4440 D/side BOTr

BASF (Qualimetric) "" Special Offer - FREE ABA Box

ACCESSORIES
S/sideF03.5 80Tr

LB60-3.5 Lockable box 60 Cap inc Disk Pen 15.50 15.00 14.50

8" DISKS
VERBATIM DATALIFE (Five Year Warranty)

FD34-9000 S/side S Den
4FD34-8000 S/side D Den 224:SO

DD34-4001 D/side D Den 27.75
MEMOREX (Five Year Warranty)

S/side S Dens Please
S/side D Dens
D/side D Dens

16.50
21.50
21.50
25.00

14.90
1.90
13.50
16.50
6.40
12.50
4.50
21.00
34.00

14.20
16.00
20.75
20.75
24.25

14.50
1.80
13.00
16.00
6.20
12.30
4.25
19.50

13.80
15.50
19.50
19.50
23.50

14.00
1.70

12.50
15.50
6.00
12.10
4.00

18.50

IS

ID
2D

BASF (Qualimetric)
IX

ID
2D

ACCESSORIES
LB40-8
VCK-B
VCD-8C
PAP1
LAB1
C12

S/side S Dens
S/side D Dens
D/side D Dens

Lockable box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
Verbatim 8" Head clean kit
Verbatim 8" H/c disks (per 10)

PAPER -LABELS -CASSETTES
9.5"011" 60gsm 2000 sheets
89mmX36mm 2 on web 8000 labels
C12 Quality Screw Assembly(10)

34.00 33.25 32.50
45.00 44.25 43.50
with 5 Boxes
37.00 36.00 35.00

21.00
24.00
26.00

16.50
6.40
12.50

11.00
25.00
4.50

23.00
23.00
26.75

21.50
21.50
25.25

Telephone for
COMPETITIVE
Prices

20.00
23.00
25.00

16.00
6.20
12.30

10.50
22.00
4.30

19.00
21.00
23.00

15.50
6.00
12.10

10.00
21.00
4.10

RIBBONS - PRINTERS - SOFTWARE
Telephone or write for very competitive prices on a large range of goods.

Please contact us for Quantity discounts (50+ boxes) and Trade Accounts.
Official orders accepted from Government or Educational Establishments.

Description Quantity Amount

Postage/Packaging (UK)
5.25/3.5 Disks,HCK5
8" Disks,HCK5,C12
LC5,DL5,VCK5/B,VCD5
Lockable Box,DM5
Paper.Labele

£1 /Box*
£1.3/B000
50p/each
£2.5/Box
f1.5/Rnx

(75p

(95p
(35p
(12
(f2

Poet/Pack
5+, E5 Max)
5+, E5 Max) Total exc VAT

5+, E5 Max) Vat 8 15%
2+, £5 Max)
34.115 Max) Total inc VAT

* Add 30p for First Class Post

Name

Address

Tel.No.

Access/Barclaycard/cheque No.

Post Code

TELEPHONE ORDERS ANYTIME --- WE DO THE REST

34 CANNONBURY AVENUE PINNER MIDDX HAS ITS

O1 868 9548

Pinner WordproVISA

PCIA(37



BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1. Telephone: 01-636 7142/4102

10MB
HARD
DISC

--
apricot WITH
10MB WINCHESTER'
ONLY £1995 +VAT!
PLUS
* FREE Monitor
* FREE Wordprocessor

(Superwriter)
* FREE Spreadsheet

(Supercalc)
FREE Super Planner

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS PACKAGE
FREE Invoicing

* FREE Stock Control
* FREE Sales Ledger
* FREE Purchase Ledger
* FREE Nominal Ledger
* FREE Payroll
* FREE Mailing List

1.4MB
FLOPPY

Looking for a business

system?
Let us help you.

Call in or phone for

friendly
a,

professional
dvice.

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY.

OFFER

SANYO MBC
WITH 2 x 720KB
FLOPPY DISC
ONLY £995 +VAT!

FREE Monitor
" FREE Wordprocessor(Wordstar)

FREE Spreadsheet(Calcstar)
" FREE Invoicing
" FREE Stock Control

FREE Sales Ledger
* FREE Purchase Ledger

FREE Nominal Ledger
FREE Payroll
FREE Mailing List

TRAINING
CAN BE

PROVIDED ON
ALL SYSTEMS

SUPPLIED

Integrated
Accounts
Package

apricot PC

DUAL
315K
DRIVES
(730K)
ONLY
£1395 +VAT!
PLUS
* FREE ACT 9" Monitor

FREE Superwriter (Wordprocessor)
FREE Supercalc (Spreadsheet)

* FREE Superplanner
FREE CP/M 86

* FREE Concurrent CPIM
256K Memory

APRICOT
PORTABLE

only
£1495
+VAT

GALAXY BARGAINS
SANYO with 10MB
Winchester floppy, 128K
Ram, Wordstar & Calcstar
and Monochrome Monitor
£1995 + VAT
APRICOT PC: DUO
720K discs and monitor
£1595 +VAT
APRICOT Xi5: 5MB
Winchester
£1995 +VAT
APRICOT Xi10: 10MB Win-
chester £2195 + VAT

We also stock a wide range of Printers, Monitors, Disc
Drives and Software Packages, plus many other

Computer Systems at bargain prices.

OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 9AM-6PM
MAIL ORDERS TO: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd,

230 Tottenham Court Road, London, WI.

PLUS FREE
INTEGRATED
ACCOUNTS
PACKAGE

WITH THESE
SYSTEMS

1 YEAR
WARRANTY &

MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS
AVAILABLE



Write programs to unlock the multitasking power of your
Use Metacomco's much acclaimed QL Development Kits to create the soft-
ware you need: Use Assembler for its speed, and for access to the QL's
many features; use BCPL for systems programming; writing games, utilities,
and applications packages; use LISP for manipulating data structures, and

for exploring the world of artificial intelligence.

ASSEMBLER £39.95 INCPCT
> Standard Motorola 68000
mnemonics.
> English error messages.
> Produces code which can be
EXECed, and run as a
concurrent job.
> External references allow linkage
to high level languages.
> Integral linker allows assembler
programs to be linked together.
> Macro expansions.
> Position independent, absolute
or relocatable code can be produced.
> Conditional assembly.
> Large range of directives.
> Fully formatted listings.
> 30 character variable names and
32 -bit values.

The QL Development Kits are
available from HMV, Menzies and
many other leading retailers, or
direct from Metacomco.

PIET I ICo I I
26 Portland Square, Bristol BS2 8RZ.

Tel: Bristol (0272) 428781
'Existing registered users can obtain an upgrade.
Contact Metacomco for details.
QL & QDOS are the trade names of Sinclair Research Ltd.

BCPL
f.59.95 ",'EF8IT

> True compiler.
> Multiple BCPL programs can run
concurrently.
> Full runtime library includes
interfaces to QDOS graphics, file
operations, window handling, etc.
> Exception handling provides
diagnostics for debugging.
> Link loader allows linkage of
separately compiled segments.
> Assembler and BCPL modules
can be linked together.
> 32 -bit variables use the full QL
address space.

Each language is supplied as a
complete Development Kit
which includes the software
(on a Microdrive Cartridge),

Metacomco's popular full
screen editor, and user

manual.

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

TEL. NO.

SIGNATURE

LISP £59.95 IN P&PT

> Full support of QL features
including window graphics, and
screen handling.
> Compatible with Acornsoft Lisp
for the BBC micro.
> Interpreter.
> Turtle graphics.
> Structure editor allows alteration
of data structures.
> Prettyprinter displays programs
in structured format.
> Tracer to aid in debugging.
> Garbage collector automatically
recovers spare memory space.

> 28 -bit integers and 250 -character
names.

Phone today, or post this coupon mil
to: Metacomco, 26 Portland Square,
Bristol BS2 8RZ.
Please send me:
The QL Assembler
Development Kit at f39.95
The QL BCPL
Development Kit at f59.95
THE QL LISP
Development Kit at f59.95
I enclose a cheque for f or
debit my ACCESS/VISA Account No.

Card expiry date.
Price includes VAT, postage and packing UK mainland only. Delivery allow up to 28 days. PC 1411
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The BBC Micro is only16illong.
But it stretches indefinitely
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It stretches into schools where BBC Basic and the Econet netvio
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The BBC Microcomputer System.The world's best.
And still growing

The BBC Microcomputer System is designed, produced and distributed by Acorn Computers Ltd.
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The Ultimate for the Spectrum owner!

Spectrum owners! Now you can upgrade your
machine to take full advantage of the sheer speed and
convenience of floppy disk operating.

Greater storage! Faster access! More operating

Disk drives were specifically designed for use with
computers so programs and data can be stored and
accessed quickly and safely. Also a disk drive uses random
access to get programs and data from any part of the disk.
The speed? Only a few seconds!

Upgrade nowwith this low-cost Beta disk interface
from Technology Research that uses only 128 bytes of
Spectrum memory and gives you instant operating
compatibility with any disk drive that the BBC micro uses!

Each interface comes complete with a 51/4" disk with
utility programs already loaded. From the word go you can
transfer the contents of one disk to another or make copies
of individual programs or data to any other disk. There will
be no problems with your upgrade to DISK operation as the
LOAD and SAVE commands work equally well with
cassette or micro -drive.

Take advantage of this offer and get the compact yet
powerful Beta Disk Drive as well, made by TEC (as supplied
by Cumana), and be up and running on disk in minutes!

The Beta disk interface; the Beta disk drive. Only
from Technology Research. The sooner you order, the
sooner you'll be enjoying all the benefits of full disk
control!

Technology Research Ltd.
Unit 18 Central Trading Estate
Staines, Middlesex TW18 4XE
Tel: Staines (0784) 63547
Tlx: 896691 TLXIR G

' 74a

Features
m EPROM disk operating system for ease of operation
-Th Available in Single Density and Double Density
Th Uses only 128 bytes of Spectrum memory
-Th Compatible with 40 or 80 tracks, single or double -sided

disk drives
Th Works equally well on 51/4", 31/2" or 3" disks, with

upgradability built-in from 100K to 2.6 Mbyte
Th Supports up to four disk drives
-Th BASIC program merge facility
Th Duplicate Spectrum connector included
Th Uses Spectrum key words
Th Random access of data for fast operation
Th It costs less per byte of storage to switch from tape to disk

CUT OUT THIS COUPON AND SEND WITH CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO THE ADDRESS ABOVE

PLEASE SEND ME: QTY TOTAL
SINGLE DENSITY BETA INTERFACE (a £ 97.75
DOUBLE DENSITY BETA INTERFACE (ri £109.25
S501 BETA DRIVE* (a £152.00

MO track single sided, including power supply
Prices for other disk drives available on request

Name

E2 p.p. (UK)
£2 p.p. (UK)
£6 p.p. (UK)

£

£

Address

ee

Postcode



3 TIME-SAVERS
CACHE

MicroCache isa highly intelligent
disk buffering system (cache) that

dramatically boosts the
performance of your

microcomputer. It is totally
transparent to the user,

automatically monitoring your use
of disks and quickly 'learning'

what to hold in RAM. In this way
disk accesses are very substantially

reduced, saving you time and
reducing frustration. MicroCache

is available for most CP/M and
MSDOS machines including IBM,

Sirius, Apricot, DEC, NEC etc.

PRINTER
BUFFER

Also included in MicroCache isa
printer buffer. This enables
printing to apparently occur

immediately by 'printing to RAM'.
Actual output to the printer occurs

in background mode without
delaying the user. The RAM used
by the disk cache is dynamically
shared with the printer buffer;
whichever is causing you most

delay automatically gets the most
RAM. This isa much more cost-

effective way of saving time than
purchasing expensive add-on

printer buffer boxes.

RAM
DISK

Silicon Disk is the original 'RAM -
disk'. It provides you with an extra
'disk' in RAM which is extremely

fast and reliable. As with
MicroCache, the Silicon Disk
software will operate with any

RAM that is suitable for your
machine.

MicroCache
(including printer buffer) £195
(without printer buffer) £125
Demonstration copy £25
Silicon Disk £95

WARNING: ONCE YOU HAVE TRIED THESE PRODUCTS YOU WILL NOT BE HAPPY USING YOUR
MACHINE WITHOUT THEM.
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26 DANBURY STREET
LONDON Ni 8JU
ENGLAND
TEL: 01-226 9092
TELEX: 24263 TARDIS G

UNBELIEVABLE
SAVINGS

** COMPUTERS **
EX VAT EX VAT

APRICOT Fl - from £775.00 ANADEX DP -6500 500cps £2234.00
APRICOT Point 7 from £2950.00 ANADEX WP -6000 £1961.00
APRICOT PORTABLE from £1495.00 BROTHER EP44 POA
APRICOT 256K 315Kx2 MONITOR £1395.00 BROTHER H R5 POA
APRICOT 256K 720Kx2 MONITOR £1545.00 BROTHER M1009 50cps £159.00
APRICOT Xi 256k 10MB MONITOR £2195.00 CANON PW1080A 160cps(NILQ) £299.00
BBC B £320.00 CANON PW1156A 160cps(NLQ) £379.00
CIFER 9000 Multi User 21MB £5095.00 EPSON RX 80T 100cps POA
COMMODORE 8250 DISK DRIVE £785.00 EPSON RX 80F/T 100cps POA
COMMODORE 8296 £695.00 EPSON FX 80 160cps POA
COMMODORE SX-64 PORTABLE £675.00 EPSON FX 100F/T 160cps POA
COMMODORE 64 £156.51 EPSON LQ 1500 200cps(NLQ) POA
COMMODORE DISK 1541 £165.21 HONEYWELL From £375.00
COMMODORE PARALLEL INTERFACE £59.50 MANNESMANN MT80 80cps £177.00
COMMODORE 1530 C2N CASSETTE £32.00 MANNESMANN MT180 160cps(NLQ) £579.00
COM PAQ2 2X360K £1795.00 NEC PINWRITER P2(P)(NLQ) £535.00
COMPAQ Plus(10MB) £3195.00 NEWBURY DRE 8850 300Ipm £2065.00
IBM PC List less 17.5% PHONE NEWBURY DRE 8925 240cps £1385.00
OLIVETTI M20 160KB 2x320KB Drives £1295.00 OKI 84A 200c ps £625.00
OLIVETTI M24 128KB 2x360KB Drives £1575.00 OKI OKI 92P 160cps £360.00
OLIVETTI M24 128KB 10MB Hard Disk £2695.00 OKI OK12410P 350cps £1535.00
SAGE II & IV POA OLIVETTI DM4100E 120cps £520.00
SANYO MBC 555128K 2x160K Drives £795.00 PANASONIC KP1091 120cps + NLQ £249.00
SIRIUS 256K 10MB £2850.00 SHINWA ' CP80 Model II FT £165.00
SIRIUS 256K 2.4MB £2095.00 STAR DELTA 10 160cps £299.00
SIRIUS 128K 1.2MB £1645.00 STAR DELTA 15 160cps £399.00
ACT/IBM Memory Expansions from £222.00 STAR GEMINI 10X 120cps £189.00
PLUS 5 External Hard Disk Drives POA STAR GEMINI 15X 120cps £269.00

!* SOFTWARE ** STAR
STAR

RADIX 10 200cps(NLQ)
RADIX 15 200cps (NW)

£419.00
£525.00

ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT TOSHIBA TH2100H 192cps £1275.00
LOW COST TREND 930 200cps N LO 80cps £1350.00

D BASE III £360.00
WORDSTAR £195.00
OPEN ACCESS £360.00
LOTUS 123 £295.00
SYMPHONY £420.00
MULTIMATE £240.00
D BASE II £230.00
DMS DELTA £395.00
FRIDAY £135.00
FRAMEWORK £345.00
Not only do we offer top quality products at low
prices. We also support and develop Software with the
assistance of our long established software dept.
NEW RELEASE - UNIX MULTI USER ACCOUNTS
SOFTWARE.

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD,
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-870 3255 / 871 2555
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

** DAISYWHEEL **
* *

BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
DAISYSTEP
DIABLO
DIABLO
FUJITSU
JUKI
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
OLIVETTI
QUME
QUME
QUME
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH

RICOH
RICOH
SMITH
CORONA
TEC
TEC
TEC
TEC

PRINTERS **
HR1
HR15
HR15 Keyboard
HR15 Sheetfeeder
HR25
2000 20cps
630 API
Sheet Feeder
SP320 48cps
6100 tacos
2010 Seria120cps
2030 Parallel 20cps
3510 Serial 35cps
3530 Parallel 35cps
7710 Serial 55cps
7730 Parallel 55cps
DY450 45cps
11/40 RO
9/45 RO
LETTERPRO 12/20
RP1300S
RP1600S
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
IBM PC
RP1600S Sheet Feeder
RP1600S Tractor

EX VAT

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

£219.00
£1295.00

£490.00
£795.00
£325.00
£545.00
£545.00

£1049.00
£1049.00
£1440.00
£1440.00

£880.00
£1185.00
£1550.00

£475.00
£895.00

£1175.00
£1249.00

£1299.00
£459.00
£138.00

TP1 12cps £154.00
STARWRITER F1040 40cps £895.00
STARWRITER F5055 55cps £1235.00
Sheetfeeder £459.00
Tractor £138.00

** VDU's & TERMINALS **
CIFER
HAZELTINE
QUME
TELEVIDEO

T4
ESPRIT Fixed Keyboard
OVT 103 (VT100 VT131)
910

£760.00
£395.00
£695.00
£489.00

*MEMORY EXPANSIONS*
AST, HERCULES, QUADRAM, SIMONS
ALL AT BIG SAVINGS POA

l'CW 43



Addons,easy as A ...B...C.

Cumana... The Best Name In
Memory ... from £104

Concept . .. the last word on
QWERTY . . from £69

Prices are subject
to VAT and delivery
charges.

We are major UK Distributors for Riteman, Astar, Concept
keyboards, Cumana products and Tec drives; offering prompt
supplies of these excellent add-ons to dealers nationwide.

All the quality products pictured are available now, plus a wide
range of consumables - ribbons - diskettes - cables etc:
START BUILDING YOUR STOCKS NOW FROM ADDONS -
THE PERIPHERAL PEOPLE.

Tec The Risk Out Of Buying Disk
Drives . . . from £65. Ask about 31/2"
drives, and media ...

Astar MCP80 ... 4 colour sheet or roll
feed printer/plotter £179. Low profile,
High standard ...

Microvitec . .. Monitor your progress
with the best of British Quality
. . . from £199

Right Price,
Right Size,

Right Speed,
That's Riteman ... from £249

addons limited
Unit 30, City Industrial Park,

Southern Road, Southampton, SO1 OHA.
Tel: (0703) 34775/6

Simple as One,Two,Three.
44 PC W



If you're looking
for an Epson" or IBM*"compatible dot matrix impact printer that'slower in price, smaller, durable, and fastenough to keep pace with your workflow . . . we'd like to show you a Riteman!Four great new printers. All pricedwell under comparable Epson models.All substantially

smaller. Yet solid as a rock.With print speeds up to 50% faster thanthe competitors.
The Riteman Plus, Riteman 1l, Riteman 15,

UK Distributors
Addons Limited,

Unit 30, City Industrial
Park, Southern Road

Southampton,
SO1 OHA

Telephone: (0703) 34775/6

RITEMAN PLUS
(Tractor feed and
cover optional)

and Riteman Blue Plus with IBM graphics.All are backed by a full one-year warranty.And, as you can see, they're great -looking, too!So see your dealer today
. . . and get theRiteman foryour printing job!

'Epson is a registered
trademark of Epson America. Inc" tBM is a registered

trademark of International
Business Machine*

11111



software that
hard tobeat...

TASWORD TWO
The Word Processor *

"If you have been looking for a word
processor, then look no further"

CRASH June 1984
"The number of on -screen prompts,
together with the excellent manual, make it
ideal - even for an absolute beginner"

PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD
September 1983

"Without doubt, the best utility I have
reviewed for the Spectrum"

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY April 1984

TASWORD TWO ZX 48K Spectrum £13.90

TASWORD MSX
The Word Processor

The Tasman Word Processor for MSX
microcomputers.
All the features of the Spectrum version.
TASWORD MSX MSX Computers £13.90

TASCOPY
The Screen Copier

Screen copy software for Spectrum with
Interface 1 and Amstrad CPC 464. Print high
resolution screen copies (in a choice of
sizes), and also large 'shaded' copies with
different dot densities for the various
screen colours. Tascopy supports all eight
pin dot matrix printers with Epson type
control codes, e.g. Epson RX-80 and FX-80,
Shinwa CP-80, Mannesmann Tally MT -80,
Star DMP 510/515, Brother HR5, and also
Amstrad DMP 1 with the CPC 464.
TASCOPY ZX Spectrum £9.90
TASCOPY 464 Amstrad CP 464 £9.90

TASWORD 464
The Word Processor

The Amstrad implementation of Tasword
Two plus many extra features.

TASWORD 464 Amstrad CPC 464 £19.95

TASMERGE
The Mail Merger

Transfer data from MASTERFILE to
TASWORD TWO! Letters and forms typed
on TASWORD TWO can be printed with
addresses and data taken from
MASTERFILE. The mail merge facility allows,
for example, multiple copies of a letter to be
printed, each containing a different name
and address taken from your MASTERFILE
data. To use TASMERGE you must have one
or more microdrives as well as TASWORD
TWO and MASTERFILE by Campbell
Systems. (version 9 or later).

TASMERGE ZX 48K Spectrum £10.90

TASPRINT
The Style Writer

A must for dot-matrix printer owners! Print
your program output and listings in a choice
of five impressive print styles. TASPRINT
utilises the graphics capabilities of dot-
matrix printers to form, with a double pass
of the printhead, output in a range of five
fonts varying from the futuristic DATARUN
to the hand -writing style of PALACE SCRIPT.
TASPRINT drives all dot-matrix printers with
bit image graphics capabilities and can be

used to print TASWORD text files. TASPRINT
gives your output originality and style!
TASPRINT ZX 48K Spectrum £9.90
TASPRINT Amstrad CPC 464 £9.90

TASWIDE
The Screen Stretcher

With this machine code utility you can write
your own Basic programs that will, with
normal PRINT statements, print onto the
screen in the compact lettering used by
TASWORD TWO. With TASWIDE you can
double the information shown on the
screen!

TASWIDE ZX 48K Spectrum £5.50

TASMAN PRINTER INTERFACE
Plug into your Spectrum and drive any
printer fitted with the Centronics standard
parallel interface. Supplied complete with
ribbon cable and driving software. The user
changeable interface software makes it
easy to send control codes to your printer
using the method so successfully pioneered
with TASWORD TWO. The cassette also
contains fast machine code high resolution
full width SCREEN COPY SOFTWARE for
Epson, Mannesmann Tally, Seikosha,
Shinwa, Star, and Tandy Colour Graphic (in
colour!) printers. Compatible with
microdrives and ZX Interface 1.
PRICE f39.90

TASMAN SOFTWARE
All prices include VAT and post and packaging.

Telephone orders: Leeds (0532) 438301

* Available from larger branches of Boots.

C

SOFTWARE
Springfield House, Hyde Terrace, Leeds L52 9LN. Tel: (0532) 438301

ryou do not want to cut this magazine just write

Iyour
order and post to:

TASMAN SOFTWARE, dept. PCW, Springfield
IHouse, Hyde Terrace, Leeds LS2 9LN.

I enclose a cheque/P.O. made payable to Tasman
Software Ltd. OR charge my ACCESS number

NAME

ADDRESS

COMPUTER ITEM PRICE

Ouside Europe add f1 for each item
airmail f TOTAL f
Send me the FREE Tasman brochure
describing your products. tick here: El
I would like to know more about your
programs for:
ZX Spectrum El MSX Amstrad CPC 464

_J



Compare the Service.Compare the Price
=

IBM Authorised Dealers

Bulk buying power and low
overheads means that
Worldwide Computers Ltd can
offer the lowest prices in the
U.K. and throughout Europe.

maintenance back-up.

Telephone 01-947 8562 and discover how
much we can help you save.

With access to just about every computer product
on the market, our company is equipped to
provide express delivery, expert advice, export WORLDWIDE COMPUTERS
facilities, tailored software and excellent Professional Service  Lowest Prices
Worldwide Computers Limited, Spa House, 11-17 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 4JS Telex: WOWICO 8955888

COMPUTERS
Apricot Fl 256K RAM £949.00
Apricot 256K 2x315 D/D+Monitor £1399.00
Apricot 256K 2x720 D/D+Monitor £1549.00
Apricot 256K 5 MB HD.D+Monitor £2099.00
Apricot 256K LOMB HD.D+Monitor £2275.00
BBC Micro Computer £320.00
Canon MSX Computer £259.00
Commodore VIC 20 £78.25
Commodore 64 £160.00
Commodore SX 64 (Portable) £575.00
Commodore Plus 4 £220.00
Epson Portable PX8 £649.00
Epson Portable PX8 + RAM £799.00
Epson QX10 + RX80 + Cable £1599.00
IBM PC 64 lxDisk £950.00
IBM PC 64 10MB Disk £1800.00
IBM PC XT 10MB Disk £2400.00
IBM Portable lxDisk £1444.00
IBM Portable 10MB Disk £2288.00
IBM PC AT lxDisk £2345.00
IBM PC AT 20MB Disk £3456.00
Kaypro 2 £999.00
Kaypro 10MB £2225.00
Sanyo MBC555 2x160K Disk Drive £899.00
Sinclair Spectrum 48K+6 Pack £100.00
Sinclair Spectrum 48K+ £139.00
Sinclair Q.L. Computer £330.00
Sirius '1' 128K 1.2MB £1650.00
Sirius '1' 256K 2.4MB £2150.00
Sirius '1' 256K 1.2+10.6MB £2950.00
Televideo P.OA.
Wren Computer £849.00

DAISY WHEELS
Brother HR5 £130.00
Brother HR1 £255.00
Brother HR15 £325.00
Brother HR25 £555.00
Brother HR35 £695.00
Daisy Step 2000 (20CPS) £225.00
Diablo 620 (RO) £675.00
Diablo 630 (API) £1310.00
EP 44 Personal Elec. Printer £190.00
1600 Flowriter IBM-PC 8K.QD £1449.00
Hitachi 672 Plotter £395.00
Juki 6100 £319.00
Juki 6300 Printer (40 CPS) £825.00
Quen-Data Daisywheel Printer £225.00
Qume Letter Pro 20 £450.00
Qume 11/40 (RO) £1175.00
Richo RP1300 £875.00
Ricoh RP1600 £1175.00
Smith Corona TP1 £175.00
TEC 10-40 D/W Printer £845.00

DOT MATRIX
Admate JP80 Dot Matrix Printer £169.00
Anadex DP 9000 £799.00
Brother M1009 Dot Matrix Print £155.00
Canon PW 1080A (NLQ) £295.00
Canon PW1156 A (NLQ) £355.00
Commodore MPS 801 £155.00
Commodore MPS 802 £250.00
Epson RX8OT £190.00
Epson RX80 F/T £215.00
Epson FX80 £320.00
Epson RX100 F/T Printer £340.00
Epson FX100 F/T £425.00
Epson LQ 1500 NLQ Printer £895.00
Mannesmann Tally MT80 £185.00
Mannesmann Tally MT160 £399.00
Mannesmann Tally Pixy Plotter £450.00
Mannesmann Tally MT180 £580.00
MP 165 NLQ Printer £259.00
OKI Microline 82A Printer £249.00
OKI Microline 83A £389.00
OKI Microline 84 (P) £629.00
OKI Microline 92 (P) £365.00
OKI Microline 93 (P) £499.00
OKI Microline 2350 (P) £1449.00
Panasonic KP 1091 (IBM + NLQ) £275.00
Radix 10 (NLQ) £449.00
Radix 15 (NLQ) £549.00
Shinwa CP80 AF/T Para £189.00
Star Delta 10 £319.00
Star Gemini 10X £195.00
TEC 1550 (P) £459.00
TEC 1550 (S) £499.00

PERIPHERALS
12in Apricot Monitor (+ £50 On System) £289.50
Colour Monitor for Apricot Fl £350.00
Cables from £10.00
Commodore Compat cassette £25.00
Commodore 1701 Col Monitor £175.00
Epson Accoustic Coupler £130.00
Fl 9" Mono Monitor £175.00
Microvitec 20" Colour Monitor £280.00
Sanyo 2112 Green Screen 15MHS £65.00
Sanyo 3117 Col Hi Ress 600PISC £279.00
Sanyo 3125 Col Med Ress 400PIS £175.00
Sanyo 8112 Green Screen 18MHz £85.00
Sinclair Expansion Pack £85.00
Monitor for QL £235.00
VM12MHI Monitor Gm Srn 4 IBM £144.00
Keyboards, cable, interfaces, tractor feeds, sheet feeds,
disks, software, up grades, listing paper, ribbons, daisy
wheels available for most products.

All prices excluding VAT

PC W 47



SALE SALE SALE

I.B.M.
GOLFBALL PRINTERS

SALE PRICE £39.99 + VAT
INTERFACE EXTRA

5" Monitor (New) £40.00 + VAT
Keyboards from £4.00 + VAT
Mini Cassette Drives £20.00 + VAT
Centronics Printers (New)from £150.00 + VAT

PCB's, FANS, POWER UNITS, ETC.

COME AND LOOK AROUND

P & R COMPUTER SHOP
Salcote Mill, Goldhanger Road,

Heybridge, Maldon,
Essex.

PHONE: (0621) 57440
HOURS: MON-FRI gam-5pm SAT gam-12am

Your own individual
letterheading and
continuous stationery in A4
size on top quality paper.

Ask for samples and prices

Reed Computers Ltd
Eastern Road
Bracknell RG12 2UP
Telephone 0344 56666

Take a quantum lea94

This modular communications package gives your QL more
versatility and potential than probably any other add-on.

Using expansion connectors, the units stack on top of each
other to provide a universal communications facility for VT100
emulation, telex, electronic mail, home banking and teleshopping,
user -to -user communication, rapid data and word processor
transfer between sites, downloadable software and access to the
international PSS network and databases such as Prestel and
Micronet 800.

The modules can be purchased individually, starting with
the Q CON for interfacing, micro -based I/O control, and
midrodrive software support for itself and subsequent
modules. It accepts any modem, including of course 0
the Q MOD V23 modem. Q CALL provides
unattended auto -dial and answering.

Co



LOOKING FOR
SOFTWARE?

* We hold a library of information on
software

* This library contains detailed
information on business software for
micros and minis

* You can use it as a single impartial
source of information to assist you
finding the correct software

* Our computer will list all the options that
fit your requirements so you can be
satisfied you have made the right choice

* Once we have found what you're looking
for we can then put you in contact with a
supplier who is qualified to show you the
software working

* OUR SERVICE IS FREE AND IS
DESIGNED TO SAVE YOU TIME AND
ENERGY IN UNNECESSARY RESEARCH

* Phone this number and we will help you
find the software you need

SOFTWARE INFORMATION LIMITED

°a 01-831 0071 (5 lines) 12
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THE HOME FOR YOUR COMPUTER,-

IDEAL
FOR

THE OL
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£5 off
when you order

using this advert
British made

Superbly styled in a rich teak
effect finish and brown
frame.
And the teak finish is easy to clean.
Suitable for use with all leading makes
of personal home computers:
Spectrum, Vic 20, Commodore 64,
Oric, Dragon and the QL.
There's room for a tape-recorder/printer, disk
drives, manuals, etc. Cable outlets rear of stand.

36"W x 34"H x 19"D
Twin -wheel castors, for maximum mobility, on
tubular steel legs - for that professional look.
It's compact, mobile, attractive and can be moved
out of the way with the maximum of ease and
efficiency. Therefore the Compu-Desk is ideal for
the bedroom or study where space is at a
premium.

Easily assembled, just slot
together and tighten fittings.
A drawer to fit shelf under work -top is available.
Sent as a flat -pack with easy instructions.
Money back guarantee if not satisfied provided the
goods are returned undamaged within 72 hours of
delivery.
TN & computer supplied by Curry's.

And please allow up to 21 days for delivery.

Designed for the computer genius in the home
'To order send Cheque/PO (made out to F.S. lir-

Enterprises) made out for £59.50. Address, 18 Power
Court, Church Street, Luton, Bedfordshire LU1 3JJ or
£68.49 if '4 into 1" is included. You can also collect at
above address,

NAME

44
"4 into 1" mains connector with fitted 13 amp plug
to tidy -up cables and leads from four appliances.
Just £8.99 extra when ordered with Compu-Desk
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CHEQUE/POs FOR £ INQUIRIES Tel.. 0582 27663
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If you're looking for advice on which computer system
is right for your business a call to London's

Apple specialist will put you right

NMI

THE BUSINESS COMPUTER STORE
1,41

231 BAKER STREET, LONDON NW1 6XE
TELEPHONE: 01-935 5262

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.30AM-6.00PM

CANTERBURY
SOFTWARE

East Kent's largest range of
computer software, including

/1115X
Discounts on all titles!

9 The Friars
Canterbury, Kent
Tel: (0227) 453531

Next to the new Marlow Theatre

Access and Barclaycard
Welcome

BARS A CARD

01111N11111111111MMIIIIII1111111=

ptPROZESSTECHNISCHE
gh SOFTWARESYSTEME GmbH

We are a small Systems and Software House
on the outskirts of Munich , with an expected
turnover this year of 500,000 Deutsch -Mark.
In order to extend our sales activities , we are
looking for a range of small Microcomputer
and Personal -Computer products.
If you are interested in becoming associated
with us in the rapidly expanding West -German
market , please write with product details to:

The Managing Director
PTS GmbH
Grubmullerfeldstrasse 54
8035 Gauting
West Germany

%milimmummumid
KW 55



It is an interesting paradox in business,
that those who achieve the greatest success,
appear to do so with the least amount of
work.

This illusion of relaxed inactivity is
considerably heightened by the Wang PC.

Like its human counterpart, the Wang

works faster than its rivals. Put another way,
that's twice as fast as an IBM PC,

It also plays its part in making the work
appear easy.

There's no referring back to manuals,
all instructions appear on the screen. And
should there be a moment's uncertainty,

*1)..tctic.11



Invariably, the man with most on his mind has least on his desk.

our unruffled executive merely touches
the key marked 'help.

It's no accident either that theWang PC
looks neater than others. Not only is it
physically smaller, but as you can see, the
screen uses no desk space at all.

But then a busy man ought to have

somewhere to put his feet up.
For further information on theWang PC

phone Teledata on 01-200 0200.

The office automation computer people.
WANG (UK) LTD, 661 LONDON ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDX.
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We'll teach you to realise the full
power of the personal computer.
The Executive Computer Centre is a place of learning. Here are experts,
who have prepared a range of executive courses designed to increase
your knowledge in all aspects of personal computing.

They will show you how to get the most out of today's personal
computers. They will inform you, instruct you, and motivate you. You will
be given hands-on experience one IBM PC for each delegate. You
will be presented with carefully researched and considered advice, in a
businesslike atmosphere.

The Executive Computer Centre runs
packages, using IBM PCs: Lotus, Symphony,
Framework, Multiplan, Wordstar, Sycero,
Visicalc, Volkswriter, Smart, DBase II,
DBase III, Cardbox and Delta.

There are also courses using Apple,
Apricot, Sperry, Olivetti and other
hardware. The Executive Computer
Centre is the best equipped,
fully independent microcomputer
training centre in London.

courses in these software

The
Executive
Computer
Centre
24-25 New Bond Street,
London W1Y 9HD
Telephone: 01-629 9255

Choose from these selected courses
or send for more details

E Please send us your full course list

El Please telephone me to discuss my training needs

E Please reserve me places on the course(s)
indicated

E Introduction to Micros £130: FridayJanuary 11 1985

E Introduction to Spreadsheets £130: Friday
January 18 1985

E Introduction to Basic £130: Friday January 25 1985

E Lotus 1-23 £350: TuesdayJanuary 15-171985

E Two day Smart wordprocessing £250: Tuesday
February 19-20 1985

E Two day Smart spreadsheet £250. Tuesday
January 22-23 1985

E Two day Smart database £250: Tuesday
February 5-6 1985

Name.

Position:

Company:

Address.

Telephone No:

To: Executive Computer Centre. MAM House,
, 2425 New Bond Street, London W1Y 9HD. P2



CSC CSL SYSTEMS SERVICE LTD.
THE PROFESSIONALS IN
COMPUTER HARDWARE

MAINTENANCE

FRIENDLINESS,
FLEXIBILITY, FINANCE

Are all important factors when it comes to choosing the right people to look after your personal computer
system especially in the event of a breakdown.
We at CSL recognise the importance of these factors and regard Maintenance as a vital part of any
computer back-up service.
With our team of fully trained engineers we specialise in maintaining Microcomputers and their
associated peripherals.
Our Maintenance Contracts offer a fully comprehensive cover and guarantee a fast
and efficient -

* 5 STAR SERVICE *
* A RESPONSE TO ALL CALLS WITHIN 24 HOURS

* REPLACEMENT PARTS

* ALL LABOUR AND TRAVELLING COSTS

* ON -SITE REPAIRS

* 2 PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE VISITS

MOST POPULAR
MAKES
COVERED '-------

SYSTEMS
UNDER
WARRANTY
CAN BE COVERED AT REDUCED COST

MANY PEOPLE PROMISE THIS
WE GUARANTEE ff!

FOR A FREE ESTIMATE PHONE US NOW!

01-883 1186
CSL SYSTEMS SERVICE LTD
51 COLNEY HATCH LANE, MUSWELL HILL, LONDON N10 1 LJ1- C
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MICROCOMPUTER RENTAL

From Micro -Rent, Britain's top -value specialist in microcomputer rental.
MAC NTOSH

£40* PER

SIRIUS

£46 * 'WEEK

IBM PC

£46* WEEK

O
11111111111111111
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 Try before you buy
 Flexible terms - weekly, monthly, annual
 No capital outlay/Immediate delivery
 Purchase option with rebate of rental

Micro -Rent is Britain's top -value
microcomputer rental specialist. You can hire
on a short term basis, and give the leading
machines a thorough trial in your own office,
before deciding on the right one for your
needs.

If you already use a micro, Micro -Rent can
supply additional machines for short-term
projects, or to cover breakdowns. Extra
printers or monitors also available.

Micro -Rent is independent of any
manufacturer, and offers expert impartial
advice on all aspects of microcomputer use.

CALL TODAY 01-833 2531
*Prices quoted are based on 3 -month rental, excluding VAT.

OSBORNE
IBM PC
SIRIUS

APRICOT
APPLE lie
LISA
MACINTOSH

MICRO RENT
127 Cloudesley Road, London N1

The deal that no other
computer dealer can offer!

Data Profile offers you all the expert help
you need, in choosing the right system for your
individual needs from the variety of software
programs and hardware options available. Plus
a very important extra. A guaranteed buy-
back price if you find, as people often do, that
your first machine isn't the one you want to
stick with.

Because of its close association with
MicroRent, Data Profile can give you almost
any combination of rental, lease or purchase
option.

So when you need the best advice, and
the best terms for a business system, call Data
Profile.

Authorised dealers for Apple and ACT.

127 Cloudesley Road, London Ni.. 01-833 2532 111)11 DATA PROFILE LIMITED
PCW 61



Electronequip
(Authorised BBC Micro Dealer, and Econet service centre)

*EPSON
RX-80 FT

FX-80 £320.88 + VAT

£225.25 + VAT

Printer price includes paper and BBC cable
Screen dump rom available for £11.50

TAXAN/KAGA
KP810
£ Call

Printer price includes paper and BBC cable
Screen dump rom available for £11.50

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
*10% off list prices

Discounted price
JSVOLT14 Voltmace Delta 14B Joysticks inc. VAT 13.46
JSVOLTAD Voltmace 146/1 Adaptor Box 13.36

JSVOLT3B Voltmace Delta 3B Twin Joysticks 18.09

SIDEWISE

"SIDEWAYS" rom
board for BBC
Micro. No
soldering required

£33.44 + VAT

SIDEWISE FITTED

NORDMENDE
14" TV/Monitor
V173.04 + VAT

A A,
ACORN I le,

COMPUTER

BBC MODEL B
£359.10 inc VAT

,,,I:'7.1 -...
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Electronequip is an authorised Acorn service centre
and has been an Acorn dealer since the introduction
of the Atom. Our demonstration facilities include 20
station Econet and Torchnet systems.

Ex VAT Inc VAT

ANB02 BBC Model with Econet Interface 389.14 446.00
ANB03 BBC Model with Disc Interface 409.14 469.00
ANB04 BBC Model B with Disc & Econet Interface 450.01 516.00
ANC01 6502 Second Processor 174.35 199.00
ANC04 Z80 Second Processor 348.26 399.00
ACBBITST Acorn Bit Stik (ANF04) 327.39 376.50
ACBTELET Teletext Receiver (ANE01) 195.65 225.00

3" Micro Disc £89.00
(inc. VAT)

Disc Interface &
Drive
£181.30 (inc. VAT)

Micro Disc Drive for
the BBC Micro

The Micro disc drive offers a method of low cost quick access to
programs. The drive is essentially a small version of a 51" disc
drive and offers similar features to the larger drive.
The data is stored on a 3" disc, this is enclosed in a protective
hard plastic cassette which features a write protect switch.
The micro drive requires the standard Acorn disc interface, but a
new disc filing system rom. Acorn DFS may be exchanged for the
micro DFS for £2.30. The new micro disc filing system can read and
write to Acorn DFS discs.
Thus if a 51 inch and a micro floppy were connected on the same
cable files could be transferred between them.
Capacity: 80.64 K bytes Transfer Rate: 125k bit/s.

All offers subject to availability
Prices subject to variation without prior notification
Prices for monitors & printers include BBC cable

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Access & Barclaycard Accepted
Large Stocks - 24 Hour Despatch Carriage 46p

BRANCHES
MAIL ORDER: 36-38 WEST STREET
FAREHAM, HANTS. (0329) 230670
SHOP/TECHNICAL: 59 WEST STREET
FAREHAM, HANTS. (0329) 230671
KINGS LYNN: 17 TENNYSON AVE. (0553) 3782

0
Electronequip

36-38 West Street, Fareham, Hants (0329) 230670
BBC

ii2 PC W



On the IBM PC, IBM PC XT, ITT Xtra, Sirius, Apricot, Dec Rainbow, NCR
Decision Mate, Wang Professional, Apple II & III, Samurai, Hitachi, Rair, all IBM
think alikes, Osborne, ICL DRS & ICL PC; in fact most CPM and MS-DOS 2
floppy disk drive or hard disk machines.
Complete, sophisticated, fully screen menu driven, single entry integrated accounts
program. Fast operation, easy to use. No complicated configuring or file
structuring. No hidden extra expensive module costs.

package comprises of:
SALES LEDGER: Full transactional automatic posting. invoices, credits,
payments, adjustments, vat.99 sales analysis codes, 99 customer analysis codes. Printed audit
trail. Anytime printed reports include Debtor listing, statements, sales, customer analysis &
vat reports. Letter Report writer & Label Producer. Rapid screen enquiry facility.

PURCHASE LEDGER: Full transactional automatic posting, invoices, credits,
payments, adjustments, vat.99 purchase analysis codes. Printed audit trail. Anytime printed
reports include creditor listing, statements, purchase analysis and vat reports. Rapid screen
enquiry facility.

NOMINAL LEDGER: Analyse the business completely. Anytime printed reports
include one page Operating Profit Statement; Trial balance, net & gross vat report. Sales
Purchase Analysis Nominal codes. Detailed sales analysis by product & customer type.
Budget analysis inc '', variables. Rapid screen enquiry facility.

STOCK CONTROL: Automatic adjustment. Receive, issue and adjust levels.
Printed audit trail. 3 decimal place pricing. Anytime printed reports include Reorder list:
usage, valuation, suppliers, cost of sales; Recommended Selling Price List. Rapid screen
enquiry facility. 3 type unit price stock valuation.

INVOICING: Immaculately produced sales invoices on plain or headed paper linked to
stock & sales ledger. Invoice message facility. Automatic line entry. Purchase invoice posting
and stock pricing.

INTEGRATED OR NON-INTEGRATED OPTIONS
EXPANDABLE. TRIED AND PROVEN IN 100'S OF SITES IN UK & OVERSEAS.

FULL. AFTER SALES SUPPORT. FULLY GUARANTEED. NO HIDDEN EXTRAS.
TOTAL PRICE INC. VAT £454.25

cheques made payable to DATA MARKETING LTD.

EASY TO USE INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS from
DATA MARKETING LIMITED

Maxet House, Liverpool Road, Luton, Beds. .1,1:1 116', U.K.
Tel: (0582)456869 & 458806. Telex: 827549

DEALER & EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

dBASE

TA1

TRAINING
LANTECH Information
55 Peascod Street
WINDSOR
Berkshire SL4 1DE
a WINDSOR (07535)

Systems Ltd.

58182/58013

SANYO° " ITT
XTRA

SYSTEM OFFERS: FREE STOCK AND INVOICING
SYSTEM AND FREE PRINTER CABLE

Specialists in Business and Accounting Systems
SANYO BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SANYO MBC 555 128K £799
SANYO MBC 550 2 x 360K DRIVES £999
SANYO MBC 558 10Mb HARD DISK £2065
SANYO MBC WINCHESTER DISK + TAPE STREAMER
SUBSYSTEMS 5-20Mb FROM £1500

IBM COMPATIBLES
ITT XTRA £1795
OLIVETTI M24 £1595
OLIVETTI M21 PORTABLE PC £1930
COLUMBIA XT 256K 10Mb £2755

EASY ACCOUNTS. The professional 5 -module Accounts
System for only £395

Distributors for: MMS, Winchester and Comnet. Sanyo distributors
for Scorpion Easy Accounts System.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ASHGOLD BUSINESS COMPUTERS LTD
490 NEASDEN LANE, LONDON NW10

Tel: 01-208 0263

MI NMI MI Ell Ell Ell INN

SYNTAX lEll11011!

WHO'S KIDDING WHO ?
Please send me FREE and without
obligation details of the new service
for home micro owners that

I

I PUBLISHES A I71:EE NEWSLETITI: I
°MAINS MEMBERS DISCOUNTS

OFFERS 17R1:1: ADVERTISING

INVESTIGATES COMPLAINTS AND 
 GUARANTEES REPLACEMENT/REFUNDS.

l,)41./a/ c- C.C,t/(7t, ere -(,P' 1
a 'free copy'

y /if Home Micro' ../(iid/ r'Xi I
NAME

ADDRESS

MI Ell MI MI CONSUME:

INDEPENDENT -

o
SEND TOfreepost 3 FLEETLONDONEIIC EINEEVicSalfs7HOME MICRO'STREET,S

PCW63



MICROTIME
INTERNATIONAL

LIMITED
106A BEDFORD RD, WOOTTON,

BEDS MK43 9JB
Telephone (0234) 767758/766351

NEC PC -8201A
TANDY MODEL 100

OLIVETTI M10

PASOCALC - ROM based spreadsheet £80

From A.M.P. incl
Forth £90
Assembler -2 pass 80C 85 assembler £65
The Journalist Unique text formatter with graphic
layout display £65

From Travelling Software Inc.
Travelling Writer -acclaimed word processor £50
Time Manager -time costing for professionals £50
Appointment Manager -calendars &

appointments £40
Sales Manager- sales activity/customer notes £50
Expense Manager -full expense accounting £50
Project Manager- budgets/actuals/costs/

activities
T -Base- the ultimate relational database system £80
T -Backup- advanced tape filing utility £25

From Chattanooga Systems
Autopen - full featured word processor
Autopen N&A- as above with name/address

options
Autopad - the 5K spreadsheet with everyfeatu re
Trip -expense account details and trip log
ChequeBook - personal cheque book record
Book - single entry accounts package
Tfile- tape filing utility
Autobase - relational data base package

From Datacount Inc.
Data-Dex - automated desktop card index system
Data -Text - text formatting and word processor
Data -Code- bar code generation package
Data -Max -database, any record in 0.5 seconds

£60

£30

£40
£40
£25
£25
£25
£20
£35

£35
£40
£30
£50

From Silicon Crafts/MicroTime
MPLAN - the original portable spreadsheet £40
MSOLVE - multiple -equation solver £40
MBRAIN -full RPN calculator with stacks/

memories £20
MLABEL -general purpose labelling program £30
MMAILER - outstanding letter writer w/mail list £30

(all prices ex -VAT, 50p per item UK p&p, 2nd class
post)

SEND OR RING FOR DETAILS
TODAY FROM MICROTIME

MEGADEALS
Trade-in your

weeny 1/2K Hoity-Toity 3000
for the latest

30 Mega Thingy Quality Leap.
We also buy Computers &

Peripherals for CASH
(If you can't put up

with its superior
comments having spent

24 hours playing 'The Hobbit'
and getting .002%)
We'll even take your

sooper-dooper
computer gear

in part exchange for
weird but wonderful

Hi-Fi rigs, Walkpersons etc
from our

Lo/Mid/Hi-Fi store
or against Niknok, Conan,
Printax, Oilmouse cameras

and 30,000mm lenses
from our two

photographic emporiums.

e IIMITSMOMI

HAmEs-z-of

0

-VizOddert

r

6, London Bridge
Walk, London SE1
Tel: 01 403 1988
Open 8.30-6pm

Mon-Frid
9am-1 pm Sat

64 PC IN



With software prices like this,
Microware's hardware

must be hard to pass up!
MULTI-USER PEGASUS £295.00
Sales Ledger
 Purchase Ledger
 Nominal Ledger
 Invoicing
 Order Processing
 Stock Control
 Payroll
 Job Costing

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
 Hornet -0750.00
 Harvard -.095.00

NEW LOTUS SYMPHONY £495.00
 New Lotus 123 Upgrade
 Spreadsheet
 Graphics
 Database
 Communications
 Word Processiiig

LOTUS 123,075.00
FRAMEWORK £475.00

VARIOUS SELECTION
 PC ilitor 2.0-X41.00
 CBasic-,£140.00
 Pascal/MT+ £420.00
 Microsoft £384.00
 Chess- £61.00
 Norton Utilities -09.0(1
 Backgammon- £35.00
 Electronic Disk -£50.00
 Copy II pc- £29.00

MM authorised Dealer

BASIC SYSTEM
 IBM Personal Computer

64K RAM, Single sided Disk
Drive
Keylx)ard, Screen -£1567.00

 IBM Personal Computer
128K RAM. Twin 360K Drives
Keyboard, Screen -0087.00

BUSINESS SYSTEM
 IBM Personal Computer

256K RAM. Twin 360K Drives,
Keyboard. Screen -£2299.0O

637, Holloway Road
London N19 5SS 01-281 2431

14, Charles Street  Hanley
Stoke-on-Trent (0782) 269 883

Call tOr our lull price list.

HARD DISK SYSTEM
 IBM Personal Computer

128K RAM, 10Mbyte Hard Disk
Single 360K Floppy Drive
Keyboard. Screen -43395.00

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
 Additional Cost only £215.00

COLOUR SYSTEMS
 Additional Cost only £405.00

Compaq

DATABASE PACKAGES
 dBASE III £475.00
 DMS- £195.00
 Delta- £495.00
 Everyman- £475.00
 Knowledge Man -0050.00
WORD PROCESSORS
 WordStar -£245.00
 Microsoft Word/Mouse-040.00
 M ultimate- £340.00
 lAbrdcraft- £340.00
 Word Perfect -£425.00
 Display writer II £245.00

TELEX LINK
 Send telexes from IBM PC -

£1350.00
ARABIC IBM PC
 Conversion to Arabic -£590.00
 Arab Word Processor -095.00
PRINTERS FROM £250.00
 Epson FX-80/FX-100/LQ1500
 Brother HR15/HR25
 NEC Spinwriter
 Sheet Feeders Available
 TYpeface Catalogue Available
 Acoustic Hoods from £295.00

THE PROFESSIONALS
 Full training provided
 Free warranty Available
 Leasing deals arranged
 Highly competitive quotations
 Long and short term rentals

*67, Westow St.  Upper Norwood
London SE19  01-771 6373

Rainbow

*2/4 Paul Street London EC2
01-247 8577 *Not IBM Authorized

ICRO WARE



PROGRAMMERS
The Black Knight wants you

Ifyou have any type of micro experience,
especially in the field of machine code
programming

The Black Knight needs you

In return, we will supply the machines,
project ideas and substantial royalties

So why not join the Black Knight now!

Send full details to:

BLACK KNIGHT COMPUTERS LTD.
PO Box 132, Chislehurst, Kent, BR7 61J

NEW GAME FOR THE AMSTRAD
TIME BOMB

£7.65 including VAT + P&P
NEW GAME FOR THE SPECTRUM (16K & 48K)

SPECTRABUG
£5.35 including VAT + P&P



I.B.M. P.C.-A.C.T.APRICOT-COMMODORE64

NOW THERE IS SOFTWARE WHICH GIVES YOU FULL WORD
PROCESSING FACILITIES

You have bought your micro computer, but you cannot find a software
package which gives you full word processing facilities.

Now your search is over, VIZAWRITE/VIZASPELL is a twin
package which turns your system into a complete word processor,
with a 30,000 word spelling checker. Plus full Mail Merge facilities.

It literally allows you to type, edit, merge, and select any passage or
document in your system. Unlike other software, access time is near
instantaneous.

The 30,000 word spelling checker means that every letter or
document is word perfect.

The VIZAWRITE/VIZASPELL twin package has been
individually developed for the I.B.M. P.C., the A.C.T. APRICOT, and
the COMMODORE 64. Thus each package is superior to any
competitive software available for these machines.

NEW - VIZASTAR for the COMMODORE 64. A Spreadsheet, Data Base and full Graphics
Program. Allows you to set up bookkeeping/invoicing program at a quarter of the
normal cost. Only £99.95 inc VAT.
VIZAWRITE/VIZASPELL IBM PC £269.00 Inc VAT
VIZAWRITE/VIZASPELL ACT APRICOT £269.00 inc VAT
VIZAWRITE/VIZASPELL COMMODORE 64 £99.99 inc VAT

For a FREE trial on all our products RING

MONICA TUFFY
01-521 5134/5

Media & Software Centre
33 MELBOURNE ROAD

LONDON E17 6LR

I would like FREE trial/Literature

NAME

POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

TEL NO:

MY SYSTEM IS

W



,A ABM COMPUTERS
PRESENTS

A COMPLETE 16 -BIT

FULLY IBM COMPATIBLE

BUSINESS COMPUTER
SYSTEM

FOR 0295 + VAT

CHECK US OUT AT THE WHICH COMPUTER SHOW
STAND 3516

3 PORTABLE AND 2 DESKTOP
VERSIONS

TWIN 320/360K DRIVES
WINCHESTER HARD DISK

OPTION
NETWORKING
COLOUR GRAPHICS
MEMORY EXPANDABLE TO

640K

12 MONTH WARRANTY

11111111111111111

TO ABM COMPUTERS, HOLDERS RD,
ALDERSHOT, HAMPSHIRE GU12 4RH
TEL: (0252) 334282

I WANT TO KNOW MORE!

NAME

CO NAME

ADDRESS

TEL NO



MODULA-2
The full implementation
of Modula-2 by Volition
Systems for your IBM

PC/XT, Apple II or Sage

01.223 4192

TRIANGLE sornmas

14 HONEYWELL ROAD,
LONDON SW11 6EG

DON'T
VAT
THE

PRESS
There are strong reasons to believe the
Chancellor of the Exchequer is planning to
impose VAT on your magazine.
Such a move would turn the clock back 130
years - the last tax on newspapers and
journals was repealed in 1855. Since then 'No
tax on knowledge' has been a principle
agreed by all Governments, even in the darkest
days of war.
A free Press is a tax-free Press.
No Government should be given the power to
impose financial pressure on a Press it may
not like.
Tell your MP to say 'NO' to any tax on reading.

Issued by the Periodical Publishers Association, London

Have you looked
into renting a

micro-com rater?

.1111-10)1

r ffi'
MIRMO.

*41
.11100I

Perhaps you should. If you have a work
overflow. A special project. An out -

of -service machine. A training course
or software demonstration to give. A
show or conference. Or a budget to
prepare.

The benefits are many. Capital and
lines of credit are kept free. You pay for
use, not ownership. Payments are
predictable and deductible. Cash flow is
smoother.

If you don't like your choice, you can
try again. If you do, you can apply part
of the rental cost to a purchase.

CCA specialise in renting micros.
And in giving you the most for your
money. To find out more, attach your
business card = to this advertisement
and post it. Or phone if you wish.

CCA ,MICRO
REN1ALS

CCA MICRO RENTALS LIMITED
Unit 7/8, Imperial Studios,
Imperial Road, London SW6 2AG.
Telephone: 01-731 4310 PCW
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NEW
HORIZONS
8 ASHBURNHAM ROAD

BEDFORD
MK40 1 DS

TEL: 0234 53816
TELEX: A2392 ROBINSas

HARD DISCS PLUS CONTROLLER 10,20,40 MEGABYTE
FOR OLIVETTI M24 PLUS IBM COMPATIBLE

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

AGENT BUYERS
IMPORT and EXPORT

COMPUTERS

HOME COMPUTERS
and

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
70 PCW



Now to get superb
quality printing
for your 11111 PC
without paying
over the top.

Qume's SPRINT 11 PLUS is the
smartest choice in a letter -
quality printer for your IBM PC.
It's made by one of the world's
largest suppliers of daisy -wheel
printers, it offers the highest
reliability in the industry, and its
print quality is second to none.
All this, for SUBSTANTIALLY
LESS COST than any printer in its
class. The SPRINT 11 PLUS plugs
right into your PC, prints at 40,
60 or 90 cps - equivalent to a
minimum of 360 words per
minute - and works beautifully
with your IBM PC business soft-
ware, including sophisticated

word processing packages. So
don't take chances on a low -
performance printer. And don't
spend more than you need to.
Choose the dependable,
premium -quality SPRINT 11
PLUS. It's the best printer you can
buy for your IBM PC. And the
best buy in printers. For ful
details on the SPRINT 11 PLU
contact ISG on the Hot Line now!
Prices are exclusive of VAT

PUnle [UK]
AUTHORISE

DISTRIBUTOR
& SERVICE AGENT

gstok
Spencers Wood, Reading, Berks RG7 lAW

Tel: (0734 elex:

Sheldon, Birmingham B26 31)S. Tel: 021-742 4431.



PHILIPS

In your job, business or profession

GET THINGS
GOING

... with the Philips portable
computer P2000 C.
In 16 bit and 8.
With all the RAM you want - 64K to 512K
with 32K separate for the video. And disk
capacity - up to 2x 640K floppies and a
hard disk, built-in if you prefer.

CP/M, p -System and in the 16 -bit version
MS-DOS provide software for every busi-
ness task and for many lines of business.
And practically all the interfaces you need:
serial printer, external floppy drives, slave
monitor, data communication, hard disk,
IEC/IEEE.

The 9" screen is glare -free. You have high -
resolution graphics. The keyboard is low -
profile.

And see what comes bundled at these
prices:

£ 1.990,- for the P2009/16 - 16 bit, 352K RAM, 1x
640K floppy, MS-DOS 2.11., CP/M 2.2. Built-in 10 MB
hard disk possible. Also runs 8 bit software.

£1.690,- for the P2012 -8 bit, 96K RAM, 2x 640K flop-
pies and CP/M 2.2., TTY, WordStar, CalcStar, MBASIC,
Business Graphics and SAGE "Try -before -you -buy"
Accounts Packages.

£ 1.560,- for the P2009 -8 bit, 96K RAM, lx 640K
floppy, and CP/M 2.2., TTY, WordStar, CalcStar,
MBASIC. Built-in 10 MB hard disk possible.

£ 995,- for the P2010 -8 bit, 96K RAM, 2x 160K flop-
pies and CP/M 2.2., TTY, Word Star, CalcStar, MBASIC
and SAGE "Try -before -you -buy" Accounts Packages.

 CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc.
WordStar and CalcStar are trademarks of MicroPro Int. Corp.
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Inc.
p -System is a trademark of Softech Micro -Systems Inc.

Personal Computer Div.
PO.Box 4PD, London W1A 4PD.



For a demonstration post coupon now!
Personal Computer Div.
P.O.Box 4PD, London W1A 4PD.

Philips
Portable
Computer

The affordable portable.



Telex
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After 83years

I we've reached the end
of the tape.

It's almost unbelievable that we still use
punched paper tape to transmit important and
imperative messages around the world.

But it doesn't take a great leap of the
imagination to realise that by hooking up a
normal micro computer to the British Telecom
telex jack, we can have all the advantages of
today's microchip technology.

No longer will you have to wait to receive or
transmit while you're typing out another telex
message.

You can alter the words directly on the
VDU, and send the same

APPROVED
for use With

telecommunication systems
run by British

Telecommunications
in accordance with the

conditions in the
instructions for use

other jobs, and the noise level is just a
whisper.

Storage on a floppy disc can be optionally
selected, but if the disc is full (and it can take
up to 20 telexes), all telexes are printed, thus
reliability is assured.

When it's 9 o'clock in the morning in Dallas,
your telex can go out when they're in the
office and you can store incoming messages
'till you get in.

An inbuilt clock tells you how long each
transmission has taken, and can then be

attributed to anyidepartment.

telex to ten different destinations by pressing
just one button.

Automatic dialling, redialling and storage of
numbers, enable your operator to get on with

The KAI Telex Processor is
British Telecom approved, and
with an Apple II or Ile you
immediately have a quality
micro computer and a telex at
your disposal.

TELEX PROCESSOR
Telex us on 261514

rill in the coupon and send to 1
KAI Limited, 203a Belsize Road, London NW6 Tel 01.625 5126

Please ring me for a demonstration E

Please send me further informationE

Name

Position

Company (:)1I 3
Address

capability for variable information that can be
Tel No

added to customised forms such as invoices.

The KAI Telex Processor is fast, and has a
prodigious memory, with extended form

-J
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U -MAN SERIES 1000

32 bit aersonal
su ermicro

68000 based.

11111111 '
The U -MAN Series 1000
represents a major step forward
in accessible computing power.

Open architecture: Like the
venerable Apple II and the more
recent IBM PC all the facilities are
accessible. Accessible through
powerful operating systems CP/
M68K and UCSD p -system.
Accessible for adding hardware
for every application. Accessible
because of the information we
make available.

Remarkably well-equipped: The
minimum model features 192K of
RAM, 10MHz 68000 main
processor, 6809 auxiliary screen
and I/O processor, mono, colour
and graphics display output, dual
800K floppies, built-in serial ports,
clock & timer, Centronics port,
sound generator, speech
synthesiser, 10 bit A/D, 16 line
parallel I/O, 4 slot (Apple
compatible) expansion bus and
97 key keyboard. Models with

I v

320K and 1MB RAM available
now!

Remarkable value for money:
From £2500 for the 192K dual
floppy machine or £7500 for 1MB
RAM with 40MB Winchester +
800K floppy. Optional mono or
colour monitors. Works with
virtually any printer.

Bench or Floor Mounting.

#

V /

Software NOW! - The UCSD
p -system comes complete with
development tools, Pascal
compiler and 68000 assembler.
FORTRAN 77 and BASIC
compilers also available. The CP/
M68K includes a 'C' compiler
(compatible with UNIX systems)
and 68000 assembler while
CBASIC and Pascal MT+ are also
available.

The U -MAN Series 1000 was
developed and is being
manufactured in Warrington,
England.

Ask for detailed literature and
prices now!
SPECIAL support scheme for
software and hardware
developers with big discounts.
U -Microcomputers Limited,
Winstanley Industrial Estate,
Long Lane, Warrington,
Cheshire WA2 8PR, England.
Tel: 0925 54117
Telex: 629279 UMICRO G.

Easy for programmers to make easy to use!

Distributor, OEM and dealer
enquiries welcomed.
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WH
IN

AT WEIGHS MORE
THELONG RUN?

The purchase of a business micro is too important to be looked at only on a price basis. At Inforem we want to

establish a business relationship with you that will outlast a first sale. Indeed we won't even sell you anything if we

feel that it won't help your business grow. We offer advice as to the suitability of the various systems to your

planned business applications, we advise on software, we will undertake training and explain about the

maintenance and after sales back-up we can provide.

Discounts alone or value for money? Which would you prefer?

HP 150
ITT XTRA

Contact Hilary Broadley,

16 Monmouth Street, London WC2H 9HB

Telephone 01.240 8832

I

INFOREM MICROSYSTEMS



TURNS
BRAINBOXES

INTO
CHATTERBOXES
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Computers are like people.
They can learn from each other.
But first they have to communicate.
If your computer keeps itself to itself, why not
introduce it to Sage Chit -Chat?

Chit -Chat is a versatile data communications
program that can turn the most introverted computer into an
outgoing conversationalist, in minutes.

By enabling your computer to communicate with other
machines, Chit -Chat opens up a whole new range of
possibilities for you. Data can easily be transferred, even
between incompatible machines, either by cable if both are in
the same building, or by telephone, using a modem. In this
way, manual or automatic transfer of single or multi -files is
possible between two machines, anywhere in the world.

Chit -Chat also gives you access to electronic mail
systems, such as Telecom Gold and Easylink, which provide
private and public mailbox facilities, plus worldwide tele-
communications, telex and information management.

With Chit -Chat your computer can also engage in some
very informative conversations with viewdata services
like Prestel.

What's more, you'll be glad to know that you don't have to
be a brainbox to turn your computer into a chatterbox.
The Chit -Chat program is simple to understand, easy -to -learn
and use, and suitable for use on a range of microcomputers.
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All told, it's a pretty
impressive story. And, as

yet, we haven't even
mentioned the price.

£130+ V. A.T. That's all.
A small price to pay to give your

computer a whole new social life.
Currently available on IBM PC, Apricot,

Wang PC, Sharp 5600, Epson PX8.

INCLUDES FREE
SUBSCRIPTION TO

Buy the Sage Chit -Chat program before March 31st, 1985, and you get a
FREE subscription to Telecom Gold electronic mail service. Forget the standard
registration fee of 2100 - instead you pay only the minimum charge of £10 per month!

TELECOM GOLD

SAGE CHITCHAT1
Please send me more details about Sage Chit -Chat and the address
of my nearest dealer.

Name
Position:
Company:

Address:
Tel:

My Computer is a:

I do not have a Computer

Sagesoft Limited, NEI House, Regent Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne
NE3 3DS. Telephone: 091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

,BETTER SAGE THAN SORRY)
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THE ASSEMBLER
kapzone
80 COLUMNS
FOR APPLE II & lle

80 COLUMN VIDEO DISPLAY
CARD FOR //e
TEXTCARD:

Most versatile 80 column card.
Can be upgraded to 64K (requires rewiring).
Plug in auxilary slot.
Give a wider display screen
Can be used with most programs. RRP £50 ex vat

EXPANDABLE:
Empty sockets provided for 64K rams.
Decoding circuits to expand memory.
Switch provided to upgrade.
Simply slide the switch to upgrade. RRP £55 ex vat

64K EXTENDED:
64K memory RAM chips fitted to text card.
Tested as 64K extended 80 column card.

RRP £89 ex vat

80 COLUMN VIDEO DISPLAY CARD FOR II +
Wider choice of character than normal.
Normal and inverse are standard.
Line graphics built in.
Ideal for form drawings or graphs.
Compatible with C/PM,PASCAL/BASIC etc.

RRP £99 ex vat

OTHER KEYZONE PRODUCTS
Serial Communication Card II & //e 80.00
Serial Printer Card II & //e 55.00
Serial Printer Card //e with strap 62.00
Parallel Video Graphic Prnter Card II & //e 55.00
"SPECTRAGRAM" RGB Video Card II & //e 130.00
4 Channel 8 Bit A/D Converter II & //e 100.00
4 Channel 12 Bit A/D Converter II & //e 110.00
RGB Colour Converter II+, //e& //c 75.00
"SLIMFAN" Clip on Cooling Fan
with mains suppressor 42.50

PRINTER SHARER/CHANGERS/CROSSOVERS

WIDE RANGE OF SOLID STATE TABLE TOP
SWITCHING DEVICES AVAILABLE

MANUFACTURED IN THE U.K. ACCESS

KEYZONE LTD
U14, Regeneration House, School Road, Park Royal, London
NWIO 6TD. Telephone: 01-965 1684/1804 Telex: 8813271

P&O £1 each.
All prices are exclusive of Postage & VAT J

The ADDER 68K Assembler is a professional, fully integrated
editor/MACRO assembler development package for the QL.
Providing a quick turn -around on the editing, assembling,
debugging cycle, it assembles Motorola format source files to
produce multi -tasking programs, additional Super BASIC
facilities plus much more. Features include:

* FULL 68000 MACRO Assembler
* Integrated full screen editor
* Conditional assembly
* External library file inclusion
* Complete error checking diagnostics
* Comprehensive manual
* MACRO ASSEMBLER only £29.95*

QL
ADVANCED
USER GUIDE

ADRIAN DICKENS

T. T. 11""

TYTYI:TYYT
THE BOOK

The QL Advanced User Guide (£12.95*) has been written by
Adrian Dickens in collaboration with Tony Tebby (QDOS
System designer). It is the complete guide to QDOS and the
Sinclair QL, covering multi -tasking, transient programs,
resident procedures, heaps and stacks, traps and utilities,
68008 assembler programming plus much more. All of these
features are illustrated by practical examples, and the
powerful 0005 experimentor program allows many facilities
to be tried out from BASIC. All of the programs from the book
are available on a microdrive cartridge which can be
purchased with the book (£9.95*).

ORDER FORM
El Assembler development package £34.95 incl. VAT and p&p
0 QL Advanced User Guide Book £14.45 incl. p&p (no VAT)
 QL A.U.G. programs from book £11.95 incl. VAT and p&p
0 SPECIAL OFFER
All three items from above (normally £61.35) £55.95 ALL inclusive

I enclose cheque/PO for £

Name

Address

City Postcode
Send to: ADDER PUBLISHING LIMITED,
P.O. Box 148, Cambridge CB1 2EQ
Dealer enquiries welcome
OL and ODOS are trademarks of Sinclair Research Limited
 Price excluding VAT and p&p

ADDER
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MORE
CREDIT
FOR LESS
DEB

MONEY -SAVING
PACKAGE DEALS TOO!

Sage Accounts with Payroll - 2495.
Sage Plus with Payroll - 2795.

For more details call 01200 0200
or clip out the coupon.

When you're choosing an accounting/book-
keeping program, it pays to balance cost

against performance.
On the credit side, Sage can offer the only fully

integrated one diskette program on the market
for £375. Easy -to -learn and easy -to -use, it provides

the simple, efficient and inexpensive solution to small
business accounting problems. What's more, Sage
Accounts now has even more functions than before
*Sales and Purchase Ledgers  Nominal Ledger
 Cash Book  Journal Entries  Trial Balance
 VAT Return  Monthly and Annual Accounts  Age
Analyses  Statements  Budget Variance Reports
 Credit Control Features  Audit Trail - all together
in one compact and comprehensive package.
In addition, Sage Plus provides invoice production
linked to stock files and integrated with the sales and
nominal ledgers.

Operational problems? Forget them. Sage is
suitable for use on most business micros and is fully
automatic - which means no shuffling through a pile of
disks to find the program you need. It's also complete
and self-contained - no expensive modules to buy
every time you need a new function.

All in all, the credit side of Sage is pretty
impressive. But more impressive still is the

debit side - just £375 for Sage
Accounts, 2695 for Sage Plus, or

,195 for Sage Payroll. That's a
fraction of the cost of most of the
alternatives. Weigh it up for
yourself. Only Sage gives you
heavyweight performance

1 at a lightweight price.AGE
Please send me more details of Sage Accounting Programs and
my nearest dealer.
Name:

Position:

Company:

Address:

Tel:
Sagesoft Limited, NEI House, Regent Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne
NE3 3DS. Tel: 091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

B.PII"I'ER SAGE THAN SORRY
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Card No.

Name

Address

ZAMA'
AMX MOUSE
The AMX MOUSE is an advanced opto-mechanical device which

brings to the B.B.C. micro facilities hitherto only available on more

expensive machines. It enables you to use advanced features such

as ICONS, WINDOWS, and POINTERS in your own programs.

The AMX MOUSE can be used with ordinary programs to replace

the cursor keys and with the AMX software it turns the B.B.C.
micro into a far more user-friendly device, enabling beginners to
quickly learn to use the computer for a wide range of purposes,
including COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, Word Processing, and a host

of business uses - to say nothing of its inclusion in games software.

A further range of software will be released in 1985. Starting with

"DESK TOP MANAGER".

THE AMX MOUSE PACKAGE
The AMX MOUSE - an advanced three buttoned mouse which simply
plugs into the B.B.C. user port drawing its power from the computer.

AMX ART GRAPHICS PROGRAM

GRIDLOCK

FAST V
SLOW

SERIAL

PARALLEL t/
TAPE

DISC V
*COMMAND

CANCEL

FILE TEXT

PULL DOWN MENUS

SPRAY SIZE BOXES

PATTERN BOXES CURRENT
PATTERN

The AMX ROM - contains fast machine code routines for creating on

screen windows, icons, and pointers and enables to MOUSE buttons

to be programmed for use with commerial software such as
Wordwise and VIEW.

Please send No AMX MOUSE package/s
(including AMX ART and EPROM) at £89.95 inc. VAT and P&P.
I enclose a cheque/PO for £ or debit my credit card.

0 Visa
0 Access

Signature Date

(Please tick choice of I_]
media for AMX ART) Cassette 3" Disc 51" Disc
To: Advanced Memory Systems Ltd., Woodside Technology
Centre, Green Lane, Appleton, Warrington, WA4 5NG, England.

If not available from one of our main dealers, fill in the coupon and we will send you an

AMX MOUSE with AMX ART with our full no quibble money back guarantee. OR
phone 0925 602690162907 for instant Access or Visa orders.

A MANUAL describes how to operate the MOUSE and the ROM

routines which are available in both basic and machine code

programs.

AMX ART - a superb computer aided drawing program on both tape

cassette and a 51" floppy disc with its own manual. It is suitable for

a wide range of uses including preparation of illustrations,

architectural and engineering detail drawings, teachers' worksheets,

and just creating your own pictures. It soon becomes addictive.

AMX ART includes full use of on screen menu boxes, icons, and pull

down menus so that beginners find it very easy to learn and gain

confidence in the use of the B.B.C. Micro.

An ICON DESIGNER program which enables you to create and store

icons for use in your own programs.

Icon No. 23 Load/Save
Load icons Load alt. Sava ,,oa,

Icon f le: R. CHARS?

C740.1110011111111 00\\ ITird?ti
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The AMX MOUSE can be used

with any B.B.C. Model B

computer fitted with the

Operation System 1.2 and is

compatible with the second

processor and disc or tape filing

systems.

The AMX MOUSE is adjustable for sensitivity via software

control and three buttons can be programmed to simulate 24

different key codes.

The AMX MOUSE may be disabled by a simple software command

and will then not interfere with normal operation of the computer.

The AMX ART programme

enables users to print out screen

displays using any Epsom

compatible dot-matrix

printer. Owners of

non-standard printers

may use their own

screen dump routines.

'Wordwise' is a wordprocessing program by Computer Concepts.

'View' is a word processing program by Acornsoft Ltd.



FOR THE
BBC MICRO
MODEL B

OPTIONS

CLEAR

GRIDLOCK

FAST

SLOW

SERIAL

PARALLEL

TAPE

DISC V
*COMMAND

CANCEL

FILE TEXT LINE

-4
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with AMX ART GRAPHICS PROGRAM
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REFLECT ON T1113-,--:
A word processor designed with the typist in mind and a financial spread sheet developed to help

the busy manager. These two powerful stand alone programs can only be surpassed by one
thing ... THEIR OWN TOTAL INTEGRATION.

Word Result and Calc Result have been created with true integration - giving you the freedom to
use each program either separately or together. In today's office, where work overlap and machine
overload can become a big problem, Calc Result and Word Result can help you take the strain.

WORD RESULT features:-
 Eight European languages with true hyphenation
 Mail -merge
 The text on the screen as it will appear on paper (left,

right or centre justified)
 Easy to use commands and help screens
Automatic saving of your document whenever you stop
typing

CALC RESULT features:-
64 X 254 X 32 pages
Automatic locking of formulas
 Full colour down to cell level
 Individual column widths
 Pie and bar charts, saved and printed
Consolidate all your work with ease

These are just some of the features available in each
program . .. and then when you put them together . !

Why not send the coupon in TODAY and find out
what else these programs have to offer?

111 I
Alusa



DOTTING THE I'S'
FOR EVEN THE
BEST COMPUTER.

OKI IS O.K.
When you're talking about the best,

why buy anything but the best to comple-
ment your choice - and when it comes to
printers for the best computer, there is only
one real choice - OKI.

Why OKI? - What other printer could
offer you a printhead guaranteed for over
200 million characters - each one as clear
and precise as the last? What other printer
could offer you all the features that an OKI
can? What other printer comes with a full
12 months warranty, your guarantee of
OKI's undisputed quality and reliability?

oKi
4 -

.,IST" 18W"
roe

_

X -DATA Ltd. 750/751 Deal Avenue
Slough Trading Estate Berks SL1 4SH

Tel. Slough, (0753) 72331 Tlx. 847728

These are the features that make OKI
printers stand out from the crowd, in the
same way that the best computer is head
and shoulders above the rest.

If you want to know more about OKI
printers, drop into the dealer who sold
you your computer and insist on the
best complement to your computer.
Insist on OKI.

PCW99





Herbie Mass has
just destroyed the myth
that all floppy discs are

created equal.
They seem equal. Until you look at

the seams.
That's where equality ends.
Most companies seal their discs with a

spot here, a spot there. Leaving most of
each seam not sealed at all.

Sooner or later, the seams might do what
comes naturally: they bulge. Warp. Pucker.
Open up.

Pens, pencils, fingernails-even a four-
year-old's, like Herbie-can catch and snag
in those wide open spaces.

That's sloppy. And dangerous. Because
if you put a sloppy floppy into your disc
drive, it can jam your drive. Ruin your drive
head. Lose your data.

So much for their seams. Ours are
different.

THE SLOPPY FLOPPY:
Sealed with a spot here,
a spot there. Leaving
unsealed seams
everywhere.

Memorex uses a process we developed,
called Solid -Seam Bonding.

Solid -Seam Bonding seals shut every inch
of every seam of every Memorex®floppy disc.
Tight as a drum. That makes the Memorex

Memorex is a registered trademark
of Memorex Corporation.
'1984 Memorex Corporation
A Burroughs Company

floppy stiffer. Stronger. And your data safer.
To resist bulging, warping, puckering,

or opening up.

MEMOREX SOLID -SEAM BONDING:
Every inch of every seam
is sealed shut. Tight
as a drum.

To resist all the things that can jam
your drive, ruin your drive head, or lose
your data.

Which proves that a Memorex floppy
disc isn't equal to all the others. It's better.

Solid -Seam Bonding is just one example
of the extra care that goes into every
Memorex floppy disc. Be it 8;' 51/4" or the
new 31/2" Extra care that lets us guarantee
every Memorex disc to be 100% error -free.

The next time you're buying a floppy
disc-or a few hundred of them-just
remember this:

It's always better to be safe than sloppy.
For more information on the full line of

Memorex quality computer media
products, including computer
tape, call Memorex U.K. Ltd.,
96-104 Church Street,
Staines, Middlesex.
Tel: 0784 51488

Your Data. When it matters, make it Memorex"

MEMOREX
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You don't have
H to cut corners to get aiii

great deal on
Personal Computers.::

Except this one.
PCL are Europe's

leading Personal Computer
Dealers. And right now, we have S*
an incredible offer called Investment
Portfolio. SP

It means unbeatable prices on hardware
and software ranges from IBM, ACT and Compaq, %
as well as the best advice and after sales service available
anywhere.

The more PCs you buy, the bigger the discounts. So cut out
this coupon now, and drop it in the Out Tray in the Morning.

IBM IS THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES.411%*

Name: Title:

Company Address.

Tel no. dm  PCL. The Computer Planning Consultants. 
Planning Consultancy Limited. 46-47 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5JG. Tel: 01 839 8890.

l'er,rud
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Softquest Ltd
The lowest prices in town

TYPICALLY:

20-30% DISCOUNT ON
SOFTWARE

dBase II Framework
dBase Ill Lotus 1 2 3
Symphony Pulsar
Wordstar Open Access
Peachtree Digital Research

Expansion boards include:
AST, QUADRAM, MICROSOFT, HERCULES

Extra discount on all accounting and spreadsheet packages

We cannot list all the products we carry.

PLEASE TELEPHONE OUR HOTLINE ON

01-788 6311
FOR FURTHER DETAILS

CVLEVELS
not just revision but also tuition
MATHS

8 programs

TOTAL
150k

PHYSICS
7 programs

TOTAL
140k

BIOLOGY
6 programs

TOTAL
120k

COMP. ST.
7 programs

TOTAL
140k

fractions, square roots, decimals, logarithms, areas, sets,
accuracy, bases, interest, volumes, indices, standard form
modulo, number sets, pie charts, histograms, simultaneous
equations, bar charts, averages, probability, algebraic laws,
quadratics, matrices, vectors, transformational geometry,
trigonometry, differentiation, integration, factors, angles.

reflection, wavelength and frequency, refraction, lenses, the
eye and its defects, diffraction, colour, magnetism, motors,
Ohm's law, amps, volts, series, parallel, electronics, heat,
gas laws, energy forms, specific heat, kinetic energy, half.
lives, atomic structure, radiation, isotopes, Newton's laws.

plant and animal cells, genetics, inheritance, reproduction
in man, asexual and sexual reproduction, flowering plants,
photosynthesis, osmosis, transpiration, transport, bacteria
food classes, diet, alimentary canal, respiration, excretion
eye, skin, nervous system, ecosystem, food cycles, fungi
earthworm, amphibians, birds, mammals, response.

data collection, coding, storage, processing, presentation,
validation, d.p. systems, privacy, security, hardware, I/O
devices, software, low and high level languages, machine.
code, assemblers, interpreters, compilers, errors in program-
ming, aids to debugging, microcode, machine organisation.

Spectrum 48k

BBC model B

Commodore 64

Spectrum 48k

BBC model B

Commodore 64

Spectrum 48k

BBC model B

Commodore 64

Spectrum 48k

BBC model B

Commodore 64

each subject only £7.95 inc pip

LOGO, FORTH
PASCAL & C

Languages Teaching versions of these languages, including a full text
editor (screen editor) and a 48 page tutorial manual. Saving

1 program and loading of programs is a screen editor function, Trace
Each facilities are provided for easy tuition and debugging.
30k Availability: Pascal now, C now, Logo soon, Forth soon.

Spectrum 48k

BBC model B

Commodore 64

each language only £5.95 inc. p/p
GCE TUTORING DEPT.b

40 BRIMMERS HILL, WIDMER END, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS. HP15 6NP

please send me

B

my name and address:

my computer is a: I enclose a cheque / P.O. for

EACH BOX CONTAINS
1000 FAN FOLDED
SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS

All purpose ADDRESS LABELS help you to make full
use of your microcomputer, word processor or even
typewriter. Owing to their special low slip backing
paper, these labels are ideally suited to both friction
and traction feeders.

........

LABEL -TRACK
Actual size 31/2" x 17/16" 89mm x 36mm

ORDER FORM
SEND TO SARLEE LTD, FELSTEAD STREET, HACKNEY, LONDON E9 3DP
No. of boxes @ £5.95 per box (Inclusive of Postage & Packing and VAT)

I enclose cheque for £

NAME: COMPANY:

ADDRESS:

POST CODE SIGNATURE:

Tick if VAT invoice is required 0
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THE NEW SHARP MZ 5600.
Set the new Sharp MZ 5600 alongside any of

its competitors and, for performance, you'll find
there's no contest.

The MZ 5600 has the flexibility to grow, as
your needs grow. Advanced features for software,
including a multi -window function, giving up to

four different sets of information on -screen simul-
taneously. High resolution graphics capability.

Optional 'mouse' device for applications of a
graphical, drawing or menu -driven nature.
True 16 -bit 8086 (8MHz), allowing large capacity,
high speed processing.

COPIERS ELECTRONIC TyPEWRITERS FACS MILES CALCULAT RS COMPUTERS



IT MAKES THE COMPETITION LOOK POSITIVELY UNTOGETHER.
What's more, the MZ 5600 is compatible with

virtually all standard business software. And
comes with free 12 months' on -site maintenance.

The new MZ 5600 series. An outstanding
performer.

From Sharp.

P
INTEGRATED BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd, Sharp House, Thorp Road,
Heath, Manchester M10 9B . Tel: 061-205 2333.

Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd, Business Equipment Division,
Sharp House, Thorp Road, Newton Heath,
Manchester M10 9BE. Telephone: 061-205 2333.

Please tick as appropriate for further details:
 Computers  Electronic TypewritersO Copiers
 Facsimiles  Calculators

7

Name'

Company 

Position:

Address

Liel. No'
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Explore the ancient dwelling -place of

the Dwarves-where the Wizard guards
the last precious secret.

A classic and complex text adventure
with hundreds of locations and a huge
vocabulary. Set in real-time with traps,
tasks, puzzles and mazes - and a special
note -pad feature to aid you.

"the quality of the game is superb"
Micro Adventurer

PRICE

£19.95
- 50p postage and packing

You are on the track of a notorious gang
of bank robbers who have gone to ground
near an abandoned mining town deep in
Indian territory. Your task - to outwit and
outgun the robbers, collect as much loot as
possible and piece together clues on how to
escape.

A demanding and exciting text adventure
for the experienced games -player, using over
200 words and as many phrases. There are
over 130 locations to search - not all of them
easy to find. Events happen in real-time
outside your control - Indians charge,
rattle -snakes slither past and robbers appear
and shoot at you. How long can you survive?

PRICE

£19.95
- 50p postage and packing
(Also on CBM 64, BBC & Electron)

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
CURRAN BUILDING, 101 ST JAMES ROAD, GLASGOW G4 ONS

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOT-LINE 041-552 2128



Intelligent guess
It now looks very likely that
Compunet will extend itself
into the BBC and Sinclair
Spectrum markets, and no
longer be an exclusive
Commodore preserve.

This is still not certain (or
wasn't at press time and the
reason for my 'intelligent
guess' goes like this. There
are close on £1 million worth
- maybe more- Prestel-
style modems crammed into
the warehouses of Prism
Microproducts, the Spectrum
distribution company. They
were originally part of a deal
with Prestel and Micronet.

It isn't any closely -held
secret that Prism is
retrenching, and would very
much like to have those
modems converted into
money. However, relations
with Micronet and Prestel
have soured, rather, and
Prestel just won't wear the
idea of having a rival to the
Micronet club (which it has
invested a lot of money in) set
up its own system.

Controversy makes the news this month: Cornpunet
considers the BBC and Spectrum markets; Elite becomes

a way of life; and PCW on TV? Guy Kewney reports

So, in order to get the
modems out into the homes
of Britain, Prism came up with
an idea which may turn out to
be more promising than the
original idea of just selling
them at a profit.

The idea is to offer a central
computer system on which
publishing ventures can be
launched. Publishing,
however, with a difference,
according to consultant Robin
Wilkinson, who is putting
together the plan for Prism.
His theory is that publishing
on a network can be a much
more convivial effort, where
the 'readers' are actually the
contributors, and where they
can share ideas and opinions
among themselves. He is
known to be talking to several
network management
companies about the
possibility of launching such a
system.

Prism has just relinquished
the last of its profitable titles
to EMAP -a publishing
house which very cleverly got
an option to any computer
magazines launched by ECC,
the publishing part. But
although ECC is now closed
down, the feeling persists
inside Prism that it knows
how to launch special
interest, enthusiast
publications, and that an
electronic network would be a

A bridge is different from a gateway, in network terms,
because a bridge links two nets in such a way that they
effectively become one net. A gateway, on the other
hand, makes the second net appear to be just one device
on the first (and vice versa).

Acorn has now announced a bridge for Econet, and it's
a cheap net for the BBC Micro. The Econet Bridge allows
several BBC micro networks to be interlinked.

The picture shows the test installation at Manchester
Polytechnic, where the system has had a six months field
trial, and where the three networks involved have,
apparently, worked a lot better than any did separately.

pretty neat way of doing this.
It will have to move. With

Unicorn just hitting the
market with a £50 modem
that dials and (if you program
it) redials, my guess is that the
market will pay the £50-£60
asking price for the Prism
modems, plus the network,
only for another nine months
Or so.

Intriguingly, Prism is also
planning to put the QL onto a
network. But from vibrations I
pick up in the network
community, there are people
inside Compunet who don't
want to get involved with that
micro. And so if (as I guess)
Compunet does turn out to be
the one to set up a network for
Prism, then it will probably
require some other outfit to
step forward and volunteer to
carry the QL.

However, I'm not expecting
a QL network in the first six
months of 1985. The thinking
inside Prism is that there have
to be 35,000 users before a
network is viable, and that
sounds about right. And what
gossip I do hear in the trade
about the QL doesn't suggest
that there are long queues of
eager dealers, waiting
anxiously for short -supply QL
boxes to pass on to crazed
would-be buyers.

Come the

revolution . . .
You can pour cold water on
any happy ideas you had of
getting a 16 -bit BBC Micro
early this year. What is on the
way is a thing called 'Issue 10'
-a new circuit to go inside
the current BBC Micro.

Despite the fact that it's a
pretty open secret inside
Acorn, executives there
sternly refuse to confirm (or
even to call back and deny)
the rumours now circulating.
But Issue 10 doesn't look to be
very much different from the
old BBC Micro, except in disk
handling, from the way a user
would look at it.

Essentially, the new board
is cheaper to build. Exactly
how much cheaper isn't going
to be clear, because one of
Acorn's first priorities is to
start giving the retail stores
who sell it a bit more profit
margin. But engineers who
have seen the version which
goes into the ABC box say
that it isn't startling in its

economy of design, and is
one reason they expect the
ABC to be over -priced.

So, there are more custom
logic chips replacing large
numbers of standard logic
chips (TTL); and there's a
more sophisticated disk
operating system, not
necessarily compatible with
everything that has gone
before, and one or two other
nice features.

What the machine really
needs, however, is something
to put it as far ahead of the
competition, in 1985, as the
original Proton design was
ahead of everything when the
BBC adopted it.

Well, stop and think for a
moment.

This month, Atari, now
under Jack Tramiel, will
produce its £300 (or
thereabouts) Macintosh -alike,
using a 68000 chip and Digital
Research's GEM software. By
half -way through the year,
Tramiel has said he'll have a
32 -bit machine for under
£1000 with the same GEM
interface.

That's the same GEM
interface which makes the
ABC look so nice, and on
which Acorn is expected to
put a £3500 price tag. And
even the news that the
operating system will be
called TOS ('Tramiel
Operating System? I') has
failed to convince me that this
Super -Mac is just a dream. It
can be done.

Commodore is known to be
working along very similar
lines, with a low-cost IBM -
alike and a series of other
planned announcements. It's
expecting a rough ride from
Atari with no holds barred-
word came in, first week in
December, of a shareholders
meeting in New York where
they took voting rights away
from any shares which were
held in more than 10 per cent
blocks. Tramiel, needless to
say, still has a large block of
Commodore shares.

At press time, rumours
were just warming up about
Acorn's plans to pull out of
the States - but if they prove
untrue, that'll be more
surprising than if the US
adventure is finished.

With all best wishes to
Acorn as a leading UK micro
supplier, I almost do hope the
American effort is dead
because that may help
convince the Cherry Hinton
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firm that the BBC Micro is
not forever.

And it does have to think
ahead, and design something
truly revolutionary.

Elite addiction
I'm a terribly disappointed
combateer. Heroically, I've
been taking my Cobra Mk III
trading ship into the toughest,
meanest, baddest and plain
politically destabilisedest star
systems I could find, and
getting wiped out as often as
not, in my search for glory in
the 'game' Elite. Game? It's a
way of life!

And now, I find (outrage)
you don't get any extra points
for heroism! You get to be
elite simply on the strength of
having so many thousand
explosions onscreen! And it
doesn't matter who you kill,
or what you hit. Destroy an
innocent, helpless trader,
running terrified for the space
station, and he will spill his
cargo into space. Don't pick it
up! - shoot it. The police
won't care about your piracy,
unless you pick up some of

the cargo and it turns out to
be contraband.

Ah, well; at least my rating
of 'deadly' is genuine.
Watford Electronics is said to
have a chip which
automatically makes you
elite. Other players have
found system fiddles. And
some have even been able to
get to high levels by shooting
asteroids (which don't shoot
back, of course) which we
disk -based players don't get.
The programmers took them
out for a test, and forgot to
put them back again.

All this illustrates, I hope,
just what a cult the game has
become, and why people
were so fascinated to see an
(illegal) copy of a new version
from Acornsoft, designed to
run on the second processor,
the 6502, at a London show
recently.

The new version still
doesn't give you more points
for kills made in the Anarchy
or Feudal systems. It doesn't
time your reactions, and give
you more points if you wipe
out the attackers quickly. But
it is in colour, and it does have

Do I detect signs of a thaw? Previously, relations
between Mike Sterland, of Personal Computers Ltd, and
Apple were a little icy. Sterland, one of the original two
exclusive agents for Apple, had almost stopped dealing
in Apple II micros, and concentrated on IBM and
Compaq.

Now, lo and behold, here is Mike Sterland himself,
standing in front of his new Macintosh Centre, where he
sells only Macs.

He still sells IBMs, and so on, in his other shop just
around the corner. But I'm delighted to see that he has
stopped seeing Apple as the blundering incompetent
that (I'm sure he didn't really) believed it had become,
and has started doing good business again.

And the tall, leather -jacketed guy standing next to
Sterland? Oh, well, it's Douglas Adams, author of the
Hitch -Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy, and, mostly, harmless.
Sterland asked him to open the shop. I'm a little miffed
about that. Mike once asked me to judge a competition
at his shop, and nobody took my picture and put it in
PCW. Why should this enormous Oxford globe-trotter
get all the glory?

A sad addendum to this cheerful little story is the fact
that the other exclusive pioneer distributor of Apple,
Keen Computers, has now gone out of business. At press
time, the receiver had abandoned all hope of selling it off
because so many staff had left for rival compani6.

The company had picked up the Corvus local net
franchise, so people were a bit suprised that it managed
to go bust. According to friends who were thinking of
buying it for the IBM franchise, however, Keen never
managed to sell at the right price to make a profit.
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Missing the opportunity of a lifetime, OE Ltd has failed to
call its communications modules for the QL 'the QT, and

as named it QCOM instead.
The software comes built-in to the controller box,

QCON, which switches data in and out, emulates DEC
VT100 terminals, and provides a serial interface into
which you plug your modem. Then there's the modem
itself, QMOD, which doesn't work at 300 baud, but at
1200/75 or 1200 half -duplex. And finally, there's the
dialling unit and auto -answer unit, QCALL. Altogether:
as near as dammit f200. Details are available from OEL
on (0768166748.

a gloriously animated
introduction, with the credits
rolling away in Star Wars
style...

Wait, my friends tell me, for
Elite II, now in final
preparation.

Rising from the

ashes
Much to the disbelief of
everyone, the new Osborne
Computer Corporation really
does seem to be making a
comeback.

Worse still (for those of us
who thought it impossible) its
new machine, the Vixen (in
the States) or the Express (in
the UK) or the Turbo (you
can't call anything Vic or
Vixen in Germany, because
the V is pronounced F) is
already sold out on its first
three months' production.

The little half-size Osborne
failed to impress me when I
was shown a pre -production
model. One of my main
objections was the retention
of the original Osborne's
worst vice, the 'dead'
keyboard. This has been
fixed, and you can type ahead
of the computer, up to 256
characters. Furthermore, the
speed of the machine has
been vastly increased, and so
has its compatibilty with the
old model. And best of all,
Drive C Corporation has
offered to buy $2m worth of
the Vixen, in which it will
install its own design of RAM
disk/print buffer/hard disk
interface.

The Drive C interface is the
single most important
peripheral for the ordinary
CP/M machine. On a program

like WordStar, for £600 on top
of the cost of an ordinary
Osborne, the Drive C
extension provides 400k of
memory, out of which all your
overlay files run. There is
absolutely zero delay on any
operation, compared with two
to 10 seconds on most
WordStar processes.

Coupled with the way the
Drive C device uses any spare
memory as a print buffer, the
result is literally the fastest
WordStar computer I've ever
laid eyes on.

But all this doesn't explain
why existing Osborne users,
who could just buy the Drive
C interface anyway, are
clamouring to buy the new
Vixen/Express. A spokesman
for the company suggested it
was just 'part of the incredible
Osborne fanaticism' among
owners which has led the user
groups to back up the rebirth
of the company. I have to buy
that explanation, because
there isn't another obvious
one that I can put my mind to.

Security leak
Having the name Prince Philip
available to start a story
always makes it a natural for
Britain's breakfast
newspapers, so when hackers
started adjusting Prestel
mailboxes last month it was
inevitable that the Daily Mail
(and TV news) would get hold
of it.

The result, of course, was
chaos for regular users, as
Prestel bosses overreacted to
a fairly standard breach of
security.

People with access codes
found they didn't work.
People who were authorised
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to use areas of Prestel
memory found that hackers
had broken in and, as a result,
they, the official users,
couldn't break in to their
own areas.

It all comes of the failure of
Authority, in high parts of
Government, to accept that
microcomputers really are
computers. Other symptoms
of this determined blindness
are the recent attempts by the
security services to block a
method of protecting
computer tapes, developed
by an inventor who hoped to
stop schoolkid piracy. It
obviously never occurred to
these so-called boffins that
something which a private
micro user could develop in
his spare time shouldn't be
more sophisticated than
something they had
developed, and that the
failure was theirs. Instead of
developing a more
sophisticated method, they
tried to suppress the privately
developed system.

What is really exciting,
according to my hacker
friends, is that the system
proved vulnerable to their
unaided attempts to crack it
within two weeks.

So with Prestel. Actually,
Prestel is one of the most
secure systems of its type,
simply because of the nature
of the hardware which
Telecom uses to run it. It's
possible to get access to
somebody else's data by
using their code, and it's
possible to get people inside
Prestel to provide the code,
but it isn't easy to get the
Prestel computer to reveal
those codes without that kind
of help.

On other private viewdata
systems, however, the more
flexible operating systems
used make security breaches
a certainty. A friend of mine
assures me that to the best of
his knowledge, there's no way
to prevent users of an RXS-
based system on a DEC
minicomputer from pre -
extending a new file, to
include other areas such as
the area where all the
password codes are kept. On
a DEC system changes are
possible to the actual
operating system, for a skilled
systems programmer. On the
Prestel minis, the operating
system is hard -wired into the
hardware.

Tops for

networks
At last, networks are starting
to appear which acknowledge
the need most of us have to
talk to makes of micros other
than our own. Top of the list is
an American announcement
of a Total Operating System
independent (TOPS) network,
which they describe as
'transcendental' because it
actually does reconcile total
incompatibilities.

Or, more correctly, it will.
The company, Centram

Systems West, an
independent computer
company in Berkeley,
California, is now looking for
licensees for TOPS, and
expects to have versions that
will reconcile PC -DOS and
MS-DOS with Machintosh
DOS by March 85. After that,
the company hopes to have
support for old CP/M (8 -bit)

Kempston has dived into the BBC market with its
joysticks, hoping that people will have heard of its good
reputation in the Sinclair Spectrum world.
Unfortunately, not everybody with a BBC Micro will
want one because these have switches, not rheostats.
But if your software will look at four micro switches,
'allowing movement in a total of eight directions', then
you pay El] and away you go.

Naked winchester disks don't often get exposed in this
column. The reason for revealing the Newbury Penny is
that you just might see some in American micros soon.

The company launched it in the US on the same day as
in Britain, and that's why the coins in the photograph
include English as well as American pennies (cents)-
and, intriguingly, Americans were impressed with the
price. Penny offer 50Mbytes on a 3in drive, and the
company is very hopeful of business arising directly out
of the weak pound sterling against the dollar. The
American -based rivals are suddenly priced to the high
end of the market, executives told me smugly.

Oddly enough, I was more impressed with the new
NDR 8935 (ah, they don't write numbers like that any
more) printer - it has 18 needles, so it can print letter
quality at a blistering 90 characters per second, or draft
quality at 200 characters per second. Since there was no
price at the launch, I couldn't get too worked up about
that - what impressed me was the silence. As matrix
printers go, it's like a ghost.

computers, and Unix 'and
other operating systems' by
the summer.

The announcement
wouldn't be worth taking
seriously unless it were both a
hardware and a software
solution - and it is. The
hardware provides a high
speed link between machines
operating at up to 0./8
megabits per second, using a
telephone cable with four
wires.

The software part, however,
is the new and interesting bit
- it provides a standardised
network environment with
network operating system
calls.

Some other systems (quite
a few) allow users of
dissimilar machines to use
the same central disk. There's
usually a limit to this, and in
any case, the normal method
(dividing the hard disk up into
'partitions') doesn't allow two
computers such as the Mac
and the IBM PC to access the
same partition and work on
related files simultaneously.
TOPS, however, aims to do
this:

A TOPS user may treat a
remote file, created under any
operating system, exactly as if

it were resident on the
internal disk drive. A Mac can
look at the directory of a
remote IBM disk and see it in
the Macintosh format of icons
on a desktop.

What it can't do, however,
is make specialised files-for
example, WordStar files or
Cardbox files - accessible to
a computer which can't run
the program. A WordStar file
will appear to be gibberish to
a Macintosh. A MacPaint
document (drawing) will not
make any sense to an IBM.
And until somebody writes an
application to interpret the
data, no amount of
networking can get round
the problem.

However, what TOPS will
do is give access to other
peripherals on the network.
And where machines do run
the same program (albeit
under a different operating
system) they'll be able to
swap spreadsheet data, text,
and database information.

What we won't know until
Centram gets a UK agent is
price. Box add-ons for the IBM
family and other card -slot
machines, and add-on units
for other micros, will be
available, it says, but no price
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Choosingaprinter is
a lot easier than

choosinga computer.
rri HERE are dozens of quality printers from which to choose.With

quality price tags of around £250.
The Brother M-1009, however, breaks all the rules.

Stays defiantly below the £200 barrier.
Though it has far more than its fair share of features, it maintains

the extraordinarily low price of £199.95.
Travels at a steady fifty.

In the speed stakes, the M-1009 is certainly no slouch, being
fully capable of up to 50 characters per second.

Providing bi-directional and logic seeking printing for normal
characters and uni-directional printing for super and sub script
and graphics. Prints on any paper.

Being an impact printer, the M-1009 will print on virtually
any paper, including letter headings, invoices and standard office
stationery.

It will even print two copies together with your original.
A superb character recommendation.

In its price range, the M-1009 has a great deal more character
than many printers.

96 no less, plus international type and graphic characters.
Reliability comes as standard.

Built to the same exacting standards as Brother's elite office

printers, the Brother M-1009 already has faultless credentials for
reliability.

Its 9 pin dot matrix head, for example, has an astonishing 20
million character service life.

One printer that doesn't block out the light.
Many home computers tend to be a little on the large side.
In contrast, the compact M-1009, at only 7 cm high, keeps a

discreet profile.
Well designed, reliable - and conscientious.
The Brother M-1009.

\JEW AEI
The future at your fingertips.

DEPT P, BROTHER OFFICE EQUIPMENT DIVISION, JONES + BROTHER, SHEPLEY STREET,
GUIDE BRIDGE, AUDENSHAW, MANCHESTER M34 5JD.

TEL: 061-330 6531 (10 LINES) 061-330 0111 (6 LINES) 061-330 3036 (4 LINES) TELEX: 669092
BROTHER INDUSTRIES LIMITED, NAGOYA, JAPAN.

AVAILABLE FROM
BOOTS, WILDINGS, SPECTRUM, JOHN MENZIES, MICRO MANAGEMENT,

MAJOR DEPARTMENT STORES AND ALL GOOD COMPUTER SHOPS.
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The new, portable Epson P40.
Now the home computer user can

have a true business quality printer,
from Epson -maker of the world's most
popular printers.

Our new P40 is only £99.95 -
that's including VAT and recharger.
It's suitable for BBC, Sinclair,
Commodore, Oric and almost any

other popular home computer, as well
as virtually any portable or desk top
micro.

Running off its own rechargeable
batteries as well as mains, your P40 is
totally portable and being Epson,
an absolute doddle to use. And though
particularly compact it even gives

EPSON

you 80 -column width printing in
condensed mode.

So wherever and whenever you
want to print, now you can - with the
new, portable Epson P40. In fact,
anything a ball-point does, it can do -
better. See it at selected branches of
Boots, or ring 01-200 0200 for details.



For under £200 you can
become,your
brothers
keeper

In just a few days you could
be using this amazing, new
printer from Brother. It's
small and neat but packed
with more than its fair share
of features.

TRAVELS AT A
STEADY FIFTY

In the speed stakes, the M-1009 is
certainly no slouch, being fully capable of
up to 50 characters per second.

The M-1009 has bi-directional and
logic seeking printing for normal
characters and uni-directional printing for
super script,sub script and graphics.

PRINTS ON ANY PAPER
Being an impact printer, the M-1009

will print on virtually any paper,
including letter headings, invoices and
standard office stationery.

It will even print two copies together
with your original.

A GREAT CHARACTER
REFERENCE

No less than 96 ASCII plus
international type and graphic characters
are standard.

BIG BROTHER
RELIABILITY

Built to the same exacting standards as
Brother's elite office printers, the Brother
M-1009 already has faultless credentials
for reliability.

It's 9x 9 dot matrix head, for example,
has an astonishing 20 million character
service life.

SUITABLE FOR
ANY MACHINE

With IBM Centronic and the Epson
dual serial/centronic interfaces fitted as
standard the M-1009 is suitable for any
home or business computer.

THE
BROTHER

M-1009

194 mm -s.1

333 mm

With
Tractor Feed

5

FULLY GUARANTEED
7 DAY DELIVERY

You can order in confidence, your
Brother printer will arrive by courier
within 7 days of your order complete with
manual and full guarantee.

£199.95
NO MORE TO PAY!

Order your Brother M-1009 now!
Access/Visa holders ring 01-482 1711 or
fill in the coupon below, or write to:
RELATIVE MARKETING,
UNICOM HOUSE,
182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET,
LONDON NW1 9NN.
(Personal callers welcome Monday -
Friday 9-6, Sundays 10-1).

Mir
TO: RELATIVE MARKETING, UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, LONDON NW1 9NN.
Please send me by courier (qnty) Brother M-1009 printer(s) (qnty) Tractor Feed unit(s) at £17.25 (inc
VAT). (qnty.) Printer Cables at £9.95 (inc VAT). State make and model
I enclose a cheque for £ or debit my Access/Visa card no
Name Signature
Address

L Postcode Telephone PCW2
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information was available at
press time. Details are
available on (415) 644 8244
and 8245.

Following in

footsteps
After the fantastic Filevision,
databases for the Macintosh
are coming thick and fast.

Unfortunately, the one I like
best is Infocom's new
Cornerstone and that's not
moving from the IBM family
for ages, but in the meantime
there are some encouraging
alternatives.

Filevision itself we have all
heard about. But from
Stoneware, originator of DB
Master, there is now
something called a Mac
version. It's actually nothing
like DB Master: it's (as Apple
chairman Steve Jobs
promised) something which
incorporates so many new
Mac features as to be
unrecognisable as the same
product.

Essential advantages which

I like include the ability to hold
your files on as many floppy
disks as you like - up to
about 32, that is. The designer
doesn't actually recommend
that you try sorting a whole
32 -floppy file into alphabetical
order, but if you normally
keep it on a hard disk and you
have a copy spread over 32
floppies, you'll still be able to
get the mailing list printed.

And it seemed easy to use,
barring one drawback -the
ability to edit a request for
data would be nice. Reports,
as database people call them,
require thought, and usually
some trial and error is
substituted for much of the
thought. But on this version (I
am assured it will change)
you can't see what your
request was, so you have
trouble changing it.

From Eqtron, a Canadian
company, there is MacBase,
designed by somebody with a
name that I went to some
trouble to check: Pierre Vella -
Zarb. Claims for this one are
not checked, but the claim
that I liked was: 'Unlike other
database programs, MacBase

For users of BBC Micros who are tired of hunting for the
numbers along the top row, this Softlife numeric keypad
could help with the accounting. I wish people who built
these things would go to the trifling trouble of adding all
those things that you normally need the SHIFT key for-
the multiplication sign, for example, or the ones which
are never where you expect them - the minus sign, for
instance - but they never do. This one costs f59, and
includes software, built in, to interface to most Acorn -
approved operating system calls.

Details on Cambridge (0223) 62117.

One of the first dealers of the MAD -1 turns out to be not
just a shop, but a rental outfit.

The rental company is a newly formed concern, Select
Computing, and it will be offering the machine on both
rental or purchase. This struck me as unusual enough to
suggest running the silly picture of Alan Mawdsley and
John Blair signing the dealership agreement. John Blair
is from importer MBS Microtex, and if only his publicity
agency had told me which one was him, I could pass the
information on to you. Mawdsley is on Slough (0753)
44878, and ! think he's on the left. But it's just a guess.

is not report -oriented. All
calculated and reporting
fields appear right on the
screen.'

That one is not yet
available, but the company is
on (416) 361 5002.

Serious software
Serious software, at last, for
the Sinclair QL- the
programming language, APL,
has been launched by Micro
APL.

This specially adapted
version, says the company,
dispenses with the usual APL
programming symbols,
where single signs, looking
like half -Greek, half -gibberish,
act as keywords. The idea of
this system is to simplify the
language for beginners.

MicroAPL says this is the
very first time that this
'simple, yet powerful
programming language,
traditionally offered only on
mainframes and large
powerful supermicros, is
available to the mass market.'

Actually it isn't the very first
time, because I saw a version
on the ZX81 three years ago.
But nobody bought it.

Details on (01) 622 0395.

FAST ballot
A law on software copying
now stands a fighting chance
of being passed as a Private
Members' Bill, now that
William Powell (sixth in the
lottery for a non-party bill) has
named the FAST bill as his
choice to get enacted.

For no very obvious reason,
Parliament calls this lottery a
'ballot'. It works like this:
everybody puts their name

into a hat, and some are
picked to go first, and others
to go last, with their own
favourite law. Then the first
half -dozen or so are furiously
surrounded by urgent
lobbyists with urgent
legislation. They pick
something which is non-
controversial (so it stands a
chance of being passed by the
House) in the hope that they
will be remembered as the
promulgator of a great Act-
the 'Powell Act' may pass into
computing history.

It's a shocking way of
organising the nation's law-
making. However, for the
Federation Against Software
Theft, it's one step nearer a
solution to organised crime
raids on software.

Unless, of course, they've
left a big ruddy loophole in
the Bill.

The hard sell
Just supposing that you'd got
tired of seeing Chris Serle
talking about computers on
the BBC (inbetween being an
auctioneer and a racing driver
in The Deep End) - why, then
you'd miss out on the joy of
buying a £20 videotape called
Easy Microcomputing, where
he tells you about Sinclair,
Future Computers, Prestel,
Micropro, Comshare, BOS,
and Brother.

These are seven of the eight
companies who have
'sponsored' the tape which
takes you through four main
sections - 'The Basic', on to
'Why Computerise', then
'How to Select', and finally
'Specific Applications'.

There's also a sponsor
called Braid, and presumably
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they use Braid equipment to
deal with the computer
industry, too. But it's hard to
shake off the feeling that this
is sales promotion you're
paying for. If I ever get to see
the tape and find out
otherwise, I'll be sure to let
you know.

Dead serious
You could argue that if there's
an applications program to
handle cemetery accounting,
then there must be lots of
others to run under the same
system-which is why Pick
Systems is promoting its
launch of the Pick operating
system on the IBM XT by
announcing its graveyard
system.

Pick is often seen as a
serious rival to Unix, simply
because it is business -
oriented rather than
programmer -oriented, but up
until now it hasn't been
available on a stand-alone
personal micro.

More convincing, however,
than all the talk, is the list of
Pick Hits, a directory of
applications for Pick which
the company has launched.
The list has over 500 entries,
and contains the names,
addresses and phone
numbers of over 150
companies developing

various applications for Pick.
Dick Pick, the originator of

Pick (he designed it for use by
army personnel who were
'very inept' at computer use)
took time out to bash Unix
when he announced the IBM
version. Pick pointed out at
his Comdex press conference
in Las Vegas that 'in the case
of Unix, there are no less than
25 commercially available
versions, in addition to scores
of Unix lookalikes.

'While all these versions are
similar in theory, software
that runs on one version will
not easily run on any other.
The modifications required to
run the application can be
costly and time-consuming,
taking two people a minimum
of six months to port software
from one Unix system to
another.'

Further information direct
from California: the number is
(714) 261 7425.

Speed freaks
Jarogate has 'accepted a
challenge thrown out by TDI
of Bristol that the Pinnacle is
the fastest micro in the world'
by running some Benchmarks
on its own Sprite business
micro.

The Sprite hasn't got its
share of mention in this

This, as you may have suspected, is just another version
of the Husky, this time 'ideally suited to expert system
applications' because this is the version with 352k of
usable RAM.

The suggestion, as you can tell from the picture, is that
a doctor could use it by the bedside to run through a
question and answer session with the expert system
until coming up with a diagnosis.

What I'm afraid of are the number of people who are
going to write unspeakable captions in the top left hand
corner of the photo.

Details on Coventry (0203) 668181.
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The quick way to get software for that QL you bought, in
the first flush of enthusiasm, is (apparently) to buy
another micro.

This serious suggestion comes from PCML, which has
produced a CP/M add-on for £200. It's a Z80 chip with 64k
of memory, two input and output ports, a parallel printer
interface (which has 64k of memory into which printer
data can be fed for later printing), and a tracker ball
interface.

When the company gets round to launching disks, I'll
be really impressed. Details, meanwhile from the new
subsidiary company, QL f Ltd, where John Fuller or
Derek Batey will answer calls on (0372)67282.

column, perhaps because it
was just another machine
based on the chip Intel
supplies for the IBM AT, the
80286.

Now, however, the
directors have achieved fame
by the simple expedient of
running a Benchmark. The
way they cooked the
Benchmark was to include
disk work-something which
I'd regard as quite fair,
because disks slow most
programs down. But all
Benchmarks are written to
prove the speed of the
computer which does them
best, so don't get too excited
about the news that the
Jarogate Sprite took 25
minutes to run a program
which took 36 minutes on the
Pinnacle.

The additional information
that the Rair Supermicro took
33 minutes (faster than the
Pinnacle) is just thrown in for
laughs, and the news that the
ICL PC took a dreary 62.5
minutes is thrown in out of
cruelty.

Keeping calm
I'm not at all convinced that I
ought to get too excited about
the arrival of Victor in the UK.
The company builds the
Sirius micro which ACT has
just abandoned, and while the

new management, based in
Windsor, is at pains to
suggest that this is just
because ACT is favouring the
Apricot, there is some
evidence to suggest that the
machine is not really a
technology leader any more.

For example, I haven't been
able to get MS-DOS 2.0 for the
thing, and software like Lotus
is conspicuously not
generally available either.

Undeterred, the company is
launching a UK subsidiary,
and hopes to be launching its
portable Vicki version (which
just failed some crucial
American radio interference
and electrical safety tests)
soon, two years after I first
saw a prototype in
Amsterdam.

The basis for the optimism,
as near as I can gather, is the
factor which I thought really
damned the old Sirius- a
board to turn it into an
IBM PC.

This add -in board costs
around £1000, or will when
it's available. Added to the
cost of a Sirius/Victor, it
makes it almost twice the
price of an ordinary IBM,
which is why I wasn't excited
about it when it was
previewed in Atlanta last May.

However, to Victor setting
up over here, it represents a
way of making £1000 a time,
selling to existing users of the
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IBM Personal Computer. The World's best selling Personal Computer, as well
as ours. We have an extra special offer on our 2 x 360K, 128K PC "Starter
Pack". We've cut the price from £2116 and included the easy to use Pfs Write
word -processor as well as the NEC PC8023 120cps dot-matrix printer,
cables, disks and paper. SAVE £650 ON NORMAL PRICE! £1990This package: computer, printer, software, accessories, only

2
IBM COLOUR PC. This 128K system comes with colour and graphics display.
It's great for Lotus 1-2-3, Framework or Flight Simulator, and to start you off,
we're supplying this £2524 system with printer, word -processor, spread-
sheet and accessories in one package. For entertainment, we're also giving
MicroSoft's Flight Simulator. We think no other Authorised E2490
dealer matches us for price and support. SAVE OVER £660!

3
IBM XT. The 10Mb Winchester version of the PC. If
you want a large database or accounting suite, or just
use a lot of information, a hard disk is essential. Morse
have managed to break the £3000 barrier, and on the
128K RAM, monochrome package
you can SAVE £440! IBM XT now: 12990
COMPAQ DESKPRO. All you ever wanted in a com-
puter is in this new superfast machine. It has 640K
RAM, 10Mb hard disk and internal tape backup con-
trolled by the fast 8086 chip. Morse supply it with
FRAMEWORK and NEC printer at L.5595
NO EXTRA COST, SAVING £970! im

5
COMPAQ PLUS. Compaq Portable + 10Mb Winches-
ter = strength + value. This 256K computer has a
reputation for being really tough - the hard disk can be
dropped even when working. We offer the Brother

. HR1 heavy duty daisywheel printer r3945
& RS232 adaptor worth £612, free! As

6
COMPAQ PORTABLE, the No.2 PC in the U.S., and the
best of the compatibles. With 256K, unique graphics
and text display, dual 360K disk drives and of course,
portability, the Compaq is great value. To get you
started, Morse give you at no cost, /2195
WordStar and disks - saving £320.

APRICOT Xi. Superfast and super powerful 10Mb
version of the Apricot. Full hard disk computing at
exceptional value. With the Xi, Morse are giving
away the Brother HR1 daisywheel printer and free
word -processor and spreadsheet, £2990etc. saving £525. In matt black:

APRICOT PC. Compact, powerful, friendly, British.
This hugely popular system now has Lotus 1-2-3,
Symphony and many other programs available. The
two versions with 315K or 720K disks are both
supplied with FREE £390 PRINTER E1790etc. 12" display available. PC's from

APRICOT PORTABLE. The computer you can talk to!
Remarkable piece of technology with flat liquid crys-
tal display and speech recognition. 256K as stan-
dard, 720K disk drive, loads of software, all in a 121b.
pack. Morse can supply it from £1695stock. With FREE £95 MOUSE!

APRICOT Fl. Incredible value full specification
business micro. Bright colour display, 256K
memory, 720K disk drive, infra -red cordless
keyboard. Bundled with word -processor and
spreadsheet. In stock now.
NEW LOW PRICE! (Mouse £95) £995

MORSE HARDWARE
DEC RAINBOW 100, 132 column
display, dual 400K disks. It was
£2295, at Morse now only £1350
DECMATE II dedicated word -
processor. Save £100's at £2485
DEC LQP02 printer: £1890.
TELEVIDEO Tele-PC. Full IBM PC
compatibility, 128K, dual drives.
Reduced from £1990 to £1690
SANYO MBC555 Complete busi-
ness system including software,
green monitor and printer: £1350
FRAMEWORK. We're experts and
enthusiasts. Try it and see why!

OSBORNE EVENT
Morse have purchased a large
amount of new, used and ex -demo
Osbornes. All are boxed, complete
with manuals, software and 30 day
warranty. Software: SuperCalc,
WordStar with MailMerge, CP/M,
C- & M -Basics.
80 column display, double den-
sity disks, blue casing: £650
52 col d.density, blue case: £450
52 col dd, older brown case: £350
We also have DataStar, SuperSort,
cables etc. These bargains will be
snapped up, so call in today!

IBM PC -AT
IN STOCK NOW at Morse, IBM's
newest Personal Computer, the
IBM AT (Advanced Technology).
With the Intel 80286 chip control-
ling up to 3 megabytes of memory,
it's easily more powerful than any
of the competition.
PC AT Base model. 256K RAM,
1.2 megabyte disk, mono display,
keyboard and PC DOS 3.0: £3376
PC AT Enhanced model. 512K
RAM, 1.2Mb disk drive, 20 mega-
byte hard disk, mono display,
keyboard and PC DOS 3.0: £4706

MORSE

SURPLUS
From our surplus, used and ex -display stock.
Call for details on these and many other items.

SURPLUS - BUT BRAND NEW!

TELEVIDEO TS803 CP/M, with word-
processing, spreadsheet and superb
graphics software (list £2095) 1490.00
TELEVIDEO 7PC1 Portable, CP/M,
software as TS 803, (£1695) 1290.00
HYPERION PC Portable MSDOS, 256K,
IBM PC compatible (£2566) 1495.00
EPSON MX100 III (£450) 350.00
NEW IBM PC SOFTWARE

VisiCalc (£207) 140.00
Ashton-Tate Friday! (£190) 152.00
Advanced DBMaster (£494) 330.00
VisiFile (£207) 168.00
Pfs File - database (£116) 78.00
Pfs Report (£104) 70.00
dBASE II IBM (£335) 235.00
Context MBA (£578) 235.00
DEC Rainbow 100 software Phone

Many more too numerous to mention. No
Mail Order on ex -display items. NI Morse
prices exclusive of VAT at 15%

MORSE COMPUTERS 78 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1V 6LS. 01-831 0644. TELEX 916509.
PCW117
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Sirius. 'Your system won't run
Lotus 1-2-3? Never mind-

for just another grand, you
can have .. .' and soon.

And, I have to admit, there
are enough Sirius users
around to make a useful
market.

Bargains galore!
Atari has announced a price
reduction from £180 to £130

on its 800XL micro. The news
will bring cries of rage and
pain to those who paid
several hundred pounds for
the machine, but fortunately,
in this country there weren't
many who did that.

What could be entertaining,
however, will be the reaction
of those who paid £130 when
Atari drops the price again in
January. At that point it is
expected to hit £99, according

According to Atari chairman Jack Tramiel, you could
own a full-blown 32 -bit micro for around £800 by
June/July this year; this is the top of four ranges
announced by Tramiel on a brief visit to London. The
other three ranges are 8 -bit machines, 16 -bit machines
and the existing video game consoles.

Apart from his vicious price -cutting, the first signs of
Tramiel's regime were expected at CES in the States.
Four machines will make up the 8 -bit range, a
repackaged 800XL, a 128k version of the XL, a portable
with 256k and a machine with high -quality sound
output. These machines are based on the original 6502
400/800 architecture and should be software -compatible.

In April his 16 -bit range will be launched at the
Hanover Fair, and as speculated these will be 68000 -
based machines. Tramiel, with his usual modesty, has
named the operating system TOS (Tramiel Operating
System), although the system was actually developed in
cooperation with Digital Research. Above this will sit
DR's GEM system giving a Mac -like filing system, mouse
control, icons, and so on. Finally, eventually there will be
32 -bit workstation machines based on the National
Semiconductor 32032 processor. Tramiel sees these
machines, which will include bundled -in software, as
bringing CAD/CAM to the masses.

This all sounds very nice, but the question is: 'Will he
do it?' Apart from the $75million that Tramiel personally
put into the venture, he needs another $150million. He
confidently predicts that Atari will have made a profit
out of the last quarter of 1984 and hopes that this will
persuade the banks to put up the cash.

To make a profit out of such low prices, Atari intends
to build fully -automated assembly plants in both the
States and Europe which will produce machines cheaper
than their current Far Eastern plants (see 'Bargains
galore!')

to people who were
eavesdropping on a
conversation between Jack
Tramiel and his UK manager.

At £130, the machine must
be regarded as the bargain of
the season, whatever the
price may do later (see the
picture story).

Expensive

information
Owners of IBM and
compatible micros spend an
average of $1315 on software
in the first year, according to a
market study by Frost and
Sullivan. Apparently,
Americans spend something
like $729 on software to come
with the machine, and the
other $586 worth is bought
over the next 12 months.

The news, for software
writers, is good. Frost and
Sullivan director Joseph
Savino predicts on the basis
of his studies that the amount
will actually rise in future. 'In
1986,' Savino says, 'sales in
the first year after purchase
alone will surpass the initial
software sales.'

Probably, you have to have
good news for people when
you hope to take $1550 off
them for a copy of the report.
Included in the price is a
review of existing software
categories and products, a
discussion of 10 market
leaders, and profiles of 96
other products, plus advice to
vendors.

The advice can't be what
costs the money. Suggestions
apparently include the
warning that 'Documentation
is important, because many
personal computer users
refuse to buy a product until
they're convinced that they
know what it's supposed
to do.'

Many; but not, I gather, all.

The S1 lives!
Until a Swedish company
took over European
marketing, little had
happened to 51, a new
operating system designed to
distract the world from both
Unix and PC -DOS, since it was
given to the world by Multi
Solutions two years ago.

Quite probably, that will
continue- little will happen.
People have written very
enthusiastically about the
concepts behind the software,
and it apparently has great
virtues compared with both
Unix and Pick.

But even the news that
Entronix AB of Sweden will

market the S1 as the standard
operating system on its line of
VME bus computers (based
on the Motorola 68000) fails
to conjure up the sound, in
my imagination, of hordes of
eager programmers
stampeding for their coding
sheets.

Just for those who feel that
absolutely anything that
intends to rival Unix is worth
a boost, then you can get
details from Multi Solutions in
New Jersey on (609) 896 4100.

Too good to be

true?
The Unicom modem I
mentioned last month covers
both European and American
standards, answers the phone
and returns calls from other
computers, and works at
standard 300, standard
Prestel and 1200 half -duplex
communication rates. It
sounds like a lot more than
the £60 asked by Unicorn. It
also remembers a long list of
telephone numbers,
associated with names.

And that price includes VAT
and postage.

Naturally, many people
have expressed scepticism
about the product. At a
London show where the
machine was meant to be
available, the word that
'they're going to be available
in three days' time' was
greeted with rank disbelief by
hopeful buyers, and with fear
by those who had sent in
their money.

But, as far as I have been
able to establish, the firm is
real, the modem works, and
the £24 ROM with software
was pretty well debugged.

There is a snag, however,
and that is approval. The
technical/sales blurb says 'all
major components are BT
approved', which is not at all
the same thing as saying that
it's legal to use it on the
phone network.

History has shown that this
doesn't necessarily deter
people from buying - and,
presumably using -a non -
approved modem, as the
Minor Miracles proved. (I
should remind you here that
the Minor Miracles is now
approved.) But it's a
consideration of some
weight.

The other snag is that,
although the company says it
will auto-redial, it will only do
that if you write a bit of code
first. Strictly speaking, it's
illegal for a UK modem to
automatically redial a number
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£22995 Use Batteries or Included AC Adapter
 Lightweight and Compact For Portability

DMP-105. Our lowest price ever for a full-size, 9" dot-matrix printer! Print TRP-100. A portable, quiet (50 decibels) printer, perfect for use with any
quality rivals printers at twice its price. Low-cost complement to your Tandy Tandy computer or IBM compatible, including Model 100. Prints 50 cps at
Colour Computer or Model 4/4P. Prints 10, 12 and 16.7 characters per 10 cpi in text mode, as well as bit -image graphics. Measures just
inch. Features elongated and condensed type. underline and boldface. 113/4 x 23/4 x 7", wieghs less than 51/2 pounds. Parallel and Colour
Graphics mode allows 480-800 dots per line. Uses fanfold paper or single Computer -compatible serial, interfaces. Uses five alkaline or nickel -
sheets. Includes parallel and Colour Computer -compatible serial (600/ cadmium -C" batteries (not included), or AC adapter (included).
2400 baud) interfaces. 3 x 153/E3x 91/2". 26-1276 £169.95 26-1275 £229.95

Cost Effective, High -Quality Printer

 Prints 180 cps
 IBM PC Compatible
 True Pin -Driven Tractor Feed

DMP-430. Exceptional 18 -pin wire print head gives correspondence quality from a single
pass. Prints 10, 12 or 16.7 standard cpi, 10 or 12 cpi in correspondence mode. Even allows
italics or double -height characters. Bit -image mode available for graphic output. Parallel or
Colour -Computer compatible serial interfaces. 26-1277 £599.00

Professional Word Processing Printer
 Prints Over 500 Words Per Minute
 Easily Interchangeable 124 -Character

Print Wheels for Any Need
 Optional Cut Sheet Feeder or Bi-

Directional Tractor

DWP-510. Our finest daisy wheel printer at our lowest ever price' Prints at 10 or 12 cpi or
proportional spacing (switch selectable). Averages 43 cps. External programme mode for
special printwheels. Use up to five carbons. 15 -inch platen. Includes Courier 10 print wheel
and carbon ribbon. 26-1270 £1199.00

Letter Quality Dot -Matrix Printer

 Now With Downloadable Fonts
 IBM PC Compatible
 Dot -Addressable Graphics
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DMP-2100P. High-speed data processing, high -resolution graphics and correspondence
fonts for exceptional text resolution. Allows downloading of custom fonts from your
computer - holds two fonts at a time. 160 cps in DP mode, 100 cps in WP mode.
26-1274 £1399.00

Tandy's First Line Printer For High Throughput

£3499  Prints A Row At A Time For Speed
 Ideal For Multi -User Systems

LMP-2150. Prints all of the characters in a given row at one time, at up to 150 lines per minute. Ideal
for the user requiring a heavy-duty, long -life printer needing minimal maintenance. Operates in
graphics, word and data processing modes. handles fanfold paper from 3" to 16". Includes 8 -bit
parallel computer interface.
26-1272 £3499.00

Take A Look At Tandy, Today!
Visit your local store or dealer and

ask about our expanding range
of microcomputers and software

- we service what we sell!

See Yellow Pages For Address
Of Store Nearest You

Name

Address

Post Code Tel. No.
PCW 12
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£239
complete with green
screen VDU (GT64)

£349
complete with colour
monitor (CTM640)

. "

I. AC, tor, - -

tl;M...-.54

11611

Free software worth over £100 is
the name of the game.

Along with your new CPC 464
(colour monitor or green screen
VDU) you'll receive a software
starter pack of 12 (yes, twelve)
cassettes absolutely free.

There's something for everyone.
From Roland -on -the -Ropes to Easi-
Amsword word processing.

That's one good reason for making
Amstrad's CPC 464 your new home
computer.

CPC 464 green screen VDU (GT64)

Here are the others.
The CPC 464 comes complete with

its own colour monitor or green
screen VDU and built-in cassette
data recorder. (Optional disc drives
are now available with CP/M* and
DR. LOGO* supplied as standard.)

It has a typewriter -style keyboard
and numeric keypad. 64K of RAM,
32K of ROM and a very fast extended
BASIC with real time features.

And it costs a great deal less than
the price of a comparable system.

The CPC 464 can handle the trick-
iest computer games (if you can),

CPC464
complete

with

monitor
dataVOrder

revision for exams, cataloguing and
budgeting.

And it comes complete and ready -
to -go.

Amsoft. A ton of software.

Yes. Now there are over 100 titles
from Amsoft and independent pub-
lishers. And the list is still growing.

Arcade games, educational pro-
grams and business applications -
they're all designed to make the
most of the CPC 464's impressive
graphics, stereo sound and process-
ing abilities.

And with Amstrad's speedloading
capability, even complex programs
can be loaded quickly. The optional
disc system will load a game in
around 6 seconds.

When you feel the need to upgrade
your Amstrad system
to disc drive, just send
your favourite Amsoft
cassettes to us and
we'll send you back
the same Ams oft pro-

grams on Amsoft disc for just £4.95
per cassette, the price of a blank disc.

BOOTS COMST
Greens r/John Menzies

Join in the fun.

Our CPC 464 User Club is a must
for all owners.

As a member, you'll be the first to
know about the additions to the
range. Hardware and software.

We'll provide you with your own
privilege card and send you free, a
year's subscription to the Amstrad
User magazine packed with pro-
grams, features and information.

You can enter competitions for
valuable prizes and keep up with all
the latest Amstrad developments.

And with the free software pack,
we think that's pretty good for
starters.

ki I '11:111

CPC 464
Userclub

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

REGISTERED NAME

EXPIRY DATE

NOT TRANSFERABLE SEE MEMBERSHIP( ONOITIONS FOR TERMS OF USE.

ONE GREAT IDEA AFTER ANOTHER

Currys Dixons
111111BELOWS

WHSMITH WIGFALLS
spectrum

WOOLWORTH
AND OTHER
COMPUTER

STORES

FCP/M and DR LOGO are Trade Marks of Digital Research

I'd like to know more about the exciting CPC 464 complete computer system.
Pleasesend me literature right away.
NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

To: Amstrad Consumer Electronics PLC, Brentwood House, 169 King's Road, Brentwood,
Essex CM14 4EE
LRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. NOT ALL STORES STOCK ALL PRODUCTS. PCW 6



NEWSPRINT

If the doctor's phone number on this watch display is
anything to go by, Casio must think the UK is inhabited
by hypochondriac& The Databank 500 digital watch can
store up to 50 sets of six letters and 12 figure& Ideal if
you've got a lot of doctors, or need to store other useful
information-- the company suggests such things as
bank account codes train schedules and birthdays.

more than five times an hour,
because the out -dated phone
network which Telecom has
been feather -bedded into
keeping for so long couldn't
cope with that kind of dialling
traffic.

The modem, under the
short test I was able to give
the prototype, is remarkable
mainly for the software which
accompanies it. As a modem,
it's so dumb that nobody
would be able to make it send
any degree of sense without
the full specification of the
chip (built by AMD, Advanced
Micro Devices) that does all
the coding and decoding
of sounds.

However, the other side of
the coin is that it becomes
very much an extension of the
BBC Micro, rather than a
peripheral, once the Unicom
Zromm (Unicom's ROM) is
plugged in.

What I liked most about it
was the ability to set it into
'host' mode -this was weird.
I dialled the BBC from my
Osborne and began typing in
commands as if I had the BBC
on my lap. It ran BBC Basic
down the phone line, even
responding correctly to a
transmitted break code. I
could have used View, the
built-in word processor, or
any other tube -proof
program. (Naturally, to go
with this feature, there's the
option of a system password
which prevents stray hackers,
like the folks who wrote this
program, from crashing into
your files and deleting
your data.)

The feature which will
appeal to most
telecommunications people,
however, is the download and

upload routine. This takes any
binary file and dumps it into
the system in ASCII,
representing hexadecimal
numbers with two letters. On
retrieval it automatically
reconstitutes the original
binary pattern.

The result is that it becomes
possible to use a BBC Basic
disk to store a full WordStar
file, or to use Telecom Gold
for the same purpose.
Normally, an attempt to do
this would either garble the
file completely, or lose all the
special text attributes such as
automatic paragraph
justification.

For people wanting to run a
bulletin board, it has the nice
little extra of automatically
adjusting the baud rate of the
incoming call. It will accept
300/300 full duplex, Prestel
standard or reverse Prestel
standard, all inside a second
of the call being put through.

Since the modem's
intelligence is in the
computer, any competent
programmer can treat it as a
native function, just like other
operating system commands.
Many of the Zromm
functions, for example,
generate Basic errors as
interrupts, so that an 'ON
ERROR GOTO' statement can
pick up line disconnect or
incoming call events.

It's easy to tell what its
designers do with the small
hours of the morning -they
play MUD, the multi-user
dungeon that comes live, at
midnight, from Essex
University.

The way you can spot this is
the Chat facility.

When a normal terminal
program is running, it shows

onscreen what you type, as
you type it (echoed from the
receiving computer), and also
what the receiving computer
is sending. It can't separate
them, so an attempt to type
'Hello' while somebody else is
saying 'What' ends up as
'Hewihiaot'. On the multi-user
dungeon, when typing in a
command across a wizard's
general announcement,
gibberish results.

Unicorn Zromm splits the
screen, so that your words
appear at the bottom and the
system's words appear at the
top. This is also useful in the
Chat facility of bulletin boards
like Telecom Gold and The
Source.

The only thing I'm not
certain about at this stage is
parity. It was originally
designed as a way of
eliminating errors, making
sure that the system always
had an odd or even number of
bits per character. And I quite
accept the designer's
statement that it isn't useful,
since a no -parity system will
work with most public
networks. But if somebody
else is generating parity, it
can mess up the system until
you persuade them to stop.
And if their system can't stop
(or they don't know how to
make it), then there's nothing
the Unicorn owner can do
about it.

A nice final touch, among
many that show the scars that
the designers have acquired
working with the BBC Micro,
is the *HOPPIT command. It
tells the BBC Micro that the
Zromm isn't there, thus
eliminating the bugs that
conflicting system calls can so
easily generate. After
*HOPPIT (to which the
Zromm responds with a
petulant 'bibi, snif'), even the
BREAK key will not reveal the
presence of the chip in the
sideways slots.

The real test will be the
Commodore 64 version. Can
these people really show the
same familiarity with the
errors and omissions of that
clumsy machine as they do
with the BBC and, as I suspect
they will, with the Amstrad?
Watch this space.

At the launch, the Unicorn
was just for BBC Micro
owners. However, versions
are promised for Amstrad,
Commodore, Sinclair, the IBM
PC and the Electron.

Details and orders on (01)
482 1711.

Red herring
Don't be depressed by the
news that Psion's Xchange

suite of integrated packages is
the built-in program on the
ICL One Per Desk. You've met
the word processing part,
Quill, inside the Sinclair QL,
where it's been described as
'awful' and 'slower than
anything except Microsoft
Word on a Macintosh.' But on
other machines, a rather
better version is available.

The One Per Desk is, in
essence, a QL with the
software loaded in permanent
memory. But the software has
been rewritten by ICL, and
initial reports suggest that it's
a hefty improvement.

Psion has also released
improved versions of
Xchange in the last few weeks
for MS-DOS machines,
including the Apricot, which
are noticeably better than the
impression given by the QL,
and a version for Macintosh is
due out in a few months.

The One Per Desk itself is
another triumph of ICL over
logic. It's a computer into
which you can't load
programs-you have to
plug them in.

A lot of people have been
very nice about this intelligent
telephone, and in truth it does
have enough functions to sell
to corporations who can
afford it. But it isn't a
microcomputer, and if it's a
success, then the micro
business will be proved to
have been a red herring.

Pause for

thought
Amid several announcements
of people starting to sell the
Zenith PC (an IBM -alike micro)
in this country, the one which
may give rival ACT greatest
pause for thought will be
Microworld, the major ACT
distributor in Scotland.

The Zenith is very much
more visible in its native
American market that it is
here, but has the reputation of
being very close to the IBM
and reasonably priced. Now it
is building up a network of
dealers-still nothing like as
comprehensive as ACT has-
but nonetheless, something
of a rivalry. The attraction to
these people is, apparently,
the fact that the company has
been around. Indeed, in its
original incarnation as
Heathkit, supplier of
homebuild audio circuits, it's
an established firm.

Zenith is available on (0425)
29451, and Microworld is on
(031) 557 2087: London dealer
Drake Computer Systems, on
(01) 734 9681, will also be
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running one -day courses, for
around £95 each, on various
software packages like Lotus
1-2-3 and Framework.

The whole truth
Competing with IBM is a bit
like having a picnic on the rim
of a volcano - you know
which side the bread is
buttered, but your bread and
butter keeps getting moved in
a panic. So far, ACT has
managed to keep itself just
one jump ahead - and we
can hope that the deal it has
tied up for Apricot distribution
in the States manages to pull
off the trick again.

The problem facing ACT is
simple: the IBM PC is, at last,
dominating the business
micro market here, as well as
in the US. Figures available to
IBM's own dealers (on a
quasi -confidential basis)
suggest that IBM now has
27% of the UK micro market.
More worringly, they show
ACT getting 7%. And although
the figures were compiled for
IBM itself and therefore may
be taken sceptically by some,
it's clear that IBM believes
them because IBM is boasting
about it to some of its dealers.

The question is: is it true?
If it is true (or, more

importantly, if the trade and
the City believe it's true) then
there still isn't any urgent
need to panic about ACT.

Firstly, the market is
growing, fast. Not as fast,
perhaps, as it was growing
last year, but still very fast,
and the percentage growth
figure conceals the very large
absolute growth - the extra
number of machines sold this
year. Even if ACT's share of
this new market is only a
quarter of IBM's, ACT might
still be selling enough
to live on.

Also, there are two markets
-the small business market
and the corporate market.
They are very different, and
IBM's main strength is not in
small businesses.

Secondly, ACT has, finally,
managed to set up a deal in
the States. It raised $20
million in a few days on the
private venture market here,
and has launched Apricot Inc
in the US. That company is
selling through a network of
independent representatives
which used to carry the Apple
range to retail stores. John
Sculley, head of Apple, fired
the reps back in summer, and
they have just signed up for
seven years to carry Apricot
exclusively.

As Roger Foster observed,
making the announcement in
Las Vegas, the company only
has to achieve one per cent of
the US micro market to be
able to put 30,000 machines
into American users' hands
this year. And that figure
would keep the company's
Glenrothes factory busy and
quite profitable while it sorts
out its other problems.

The problem, as dealers
report it to me, is simple-
lack of software.

The trouble with refusing to
give in to blackmail is that you
usually have to live without
whatever you were being
blackmailed over. Roger
Foster refused, a year ago, to
be blackmailed into paying
over the odds (he thought) for
an early version of Lotus 1-2-3
for the Apricot range. The
result is that the product is
only now available, and its
follow-up, Symphony, is still
'on the way'. At the time I
thought this was more
foolhardy than brave, and I
still don't feel that time has
proved me wrong.

However, there is a market
in which the availability of
Lotus 1-2-3 doesn't matter a
damn, and that is the
accountancy market.

Small businesses buy
micros for accounting work,
not for the sort of spreadsheet
manipulation of internal
budgets which keep office
employees so blissfully happy
for hours on end. Talk to
dealers who sell to corporate

PCW screentest
PCW is taking a hand in the new Channel 4 TV series, 4
Computer Buffs. One of our Benchtesters, David Tebbutt,
is putting various machines through their paces while
we'll be providing full details on two construction
projects developed for the show.

The first programme in the series will be broadcast on
Monday 11 February from 5.30 to 6pm in the evening.
Educational material on Prestel is one of the first topics,
along with news of a bulletin board service, first sight of
a ZX81-based buggy (called the Trundle), and an
introduction to lightpen software transmission - actual
transmission will come later in the series.

The first TV Benchtests, featuring the BBC, Amstrad
and QL, are being lined up for the 18 February programme.

And the morning after each show there will be
machine -specific audio software transmissions, between
10 and 10.30am and then repeated between 11 and
11.30am.

buyers and you'll find the IBM
picture faithfully repeated -
or even overstated. One
central London dealer selling
mainly to corporate buyers, in
bulk, tells me that he sells one
Apricot for ten IBMs, of all
models.

Talk to country retailers,
however, who supply small
businesses with accounting
software, and a totally
different picture emerges-
they sell three times as many
Apricots as IBMs. And selling
software, they sell three or
four times as much for the
Apricot as for the IBM. None
of these people will stand up
and speak in public, of course,
because 'we're in bed with
both of them, rather,' as one
supplier put it.

Which is bigger?
Accounting for small
businesses, or spreadsheets
for the big corporations?
Because, as one software
publisher put it: 'Who inside
ICI has heard of ACT? And
which small business
manager knows of IBM except
as a typewriter supplier?'.

However, a supplier of non -
accounting and non -
spreadsheet software,
Caxton, might get a rather
less biased picture, one way
or the other. Caxton's
products sell roughly four
times as much as the IBM as
for the Apricot, and it believes
that the figures quoted by
IBM, for total sales, may be
right.

If all that is true, then
several conclusions are
possible. First, IBM is much
bigger than ACT. Second, the
accounting market is a
quarter of the size of the
corporate market.

Or third, IBM is starting to
gain recognition from the
small business owners of
Britain as a supplier of retail
micros.

I think that's what's
happening, myself.

Nothing doing
Only a lunatic or a gambler-
or a journalist desperate for
stories- would go to Las
Vegas at any time. For a
journalist to justify the trip,
there has to be some pretty
good stuff.

Normally the Comdex
computer show can be
counted on for that good stuff
- but not this time. In fact,
nobody had much to show for
their past year's work except
those who had been working
on Macintosh software,
mainly because innovation
has slowed down in the
shadow of IBM.

There were 1200 -odd
stands in half a dozen

exhibition centres in the town.
My guess would be that there
were 10 people per stand, but
let's be generous and
suppose that each exhibiting
firm had other people behind
the scenes, and they averaged
30 staff per stand.

By that reckoning there
would be just short of 40,000
people wearing green
exhibitors' badges. All the
other people one met should
have been wearing white or
yellow badges, because that's
how they were coded.

Absolutely, no way, were
they in the majority.
. On the final two days of the

show, Saturday and Sunday,
the halls were empty, and
even the organisers admitted
that 'this weekend opening
isn't going to work,' although
they thought they might try it
again next year.

On the first three days, my
own estimate, backed up by a
straw poll of people working
on busy stands, would
suggest that the exhibitors
still slightly outnumbered the
guests and visitors. In short,
there were at most 60,000
people there, and it's time the
organisers admitted that
they've got caught on their
own initial hype. When it was
first launched, they
exaggerated the figure. The
next year it went up, so they
had to increase the
exaggeration. And so
it went on.

It isn't really worthwhile.
After all, even if (as all the taxi
drivers agreed) numbers were
down on the previous year,
it's still an enormously
important show.

From the point of view of
the British taxpayer, eager to
see our information
technology industry
exporting healthily (!), the two
highlights of the show were
Whitechapel Computer Works
and ACT- in that order.
Missing this year were Rair,
Enterprise, FTS and Future
Computers. Of course, also
missing were a hundred other
manufacturers who don't
have the vision, courage, or
optimism (and who can
blame them) to take the first
steps to export, even to the
extent of buying a spot on the
Export IT area held by the
BOTB.

Really, there isn't much
excuse for that. People who
just want a quiet life shouldn't
set up a business. If you have
set up a business and you
can't be bothered to go to a
show as crucial as Comdex,
you aren't serious, and you
don't deserve to stay in
business more than five
years. And that, in most
cases, is what I can see
happening to the backbone of
today's UK micro business ED
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A bit on the

small side
Lap -top, knee -top, notebook
portable, whatever you want
to call it, many US
manufacturers are betting
their future on the small
micro.

Texas Instruments was
humiliated with its 99/4A
home computer, its portable
CC -40 went nowhere, and
even its TI Pro was less than
enthusiastically received. But
its new Pro-Lite seems to be
off to an explosive start. The
machine is functionally
similar to its big brother, the
TI Pro, with a 16 -bit CPU, 256k
of memory, a full 25 -line by
80 -character LCD screen and a
full -stroke keyboard. It differs
only in the size of the disk
drive - 3.5in on the Pro-Lite
- but the Pro-Lite can be
connected to an MS-DOS
desktop machine for up or
downloading of programs
and data. Curiously, the
machine doesn't come with a
battery pack - TI's research
revealed that most people
don't want true portability but
a 'carry around -ability'.
Hence, the battery pack is an
optional extra. The price is a
heady $2995.

Another upper -end entry is
the Datavue 25. Like the TI, it
has a 25 -line by 80 -character
screen, a 16 -bit CPU, and 256k
of memory. It has a 51/4in
floppy disk drive built into the
side of the system unit and a
detachable keyboard which
communicates via an infra-
red beam like the IBM PC Jr.
Like the Pro-Lite, the Datavue
is said to be IBM compatible.
Base price is around $2000.

Three machines from
Japanese makers are also
fighting for a share in this
market - the Sord IS -11C, the
NEC 8401 and the Epson PX-8.
The PX-8 (Geneva) is already
on sale in Europe, but the
others are still new. To me,
the 8401 looks like a winner. It
has a 16 -line by 80 -character
fold -up screen, 64k of RAM, a

Competition is hotting up in the microcomputer stakes. David Ahl
presents his findings of who'll be doing what during 1985.

300 -baud modem, integrated
software (WordStar, Calc,
Filer, and Telecom), the CP/M
operating system, optional
memory cartridges and a
31/2in disk drive. The price is
just under $1000.

The Sord IS -11C has a large
25 -line by 80 -character LCD
screen, a built-in modem and
microcassette drive,
integrated software, 80k of
RAM, and much more-all
for $1500. The machine will
initially be aimed at OEMs, a
smart move in the light of
Sord's lack of marketing
prowess in the States.

No optical

illusion
Information Storage of
Colorado Springs has
announced a 51/4in,
100 Mbyte, write -once optical
disk drive. The drive has a two
and half million bits per
second transfer rate, an
average access time of 200
milliseconds, a recording
density of 11,500 bits per inch,
and a track density of 14,000
tracks per inch.

The drive will use a 13cm
optical platter, which is 1/2in
smaller than standard audio
compact disks. The media is
supplied by Hitachi/Maxell
and Sumitomo Chemical. The
Sumitomo disks have not
previously been seen in the
US and are seen as a new
move into that market.

Evaluation units for OEMs
are priced at $3000. However,
company president, Steve
Popovich, expects prices to
drop to $500 by 1986.
Popovich expects the drive
will satisfy 'a real need for
archival and audit trail data.'

Occupational

hazard
With retail stores drying up
for all but a handful of
microcomputer software
companies, specifically
makers of the best sellers (for
example, Lotus, Ashton-Tate
and Software Publishing),
makers are analysing the
situation as they search out
new markets.

The main findings? After
implementing word
processing, a spreadsheet,
and perhaps a database,

people don't know what to do
with their computers. The
answer? Vertical applications.

Studies show that five key
occupational groups will
account for over half the PC
sales in the next three years:
engineering and related
professions, corporate
executives and consultants,
small business managers,
health care professionals and
technicians and, finally,
accountants. Currently, there
is relatively little software to
support these fields directly,
so they would appear to be
the best niches for smaller
software companies to chase.
In the future, there won't be
much of a market for a new
spreadsheet, but a heating
efficiency program for a
consulting engineer - well,
that's a different story.

All that jazz
The long -rumoured Lotus
product for the Apple has
finally been formally
announced. In keeping with
musical names for its
products, Lotus has called the
$595 integrated software
package, Jazz.

Jazz requires a fat Mac
(512k of memory) with an
external disk drive. While the
majority of Macs sold so far
do not have this much
memory, they can be
upgraded for $1000 or so.
Furthermore, since many
buyers will want Jazz, Apple
will probably sell mostly fat
Macs (at a somewhat higher
margin) in the future.

Lotus officials emphasised
that Jazz is not a copy of
Symphony- criticised by so
many as being overly
complex- but that it
incorporates features only
available on the Mac, which
makes it easier to use than
Symphony.

Break it if you

can
Elite Software Systems of
Albany, NY, has come up with
Encomp, a software
encryption system which
renders a disk unreadable
without the right password.
To back up that claim, the
company is offering $10,000
to anyone who can break the
system using a personal
computer. Entries will not be
accepted from mini or

mainframe users. The
company sent out 6000 entry
forms but so far has received
only three replies-all of
them incorrect.

Random bits
Personal Peripherals, maker
of Super Sketch graphics
tablets and Super Stik
joysticks (for the Commodore
and Atari computers), has
acquired TG products, makers
of joysticks, paddles, and
related products for Apple
and IBM machines . . . Most
observers have felt that DEC
has come off a decided
second best to IBM in the
personal computer market.
Ken Olsen, president of DEC,
admits that the company has
failed in the retail market but
says: 'We've sold more than
we expected in the market we
planned the machine for'
(smart terminals to the firm's
larger computers).
Nevertheless, the firm has
just cut the prices of Rainbow
systems by about 20 per cent.
This was 'to remain
competitive,' according to
product manager Barry
Folsom, and does not signal a
renewed effort to get back
into the retail market .. In
the frantic closing days of
congress before the
presidential election,
coverage of crime -control
legislation was significantly
curtailed from that originally
proposed. The bill that was
passed defines only two
computer -related crimes:
breaking into a computer
system and receiving
classified data with an intent
to injure the US, and
trespassing into a
government -owned computer
to modify, use, or destroy
data. Private businesses
aren't at all pleased since
home hackers still have a free
reign ... Softra, Inc is
installing point -of -sale
terminals in retail computer
stores which make and
dispense disks of applications
software in about one minute.
Retailers like it because it
saves inventory stocking
costs and the manufacturer
likes it because he gets
immediate feedback on
sales ... First Byte has
introduced SmoothTalker, a
speech synthesis package for
the Macintosh which reads
text directly from the
screen without any extra
hardware. END
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WHICH
S100?

SEE YOU AT
THE SHOW

HTE
THE OEM's CHOICE.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY ELECTRONICS LTD. 303/305 PORTSWOOD ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON. TEL: 0703 581555 TELEX: 477465 HTELG.

Macintosh
Apple's

easy to use

poalson cmVtel
systeeim

in

the

Midlands
'phone (0203) 553944

for details of

 Competitive price
 Personal demonstration
 Full support service
 Personal delivery and

training service
throughout the UK

Adelphi Business
Computers Ltd

25 Trinity Street
Coventry CV1 1FJ

Tel: 0203 553944

Also Lisa 2, Apple IIc, Apple III,
Apple He

igappia authorised dealer

FIRSTfor EPSON
and OIFTWIEROLINETPRINTERS

List OEM
Price Price

£ £

279 209

319 229

450 349

438 339

M92P
160CPS 80 Col
M92S
160CPS 80 Col
M83A
120CPS 136 Col
M84P
200CPS 136 Col
M84S
200CPS 136 Col

List

449

539

489

799

899

OEM

379

459

419

679

769

EPSON
SHEER ELEGANCE
RX 80
100 CPS 80 Col
RX 80 F/T
100 CPS 80 Col
RX 100 F/T
100 CPS 136 Col
FX 80
160 CPS 80 Col

BARGAINS
List OEM

SHEER VALUE Price Price
£

SHINWA CTICP80 299 199
JUKI Daisywheel 449 349
SEIKOSHA GP100A 215 199
OLIVETTI
JP101 Ink Jet 199 159
DAISYSTEP

FX100 M93P Daisywheel 288 249
160 CPS 136 Col 569 449 160CPS 136 Col 585 499

PRICING
OEM Prices are exclusive of carriage and

M93S
160CPS 136 Col 675 579OKI MICROLINE

M82A SHEER MAGIC P - Parallel Interface. S - Serial VAT and are current at time of printing.
120CPS 80 Col 299 259 Interface. A - Both supplied as std. CARRIAGE ONLY £5 ON ALL ITEMS

L AL FOR UR BEST RICES THER LEA

By phone, quoting your ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD number or by sending a

HOW TO cheque for the OEM price stated, plus
carriage and VAT. Please allow 7 days for

ORDER cheque clearance. 30 days credit for
Official Orders from PLC's and Public
Authorities, subject to 5% Credit Charge.

;

I Afk. 1ISM
MM.

VISA

TELEPHONE OEM Computer Sales
9-11 Regent Street

HOTLINE Rugby
(0788) 70522/3/4 Warwickshire CV21 2PE
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What's new?
Lots of new micros have been
announced in Japan recently,
and some may already be
available in the UK.

There's IBM Japan's PC
twin JX series, now in the
shops and selling well. And
the market leader, NEC, with
more than 50 per cent of the
Japanese micro field, has
launched a series of new 16 -
bit models in its PC -9800
range.

This includes the PC -9801/
F3 with a 10Mbyte hard disk
drive as standard, and the
PC -9801/F3 which features
256k main memory and two
1Mbyte 51/4in floppy disk units
as standard options.

These NEC announcements
are obviously intended as a
counter -punch to the IBM JX
machines. The company has
also announced several
improved versions of its
lower -end, 8 -bit PC -6000
series. The new models are
the PC -6001 Mark 1 SR and
PC -6001 SR, and both units
offer more RAM space and
choice of peripherals than the
older models. Incidentally,
NEC offers no MSX machines.

Canon has released a new
16 -bit workstation/micro, the
AS300. It's the most powerful
model within Canon's 16 -bit
range, and can be used as a
Japanese/English word
processor, a micro and
terminal, and Canon's own
integrated software, Super
Canon Eleven, is available to
supplement it. The IBM 3270
protocol is also supported by
Super Canon Eleven. The
basic system costs £1733;
Super Canon Eleven
costs £330.

Sony has launched two new
MSX machines for home/
games users. The model HB-
101 is for beginners, and the
HB-701 is aimed at more
advanced users who want to
control their video and stereo
equipment.

I he 1-113-101 is the successor
to Sony's first MSX machine
which was launched in
December 1983. The major

Conservation hits the industry and there are lots of new
machines and peripherals on the Japanese scene, as

Shinichiro Kakizawa reports.
improvements are its more
user-friendly appearance, and
the inclusion of packaged
software which offers a
personal schedule
management program, a
simple memo writer, and a
database -type program for
storing addresses and
telephone numbers. The basic
model has 16k RAM expand-
able to 64k, and costs £156.

The more powerful model,
the HB-701, has a
'superimpose' feature which
places pictures, and a series
of characters generated by
the micro, onto video film.
Built-in graphics software
enables the user to construct
colourful images. An
additional capability is that
existing equipment can be
attached through Sony's
optional interface unit.

The basic HB-701 model,
without the 31/2in disk unit,
costs £330, and is evidence of
Sony's continuing strategy of
combining micros with audio/
video equipment.

Sharp has announced a
new model of its popular X1
personal computer TV. The
X1 -Turbo has upward
compatibility with the older
X1 TV, and improvements
include: 640 x 400 dot full
colour mode; a paint feature
30-40 times faster than the
older model; a superimpose
option; automatic switching
from low resolution to high
resolution on the TV; and a
1000 -character display on the
same screen.

The basic model, which
includes a processor/
keyboard and a colour display
unit, costs £1250.

Sharp has also launched
another new portable
computer, the PC -2500. A
plotter/printer which operates
with four colours on 114mm
paper is included, and the
LCD screen displays 150 x 32
dots. Using the RAM card, the
maximum main memory size
available to the user has
expanded to 21k. The PC -2500
costs £283 here in Japan.

Hitachi has announced a
new MSX machine, the MB -
H2. Its most attractive feature
is the inclusion of a stereo
cassette deck, with which
automatic selection and
playback can be
programmed. A simple
digitiser tablet can also be
attached so that input of
graphics is easier.

Hitachi intends to sell the
machine to the educational

market, as it can be used for
entertainment: for example,
producing children's picture
book -type sequences. The
ability to play good stereo
music plus easy -to -handle
graphics software has made
the MB -112 an ideal machine
for such applications.

Some peripherals have
been launched, too.

Pioneer has announced an
MSX Extended Processor, the
ER101, which will enable any
MSX machine to connect with
laser/video disk players. The
ER101 can be linked to MSX
machines with a capacity of
over 32k. In addition, a new
game, Laser Game, will be
available soon from Pioneer.
The ER101 costs £170.

Century Planning Ltd, a
Tokyo -based company
specialising in unique
peripheral equipment for
micros, is selling a bar code
reader together with paper
software for MSX micros.

Current MSX programs
either take the form of ROM
cartridges, floppy disks or
cassette tapes, but Century's
paper software comes in bar
code form.

To run a program, you have
to buy the bar code reader
and a book of paper software,
and input the program by
scanning the book using the
bar code reader.

The cost of the bar code
paper software is just a fifth of
a ROM cartridge and a third of
a cassette tape. The reader
costs £98, but once bought,
you can enjoy the cheap
paper software indefinitely-
sounds reasonable! A book
containing five to 10 bar code
sheets costs £8.

Waste not,

want not
Cheap, continuous computer
stationery made of recycled
paper is now available in
Japan. A large department
store chain and a waste paper
collection/recycling firm have
jointly developed a 'natural
resource conservation'
computer paper.

There's nothing wrong with
the appearance of the
recycled product, which is
somewhat similar to cheap
writing paper with its 'rough
book' surface. But compared
with ordinary computer
paper, it looks a little shabby.

However, it costs 40 per
cent less than ordinary paper
at £4 per 500 sheets.

For non -recycled paper, the
same number of sheets would
cost more than £7.

Let your

machine do the

walking
There is now available, free of
charge, an automatic dialling
machine which stores up to
3200 different telephone
numbers.

Too good to be true? Yes
and no. You can certainly
have the machine for nothing.
The catch is that you can't
choose the telephone
numbers to be stored. In fact,
all 3200 numbers are already
programmed in when you
buy the machine, which is
basically an electronic
telephone directory.

The cost of the machine/
directory will be paid by the
maximum 3200 sponsors
whose numbers are stored in
the ROM.

The free automatic
telephone directory is
available from Great Japan
Computer Systems of Tokyo.

Taking the

initiative
What can you do with heaped
stocks of dead games
software - whether ROM,
cassette tapes or diskettes?
It's a major worry for
thousands of High Street
micro storekeepers in Britain.
Users find it hard to obtain the
right software, and shops
regularly run out of stock.

The same problem exists in
Japan, with the popular
games, rather than the
expensive business software,
being the hardest hit.

As a solution, Japan now
has three networks operating
to provide 'telesoftware'.

Under the telesoftware
service the average cost of a
copied program will be £3-£5
if you take your empty MSX
ROM cartridge to the shop.
It's an exciting idea for
Japanese users, as it means
greater choice, lower prices
and an end to the dreaded:
'We'll order it for you'. END
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"HON, WITH A
SPECIFICATION LIST
LIVE THAT.
NO WONDER YOU'VE
GOT A 64V MEMORY.

"I'M A TOSHIBA HX10.
I'VE GOT ALL THE
BEST BITS FROM EVERY
OTHER HOME COMPUTER.
AND MORE. I HAVE A
64K MEMORY, LIVE THE
COMMODORE 64. A
CASSETTE INTERFACE,
LIVE THE BBC, TWO
JOYSTICK PORTS, LIVE
THE COMMODORE 64.
A BUILT IN POWER
SUPPLY, LIVE THE
BBC. 16 USABLE
COLOURS, LIVE THE
ACORN ELECTRON. OVER
70 FULL STROVE KEYS,
LIVE THE BBC. A
CARTRIDGE SLOT, LIVE
THE COMMODORE 64.
A PRINTER INTERFACE,
LIVE THE ORIC ATMOS,
SOUND OUTPUT THROUGH
THE T.V,, LIVE THE
COMMODORE 64, RN
AUDIO/VIDEO OUTPUT
CONNECTION, LIVE
THE COMMODORE 64.
RF BUILT IN LIVE
THE BBC. AND: A
SEPARATE 16V VIDEO
MEMORY, UNLIKE MOST
NON-MSX COMPUTERS.
32 SPRITES, MORE
THAN MOST NON-MSX
COMPUTERS. AND I USE
MICROSOFT EXTENDED
BASIC, LIVE EVERY
OTHER MSX COMPUTER."

TO.11011111/4

1111111WRESEINE

You'd expect one of the best-selling
home computers in Japan to have a
specification list as big as its memory.

But the Toshiba HX10 doesn't just
limit itself to that.

It was developed along with other
Japanese home computers to operate

on one language:MSX.You can swap prog-
rams,games, cassettes, even peripherals
like disk drives, printers, and joysticks:
they're all compatible with every other
MSX computer.

All of which makes MSX the system
of the future.

So if you want a computer that won't
be obsolete in a few years, buy an MSX.
If you want one of the best-selling MSX
computersinJapan,buyaToshibaHX10.

TOSHIBA

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE TOSHIBA HX10 CONTACT TOSHIBA (UK) LTD., TOSHIBA HOUSE, FRIMLEY ROAD, FRIMLEY, SURREY GUIS 5JJ. TEL: (0276) 681691.



FIRST
AID

for your 64
Computers, like people, are fallible. They need the right

combination of code and care to perform effectively in the
business or the home. And that requires first hand knowledge
from you to create a healthy operating environment for your

Commodore 64.

Knowledge about machine language, about the lesser known
qualities of the 64, about the disc drives, graphics, and about the
tricks and tips to keep your 64 on line. That's why First Publishing
has now launched in the UK a series of high quality books and

software packages to provide a complete health care kit for your
64. Commodore 64 users throughout Europe have already found it

a tonic. We think you will, too.

rFor a brochure on all the Commodore 64 hooks and software packages available fron71
First Publishing, please fill in the coupon and send to: Amanda York, First Publishing.

I Unit 20B, Horseshoe Road, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berkshire.

I Name

Address

I
LJr ring Amanda York at (07357) 5244 or Calco Software at 01-546 7256 Pcs

FIRST PUBLISHING LTD



SPOTLIGHT.
THE DESKTOP MANAGER
THAT MEANS BUSINESS.
The Spotlight' program offers a
combination of online desktop
accessories unmatched by any
other organizer. Six accesso-
ries, all with exclusive capabili-
ties, make Spotlight the single
most effective business tool that
businesspeople can use to
organize their workday.

Better yet, Spotlight takes
only 10 minutes to learn. J ust a
keystroke suspends your appli-
cation program, giving you a
window into Spotlight. Another
keystroke brings you back to where you were just as quickly. It's that easy.

Spotlight runs with every major program for the IBM® PC, XT', or AT'. With this kind of pro-
ductivity and control at your
fingertips, Spotlight is truly a
businessperson's tool, not just
another software gimmick.

Stop by your nearest com-
puter dealer and ask to see
Spotlight, the desktop manager
that means
business.
System requirements:
IBM® PC, XT-, or
AT- or COMPAQ®
computers, one disk
drive, 75K memory for
RAM resident portion,
DOS 2.0 or higher.
Printer optional. Can be
installed on hard disk.
Runs with most IBM PC
software packages.

Spotlight a window to your workday.

I about order 1112
:tb Konen

meting ,

Spotlights full -color, easy -to -read windows organize all your business tasks in no time.

Shows
a monthly
calendar
at your
request.

Audible
alarm signals

what program
you're using.

no matter

Schedule standing
weekly meetings
for automatic
posting to your
daily schedule.

Alerts you to
overlapping
meetings.

txpeose R'ports

13s -9:45 Meeting with
30

Schedule meetings
in 15, 30, or 60
minute increments.

Check before you buy.
Only Spotlight has accessory combinations

that work this hard.
APPOINTMENT BOOK Only Spotlight schedules

up to 90 appointments a day, indicates overlapping
meetings and lets you print out all or part of your schedul

DOS FILER Only Spotlight lets you perform DOS tasks
without knowing DOS commands. And formats disks witho

interrupting your work.

PHONE BOOK Only Spotlight's autodialer finds a
number from up to 18,000 listings, adds long distance
access codes as needed and dials instantly.

NOTEPAD Only Spotlight lets you call up a notepad and,
jot down information. Plus, edit and file up to eight pages to use
in another program or print out.

INDEX CARD FILE Only Spotlight creates a mini -database
of up to 36 different lists with 500 cards of information each.

Perfect for client lists.

CALCULATOR Only Spotlight has a 12 -digit business
calculator that instantly pastes answers back into the
program you're using.

Spotlight
By Software Arts

The current
date and time
always in sight.

Print
all or
part of
your
schedule.

Make
a note
for the
day.

43 Buttermarket, Ipswich, Suffolk, England, IPI 1BJ Tel: Ipswich (0473) 221551/213187 Telex: 98501 Saint G

Customize
the format
of your
Appointment
Book.

Standing
weekly meetings
are shown
differently
from scheduled
meetings.



We have
the solutions
...now what's

yourproblem?

At CISS we understand the business
systems you're running, and we can tell
you how best to develop them, enhance

them, and get more out of them.
Because we make it our business to
understand business systems, their

problems, and how to solve them using
the changing technology

available today.

CISS can recommend hardware and
software solutions; provide

remote access to
mainframe information processing;

integrate telecommunications;
and train staff to best -exploit

your investment. From a micro to a
fully -distributed system.

We'll undertake every aspect of
systems review; support you on a daily
basis; and monitor your systems in the
longer term - so changes won't come

as surprises.

Whatever your system, and whatever
your problem, we'll help you find a
cost-effective solution that works.

CISS-the complete
computer service.

SYSTEMS CONSULTANCY

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

HARDWARE SELECTION

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

INSTALLATION AND SUPPORT

INFORMATION PROCESSING

SPECIALIST SERVICES

COMPUTER
I NFDRMT I ON

SYSTEMS
SPEC I PIL I STS

Contact: CISS, 311 Ballards Lane, Finchley, London N12 8LY. Telephone: 01-446 6841.
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Bad timings
I have an aversion to
Benchmarks.

If we compare two
machines via Benchmarks
constructed with two high-
level language compilers, we
are comparing two compilers,
not two machines. Claiming
that a third objective party
selected the Benchmarks or
the compilers, or that they
were picked at random,
changes nothing in my eyes. I
don't see objectivity or
randomness as relevant.
We're judging the
effectiveness of a computing
machine, not performing
political or statistical hocus-
pocus.

The quality of an algorithm
or its programming can be
more decisive in the results of
the Benchmark
measurements than the
machine differences. The
function of Benchmark results
versus algorithm or program
quality is not smooth, both
because a small but clever
improvement in quality can
have a drastic effect on
performance, and because
the idea that quality can be
metricised is nonsense in the
first place.

I would seriously consider
the results of a comparison of
two machines carried out as
follows. Two teams, each of
hot -shot hardware and
software designers, are
assigned one to each
machine. They are given an
amount of money to spend,
not necessarily equal. For
different classes of
applications (number
crunching, data processing,
control, and so on) they are to
design systems. There may
be other constraints placed on
the teams depending on
machine characteristics.
Performance results are
compared. Such a test would
have greater validity than the
childish make-believe that's
currently prevalent.

The popular Benchmark
tests are selected for the
lowest common denominator
of the machines that are being

This isthe chance to air your views-send your letters to
Communications, Personal Computer World, 62 Oxford

Street, London W1A 1HG. Please be as brief as possible and
add 'not for publication' ifyour letter is to be kept private.

compared. Thus, binary
numbers are limited to 16 -bit
precision (which is quite
unrealistic in scientific or
military weapons
applications). Now a//the Intel
machines are limited to 16 -bit
arithmetic (in hardware), but
the VAX is at least a 32 -bit
machine! To select
Benchmarks that are limited
to the 16 -bit 'toys' and then
draw conclusions about
comparative performance is
self-delusion, at best.

Perhaps the source of my
aversion to Benchmarks is
this: their illusory purpose is
to tell me what a machine can
do. What I want to know is,
what can I do with a machine?
Dave Loev, Israel

Who's pulling

the strings?
I was recently invited to assist
the guest speaker at a
meeting of the Technology for
Business (TFB) User Group.
Being a former employee of
TFB, and now a competitor, I
advised the speaker to notify
the User Group of my
previous connection and
present position in order to
avoid any potential
embarrassment. This was
done, and I was confirmed as
welcome. Furthermore, one
of my colleagues attended the
planning session together
with the guest speaker and a
User Group representative.

When I arrived at the
convention, words in hand, I
was recognised by one of
TFB's staff, who immediately
phoned his managing
director. What followed was
bizarre.

The managing director of
TFB rushed through the traffic
to the venue and told the
delegates, via a message on
the back of one of his visiting
cards, that he was in the hotel
foyer and that he objected to
my presence. Next, a ballot
paper was passed around the
delegates during the guest
speaker's address asking
them to vote as to whether or
not I should be allowed to
speak.

When the guest speaker
reached the point where he
invited me to take the floor,
the chairman interrupted the
proceedings and convened a
private meeting of the

committee members present,
together with TFB's managing
director.

Upon their return I was
allowed to deliver an edited
version of my speech.
However, when I tried to
make a general
recommendation about
operating systems, namely
that their characteristics
should be considered very
carefully by would-be users, I
was told I was 'out of order'!

Then, on completing my
brief talk, I was asked to leave.

Perhaps the fact that I have
an intimate knowledge of TFB
products through my prior
association, and that I am
now involved in marketing
competitive systems, was
good reason for TFB to be
nervous about my presence.
Perhaps the company could
not believe that I would pitch
my talk at a 'general' level.
Perhaps it was simply being
'protective' towards its users.
If, however, a user group is
unaware of alternatives,
trends, future options, and so
on, how can it enjoy a
constructive dialogue with its
supplier, aimed at
improvement and the
solidifying of relationships?

If a user group is not
allowed an open mind, it is
simply inviting its supplier to
pull its strings.
Ron Goodman, sales director,
Wasp Software, Croydon

Calling all

Rochester Forth

enthusiasts
As chairman of the fifth
international Rochester Forth
Conference, I would like to
place a call for papers in
Personal Computer World.

The conference will be held
from 12-15 June 1985 at the
University or Rochester, New
York, and sponsored by the
Institute for Applied Forth
Research Inc. The focus of the
conference will be software
engineering and software
management.

There's a call for papers on
the following topics:
* Software Engineering, and
Software Management
Practices
* Forth Applications,
including, but not limited to:

real-time, business, medical,
space -based, laboratory and
personal systems; and Forth
microchip applications.
* Forth Technology, including
finite state machines,
metacompilers, Forth
implementations, control
structures and hybrid
hardware/software systems.

Please submit a 200 -word
abstract by 30 March 1985.
Papers must be received by
30 April 1985 and are limited
to a maximum of four
single-spaced, camera-ready
pages. Longer papers may be
presented at the conference,
but should be submitted to
the Journal of Forth
Application and Research.

Abstracts and papers
should be sent to the
conference chairman:
Lawrence P Forsley,
Laboratory for Laser
Energetics, 250 East River
Road, Rochester, New York
14623. For more information,
call or write to Ms Maria
Gress, Institute for Applied
Forth Research, 70 Elmwood
Avenue, Rochester, NY 14611,
USA. Tel: (716) 235 0168.
Lawrence Forsley, conference
chairman, Rochester Forth
Conference

In the minority
I seem to be the only person
at school who uses their
computer for doing useful
and serious work. I am an avid
reader of your excellent
magazine and hurry to buy it
every month, but my friends
say: 'It's rubbish! There are
only a few games reviews',
and soon. I'm the only one
who doesn't rush out to
purchase the latest 'Video
Blast'em', or something
similar. No-one believes I
don't play games on my
micro, and I have become
alienated from most of my
trigger -fingered friends.

Don't people of my
generation see that
computers are wonderful
things, capable of more than
'Shoot the alien'? They can do
so much more.

After buying my first
computer (a Dragon), I bought
a game; I was bored with it
five minutes after loading it.
That was the'one and only
game I ever bought. After
progressing to an Electron I
saw even less reason to
purchase games software, as
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COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE THAT
INTEGRATES WITH ANY PROGRAM.

Here's the first software that
lets you integrate communications
with all your favorite programs. Now you
can add concurrent communications to
programs like Lotus 1-2-37 dBase1117
WordStar,' or any other IBM PC compatible
software. Softerm PC"" can function two
ways-as a stand-alone program or as an
extension to your PC -DOS operating system to let
you access Softerm's capabilities while using
other programs.

Simple to use.
Softerm PC lets you interrupt any program simply
by pressing one key. You can then use disk
utilities, print a file, dial a host computer, use
terminal mode, or initiate a file transfer. Then you
can continue working in the original program while
the other tasks are performed concurrently. You
can even receive electronic mail while you work.

Hooks your PC to
any mainframe.

Softerm PC lets you access information services,
bulletin boards, electronic mail systems, and even
your company's computer. It has all the features
you need, including keyboard macros, built-in
phone book for automatic dialing, and simultane-

ous capture to print
or disk. Softerm's extensive

file transfer capabilities include
automatic execution using command files,

support for popular protocols like XMODEM,
and our own Softrans7 protocol which includes
an adaptable source program for your host computer.

Do it all together.
In real time.

Softerm PC supports concurrent operation of up to
4 communications ports and 3 printer ports through
background processing queues. Now you can operate
your system to its full potential by simultaneously
using your available ports for printing or commun-
ications functions. Real-time scheduling eliminates
unnecessary pauses and gives maximum throughput

for smooth, efficient operation.

Complete emulation
of 24 terminals.

Softerm PC is not limited to basic TTY terminal

SOFTERM IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN
VERSIONS FOR APPLE II AND

TANDY 2000 PERSONAL COMPUTERS.

TERMINAL EMULATIONS

TTY Compatible
ADDS Regent 20
ADDS Regent 25
ADDS Regent 40
ADDS Regent 60
ADDS Viewpoint
Data General D200
Datapoint 3601
DEC VT52
DEC VT102
Hazeltine 1400/1410
Hazeltine 1500
Hazeltine 1520

HP 2622A
Honeywell VIP7205
Honeywell VIP7801
Honeywell VIP7803
IBM 3101 Model 10
IBM 3101 Model 20
Lear Siegler ADM -3A
Lear Siegler ADM -5
TeleVideo 910
TeleVideo 925
TeleVideo 950
User Defined

emulation. It includes exact emulations of 24
popular terminals and provides all keyboard and
display functions. Also, both conversational and
block modes are supported. If Softerm PC is not
completely compatible with your application, re-
turn it for a full refund.

The best communications
software on the market.

Right now you can buy the best communications
software on the market for only £265.00.

Available from:-

LA1,ATZTILVI
INTERNATIONAL

2 MEADOWCOURT, HIGH STREET,
WITNEY, OXON 0X8 6LP

TEL: (0865) 880429/(0993) 75494
TELEX: 83138 G
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the Electron's Basic negates
the need for any other
software.

The vast majority of
younger computer users will
probably disagree, but I feel
that the need for games is
minimal if the user is willing
to devote a bit of grey matter
to his computer and not use it
as a souped -up Atari console.
L Krancioch (13), Chelmsford,
Essex

European Tandy
With reference to the solution
suggested in 'Computer
Answers', November PCW,
for Spanish and other
European accented
characters, Tandy offers a
system that would be suitable
for occasional use as it lacks
the ability to (easily) redefine
the keyboard.

The Model 4 with
Superscript and a Tandy
dot-matrix printer can print on
paper any of the characters
needed for any European
language. On the screen,
however, there will only be a
code (for example, I see +8
where I want a pound sign in
the text. The number of
user -definable characters that
you can enter at the Model 4
keyboard in this way is limited
to 20, but help is at hand in
the Model 100. This can
generate any of the extended
Tandy character set of
graphics and accented
characters (coded from 32 up
to 255) onscreen, but only by
using two -key or three -key
entry. For example, hitting the
'GRAPH' and 8 keys together
gives the £ sign onscreen,
which will also appear on the
Model 4's screen when
uploaded (after a simple

offset has been applied to
compensate for the difference
of 20 hex in the two machines'
codes).

If there exists a word
processing program that uses
the DOS keyboard and printer
drivers of one of the improved
DOSes, like LDOS,-.On the
Tandy Model 3 or 4, there
would be little difficulty or
expense in filtering the
keyboard or the printer the
way one wants - Dvorak,
EBCDIC ... Does anyone
know of such a program?

Just to exercise your
printer, here are a few of the
possibilities: é a§ c CIO n z o

AU 01.
JA Negus, Vallon Pont d'Arc,
France

First-class

printer
Having read much in the
computer press about the
poor after -sales service given
to purchasers of computers
and peripherals, you can
imagine how I felt when my
Quen-Data DWP 1120
daisy -wheel printer
developed a fault shortly after
purchase.

To add to my problems, I
then discovered that the firm
which had sold it to me was
already in the hands of the
receiver! With fear in my
heart I approached the
importers in Milton Keynes.

Far from being made to feel
somehow obscurely in the
wrong, however, I received
such excellent customer
service from Quen-Data
(which had a replacement
printer on its way to me
within 24 hours and free of
charge) that I felt

BLUDNERS
There was an error in the
instructions printed with the
program 'Commodore 64
Defkeys', Program File,
November 1984. To define a
function key the command is
!n=text, not n=text as
printed. Similarly, within a
Basic program the command
is REM !n=text.

performance and invited
readers to send an sae for the
programs. We've been
sending out the DISKMARK
listing but not including the
CHAINPGM, which is shown
below.

Any readers who measure
their own system's
performance should get in

0 GOTO 10
1 SAVE "CHAINPGM", A : STOP
10 REM
11 PRINT"CHAIN PROGRAM LOADED-RETURNING TO
MAIN PROGRAM"
100 CHAIN "DISKMARK", 160,ALL

In the same issue we
discussed some Benchmarks
for measuring disk

touch with us-we're keen to
see who comes out ahead.

END

honour -bound to set the
record straight. It may be that
there are a few sharks in this
business, but I have nothing
but praise for the few firms
with whom I have had direct
dealings. The after -sales
service Quen-Data gives is all
that it ought to be.

My school has two Juki
6100 printers in daily use-
printers costing considerably
more than the DWP 1120,
even at discount prices. I can.
see little to choose between
their output and that of the
Quen-Data, which is
harnessed via a Kempston E
interface to a 48k Spectrum
with microdrive. I find this
set-up perfectly adequate for
my needs as a secondary
school teacher with letters,
book reviews and children's
reports to write (Tasword
Two) and class records to
keep (Masterfile), to say
nothing of the occasional
game to play for relaxation!

It's a source of some
amusement to me.to realise
that my humble kit (valued in
total - computer, printer, TV,
microdrive, interfaces and
software-at not much more
than the price of a QL) is
capable of producing an end
product that will stand
comparison with the output of
systems costing many times
the price. No matter how
humble the technology that
provides its input, it's
ultimately on the quality of
the printed output that the job
is likely to be judged. In this
respect, the Quen-Data leaves
little to be desired.
J Brown, Cirencester,
Gloucestershire

Understanding
In 'Communications',
November PCW, a certain Dr
Jowett claims that Psion's
Quill word processor is slow
because it's written in C. He
then goes on to make some
remarks about text handling.
Apart from the fact that he's
wrong, he shows how badly
he has misunderstood C.

C has no intrinsic 'string'
data type unlike, say, Basic. Its
text strings are nothing more
than arrays of characters. In
practice this is no problem,
because a set of string -
handling functions is easily
written, or comes ready-made
with the compiler.

However, the C definition
does include the requirement
that compilers terminate
quoted text strings with a
zero -value character. For
example, 'cat' becomes 'c',
'a', 't',0.

The zero terminator allows

strings of arbitrary length to
be handled simply wherever it
isn't necessary to know the
length immediately. But
there's nothing in C to prevent
Basic -style length values, or
some other system, being
used elsewhere. It's up to the
programmer to decide which
method suits the coding
problem best.

In fact, C is a good language
for writing word processors.
Please don't blame it for
Quill's sluggishness.
Andrew Stephenson, High
Wycombe, Bucks

The right

connection
Guy Kewney is less well-
informed than usual when he
says (December 1984): 'You
need to dial up each time you
want to load' software
downloaded from Compunet,
thereby incurring phone and
connect charges.

No, you do not, Guy. The
modem needs to be plugged
into the computer if the
software is protected, but
there's no need to be logged
on. And unprotected
software, like our 70+ free
educational programs, will
run without a modem being
attached.

So, the point of our
software protection routine is
notto increase British
Telecom's profits, but to
ensure that top publishers like
Thorn-Emi, Oxford
Computing Systems, Anirog,
Bubble -bus, Lothlorien and
Llamasoft can feel secure in
offering their best and newest
software to Cornpunet
subscribers.
Jane Firbank, editor,
Compunet, London W1

Simple Quickie
It surprises me how very few
people can, off the cuff,
answer the PCW November
'Leisure Lines' Quickie. Yet
the answer gives much easy -
to -remember, and to use,
formulae for converting °C to
°F or vice versa:
°C = (°F + 40).5/9 + 40
Or
°F = 1°C + 40).9/5 + 40

That is, either way, the first
step is: add 40; last step is:
subtract 40. To overcome any
difficulty as to which ratio to
use in step two, all you need
to remember is that °C values
are smaller than °F (except
below -40).
J Gutkowski, Cranbrook,
Kent END
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New horizons
Will a new disk operating system from IBM sound the death knell for

CP/M, MS-DOS et al? Martin Banks plumbs the question's murky depths.

She sat, as all good research micro-
biologists do, with one eye permanent-
lyfixed tothe blunt end of a microscope.
The sharp end was stuffed firmly into a
very murky pond and she was trying
hard to see the way forward.

After much tuning of her light source,
she found something. 'It's growing fast
at one end, which is what Professor
Egast predicted, but it's not dying at the
other. What's more, there seem to be
some odd nodular growths all the way
along it, especially at the growing end,
and the whole thing seems to be under
attack from a different species, a blue
species of some kind,' she said. Had she
discovered something? Would the blue
species eat the other, and why was
nothing behaving entirely as Professor
Egast had predicted?

Our biologist was looking at the
wondrous workings of the species
Discus Operatum Systematis, DOS for
short, a strange being that has a
growing and profound effect on an
increasing number of people. In par-
ticular she was studying the growth
patterns of the sub -genus of this
species, Personilium Computicus,
which was not behaving in the way that
the famed Professor Egast - the man
who discovered the genus PC, as it is
called - had predicted. In addition, it
was now apparently under attack from
a strange and as yet unidentifiable
protagonist, which the microbiologist
could only describe, temporarily at
least, as a 'large blue blob'.

Professor Egast had discovered that
Personilium Computicus Discus Oper-
atum Systematis (known in microbiolo-
gy circles as PC -DOS) was extending in
a linear fashion from the long -disco-
vered genus of the DOS species,
Computatum Programmanium Mic-
rosqutum (CP/M). This genus was well
known to have an internal structure
based around eight chromosome clus-
ters, normally referred to as bits. Its
behaviour patterns were well known,
although occasionally unpredictable. It
was a slow mover, but usually man-
aged to get there eventually.

Professor Egast noticed in 1981 that
there was a genetic mutation at one end
of the genus CP/M. This was at first
thought to be a major genetic develop-
ment, for it was discovered that its
structure was now based around 16

chromosome clusters. The professor
postulated that the PC -DOS end of the
genus would continue to grow away
from CP/M in a linear fashion, and that
the original CP/M host would wither
and die.

The arrival of MSX from the Far East
is, researchers suggest, one reason for
CP/M not withering and dying as had
been predicted. CP/M is actually gain-
ing sustenance from its apparent rival,
mainly because of its established place
and its wide range of single cell and
multiple cell parasites. These have
been essential elements in the survival
of CP/M, and it's noted that MSX lacks
similar parasites to any great degree.

Researchers have also discovered
that Professor Egast's linear growth
prediction is not completely accurate. A
fundamental part of this prediction is
that there will be little or no nodular
growth from specific cells within the
genus. The professor claimed that such
growths, essentially clusters of minor
cells all interconnected to a central
'controller' cell, would be separate
entities, away from the mainstream. He
even defined their inward -looking
multi -cellular linking to the controller
cell as Xenophobic Interdependent
Extremities, or Xenix for short. For a
time it looked as though he was right,
forthere was a mutual exclusivity about
PC -DOS and MS-DOS single cells, and
Xenix clusters.

Now the picture is changing. Another
sub -genus, long assumed to have no
relevance to the main thrust of genetic
development, is allowing these single
cells and cellular clusters to exist
together. This is the simultaneous
hyperactivated multi -cell genus with
task multiplicity, normally referred to as
the Concurrent variant of DOS. Resear-
chers are still not sure exactly how
significant this discovery is, although
the team leader, Dr Kildare, feels that
the genetic possibilities which stem
from mixing both single -cell and Multi -
cell organisms will lead to a more
balanced entity being developed in the
long term.

Researchers are intrigued by the
discovery that the Concurrent variant of
the genus has developed the capability
of forming itself into wonderful shapes
of a graphical nature. These can be
manipulated by the researchers with

ease, and the entities and cells then
seem to react as though communicated
with. It is being suggested that these
cells may possess far greater powers of
communication than was previously
thought possible, although it's ex-
pected to be some time before anyone
discovers how to make use of this
capability effectively. Professor Egast is
confidently predicting that a similar
discovery will be made for the MS-DOS
genus by the middle of the year, and
that it will be much more comprehen-
sive in its capabilities.

But what is intriguing researchers
most, however, isthe appearance in the
murky pond of this new species. So far it
has been very hard to identify and
researchers are being extremely cau-
tious; they are unwilling tospeculateon
future discoveries in this area. It does
appear, however, that what the micro-
biologist referred to earlier as a 'large
blue blob' could indeed be a genus
within the species Discus Operatum
Systematis.

So far, all that has been seen with any
degree of certainty is a poorly defined
outline of one aspect of the genus. As
one researcher put it: 'All we have seen
so far is the top view, and even then we
don't really know what that looks like.'
There is considerable concern among
researchers, however, that this 'top
view' may be a precursor to something
much more significant, something
which has been seen in other species in
the computer family, in particular the
computer gargantuum species.

There, Indiscriminatum Brutalisio
Machismium, as the large blue blob is
actually known, has all but killed off the
other species. Only a few genetic
anomalies remain. The researchers are
trying desperately to identify the top
view to see if it's from the IBM family
(most are sure of this in their hearts),
and whetherthere a re any other species
from the same family that can be
expected.

It's possible that the entire nature of
the Discus Operatum Systematis spe-
cies will be altered, if not destroyed,
should the IBM genus gain a strong
foothold. Experience of the genus says
it will, and that the long-term effects
could be significant.

The murky pond may never be the
same again. END
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SCREENTEST

Digital Research's

GEM
GEM will obviously invite comparison with Apple's Mac, but its main

advantage is not just user -friendliness but its ability to be ported across a
wide range of machines. Peter Bright investigates.

Digital Research (DR) isn't a company
whose name is synonymous with
user -friendliness: this is the company
which gave us BDOS ERROR ON A. But
things look set to change with the
introduction of its super friendly pack-
age known as GEM.

GEM is an acronym for Graphics
Environment Manager and for once the
name actuallyfits the product. It will run
on most popular micros and gives them
the friendliness of a Macintosh or a Lisa
while still retaining the ability to run
popular applications software.

So does an Apricot Fl + GEM=a
colour Macintosh? Read on.

History
Before I describe GEM itself, it might be
a good idea to look at the history of
Digital Research in terms of system
software.

Back in the old days (at least 18
months ago), before IBM came onto the
micro scene and 8 -bit machines still
ruled the roost, CP/M was by far the
most popular general purpose micro
operating system. Its major advantage,
from an applications programmer's
point of view, was that using CP/M
routines rather than going directly to
the hardware, they could be fairly sure
thattheir programswould run on a wide
range of machines.

This was a major factor in the growth
of popular micro software. Products
like WordStar and dBasell could not
have reached such a wide range of
users if it hadn't been for the standar-
disation that CP/M brought.

The advent of 16 -bit machines with
high resolution screens made porting
software from machine to machine
much more difficult. The major prob-
lem is usually the screen: the classic
case being the IBM PC where program-
mers have been forced to write directly
to the hardware if they want to do
anything fancy with the screen. As soon
as you start writing directly to the
hardware, you make it more difficult to
port the software onto other machines.

To circumvent this problem, DR
brought out a product called GSX. This
is a set of graphics -handler routines
which sit next to the operating system
effectively extending the system soft-
ware's coverage to take care of high-res
graphics. The result is that writing a
program with calls to GSX instead of
your own screen driver, it's easy to
make your program work on any
machine supporting GSX. Since about
75 OEMs, including the likes of ACT,
have taken GSX, this is a major
incentive to write for the system.

Architecture
GEM is very much an extension of DR's
attempt to keep applications programs
as distant as possible from the hard-
ware of any particular machine.

The total GEM system encompasses
the operating system and GSX in order
to provide the applications program-
mer with a total environment in which
to operate. The vast majority of the code
is written in 'C' with only minimal
amounts of machine -specific machine
code. It's also very modular, so the

hardware specific drivers can be easily
accessed and altered.

The result is that GEM is much less
dependent on the hardware/processor/
operating system combination than
most other systems. DR is initially
offering GEM on Intel processor -based
systems running under Concurrent
CP/M or PC/MS-DOS. This makes it
accessible to the majority of business
OEMs.

Firm customers at the moment in-
clude ACT for its Apricot range, Acorn
for its ABC 300 business machine and
ICL for a 'hush hush' new business
machine. In addition Atari has
announcedthat it will betaking GEM for
its new ultra-cheap/high spec business
machine. Finally, and predictably, DR
itself has implemented GEM on the IBM
PC. (Prices of the relevant implementa-
tions haven't been finalised yet.)

Although GEM is currently only
available on the 8088/8086/80186/
80286 family, it won't be long before it's
on 68000s and 32016/32s. As it's largely
written in 'C' you only need a good 'C'
compiler and a little ingenuity to get it
running on the processor of your
choice.

As far as operating systems are
concerned, the picture is also very
flexible: I would expect to see GEM
running on other operating systems in
the immediate future.

An obvious candidate is Unix, where
GEM could go a long way to converting
what has always been a supremely
unfriendly system into a usable busi-
ness operating system. Given DR's
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current activity on the Unix front, this
wouldn't be at all surprising.

Look at Figs 1 and 2 and you'll see that
GEM isn'tjust one program; rather it's a
collection of bits and pieces which form
a total picture.

To get GEM running you'll need: one
operating system, one copy of GSX
Version 2 tailored for your hardware,
one GSX extension kit from GEM
Services and one copy of the GEM
Desktop applications program. While
you're at it,you might as well pick upthe
bundled icon editor, GEM Draw and
GEM Wordchart utilities which are
thrown in free.

If you intend to write programs to run
under the GEM environment, then
you'll probably need the GEM Program-
mer's Toolkit. This consists of a wide
range of compilers and utilities which
allow you to take advantage of GEM's
built-in routines. (DR is at pains to point
out that it regards GEM as an 'open
system' and is offering generous licenc-
ing deals to persuade applications
houses to take GEM and tinker around
with it.)

The two most interesting parts of the
GEM system are the GEM Services
system software and the GEM Desktop
applications program.
GEM Services: an extension to the
GSX system. If you're planning to use
icons and mice, you'll need to be able to
do pixel operations to get smooth
movement out of the mouse cursor and
the pictures, which spend most of their
life being dragged around the screen.

GSX in its basic form doesn't provide
does. It also

operates in much the same way as the
ROM routines in Apple's Mac-that is,
it provides applications programmers
with routines to make life easier when
dealing with scaling, mice, icons and all
the rest.

Again, a look at Figs 1 and 2 reveals
that the operating system, GSX and
GEM Services bind together to form the
programmer interface, but they do not
provide the user interface directly. This
is provided by the GEM Desktop
program.
GEM Desktop: when you look at the
pictures of the GEM system, what you
are in fact looking at is the Desktop
program; the rest is a bit like an iceberg
- it's there, but you can't see it. The
Desktop program allows you to load
and run other programs, copy disks,
and do all the normal housekeeping
chores which would normally be done
by typing commands directly to the
operating system.

As far as the system software is
concerned, Desktop is just like any
other applications program, it just
happens to be the one which is loaded
first. If another application is loaded
from the Desktop, then the Desktop is
thrown out and the application is
loaded and run in the normal way. As
soon as the applications program has
finished, the Desktop is reloaded. This
makes it an example of what you can do
using the system software. It also
means that if you don't like it, you can

throw it away and write your own.
By the time you read this, GEM

should be almost ready for public
release. As I write, it's still in a

pre -production state, so the version I

looked at may vary slightly from the
final production model.

I used GEM on two machines: an ACT
Apricot Fl and a Compaq portable IBM
PC clone. The Apricot Fl is about the
minimum specification on which GEM
will run. It has an 8086 processor,
MS-DOS, 256k of RAM, a single disk
drive and a colour screen. The GEM
system software uses up 128k of RAM
and the Desktop takes an additional 70k.
Don't forget that the Desktop is switch-
ed outwhen you run an application,so it
doesn't take memory away from the
application.

The upshot of all this is that 256k of
RAM is the minimum you can have and
still have a fighting chance of running
decent applications programs.

It was very interesting to note the
difference between GEM running on
the Apricot F1 and the Compaq.As GEM
is adaptable in terms of hardware, what
is basically the same program can look
slightly different on different machines.
If you have a high-res display (say, you
have a Herculese card on your IBM),
then GEM will be high resolution; if you
have colour, GEM will be colourful.

It was also interesting to note the
difference betitveen GEM running in
colour on the Apricot Fl and in black
and white on the Compaq. Atthetime of
writing ACT hadn't finished writing the
colour drivers for GEM on the F1. As a
result the colour scheme shown in the
pictures probably isn't the same as Fl
owners will see in the final version. (I
chose yellow and blue because I

thought they looked pretty.)
The first thing that struck me was that

the display on the Compaq was much
faster than the Apricot F1's. Cursor
movement was smoother, and window
movement and scaling were both faster
and smoother. Both the Compaq and
the Apricot Fl are similar in terms of
pure hardware speed, but whereas the
Compaq only has to update a

monochrome display, the Apricot F1
has to update a three -plane colour
display. This obviously takes longer.
Colour costs speed.

Having said that, overall !found GEM
very fast indeed. Even on the Compaq,
the speed of drawing was comparable
with Apple's Mac. This is fast indeed if
you consider that the Compaq uses a
slow old 8088 whereas the Mac uses a
68000.

Booting up GEM is an interesting
experience.

Before you can achieve anything, the
machine has to load the operating
system, GSX, GEM Services and GEM
Desktop. This can take quite a while on a
floppy system. The firstthing you see is a
little sign onscreen saying 'welcome to
GEM' and displaying the DR banner. To
get any further you have to use the
mouse to select a little 'OK' box.
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4resemblance to those in Mac's Finder.
To copy a file you simply select the icon
ofthefile you wantto copy and then just
drag the icon to where you want itto go.
For example, say you want to copy a file
from drive A to drive B. First you open
the file window from drive A. Next you
shrink and drag the window so that you
can see the disk icons and the bin. To
copy the file you select the icon of the
file you want and drag it to the disk B
icon. The Desktop will then ask you to
confirm that you want to copy the file
and then go ahead.

If you want to delete a file, the
procedure is similar, except instead of
dragging the file icon to the picture of
the disk, drag it to the bin.

If you wantto copy morethan onefile,
all you have to do is draw an extended
box around the icons of the files you
want to copy. The Desktop program will
then highlight all the selected icons and
you can drag them to the required
positions.

The whole operation is not only quick
and simple to execute, but very logical:
if you want to get rid of a file, drag it to
the bin!

Folders - you don't have to use
folders, but they are necessary to
prevent the screen from looking untidy.
A folder is GEM's representation of a
DOS subdirectory and is a very useful
tool for grouping similar files.

A new folder is created by selecting
the 'New folder' option from the File
pull -down menu. Once you have cre-
ated your folder, you can copy files into
it from the root file window. You can
either do this by dragging the files to
your new folder icon, or you can open
up the root file window and the folder
file window, place them side by side on
the screen and drag the files from one
window to the other.

Although folders arevery useful, I can
foresee some problems. The first is that
copying files into a folder leaves you
with two copies ofthe samefile-one in
the root and one in your newfolder. This
means you have to copy the files to the
folder and then delete them from the
root. Apart from the fact that this isn't
exactly logical, you could easily run out
of disk space during the copy procedure
if, say, you're copying multiple files.
This happened to me and the only way
around it was to copy one file, delete it,
copy the next, delete it, and so on. This
soon gets very tiresome.

When you get the system, you might
well decide that you want to put all the
system files in their own folders. This
would lead to another problem. When
you copy the system files to a folder,
you are effectively copying them to a
subdirectory. The next time you boot
the system, it will look for the GEM
system files in the root and won't be
able to find them. To get round this
patch an AUTOEXECfileto switch to the
correct subdirectory before calling the

SCREENTEST
system files - although patching
AUTOEXEC files isn't what GEM is
supposed to be about.

Here itwould beveryeasyto point out
that Apple's Mac doesn't have either of
these problems. But while compari-
sons with the Mac are bound to spring
to mind, remember that it doesn't
matter how good GEM is, it still has to
work with unfriendly hardware and
DOS, and in this respect it's limited by
both. It's a measure of the quality of
GEM that you forget that DOS is lurking
somewhere underneath.

The only slightly unfriendly aspect of
GEM which I found (that wasn't forced
on it by hardware or operating system
constraints) was in renaming a file. I

spent about twenty minutes with a
couple of DR engineers trying to work
out how to rename a file. In the end they

had to resort to reading the manual -
the first and last time that the manual
was needed. It turned out that to
rename a file you have to select the icon
associated with the file and then select
'Show Info' from the File pull -down
menu. The usual function of Show Info
is to give useful information about files
and disks. However, it does also display
the filename along with a cursor which
you can use to edit the filename - I
don't know why the rename function
was hidden here.
Error messages: GEM makes good use
of dialogue boxes to inform users of
errors and warn them if they are about
to do something stupid. One of the
screenshots gives an example of a
dialogue box. In this case the disk was
taken out of the drive and a disk read
was attempted. A box is displayed
showing a picture of a hand with a STOP
legend and a message saying "Drive A:
is not ready. Be sure the drive door is
closed, thatthe disk isthe rig ht kind, and
is inserted correctly. If it's a hard disk, be
sure it's connected." This is a vast
improvement over DR's traditional
offering - 'BDOS ERROR ON A'!
(remember!).
Additional programs: In addition to the
main Desktop manager program, the
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On IBM, Sirius, Apricot, Compaq, Zenith,
Olivetti M24, AM -Steam and Columbia,
WORD PROCESSING, SPREADSHEETS,
DATABASES have already become indispen-
sable tools of the trade for many people. Now
another dimension can be added to productivity
and creativity on this equipment.
Doodle dms combines text and design capa-
bilities to improve the presentation of every
document that you create. It will enhance the
way you work and become

The tool for your trade
If you are
An Architect
An Engineer
An Interior designer
An Exterior designer!
In Administration
In Advertising
In Education
In. Management

Doodle does
Plans, elevations

Drawings, illustrated manuals
Kitchen and bathroom planning

Garden and landscape design
Forms design, office planning

Layouts, presentations
Visual aids

Illustrated reports, organisation charts

Doodle is the tool for all trades

tjSetOji
0\\

The Electronic Pencil
Further Information from:

Trilex International Marketing Limited, 57 Church Street
Staines, Middlesex TWI8 4XS Telephone: Staines 63771



production version of GEM will also be
supplied with a painting program, a
word processor and an icon editor for
designing your own icons. Because of
the pre -production nature of the review
system, only the paint program was
supplied,so I am unable to comment on
the other two packages.

The painting package is to be known
as GEM Draw. The review version bares
a superficial resemblance to MacPaint.
However, this resemblance ends under
closer scrutiny.

GEM Draw is selected from the
Desktop in exactly the same way as any
other applications package: simply
select the GEM Draw icon and give it a
double click or select Open from the File
menu.

Once Draw has loaded, you are
presented with a screen set out in a
standard window manner. The screen
can only look at part of the picture, so
scroll bars are provided to allow you to
pan around and look atthe whole scene.
The menu bar runs along the top of the
screen and a toolbox runs down the
left-hand side of the screen.

The toolbox on the review system
contained 10 symbols. The first is a
picture of a hand pushing a square; this
allows you to move objects around the
screen. The second is another hand, but
this didn't appear to have any useful
function. The other symbols allow you
to draw squares and oblongs, rounded
squares, circles and ellipses, filled
polygons, straight lines and curves. In
addition there are facilities for freehand

SCREENTEST
drawing and text entry.

Options available from the menu bar
allow you to execute all sorts of fancy

'Digital Research
deserves to do well
with GEM. From the

end user's point of view
it's the best thing this

side of a Mac.'

tricks to create pretty pictures. You can
store pictures on disk and then call them
up and combine them to form a new
picture. You can zoom in on the picture,
add detail and then zoom out again.
Finally- providing your hardware can
support it-you can use any one of 16
colours and 16 fill patterns to brighten
up your work of art.

Conclusion
I liked GEM a great deal. It obviously
invites comparison with Apple's Mac,

but I believe a comparison on a feature
for feature basis is misleading. The Mac
is a custom -designed hardware/soft-
ware package with the sole aim of
making life as easy as possible for the
user, so it will always win on that basis.

But user -friendliness is only one of
GEM's aims: it also sets out to provide
the applications programmer with an
interface which will hold good across a
wide range of hardware.

I believe it succeeds in both its
objectives. I found it extremely easy to
use and was very impressed with the
way in which it disguises the unfriendly
hardware and operating systems lurk-
ing under the surface.

On the software compatibility front, a
standard is badly needed. Obviously
IBM provides a standard for 16 -bit
software, but it is very constraining and
dangerous in that software houses are
dependent upon the whim of 'big blue'.

Other software houses have tried to
invent standards. VisiOn hasn't done
anything and Microsoft's Windows is
still in the pipeline. It looks like IBM will
try to do something with Top View, but
this hasn't been released in the UK yet.

Digital Research deserves to do well
with GEM.

From the end user's point of view it's
the best thing this side of a Mac. In
addition it offers software houses and
OEMs access to an open system
capable of embracing advanced tech-
nology without the risks involved
in dealing with the world's largest com-
puter company. END

GRAPHICS ENVIRONMENT MANAGER
(GEM)

USER

Independent
Graphic GEM GEM Existing Custom
Applications Applications Desktop Applications Applications

GEM
Software

0/S

GEM presents a friendly face to the user
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THE FIRST 64K COMPUTER FOR ONLY £129!

ATArt XL
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1010 PROGRAM RECORDER £34
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1020 4 COLOUR PRINTER £99

6 LETTER £249QUALITY PRINTER

7 TOUCH TABLET PEN- CAR £49
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TRAK BAL £1..

THE NEW ATARI

80 HL
£129.

AL 64K

EVERYTHING YOU WANT FROM A HOME COMPUTER
1. ATARI 64K 800XL - £129: The Atari 800XL has many facilities and includes such advanced specifications that you will be amazed by its

performance. At the new reduced price of only £129 inc VAT for a full specification 64K computer with a proper full stroke keyboard, we
believe that the 800XL cannot be beaten. Compare Atari with the competition, just look at these specifications: -
COLOUR CAPABILITIES: 16 colours and 16 intensities giving 256 different colours (at of the 256 colours can be displayed at the same time).
OPERATING SYSTEM: 24K ROM including Atari Basic programming language and a self diagnostic test program.
KEYBOARD: full stroke design with 62 keys including help key and 4 special function keys, international character set and 29 graphics keys.
SOUND: 4 independent sound synthesisers each capable of producing music across a 3,/, octave range or a wide variety of special sound effects (Additional
programming can achieve an octave range of up to nine octaves!)
DISPLAY: 11 graphic modes and 5 text modes. Up to 320.192 resolution. Maximum text display 24 lines by 40 columns.
SPECIAL ATARI INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: GTIA for graphics display. Pokey for sound and controller ports. Antic for screen control and I/O (Input/Output)
CPU: 6502C microprocessor - 0.50 microsecond cycle and a clock speed of 1.79 MHz.
EXTENDED GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS: High resolution graphics. Multi -coloured character set. Software screen switching. Multiple redifined character sets.
Player missile (sprite) graphics. Fine screen scrolling. Changeable colour registers. Smooth character movement. Simple colour animation facilities.
PROGRAMMING FEATURES: Built in Atari Basic programming language supporting peek, poke and USR plus at least 8 other languages available. The help
key will provide additional information and menu screens with certain software. Full on -screen editing is available as well as syntax checking on entry.
INPUT/OUTPUT: External processor bus for expansion with memory and peripherals. Composite video monitor output. Peripheral port for direct connection
to Atari standard peripherals. Software cartridge slot is included as well as 2 joystick controller ports.
SOFTWARE: Over 1,500 items of software are available including self teaching programs with unique voice over. The range of programs includes Education,
Home Management & Programming aids. There is also APX (Atari Program Exchange) and of course Atari's famous entertainment software now at only
£9.95 In addition there is a host of support and help available from specialist Atari magazines like Antic and Analog and from over 75 Atari books/ manuals.

2. ATARI 400 16K GAMES MACHINE - £29: We have several Atari 400 games consoles/computers with 16K RAM. The price is £29 (for a
reconditioned model) or £39 for a new machine. Both come with t2 months guarantee. The Atari 400 can play all 800XL ROM cartridge
games and is expandable up to 48K RAM. Computer upgrade with Basic Programming Kit (£30) optional extra.

3. ATARI 1010 PROGRAM RECORDER - £34: For low cost storage and retrieval capability. Data transmission 600 baud. Storage capability
100K bytes on a sixty minute cassette. Track configuration four track. two channels (digital and audio). Auto record/playback/pause
controliunique soundthrough facility. Built in accidental erasure prevention, automatic shutoff and 3 digit tape counter.

4. ATARI 1050 DUAL DENSITY DISK DRIVE - £199: 5i" disks holding 127K randomly accessible bytes provide both expansion and
flexibility for your 400/800 or XL system with new 'helpful' DOS 3. All customers who purchase a Disk Drive from Silica Shop will be
automatically given a FREE set of 100 programs on 3 Disks recorded On both sides.

5. ATARI 1020 COLOUR PRINTER - £99: Printer and Plotter with four colour graphic print capability. 40 column width printing at 10
characters per second. Can print 5, 10 and 20 characters per inch. 64 character sizes. Prints text in 4 directions. Choice of line types.

6. ATARI 1027 LETTER QUALITY PRINTER - £249: For word processing letters in professional type. Print speed of 20 chars per second.
7. ATARI TOUCH TABLET - £49: Enables you to draw and paint pictures on your T.V. screen, with the touch of a stylus.
8. ATARI TRAK BALL CONTROLLER - £19.95: Enables cursor movement in any direction and adds arcade realism to your games.
9. ATARI SUPER CONTROLLER £9.95: The ultimate joystick with double fire button to give you a greater competitive edge in your games.

'SILICA SHOP ARE THE Not ATARI SPECIALIST
Silica Shop are now firmly established as the No 1 Atari retail/mail order and wholesale specialist in the U.K. We already offer our service to
over 120.000 customers, 10.000 of whom have purchased Atari Home Computers. Because we specialise (and with a turnover of £1.5
million). we are able to keep prices low by bulk purchases. Ring one of our 45 staff and we will be glad to be of service to you. Complete the
coupon below and we will send you our Atari pack with our 16 page price list and XL colour catalogue:
EXTENDED TWO YEAR GUARANTEE: We are an Atari Service Centre, able to service and repair Atari equipment and have added a 12 month guarantee to the
year offered by Atari, giving you a full 2 year guarantee on your new XL computer.
SPECIALIST SUPPORT: Our technical staff are always available on the telephone to help and advise you. We endeavour to hold stocks of every Atari
compatible item available in the U.K.and we stock over 75 Atari books and manuals.
AFTER SALES SERVICE: When you purchase your equipment from Silica. your name will be automatically added to our mailing list. You will then receive price
lists, newsletters and details of new releases and developments, as well as special offers which are exclusive to Silica Atari Computer Owners.
LOW PRICES: Our prices include VAT and are extremely competitive. We will normally match any lower price offered by our competitors.
FREE COMPUTER OWNERS CLUB: This is oven to all Atari computer owners irrespective of where you purchased your equipment. Membership is FREE and
entitles you to receive bulletins giving details of new releases and developments. Send now for your FREE information pack, price list 8 colour catalogue.
PAYMENT: We accept cash, cheques, postal orders and all Credit Cards. We also offer credit facilities over 1.2 or 3 years. please write fora written quotation.
NEXT DAY DELIVERY - FREE: All goods despatched from Silica Shop are normally sent by first class post or parcel post FREE OF CHARGE. As a special introductory
offer for a limited period only we will be sending all Computers and Disk Drives by a next day Securicor delivery service at our own expense

, So fill In the coupon below with a literature enquiry or order and begin to experience a specialist Atari service that is second to none.

SILICA SHOP LTD, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 01-309 1111

ORDER NOW -OR SEND FOR A FREE COLOUR BROCHURE

I 1E1 I= MI INII IIM INN Ell Ell MI III MI NMI MI MI =I VIII NM Illp
To: SILICA SHOP LTD, Dept PCN I 0285, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,

Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Telephone: 01 309 1111
LITERATURE REQUEST:

O Please send me your FREE colour brochures and 16 page price list on Atari Computers.

O I own a Videogame I own a Computer

Mr/Mrs/Ms: Initials: Surname

Address:

Postcode:

ORDER REQUEST:
1020 4 Colour Printer £99PLEASE SEND ME:

 800XL 64K Computer £129 Letter Quality Printer £249

490 16K Games Machine £29/£39 Touch Tablet - Cartridge £49

1010 Program Recorder £34 D Trak Ball £19.95
1050 127K Disk Drive £199 Super Controller £9.95

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT - POSTAGE .4 PACKING IS FREE OF CHARGE

D I enclose Cheque/P.O. payable to Silica Shop Limited for the following amount £

 CREDIT CARD - Please debit my:
Access/Barclaycard/Visa/American Express/Diners Club Card Number

.11 MEI M. - Ell MN Mil I= MO ME NMI



Sharp MZ800
Sharp's successor to the MZ-700, the MZ-800, has been launched into the

sub -£1000business market where it's hoped
/tatt

its major feature,
Personal CP/M, will ensure its success. But will be more at home in
the serious home user's environment? Tony Hetherington finds out
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Unscrewing three panels reveals the disk interface slots, external DIP switches and standard joystick ports

To date, Sharp computers have occu-
pied two distinct areas of the computer
market- home and business. Sharp's
home micros have appealed to the
enthusiasts,and the company has since
followed the old but still -used MZ-80
series with the MZ-700.

The MZ-800 is a derivative of the 700
but offers high -resolution graphics,
built-in cassette unit and three sound
channels.

The MZ-800 is targetted as a business
micro to supplement the company's
range of business machines that, while
applauded for design and construction,
are criticised for not being IBM-
compatible or sufficiently innovative to
stand alone.

The MZ-800 is intended to dispel
these criticisms, for not only is it
data -compatible with the IBM PC, it's
also the first machine to offer the
user-friendly delights of Personal CP/M.

Hardware
The MZ-800 has a mains lead thatwould
be more at home with a cassette
recorder, an RGS lead, a manual, and a
cassette containing the Basic and some
demo programs. The machine can be
used with a normal television but no
lead is supplied for this purpose.

The review machine was sup-
plemented by a Sharp MZ-IF02 51/4in
disk drive and a MZ-1D05 colour
display monitor, which is the required
hardware to run Personal CP/M.

The MZ-800 is housed in a cream and
brown plastic unit, and has a rather
angular appearance which isn't allevi-
ated by the built-in cassette player and
expansion unit that give the machine an
uncomfortably high profile. These are
secured in place by a number of screws
and form an integral part of the
machine. I stress this point because if
you remove them, the case becomes
identical in size and shape to that of its
predecessor, the MZ-700, which PCW
Benchtested a year ago.

The MZ-800 also has an identical
69 -key keyboard which features a stan-
dard qwerty layout, five function keys
and a cluster of cursor control keys. The
INSERT and DELETE keys are posi-
tioned above the cursor cluster and are
a little too far from the other keys; they
switch the qwerty keys between their
normal alphanumeric mode and
graphics mode. Each key has two
graphics symbols that can be printed
from the key; these symbols are shown
on the 700's keyboard but are omitted
from the 800. Instead, a pack of stick -on

labels are supplied with the unit.
There's no CAPS LOCK key, but there

are two SHIFT keys which curiously
swap upper case letters to lower case.
This isthe opposite ofthe normal set-up
and can be reversed by pressing
CTRL -E. All the alphanumeric keys have
auto -repeat and are nicely spaced with
a good, positive feel.

The integral cassette player is per-
ched on the top right-hand side of the
unit and houses the basic cassette
controls, including a tape counter.
Unfortunately, its lofty position means
that the user has to peer over the top of
the machine to read it.

Video outputs for RGB, composite
and TV are grouped together on the
back of the unit together with external
cassette controls. Also along the back
panel are the ON/OFF switch, power -in
socket, power -out socket to drive the
Sharp colour plotter, volume control
and reset switch. The reset switch is
uncomfortably near to the volume
control, but since the switch needs a
good push this shouldn't cause too
many problems. Taking a screwdriver
to three panels reveals the expansion
slots for a disk interface, a printer
connector, a group of four DIP switches
and two standard joystick ports. The

The side view shows the machine's large footprint, protruding disk interface and ungainly appearance
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joysticks ports are a surprise:
to date Sharp has stuck to its
own design, but more surprises are to
be found in the DIP switches. At a flip of
one of these switches the 800 becomes
a 700 and can run most 700 software,
the exception being joystick -controlled
games. The other switches are set to
reverse the polarity of the external
cassette ports orthe type of printerto be
used, which can be either Sharp or
Centronics, and replace the more con-
ventional switches that were located on
the 700's PCB.

Getting inside the 800 requires a
determined effort. You unscrew three
screws underneath the keyboard, then
remove a further five screws to get at
the cassette unit and expansion box,
both of which must be disconnected
from the PCB. This reveals two more
screws, and you can finally remove the
case top by prising it apart with a
screwdriver or similar implement.

Inside the case is an extremely neat
circuit board, with the only connecting
wires there for the joystick ports. There
are a mixture of chips which are mainly
from Sharp, Mitsubishi, NEC and Texas
Instruments.

The 800 is driven by a Z80A processor
running at 3.5MHz, and is supported by
a TI 76489 programmable sound gener-
ator which gives the 800 its sound
capability of three channels over eight
octaves.

The 800 also features a custom-built
video chip that has pins extending from
all four sides and is a derivative of the
one found in the 700, but is now
improved and offers the user true
high -resolution graphics. This chip is
supported by 16k of video RAM, and a
further optional 16k VRAM can be
added into the two empty chip holders
at the front of the circuit board. There's
64k of user RAM and a 16k ROM
containing the system monitor. To the
left of the PCB is an internal power
supply and a hefty eight -ohm, one -watt
speaker with a volume control.

Unscrewing the panel on the expan-
sion unit reveals a slot with guidelines,
along which slides the disk interface
that terminates in an RS232 interface.
This is the existing 700 disk interface
which, unfortunately, extends out of

PCP/M's friendly face

The video chip has pins extending from all four sides

the back of the machine by about Thins.
Sharp tells me thatthere will eventually
be a screw, or metal cover, to protectthe
vulnerable circuits.

The RS232 interface is connected via
a cable to the disk drives; these are
existing Sharp drives a nd consist of two
320k 51/4in disk drives. They are of
vertical design, have a turnlock door
mechanism, and stand neatly along-
side the colour monitor. This is the
currently -available MZ-1D05 colour
monitor which has a display resolution
of 25 lines by 80 characters. Unfortu-
nately it only supports eight colours,
which is a shame since the 800 has
sixteen. However, the extra eight col-
ours are merely lighter versions of the
other eight, so the monitor makes no
distinction between them. For exam-
ple, grey looks the same as black, as
does light yellow and dark yellow. The
Monitor has a built-in RGB cable (its
only interface) which only just reaches
the 800's socket.

Additional hardware intended for the
800 includes a RAM file card and a quick
disk drive. The RAM file plugs into the
expansion slot below the disk interface
and has 64k of memory onboard that

32 definable function keys

can be accessed as if it were a disk. Any
files or data on the RAM file will be lost
when the machine is switched off, so it
will have to be backed up to either tape
or disk. Consequently, access times to
the RAM file are dramatically faster
than to disk.

The quick disk is described as a
'sequential disk unit' and replaces the
cassette drive. It takes 21/tin 64k disks,
which are the disk alternative to cass-
ette tape and can only be used for
sequential files. They have a speed
advantage of an average access time
of about eight seconds.

System software
When the MZ-800 is switched on, you're
welcomed by a list of available options.
You can use the machine's monitor,
load a language in from cassette, or, if
the disk interface is present, load a
program from disk. If a disk is ready in
the drive, it will overrule the option and
the disk will load automatically. This is
the MZ-800's main claim to fame, as it's
the first computer to offer Personal
CP/M (PCP/M).

When PCP/M has booted it provides
the facility to autorun a program; this is

The Diskedit utility
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Some people in business
have an unfair Advantage.

You can always tell them. Their fingers fairly fly over
the keyboards of their PCs.
They always seem to know the best way to approach
a particular problem. They create files faster than
anyone else, they manage and edit them as if they've
been doing it all their lives. And as for trying to run
programs more efficiently than them - forget it.
So what makes these people so knowledgeable about
MS DOS, the standard operating system on more
than 50 leading PCs, including the IBM?
No-one knows.
But if you want to have that unfair advantage all to
yourself, it might be a good idea to look into it.
Microsoft Press -.Creative books from the people
who taught computers how to think.

RUNNING MS DOS
MS DOS is now the standard operating system on
more than fifty of the world's leading PCs, including
the IBM and its compatibles. This master guide
includes a quick and easy reference section of all MS
DOS commands.

THE ENDLESS APPLE
Everything the Apple II and Ile user needs to know
about upgrading and getting more from the machine,
including a comprehensive listing of all available
hardware and software products.

THE APPLE MACINTOSH BOOK
Whether you own one already, or are planning to
soon, you'll find this step-by-step guide invaluable to
making the most of this revolutionary machine.

MAC WORK MAC PLAY
Practical, inventive and lots of fun, Mac Work Mac
Play is literally brimming with ideas for both business
and home use on the Apple Macintosh.

MANAGING YOUR BUSINESS WITH MULTIPLAN
All you need to know about this powerful spreadsheet
program, from developing your own spreadsheets to
model spreadsheets
covering a host of
applications.
Available from leading
bookserlers and
computer shops.

MICROSOFT
1(

THOUGHTS & CROSSES
37 MARKET STREET, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS

COMPUTERS
BBC B (£90 software free) £399
BBC B, DES (vucalc & vale tree) .. £469

BBC B with Econet .£446
Spectrum 48K (E57 software freei:::...... ............ .. £125

Memotech
Plus (£60 sottware1ree).................... .. £175
512 .. £275

Apple Ile + 2 Disk Drives &Cont ..................... .. £985
Amstrad (Green Screen) . ....£239
Amstrad (Colour Monitor) .£349
OL............................................... .. £389

.........£189

PRINTERS
Canon PW1080A NLQ

. .

Epson FX80
Epson FX100
Epson DX100

Brother HR15 (Centronics or
Brother EP44 . ...........................
Juki 6100 (Centronics)

Shinwa CP80
Shinwa CPABO RS232 ...
Commodore 1520 Printer/Plotter
Commodore MPS801....... . ....
MCP40 .
Alphacom 32
Juki Sheet Feeder.
Daisystep 2000_ . .

£315
. £425

£269
£299
E389
£520
£475
£155

r370
£215

£236
£95

£210
£125

£69
£248

. £250
.. £199

INTERFACES
Centronics- OL
Canon RS232. ..................... £80

Epson RS232 ...............
Juki RS232.. £60
Shinwa RS232 + 2K -Kempston Rom- Spectrum (Centronics). £55
Kempston Tape- Spectrum (Centronics) +....

Tasman Tape- Spectrum (Centronics) £35

Stack Centronics -Commodore £20
Trigler-Centronics - Commodore . £45

IEEE- EPSOn + 2K (Centronics)

We have or able to obtain Interfaces to connect any printer
to any computer. Please ask.

MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 .E199
Micro*. 1431 - Spectrum £245
Microvitec 1451 £290
Microvitec 1451 -OL (Med Res) ........................_...._£275
Microvitec 1431 AP Composite . £235

Microvitec 1451 AP Composite
Philips (Green Screen) 20MHz

Fidelity TV/Monitor
Fidelity OL Monitor (Std

DISK DRIVES
Sinclair Microdrive i Plus Free S/W
+ Sinclair Interlace 1

CUMANA
Single without PSU

CSX200D 2001( 40T DS..
CSX400 4006 80T.....
Single with PSU

CS400 400K 80T DS........
Twin Drives with PSU
CD200 2x 100K 40T
CD400D 2x 200K 401 DS
CD400S 2 x 200K 40/80T
CD800S 2 x400K 40/80T

OPUS
Single without PSU

Single with PSU
5401P 100K 40T..

5802P 400K 40/80T .
Twin Drives with PSU
5401D 2x100K 40T.
5402D 2x 2K 401 DS

Torch Disk Pack__
Memotech (Single)
Memotech (Dual) ............
6502 2nd Processor

WABASH and 3M DISKS

D/S D/D 40T 10 for

DYSAN DISKS
104/1D S/S D/D 401 10 for. ................

£199
E335
£78

E210
... £199

£95

£118

£163
£181

.E149
£181

..E190
£206

£2613
E361

..£339
0402

£118

£180

£145
 £183

£208 BBC
Microvitec 14 £4.80

5265 Acom Electron .....................
£349
£399 V C 20/84

DESKS
Opus Mode11.......
Opus Model 2

Opus Model 4......
Opus Models
Opus Model 10 ...

RIBBONS
Epson MX/FX/RX80. .

Epson MX/FX100.........
Se ikosha GP100...........

NEC8023
MPS801

Qume MS4.

£130

.E200

£6

E8.50
£10

£6.50

£4.50
£3

£5
£4

£5

£600
£410
E800
£199
£367

£17
£20
£22
£28

. £20
£29
£35

31/2 Hewlett Packard, Single..
Further discounts for quantity on all disks: 50+, 10%
discount; 100+, 15% discount.

Juki 6100 MS
Brother Correctable 15/25
Brother MS 15/25 .....................
Others available, please ask.
PRINT WHEELS, please ask.

PVC COVERS

Setkoshe £3 75. .

Over 40 different covers available. Phone for availability
and price.

LEADS
BBC to Parallel Printer...................

RS*23 5 -Pin Din to 5 -Pin Din................

Memotech Printer Lead... ... ...............

Oric to Centronics Printer...
BBC to Single Disk Drive
BBC to Dual Disk Drive
BBC to Single Power

7 -pin DIN to 3 Jacks._
5-oin DIN to 5 -pin DIN + Jack ............

£13.50
£13.50

.E13
£16

£5.50

5 -pin to 3 Jacks..
Sinclair 48K Cassette
RGB Monitor (6 -pin DIN)
THE PLUG SuAressor & REI Filter
Spectrum

.£1.80
£3.20

COMMODORE
Kola Pad £80
Prism modem 1000 .. £125
Prism BTX 500 modern .........

SPECTRUM

Light Pen DKTronica ..........................................
Keyboard £25 software DKTronics................

JOYSTICKS & INTERFACES _

Cluickshot II . £11
Sure Shot

IState: BBC, Dragon £15
Spectrum or Commodore

£20

....................... £12
213

CambridgeJoystick + Interiace 8Program..... £29
Kemefon Interlace 11.50

. 222
DKTronics Duel Pon f12
Sure Shot/Zip Stick Interface C20
First Byte Interface for Electron ........................

BBC ROMS & UTILITIES

Replica 11 (Dia ) Clares.. £10.50

Beta Base (Disk) Dares

Caretaker (Rom) Comp Con £32

View

CASSETTE RECORDERS

Bell & Howell

SOFTWARE TITLES
Spectrum, rCdotare, Amstrad, Electron, BBC,

emotech VIC 20.

Send for 1,01

Access or VISA aver/able.

Tel: (0924) 402337 for General Enquiries. Tel: (0924) 409753 for Credit Card Orders only.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT + CARRIAGE Open 9-5pm Mon -Sat EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
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MONITOR/PRINTER PACKAGES
FOR

SINCLAIR QL
*NO INTERFACING PROBLEMS. JUST PLUG-IN AND GO!

*ALL SYSTEMS FACTORY -TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH TO YOU!

PACKAGE DEALS

MONITOR

Microvitec
14" colour
1451DQ3

with PRINTER
Brother HR5 plus
Epson RX80 F/T
Epson FX80
Epson FX100
Epson DX100
Brother HR15
Canon PW1080A NLQ
Epson JX80 colour
Canon PJ1080A colour

Package
Price

mains adaptor £425
£585
£725
£869
£745
£715
£649
£895
£835

Epson parallel printers supplied with RS232C I/F fitted
Canon printers supplied with Miracle Systems I/F. All
monitor and printer leads included. PRICES ARE
INCLUSIVE OF VAT. Add £12 for delivery.

'Z' GUARD £19 95
INCLUDING VAT
DELIVERY £2.00

MAINS FILTER FOR COMPUTER AND
SOFTWARE PROTECTION

(Illustrated: QL with Microvitec 1451DQ3
and Epson RX80F/T)

PRINTERS ACCESSORIES MONITORS

Dot matrix: Tractor feeders: Colour:
Epson RS80 £260 FX80 £35 Microvitec 1431 Std. res. £199

RX80F/T £290 LQ1500 £60 1431 MZ Spectrum £235
FX80 £425 DX 100 £90 1451 Med. res. £299
FX100 £620 HR1 £95 1451 DQ. QL £275
LQ1500 £1125 HR15 £90 1441 High res. £506
JX80 colour £625 HR25/35 £99 1431 PAL/Audio £259

Canon PW1080A NLQ £375 Cut -sheet feeders: 1451 PAL/Audio £375
PJ1080A colour £529 DX100 £250 Monochrome:

Daisy Wheel: HR15 £250 Philips
Epson DX100 £495 HR25/35 £250 BM7502 green £92
Brother HR1 £675 Keyboards: BM 7522 amber £92

HR15 £450 DX100 £170 Sanyo
HR25 £795 HR15 £170 DM2112 £90
HR35 £995 RS23C I/F £30 DM8112 £125

RS23C 2K buffer £65 Novex 12/800 £120

FOR PRINTERS/MONITORS-ADD £10 FOR DELIVERY
FOR ACCESSORIES-ADD £5 FOR DELIVERY

ZEAL MARKETING LIMITED
VANGUARD TRADING ESTATE, STURFORTH LANE, CHESTERFIELD S40 2TZ.

Tel: 0246-208555 Tlx: 547697
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initially set up to run the
VCCP (Visual Central Com-
mand Processor), which is a front end to
PCP/M and is a very friendly system
guide.

It's ironic that the 800 is aimed at the
small businessman or serious home
user, because while these users will
appreciate PCP/M's features, they
won't fully understand the differences
between this system and its anti -social
predecessors.

The VCCP basically consists of three
screen windows and a number of
predefined function keys which work
together to allow easy selection of the
required progam or utility. The screen is
divided into a main, or file, window
which measures 20 lines by 69 charac-
ters, a command window which runs
alongside the file window and is 14
characters wide, and a three -line in-
formation area.

The command area holds a list of
commands that can be selected with
the cursor keys and submitted by
pressing CR (carriage return key).
These commands are file management
commands and include utilities such as
Erase, Rename and Print a file, aswell as
Run a program and a Help function.

When you select a function, cursor
control appears in the file window
where you select, from the directory

description of these functions is given
in the information area.) Displaying the
Help text reveals a summary of these
instructions, plus the information that
further commands can be added by the
user to the command window by
editing the VCCP.CFG file which is
present on the disk.

Underneath the brief command de-
scriptions in the information area are
the cu rrent settings ofthefunction keys.
Through a clever organisation of these
keys, 16 functions are squeezed onto
five keys. This is possible because the
fifth key is always set to 'next' and
logically displays the next four avail-
able functions.

These keys are predefined as useful
functions, such as DIR and PIP com-
mands are set to transfer all files from
drive A to drive B, and vice versa.

To the right of the function key
display is a clock which is set to zero
when the machine is switched on, but
can be reset with the TIME command.

The PCP/M disk contains the usual
collection of utilities including Format,
a disk and system copy program as well
as the file transfer program, PIP.

It also contains some interesting
additions, including a powerful disk
editing utility called Diskedit. This
al lowsthe userto examine and alter any
file, block or sector of a disk and
immediately alter it. Obviously, it
would be unwise to edit the system disk
before you have copied it.

Diskdef allows you to change
the format of drive B so that PCP/M

can read and write data which is
compatible with other Sharp formats,
as well as the IBM PC.

This means that someone who works
with an IBM at work will be able to
continue his work on an 800 at home.

Users can customise their PCP/M
system with the Setup utility. For
example, they can change colours from
the initial cyan on black to any combina-
tion, like magenta on green.

The auto -execute facility which auto-
matically runs VCCP can be altered to
run any command or program.

The machine (the
MZ-800) will appeal to
that growing group of

users who have an IBM PC
at work and require a
system at home for

serious work.'

Selecting the option that redefines
the function keys reveals that you can
also define the action of the blank, TAB,
INST, DEL and cursor keys, with or
without the SHIFT key, which gives a
total of 32 definable key combinations.

Other available definable options
include specification of main and auxili-
ary input and output devices which may
be the console, keyboard, disk drive or
RS232 interface, the printer mode,
either MZ-code or ASCII, and the word
length, parity and stop bit parameters
for data transfer via the RS232.

The review copy of PCP/M was a
pre-release evaluation version which,
although it performed all the above,
flatly refused to run any programs or
utilities from the VCCP. Sharp is aware
of this problem and is confident that it
will be overcome before the machine is
released.

VCCP and all the above features have
been added by Sharp, and have trans-
formed PCP/M into an extremely easy
and friendly system to use.

The traditional version of MBasic
supplied with PCP/M is just one of five
Basic interpreters available for the 800.
The others are a disk Basic, quick disk

Benchmarks
B1 1.4
B2 3.4
B3 9.2
B4 8.2
B5 9.0
B6 17.6
B7 33.0
B8 82.1
All timings in seconds. Fora full listing
of the Benchmark programs, see page
185, January issue.

Basic and a cassette supplied with the
standard machine which contains S -
Basic, as on the 700, and MZ-800 Basic.

MZ-800 Basic takes over four and a
half minutes to load and leaves less
than 22k of the machine's 64k RAM
available to the user. This is a longer
load time which leaves less memory
than the S -Basic, but users will soon
realise why.

The main difference is the introduc-
tion of true high -resolution graphics
that can be drawn with a resolution of
640 x 200 pixels in four colours. This,
however, requires the additional VRAM
chips, so most users will have to be
content with 320 x 200 pixels and only a
choice of four of the sixteen colours. A
colour is assigned to one of the colour
palettes with the PAL command, and
it's these palettes, numbered 0 to 3, that
are used in the graphics statements.
They are: SETand RESETfor each of the
pixels; LINE, to draw lines between
points; BOX, to draw a box and, if
required, to fill it in; CIRCLE, to draw
circles and arcs; and PAINT, to fill in
figures in any colour. By far the most
powerful command is SYMBOL, which
draws a user -defined graphics charac-
ter in any colour anywhere onscreen. It
also contains parameters which, when
set, can magnify the character horizon-
tally and/or vertically up to 255 times
the original. The resulting pattern can
be rotated through any right-angle.
This is all accomplished in a single
command - some compensation for
the lack of sprites.

Music commands are much the same
as in S -Basic but there are now three
channels to program simultaneously,
which is accomplished by alternating
the notes for the channels with the
MUSIC command. When specifying a
note, the user can control the note's
tempo, duration and octave as well as
specify silent periods.

MZ-800 Basic still lacks program
structures such as Repeat -Until and
While -Wend, but contains a non-
standard concession to structured
programming in the LABEL command.
This should be used at the beginning of
subroutines and has the form 100
LABEL "PCW"; it assigns the vari-
able PCW the value of the line number,
in this case 100. Consequently, the label
can now be used in GOTO and GOSUB
statements: for example, GOTO
"PCW", which transfers program con-
trol to line 100. This is simple but
effective, as it does helpto make listings
more readable.

S -Basic's file handling commands
have been extended to allow the
creation of sequential files on the RAM
file and via the RS232 interface, as well
as the cassette player. These com-
mands include: WOPEN# and ROPEN#,
to open a file for output and input
respectively; PRINT#, to write to a file;
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and INPUT# to read it.
Files held on the RAM file
can be deleted, merged and
chained. The quick disk Basic and disk
Basic extend these commands for the
respective devices.

Entering the BYE command takesyou
out of Basic and into the RAM monitor,
and is used to examine, alter and locate
the contents of RAM; you can return to
Basic by entering R. This shouldn't be
confused with the ROM monitor, which
is available before Basic is loaded and is
useful for writing machine language
programs.

Applications software
Detailsoftheavailabil ity of applications
software for the MZ-800 were vague at
review time, but what is clear is that
software will be available from a

number of sources.
The major source of software will be

programs to run under PCP/M, which,
according to Sharp, can be readily
transported with little modification.
The company is confident that the new
machinewill have ample software by its
launch date in mid -January; such
packages will include WordStar,
dBasell and several spreadsheets.

An additional source of software is
available at a flip of the DIP switch.
Consequently, 800 users will be able to
run the programs and languages
already available for the 700, and

I would imagine that the tra-
ditional Sharp software houses,

such as Kuma, Sharpsoft and Solo
Software, will supplement this range
with programs that exploit the 800's
additional features.

Documentation
Two preproduction manuals were
available 'with the review model - a
'tentative' version of the MZ-800 User
Guide and a photocopy of the Personal
CP/M manual.

The User Guide began extremely
well, with clear instructions on how to
set up the machine, and directions on
loading in the Basic and the demo
program. This program is an excellent
addition, and clearly illustrates the
graphics and sound facilities.

Unfortunately, the Guide then
assumes that after a section outlining
the Basic commands, the user is ready
for circuit and chip diagrams, and ROM
calls.

Clearly something is missing, and the
book industry will no doubt be willing to
fill the gap.

The PCP/M Manual is the usual epic
tome that we expect from Digital
Research. It does try to teach the user
how to use PCP/M, but this is a lengthy
process involving the theory of how
files are stored on disk and an explana-
tion of the format and use of PCP/M's
commands and utilities.

Technical specifications
Processor:
ROM:
RAM:
Mass storage:
Keyboard:
Size:
Weight:
I/O:
DOS:
Bundled software:
Peripherals:

Z80A running at 3.5MHz
16k (monitor)
64k user RAM + 16k video RAM
None as standard, optional twin 320k drives
69 -key qwerty keyboard including function and cursorkeys
4in x 171/4in x 12in
8lbs 8oz
Expansion slot, printer port (non-standard)
Personal CP/M
None
RAM file, quick disk drive, additional VRAM

In perspective
As a business micro the MZ-800 will have some stiff competition in the
sub -£1000 category, including the Apricot Fl. Here, its ungainly appearance
and huge footprint will restrict its success. Its major asset is PCP/M which will
rejuvenatethe cause of CP/M in general,as it's recently been losing ground to
MS-DOS. Another factor in its favour will be its data compatibility with the
IBM PC, but it will be its size that will keep it in the home.

In its basic form, the launch price makes it a competitive choice for a home
machine. It will enjoy its best success against, ironically, its predecessor, the
MZ-700. These machines are similarly priced, although the 800 offers more
features and the option to run 700 software. Curiously Sharp has no plans to
reduce the price of the 700, perhaps in the blind belief that the 800 is a
business machine.

I doubt that it will make any new inroads into the home market despite its
added features. Although the sound capabilities equal those of the
Commodore 64, its lack of sprites, and particularly its cassette -based Basic,
will deter the games players and the first-time buyers.

Its best hope is as an upgraded home machine where it's in competition
with machines such as the Memotech RS128 and the Advance 86. Here, the
Sharp is not only cheaper but also offers a new, exciting operating system in
PCP/M. Only in this market will its size be either tolerated or appreciated.

As Sharp has dramatically enhanced
PCP/M, it has added a section to this
manual explaining the additions. This is
the section I suggest you read first, as it
deals with the system's friendly
aspects. Once you feel confident with
VCCP, then you can delve into the
PCP/M Manual and discover the com-
plexities of CP/M commands.

Prices
At the time of writing final prices had
not been fixed, but the basic MZ-800 is
expected to cost around £250, which is
the same price as the 700 at its launch a
year ago.

About £200 more will secure the
quick disk version, but the full PCP/M
model incorporating twin 320k disk
drives will be around £650. Add to this
the cost of a monitor, £285.95, and the
Sharp emerges as a contender in the
under -£1000 business micro category.

Conclusion
Sharp is selling the MZ-800 as a

business machine, and indeed it's to be
distributed by the computer division
rather than the home computer and
calculator division. But this policy may
prove harmful to the machine's credi-
bility. The fact that it's the first Sharp
computer to have standard joystick
ports, a built-in cassette recorder, a
Basic which supports high -resolution
graphics and three -channel sound is
consistent with a business image.

The review model was an ungainly
partnership between the new MZ-800
and an existing Sharp monitor and disk
drive; while functional, the system's to
big to sit on a desk. The area occupied
by a micro is referred to as its footprint,
and the 800 has a print twice that of an
IBM PC.

In addition, the disk interface coupled
with the cable extends several inches
out of the back of the micro, and can
obstruct access to the monitor and disk
drive. The solution is to move the
keyboard further away, but this is
restricted by the short RGB cable.

The MZ-800 is, however, the answer
to Sharp's critics. Not only is it data -
compatible with IBM, itfeatures PCP/M.
This is its ace -in -the -hole and will
guarantee the machine some success,
but that success is likely to be on the
businessman's desk.

The machine will appeal to that
growing group of users who have an
IBM PC at work and require a system at
home for serious work. It's in the 800's
favour that these people will be able to
work on their IBM data files, such as a
WordStar document, as well as being a
source of education and entertainment
for them and their families.

Having said that, Sharp owners are an
enthusiastic bunch and they won't allow
Sharp's marketing policy to dissuade
them from thinking that this is Sharp's
best home machine to date. END
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The Natural Successor
When the Osborne 1 was first introduced

t not only became the fastest selling micro in
:he UK, it's unique concept created todays
)ortable computer market.

Now Osborne have done it again with the
Dsborne Express - the ultimate expression of
:he original Osborne concept.

Quite simply the Osborne Express is a
-obust full function system in a small affordable,
-eliable package.

And in the true Osborne tradition the
Express comes complete with a host of software
designed to solve almost all your business
problems.

The Osborne Express is for
ousiness people... and for anyone who
works with words or numbers. If you
need a robust totally integrated
business computer at an affordable
price - f1295.00, ring Future
Management on 0908-615274 or
complete the coupon below.

OSBORNE EXPRESS

Technical Specifications
Standard hardware:
 Z80A 4MHz CPU with 64K RAM.
 Dual double -sided, double -density, half -
height disk drives, 400Kb each, for storing up to
100 typed pages.
 7" diagonal amber monitor.
 80 -column, 24 -line display with 8 x 10 dot
characters for easy viewing.
 Full sized business keyboard with cursor keys.
 RS -232 serial port for printer or modem.
 Parallel centronics printer interface.
 Interface for external monitor hookup.
 Weather -resistant portable housing.
 Operates on International and American
voltages.
 Just 12% by 161/4 by 61/4 inches.
 Optional external 10Mb hard disk with
carrying case available.

Dsborne is the registered name of Osborne Computer Corporation. Registered Trademarks SuperCalc 2-Sorcfm/IUS Micro Software

Standard software:
 CP/M operating system.
 Wordstar,® the world's best selling word
processing package, with MailMerge,a for
enhanced printing capabilities.
 SuperCalc 2,TM the powerful electronic
spreadsheet.
 MBasic," the popular programming language.
 Osboard,' the electronic drawing board for
business graphics.
 TurnKey, to automatically start programs,
configure the system and accelerate all your
computing.
EkMediaMaster,' to exchange data diskettes
between the Vixen and over 200 other computers.
 Desolation, the wholly distracting video
adventure game.
Plus complete, simple instructions for all
hardware and software.

Future Management 38 Tanners Drive, Blakelands North. Milton Keynes MK14 5LL Buckinghamshire. Telex: 825220.

Basic -Microso

Name 7
Company

Address

Telephone

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR

FUTURE
MANAGEMENT

38 Tanners Drive, Blakelands North, Milton Keynes MK14 5LL Buckinghamshire.

rporation: MediaMaster-MDG Si Associates, CP/M-Digital Research Inc., WordStar/Maiirnerge-MicroPro International Corporation.



DiaItex-4
Talbot Corn puters'Dialtex-4 offers portable communications and text
processing in a small, battery -powered unit. Will it serve as a boon to

users in the field? Peter Bright takes a look.

Over the past year the market for small
battery -powered portable machines
has taken off, but the leaders in terms of
volume are probably still the first
Kyocera machines which are marketed
under the banners of Tandy, NEC and
Olivetti. These machines offer basic
communications and text processing
facilities at a reasonable price.

The Dialtex-4 is supplied by Bourne-

mouth -based Talbot Computers. It's
aimed squarely at people who need
portable communications and text pro-
cessing facilities with more advanced
features than those available on the
Kyocera -type machines, but who don't
want to pay too much extra.

Hardware
The Dialtex-4 is certainly a very corn -

pact piece of kit: everything is enclosed
in a case measuring just 34mm high by
297mm wide by 216mm deep.

At first sight it looks very like the
Epson PX-8, which is hardly surprising.
It works with Epson peripherals and the
main PCB bore Epson's name, which
also appeared on the maker's label at
the back of the machine.

The whole unit is encased in extreme-
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The Epson P-40 micro printer will fit inside a briefcase

ly high -quality, cream -coloured plastic
casing to give a very solid, well -made
look. Everywhere you look on the
Dialtex-4 there's a slot, plug or hatch, so
I'll start with the bottom and then work
around the sides.

The bottom of the machine houses
two covers, one switch and a catch
arrangement. The smaller of the two
covers hides the battery compartment.
The unit can either work off four
AA -sized dry cell batteries or from their
rechargeable equivalents; the review
machine was supplied with the
rechargeable variety.

To save power, the system switches
itself off after a preset time, which can
be set by the user using the 'Config'
program. When the batteries get low a
warning appears on the screen, and the
machine refuses to be switched on
again. When you do find some power, it
at least has the good g race to come back
at the point where you left off.

The larger of thetwocovers hidestwo
ROM sockets; these can be used to plug
in ROM -based software so that there's
no need to load the software from disk.
Most ROMs from the Epson PX-8 will
apparently fit, although the WordStar
ROM I tried didn't work. The review
system was supplied with a Basic ROM
and the other slot was free. (It's
intended that the Dialtex software will
be supplied on ROM on the production
versions.

Next to the battery compartment is a
switch marked 'Backup On/Off' ; this
allows you to switch on or off the
battery backup for the RAM. Normally it
would be left in the 'On' position.

The final object of interest on the
underside of the unit is a complicated
catch arrangement; this allows you to
remove a module which takes up most
of the area to the right of the screen. On
the review system the module was
empty, but a whole range of add-ons
can be plugged in here to expand the
unit. These include a microcassette
mass storage device, ROM packs, RAM
packs and a micro printer.

Talbot Computers are planning to put
a direct connect modem into the
module. This will save having to use an
external modem or acoustic coupler,
but don't expect it to happen quickly-
we all know how long it takes to get
modems approved by BT.

The left-hand side of the machine
houses a cover which, when removed,
reveals a 50 -way system expansion bus
connector for expanding the system.

At the back of the machine, we find
even more buttons, holes and slots.

On either side of the back panel are
two feet which can be flipped down to
alter the unit's typing angle. In the
centre of the panel are five connectors:
first is a micro DIN plug which allows
you to connect an external cassette
recorder for mass storage. The nexttwo
are RS232 serial ports; these are again
configured as micro DIN sockets rather
than the more usual (but space -
consuming) 25 -way D plugs. Both the
serial ports can be run at up to 38,400
bps, which is unusually fast for an
RS232 -type line as most micros are
hard put to generate 19,200bps.

The Epson PX-10 portable disk drive is
an impressive piece of kit

Next along the line is a 20 -way
connector which functions as a Centro-
nics parallel printer port; this allows the
unit to drive a wide range of popular
printers. Finally, on the back, is the
power input for running the unit and
recharging the batteries if necessary.

Along the right-hand side of the unit
are: an output to an external speaker; a
bar code reader input; power on/off
switch; viewing angle thumbwheel for
the LCD; and the reset button. The reset
button can only be reached with a pen
or other long, thin implement, so
there's no danger of accidentally
switching the unit off.

I didn't make any serious attempt to
get inside the unit. Although it looks
possible, CMOS electronics are not
fond of static and there would have
been little point in opening it up.

The Dialtex-4's main processor is a
CMOS Z80 running at a commendable
3.68MHz. This is supported by a CMOS
7508 4 -bit slave processor which looks
after the keyboard and handles power
switching.

Nearly 4MHz is a respectable
achievement for a CMOS Z80, and
largely accounts for the comparatively
speedy operation of the unit. It was
certainly faster than many other small
CMOS machines I have tried.

As standard the system is supplied
with 64k of battery -backed CMOS RAM.
If required, part of this can be set aside
as a RAM disk. The 7508 slave processor
also has its own 4k of dedicated RAM,
while the standard ROM, which holds
the operating system, has 32k. Up to
two other 8-32k ROM capsules con-
taining applications programs can be
added onboard to bring the total to 96k.

The system can handle a wide range
of optional mass storage devices-the
most popular will probably be the
microcassette unit which is handled by
CP/M as a sequential disk drive. Other
options include an external tape recor-
der and RAM disks.

The review machine was supplied
with the Epson PF-10 portable disk
drive. This is a compact battery -
powered 31/2in disk drive unit which
connects to the main unit down one of
the serial lines (which is why they were
designed to go so fast).

The PF-10 really is a very impressive
piece of kit. It's fairly light, very small
and, above all, it works off its own
internal rechargeable batteries so
there's no need to go looking for a
power supply.

The review system was supplied with
an Epson P-40 micro printer; this is a
very small thermal unit which also fits
inside the briefcase. Again this con-
nects to the main unit via one of the
serial lines.

Like most portable machines, the
keyboard on the Dialtex-4 is built into
the rest of the machine. Where it differs
from other portables is that the unit is
available with two different keyboards.

Although the keyboard looks as if it's
part of the whole unit, it's actually held
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on by three screws and
three lugs. If you remove the
three screws, the whole keyboard unit
lifts off. Electrical connection between
the keyboard and the rest of the unit is
achieved by 22 spring legs making
contact directly with the main PCB,
which proved to be a very neat and
practical arrangement.

The main keyboard supplied with the
machine is a fairly standard typewriter -
style unit; the second is a heavy-duty
membrane multi -purpose unit.

The membrane unit is designed more
for data capture and in -the -field work
rather than long-term typing. It has a
separate numeric keypad area and is
supplied with keyboard overlays so that
it can be customised for specific ap-
plications.

The review machine was supplied
with the typewriter -style keyboard; this
features 72 keys all grouped fairly
closely together to make them fit into
the confined space available. Consider-
ing the lack of space, this keyboard is
well designed and laid out. Although
the keys aren't pitched, they are still
easy to get at.

Rather than separating the different
functions of the keyboard by spacing
them out (there isn't any space), they
are assigned different colours. The
main qwerty typing area keys are dark
brown, the RETURN key is bright red,
the cursor keys are orange and all the
other typing keys are light grey. This all
looks very striking, although I feel the
colour scheme is a little overdone.

In addition to the typing keys, there
are nine special function keys. Five of
these are set aside as programmable
function keys which can be used from
within an applications program, and
the rest are labelled STOP, ESC(ape),
PAUSE and HELP/SYSTEM. These keys
are used to control the system and are dis-
cussed further in the software section.

Although there's no separate numer-
ic keypad, the keyboard does consider
calculator buffs by providing a 'Numer-
ic' mode; this converts the M,J,K,L,U,I
and P keys into a numeric section for
entering numbers. Although this can be
useful, it can also be very annoying if
you engage it by mistake and type '250'
instead of 'KIM'.

Overall, I liked the keyboard. The
typing keys have a nice feel, the editing
keys are thoughtfully arranged, and the
whole thing worked well as a unit. A
nice touch is that LEDs have been
provided to indicate whether the CAPS
LOCK, NUMERIC or INSERT key has
been pressed - which overcomes any
problems trying to work out what mode
you're in.

The display on the Dialtex-4 is a

40 -character by 8 -line liquid crystal
display (LCD). This is located in the top
left-hand corner of the unit and can
either be used flat or tilted up to allow

A 20 -way connector on the back functions as a Centronics port

better reflection of light. A thumb -
wheel on the far right-hand side of the
unit can be used to adjust the contrast.

As with all other machines using LCD
displays, the positioning of the unit is
fairly critical in order to achieve good
results. Having said that, this machine
has one of the most easily readable
displays I have come across. It may not
be as big as some, but at least it's
usable!

In fact the limitation on the size of the
screen is not as great as it might at first
seem, because it's possible to use the
screen as a window onto a much larger
'virtual screen'. This virtual screen can
be set to either 80 columns by 25 lines,
or to 40 columns by 50 lines. You can
easily pan around the virtual screen by
using either the SHIFT or the CONTROL
key along with the arrow keys. SHIFT/
arrow will move you one line or
character, and CONTROL/arrow will
move you by a screenful.

The combination of this virtual
screen capability and the CP/M operat-
ing system is very fortunate. Most CP/M
programs expect to be able to use an 80
column by 25 line display-they could
get quite upset if they found they only
had 40 columns by 8 lines!

The screen goes a long way towards
making up for its small size by its sheer
usability. Lately I've had myfair share of
large, unreadable LCDs: it makes a
change to find one (albeit a small one)
that I can read.

Benchmarks
BM1 2.3
BM2 6.0
BM3 14.3
BM4 14.1
BM5 16.7
BM6 30.7
BM7 47.8
BM8 63.5
All timings in seconds. For a full
listing of the Benchmark programs,
see page 185, January issue.

My only criticism of the screen is the
characters. Although they are reason-
ably large, they don't have true descen-
ders: that is, the 'g's', 'j's', and so on
don't hang down below the line.
Although this isn't a major problem, it
certainly looks odd.

System software
The Dialtex-4 is supplied complete with
CP/M in ROM, which gives it theoretical
access to a wide range of 8 -bit disk
software. The ROM version of CP/M
looks and behaves in much the same
way as good -old disk -based CP/M; if
you've been brought up on the IBM PC,
you don't know what you're missing.

The major difference is that most
other CP/M systems have a 64k tran-
sient program area (TPA); this is the
area of RAM which is available for
applications programs. The maximum
available on the Dialtex-4 is 55.5k and if
you're using a RAM disk it's even less,
but this is not as big a problem as it
seems at first. Most applications on this
machine will probably be stored in
ROM; indeed it's possible thatthe Intext
applications software described later is
the only program you'll ever use.

When you first switch on the
machine, you're taken into a menu
system. This allows you to choose
between the applications currently in
the system by highlighting them with
the cursor, and then to execute the
application by hitting the RETURN key.
If you don't like menus, you can get out
by hitting the ESCape key which takes
you back to the CP/M A> prompt.

If you hold down the CONTROL key
while hitting the 'Help' function key,
you're taken to another menu which
allows you to play with the menu
system, set an alarm, or set an applica-
tion so that it auto -runs when you
switch on the machine.

If you decide that you don't like the
application selection menu, you can
switch it off permanently from here: the
alarm takes advantage of the Dialtex-
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ME TER WAREHOUSE FiltaRrf
THE ALADDIN'S CAVE OP COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

HARD DISK DTIVES
DEC3t

rRepf(urbislzdvDAIATBELO/ERcoEmsepartitle2.5 Mb disk drives.

Front load. Free stand or rack mount E550.00
Exchangeable type (via lid removal) MON
me3029 PSU unit for 2 drives E125.00

DIABLO/ORE 44-4000A/8 5+5 ex stock from E99S.00
1000's of spares for S30, 4000, 3200, HAWK ex stock.

Plus in house repair, refurbishing service.
Call for details or quotation.

MOT LINE DATA VASE

DISTEL©
THE ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial up data base.
1000's of stock items and one off bargains.
ON LINE NOW baud, full CCITT tones, 8 bit
word, no parity. 01-6 9 1888

OVER 100,000 ITEMS INCLUDING:
Intel D8085AH-2 225.00 D8271 265.00 FP1500 Heavy Duty 25 cps daisy wheelD8202 D8257-5 8255 D3002 RS232 interface, bi directional printers,

2732 EPROM SPECIAL fully guaranteed Brand New at £499.00
450ns 23.75, 350ns 24.00, 300ns 24.50 CALL FOR MORE DETAILS

AVECOO
with our range of BRAND NEW professional
Keep your hot parts COOL and RELIABLE

ceT°41 n8li: rd.° I Dim. 92 x 92 x 25 mm.
Miniature 240 v equipment fan complete with
finger guard £9.95.
GOULD JB-3AR Dim. 3" x 3" x 2.5" compact
very quiet running 240 v operation. NEW £6.95
BUHLER 69.11.22. 8-16 v DC micro
miniature reversible fan. Uses a brushless
servo motor for extremely high air flow,
almost silent running and guaranteed 10,000
hr life. Measures only 62 x 62 x 22 mm.
Current cost £32.00. OUR PRICE ONLY
£12.95 complete with data.
MUFFIN -CENTAUR standard 4" x 4" x 1.25"
fan supplied tested EX EQUIPMENT 240 vat
£6.25 or 110 v at £4.95 or BRAND NEW 240v
at £10.50. 1000's of other fans Ex Stock

II f r P P n II f 1.6

'UAL 5" DISK DRIVES
Current, quality, professional product of a
major computer company, comprising
2 x 40 track MPI or Shugart FULLY BBC
COMPATIBLE single sided drives in a
compact, attractively styled, grey ABS
structured case with internal switched
mode PSU. The PSU was intended to drive
both drives and an intelligent Z80 controller
with over 70 ic's. The controller has been
removed leaving ample space and current
on the +,-5, +12 and supply for all
your future expansion requirements.
Supplied tested with 90 day guarantee in
BRAND NEW condition with cble for BBC
micro. Ex Stock at onlyE259.U0
+ £10.00 carr. Limited Quantity Only

010
f.09

STILL IN STOCK

COMPUTER 'CAB'
All in one quality computer
cabinet with integral switched
mode PSU, Mains filtering, and twin fan cooling.
Originally made for the famous DEC PDP8 computer
system costing thousands of pounds Made to run 24
hours per day the PSU is fully screened and will deliver a
massive +5v DC at 17 amps, +15v DC at 1 amp and -15v
DC at 5 amps The complete unit is fully enclosed with
removable top lid, filtering, trip switch, 'Power' and 'Rim'
LEDs mounted on Ali front panel, rear cable entries, etc.
etc. Units are in good. but used condition - supplied for
240v operation complete with full circuit and tech. man.
Give your system that professional finish for only
£49.95 + Carr Dim. 19" wide 16" deep 10.5" high.
Useable area 16"w 105::h 11.5"cl.
Also available LESS PSU, with FANS etc. Internal dim.
19'.w. 16"d. 10.5"h. £19.95. Carriagb & insurance £9.50.

GE TERMIPRINTER
A massive purchase of these desk top
printer -terminals enables us to offer you
these quality 30 cps printers at a SUPER
LOW -PRICE against their original cost of
over £1000. Unit comprises of full OWERTY,
electronic keyboard and printer mech with
print face similar to correspondence quality
typewriter. Variable forms tractor unit
enables full width - up to 13.5" 120 column
paper, upper - lower case, standard RS232
serial interface, internal vertical and
horizontal tab settings, standard ribbon
adjustable baud rates quiet operation plus
many other features. Supplied complete
with manual. Guaranteed working E130.00 or
untested E55.00, optional floor stand £12 50
Carr & Ins £10.00.

DATA MODEMS
Join the communications revolution with our
range of EX TELECOM data modems Made to
most stringent spec and designed to operate
for 24 hrs per day. Units are made to the
CCITT 'tone spec. With RS232 i/o levels via
a 25 way 'D' skt. Units are sold in a tested
and working condition with data Permission
may be required for connection to PO lines.
MODEM 20-1 Compact unit for use with
MICRONET, PRESTEL or TELECOM GOLD
etc. 2 wire direct connect. 75 baud transmit
1200 baud receive. Data i/o via RS232 'D'
socket. Guaranteed working with data E4995
MODEM 20-2 same as 20-1 but 75 baud
receive 1200 baud transmit. £130.00
TFIANSDATA 307A 300 baud acoustic
coupler RS232 i/o £95.00 brand new.0 £4.50
NEW DSL2123 Multi Standard modem
selectable V21 300-300 bias, V23 75-1200,
V23 1200-75 full duplex. Or 1200-1200 half
duplex modes. Full auto answer via modem or
CPU. LED status indicators. CALL or ANS
modes Switchable CCITT or BELL 103 &
202. Housed in ABS case size only 2.5" x 8.5"
x 9". r288.00 + VAT
For further data or details on other EX STOCK
modems contact sales office.

Carriage on all modems 10.00 + VAT.
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SUPER PRINTER SCOOP
11Rtalp TRON/CS

739-2
The "Do verything Printer" at a price that will

NEVER be repeated. Standard CENTRONICS
parallel interface for direct connection to BBC,

ORIC, DRAGON etc. Superb print quality with full
pin addressable graphics and 4 type fonts plus

HIGH DEFINITION internal PROPORTIONAL SPACED

10' 111

MODE for WORD PROCESSOR applications. 80-132
columns, single sheet, sprocket or roll paper handling plus

much more. Available ONLY from DISPLAY ELECTRONICS
at the ridiculous price of ONLY E199.00 + VAT Complete with

full manual etc. Limited quantity -Hurry while stocks last.
Options. Interface cable (specify) for BBC, ORIC,V DRAGON or CENTRONICS 36 way pig £12.50. Spare ribbon

£3.50 each BBC graphics screen dump utility program £8:60.
Carriage and Ins. E10.00 + VAT

SPECIAL 300 BAUD MODEM OFFER
Another GIGANTIC purchase of these EX BRITISH TELECOM, BRAND
NEW or little used 2B data modems allows US to make the FINAL
REDUCTION, and for YOU to join the exciting world of data
communications at an UNHEARD OF PRICE OF ONLY £29.95. Made to
the highest POST OFFICE APPROVED spec at a cost of hundreds of
pounds each, the 2B has all the standard requirements for data base,
business or hobby communications. All this and more!!
 300 baud full duplex
 Full remote control
 CCITT tone standards
 Supplied with full data
 Modular construction
 Direct isolated connection

 CALL, ANSWER and AUTO modes
 Standard RS232 serial interlace
 Built in test switching
 240v Mains operation
 1 year full guarantee
 Just 2 wires to comms. line

Order now - while stocks last. Carriage and Ins. £10.00

8" 19M8 WINCHESTER DISK DRIVE
Made in the UK by a subsidiary of the World's largest disk drive manufacturer.
This BRAND NEW "end of line" unit offers an outstanding opportunity to add a
MASSIVE 19 mb of storage to your computer system. Superbly constructed
on a heavy die cast chassis the DRE 3100 utilises 3 x 8" plattens in a dust
free cavity. All drive functions are controlled by microprocessor electronics
using an INTEL 8035 cpu and TTL support logic. Data to the outside world is
via two comprehensive 8 bit TTL level bi directional data busses with full status
reporting for ease of interfacing. Many features such as Av. seek time 35 ms,
512 bytes per sector, +24,-24 and +5 v DC supply, plug in card system, and
compact size of approx. 19cm H x 21cm 'Al and 42cm D etc, etc, make this item
a real snip.

Units are BRAND NEW and BOXED and sold at a FRACTION of original cost
- hence unguaranteed. Complete with 150 page manual, circuits and
applications guide.

ONLY £225.00 Carriage £10.00
Suitable power supply unit - sold ONLY with drive £39.95.

PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD OFFER
An advantageous purchase of brand new surplus allows a great OWERTY, full travel.
chassis keyboard offer at fractions of their onginal costs.
ALPHAMERIC 7204/60 full ASCII 60 key, upper, lower + control key, parallel TTL
output plus strobe. Dim 12" x 6" +5 8-12 DC. 159. 50.
DEC LA34 Uncoded keyboard with 67 quality, GOLD, normally open switches on
standard X, Y matrix. Complete with 3 LED indicators 8 i/o cable - ideal micro
conversions etc pcb DIM 15" x 4.5"224.95 Carriage on keyboards £3.00.

66% DISCOUNT
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
EQUIPMENT

Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme which enables us to bring you the best possible
bargains, we have thousands of I.C. s. Transistors. Relays. Caps, P.C.B '5, Sub -assemblies.
Switches. etc. etc. surplus to our requirements. Because we don't have sufficient stocks of any
one item to include in our ads. we are packing all these items into the -BARGAIN PARCEL OF A
LIFETIME''. Thousands of components at giveaway prices' Guaranteed to be worth
at least 3 times what you pay Unbeatable value!! Sold by weight
2.5kIs £4.25 + pp 1.25 5kIs £5.90 + £1.80
10kIs £10.75 + pp £2.25 20 kls £17.50 + £4.75
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BUDGET RANGE
VIDEO MONITORS

At a price YOU can afford, our range of EX
EQUIPMENT video monitors defy
competition!! All are for 240v working with
standard composite video input. Units are
pre tested and set for up to 80 col use on
BBC micro. Even where MINOR screen
burns MAY exist- normal data displays are
unaffected.

1000's SOLD TO DATE
9" HITACHI very compact fully cased. dim.
21cm H x 21cm W x 22cm D. Black nit
white screen E44.95
12" KGM 320-321, high bandwidth input,
will display up to 132 columns x 25 lines.
Housed in attractive fully enclosed
brushed alloy case. B/W only E32,95
GREEN screenE39.95
24" KGM large screen black & white
monitor fully enclosed in light alloy case.
Ideal
ONLY E55.N

schools, shops, clubs etc.

14" BRAND NEW Novex COLOUR type
NC1414-CL. Many exacting features such
as RGB TTL and composite video input,
GREEN TEXT key, internal speaker and
audio amp. Even finished in BBC micro

ONLYET
matchin_g99.00colours. Fully guaranteed.

Carriage and ins on ALL videos £10.00

SEMICONDUCTOR
`GRAB BAGS

Mixed Semis amazing value contents
include transistors, digital, linear, I.C.'s triacs,
diodes, bridge recs., etc etc. All devices
guaranteed brand new full spec. with manu-
facturer's markings, fully guaranteed,
50+ £2.95 100+15.15.
TTL 74 Series A gigantic purchase of an
"across the board" range of 74 TTL series
La's enables us to offer 100+ mixed
"mostly TEL" grab bags at a price which two
or three chips in the bag would nnormally
cost to buy. Fully guaranteed all I.C.'s full
spec 100+E6.90 200+112.30 300+ E19.50

DEC EaiiitNER
BA11-MB 3.5" Box, PSU, LTC £385.00
DH11-AD 16 x RS232 DMA

interface £2100.00
DLV11-J 4 x EIA interface £310.00
DU P11 Sych. Serial data i/o £650.00
D211-13 8 line RS232 mux board £650.00
LA36 Decwriter EIA or 20 ma loop £270.00
LAXX-NW LA180 RS232 serial interface

and buffer option £130.00
LAX34-AL LA34 tractor feed £85.00
MS11-JP Unibus 32 kb Ram £80.00
MS11-LB Unibus 128 kb Ram £450.00
MS11-LD Unibus 256 kb Ram £850.00
MSC4804 Clbus (Equiv MSV11-L)

256 kb £499.00
PDP11/05 Cpu, Ram, i/o, etc. £450.00
PDP11/40 Cpu, 124k MMU £1850.00
RT11 ver. 3B documentation kit £70.00
RK05-J 2.5 Mb disk drives £650.00
KL8JA PDP 8 async i/o £175.00
MI8E PDP 8 Bootstrap option £75.00
VT50 VDU and Keyboard -

current loop £175.00

1000's of EX STOCK spares for DEC
PDP8, PDP8A, PDP11 systems &
peripherals. Call for details. All types of
Computer equipment and spares wanted
for PROMPT CASH PAYMENT.

All prices quoted are for U.K mainland, paid cash with order in Pounds Stirling PLUSVAT.MinimumordervalusE2.00, Minimum Credit
Card orderE10.00.Minimum BONA FIDE account orders from Government depts, Schools, Universities and established companies
12100 Where post and packing not indicated please ADD £1.00. + VAT Warehouse open Mon -Fri 9.30 - 5.30. Sat 10.15- 5.30.
We reserve the right to change prices andspecifications without notice. Trade, Bulk and Export enquiries welcome.

ri ri-7111161.fri- 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF
I i\LII lit- Telephone 01-679 4414 Telex 279246-.
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DISK DRIVES
LOW COST FLOPPIES

80 Track DSDD 1 .0Mb £135
40 Track DSDD 0.5Mb £135

WINCHESTERS
15 Mb half Height £600
27 Mb Full Height £750
SASI Controllers £335

PCB'S
8 x 8 NAS-BUS Compatible

Z80 CPU + 64K RAM £230
Video/Floppy Cont £199
64K RAM Card £150
256K RAM Card £285
Floppy/SASI/Serial £185
Serial/Parallel I/O £175
Real Time Clock £35

SOFTWARE
SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR MOST COM-

PUTERS SUPPLIED ON MOST FORMATS

SPECIAL OFFERS
CP/M Plus £199
WordStar/Mailmerge/Spellstar/Star Index Package
Price of £399

NEW! NEW! NEW!
8088 CPU + 256K RAM £525
Concurrent PC -DOS soon available for NAS-BUS

SYSTEMS
MAPCOM CP/M System £1760
RACPAK Dev. Pack £1995

Various configurations

MAP 80 SYSTEMS LTD
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED.
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND P&P.
SPECIAL OFFERS WHILE STOCKS LAST.
CALLERS WELCOME BY APPOINTMENT.
RING FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

UNIT 2, STONEYLANDS ROAD, EGHAM, SURREY. TEL: 0784 37674

- VALUE - VALUE - VALUE
ERICSSON

THE IBM
COMPATIBLE

P.O.A.

The recently launched ERICSSON PC is now available
from Wolfcrown. It is exceptionally IBM compatible
with extra features at a significantly lower price. On site
12 months warranty included with nationwide Ericsson
backup. Standard configuration includes 128Kb serial
and parallel ports, six expansion slots, ergonomic
amber monitor and splendid graphics. According to PC
USER "At 90% of whatever the current price of the IBM
PC happens to be, its an index linked bargain."

PC MULTI-USER BOARD

Why network when you can transform your PC into a
multi-user Alpha system supporting up to three
screens. Fit the sensational Alpha Micro 170 board into
your PC and it operates as a multi-user Alpha Micro PC
with access to MS-DOS. On board 128Kb memory,
clock/cal, MC68000 processor and full AMOSL
operating system and faculties.

£1,500+ VAT

ALPHA MICRO

MULTI-USER 10Mb WINCHESTER
MULTI -TASKING VCR BACKUP
UP TO SIX USERS SOFTWARE INC.

The AM1000, the smallest machine in the range is
based on the MC68000 and supports two users,
expandable up to six, and is available in various
configurations up to 40Mb and 1024Kb RAM memory.
We are offering a 10Mb system with two word
processing screens, operating system, BASIC language
Assembler, word processing, over 150 utilities, and
accounting software at the remarkable price of £7,250.
Extra users can be added at £650 per user.

IBM COMPATIBLE PC'S

PC -301 £095+ VAT
IBM PC compatible with 2x 360Kb floppy drives, colour
video board and expandable 128Kb multifunction card,
2 serial ports, parallel port, clock/cal and eight
expansion slots.

TOSHIBA PC from £1,795+ VAT
The new TOSHIBA PC offers IBM compatability with a
higher specification and bundled software with a value
of £700 including Peachpak, wp, spreadsheet etc.
192Kb RAM standard, parallel and serial ports.

IBM PC BOARDS
l lercules graphics card £315+£47.25 VAT
SIGMA multifunction card £245+£36.75 VAT
64Kb to 384 Kb RAM, seriallparallel ports, games port,
clock/calendar etc.

PRINTERS & MONITORS
SMITH -CORONA PRINTERS our price RRP
Fastext 80.80 col/80cps dot matrix £170 £195
D100 80 co1/120cps dot matrix £220 £249
D200 80 co1/160cps, NLQ, dot matrix £375 £420
D200 132 co1/160cps, NLQ, dot matrix £535 £595
Daisystep 2000 20cps daisywheel £239+£35.85 VAT
JUKI 6100 18cps daisywheel £340+£51.00 VAT
CP80 80cps dot matrix £179+£26.85 VAT
Riteman Slim -line printer 120cps £209+£31.36 VAT
Philips 12" Green monitor £79+£11.85 VAT

APPLE COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS
Slim -line disk drive £125+£18.75 VAT
Z80 card £39+£5.85 VAT
80a column card £45+ £6.75 VAT
Printer card and cable £45+ £6.75 VAT
Disk controller card £35+ £5.25 VAT
Full range of APPLE cards in stock, phone for prices

TO ORDER
Please telephone order particulars to 01-629 3603 or
visit our West End offices on the 1st Floor at 58 Jermyn
Street, London SW1Y 6LX.
Dealer enquiries are welcome.

1st FLOOR, 58 JERMYN STREET, LONDON SW1Y 6LX TELEPHONE 01-629 3603

- WOLFCROWN
ALSO AT PRICE GROUP, LOMBARD HOUSE, GREAT CHARLES STREET, BIRMINGHAM TELEPHONE 021-233 2286
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4's built-in clock calendar
chip. You can set the system
to call you at a certain time and give you
a message, and you can even set the
system to switch itself on.

More ambitious users can use the
Config program to set up the system to
their own specifications. Using config
you can set auto -power off, CP/M
function keys, country, cursor type,
date and time, disk drives, RAM disk,
communications, screen mode and the
printer port.

Auto -power off is the amount of time
the system will allow itself to do nothing
before it switches itself off to preserve
power. Function keys allows you to
assign CP/M commands to the prog-
rammable function keys; disk drives
allows you to assign logical device
names to the physical devices; and
RAM disk allows you to set the size of
the internal RAM disk.

The review system was supplied with
the Basic ROM for Bench marking pur-
poses. This is much the same as the
Epson PX-8 ROM Basic, which in turn is
an enhanced version of Microsoft
Basic -80.

Applications software
The Dialtex-4 is supplied with Talbot
Computers' lntext text processing/
communications software, which was
specifically designed for journalists to
write copy in the field and then send it
quickly down the phone line to the
office. It's equally applicable where text
processing/comms facilities are
needed in any field.

Intext is simple and straightforward
to use. When the program is run, it

BENCHTEST

presents a menu containing
the following options: E(dit),

C(ommunications), Lload), Plrint),
F(inish), N(ew), D(ialtext), S(ave),
Ultilities) and R(ecover Text).

Edit takes you into a blank screen
where you can type and edit your text.
The ROM version will be able to handle
2500 to 3000 words before it runs out of
space; because the review program
was not in ROM, less space was
available for text.

The editing functions are fairly basic,
but certainly substantial enough to
allow you to produce a rough copy in
the field. Page formatting and printer
codes can be embedded in the text,
which enhances the printout.

Edit mode is ended by hitting the
STOP key, at which point the system
asks if you want to save the file. All
documents are stored as standard
CP/M ASCII files, although imbedded
printer codes do use eight bits which
might look odd if you try toTYPE thefile.

Communications allows you to con-
nect the Dialtex-4 to a modem or
acoustic coupler and upload or down-
load files to a remote system. I had no
trouble logging on to Telecom Gold and
the like, and the system certainly has
potential. You can also echo everything
that goes on to a printer in order to keep
a record of your work.

Load loads a file into the editor. Print
is a print processor which allows you to
set margins, the number of copies to be
printed, page length, and so on. Finish
takes you back to the operating system,
and New clears out the editor.

Dialtext is another communications
option. It's a blocked transmission

Technical specifications
Processor:

ROM:

RAM:
Mass storage:

Keyboard:

Size:
I/0:

DOS:
Bundled software:
Power:

CMOS Z80 main processor running at 3,68MHz,
CMOS 7508 for keyboard and power sensing
32k operating system, plus up to two other 32k
applications ROMs
64k
Optional RAM disk, floppy disk, microcassette or
external cassette recorder
Either 72 -key typewriter style, or specialised
membrane customised keyboard
34mm x 297mm x 216mm
Bar code reader, cassette, two x RS232, parallel
printer, system bus
ROM -based CP/M
Intext text processing/comms software
Either external supply four AA -type dry cells, or
rechargeable equivalents

In perspective
In terms of price, the machine is competing with the Kyocera machines-
Tandy 100, NEC and Olivetti M10- and it has the edge overthese machines.
It's better engineered, runs CP/M and, with the Intext software, offers more
features than the Kyocera systems.

Although the comparison with the Kyocera machines is interesting, it's
largely academic because the Dialtext-4 is aimed at vertical markets and is
therefore not available in High Street shops. If you want one, you'll haveto go
direct to Talbot.

communications protocol which
allows you to send files to another
Talbot communications system. Since
this system blocks the data it has the
advantage of being more secure than
the normal communications option,
but it will only work with other Talbot
systems.

Utilities allows you to get a file
directory or to delete a file. The
directory option contains the quaint
message: 'Do not select a drive which is
not connected.' Of course I did, and the
program bombed out to the operating
system. I hope this will be fixed on the
final versions.

The final option is Recover Text -
this is very useful. If you accidentally
switch off the machine without saving
your text, you can use this option to get
it back. Very handy.

Intext is fun. I like the idea of the
communications and the editor being
together. The 40 -column screen is a
restriction but for short documents it's
acceptable, and the same applies to the
editor.

Documentation
The Dialtex-4 was supplied with three
manuals: one for the system, one for
the Basic and one for the Intext
software. The first two were thick,
book -bound A5 style, while the latter
was a typeset 30 -page booklet.

All three were adequate.

Prices
The Dialtex-4 with CP/M, utilities and
the Intex program costs £649. This
includes an optional module which can
be either a micro printer, a microcasset-
te unit or a 64k RAM capsule. Extra
capsules cost around £130 each.

The specially designed carrying case
will set you back £50, the disk drive
costs £360 and the Epson P-40 printer
weighs in at £95.

Conclusion
On the hardware side, I found a great
deal to like about the Dialtex-4. It's very
well made and offers that reassuring
feel you find on the likes of Hewlett
Packard kit rather than on £600 budget
portables.

Although it doesn't break any new
technological ground, it does have the
overriding advantage of usability. The
screen may be small, but at least you
can read it.

On the software side, the lntext
communications/text processing soft-
ware is more than adequate for provid-
ing rough copy in the field.

If you need processing/comms ability
in a cheap package, and you're pre-
pared to talk to Talbot direct ratherthan
explore your local High Street, then add
this machine to your list.
Further details from Talbot Computers
on (0202) 519282. END
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SCREENTEST

Mind your language!
There's a world of languages to explore beyond Basic. If it's structure you're

after, try Pascal or its offspring Modula-2. If it's artificial intelligence that
appeals, then try Lisp or Logo - while a preview of Mac Basic proves that

language can still come up with a few suprises.

Adam Denning examines
two Pascal compilers:
Computer One's Pascal for
the QL and Amsoft's for the
Amstrad CPC 464.

How do you judge a Pascal compiler?
By its speed of operation, efficiency of
the runtime code or the capabilities of
the language itself? Nowthat Computer
One has released a compiler for the QL
and Hisoft is following its Spectrum
Pascal with an Amstrad version, it's
interesting to see if a Z80 'old tech'
machine can beat a 68000 beast at its
own game.

COMPUTER ONE PASCAL
Computer One Pascal costs £39.95 and
is supplied on microdrive cartridge with
a manual which describes the system
and the implementation of the lan-
guage. The package includes a full
screen editor and the language has
been extended to take advantage of the
QL's capabilities. Rather than compil-
ing to pure 68000 machine code, this

system translates the source into an
interpretative code similar to p -Code or
BCPL CINTCODE. A runtime interpreter
then executes this code when the
program is run.

The choice between a full compiler
and one producing interpretative code
is a difficult compromise. Full compila-
tion needs a much larger system and
the actual compilation process should
be slower. It's also very much more
difficult to write a full compiler for a new
machine than it is to write one based
around an interpretative system. This is
because the code to which the Pascal
source program is compiled can be
written for an idealised machine, so it's
easier to write a compiler; the only
stage which takes any timeto develop is
the interpreter which is obviously
machine -dependent. An interpretative
code is almost certainly going to result
in a more compact compiled product
but it is inevitably going to lose out on
execution speed. We'll discuss below
whether an interpretative system run-
ning on a 68000 can compete against a
fully compiled Z80 system.

Computer One Pascal is started in the
normal auto -boot manner, but is in-
teresting in that its first action is to
reserve some resident procedure space
and load a machine code extension to
SuperBasic into it. This extension is a
procedure called PASCAL and, once
linked into the SuperBasic name list, is
available as an immediate entry into
Pascal by simply typing PASCAL and
pressing ENTER.

This loads the command system
which manifests itself as a menu with
eight options, the first of which is 'Edit'.
Edit runs the screen editor and is
suitable for its intended purpose,
although it suffers in comparision with
other editors for the QL. There is only a
basic command structure, such as

search and replace, and, unless special
symbols are used, lines cannot extend
from one line to another. Nevertheless,
it iscapable of editing almost any sort of
textfile of quite reasonable length. If the
editor was the first one of its kind that a
QL owner would be likely to use, then
that user would no doubt be quite
satisfied, but there are numerous other
products of this ilk which are far better
in terms of facilities.

One interesting feature which de-
pends on both the Computer One editor
and the compiler, is the error -messag-
ing system. Whenever a compiler error
occurs it is put into an error file. When
the original source is then edited to
remove the errors, this error file is
included, with each error message
being reproduced at the right point in
the program. The errors can then be
easily corrected and the file re -saved.
The errors are not saved with the source
and are in a protected form inside the
editor as they cannot be deleted.

The next menu option is 'Compile'.
This prompts for the name of the file to
be compiled, which must have an
extension of _pas but can be on any
drive. The system defaults automatical-
ly to drive two and assumes the
extension, so compilation of a file
called, say, mdv2_PCWProg_pas could
be initiated simply by typing PCWProg
in response to the prompt. The connpil-
ertakes some timeto do its job, which is
rather disturbing as compilation to
interpretative code need not be this
slow. Of course some of the delay is
attributable to the relatively bad per-
formance of the microdrives, but even
so it seems certain that the system's
compilation speed could be improved.
The resultant object code is put into a
file with the same name as the source
but with a new extension of _gip, which
we are told means 'QL Pascal'!
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There are a number of compiler
options which may be selected in the
normal way, including switching the
listing on or off, but there is no way to
print or save the listing as it's produced.
The default option is that no listing is
produced, so only error messages are
echoed to the screen. This seems as
sensible as any other choice.

Perhaps the majorfailing point of this
package is that it doesn't provide a
really useful utility for two reasons.
Firstly, it's not multi -tasking, so it's not
possible to have another job running
concurrently. Or if it is, no details are

given as to how this may be done. More
importantly the compiled code can only
be run from the command menu. There
is no option for producing standalone
code despite the relative ease with
which this could be done. It only needs
an interpreter and a subset of the
runtimes to be readily distributable. As
it stands any programs developed with
Computer One Pascal can only be used
by the owners of the package, which
rules out the possibility of commercial
development of programs.

The product also suffers from a
severe lack of standardisation, as prog-

rams developed using the more
esoteric facilities available are very
unlikely to be easily ported across to a
more general Pascal compiler. In this
respect it defeats its own object.

Of course any programs which are
developed under Computer One Pascal
will conform to the general syntax rules
of Pascal, which are favou red by a great
many programmers - so its use as an
in-house (or in -home!) utility writing
tool is still a possibility.

Pascal was originally designed as a
teaching language which manifests
itself in the strong typing and block
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structure of the language. While it's not
generally possible to interface to the
operating system of the host machine
as easily and closely as, say, C or BCPL,
it is capable of allowing very complex
programs to be written with relative
ease. It is one of the most verbose of
languages, though, so a programmer
who is at the stage of deciding what
language to use in writing a particular
application should study those avail-
able with care. Computer One Pascal is
capable of machine level interfacing via
the numerous calls, PEEKs, POKEs and
defined types representing the 68000
address and data registers, but Pascal
isn't intended for that sort of thing.

AMSOFT PASCAL
Amsoft Pascal for the Amstrad CPC 464
is produced by Hisoft, which has
developed similar products for other
Z80 machines from the Spectrum to
CP/M and MSX, including the first
Spectrum C compiler. The Spectrum
Pascal compiler is particularly notable
for its almost standard syntax and the
immense speed of both compilation
and execution. The Amstrad version
shares the same features as its older
brother but it's considerably more
expensive. And surprisingly slow.

The compiler comes on a cassette
with two manuals: a reference text for
the compiler and a basic tutorial to the
language. The latter includes numer-
ous examples and seems to fulfil its
purpose quite well. On the reverse side
of the cassette is a complete set of turtle
graphics procedures, such as LEFT,
FORWARD and TURN.

The compiler is loaded via a small
Basic interface routinewhich allows the
user to specify how much RAM the
compiler will have available to it. By
allocating less than is available it is
possible to reserve space for the user
machine code routines or whatever. As
the choice of this value necessarily
requires a deeper knowledge of the
machine then would perhaps be ex-
pected, the setting can be defaulted by
pressing ENTER. A further five minutes
and the complete compiler is loaded
and started.

It displays a Help menu showing the
meanings of all the single letter com-
mands available from the integral
editor. This editor is a reasonable line
editor which has a long pedigree, being
seen on the Spectrum, various CP/M
machines, the Sharp, NewBrain and
MSX computers. It allows renumber-
ing, line deletion, block moves, and
global or selective search and replace.
Although it's a line editor and therefore
produces line numbers, these numbers
are totally irrelevant to Pascal. Some
people will never accept line editors, so
a compromise has been made with the
basic screen editing facilities of the
Amstrad in order that the COPY key can
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SCREENTEST
be used in conjunction with the read
and write cursors. This enables rather
simpler, but less powerful, line altera-
tion.

Once the program has been written it
must obviously be compiled. Here the
Hisoft product scores a distinct advan-
tage over its QL counterpart. Compila-
tion is very fast indeed, although it can
be slowed down by having a listing,
which obviously makes the compila-
tion speed dependant on the Amstrad's
notoriously slow screen -handling. A
further feature here is the inclusion of
other source files from tape during
compilation, allowing for rudimentary
library facilities. This obviously slows
compilation down even further, but it is
a useful facility. If a compilation listing
is requested, then the machine addres-
ses corresponding to each statement or
block is produced in hex alongside the
relevant line, giving it the appearance of
an upmarket assembler listing. These
addresses are useful for debugging, as
runtime errors are reported in terms of
address.

The usual compiler options such as
printer listing, array bound checking,
and so on, are all available and the final
compilation of a program would nor-
mally switch off all unnecesary checks
in order to make the code run faster. The
object code produced by the compiler
can be saved to tape along with the
relevant runtimes, allowing programs
to stand alone. This is a major scoring
point over Computer One's Pascal for
the QL as it means that serious applica-
tions can be written in Pascal and then
distributed as commercial software.
And this must be regarded as fun-
damentally important.

Hisoft Pascal, in common with its QL
partner, allows easy access to machine
code and host machine facilities via the
USER and INLINE procedures for
machine code and the EXTERNAL
procedure for the Amstrad RSXs. It also
supports all the usual data types a and all
the Pascal reserved words and ex-
pected built-in functions except for a
few not too serious omissions:
No file types
No variant fields in records
Pointers cannot address pointers
Procedures and functions cannot be
used as parameters

The first two are currently being
rectified for the next release of the
compiler, although they will un-
doubtedly be seen on the Spectrum

first. The floating point (real!)
mathematics routines are also being
improved to allow numbers of up to 12
significant digits precision. The poin-
ters' limitation means that structures
(such as linked lists) have to be
constructed in a non standard way. This
means that this section of code would
not compile on other machines and the
ability to use functions and procedures
as parameters is a little used and a
'definitely not recommended' feature
of Pascal anyway.

As I mentioned earlier, this compiler
produces pure Z80 machine code. In
theory this means it should execute
faster than the interpretative code
produced by the QL compiler. Tests
show that in most cases it does, and
comes out to be on average 13 per cent
faster using the PCW Pascal Ben-
chmarks (see December issue, page
195). However, it is slower at handling
FOR . . . DO loops, integer assig nments
and procedure calls of all varieties. Not
very much slower, but it could be
significant in certain applications.
Taken together, the QL and Amstrad
compilers seem to compete in terms of
operating speed just as expected, but if
the most unlikely competitor is taken
into consideration, the Spectrum, both
products seem to be the real snails of
the Pascal race! The Spectrum Pascal
compiler is incredibly fast, its object
code executing two and a half times as
fast as the Amstrad's and three times as
fast as the QL's. It's only ever slower
than either of the other machines in
calculations involving reals, and in
some cases it is five times faster than
Computer One's QL Pascal.

In order to get things into perspec-
tive, the QL compiler does produce
interpretative code and it has to be
looked after by the QDOS scheduler,
which handles multi -tasking. This
means that although it is the only job
(multi -tasking program) in the
machine, its speed will be cut down
compared to a similar system running
on a single -tasking machine. It's diffi-
cult to gauge how much speed loss this
caters for, but the absolute maximum
has got to be 20 per cent. This is almost
insignificant compared to the Spec-
trum but dangerous for the Amstrad.

Discussions with Hisoft as to why
Amstrad's Pascal is slower produced
the expected answer of 'blame it on the
firmware', so I did a few experiments.
According to Hisoft the code appears
slow because the keyboard check
option was not turned off, and the
Amstrad keyboard check is a compli-
cated ROM -based routine which is
called every time around a loop. This
means that if the keyboard checks were
turned off, the Amstrad compiler
should produce code which runs at a
speed comparable to that produced by
the Spectrum compiler. To testthis out
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took a few representative Benchmark
programs and re -compiled them with
the specified option switched off.

While this may seem to bias things in
the Amstrad's favour it must be remem-
bered that the QL Pascal performs as
well as could be expected for an
interpretative system, so speed is not
the contention with that product. After
all, if Amstrad Pascal is still slow after
the keyboard checks have been turned
off,then theconclusion must be thatthe
compiler is badly written, while I am
drawing no such conclusions about the
QL product. Conversely, if the removal
of keyboard checks does noticeably
speed up the Amstrad programs, then it
must be a reflection on the tardiness of
the operating system in the machine.

The results were quite startling. The
timings now compared favourably with
the Spectrum timings, mostly a little
higher but often lower. When the
keyboard checks were turned off for the
Spectrum too, the Amstrad lost ground
again, but the results are fairly marginal
and the end product shows that the
code produced by the Amstrad compil-
er runs about 30 per cent slower than
the corresponding Spectrum code. The
Benchmark results are given below
with all compilers having keyboard
checks, so remember that each product
produces very much more reasonable
results with these checks off.

CONCLUSION
Computer One Pascal for the QL at
£39.95 is a very comprehensive product
with many non-standard but useful
data types and pre -defined identifiers.
Its compilation speed is hindered by the
microdrives and by the fact that the
compiler itself is written in Pascal. As it
cannot provide standalone programs it
must be viewed as a system for
individual use rather than product
development. The near future will see
the release of a full ISO Pascal compiler
for the QL which will produce native
code and thus will support standalone
applications programs. This will cost at
least £59.95.

Amsoft Hisoft Pascal for the Amstrad

(£34.95) is a version of the popular
Hisoft compiler forZ80 machines which
can produce individual applications
prog rams and is, therefore, more useful
in the long term. It is not yet as
comprehensive as it might be, but that
is mainly because of the limitations of
the standard under which it was de-
signed and the comparative lack of
memory in a Z80 machine. It is severely
hampered by the Amstrad firmware
unless special precautions are taken. It
is the better product for the beginner.

Both products are very worthwhile
provided one is aware of each pack-
age's limitations. It is unlikely that any
company would attempt to compete
with Amsoft in the production of
another Pascal compiler for the Am-
strad but the QL market is wide open.

Volition Systems' Modula-2
is available for a wide variety
of machines. David Lightfoot
looks at its implementation
on the IBM PC.
Modula-2 is a high-level programming
language designed as a successor to
Pascal by Professor Niklaus Wirth, who
also designed Pascal. It is particularly
suitable for systems programming on
small computers.

In 1970, Professor Wirth formulated a
new programming language, principal-
ly for the purpose of teaching struc-
tured programming. This language,
Pascal, became widely known and

Benchmarks Spectrum Amstrad QL
magnifier 0.85 2.95 1.00
forloop 7.10 29.50 11.00
whileloop 8.90 33.80 45.10
repeatloop 7.80 30.50 40.10
literalassign 7.50 30.50 22.00
memoryaccess 7.80 30.40 20.70
realarithmetic 20.70 19.90 43.80
realalgebra 21.40 20.80 37.90
vector 17.00 40.50 77.50
equalif 10.60 33.50 42.50
noparameters 6.50 18.60 15.30
unequalif 10.60 33.40 40.50
value 7.20 19.50 18.70
reference 7.20 19.40 17.50
maths 9.30 9.00 10.20

All results are in seconds and each was run with keyboard checks ON.
Times drastically improve if these checks are removed.

used, thanks mainly to the portable
so-called p -Code (Pascal code) imple-
mentations, resulting from work at
Professor Wirth's Institut fur Informatik
(at ETH Zurich) and at the University of 
California at San Diego (UCSD).

However, Pascal was never intended
to be a systems programming lan-
guage and it deliberately discouraged
knowledge of the underlying hardware
and operating system. Its use in this role
required the inclusion of additional
features and was never entirely satis-
factory. During the 1970s Wirth and his
colleagues worked on further concepts
in programming languages, particular-
ly in systems programming which has
traditionally been the domain of
assembler (low-level) languages, and
in expressing the concepts of concur-
rency in high-level languages. This
work resulted in the experimental
language Modula ('MODUlar LAn-
guage').

Although Modula-2 was designed
with a particular machine in mind,
'Lilith', it is also an appropriate prog-
ramming language for most machines
and is available for a variety of systems
including the IBM PC. On the PC, the
system can be run free-standing -that
is, without needing support from the
IBM's operating system. On the XT
model, and optionally on the PC,
Modula-2 is run on top of the operating
system and can access data produced
by programs in other languages. It is
especially suitable for systems -level
programming but has significant
advantages over Pascal for applica-
tions programming.

Modula-2 offers advantages over
Pascal in four distinct areas:
Modern syntax -the BEGIN and END
compound statements of Pascal have
been replaced by the notion of a
statement sequence and each struc-
tured statement has an explicittermina-
tor - END. The CASE statement has an
ELSE -part, as does the variant record.

There is no GOTO statement but
instead a LOOP...EXIT...END state-
ment, RETURN for premature quitting
of a procedure (or module) and a HALT
statement. Further small improve-
ments have been made on Pascal in
many areas of the language.
Modules -the module is a new device
for structuring programs. It adds to the
familiar hierarchical block structure
and forms the basis for a method of
separate compilation which retains full
type -checking across separate prog-
ram texts, unlike the traditional inde-
pendent compilation schemes of For-
tran and C.

The module as a compilation unit
allows complex operations (including
all input-output) to be supplied in
library modules, provided either by
implementors or software houses, or
by users themselves.
Low-level facilities- unlike Pascal, it's
possible to take advantage of details of
the machine, but unlike the C program-
ming language this access is made
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explicit and can even be denied by
implementations if required.
Concurrency - Modula-2 offers a

low-level device for concurrent prog-
ramming in the form of the 'coroutine'.
This simple device allows more soph-
isticated synchronisation facilitiesto be
programmed as needed. The source
code of a scheduler based on 'signals' is
presented in Professor Wirth's book as
a practical example of the use of
coroutines, and this forms the body of
one of the library modules.

One of the main difficulties with
high-level languages is their relatively
poor portability. Even Pascal suffers,
despite the recent ISO standard. It also
frequently needs sections to be written
in low-level language due to its res-
tricted areas of application. This use of
low-level code limits portability fu rther.

Modula-2 offers improvements in
several ways:
(1) The language is defined by a
thirty -page document called Report on
The Programming Language Modula-2
which forms part of Professor Wirth's
book on the language - Programming
in Modula-2. Although this document is
too informal in style to be ideal for
implementors, it's very readable and is
therefore of value to the ordinary
programmer.
(2) Unlike Pascal, modifications to the
language made by implementors must
be reported to ETH Zurich. Im-
plementors are working with Professor
Wirth to agree on improvements and to
agree the content of the library mod-
ules, which form an essential part of
every implementation. Fortunately,
there is a high degree of cooperation in
these areas and within MODUS - the
Modula-2 Users' Association.
(3) The module facility of the language
allows system detailsto be hidden from
the normal, applications -level prog-
rammer and, although library modules
may be implemented differently from
one machine to another, they can all
present a consistent interface to the
programmer.

The package consists of the:
Compiler. This generates an intermedi-
ate code (p -Code) which must then be
interpreted. Unfortunately, Volition has
implemented the language with a

one -pass compiler. This approach is
quite suitable for Pascal, which was
designed to make one -pass compila-
tion natural, but does not work well for
Modula-2. In particular, it upsets Mod-
ula-2's rules of scope and also necessi-
tates a change to the language (the
directive FORWARD must be used with
mutually recursive procedures- as in
Pascal).

Otherwise, the compiler conforms
well to Wirth's report. There are no
apparent omissions, and extensions
are available only on the inclusion of a
compiler directive. Certain differences
in implementations can be attributed to

SCREENTEST
the somewhat informal style of Wirth's
report which leaves certain points
unclear. Volition understands the spirit
of the language well and appreciates
the value of minimising the number of
extensions or differences.

The major extension is the retaining
of the concept of a packed data -
structure from Pascal. This is the only
mechanism which allows the program-
mer control over the representation of
data in the machine, but there is

Modula-2 is an excellent
programming language

for implementing
software on small

systems such as the IBM
PC. It offers all the

benefits of Pascal with
the flexibility of C,

without the complexity of
Ada.'

disagreement as to whether or not this
facility should be incorporated in the
language. Fortunately, Volition's ex-
tensions can be used only if a compiler
directive is given, so the programmer
who likes to keep programs standard
should not get confused.

Asmal I implementation requirement
is the inclusion of the SEG loader
directive in definition modules. The DIV
and MOD operators do not work for
variables of type CARDINAL (non -
negative integers) when the values
exceed the maximum integer. This
does not sound serious but it has upset
one of my programs and limits the
usefulness of the type CARDINAL.

The most recent mi nor changestothe
language have not yet been incorpo-
rated, but this is not surprising and I
know of only one implementor who has
so far made all the changes.

One standard extension (used by
Wirth for the Lilith) is the possibility of
including low-level language instruc-
tions in a so-called 'code procedure'. In
this implementation the low-level lan-
guage can be either p -Code or the IBM
PC machine code. This facility can be
used to overcome to some degree the
disadvantages of interpretative code in
time -critical sections of programs.
Modula-2 Library. The module concept

and separate compilation make it possi-
ble for the Modula-2 language to be
very simple. For example, there are no
statements for input and output in the
language; procedures for accom-
plishing these operations must be
imported from standard modules.
Although the language permits primi-
tive input/output operations to be
programmed, in terms of interrupts,
input ports, and so on, the normal
programmer will not wish to do this.
Wirth has defined a small number of
standard modules for this and similar
purposes which have been im-
plemented by Volition.

The following four types of modules
are supplied:
Library - as defined by Wirth in his
book. Implemented by Volition except
those relating to high -resolution raster
graphics, windows and mice. Later to
be extended to include those agreed by
implementors and by MODUS.
System -dependent- in this case those
particular to Volition and the p -system.
Volition has devised a set of file control
and input/output routines which will be
common to all implementations. These
will eventually be replaced by a stan-
dard set of modules, after discussion
among implementors and MODUS.

My only dislike is Volition's tendency
to offer operations as functions which
return a value indicating the degree of
success. This is a style of programming
more appropriate to an expression -
based language such as C and is
unnatural in Modula-2. I prefer func-
tions to be used for evaluation of a
result only, and for operations to be
performed by procedures. For exam-
ple: function IsOpen returning TRUE or
FALSE and procedure Open to cause
the file to be opened.
Machine -dependent - modules IBM -
Stuff and SYSTEM86 pertain directly to
the IBM PC, in particular they relate to
low-level facilities. These supplement
the (standard) facilities offered in all
'implementations by the module
SYSTEM.
User -defined - those constructed by
particular users for their own purposes.
Linking loader. One of the pleasures of
developing programs in Modula-2 is
the way that management of the
component modules is done for you by
the system. You can use a module
library, similar to the library of units in
UCSD. During program development
you don't need to use libraries: linking
is done dynamically and version check-
ing is performed rigorously by the
system. For example, it is possible to
put together a small modular program
consisting of a main module and a
subsidiary module very simply. The
subsidiary module must, bythe rules of
the language, be composed of two
separate source files, called the defini-
tion module and the implementation
module. The definition describes what
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facilities are offered by the module to its
clients, and the implementation states
how the facilities are implemented. It
follows that the implementation mod-
ule can be changed without necessitat-
ing a recompilation of its clients, as long
as it does not conflict with its former
definition.

The system ensures that the defini-
tion module is compiled before either
its clients or its implementation. The
process of editing an implementation
module, recompiling it and running the
suite again, is much faster and safer
than the equivalent in older languages.
UCSD p -system. This is very similar to
the operating system on other
machines such as the Apple II.
Advanced System Editor (ASE). This is
an improvement on the normal p -
System editor with additional facilities.
The ASE can handle large text files by
automatically swapping data in and out
of memory, and it allows the user to
define special 'function keys'. It can
display catalogue information so that
you can move from editing one file to
another without having to quit the
editor, enter the Filer, request a listing
of the volume and then return to the
editor. I found thisfacilityvery useful, as
is the possibility of displaying the first
line of each file.
Pascal compiler (VS). VS Pascal is a
dialect of standard Pascal with many
UCSDfeatures but not including UNITs.
'p -nix' shell. A useful facility of (most
implementations of) Modula-2 is the
possibility to call up another program
'on top of an existing program. This
makes it possible to write command
language interpreters, or shell pro-
grams, as simple Modula-2 programs.
This implementation includes a Unix -
like shell, unfortunately named 'p -nix'.
It includes the better-known Unix utili-
ties and can be extended by the user. It
also includes 'I/O redirection' and
'pipes'.
RAM disk. When using a machine with
large amounts of random-access mem-
ory (RAM), parts of this memory can be
designated to appearto programs to be
a disk. This means that data normally
handled slowly on the disk is handled
very quickly on the RAM disk. It is
important to remember, however, that
the RAM disk is volatile. Unlike a real
disk, of course, its contents disappear
when you turn the power off, so you
need to remember to make copies on to
a real disk.

The documentation includes a copy
of Programming in Modula-2 by Nik-
laus Wirth which includes the Reporton
the Programming Language Modula-2.
The Report is the definitive document
on the language, and the book includes
several example programs which illus-
trate the programming of graphics and
the Lilith computer. This is a well -
produced book but it's not intended as a
tutorial for beginners.

However, it should be possible for
anyone with a reasonable knowledge of
Pascal to master the syntax of the

language in a few hours.
In addition, there are several docu-

ments produced by Volition which
come in a fashionable, small -format
binder. These are: the Modula-2 User's
Manual - an introduction to the
sections that follow; the Introduction to
Modula-2-this is essentially for Pascal
programmers and includes good ex-
amples contrasting Pascal and Modula-
2. It concentrates on those areas of
Modula-2 which will be new to Pascal
programmers, such as modules, proce-
dure variables, coroutines; Standard
library-this is the text of the definition
modules with explanations of some of
the modules prescribed by Wirth (In -
Out, RealinOut, Terminal, Storage,
Program, Processes) and those defined
by Volition, which are standard across
their implementations of Modula-2 on a
range of machines (Texts, Reals, Files);
the Utility library - this includes
Wirth's MathLibO (sin, cos, and so on)
and Volition's Decimals, Strings, Con-
versions, ASCII. I am not quite sure of
the distinction between 'standard' and

The user who is very
much concerned with

speed may be bothered
by the interpreted nature
of the implementation,
but, to a certain extent,
the code procedure can
overcome this problem.'

'utility' in this context. One small
complaint is Volition's technique of
documenting a type as if it is opaque (its
structure is not visible to the client)
when it is in fact visible. Although this is
done for a good reason, it confused my
understanding of opaque types; the
Modula-2 on the UCSD Pascal system
- this covers the library system, the
compiler and how to use the system. It
includes compiler directives for list-
ings, non-standard features and half -
ASCII keyboards; the Modula-2Operat-
ing System - this covers the batch
command interpreter (used to auto-
mate repetitive system tasks), the shell
command interpreter ('p -nix'), the file
manager, the Pascal compiler, the
utility programs; the Modula-2 on the
IBM PC-this document shows where
the IBM PC version differs from the
others and how Modula-2 interactswith
the IBM's operating system. It includes
machine representations of data types
and definitions of modules IBMStuff
and SYSTEM86, and the module Wides
which gives access to the IBM's 8087
coprocessor; the ASE User's Manual;
and Example Programs - these are
provided on disk and are designed to
demonstrate aspects of the language.
Each one contains documentation in
the form of a comment and can be
compiled and run.

The documentation is well -produced
and comprehensible. It has been pro-

duced using the ASE and a 'SPRINTER -
2' text formatter. The advantage of this
is a relative scarcity of typographical
errors.

A small objection is the placing of the
indexes at the end of each section. This
is obviously very convenient to the
writers, but does make it hard to find
sections until you are familiar with the
structure of the manuals.

Volition's documentation has a

tendency to imply that certain of its
extensions are part of the standard
language. These extensions include:
return type of functions being any type,
SET OF CHAR, and prescribing the
address of a variable.

CONCLUSION
Modula-2 is an excellent programming
language for implementing software
on small systems such as the IBM PC. It
offers all the benefits of Pascal with the
flexibility of C (without sacrificing
security), and without the complexity of
Ada. It's easy for a Pascal programmer
to learn the syntax of Modula-2.

Volition Systems' Modula-2 is a

well -engineered implementation of the
language with only minor points that
would upset a purist. On the whole it
keeps to the spirit of the language,
unlike many implementations of Pas-
cal. In addition to the language, you get
the Unix -like shell, the Advanced Sys-
tem Editor and a practical library.

The user who is very much concerned
with speed may be bothered by the
interpreted nature of the implementa-
tion, but, to a certain extent, the code
procedure can overcome this problem.

If you use other machines for which
Volition implements Modula-2 (for ex-
ample, Apple II, Sage), then you will
probably value the portability that
Volition's modules give across this
range. In any case, the portability of
Modula-2 across all implementations is
relative and will improve asthe standar-
disation of the library proceeds.

I am slightly bothered bythe effects of
the one -pass compilation, but they do
not affect many of my programs. I'd
have liked to get at the graphics (and a
mouse) of the IBM through a conve-
nient module (such as the Turtle -
Graphics available in UCSD Pascal and
in Volition's Modula-2 on the Apple 2).
However, I know that the situation
regarding graphics on the IBM PC is
complicated, so perhaps I should not
complain. I can probably do the work
myself using the low-level facilities of
the language. These are small corn -
plaints and I would not let them prevent
me from recommending this imple-
mentation.

The Volition package for the PC is
available in the UK from Triangle
Software, 14 Honeywell Road, London
SW11 (tel : 01-2234192). It costs £365, as
does the Apple II version, but the Sage II
or IV implementation costs £439. An
Apple II package without ASE is avail-
able for £279. All prices exclude VAT.
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Adam Denning looks at
Metacomco's Lisp
interpreter for the QL.
Lisp is different from other computer
languages in that it is more suited to
dealing with objects than numbers.
These objects can range from single
items known as 'atoms' to a collection
of items known as a 'list'. Indeed, Lisp
takes its name from LISt Processing,
which is just what it does. A list can be a
collection of atoms or other lists from
none (the empty list) to an arbitrary
number.

Three basic functions - CAR, CDR
and CONS-are provided in every Lisp
system to handle lists. The first returns
the first element in a list, the second
returns the list minus the first element
and, finally, CONS constructs a list out
of simpler objects. The first two take
their names from the internal registers
of the original machine on which Lisp
was implemented, and, in theory at
least, every Lisp function can be built in
terms of these three fundamentals. (It
wouldn't be a very pleasant task to
attempt, though.)

A Lisp program consists of a number
of functions, which may well call
themselves or other functions, which in
turn call the original function. These
techniques are known as recursion and
mutual recursion respectively, and are
fundamental to the language. Although
modern Lisps make it easy to write
non -recursive functions using LOOP,
WHILE, UNTIL and other similar func-
tions, older Lisp prog rammers are loath
to use them. Nevertheless, recursion
remains as important to Lisp as 'types'
are to Pascal.

What is Lisp used for? Well, general-
ly, anything that doesn't involve too
much number -crunching; the obvious
and almost cliched applications being
knowledge -based systems and artifical
intelligence programs.

An introductory tutorial to Lisp was
recently published in PCW (see 'Teach
Yourself Lisp', July -December 1984),
but having a book and a representative
interpreter is by far the best way to gain
familiarity with the language.

SCREENTEST
One recent interpreter for the QL

comes from Metacomco of Bristol,
which already offers a range of lan-
guages for this machine. The company
now provides an assembler, an editor, a
BCPL compiler and this Lisp system,
and it is shortly to add ISO Pascal.

QL Lisp costs £59.95 and is supplied
on microdrive cartridge with a fairly
large manual and numerous example
prog rams. This implementation is seen
by Metacomco as a development sys-
tem for learners and experimenters, as
the company intendsto release the very

Wletacomco sees this
Lisp interpreter as a

system for the
experimenter and the
person who wants to

know "what all the fuss
about Lisp" is based on.
It could be seen as an

alternative to
SuperBasic although it

needs a certain frame of
mind to leave the

relative simplicity of
SuperBasic behind . .

large Cambridge Lisp system as soon
as enough additional RAM is available
for the QL.

QL Lisp is based around the Lisp sold
by Acornsoft for the BBC Micro and
shares the same authors - Dr Arthur
Norman and Professor John Fitch. It
was written in BCPL and, like all
Metacomco's products, will run con-
currently with other QDOS tasks.

Obviously the use of this feature will
decrease the amount of space available
to Lisp, and it must be borne in mind
that the interpreter grabs as much
space as is available to it at the time of
invocation. Therefore, if your intention
is to run other jobs with Lisp, then these
jobs must be loaded first. With no other
jobs in the machine the interpreter has
around 55k of heap space, which is
more than reasonable.

When the interpreter has been
loaded and activated it automatically
loads a file called 'image' which con-
tains all the predefined Lisp functions
and variables, mostly written in Lisp.
These functions are similar to the ones
available with the BBC Micro imple-

mentation but more have been added
to take advantage of the QL (and simply
because a number of the functions not
directly available in Acornsoft Lisp are
undeniably useful).

The system also includes a full turtle
graphics package which allows re-
latively simple implementation of com-
plex graphic problems-although Lisp
does have the problem of being thor-
oughly slow in this respect. As this
version and the Acornsoft one are so
close, the book for the latter system is
very much applicable to this version
too. Called Lisp on the BBC Micro-
computer (Acornsoft) and written by Dr
Arthur Norman and Gillian Cattell, it's
available in most bookshops for £7.50.

The examples supplied with the
interpreter are almost all taken from
this book and hence full explanations
are not to be found in the QL Lisp
manual. Instead you are referred to
Norman and Cattell.

To aid in the production of programs,
this Lisp comes equipped with a com-
prehensive backtrace system, which
details the cause of an error and the
functions being executed prior to the
errorcondition. An editorwritten in Lisp
is also provided and, although sea-
soned Lisp fanaticswill bequitefamiliar
with it, novice users will find it frustrat-
ing. It takes a function (or whatever) as
its argument and 'prettyprints' it onto
the console. Various single -letter com-
mands then allow the programmer to
step through the function by treating it
as a list. This means that it's relatively
easy to edit particular sections of a
function, but when the editor is con-
fronted with the more convoluted
examples of the genre, it becomes less
useful. Metacomco is obviously aware
of this, as the company has supplied a
screen editor with the package.

Programs can be built up with this
editor and added to the Lisp object list
by treating the file as if it were keyboard
input. This is most usefully done with
the 'rdf' function, which also allows the
output of any program to be sent to a
designated file. File handling is in fact
handled surprisingly well in Lisp, and
all sorts of functions exist to open and
close files, read and write characters,
lists or entire files, and detect anoma-
lous conditions such as end of file.

The list structure of Lisp also makes it
ideal for constructing tree structures,
such as those produced by compilers,
so it should be an excellent language in
which to implement other languages.
Likewise, sorting and critical path prob-
lems would be easy to write. An
example of the former is given in the
Norman and Cattell book and is also
supplied as an example file with the
interpreter. Although Lisp itself is
rather slow, this sorting function is
capable of very efficient sorts - the
entire object list can be sorted in just
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over six minutes. Although this may
sound slow, it puts many other inter-
preted languages to shame.

Metacomco sees this Lisp interpreter
as a system for the experimenter and
the person who wants to know 'what all
the fuss about Lisp' is based on. It could
also be seen as an alternative to
SuperBasic.. although it needs a
certain frame of mind to leave the
relative simplicity of SuperBasic be-
hind for the comparative complexity of
Lisp. Give me 68000 assembly lan-
guage any day-although that's rather
unfair, as Lisp is a very powerful
language which is quite easy to learn if
you have the right tutor.

The example programs supplied with
the interpreter are all excellent inst-
ances of the genre and include such
things as a program to calculate the
shortest distance between two towns, a
mini -68000 'compiler -assembler', an
adventure game, an animal guessing
game and the aforementioned turtle
graphics demonstrations.

The Cambridge Lisp system, which
includes a compiler, will be further fun,
as it's capable of compiling itself. This
means that as it compiles it gets faster
and faster as each piece of the interpre-
ter is converted into 68000 machine
code! QL Lisp, however, will almost
always be slower than an equivalent
SuperBasic program, but it's neverthe-
less capable of doing most of what
SuperBasic can do. It includesfunctions
to deal with the more esoteric of the
QL's facilities, such as windowing and
general screen -handling, and it can
handle integers up to 28 bits long,
which gives it a range of -134217728 to
134217727. Coupled with the arithmetic
functions PLUS, DIFFERENCE, TIMES,
QUOTIENT and REMAINDER, it is also
quite possible to do more mundane
mathematical routines in Lisp.

Another important feature of Lisp is
its ability to associate properties with
variables, so things like an address
book wouldn't betoo difficultto write. A
problem is that the parenthesis is rather
important to the language and it will in
most cases print out a property list as
just that - a list in brackets. Printing
routines and other functions can get
round this but it's rather disconcerting
for the novice Lisp programmer to see
the output of hisfirst Lisp programming
attempt appear like this:
((Smith) (John) (16 Nowhere Street)

(Berwick))
and might even persuade him to stick to
paper for his list of addresses!

As far as Lisp is concerned a function
is just another list which may or may not
be evaluated, which is why (edit
myfunction)) will produce the desired
effect and so will (myfunction a b). If we
had typed (edit (myfunction)), then the
editor will fail with an error, as enclos-
ing theargument (myfunction) in brack-
ets causes it to be evaluated before
being passed as a parameter to edit.

This causes the invocation of
myfunction, which will obviously pro-

duce the wrong results.
QL Lisp can be activated with either

EXEC or EXEC_W and will then load the
main core of the interpreter. From here
the option is given to change the size
and position of the window which the
interpreter will use and then the current
image is loaded. This could be a user
image or the standard one supplied. An
installation program is provided to set
up the window defaults before the
system is loaded for both the editor and
the interpreter, obviating the need to
move the window each time the system
is used.

CONCLUSION
At £59.95 the whole package may look a
little expensive, but this is only because
Acornsoft sells its BBC Micro version
for considerably less. In general Lisp
systems are far more expensive than
this.

For example, the CP/M-68K version of
Cambridge Lisp costs $500, which is
about £400, although when Metacom-
co supplies this product for the QL it's
unlikely to cost that much. Metacomco
explains that the price will be scaled in
accordance with comparable software
costs.

For the QL owner who knows Lisp,
then £60 is the only outlay required, but
the novice will need to buy at least one
book to augment the product. In the
long run it's gotto be worth it, as long as
potential purchasers can assure them-
selves of applications for it.

Julian Pixton of the Walsall
Logo Project looks at three
versions of Logo for the
BBC Micro.

In terms of ancestry and structure Logo
is closely related to Lisp: both can
manipulate lists in many different
ways. A full implementation of Lisp
contains many features not found in
Logo, but the language is much harder
for a beginner (non computer science
graduate) to learn. As well as being a
very friendly and powerful problem -
solving environment in its own right,
Logo offers the average person an
outstanding way of learning Lisp.

Logo is a structured language, like

Pascal and C. It does not have line
numbers - you can organise instruc-
tion sequences into procedures which
can be invoked by name. The interpre-
ter relies solely on the logical structure
of the written procedures ratherthan on
line numbers.

Until recently, the only versions of
Logo available ran on mainframes
using a great deal of memory. In the last
few years, thanks to the pioneering
work of Seymour Papert and his col-
leagues at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in Boston, there have
been implementations for a variety of
8 -bit micros, notably the Apple and
Atari, which tried to offer a usable
subset of Logo within 64k. But things
moved more slowly for the BBC Micro
in the UK.

Faced with the seemingly random
educational policy of Acorn, two ver-
sions of Logo have been commis-
sioned: one from the Open University
- marketed by BBC Enterprises as the
'official BBC Logo'; and one written by
LCSI/SOLI in Paris and marketed by
Logotron Ltd of Loughborough. Now,
belatedly, an offering from Acorn itself
has arrived. The Open University imple-
mentation is written in assembler and
comes on two 16k ROMs - estimated
price is £69.95. The LCSI version is also
in assembler, but comes on one 16k
ROM and costs £59.95. The Acorn Logo
is written in BCPL, comes on two 16k
ROMs and costs £69.95.

In discussing these three versions of
Logo I will look at variousfeatu res of the
language and compare the way each
offering implements those features.

Two of the implementations on test,
Acorn and Logotron, share a broadly
similar syntax, known as the LCSI
standard. It is possible to transfer
Logotron files directly into Acorn Logo
by using *EXEC and many simple
procedures will run without alteration.
Thus: SIZE would be interpreted as the
value of a variable called SIZE, "SIZE
would be interpreted as a literal name
and SIZE would be interpreted as a
defined procedure. While this
apparently odd syntax can initially
confuse beginners, it's soon accommo-
dated and offers a powerful precision
which is lacking in implementations
which try and make things easier for the
beginner. The Open University version
has done away with the convention of
having a preceding colon to denote the
value of a variable. There is little
evidence to suggest this makes any-
thing easier for beginners, but it does
lead to immense confusion when read-
ing procedures written by others. It
becomes impossible to distinguish
between variable names and proce-
dure names, save by noting the context
in which they occur.

Here are some examples of lists (note
that in Logo lists are delimited by
square brackets).
[HAMMER SCREWDRIVER PLIERS
SAW]; list of four objects
[A BCDEF G]; list of seven objects
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[1 2 3 4]; list of four objects
[ [TEMPERATURE 103] [PRESSURE
[120 60]] [PULSE 72]]; list of three
objects, each of which is another list
containing a mixture of objects.

The command FPUT allows you to
add an object to thefront of a I ist, that is:
FPUT "HELLO [JOHN GOTTA NEW
MOTOR]
yields the list
[HELLO JOHN GOTTA NEW MOTOR]
LPUT "END [THIS IS THE]
yields the list
[THIS IS THE END]

'The fact that both
Acorn and Logotron are

selling 10 ROM sets
and documentation to
schools and colleges

for approximately £300
makes Logo a practical
alternative to Basic as a
teaching and learning

language.'

A list may be created from individual
objects using the LIST command.
(LIST "FRONT "MIDDLE "END)
yields the list
[FRONT MIDDLE END]

The SE (SENTENCE) command can
glue together any combination of
words numbers and lists.
SE [HELLO JOHN] [GOTTA NEW
MOTOR]
would yield the list
[HELLO JOHN GOTTA NEW MOTOR]
(SE "NAME [ARTHUR DALEY]
"OCCUPATION [DEALER IN HIGH
CLASS GOODS] "AGE "UNKNOWN)
would yield the list
[NAME ARTHUR DALEY OCCUPATION

SCREENTEST
DEALER IN HIGH CLASS GOODS AGE
UNKNOWN]

Given a list, you can extract its first
object using FIRST (analagous to CAR
in LISP) and extract everything but the
first object with BUTFIRST (analagous
to CDR in LISP).
FIRST [NAME AGE OCCUPATION]
would yield the word "NAME
BUTFIRST [NAME AGE OCCUPATION]
would yield the list
[AGE OCCUPATION]

The commands LAST and BUTLAST
operate in the same way from the other
end of a list. Thus the Logo list is the
fundamental data object. It is a far more
powerful tool for modelling abstract
structures than, say, the array in Basic.
One particularly attractive feature is
that list elements can be any type of
object, numbers, words or lists, where-
as array elements must usually be all
the same type, and their extent hasto be
pre -declared. It should be realised that
all programming activity in Logo in-
volvesthe construction and destruction
of lists, since there is no distinction
between programs and data. This may
be a largely unconscious activity, as in a
young child doing turtle graphics, or a
more conscious one as older learners
attempt to model a variety of more
abstract structures.

The operations FIRST BUTFIRST and
BUTLAST are best not viewed as the
tools with which to manipulate lists but
rather as the building blocks to con-
struct such tools. If we had a list like:
[GOOD MORNING MARGARET SO
NICE OF YOU TO COME]

TO SIEVE INUMBER

PRINT SIEVE.OF.ERATOSTHENES ON.ALL.DISITS.UP.TO !NUMBER

END

TO SIEVE.OF.ERATOSTHENES tLIST

OUTPUT IF EMPTY? 'LIST MIST( ISE FIRST 'LIST SIEVE.OF.ERATOSTHENES PRIME? FIRST 'LIST !USTI

END

TO ON.ALL.DISITS.UP.TO ITHIS.NUMBER

MAKE 'DISH'S I

REPEAT ITHIS.NUMBER - I (MAKE 'DIETS SE OMITS I + LAST :HUTS]

OUTPUT BUTFIRST OMITS

END

TO PRIME? AUMBER.BEINB.TESTED tLIST.OF.NUNBERS

IF EMPTY.' :LIST.OF.NUNDERS (OUTPUT III

RAKE 'DIGITS I FIRST ILIST.OF.NUNBERS ) / iNUMBER.BEINB.TESTED

OUTPUT SE ( IF !DIGITS  INT :DIGITS (FIRST ILIST.Of.NUMBERS/ ) PRIME? INUMBER,BEING.TESTED BF ILIST.OF.NUNDERS

END

The SIEVE procedure uses ON.ALL.DIGITS.UP.TO to create a list of integers
from 2 to :NUMBER, which is then passed to SIEVE.OF.ERATOSTHENES.
This proceeds to eliminate all multiples of the first element of the list using
PRIME? and collect any resultant primes into a list

and we wished to replace every occur-
rence of MARGARET with NEIL, we
could construct a general purpose
REPLACE procedure which would re-
place occurrences of any object in any
list with another object. Something
like:
TO REPLACE: OLDTHING:
NEWTHING: LISTNAME
IF: LISTNAME= [] [OUTPUT:
LISTNAME]
IF: OLDTHING=(FIRST: LISTNAME)
[OUTPUT FPUT: NEWTHING
REPLACE: OLDTHING: NEWTHING

TO BE

REPEAT 10 (PRINT REVERSE :HAMLET]

END

TO REVERSE !LIST

IF EMPTY? :LIST (OUTPUT (II

OUTPUT LPUT FIRST :LIST REVERSE BF :LIST

END

MAKE 'HAMLET (THEM? END OPPOSING, BY AND TROUBLES,

OF SEA A AGAINST ARMS TAKE TO OR FORTUNE, OUTRAGEOUS OF

MRCVS AND SLIMS THE SUFFER TO MIND THE IN NOBLER TIS

NHETHER QUESTION. THE IS THAT BE, TO NOT OR BE TO1

HAMLET: the TO BE procedure simply
reverses the list: HAMLET 10 times,
using a recursive reverse procedure,
and prints it to the screen

(BUTFIRST: LISTNAME)] [OUTPUT
FPUT FIRST
:LISTNAME REPLACE: OLDTHING:
NEWTHING (BUTFIRST: LISTNAME)
END
So REPLACE "MARGARET "NEIL
[GOOD MORNING MARGARET SO
NICE TO OF YOU TO COME]
would yield
[GOOD MORNING NEIL SO NICE OF
YOU TO COME]

All the Logo versions under review
implement the standard list -handling
features, although Open Logo does not
have a SENTENCE primitive. It has
some fundamental differences in the
way it deals with variables. It incorpo-
rates useful things like dynamic lists,
which are evaluated into static lists.
This is quite a nice feature. However,
unlike the otherversions, when the user
workspace is saved to disk, global
variables are not included as part of the
file. Couple this with the fact that
existing global variables cannot be
manipulated in the editor,andyou have
a pretty unfriendly system. While con-
sidering files, only Logotron Logo
incorporates the primitives SETREAD
and SETWRITE which allow files to be
opened, read and closed. This is a major
omission from both Acorn Logo and
Open Logo.

Logo provides you with a full screen
editor to write, change and amalga-
mate procedures. This should operate
in the same way as any text editor,
allowing you to move a cursor around
the screen in order to insert characters
orto add or delete lines. !fa line contains
more characters than will fit on a
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screenline,the text should wraparound
while preserving its integrity as a

logical line for the interpreter.
The Open University editor is res-

tricted to MODE 7. This results in all
square brackets being displayed as

enables a line of text to be deleted at one
place and inserted elsewhere. It also
has FIND and FIND and REPLACE
facilities which you soon realise you
can't manage without. In addition, the
Logotron advanced Logo extension

variable whose assignment changes.
By far the most powerful and compre-
hensive debugging facility is offered by
Acorn Logo. It incorporates a TRACE
primitive that offers an almost limitless
combination of options. This is by far

teletext arrows, a thoroughly unsatis- offers a primitive called SETEDIT, the best Logo debugging package I

factory state of affairs. It is also the only which allows the size of the edit buffer have seen.
editor that did not work with the ARIES to be expanded, particularly useful Because it is impossible to fit all the
B-20 RAM board, a major fault in my when using the 6502 second processor. primitives offered by a full version of
opinion. All the versions of Logo have aids to Logo onto a micro, it's useful to

It was also incompatible with the assist in the debugging of procedures. incorporate a facility to load language
6502 second processor. I understand an Logotron has a TRACE primitive which extensions into the computer as and
alternative disk -based version of Open prints out inputsand outputs of running when they are needed. This can cope
Logo will be made availablespecifically procedures. It offers STEP and DEBUG with a variety of requirements: from
for use with the second processor. on an extension. Open Logo has two driving floor turtles and other robotic
Unfortunately Open Logo allows only primitives WALK and BUG. WALK devices to incorporating screendump
one procedure at a time in its editor, so it allows a procedure to be single-step- routines and adding further primitives
is impossible to undertake fun- ped, and BUG prints outthe value of any to the language. Open Logo has a

TO TREE :SIZE :ANGLE.LEVEL

IF :LEVEL 0 [STOP]

LEFT :ANGLE
- 'ii. 'i.

FORNARD :SHE * 2

TREE :SITE :ANGLE :LEVEL - I

BACK :SIZE * 2
,.

RIGHT 2 * :ANGLE
--

FORNARD :SIZE
..

TREE :SIZE :ANGLE :LEVEL - 1

.

lit"
BACK :SIZE -

.,4:er:/

-Al-- .. -

LEFT :AMBLE
L.. -!;11::_

END : 1i
TO WILLOW

: ..4

FEU
BACK 150 ,0

PENDONN

TREE 40 15 A

BACK 150

END

WILLOW: a recursive tree -drawing
program with a little skew introduced
to make it more attractive Example of the WILLOW tree -drawing program

damental problem -solving activities
such as splitting one procedure into
several (or vice versa) as both of the
other versions allow. Having said that,
however, it is a well organised full
screen editor, incorporating a help
window which operates in conjunction

c., . .
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with the red function keys, and is very
pleasant to use. In each of the editors,
line length is limited only by the size of
the editor buffer (typically 1000-1500

L.E.-.1 t I F.H

characters). Paul Anderson's recursive STREET scene
The Acornsoft editor is restricted to

MODE 6 on the standard BBC machine,
and can take the best part of half a
minute to fill up with text. This can be
immensely irritating when a group of
procedures are being continually

--...

I

.

edited. It is due to the fact that to try and
speed up the run time performance of L.0.1

I;¢11.11
EH I I. RI

F.T. [..:9
I- I.

what is a sluggish system, Acorn Logo
compiles procedures the first time they
are interpreted. To combat the conse-
quent memory problems of having
textual procedures and compiled proc:

Fil 1.-1 EH
1:... 1...1 1

edures in memory at once, the text is
handled in a tightly tokenised form.

Another example of the STREET scene procedures

Thus whenever a procedure is read into
the editor, it has to be de -tokenised and

Benchmarks
hence the slow filling of the edit buffer. Test Logotron Logo Open Logo Acorn Logo

The Logotron editor is delightful to SIEVE 18secs 34secs 50secs
use. It will operate in any mode, given HAMLET 9secs 25secs 55secs
sufficient free memory, and has a WILLOW 2mins 3secs 7mins 1sec 3mins 13secs
number of innovative features. It util- STREET 49secs 3mins 29secs 1mins 22secs
isesa kill buffer, similartothe onefound
on the Open University system, which

Average 49.75secs 172.25secs 95secs
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documented facility to interface with
external devices like a floor turtle.

Acorn Logo comes with a disk hold-
ing a number of printer and turtle
drivers, and a range of language
extensions such as the MOS primitives
which interface with machine code,
MULT primitives which allow multiple
turtles, CALC which contains advanced
mathematical functions, PROP which is
a property list extension, and so on.

Log otron Logo incorporates a power-
ful USE facility which allows similar
extensions to be incorporated. There is
a ROBOT module to drive a floor turtle,
and an ADVANCED module in prepara-
tion which incorporates primitives to
directly set the Accumulator and X and
Y registers, REDEF, HEX, FILL, SET -
TIME, DEBUG, STEP, ADVAL,
SETITEM, BUEY, LOCAL, TEXT, DE-
FINE, and so on. There are also
.RESERVE, to chop a hole in Logo
nodespace for machine code prog-
rams, and .INSTALL which allows a
user selected list of advanced primi-
tives to be loaded into RAM. This is a
particularly nice touch on a machine
like the BBC Micro where memory is
very much at a premium.

Open Logo comes with a beginners'
guide and a reference guide, which, as

(1°N.g I I II II I I I I MXXXXNli

.4. EEs,r

SCREENTEST
you would expect, are comprehensive
and well written.

The reference guide explains in great
detail how the system works, up to how
Logo's mathematical routines can be
used by assembly language program-
mers. This is to be highly commended,
and contrasts greatly with the accepted
practice of most software companies.

Logotron Logo comes with a helpful
beginners manual and a full reference
manual, which explains each primitive
in the language and gives some im-
aginative context examples. The loose
leaf manuals suggest future expansion
to document a range of language
extensions, the Sprite board, and so on.

Acorn Logo comes with three manu-
als: an introductory booklet, a refer-
ence guide and a guide to the exten-
sions and examples which come with

TO RECTANGLE :SIZE TO DOOR :SIZE TO ROOF :AMOUNT

REPEAT 2 [FORWARD :SIZE RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 1.45 RISHT 901 FORWARD :SIZE * .45 LEFT 90

END PENDOWN FORWARD :AMOUNT * .2

RECTANGLE :SIZE it .25 RIGHT 145

TO SQUARE :SIZE PENUP TRIANGLE :AMOUNT * 1.8

REPEAT 4 (FORWARD :SIZE RIGHT 901 END LEFT 145

END BACK :AMOUNT * .2

TO WINDOW4 :AMOUNT RIGHT 90

TO START FORWARD :AMOUNT * .25 BACK :AMOUNT i .85

PENUP RIGHT 90 END

SETPOS [200 -3501 PENUP

PENDOWN FORWARD :AMOUNT * .5 TO WALLS :AMOUNT

HOUSE 200 PENDOWN RECTANGLE :AMOUNT

END FRAME :AMOUNT * .125 FORWARD :AMOUNT

PENUP END

TO TRIANGLE :SIZE FORWARD :AMOUNT * .4

FORWARD :SIZE * .61 RIGHT 90 TO HOUSE 'AMOUNT

CHIMNEY :SIZE END IF :AMOUNT (50 [STOPI

RIGHT 70 WALLS :AMOUNT

FORWARD :SIZE * .61 TO WINDOW3 :AMOUNT ROOF :AMOUNT

RIGHT 145 FORWARD :AMOUNT * .25 WINDOWI :AMOUNT

FORWARD :SIZE RIGHT 90 WINDOW2 :AMOUNT

RIGHT 145 PENUP WINDOW3 :AMOUNT

END FORWARD :AMOUNT * .9 WINDOW* :AMOUNT

PENDOWN DOOR :AMOUNT

TO CHIMNEY :VALUE FRAME :AMOUNT * .125 AL0116.TO.NEXT :AMOUNT

BACK :SIZE * .25 END HOUSE :AMOUNT - 50

LEFT 55 END

FORWARD :SIZE * .15 TO WINDOW2 :AMOUNT

RIGHT 90 PENUP

FORWARD :SIZE * .13 FORWARD :AMOUNT * .5

RIGHT 90 PENDOWN

FORWARD :SIZE * .057 FRAME :AMOUNT * .125

LEFT 125 END

FORWARD :SIZE * .092

END TO WINDOWI :AMOUNT

RIGHT 90

TO FRAME ;SIZE PENUP

REPEAT 2 [REPEAT 2 [SQUARE :SIZE FORWARD FORWARD :AMOUNT * .15

:SIZE) RIGHT 90 FORWARD :SIZE * 2 RIGHT 901 LEFT 90

END PENDOWN

FRAME :AMOUNT * .125

TO ALONCTO.NEIT :AMOUNT END

FORWARD :AMOUNT * 2.35

RIGHT 90

FORWARD :AMOUNT * .25

PENDOWN

END

STREET: a group of procedures which recursively draws a street scene. This
Benchmark was contributed by 11 -year -old Paul Anderson

Acorn Logo. Again this is comprehen-
sive and useful.

Speed isvery important in list proces-
sing. Nothing is more frustrating than
waiting for the machine to move
objects around lists. To give the ver-
sions of Logo on test a good workout, I
ran a recursive SIEVE.OF.ERATOS-
THENES procedure with an input of 50
which gives any micro version of Logo a
great deal of work to do.

CONCLUSION
Open Logo's strong points are its
reference documentation and begin-
ners' tutorial manual. The range of
built-in control structures is another
plus, WHILE and CHOOSE (CASE) are
available, and it incorporates an excel-
lent flood fill feature, accessed via the
PAINT primitive. Its weak points are the
editor, which crashes with a silly error
message when you attempt to *EXEC a
text file into it, which allows only one
procedure at a time to be manipulated
(and doesn't handle global variables),
the non-standard syntax which can lead
to confusion in distinguishing between
variable names and defined procedure
names, the lack of compatibility with
the second processor and expansion
RAM boards, and the slowness of its
graphics plotting.

Strong points in Acorn Logo are the
wide range of primitives built into the
system, the variety of extension mate-
rials which accompany the standard
package, the superb debugging and
trace facilities which are unequalled, to
my knowledge, on any other micro
implementation.

Its weak points are the extremely
slow speed of list processing, which
makes anything more than turtle
graphics painful, the fact that Logo
always reserves 10k for the screen
memory, even when in MODE 7, thus
cutting an already small workspace
down to minuscule proportions, and
the need to tokenise and detokenise
procedures in and out of the text editor.

Logotron Logo's strong points are
the consistently fast speed of proces-
sing, the ; ivanced features of the
editor, the fact that it only uses one
sideways ROM socket, the power of the
USE command for incorporating exten-
sions to the language, the optional
sprite board which adds 32 hardware
sprites to Logo and the facilities to read
and write data files. Its weak points are
the lack of a multiple turtle facility
without paying extra, the omission of a
number of primitives due to lack of
room on the ROM, (although they are
included on the extension), and a
feature of the WRAP screen that doesn't
allow triangle plotting to work satisfac-
torily when using an input of 85 with the
.SETNIB primitive.

The fact that both Acorn and Logo-
tron are selling 10 ROM sets and
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driven mouse handler.
Two miscellaneous niceties of Mac -

Basic are a number of SET option
environmental controls, which bring
Mac -Basic into line with the IEEE
standard for floating point arithmetic,
and the ability to put comments on the
same line as source code.

Mac -Basic scores over other dialects
of Basic in its data typing (Fig 1). No
fewer than 10 different fundamental
data types are incorporated, each
distinguished by a terminating charac-
ter on the variable name as in BBC
Basic.

There is also a vast array of built-in
functions - 34 numeric functions and
12 string functions, excluding Macin-
tosh -specific functions. Four loga-

'Mac scores over other
dialects of Basic in its
data typing. No fewer

than 10 different
fundamental data types
are incorporated, each

distinguished by a
terminating character on
the variable name . . . '

rithms, three exponents and business
functions such as ANNUITY and COM-
POUND are among this comprehensive
collection.

It's Mac -Basic's specific functions
that are the most interesting. Three
things that strike me as being essential
in a programming language for the
Macintosh are: the ability to read the
mouse; control of the windows and the
graphics within them; and accessto the
user -definable pull -down menus. Two
functionsto read the mouse button, and
two that return the position of the
mouse within a window provide the
necessary information for mouse -
driven programs.

Providing you're willing to stay with-
in the confines of output windows, the
window and graphics commands are
excellent. Briefly, PLOT displays indi-
vidual pixels and lines, and RECT, OVAL
and ROUNDRECT display rectangles,
ovals and rounded rectangles respec-
tively. The speed at which these are
drawn convinces me that these are calls
to the respective ROM routines. You
can fill outlines with a variety of
patterns using PATTERN, and can also
invert(INVERT), outline(FRAME) and
erase(ERASE) them.

Graphics are drawn by an imaginary
pen. PENPOS determines this pen's
position within a window, and PENSIZE
determines the size of a single mark or
dot. PENMODE can provide hours of
fun by performing logical operations
upon the overlaying of two patterns.

A GPRINT statement allows the

SCREENTEST
selection of a font from those available.

SET options are also used to control
the size of the outputs window, with
SET OUTPUT determining the size and
position of the window and SET LOCA-
TION defining the area to which the
graphics displays are limited.

The most interesting of the window
commands is SET SCALE, which deter-
mines the logical range of coordinates
that Basic uses to draw graphics.
Drawings can be made to dynamically
grow and shrink. One drawback is that
no immediately obvious links are avail-
able to the pull -down menus and icon
design, which limits Basic in terms of
large, system -like applications.

The sound commandsare less essen-
tial. The SOUND statement has para-
meters for Pitch, Amplitude and Dura-
tion. Easy access to Ptolemy's diatonic
scale (A,B,C,D,E,F and G) is provided by
the TONE command which returns
corresponding pitch values.

With all this programming power
provided from Basicthere's usually one
thing that suffers- speed. Even with a
full-blown 68000 I was convinced that it
would be below par. Not so, because of
the way Mac -Basic translates your
program into a runnable form.

Mac -Basic hangs on to the 'inter-
preted' label by the skin of its teeth.
Lines are tokenised upon entry, as with
any good Basic. However, selecting
RUN from the aforementioned Prog-
ram menu results in the program being
further compiled down (see the Ben-
chmarks in Fig 2). The Benchmarks are
more than acceptable for a version of
Basic, and encroach into the realms of
Pascal and Forth.

Further commands on the Program
menu are GO and HALT, which resume
and stop execution of a running prog-
ram respectively; RUN ANOTHER,
which allows simultaneous running of
either multiple copies of one program
or of different programs; and the

Benchmarks
BM1 0.24
BM2 0.65
BM3 6.00
BM4 6.4
BM5 7.1

BM6 8.6
BM7 15.9
BM8 52.3
Average 12.15

Fig 2

opportunity to save the binaryform of a
program.

The Program menu also contains a
set of debugging options. When you
enter the debugger, a tracing finger
follows program execution by moving
to the line that Basic is currently
executing. There are three tracing
modes: Step, to single-step the prog-
ram; Trace, which runs the program at
normal speed with the tracing finger;
and the most useful, Block Trace, which
lets you trace at full speed within
control blocks and one line at a time
outside control blocks. Although the
finger (graphically drawn complete
with shirt cuff and jacket) looks rather
like a gimmick, it's useful when you're
debugging programs.

The most interesting of
the window commands is

SET SCALE, which
determines the logical

range of coordinates that
Basic uses to draw

graphics. Drawings can
be made to dynamically

grow and shrink.'

Another option, Show variables, cre-
ates a window called Variables and
displays the names of all the simple
variables in the program, and their
current values, while the program is
running.

CONCLUSION
Although Mac -Basic has its heritage
within the Basic environment, it would
be unfair to call it just another Basic
dialect. I have reservations about call-
ing it Basic at all: it seems as though a
group of C programmers have got
together and created the Basic they
would like to see. Apple has turned
programming languages upside-
down: while Mac -Basic is very nearly
compiled and very fast, Mac -Pascal
(usually a compiled fast language) is
interpreted and consequently slow.

Previously I've only considered Basic
as a prototype tool to try out ideas
before converting them to another
language. Mac -Basic is not only ideal in
this respect; but could also be used to
implement something more serious.
My only reservations are the lack of
menu control and icon design (Micro-
soft's Macintosh Basic has provision for
these).

Overall, Apple has done an excellent
job in turning the Macintosh into a Basic
programming environment. If more
companies were to follow suit, perhaps
Basic programmers might be cured of
their bad habits and start to produce
structured, understandable code. rfll
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WordStar 2000
WordStar has been criticised for its complexity, but there's no denying it's a
powerful package. WordStar 2000 purports to be much more user-friendly.

Kathy Lang reports.
WordStar has been the market leader in
word processors for several years now.
A very large number of users are
familiar with it; most swear by it, but a
substantial proportion swear at it - at
least at some of its more irritating
idiosyncrasies. As a regular user, I too
have a long 'wish -list' of features that I
would like to see improved or added. So
it was with considerable interest that I
set about investigating MicroPro's new
offering, WordStar 2000.

As is so often the case, there are many
significant improvements - but there
is also some bad news for existing
WordStar users. Among the many plus
points are some much -needed and
well -handled improvements to the rul-
er features, a better way of showing
emphasis (emboldening and under-
line) on the screen, the ability to
underline spaces (if you must use
underlining), to check spellings as you
type, to display text from several parts
of a document or from several docu-
ments alongside one another in win-
dows, and a host of other improve-
ments.

Among the less helpful features are
some significant changes to the com-
mand sequences used to activate iden-
tical functions-for example, all block
movement is now activated via sequ-
ences which begin with the character
CTRL/B, rather than with the familiar
WordStar CTL/K - so longstanding
users will have some unlearning to do.
Most of the common features are,
however, implemented through func-
tion keys. There are other changes
which some at least will think for the
worse, especially if you normally use
12 -pitch type wheels. Nevertheless, I

suspectthatfor many existing users the
worst news will be that, at the moment,
WordStar 2000 is available only on the
IBM PC.

Popular though WordStar has been,
there are many people who have never
tried it, and many others who dislike its

complexity. For them , the new product
will be of interest per se, not as an
improvement on WordStar as it now is.
To try to suit both groups, I have
concentrated here on looking at Word-
Star 2000 as a word processor in its own
right. In Fig 1 you will find a summary of
the most significant differences (good
and bad) from its predecessor. (The use
of that word should not be taken to
imply that WordStar 2000 is intended to
replace WordStar - the extent of the
customisation needed means that
WordStar 2000 will probably never be
available on all systems, but only on the
most popular.) In a later issue of PCW, I
hope to provide some help for existing
WordStar users.

Drawbacks
Major changes to CONTROL keys
Reduced flexibility with line height
and pitch
Mismatch between ruler and text on
12 -pitch documents
No justification onscreen (though
line endings are correct)
No indexing yet

Improved facilities
Undo
Stored rulers, tabs and indents
Windows - especially good for
repeated text
Lots of extra function keys
Abbreviations
More direct cursor movement
Arithmetic
Column sorting
DOS directories usablethrough Path
command
Automatic reformatting
Emphasis shown on screen
Excellent onscreen Help
Better footer and header features
Footnotes
Conversion to and from WordStar

Fig 1 WordStar 2000 for
WordStar users

Editing facilities
Cursor movement in WordStar 2000 is
flexible and fast. You can move by
character, word, line, to the start and
end of line, screen, block or document,
and to a specific page or point in the file
containing a particular character string.
For most of these movements, a single
function key or a function key used with
CTRL is needed, if you use the usual
keyboard set up by WordStar 2000. You
can also move to previously marked
places in the document. All these
movements involve moving the cursor,
and perhaps the text too. There are
some limitations on their use: in
particular, the command to move the
cursor down a screenful does not have
any effect if you are at the end of the
document already. So, if you are adding
text at the end of a document, and don't
like entering it all on the bottom line,
you must use the single -line scroll to
shift text up every 15 lines or so.

WordStar 2000's normal mode of
working is Insert mode, so that new text
is automatically inserted, rather than
overtyping existing text. You can alter
this during editing-for example, when
editing tables - or you can change the
normal mode to Overtype - this is an
option when you first install the system.

Text can be deleted by character,
word, line, part of line, and block. The
deletion of characters uses the two PC
keys correctly-that is, backspace is, as
it is in DOS, a destructive backspace,
while DEL deletes the character above
the cursor. For those who change their
minds, the UNDO command could be a
life-saver-you can use it to restore the
most recent deletion done (except for
deletions of single characters).

A powerful search -and -replace func-
tion is provided, which allows repetitive
searching and replacement with a

variety of options including the ability
to search for end of paragraph. The
searching is invoked through a set of
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question -and -answer prompts.
Blocks of text may be moved or

copied within a document, or written
out to a separate file. You can also use
the window facility to view the section
of text you want to copy from one part of
the document together with the section
into which it is to be copied. Care has to
be exercised when working in this way,
however, since you may only edit and
save the text version in one of the
windows, but provided you are sensi-
ble about it this could be a veryvaluable
feature.

It can also be used to view parts of two
orthree different documents; this could
give you ways of handling standard
paragraphs. You could also use it to,
say, import a spreadsheet table into a
report, provided your spreadsheet can
send printable output to a disk file.

When you have done some editing,
you have the ability to save the file and
return to the main menu, to save and
continue, or to abandon. It is unfortun-
ate that the function key for ABANDON
is placed (on the PC) between the SAVE
AND END and SAVE AND CONTINUE
keys. You are, it's true, asked to confirm
that you want to abandon, and you
could, of course, change the function
key assignment through the installa-
tion procedures- but personally I think
it would have been better to keep
ABANDON well away from SAVE in the
first place. Editing is in fact done on a
copy of the file; when you save, the
oldest version is deleted, the version

from which editing began is renamed
".BAK", and the edited version becom-
es the current version. There is thus
reasonable protection against mis-
takes, provided you don't keep re-
editing a file when something appears
to have gone wrong.

Text formatting
The handling of text formatting is a
mixture of the excellent and the down-
right silly-though if you always print
in 10 -pitch, you will not notice the
silliness at all. The excellent features
include the basic ruler, margin and tab
facilities. Text may be between 10 and
240 characters wide; where the text
exceeds the screen width, you can
inspect parts of lines by 'sideways
scrolling' - as the cursor moves across
the screen, the screen 'pans' over the
document so that the text under the
cursor is always visible. When you
change margins - by pressing a

function key and responding to a

request for the column number to be
used, for which the default is the cursor
position when the request was made-
WordStar 2000 automaticallysets up an
appropriate ruler line, which is embed-
ded in the text, stored in the document,
and activated when the cursor passes
through the ruler.

This approach extends to the provi-
sions for indenting paragraphs. When
one or more tab markers have been set
in the ruler line, you can requestthatthe
left margin, or both left and right

margins, are indented to the tab mar-
kers. This indentation stays in force
until it is turned off, or until a further
indentation is requested; as with mar-
gins, WordStar 2000 remembers the
position of the indent, and activates it
automatically. Indenting is indicated in
the current ruler line by a colour
change, one of many which you can
adapt to your own tastes through the
installation process.

As text is entered, inserted and
deleted, WordStar 2000 automatically
reformats text to the current margins.
Many people will regard that as good
news. I have mixed feelings, because
while it is good notto haveto remember
to request reformatting when editing
'on the fly', it is bad, when you are
editing from a printed draft, to lose the
relationship between the way the cur-
rent paragraph is displayed on the
screen and the draft print version.

The form of the current ruler is
displayed atthetop of the screen; rulers
embedded within thetext are displayed
only on request, along with other
formatting controls, such as embolden-
ing, justification, headers, footers and
so on. This is on the whole a helpful
approach, but it can lead to problems
when moving blocks of text. It is
advisable to turn the display of text
controls on before moving or deleting
blocks of text, because the controls are
physically part of the text, and may be
moved with it - in some circum-
stances, with undesired effects, such as

EDITING MENU

Additional Opening Menu commands:
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Print
Copy
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a complete reformatting of the rest of
the document. You cannot, however,
delete format controls unless they are
visible.

Vertical spacing in WordStar 2000 is
controlled in two ways. When you
create a document, you specify which
format file is to be used with it. This file
contains information about the page
length to be used when printing the
document, the number of lines per inch
(restricted to whole numbers), whether
hyphenation is to be automatic, and the
pitch of the typewheel to be used. This
information is used to ensure that
pagination is correctly shown; the
current page, line and column number
are shown on the line above the current
ruler at the top of the screen, and, if you
request it in the formatfile, a slotted line
appears on the screen where each page
break will be. Line spacing may be
changed while editing, and if it is, then
pagination will correctly reflect these
changes. In addition to the pagination
supplied by WordStar 2000, you can
specify that a particular number of lines
must be kept together, or that a page
break must take place.

Tabular formats are provided in a
similar manner to indenting - that'is,
you set up the positions in which you
wish the tabs to appear. If you use the
TAB key to move to the start of each
column as you enter figures, then if the
tab settings are subsequently changed,
the layout is changed to match. Table
columns can be manipulated as blocks;
they may be moved, or sorted in
ascending or descending order, or, if
they contain numeric values, be used in
calculations.

All these features work very well,
provided you are working with text
which is to be printed on a 10 -pitch type
wheel. If you wish to use another
typeface - for example, the 12 -pitch
format which is common in the UK -
there are some drawbacks. The ruler
lines are dimensioned, not in character
positions, but in terms of tenths of an
inch. In order to get your document
printed correctly, you must specify in
the format filethat you require 12 -pitch;
the right margin should be set in terms
of the number of inches of text width,
specified in characters assuming 10
characters per inch. The ruler line will
then show as a bar divided into sectors,
whose dividing numbers represent not
tens of characters but inches. The text
will, however, extend beyond the ruler
to occupy the appropriate number of
actual character positions. To quote the
WordStar 2000 Reference Manual:
'The ruler line that appears onscreen is
set up fora 10 -pitch font (10 characters
per inch). If you select a 12 -pitch or
narrower font, the text will not align
with the ruler onscreen but line breaks
will occur in the same place onscreen
and on the printed page. If the left
margin is at column 1 and the right
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margin at column 60, 60 characters of
10 -pitch and 72 characters of 12 -pitch
text fit in each line onscreen and on the
page.' (p60)

This approach has the merit that if
you change pitch within a document,
you do not have to change margins to
match - the system will take care of it
for you. However, I find it very confus-
ing to have the text formatted appa rent-
lyto a different margin from that shown
in the ruler, and would gladly trade a
more conventional approach for the

A novel feature of
WordStar 2000 is the

Typewriter mode, in which
what you type on the

screen is echoed directly
to the typewriter, either

one character or one line
at a time.'

dubious advantage of proper display of
mixed pitch text. (I have yet to meet
anyone who mixes pitch to any great
extent, because you have to change the
daisywheel each time you do so. On
printers which can change pitch by
software this would not be a problem,
but such printers are still extremely rare
in the word processing world.) Indeed,
even WordStar 2000 does not extend
this logic to displaying text differently
according to the vertical spacing used- if you change line height, the
appearance remains the same.

For running text, this problem is
probably no morethan a nuisance and a
distraction (and, I repeat, only applies to
printing other than in 10 -pitch). For
tables in 12 -pitch, it could be a bit more
than just a nuisance. If you are used to
setting up tables by counting, then this
approach could be very confusing. You
would find it safer to use the alternative
method, which will usually be safe
unless your table is very tightly packed,
of typing in the longest line in the table,
spaced the way you want it. You then
set up a ruler line with tabs in the
positions of the first character of each
column, and finally go back to your
'template' line, and replace the spaces
between columns by tab characters (to

prevent misalignment caused by
spaces rather than tabs). But you
cannot, whatever your method, rely on
visual inspection of the ru ler to see how
much space is left in the current
column.

For documents of any length, it's
often useful to have a header and
perhaps also a footer on each page;
WordStar 2000 allows several lines for
each if you need them - the only
restriction is that you must have at least
one line of actual text within your total
page length. You can change the
header and footer as often as you like,
have alternating text on odd and even
pages, and include page numbers. (I
could not, however, find a way to align
the page number to the right margin
when the page number is either a
header or a footer.) You can also have
footnotes - these are indicated by a
subscripted number in the text (which is
incremented automatically, so that if a
footnote is inserted all remaining notes
are correctly renumbered), and the
textual tags are collected and printed at
the end of the document. That feature
would be invaluable in much academic
writing.

Printing
A novel feature of WordStar 2000 is the
Typewriter mode, in which what you
type on the screen is echoed directly to
the typewriter, either one character or
one line at a time. I can't imagine any
self-respecting typist needing that
much reassurance of the friendliness of
the word processor, but I suppose it
may help to sell the package to some
managers who like to think they have
timid secretaries. It might also be useful
for very short letters and memos, to
avoid having to save them and subse-
quently to delete them.

I've already mentioned the facilities
for emphasis during printing. You can
also request multiple copies, chain
printing from one file to another, and
include sub- and super -scripts. The
mechanisms for requesting sub- and
super -scripts are, however, separate,
and both are 'toggled', so it is not
possible to have sub -sub -scripts -
whereas if the mechanisms used were
to request plus and minus half-line
spacing, sub -subs and super -supers
would be possible. Most of you will care
nothing for this, but for those who need
this facility, this is a real opportunity
lost.

A by-product of the tab feature is
that it's easy to set up a template for
printing address labels, and a descrip-
tion of the correct procedure is included
in the manual. Another really important
goodie is the ability to print one file
while editing another; this is achieved
with no noticeable effect on keyboard
activity by the system printing to a file
first, and then doing the physical
printing in 'background' giving the
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Press A -I to
an item. To

editing process priority.
WordStar 2000 comes with drivers

for a wide variety of printers, including
all the most popular. A 'Read Me' file
gives an up-to-date list of all those
shipped with your copy of the software,
so it should be easy to check at the
dealer's whether your printer is listed.

The drivers do not, however, give
access to the full flexibility of the more
powerful printers-or perhaps it's just
the way the implementation is pre-
sented. The more powerful daisy-
wheel printers permit line heightto vary
in units of /48th of an inch, yet WordStar
2000 only offers choices of 2,3,4, 6 and 8
lines per inch. Character spacing could
be in units of 1/12oth of an inch, but you
can only get at 10, 12 and 15 pitch, plus
proportional spacing where appropri-
ate. Certainly it's important to offer
simple choices to naive users, but this
can easily be achieved by offering the
simple choices plus an option called
'special' or some such at the top level,
with more sophisticated users getting
access to the complete range of facili-
ties through the 'special' sub -menu.

Repeated text
Words or phrases which you use often
may be stored in an abbreviation
dictionary; you can have one for each
document, containing up to 20 abbre-
viations. These are set up with a short
form which you type, and a long form
which WordStar 2000 uses to replace
what you type in the document. The
long form may contain up to 560
characters, provided that all long forms
and all short forms do not exceed 2000
characters in total for that document. I
found this facility very useful for short
phrases-in this instance, for the name
WordStar 2000! The short form may be
no more than two characters if you like
-you enter the chosen short form, and
then press ESCape to tell the package

that you want to replace it with the long
form.

For longer sections of repeated text,
there are two possibilities. You can
include complete files anywhere in
your document. Or you can open a
window on eitherthe current document
or any other. If you had previously set
up a file of standard paragraphs,
marked appropriately to make it easy to
find the right one, you could then open a
window on that file, use the Search
facility to find the correct text, and use
the BLOCK MOVE commands to move
the test into the document you are
editing.

Finally, for personalised letters and
other template processing, there is a
mail -merge section, which allows you
to set up a template document, plus a
separatefile of data to be merged into it.
These facilities include conditional pro-
cessing, so that you can repeat opera-
tions a given number of times, or test
whether conditions are true before a
letter is printed.

In use
With the single exception of the 12 -
pitch problem I've already mentioned, I
found WordStar 2000 exceptionally
easy to use for so powerful a package.
You could say that I have the advantage
of some years' experience with Word-
Star, but in some respects this is a
disadvantage, since many features are
similar but sufficiently different to
cause trouble.

I liked the approach to providing
onscreen help, which allows you to
have extensive help all the time, for
sub -menus only, or not at all. Whatever
the level of 'automatic' help, you can
always get more by pressing the HELP
key, so experienced users can turn all
the automatic help off, and just request
it when they really need it, while users
whose knowledge is patchy can in -
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crease the time delay before sub -menu
help is displayed in order to take
advantage of what they do remember.
The function key implementation has
been sensibly done, although everyone
will have a few theywill wantto change;
this is readily accomplished through
the installation program.

Where a function is not available in
this way, however, it requires three
keys to access it - for example, the
command to turn block highlighting off
is CTRUB D. Nevertheless, the advan-
tages of grouping commands together,
with appropriate menus, probably out-
weigh the drawbacks of long command
strings.

If you have a colour monitor, you can
tune all the colou r combinations to your
liking, to get contrasting displays of
ruler, help, highlighted blocks, and so
on. My only complaint here is that
embedded rulers are displayed in the
same colours as the text - it would
have been a simple matter to allow
another colour combination for that, to
makethem stand out more. I would also
like to be able to see them while hiding
the other markers, such as bold and
indent, rather than have them all on or
all off.

Documentation & training
WordStar 2000 comes with a full set of
manuals to a high standard of layout
and content. The Training Guide refers
constantly to a set of training docu-
ments which come with the package,
and cover all the main features of the
package, not just a beginners' subset.
There are, in addition: a Getting Started
booklet which promises to get you off
the ground in 15 minutes (and it might
just do that), and includes a menu map;
the Command Summary; a Reference
Manual of procedures which is well -
written and agreeably comprehensible
and has a good index; and an Installa-
tion Guide which should be easy
enough for most people. All in all,lwas
impressed with the documentation and
the self -training provided.

Conclusion
WordStar 2000 is a powerful word
processor, with facilities beyond those
of many of the dedicated systems, yet it
should be easy enough for most
beginners to use at least the basic
facilities. To some extent, the needs of
novices have been allowed, quite un-
necessarily, to reduce the access to the
nitty gritty facilities which WordStar
itself has provided for so long.

In most respects, the user image of
the package is excellent, apart from a
couple of rough edges. It /son the pricey
side, but I suspect that many people will
find that, given the inclusion of calcula-
tor facilities, simple windowing, a

spelling corrector and mail -merge faci-
lities, it's well worth the cost.

WordStar 2000 costs £440 (£200 as an
upgrade from WordStar). Further details
from MicroPro on (01)879 1122. END
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Penman
The Penman graphics turtle -cum -plotter should never find itself discarded
as a 'toy': it has many potential uses, from illustrating spreadsheet models

to educational graphics. Simon Craven keeps it under control.

Personal computers are rarely a threat
to domestic harmony. You hear about
the occasional dedicated hacker who
spends all night staring blurry -eyed at
the screen, to the anguish of a neglected
marital partner, and the Saturday even-
ing squabbles about whether the Trini-
tron gets used for watching TheA Team
or playing Manic Miner, but causing
real chaos is not the metier of the
humble personal computer or its
peripherals.

Unless, of course, you have a suspi-
cious and aggressive cat.

If the Penman in the photograph
looks a little the worse for wear, don't
blame it on the materials used or the
standard of workmanship. Considering
the number of times it's been pounced
upon and cuffed spinning across the
floor, it's a miracle the thing still works.

Assuming that you can defuse house-
hold tension or establish an 'Animal
Free Zone', the Penman is an interest-
ing add-on fora micro equipped with an
RS232 or RS423 serial interface. It's
hard to classify, as a number of
potential uses spring to mind, but I

suspect that most PCW readers will be
interested in employing it as a graphics
turtle in educational environments,
using Logo asthe controlling language.
A less obvious application is as a
low-cost plotter for the production of
graphs and charts from spreadsheet
models.

Hardware
The Penman is in two main parts: a
controlling box which includes the
RS232 interface; and the mobile ele-
ment, about five inches by four in plan

form and two inches deep. Although
Penman claims that any RS232
machine can be used, controlling soft-
ware will have to be hand-written
unless you have a BBC Micro, Apple II or
IBM PC. The review machine came
complete with a BBC demonstration
disk in accordance with its textured
beige finish.

The design is devoid of unnecessary
components, following the design prin-
ciples of Bill Lear, who lived by the
golden, though ungrammatical rule
'Simplicate and add more lightness!'

Motive power comes from a pair of
small DC motors,the shafts of which are
extended to form roller -type wheels. A
free-castoring nosewheel is unpo-
wered, and steering is on the caterpil-
lar -track principle of differential power.

Power comes from a nine -volt AC
adaptor, and is passed from the 'gar-
age' box to the turtle itself through a
thin, metre -long ribbon cable, along
with control information. 'Cable twist-
ing is prevented by anti -tangle logic,'
thunders the manual - what this
seems to mean in real life is that the
turtle never turns more than 360° in one
direction before stopping and unwind-
ing itself. It works well in practice, and
the Penman got stuck only when I had
pulled out an insufficient length of
cable.

The Penman leaves its traces by
drawing with Pentel 'rolling ball' writer
refills which can be picked up at
reasonable cost at your local stationery
shop. If you are determined to have the
best -dressed turtle in town, Hewlett-
Packard plotter pens can also be used,
but these cost considerably more.
Three front -loading pens can be raised
or lowered by remote control, used
independently or together, and a cen-
tral socket, which accepts the Pentel
refills only, can be used as a permanent
trace for Logo.

Underneath the unit, a pair of opto-
electronic sensors allow it to differenti-
ate between light and dark surfaces;
this ability is seen on initialisation when
the turtle finds a corner of the paper on
which it's resting and automatically
aligns itself to avoid running off the
edge - clever as well as useful.
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Pretty Polly courtesy of Penman

If the turtle encounters any obstruc-
tion during its travels, it beeps and
stops. The level of obstruction required
is very low, and even gentle pressure
from a finger is enough to suspend
operation. This sensitivity is very useful
to programmers who want to get
feedback from the device when using it
as a more general-purpose robot, but it
sometimes proves a little too fussy in
operation at the furthest reaches of the
cable. If it baulks towards the end of a
long, complicated plot, the frustration
can be considerable.

The RS232 connection is simple
enough - it runs at 300, 1200 or 9600
baud and needs one start bit, eight data
bits and one stop bit. Handshaking is
hardwired through CTS or DTR, or can
be carried out in software if required.
The connector on the Penman is a

standard 25 -pin D plug, so interfacing is
unlikely to be a problem. The Penman
even detects which of the three per-
missible baud rates has been selected
and adjusts accordingly.

In use
Once communication has been estab-
lished, the desire to see your latest
investment perform is unbearable.
After watching the power -up self -test
routine a fewtinnes while you delve into
the manual, you will be dying to show
the beast who's boss. The best arrange-
ment for ease of use is to have a
terminal emulator program (on the BBC
Micro your intrepid scribe used Termi II
from Computer Concepts).

Plotting in Logo

Basic could also be used if command
strings were printed to the RS232 port.

The command language is very
straightforward and Logo -like, with 'I'
to initialise, 'H' to seek out the home
position, and so on. Moves can be
absolute or relative-the advantage of
the latter is that you don't have to work
out which way the thing is pointing
before you give it a command, but the
corresponding disadvantage is that it
can't find its way back home under this
mode of operation and the automatic

As a plotter, it (the
Penman) has several

advantages over more
conventional types. It's
relatively inexpensive
and uses easily (and
cheaply) obtainable

pens.'
cable -untangling does not function.

As well as straight lines, arcs and
circles, a number of text options are
available. The character size can be
varied between 1mm and 127mm, and
any one of four orientations can be
produced from a given home position.
Text can also be slanted left or right.

Not all userswantto play around with
this kind of device directly, especially if
it's considered as a low-cost graphics
plotter for serious use rather than an
educational robot. Most software can -

Technical specifications
Step size:

Plotting units:

Pen speed:

Interface:

Power supply:

Power consumption:

Dimensions:

Weight:

0.03mm in any direction

0.1mm in Cartesian mode

50mm per second

RS232C/ RS423 compatible

External AC adaptor, 9.5V DC, 1A

10 watts max

340 x 130 x 55mm

1.2kg

A sound wave model

not drive the unit, but for the BBC Micro,
Apple II and IBM PC, demonstration and
utility packages are available from the
manufacturer. Another package sup-
ported is Acornsoft Logo.

The Robographics Bitstik package
running on the Apple II is a powerful
computer -aided design system which
can use the Penman for the output of
hard copy, and it's a great shame that
the BBC Micro version of this system is
not yet supported. Acorn has yet to
release a plotter driver for this high-
priced package (one of the few prog-
rams to need the 6502 second proces-
sor), which makes it little more than an
expensive toy at present.

Perhaps the serious application with
the highest number of potential uses
for a low-cost plotter is the production
of business graphics from spreadsheet
models. Penman produces a program
for the IBM PC which takes standard
spreadsheet DIF files and plots graphs
and charts. VisiCalc, dBasell and Lotus
1-2-3 are among the programs which
can create DIF (Data Interchange For-
mat) files.

Price
The price of the Penman plotter is £217
plus VAT. The RS232 cable retails at £20
and the demonstration/utility disk costs
£25. A smooth, laminated backing
sheet for plotting, with a dark border to
improve contrast, costs £12.50.

Conclusion
The commercial success or failure of
the Penman probably rests on the
amount of software which appears to
support it. As a plotter, it has several
advantages over more conventional
types. It's relatively inexpensive and
uses easily (and cheaply) obtainable
pens. Since it has no frame, it takes up
little space and can use any kind of
paper. Its speed is less impressive than
that of most other plotters, but the sales
figures for cheap daisywheel printers
prove that people are prepared to wait
for hard copy.

As an educational device it has much
to offer. It is well suited to use with Logo
(especially on the BBC Micro) and could
have many applications in science
classes. END
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Pick a number
Premium bond owners may already be familiar with the idea of random
number generation in the form of ERNIE. But for those who want to learn
about number -crunching and arithmetic on their micro, Donald Knuth's

second volume in his trilogy may be the answer, as Mike Liardet explains.

Seminumerical Algorithms is not the
most welcoming title for a book. But
when the author is Donald Knuth and
the volume in question is the second in
his The Art of Programming trilogy,
then any reservations are worth over-
coming.

The title of this second volume is in
fact a little strange, but Knuth justifies
the 'Semi' prefix on thegroundsthatthe
book also concerns itself with the
tactics of implementing efficient algor-
ithms for numerical work: it deals with
random numbers, and arithmetic. It
does not get heavily involved in the
specialist field of numerical analysis,
although many ofthetopicswould be of
interest to numerical analysis workers.

Random numbers
Random numbers - that is, numbers
'chosen at random' - are useful for
simulation, modelling, software valida-
tion, games playing and a variety of
other applications. Perhaps the best-
known random number generator is
the now defunct ERNIE (Electric Ran-
dom Number Indicating Equipment),
which is used to generate winning
numbers for Premium Bonds. Unlike
the random number sequences gener-
ated by software, ERNIE is more truly
random in that it generates numbers on
the basis of measuring random physic-
al phenomena. Strictly speaking, pure
software can only generate 'pseudo-
random' numbers: if you know or can
guess the underlying algorithm, then
the sequence will appear completely
non-random, to you at least, since you
will be able to predict the entire
sequence. Thus the randomness is only
an illusion for the uninitiated.

John von Neumann, the father of the
modern electronic computer, was the
first to propose a simple algorithm for
generating pseudo -random (from now
on 'random') numbers: to generate the
next random number in a sequence,
squarethe previous one and pull outthe
middle digits as the next random
number. The following Basic code
generates four -digit random numbers:
DEF FNCMOD (U,V) = U-INT (U/V)*V

:REM REMAINDER FUNCTION
DEF FNCVN (X) = FNCMOD

(INT (X*X/100), 1000)
Given some starting value for X, say

9876, then successively evaluating the
expression X = FNCVN(X)will generate
5353 (middle four digits of 9876 x 9876
= 97535376), 6546 (middle four of 5353
x 5353 = 28654609), and so on. It
should be obvious that sooner or later
our random sequence will repeat itself.
This happens immediately it generates
a number previously generated. At best
this could happen after 10,000 itera-
tions, when every number from 0 to
9999 had occurred precisely once.

But, in practice, it happens much
sooner. Starting from 9876 the gener-
ator quickly gets locked into a 'cycle' of
four values: 5600, 4600, 3600, 9600,
5600, and so on. Starting from other
values: if 0 is generated, then it
continuesto produce just Othereafter-
hardly random behaviour!

The solution to this difficulty is to:
(a) use a better random number gener-
ator; and
(b) ensure that it works with numbers

`Unlike the random number
sequences generated by
software, ERNIE is more

truly random in that it
generates numbers on the

basis of measuring
random physical

phenomena.'
which are larger than you really need
(you can always truncate unwanted
digits from a large number)

Knuth introduces his own early effort
to improve upon von Neumann's
method which I will not discuss here
because it istoo complicated; however,
in essence, it iterates a random number
of times through several lines of
arithmetic, starting at a random place
for each iteration. Superficially this
appears to be fairly promising but
Knuth quickly discovered that it started
repeating fairly quickly and was little
betterthan von Neumann's method.

In fact very effective but simple and
comprehensive random number
generators can be written using the
'linear congruential method'. This is
frequently used as the basis for the
RND() function, familiar to most users

of Basic. Given the previous random
number, x, in a sequence, the next
random number is calculated as:
lax + c) mod m
where a, c and m are some, carefully
chosen constants. The term 'linear
congruential' describesthis expression
-'ax + c' is linear (that is, a straight line
graph) in x, and congruential arithmetic
is that which uses the mod function.
Some versions of Basic are reputed to
have fairly poor random number gener-
ators and this is probably because of a
bad choice for the three constants. If
your Basic is in this category, then you
can easily use your own random
number generator with:
DEF FNCLC(X) = FNCMOD (A*X+C,M)

The numbers generated by this
method all lie in the range 0 to m-1 (the
'mod', or remainder, function guaran-
tees this), so at best the sequence will
repeat after m numbers have been
generated. Choosing a largevaluefor m
can help, but bad values of a and c can
also produce poor results. For example,
a=1, c=2 produces 0, 2, 4, 6, and so on,
from a starting value of 0. Much of
Knuth's description of the method is
devoted to the choice of good values for
a, c and m.

We have already noted that m should
be large, even if the required range of
the random numbers is small. For
example, for coin -tossing we could try
m=2, then conveniently each random
number would be either 0 (for heads) or
1 (for tails). However, this would, at
best, produce the repeating sequence

. Choosing a high valuefor nn
would be far more satisfactory, then
heads or tails could be denoted by the
parity of the number, but the number
itself would be retained as the input for
the next random number.

When working in assembler it is
simpler to code and faster to execute if
m is restricted to a power of 2, especially
the byte or word -size of the computer
(this is irrelevant in Basic). For most
values of m, mod m can only be
calculated by using division, but, for
example, if m = 7'8 = 256, then mod m
for any number is produced by zeroing
everything except the least significant
byte of the number: for example, (in
hexadecimal) 4321 mod 100 = 0021, or
6789 mod 100 = 0089. Knuth also shows
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an easy method for calculating mod
101, which is given here for those who
are well versed in hexadecimal arith-
metic. For 4321 mod 101:
Complement 4321: BCDE
Subtract low byte from high:

00BC - OODE = FFDE
If result negative (which it is

because BC < DE)
then add 101:
FFDE + 0101 = OODF

And that's the answer!
Obviously these techniques can be

readily extended form = (hexadecimal)
10000, 10001, 1000000. The advantage
of using 101 instead of 100, in a random
number generator, is that with the latter
the right-hand digits are much less
random than the left.

Clearly a linear congruential random
number generator must repeat after m
numbers have been generated, but is it
possible to choose values for a and c,
such that m different values are always
generated before repetition? The
answer is yes. Trying a=c=1 always
does this, although it is rather a

predictable random sequence. But
there are generally more effective
valuesthat can be chosen, as long asthe
following rules are observed:
*none of c's prime factors can be prime
factors of m;
*a-1 must be a multiple of every prime
factor of m; and
*a-1 must be a multiple of 4 if m is a
multiple of 4.

(The prime factors of a number are
the prime numbers - numbers only
divisible by themselves and one -
which must be multiplied together to
produce the number. For example, the
prime factors of 100 are 2 and 5, since 2
and 5 are prime,and 2 x 2 x 5 x 5= 100.)
Ifm=2100(=2x2x3x5x5x 7),then
c could be any number without these
factors: 11, 13 .. 121, and so on. a-1 must
be a multiple of each of 2,3, 5, 7, and also
a multiple of 4 (because m is. There-
fore, one possible value for a-1 would
be2 x2x3x5x7=420,meaninga=
421.

All random numbers generators
need to be 'started off' with some initial
random, or 'seed' as it is termed.
Generally, during program develop-
ment it is expedient to assign some
arbitrary constant as the start-up value.

This means thatthe same sequence will
be used every time the program is run,
and any bugs in the software will be
repeatable, and easy to correct.

Once the program is working correct-
ly, it is undesirable to use the same
sequence every time - if it's a card
game you do not always want to be
dealt the same cards! A useful way to
create the seed is to access the date and
time, if available, or to loop and
increment the seed value when waiting
for keyboard input, or restart with the
last random number used at the end of
the previous session. In any of these
cases the random number generator
should get off to a different start every
time.

Knuth outlines many other possible
algorithmsfor random number genera-
tion, involving slightly more complex
calculations. An obvious extension to
the linear congruential method is the
quadratic congruential:
DEF FNCQC(X) =FNCMOD

(A*X"2+B*X+C,M)
and there are many interesting gener-
ators that use two or more previous
values to generate the next random
number, including the simple, but poor,
Fibonacci sequence:
DEF FNCFIB(X,XPREV) =

FNCMOD(X+XPREV,M)
(This must be used by:
XNEW=FNCFIB(X,XPREV):XPREV=X:

X=XNEW)
Of course, much of the foregoing

provides a great deal of fertile ground
for creating random number gener-
ators, but neatly skirts around methods
for evaluating how good they are. For
example, we have considered possible
and convenient candidates for a, c and
m in a linear congruential generator,
but m=2100, a=421 and c=11 (all
mentioned above) generate random
numbers that are alternately odd and
even. Much of Knuth's treatise on
random number generators is dedi-
cated to tests, which should trap the
unsatisfactory generators, and pass the
good ones.

One of the simplest tests is known as
the chi -squared test. This is a test used
widely by statisticians, but in this
context we can use it to gauge the
evenness of distribution of a random
number generator. If we use a gener-

ator a thousand times to generate
numbers in the range 0 to 50, we would
expect each number to turn up roughly
20 times, but even with truly random
numbers we would, on average, expect
a few oddities: perhaps one or two
numbers would only turn up a few
times.

With the chi -squared test, we can
measure this evenness of distribution
(using the program in Fig 1), by
calculating the variance, V. This value
can be looked up in a table (see Fig 2)
which indicates what percentage of the
time it would be expected. When I ran
this program in Microsoft Basic, V was
60.1 on the first run. Examining the
table shows that 56.33 <60.1 < 67.5.We
can expectVto be greaterthan 56.1 in 25
per cent of cases, so this run of the
random number generator produced a
fairly 'average' distribution, which is
what we want. (Very low values of V are
'too good to be true', and very high
values indicate obvious biases.)

There are many other tests that can
be applied to random number gener-
ators, with intriguing names like the
poker test, spectral test, and so on, and
Knuth outlines them all in detail. To get
the seal of approval, a random number
generator should pass all of them. But
what about those in a hurry, who need a
highly recommended generator on a
plate? Knuth outlines his own recom-
mendation for such people atthe end of
this chapter (Fig 3). As presented by
Knuth, the generator produces random
numbers from Fortran routines in the
range 0 to 999999999. I have translated
it to Basic, using a floating point array to
hold integer values in the range 0 to
9999999. (Basic integer arrays only
handle numbers up to 32767 and
Microsoft Basic floating point is only
accurate to seven digits.)

Once an initial sequence of numbers
has been set up, this random number
generator generates the next random
number from the difference between
the random numbers given 55 and 24
times previously. The result is taken
mod 10000000. Most of the complica-
tions in the software arise from the
book-keeping necessary to maintain 55
previous values in the sequence. The
use of '55' and '24' are highly signifi-
cant, and were definitely not picked at

"'0000
20010
20020
2007:0
20040
20050
20060
20070
20080
20090
20100
20110
20120

REM CHI -SQUARED TEST 'FOR MSBASIC RND() FUNCTION
DIM NUMCOUNT(50):REM.HOLDS NUMBER OF OCCURENCES OF EACH NUMBER
REM GENERATE 1050 RANDOM NUMBERS IN RANGE 0 TO 50...
FOR I=1 TO 1050
RAND=INT(RND(1)*51):NUMCOUNT(RAND)=NUMCOUNT(RAND)+1
NEXT I

REM NOW CALCULATE VARIANCE V...
V=0
FOR I=0 TO 50
V=V+(NUMCOUNT(I)-20)'2/20
REM (20 IS EXPECTED NUMBER OF OCCURENCES)
NEXT I

PR INT"V =";V

FigFig 1 Calculation of variance forichi-squared test
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random. With these values, the random
number generator will not start repeat-
ing for several millennia, even at
computer speed! Knuth gives a number
of other pairs of values that also work
very well.

Arithmetic
The chapter on arithmetic is primarily
concerned with the basic operations of
addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division. Subsequently, it intro-
duces a number of related topics such
as factorisation, exponentiation and
polynomials. Users of high-level lan-
guages may think that much of this is of
little interest, since the algorithms are
already written forthem. This attitude is
a little short-sighted, as a good under-
standing of these underlying algor-
ithms should enable the user to prog-

ram with maximum precision!
The simplest form of computer arith-

metic is fixed-point arithmetic. In fixed-
point arithmetic the amount of storage
space for every number is the same,
and the decimal point is always under-
stood to be in the same place. The most
usual convention is for it to be after the
last (least significant) digit; and in this
case the computer is performing inte-
ger arithmetic. The advantage of inte-
ger arithmetic is that it is fast, and
excepting loss of remainders in divi-
sion, completely accurate for the four
main arithmetic operations. The dis-
advantage is that it cannot represent
very large magnitude numbers, at least
not without allocating a lot of storage.

Fixed-point software for 8 -bit micros
usually allocates two consecutive
bytes, totalling 16 bits of storage for

each integer. Some software or 'double
precision' options may offer more. As
each bit (='binary digit') can hold just
two values (0 or 1), 16 bits together
allow 2 x 2 x . x 2= 2'16 = 65536
different integer values to be repre-
sented.

Generally it is undesirable that only
positive numbers be accommodated,
and Knuth describes different methods
for handling negative numbers. The
most popular is the 'two's comple-
ment', where the most -significant bit
(that is, the leftmost when writing the
number on paper) is always 1 for
negative numbers:
1000 0000 0000 0000 = -32768
1111 1111 1111 1111 = -1
0000 0000 0000 0000 = 0

0000 0000 0000 0001 = 1

0111 1111 1111 1111 =32767

p=1% p=5% p=25%
29.71 34.76 42.94

p=5(1% p=75%
49.33 56,::_._

Fig 2 Chi-square values for distribution on 51 random numbers

p=95% p=991
67.50 76.15

25000 REM KNUTH'S RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
25010 DIM RAND(55):REM GENERATES 55 NUMBERS AT A GO
25015 DEF FNCMOD4U,V)=1.1-INT(U/V)*V:REM BASIC'S MISSING MOD FUNCTION
25020 SEED=1234567!:REM VALUE TO GET IT STARTED
25025 GOSUB 30000: REM INITIALIZE
25030 PRINT"HERE'S A HUNDRED RANDOM NUMBERS..."
25035 FOR I=1 TO 100
25040 GOSUB 32000: PRINT X

25050 NEXT I

25060 STOP
30000 REM INITIALIZATION RAND() ARRAY STARTING WITH SEED VALUE
30010 RAND(55)=SEED:j=SEED:K=1
30020 FOR I= 1 TO 54
30030 II=FNCMOD(21*I,55)
30040 RAND(II)=K
30050 K=J-K:IF K<0 THEN K=K+10000000f
30060 J=RAND(II)
30070 NEXT I

30080 REM NOW WARM UP THE GENERATOR...
30090 GOSUB 31000: GOSUB 31000: GOSUB 31000:RETURN
31000 REM RESET RAND() ARRAY WITH NEW VALUES IN RANGE 0 TO 9999999
31010 FOR I=1 TO 24
31020 J=RAND(I)-RAND(I+31)
31030 IF 3<0 THEN 3=3i -10000000E
31040 RAND(I)=j
31050 NEXT I

31060 FOR 1=25 TO 55
31070 J=RAND(I)-RAND(I-24)
31080 IF' J<0 THEN J=j+10000000E
31090 RAND (I) =J
31100 NEXT
31110 NEXRND=1
31120 RETURN
32000 REM AFTER INITIALIZATION, RETURNS RANDOM NUMBER

32010 IF NEXRND>55 THEN GOSUB 31000
32020 X=RAND(NEXRND):NEXRND=NEXRNDA-1
2030 RETURN

Fig 3 Knuth's recommended random, number generator

IN RANGE 0 TO 9999
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PROGRAMMING
This representation is somewhat

analogous to a counter on a cassette
recorder. If you set it to zero in the
middle of a tape, and then rewind, it
progresses back through 999, 998, and
so on. One advantage of it is that no
special action need be taken for adding
negative numbers: the computer's nor-
mal binary add instruction should work.
Negating a number is also fairly easy:
just 'complement' it (a single computer
instruction that changes all ls to Os and
vice versa) and add one. For example to
negate 1:
Complement 0000 0000 0000 0001 =

1111 1111 1111 1110
And add 1: 1111 1111 1111 1111 -

With 16 -bit two's complement arith-
metic there is no facility for represent-
ing numbers less than -32768 or
greater than 32767, and correctly im-
plemented software will generate an
'overflow' error if a calculation over-
steps the mark. If you try this in Basic
(for example, PRINT 32767+1) you may
be surprised to see that the correct
answer is displayed instead of an error,
(but you can force the error by typing
LET X% = 32767 + 1). Many versions of
Basic avoid integer overflow by con-
verting the result to floating point.

Floating point numbers
The representation of floating point
numbers in the computer is analogous
to the scientific notation, where very
large or small magnitude numbers are
represented by a fraction and exponent
part. For example, in scientific notation
Planck's constant would be written as
1.0545 x 10^-27. (Basic uses a minor
variant of this notation: 1.0545E-27.)
The fractional part is 1.0545, and the
exponent is -27. This number could
otherwise be written (with spaces
added for readability):
0.00000 00000 00000 00000

00000 010545
Noticethatthis number isthe original

fraction 1.0545 with the decimal point
shifted 27 places to the left. In scientific
notation the convention is to place the
decimal point of the fraction only after
the first digit. For example, 105.45 x
10"-29 and .010545 x 10"-25 also
equal Planck's constant, but not in the
normal representation. This principle
also holds for most floating point
software.

Typical floating point software on an
8 -bit micro represents a number by
using at least four consecutive loca-
tions: the first is used to hold the
exponent of the number, and the
remainder are used for the fractional
part. It is obviously desirable to
accommodate both negative and posi-
tive exponents, so the positive integer
value stored in the exponent must have
some 'excess' quantity subtracted to
reveal its true value. A single byte could
hold any value from 0 to 255, which, if

the excess were 128, would allow the
exponent to range between -128 and
127. The decimal point forthefractional
part is usually to the left of the most
significant digit, and the normalisation
requirements say that this (binary) digit
should be 1. To avoid confusion be-
tween normalised and unnormalised
numbers, the position occupied by this
bit can be used to store the sign of the
number. The number zero is uniquely
represented by all bytes including the
exponent, being zero.

All floating point operations, even
addition, can introduce inaccuracies
into the results. This is because the
fractional part of the result can easily
require more space than is allocated for
it to be represented with complete
accuracy, and it must be 'rounded' to fit
in. These inaccuracies can be lessened
by arranging for double precision
storage during the calculation, but the
returned result must be returned at
normal size.

It is possible to gain some intuition
into the workings of floating point
software, by working with scientific
notation, and restricting the number of
digits in both the fractional and expo-
nent parts. For example, with just four
digits for the fraction and one for the
exponent, consider the following addi-
tion and multiplication:
(1) Add 8.765E-2 to 9.998E1
Adjust 8.765E-2 to have exponent El:

0.008765E1
Add 0.008765E1 to 9.998E1 =

10.006775E1
Normalise the result: 1.0006765E2
And round to four digits: 1.001E2
(2) Multiply 3.111E7 by 9.000E-4
Add exponents: 7 + -4 = 3
Multiply fractions: 3.111 x 9.000 =

27.999
So the product is: 27.999E3
Normalise it: 2.7999E4 -
And round to four digits: 2.800E4

As with fixed point arithmetic, it's
possible to have an overflow condition
in a floating point operation. This
occurs if the exponent part gets too
great. This would have happened in the
above multiplication example if the
second number had been 9.000E4 and
not 9.000E-4: the product's exponent
would then be two digits, and one more
than we allowed for. In practice, real
floating point software allows larger
exponents than this, typically accom-
modating numbers as big as 10'38.

With floating point arithmetic it's also
possible to have 'underflow'. This
occurs if the exponent part gets less
than the lowest negative value per-
missible - that is, when the number is
very close to zero. Computer users pay
far less attention to underflowthan they
do to overflow or rounding, but Knuth
rightly points out that its affects are just
as insidious. In Microsoft Basic any
number smaller than 2.938735E-39

underflows to zero. This may not
appearto be worth worrying about, and
indeed many language implementors,
Microsoft included, do not give an error
message for underflow. But underflow
can cause a gross calculation error,with
answers inaccurate by thousands, as
you will gather if you can solve the
following puzzle using your Basic
interpreter:

Assign values to A, B, C and D such
that ((Ax B) xC) D differs from
(Ax (BxC)) x D by a thousand (solution
in box at the end of article).

Conclusion
Knuth's section on arithmetic covers a
great deal morethan I have been ableto
mention here. For example, there are
other, less commonly used ways of
representing numbers in the computer,
and efficient algorithms for multiplica-
tion, and more besides - a veritable
treasure trove for number-crunchers
everywhere!

Readers after more treasure should
look at last month's review of the first
volume in the series, Fundamental
Algorithms. Next up is a look at the final
title, Sorting and Searching.

References
The Art of Computer Programming by
Donald E Knuth; (Addison-Wesley Pub-
lishing Company).
Volume 1. Fundamental Algorithms.
Volume 2. Seminumerical Algorithms.
Volume 3. Sorting and Searching.

Puzzle solution

Of course the two expressions are
equal. The presence of rounding error
can result in minor differences when
they are evaluated on a computer, but
to obtain such a gross difference we
have to arrange for one expression to
underflow and the other not to.

This solution is specific to Microsoft
Basic, but the principles should hold
for any language that does not trap
arithmetic underflow as an error.
There are many possible values that
will work, but I have checked the
following on both CP/M and MS-DOS
versions of Microsoft Basic:
A = 1E-30
B = 2.938735E-9
C = 1.701412E38
D = 2000

Evaluating Ax B in the first express-
ion causes an underflow, so the whole
expression evaluates to zero. The
second expression does not under -
flow, and returns a correct result,
approximately 1000. (You can verify
this by hand if you know that 2.938735
x 1.701412 = 5). By choosing ever
larger values of D you can make the
discrepancy even worse! END
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Two into
three will go!
dBaselll is not yet widelyavailable, but don't letthat hold

you back-begin with dBasell and upgrade, using various
conversion techniques. Kathy Lang explains.

dBaselll is now available forthe IBM PC;
PCW reviewed it on the system last
November, and found it to be a

considerable advance on its popular
stablemate, dBasell. As yet, however, it
is not widely available on other sys-
tems: indeed, at the time of writing,
dBaselll is available only on the PC and
compatibles, although an Apricot ver-
sion will soon be available.

dBaselll comes with some significant
aids to conversion from dBasell, suffi-
cient to make it a reasonable tactic to
begin in dBasell and convert when
dBaselll becomes available. (A dBaselll
upgrade kit is available to existing
dBasell licence holders for £130.) If you
do this, there are precautions you can
take to minimise the problems of
conversion. There are also steps you
can take during the conversion to speed
up the process. Finally, there are
techniques you can use to mitigate
some of the deficiencies of dBasell
which still remain in dBaselll.

dBasell data, memory, report and
screen format files are not directly
readable by dBaselll, but the dBaselll
conversion program, Convert, will
automatically translate such files into
dBaselll format. Index files are treated
slightly differently: Convert sets up a
command file which can then be run to
recreate the index in dBaselll format.

So far, so good. Convert doesn't,
however, automatically convert the
whole of every dBasell command file,
and it's in this area where you can ease
the job of checking conversions by
taking some precautions in your use of
dBasell. Here I'll summarise the main
features of dBasell which will not work
in the same way in dBaselll, and which
Convert cannot handle automatically.
In all buttwo cases, you can either avoid
problems by taking precautions, or
make straightforward changes quickly
with the help of a word processor.

The major exception is the use of
multiple files, where the dBasell techni-

que of using primary and secondary
areas is replaced by a rather different
approach which includes the use of
aliases to distinguish fields in different
data files. The other area of difficulty is
in the use of macros-the substitution
of direct values and variables through
the use of the ampersand with memory
variables. Convert takes the conversion
of these statements as far as it can, but
you'll need to check, and in most cases
adapt, programs which use more than
one file, or use macros. And while the
use of Convert, together with the
changes discussed here, will in the
great majority of cases be sufficient to
get dBasell programs working under
dBaselll, it will still pay to look carefully
at the new features provided in dBaselll
to see how they can be used to improve
the performance of your programs.
This is again especially true of prog-
rams which use several data files, since
you should be able to make substantial
reductions in the number of times files
are opened and closed.

Precautions
dBaselll no longer uses the hash sign to
signify the value of the current record
number, but instead uses the new
function RECNO1). If you use this
function in your programs, Convert
will, as far as possible, make the change
automatically. In orderto do so, howev-
er, it must detect (by discerning the
context) the difference between hash as
used to denote the record number, and
hash as used to mean 'not equal to' in
conditional expressions. To avoid any
dangers of misinterpretation, it's better
to use the alternative symbol <> to
denote 'not equal to'.

If you're skipping backwards in a file,
in dBasell you can detect the top of the
file by testing to see if the record
number is zero. This is no longer
possible in dBaselll, which has a new
function called BOF() (for 'beginning of
file' - but a bit unfortunate as GOTO

 1r?

pa t

BOTT still takes you to the bottom/end
of the data file!). Convert cannot detect
that your test of the record number is
actually a test for top of file, so this
changewould have to be made manual-
ly. An alternative would be to execute
these two lines before starting the
backwards search:
GOTO TOP
STORE # TO TOPREC
You would then test for the record
number equal to TOPREC before doing
the skip backwards each time. This
technique would not work if your file
were indexed and you were adding
records to it while executing the loop
which included the backwards skip. In
all other circumstances, it would work
as expected in both versions.

A major change to the use of memory
variables has been made in dBaselll. In
dBasell, all memory variables are glob-
al: that is, if you call a command file
from within another and create mem-
ory variables in the subprogram, these
variables are still available when you
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return to the main program. In dBaselll,
this is no longertrue: memoryvariables
created in subprograms are normally
local to that program, and 'disappear'
when you return to the calling program.
This change has distinct advantages,
since it economises on the use of
memory variables. It also makes life
much easier when you are creating a
large system, or when two or more
people are working on a cooperative
system, since you need only agree and
be disciplined about the naming of
variables which must appear in the
main program.

This change will, nevertheless, cause
some excitement with converted prog-
rams unless they are 'tuned' to take
advantage of the new feature. The
alternative is to ensure that, in con-
verted programs, all memory variables
are global, as they are at present in
dBasell. There are two ways to do this.
Under dBasell, you can initialise all
memory variables at the start of the
main program, and this ensures that

they will be global when the programs
are converted to dBaselll. The alterna-
tive isto ignore the problem while using
dBasell, but after conversion, and
before running under dBaselll, to use
the PUBLIC command at the start of the
main program to define all memory
variables as global.

If you use ACCEPT or WAIT in a set of
stored commands in eitherversion,you
must cater for the situation where the
person using the program does not
reply positively but just hits RETURN. In
dBasell, this action results in a single
space being stored in the string speci-
fied in ACCEPTor WAIT, and it's usual to
test for this with a command line of the
form:
IF Answer=" "

In dBaselll, responding to ACCEPT or
WAIT by pressing RETURN will result in
the string specified being null: that is,
not containing anything. Unfortunately,
you cannot test for this simply by
changing the test to read:
IF Answer=""

If you do, this test will always be true,
whatever characters the user enters.

In dBaselll there are two ways to test
for a carriage return, represented by a
null string entered to ACCEPT or WAIT.
One way is to testthe length ofthe string
entered, since for a null string the LEN
function will return a value of zero. The
alternative is to reverse the 'natural'
order of testing, and have a test of the
form:
IF ""=Answer
which will be true on/yif Answer is a null
string. For those working in dBasell and
expecting to convert to dBaselll, this
gives an alternative to the test normally
used in dBasell. If you substitute a test
of the form:
IF '"'=Answer
the test will have the desired effect in
dBasell, and be much easier to modify
in dBaselll. You'll just need to check
(using a word processor with a search
and replace function) every occurrence
of the character sequence " "=
and, where appropriate, accept a sub -
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IN BUSINESS
stitution of the sequence " "=

Conversion
There are several other ways in which
using a word processor with search and
replace facilities can help the conver-
sion process. In dBasell, if the FIND
command is unsuccessful in locating a
record which matches the desired key,
the current record number is setto zero,
enabling you to test for this condition.
This action is changed in dBaselll to
leave the record pointer at the bottom of
the data file, and the test must be for
whether end -of -file has been reached
(via the EOF() function). Convert cannot
detectthis requirement, so the simplest
approach is to use search -and -replace
to change relevant occurrences of the
test fora record number equalling zero
with a testfor EOF() being true. Another
necessity may be to modify statements
which use the TRIM command, since
trimming a string of blanks in dBaselll
results in a null string, rather than the
string containing a single space which
dBasell gives.

In dBasell you will not be warned if
you issue a SORT command which
results in the overwriting of an existing
file. In dBaselll a warning is issued -
which might be a bit offputting for a
novice user working with a tailored
version of the package.

You can preventthis warning appear-
ance by including the command SET
SAFETY OFF at the beginning of the
master command file.

Changes
dBaselll has many improvements over
dBasell, as readers of the November
review will know. All is not sweetness
and light, however. Some of the
changes are for the worse, while some
of the omissions from dBasell have not
been rectified.

The major change which will irritate
many who regularly use dBasell direct-
ly, rather than through someone else's
command files, is the replacement of
the three single -character functions by
functions with much longer names. The
capitalisation function, !, is now UP-
PER; the substring function, $, is now
SUBSTR; and the record number func-
tion, #, is now RECNO1). These changes
will certainly add to most people's
typing load.

You can mitigate the problem to
some extent by using the macro facility
to rename these functions, but it's
probably only worth doing for REC-
N00. You can get this down to two
characters by typing STORE "REC-
NO()" to R and using the characters &R
wherever you would need to use
RECNO(). But where a function takes
arguments, the need to have a space
between the macro name and the
arguments means that the best you can
do is to reduce the reference to, say, &S
followed by a space, whereas in dBasell

you could use a single character.
Another feature which will be un-

popular with experienced users is the
new prompt 'Do you need help?' issued
every time you make a typing error. You
can turn this off with the SETcommand.
A time -saving ruse is to set up a
command file (called, say, STARTUP)
which contains those commands
issued to personalise the system in this
way - including not only appropriate
options in SET, but also initialisation of
memory variables to provide abbrevia-
tions and other features such as colour
of foreground and background display
where appropriate. You can then have
this file executed when you enter dBase
by typing dBASE STARTUP (don't
forget to declare as PUBLIC any mem-
ory variables initialised in this way).

Features
Everyone has their own requirements
of a data management system, so I'm
sure many dBasell and dBaselll users
will have their own personal 'wish list'
for dBaselV. One popular requirement
is better data validation features, plus a
table reference facility. These two really
go together, as you can use a table
either to check that a code entered is
valid, or to match a code to a longer
description which makes reports more
meaningful. In dBaselll, you can check
that a numeric variable falls within a
particular range, and that- apart from
ensuring that a value matches the type
of the field - is that. You can simulate
requirements for checking and for
expansion of abbreviated codes in two
ways; the first works in memory and is
limited to short sequences; the other
exploits the increased number of files
available in dBaselll.

Suppose you have a file of data about
staff in your firm, in which the depart-
ment to which each member of staff
belongs is represented by a code. If
there are just a few departments, you
could store in a memory variable a
character string which contained each
valid code, followed by an appropriate
delimiter such as a colon or comma.
For example:
STORE "GL,HA,LU," TO DEPTAB

As the information about each per-
son is entered into the personnel
record, you could then use a test of the
form:
IF (DEPTCODE+",")$DEPTAB
which would test to see if the value
entered in the field DEPTCODE were a
valid code as shown in the memory
variable DEPTAB. (The use of the
comma or other delimiter is, of course,
necessary to prevent spurious
matches.)

When displaying information based
on the records, or constructing printed
reports, you can use another memory
variable or variables to map the abbre-
viations onto the desired expansions. If
just a few coded values are being used,

the expanded labels mayfit into a single
string, in which case their position
should correspond with the position of
the corresponding code in the abbre-
viation string.

Assume that the abbreviation string
was as shown, and the expanded string
had been stored with the command:
STORE "Gloves Haberdashery -

Luggage "TO LABELS
The following command sequence

could then be used to find the right
expanded label:
STORE DEPTCODE TO MDEPTCODE
STORE (AT (MDEPTCODE, DEPTAB) +

2)/3 TO MPOINTER
DISPLAY SUBSTR (LABELS,

(MPOINTER* 12-11), 12)
(Note that each label in the string
LABELS is 12 characters long.) An
extended version of this sequence,
using the AT function to detect separ-
ators, could be used where the labels
are of dissimilar length to save memory
variable space.

Where there are more codes, there's
a neat way to use the value of the
abbreviated code as a pointertofind the
right label. The trick is to set up each
label in a memory variable with the
name of the code which denotes it. So,
in our example, the string 'Gloves'
would be stored in a variable called GL,
the string 'Haberdashery' in a variable
named HA, and so on. To find the
appropriate label, all you then need to
do is to execute this sequence:
STORE DEPTCODE TO MDEPTCODE
DISPLAY &MDEPTCODE

dBase will then display, not the value
of the code, but the variable which has
that name. This technique has many
and varied uses, and can be used to help
avoid some of the disadvantages
caused by the absence of array vari-
ables in dBase. In particular, it can be
used to accumulate sets of subtotals of
coded fields which are not indexed -
the 'official' subtotal facility requires
that the file be correctly sorted or
indexed, with the least significant
subtotal field specified first.

Finally, where you start to run out of
memory variables, or where you want
to add extra codes quite often, it can be
most helpful to keep one or more data
files for storing sets of codes with their
expanded labels. If these code files are
indexed on the code, it's then a quick
and easy matter both to check valid
codes, and to retrieve labels when
reporting. If you frequently use this
approach,you will of course,startto run
out of files, since you'll need at least one
and ideally two files for each set of
codes.

An alternative is to use memory
variables as described for checking the
codes, which are usually short, and
then to keep all the labels in a single file
- provided you are careful to avoid
ambiguity in matching codes and labels
from several fields. END
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SCREENTEST

KnowledgeMan
KnowledgeMan features 'loose' as opposed to the tight integration

of window -based packages. Kathy Lang looks at this powerful
command -driven data management system for experienced users.

Most computer users need to use
several different approaches to in-
formation processing. Very often, peo-
ple start by wanting to automate a card
index system just to make it easier to
extract selected items. Later they may

Max record size (ch)
Max no fields
Max field size
Max digits
Max prime key length
Special disk format?
File size fixed?
Link to ASCII files?
Data types
Fixed rec structure?
Fixed record length
stored?
Amend rec structure? Y
Link data files?
No data files open UL
No sort fields UL
No keys UL
Max key length
(chars, fields)
Subsidiary indexes
kept up-to-date?
Data validation
Screen formatting
Unique keys
Report formatting
Store calculated data
Totals & statistics
Store selecn criteria
Combining criteria
>1 criterion/field?
Wild code selection?
Browsing methods
Interaction methods
Reference Manual+
Tutorial Guide+
Reference Card+
Online Help+
Hot-line?
Fig 1 Features and constraints

Maximum file size 65,535
records
65,535
255
65,534
14
65,534
N
N
YV
N,C,L,M
Y

UL, UL

UTD
A
P, D
N
P, L, I
IN, ED, BA
Y
P

A, 0, N, X
Y
SW
AK
C, FT*.*
**
N
**

P

find that they need to include some of
the information in personalised letters,
use the current information to project
future trends, or make the representa-
tion of their information clearer by
illustrating it with graphs. These re-
quirements have led a number of
suppliers to feel that there's a big
market for the so-called 'integrated'
package, which has all these facilities
and more under one umbrella.

Most of these suppliers feel that
people also need to be able to see
information presented in several diffe-
rent ways simultaneously, and this has
led to the current fashion for windows,
which provide a way of dividing up the
screen so that one portion can be
displaying part of a spreadsheet,
another part of a text document, and so
on.

This approach has two disadvan-
tages. Firstly, it's very hard to provide
window facilities in a way which does
not lead to an extra load of initial
learning before the poor novice can
start to do anything useful. Secondly,
it's not always the easiest way to
provide facilities for system develop-
ers: that is, for people who are setting
up complex systems for others to use.
(Some suppliers of integrated pack-
ages which use windows would, of
course, deny this, but the proof of the
pudding is yet to come.

An alternative approach, taken by an
American package called Knowledge -
Man, is to make a greater separation
between the various aspects of the
package while retaining sufficient in-
tegration to allow easy movement from
one function to another. The central
core of KnowledgeMan is a powerful
data management system which, un-
like many integrated packages such as
Symphony and Framework, does not
require that all information to be
processed be resident in the compu-
ter's memory. This is another advan-

tage of the kind of 'loose integration'
used in KnowledgeMan, in contrast to
the tighter integration of window -
based packages. Linked with the data
management features is a spreadsheet
facility, which is sold together with the
data management system. In addition
there are modules for graphics and
word processing which are purchased
separately, but once installed may all be
used from within the basic Knowledge -
Man system.

KnowledgeMan's data management
facilities are powerful and flexible.
Besides the usual range of features
such as data selection, sorting, calcula-
tion and formatted display, there's also
a set of control commands which
provides facilities comparable with a
full programming language. Sets of
records are stored in files, called tables
by KnowledgeMan; all the records in a
file must have the same format, and are
fixed in length. The basic approach of
the data management part of the
package is very similar to that of Ashton
Tate's dBaselll, but unlike dBase it
places no limits (other than those
imposed by the operating system and
the hardware) on the numbers of files
and on the number of memory vari-
ables which can be accessed at the
same time. The use of commands
rather than menus, together with the
complexity of some of the facilities,
makes KnowledgeMan more suitable
for system designers and experienced
users than for novices.

KnowledgeMan is produced by Mic-
ro Data Base Systems Inc, an American
company which also wrote MDBSIII (a
full database management system
which largely follows the CODASYL
Committee recommendations). The
basic KnowledgeMan system (data
management and spreadsheet) runs
under PC -DOS, MS-DOS and CP/M-86,
and needs at least 192k RAM and about
500k disk space to run properly (it won't
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load on a 128k machine). The graphics
module was, at the time of writing,
available only on the IBM PC, but the
Apricot version should be ready by the
time you read this, with the HP150 and
several other systems very close be-
hind. KnowledgeMan also supports the
MicroSoft mouse on the IBM PC.
Substantial modification features are
provided, so that if you have a colour
monitor and a 'soft' keyboard you can
set up the system closely tailored to
particular applications.

The basic unit of information in
KnowledgeMan is the table processed
bythe data management functions. The
Calc part of KnowledgeMan has the
matrix structure usual in spreadsheets:
data values my be literals or calculated
values, and may include information
taken from data management files
using the CONVERT command. All the
modules other than data management
use ASCII text format files, so transfer
between them is relatively easy.

KnowledgeMan is operated by com-
mands. The package has a very flexible
macro facility; you can use it for tasks
from the simplest, like abbreviating one
detailed command for use in a single
session, to storing complex sequences
of commands in a file to be executed
together. When used in this way,
command sequences can include prog-
ramming -type instructions like loop-
ing. All KnowledgeMan procedural
commands are available in the other
modules too, so you can, for example,
use a whole procedureto calculate a cell
value, or constructtemplate letters with
considerable economy of effort.

Constraints
Files and records may be large - see
the table in Fig 1. Indeed, most of the
limits on KnowledgeMan are those
imposed by the hardware, rather than
bythe package itself. In particular, there
are no software limits to the number of
files you can handle at once, nor to the
number of indexes which can be kept
up-to-date at a time. Data values may be
character, numeric, logical or calcu-
lated. There weren't any special facili-
ties for handling dates and times,
although you can access the current
date and time.

File creation and indexing
The initial step in setting up a table is to
define the name, type and size of each
field by responding to screen prompts.
Calculated fields are allowed - these
are called virtual fields in Knowledge -
Man - and are not stored in the table
but recalculated each time the record is
updated. You may also define a 'pic-
ture' of what the format of a field should
be,which is used for displaying fields as
well as for checking data on entry. For
example, you can specify that an
account code must consist of two digits
followed by three letters.

If you subsequently decide you want
to change the structure of the records in
a data management file, you just have

to alter the table definition. If this
involves changing definitions of ex-
isting fields,then data values in existing
records are adjusted automatically.

Having defined your file or table
structure, you can go straight on to
enter data. Using the CREATE com-
mand, KnowledgeMan will display a
default data entry format with one field
per line. Alternatively, you can create a
screen format tailored to your every
whim. Data in KnowledgeMan tables is
held roughly in entry order, but you can
create indexes which will allow you to
see the information in other orders. A
file may have as many indexes as you
like; before a file is used it must be
opened, and any indexes named in the
command will be kept up-to-date auto-
matically. The first index named nor-
mally determines the order in which the
records are displayed for any form of
retrieval, but this can be overridden at
displaytime.

Data input and updating
Entry of information into a data file can
be from the keyboard, or under the
control of programs using sequences of
stored KnowledgeMan commands.
Data in spreadsheets and word proces-
sing files is entered either from the
keyboard or from file, while the
graphics module can take data only
from the spreadsheet form as it relies
on the spreadsheet structure to define
what is to be plotted.

When data has been entered into the
file, you can retrieve individual records
for amendment (using an index if you
wish), or browse through the file
retrieving one record after another.
Where an index is needed, this will be
the first index specified when the file is
opened, unless you specify an alterna-
tive on the PLUCK command which is
used for index retrieval. (This makes it
much easier to swap between different
keywords than is the case in dBaseIII.)

Records retrieved in the above -men-
tioned way may then be edited using
the cursor controls, or you can carry out
changes in a 'batch' mode. You specify
conditions which, if met, will result in
field values being changed - very like

REPLACE in dBaselll.
However, there seems to be no direct

equivalent of the UPDATE command-
you would need to program that using a
stored command sequence.

Screen display
When editing individual records, these
may be displayed in a standard format.
Alternatively, you can set up one or
more forms using a sequence of
commands which specify cursor
addressing and give you the ability to
set colours, reverse video, blinking and
other goodies. These commands may
be set up directly, by entering the
commands into a file, or by using the
K -Paint module, which gives 'paint -a -
screen' facilities. Once formats have
been set up, they are available for use
with any of the display commands. An
unusual feature of these forms is that
they may extend beyond the screen to a
maximum of 255 lines.

If you want to display records simply
to look at them, rather than change
them, you can use the SELECT com-
mand. Instead of showing one record
on the screen at a time, the default
format for SELECT gives tabular output
with one record per line.

Another option is just to display
statistics about the records in a file such
as totals, averages, and so on.

Printed reports
The Form facility is also used to define
printed reports giving, with K -Paint, a
full paint -a -screen capability. For situa-
tions where you need to incorporate
information from data management
into running text, such as template
letters, you can use K -Text to define the
template, including references to data
fields where appropriate. This gives
you a powerful mail -merge facil ityfrom
within the package.

Selection & sorting
Reordering of information can be car-
ried out in any of three ways. You can
use the indexes, as described earlier, to
permit recordsto be edited or displayed
in order on fields which will most often
be used for this purpose. Where you

Package Cost (f)
Know- 545/850
ledgeMan

dBaseill 495

Symphony 550

Summary
Powerful data management system, few softwa re
limits on processing. Spreadsheet included, word
processing and business graphics as add-ons, all
loosely integrated. Features for experienced
users and system developers excellent, complex
for novices.
Powerful data management system with ability to
store command sequences. Maximum of 10 data
files, 15 total files in use at once. Good indexing
and selection features. Command -driven, with
menu front-end for novices.
Integrated package with data management,
spreadsheet, word processing and graphics, all
handled through windows. Amount of informa-
tion processed at one time limited to computer's
memory. Well -produced but bulky documenta-
tion includes reference summary.

Fig 2 Comparison of similar data management packages
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want a file resorted permanently, you
can ask KnowledgeMan to physically
sort it. For temporary reordering when
displaying fields, you can specify a
display order when using the SELECT
command.

When extracting information selec-
tively, you can specify which records
you want SELECTed with the usual
range of comparison operators, includ-
ing an IN operator. When this is used
with string variables, the string to be
matched may include 'wild code' char-
acters; the default case? will match any
one character and * any group of
characters. However, you can change
the characters used for wild code
matching by invoking the LET com-
mand to change the appropriate en-
vironment variables. Tests may be
combined with and, not, inclusive and
exclusive or, and brackets may be used
to ensure correct evaluation.

Calculation
Calculations in the data management
section can be carried out within
records, across records and across
files. Memory variables, including one -
and two-dimensional arrays, may be
used to store intermediate results; the
number of these is limited only by the
memory capacity of the hardware. You
can, of course, use calculations to
create cell values in spreadsheets.
KnowledgeMan provides the usual
arithmetic operators (including brack-
ets), plus a large number of numeric,
string and logical functions. These
include finding the length of a string,
determining whether a file exists,
whether end -of -file has been reached,
and calculating logs, natural logs and
trigonometric functions.

To extract aggregate information
from KnowledgeMan, you can either
use the STAT command interactively,
or employ memory variables (using the
LET command) where STAT is insuffi-
cient. Again, you have the full range of
arithmetic operators and functions
available, including some aimed at
helping with array processing.

Multiple files
Association of data from several files is
a straightforward matter - you just
open all the files first, then specify the
fields by file and field name to avoid
ambiguity, in the form <filename>.
<fieldname>. Where the command
concerned creates a table, whether for
display (for example, in SELECT) or for
storage in another file, quite complex
joining and projecting operations may
be involved.

KnowledgeMan uses relational
algebra techniques to accomplish
these operations. You don't need to
understand the low-level algebra in
detail, but if your data has a complex
structure, then these facilities must be

=OA,

SCREENTEST
used with care. The KnowledgeMan
manual says that, since it uses a
relational model for structuring the
data, combining data from several files
will work as expected provided the data
is in third normal form. But the package
cannot enforce the integrity of the data
in that sense- it's up to you to see that
records 'depend on the key, the whole
key and nothing but the key.'

Tailoring
In addition to the interactive com-
mands, KnowledgeMan also has a wide
range of procedural commands which
can be stored in a file and run as a group.
These include conditional and interac-
tive execution commands but no GOTO
-although there is a BREAK command
to execute from loops when abnormal
conditions arise. The form of most of
these features is very similar to that in
dBaselll, but with the substantial
advantages of the ability to use arrays
and of much greater limits on memory
variables.

Some of KnowledgeMan's opera-
tions are controlled by a set of switches
or default values which can be altered
by the user. For example, when enter-
ing data into records on the screen,
KnowledgeMan can echo the contents
of the previous record in the current
record display, so that if much of your
data entry is repetitive you only have to
type what actually changes. Whether
this happens or not is controlled by a
flag which you may set on or off (the
default is on, which didn't seem quite
right, but you can change that per-
manently). KnowledgeMan has a lot of

these flags, including a number con-
cerned with the operation of the printer
such as lines per page, start characters,
and so on. All have default values, so
you can ignore them to start with if you
can work with the defaults.

Security& housekeeping
Coming from a supplier used to the
conventions of large database man-
agement systems, it's no surprise to
find that KnowledgeMan pays a lot of
attention to data security in the sense of
preventing unauthorised access. You
can set levels of protection on fields and
files which can be different for read and
write access. You can also set up a
username, with a password for each
user, to prevent unauthorised people
getting in at all.

In addition to the full facilities within
KnowledgeMan for handling its own
files, you can also execute any operat-
ing system command directly. This
means that not only can you do simple
things like listing an external file within
the program, you can also run another
word processor or Basic, including
coping with the problems of the limita-
tions of the MS-DOS/PC-DOS sub -
directory facilities. Fora package which
provides so many features to aid the
building of tailored systems, this is a
substantial advantage.

Links with outside
You can write text files from data files
using one of three formats: DIF (for use
with VisiCalc et an, Basic (comma
delimited, quotes around strings), and
word processing (one field per line
followed by carriage return). You can
also send values or groups of values to
individual cells or groups of cells in a
spreadsheet for subsequent proces-
sing by Calc. Importing files is allowed
either from Basic (comma delimited)
files created outside KnowledgeMan,
or from files created by the Calc part of
KnowledgeMan.

Benchmarks
BM1 Time to add one new record
BM2 Time to select record by primary key
BM3 Time to select record by secondary key
BM4 Time to access 20 records from 1000 sequentially on

three -character field (same field as in BM2 key)
BM5 Time to access record using wild code
BM6 Time to index 1000 records on three -character field
BM7 Time to sort 1000 records on five -character field -

BM8 Time to calculate on one field per record and store
result in record

BM9 Time to total three fields over 1000 records
BM10 Time to add one new field to each of 1000 records
Time to import a file of 100 records: 8m 25secs

Inst
Inst
Inst

50s+
Inst
lm 3secs
2m lOsecs

1m
1 m 33secs
5m 27secs

Notes: NT = Not tested NP = Not possible + = including scrolling
Where two times are given, first is access to first record, second is
access to each subsequent record

Benchmarks recorded on IBM PC/XT with hard disk
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K -Text is used from within the basic
system simply by issuing the TEXT
command; you can then use the editing
facilities to create text files. These can
be conventional documents, or they
may be templates into which data from
structured files is inserted. All Know-
ledgeMan commands proper are ac-
cessible from within K -Text by prefac-
ing them with a backslash. These
facilities are extremely powerful, but
many people will find the approach
rather difficult to begin with. All layout
is handled by print -time commands, so
this is no 'What -you -see -is -what -you -
get' word processor. The result is an
extremely powerful formatter, allied to
an editor with all the basic facilities, but
with less appeal to the average user
than more office -oriented systems.

Like the word processor, the spread-
sheet is accessed with a single com-
mand from the data management
package, and the full range of com-
mands can be used by prefacing them
with a backslash. Files can be converted
to spreadsheet format with a single
command, but this must be done
explicitly. Spreadsheets may occupy a
maximum of 255 rows by 255 columns,
which is probably sufficient for most
purposes and more generous than
many. Several spreadsheets can be
combined together if necessary. As
with the other parts of the system,
colour can be used to brighten up the
display. The ability to include in cell
definitions any legal KnowledgeMan
command, including a complete set of
stored commands, gives substantial
processing power.

The graphics facilities provide the
usual range of business graphics, with
bar graphs, pie charts, scattergrams
and so on, all in as g lorioustechnicolour
as your monitor will permit. Using
KnowledgeMan commands, you can
set up quite complex functions to be
plotted, but this is basically a DIY
operation - there is, for example, no
least -squares regression fit provided as
part of the package.

User image
KnowledgeMan is a command -driven
package: if you like that approach, then
you'll find it easyto use. The structure of

the command language is quite
straightforward, and is so similarto that
of dBasell and dBaselll that anyone
familiarwith either packageshould pick
it up very quickly. There are some
clumsy areas-for example, there's no
way to get the printer to echo what is
shown on the screen (although you can
dump a screen in K -Text). Nor is there a
simple facility for producing printed
reports using a standard format with
totals and subtotals. To do that you
must create your own format, with the
form facilities common to both format-
ted screen and printed reports, using
the K -Paint module. When direct screen
editing is in use, the default cursor
control keys are largely the same as
their equivalents in WordStar- CTRL/
S for move right one character, and so

The structure of the
command language is
quite straightforward,

and is so similar to that
of dBasell and dBaselll

that anyone familiar with
either package should
pick it up very quickly.'

on. However, the IBM PC keyboard is set
up so that the cursor arrow keys move
one field at a time, not one character,
which I found hard to get used to. (You
can, of course, use the key manage-
ment utility to change this.)

The connection between the data
management and spreadsheet features
is less direct than in some packages:
having to write a file in a different
format to go either way is a nuisance.
On the other hand, the ability to use all
the KnowledgeMan procedural com-
mands in the other modules gives them
considerable power.

A particularly good feature is the
adaptability of the package to the
vagaries of particular situations. For
example, being able to change the
characters used for wild code matching
could be a big help if your data
contained a lot of asterisks. The MACRO

Summary
Supplier
Telephone
Cost (ex VAT)
Systems
Version
reviewed
Type
Features

Drawbacks

Ease of use

Data Base Experts
(0753) 840313
£450, £545 (inc K -Paint), £850 (inc WP & graphics)
MS, PC, 86

PC 1.07
E, S
Data management features include unlimited files, large
records, good indexing and selection, powerful stored
commands for tailoring. Loose integration to word
processing, spreadsheet; business graphics on IBM PC.
Virtually no 'default' printing features-must use
paint -a -screen reports or text processor for most printing.
Good for experienced users and system developers, less
easy for novices.

command, which allows you to define
one string as equivalent to another,
could save a lot oftyping, and could also
help people transferring from one
system to another. If you thought the
SELECT command had a confusing
name, you could call it something
completely different with MACRO.

Documentation
The KnowledgeMan manual is bulky
and turgid, as are many such docu-
ments. It does, however, have a lot of
redeeming features. There are dividers
separating each section, with names on
the tabs. The whole manual includes
three levels of information: one for a
first reading; the second containing
extra information and indicated by a
thin black bar in the margin; and the
third level, shown by a thick black bar, is
for experienced KnowledgeMan users
wanting to exploitthe full capabilities of
the package. There's an introductory
section which at least gives a nod in the
direction of helping people to get
started. There's also a book on using
KnowledgeMan, which provides some
much -needed extra help for novices at
£17.50 a copy.

An alternative to making extensive
use of the manual is to rely on the Help
facility. This gives basic information
about each command and about the
use of the keyboard, using plenty of
colour if your system can display it. As is
so often the case, the Help is quite good
when you know what you want to ask,
but much less helpful when you're in a
muddle, or when you need further
elaboration of the often terse error
messages.

Conclusion
For those who want combinations of
spreadsheet and data management
facilities with 'boilerplating' word pro-
cessing, and for those who are looking
for a powerful data management pack-
age, KnowledgeMan is well worth
investigating. It's not suitable for
novice users. Nevertheless, some be-
ginners who need a variety of features
may find it easier to approach their
problem by mastering one area first
before going on to another, rather than
having to learn a lot at the start, as is the
case with the more closely integrated
packages. For those who feel windows
are for them, the current version of
KnowledgeMan already has the hooks
to allow you to use it under IBM's
TopView system - when that becomes
available in the UK.

Those with some computing experi-
ence should be able to cope with the
command language approach and the
rather dense manual. For such people,
especially those who want to develop
systems tailored to particular applica-
tions, KnowledgeMan looks a very
interesting product, particularly in view
of the possibilities of including word
processing and graphics under the
control of a reasonably sophisticated
command language. END
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COMMUNICATIONS

Is anybody there?
The world of microcommunications holds exciting possibilities:
just imagine accessing a computer bulletin board via satellite.
Martyn Croft explores different methods of data transmission.

What is a network? The dictionary
definition is as follows: 'an arrange-
ment with intersecting lines and inter-
stices; a chain of interconnected per-
sons or operations or electrical conduc-
tors; a group of broadcasting stations
connected for simultaneous broadcast
of same programme.'

Note the spelling of programme. By
changing this to the usually accepted
way of spelling the computer variety,
we can see that computer networks are
aptly named, being indeed all of those
things.

Local Area Network (or LAN) is fast
moving to the top of the computer
buzzword charts and LANs have been
proclaimed as one of the major growth
areas for computing. No longer will
your desktop micro have to sit in lonely
isolation: very soon it could idle away

The LAN is seen as
becoming the

fundamental cog in the
information revolution

and can, in its simplest
form, be implemented

on nothing more
sophisticated than a

couple of wires.'

its time chatting up the zippy new
16 -bitter in the accounts department, or
pass comment to the other manage-
ment micros about the falling stan-
dards in the word processing pool. The
LAN is seen as becoming the fun-
damental cog in the information revolu-
tion and can, in its simplest form, be
implemented on nothing more soph-
isticated than a couple of wires. But
network techniques are capable of
being applied to all the communication
modes currently employed by man.

Local area networking
Networking systems have been around
for some time, and are readily available
in one form or another for many of the
popular micros. Some networks such
as Omninet from Corvus systems and
the famous Ethernet and Cambridge

ring are true bus systems, while others
cheat a little by adopting a star or tree
and branch configuration with some
form of routing control such as a

multiplexer. This switches the stations
through to each other briefly but quickly
enough for it to appear as a continuous
connection. All the systems appear to
work satisfactorily, but the network bus
is perhaps the most pure form, the
intelligence of the system being in each
terminal connection onto the network
and not in the 'network' itself. After all,
how smart can a piece of wire or fibre
optic cable be?

Local area networking involves the
transmission of data, usually at very
high speeds (one megabit per second is
not uncommon), between participating
nodes on the network. To control this
data transfer various protocols exist
which ensure a method of recovering
data errors, correctly routing data
between the nodes and resolving colli-
sions of data on the network.

Basically these protocols govern how
the terminal node formats the data into
the chunk, or packet, which will be sent
along the network, and whatto do when
the data which has been sent becomes
corrupted in transit. The network pro-
tocol can range from simple rules in
software to complex HDLC (High-level
Data Link Control) chips which handle
everything for you.

LANs don't intrinsically require high
data transmission rates, although in
order to function efficiently in a com-
mercial environment, a high data rate is
desirable. For the interested hacker, all
that's needed is a source of serial data,
some wire and a like-minded colleague.
A large number of micros already
possess, or are capable of being fitted
with, a serial port and with suitable
buffering of the signal levels, the data
in, data out and handshake lines (such
as Clear To Send and Request To Send)
can be connected to a pair of wires
which will form the basic network.

The standard for serial ports, RS232,
covers the specifications of devices
used for the transmission of data along
fairly long bits of wire, usually to
another computer or a printer. Tapping
other computers into the same piece of
wire, providing you don't load the
signal so heavily that it disappears

down your computer's port, doesn't
change anything - except that the
eavesdropping machine can, if en-
dowed with some suitable etiquette in
the software department, join in the
conversation whistling up and down
the wire. (The practicalities of doing just
this were discussed in ULCNET: a low
costnetwork, Clements and Dougherty,
Byte, October 1981).

The problem with cable network
connections is that until we all have
wires or fibre -optic cables into each of
our homes - which aren't subject to
fussy connection regulations and don't
cost an arm and a leg to use- networks
are limited to use in one building. While
you might practically install a network
in your school or office, the authorities
won't take kindly to you digging a cable
into the road for the half mile or so up to

`While you might
practically install a

network in your school or
office, the authorities

won't take kindly to you
digging a cable into the
road for the half mile or

so up to your friend's
house.'

your friend's house. Dialling into the
local bulletin board or, hopefully, in the
future, the network gateway, is about
the best you can do. Unless you're a
radio amateur.

Research
The radio amateurs, who are as always
at the very forefront of development in
technical matters, are at least parallel-
ing, if not leading, research into data
transmissions.

Traditionallythe radio ham hastrans-
mitted data using a mode of com-
munication known as Radio teletype or
RTTY. This method is also in wide-
spread use in the commercial world and
has been so for some time. The
technique in its simplest form employs
a coding known as Baudot or Murray
code. This consists of five bits (not the
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Outstanding
Modem WS2000
the only modem you'll ever need to buy.

WS2000 brings 1990's modem technology to you NOW! Link
across the world - your computer to mainframes, to Prestel,

Micronet, Easylink Telex, Telecom Gold, to other
AAnywhere.

POWER

Tx DATA j

Rx DATA

CARRIER

ON LINE

MIRAE
TechnolGogy Modem WS 2000

1200R x -75Tx

VIEWTEXT L

CCITT
300 FULL
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1 1200--..,
300/300 EOU --s __.-1200

...

75R x -1200Tx B
1200 600 E
EXTERNAL L 1200 -

EQU
CONTROL L
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LOCAL TEST

Software packages
Off -the -shelf dedicated software
packs for most major computers:
DataTalk for IBM PC/PCXT, VICOM
for colour Prestel plus bulletin
boards on Apple, many packages for
BBC, Commodore and other
computers. WS2000 covers the field.
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Satisfied Users
"This modem is so simple to use." -
Miss VAB of Bristol.
"It's got every feature we need -
even telex use." - Company director
Mr JLK of Wigan.
"What a wonderful machine! Its
operation is quite faultless." -
Mr CJC of Beaconsfield.

Expansion Accessories
WS2000 can grow to suit your needs! The
modem's unique User Port lets a computer
access all the modem's functions - full software
control is possible. Auto answer and auto dial
plug-in accessories let your computer accept
and initiate telephone calls. TTL interfacing,
acoustic coupling, battery back-up, process
control interfacing - they're all possible for the
WS2000 owner.

MAINS

50/0010222Wat
220/240Wvts OFF
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TELEPHONE

Enthusiastic Press
"The best value for money in the
modem field." Quentin Reidford,
APPLE USER.

"Very versatile; good value." Peter
Tootill, PCW.

"Could turn out to be the peripheral
you can't live without." Ralph
Bancroft, PCN.

Modem WS2000
Made in Engl./rid by

Miracle Technelogiy(UP ILId
IPSWICH ENGLAND

TTL

AUTO

J
MANUAL I

still only L129.95exc.
WS2000 complete with BT modular line plug
and socket and full instructions for use -
£152.50 inc VAT and P/P.

Order by cheque/Barclaycard/Access/Official order to

Miracle Technology
(UK) Limited
10/12 St Peters Street
Ipswich IP1 1AJ
Tel (0473) 50304
Reg in Eng No 1756137

IRACLE
TECHNOLOGY(UK)LTD.
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COMMUNICATIONS
usual seven or eight) sent serially from
a mechanical teletype to a terminal unit
which converts the ones and zeros of
the binary code into two tones: 1445Hz
for a mark and 1275Hz for a space.
These tones are then transmitted over a
normal radio link to the receiving
station at a leisurely rate of something
around 45.5 baud. Some commercial
stations such as the news services,
which, by the way, have been using this
method to transmit the news all over
the world since the 1930s, occasionally
rise to the dizzy speeds of 75 baud.
Since teletypes are mechanical de-
vices, it wasn't until the advent of
micros that transmission rates could
become any faster, but whichever way
you look at it, it's a bit on the slow side.

However, one of the advantages of
RTTY is that it can be sent and received
by anyone who can peck out a message
on a keyboard. The system performs
tolerably well and the intelligence of the

`Packet radio has many
of the features

of a LAN but does away
with the wires. The
network bus is the

very "ether"
Protocols have been

developed to control the
exchange of data

between the network
nodes . .

operator is employed in removing the
corruptions of the data which occur on
the usually noisy signal paths. One of
the noisiest signal paths imaginable
will occur when several RTTY stations
try to operate on the same frequency,
forming an embryonic network on the
air, if you like.

What is missing is some form of
controlling protocol to govern the
transmissions and create order from
chaos.

Packet radio
Packet radio has many ofthefeatures of
a LAN but does away with the wires. The
network bus is the very 'ether'. Pro-
tocols have been developed to control
the exchange of data between the
network nodes and much work has
been done on the implementation of
'smart' terminal node controllers, not-
ably in Canada where a change in the
regulations concerning radio transmis-
sions allowed, for the first time, the
transmission of data in forms other
than the traditional RTTY.

There is currently a lot of interest in
packet radio; it features in the amateur
radio and electronics press with in-
creasing regularity. The Radio Society

of Great Britain (the radio amateurs'
representative body in this country)
stimulates interest in the technique,
publishing relevant articles in the socie-
ty's magazine, Radcom. But, as with
any mode of data transmission over
what are primarily audio frequency
channels, packet radio still requiresthat
the digital signal be encoded into tones
and some very clever, and expensive,
chips can be used as the basis for a
terminal node controller. These chips
take care of modulating the signal as
well as controlling the protocol of the
transmissions on the network. Designs
published to date have concentrated on
putting the intelligence in the node
controller which then allows operation
of the system through an ordinary VDU.

This seems to be an expensive way of
going a bout things, although the cost of
these chips will probably come down in
time. It would seem that since the
majority of experimenters will have a
computer anyway, there could be some
interesting possibilities in using one of
the oldest modulating standards in
existence.

When the first micros became avail-
able, cassette tapes were (and still are)
used for storage of programs and data.
The data, which was sent in serial
fashion to the cassette recorder, had to
be encoded as audio tones for the tape
machine to record on the tape, and this
was done on many early micros to a
standard known as Kansas City or
CUTS.

Each character of the data is serial-
ised and, at 300 baud, a digital one is
coded as eight cycles of 2400Hz and a
zero as four cycles of 1200Hz. As many
Compukit UK101 or Ohio Superboard
owners will testify, this method is
robust-to say the least- if perhaps a
little on the slow side compared to
some of the more modern computers
around today. The major advantage of
CUTS is that it's easyto achieve in either
hardware or software. In fact the BBC
Micro uses a slightly modified CUTS
protocol, the default transmission rate
being 1200 baud, although 300 baud is
easily achieved, to converse with a
cassette recorder. This just goes to
show that sometimes the old ways are
still the best.

Interestingly enough, Basicode,
pioneered by the Dutch Hobbyscoop
radio programme and since adopted by
Radio 4's Chip Shop, is still basically
CUTS. The data rate is 1200 baud with a
one represented by two cycles of
2400Hz and a zero represented by one
cycle of 1200Hz. This is just a straight
uprating of the 300 baud system.

The Basicode protocol also calls for a
header tone of 2400Hz, an ASCII SOT
character (start of transmission, 82H), a
block of ASCII text, an ASCII EOT
character (end of transmission, 83H), a
one byte checksum and a final tone of

2400Hz to be sent, in that order. To
prove the point, this packet of data is
encoded and decoded in software, with
no extra hardware required.

By simply adding in two more items
of information, namely an identifica-
tion of the source of the packet and
intended destination for the packet, and
some suitable software to resolve
col lisionswhen two or more stationstry
to transmit simultaneously, we have a
simple basis for experiments in low-
cost packet radio techniques.

There is one other reason for adopt-
ing 1200 baud CUTS as a data transmis-
sion standard.

As well as pushing back the frontiers
of packet data transmission, if you
didn't already know, the radio hams are
now in space. One of the amateur
satellites, UOSAT, sends telemetry
data to earth encoded in CUTS at 1200
baud. These signals are easily receiv-
able with only a modest receiver and

`Although still very much
in its infancy, the
potential of data

transmission via radio is
enormous. Already

groups are looking to
build automatic repeater

stations which will, in
essence, be computer

bulletin boards accessed
via the airwaves...'

many schools and colleges now in-
corporate a session with the satellites
into their curriculum.

Conclusion
Although still very much in its infancy,
the potential of data transmission via
radio is enormous. Already groups are
looking to build automatic repeater
stations which will, in essence, be
computer bulletin boards accessed via
the airwaves, offering facilities such as
networking operations and the store
and forward techniques now beginning
to be found on the newer telephone
systems. And, due for launch in 1986, is
PACSAT, an amateur packet radio
satellite.

Obviously this is all very well if you
happen to be a radio amateur, but what
about the interested hacker? Unfortu-
nately, the one communication method
accessible to everyone where great
advances could have been made by the
hobbyist community cannot take place.
At the moment, the regulations cover-
ing Citizens Band radio do not allow the
transmission of anything other than
normal speech.

It looks like the multi -player Star Trek
game will have to wait. END
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HARDWARE

Living in the

real world
An opportunity to gain first-hand experience of a new subject through
the simulation of real or imaginary situations is undeniably innovative.

Mary Sargent looks at the development of 'interactive video' and
its potential in the fields of commerce and education.

The concept of interactive video has
been around for some time, but it's one
of those phrases which means different
thingsto different people. Basically, it is
about the storage and manipulation of
all kinds of data, including both still and
moving pictures, to simulate and give
experience of situations both real and
imaginary in a way which is not
possible by television. Such situations
might include games presently only
played on machines in arcades, where
an adventurer is faced with a fully -
animated, Disney -style monster, in
place of the bloodless text of a contem-
porary micro trip. Alternatively, the
player might experience the thrill of
piloting a hang glider across an ever-
changing backdrop of the Grand
Canyon. Already, on a slightly less
exciting theme, JVC has designed a golf
game which uses film of a real fairway
as the course for the computerised golf
ball to negotiate. All these things will, in
time, become available to the world at
large, and will be run on a home
micro -driven system.

More seriously, educationalists rec-
ognise interactive video as being
potentially more accessible to teachers
than the micro. They regard it as a
means of enlarging a child's perception
of the world in a way not made possible
by any other resource. In the words of
Bill Plummer, a primary school teacher
responsible for writing what is still the
only fully interactive educational prog-
ram on disk, interactive video 'will open
out the classroom to the real world.'

In the business world many firms are
already running training programmes
for their staff, particularly on the sales
side, which involve a level of interactive
video instruction. Some of these
courses have been available for eight-
een months or more, using video tape
systems, and occasionally stand-alone
disk systems, but it is only when a video
disk player is put under computer

control that a video program has the
facility to become fully interactive; and
this is where the confusion arises.
Without a specific computer link, it's
possible to access information at ran-
dom, both fast and accurately, to scan
fast and in slow motion, to freeze a
frame and to hold it for a sufficient
length of time for the user to absorb
detail. But this is only part of the story:
such a system should more helpfully be
called active than interactive.

Requirements
Interactive video needs a computer
control -language, and a suitable prog-
ram, appropriate to the disk in the video
player, run by the control language.
Even with this degree of sophistication,
the program may still be on a fairly
primitive level of interaction, designed
merely to create large menus and
indexes as an efficient, and impressive-
ly fast, method of visual data retrieval.

The higher levels of interaction can
be created by the introduction of
branching software. For example, once
a sequence has been shown, the
program has the capacity either to go
on to another sequence on any part of
the disk, or to show a sequence
reinforcing or recapitulating the origin-
al. The extent of branching is theoreti-
cally controlled only by the storage
capacity of the disk, which can involve
up to 54,000 frames of still pictures.

Tape systems have neither the mas-
sive storage capacity of disks nor the
speed of operation, so cannot produce
the same impressively high definition
images. It is fair to say that such
systems are already obsolete. This
does not mean that they are not still
very much in use; they will almost
certainly continue to be used by firms
which already have tape system hard-
ware. However, the companies most
likely to have influence in the field of
interactive video are now using disks

for both research and development.

Disk types
There are currently two types of disk in
use, VHD (Very High Density) and
'Optical' disks, of which the best known
is Philips' Laservision. The difference is
not merely one of name. The optical
disk is 12in in diameter, double -sided,
and its tracks are made up of a series of
micron -sized pits illuminated by a
low -power, helium -neon laser. These
are read by a photodiode and the optical
pulses from the micro -pits demod-
ulated to produce both video and audio
carrier signals which are subsequently
converted into pictures and sound.

The VHD disk is 10in in diameter and
capable of storing as much data as the
optical. It works in much the same way,
except that, instead of a laser, the disk is
read by a stylus. Although this is very
light, and in no way comparable to the
arms used on conventional record
players, it, nevertheless, means that the
disk is in physical contact and is,
therefore, subject to wear.

Wear only becomes apparent when
the freeze frame facility is called on, and
then only after a frame has been held for
a long period of time, or on numerous
occasions. Thorn EMI, which produces
and markets VHD disks, claims that it
would take up to twenty hours before
the groove containing the frozen frame
was damaged, although others might
dispute that estimate. Certainly, once a
VHD disk is worn, the damage is
irremediable.

There is also some question about
the quality of the still picture as
produced by a VHD disk. Picture wobble
was cited in a report written by Colin
Mably of the North East London
Polytechnic, following an experiment
by Thorn EMI. The experiment con-
sisted of putting video disk players into
four primary schools together with
active programs on disk, and assessing
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teachers' reactions to the systems.
Picture wobble was mentioned as a
defect, and since an important part of
the case for using disks rather than tape
rests on the superiority of the image
produced, it's a criticism worth noting.

Michael Grove, technical director of
Acorn's video subsidiary, is an advo-
cate of the optical disk. He claims that
VHD disks are no longer popular in the
US, following the less than impressive
debut there of video disk sytems in the
late seventies/early eighties, and that
companies such as Hitachi and RCA,
which once marketed VHD, are now
moving towards optical technology.
Europe, too, is increasingly concerned
to establish a working standard for
video disks, and prefers laser disks to
the stylus -read version. It would cer-
tainly seem to be true that the durability
of the robust optical disk makes it a
natural choice on which to centre futu re
development, particularly where
archival material is involved.

There is, of course, a catch: money.
Optical disks are currently very much
more expensive than VHD. The reasons
for this lie in the processes of manufac-
turing the master from which all subse-
quent copies are pressed. The pre -
mastering technicalities are identical
for both types of disk, and are essential-
ly the job of the video tape editors. No
matter what the final medium of play
(tape, VHD or optical) the process of
assembling the film is the same.

However, once the preliminary
mechanics are complete, and the prog-
ram to be put onto disk is assembled in
the right order on professional two-inch
video tape, the making of the master
changes according to the type to be
used. The mastering of an optical disk
involves exposing a disk made of ultra
smooth glass specially coated in photo -
resist material to laser light, which
etches into the disk the micro -pits.

These will ultimately be read back by
the disk -player's laser.

Once the visible pits have been made,
the glass disk is coated with a fine layer
of silver, to create the surface needed to
conductthe laser signal. It is then plated
with nickel and aluminium. The glass
master is removed, which damages it
beyond repair, and the remaining
silver, nickel and aluminium disk is
given fu rther electroplatings of nickel. It
is, therefore, quite obvious why optical
disks are so expensive!

The mastering of the disks is the same
whetherthey are to be used for active or
interactive purposes, and the expense
is as much due to the precision needed
as to the cost of the materials used. For
interactive disks, however, the problem
is compounded by the very low error
rate which can be tolerated. If the
contents of a disk areto be manipulated
to the fullest advantage, there is no
room for poor image reproduction, or
inadequate data retrieval. The advan-
tages of disk over tape systems are in
the speed of operation and the superior
pictures given -the disk itself must be
as near perfect as is possible.

In use
The optical versus VHD debate is not a
problem for Felix Learning Systems, a
company which specialises in interac-
tive video training courses and aims to
provide whatever the individual cus-
tomer needs, from integrated worksta-
tions down to specific software.

Its first product was an accessory
which linked a video player to a micro. It
was specifically designed to enable the
customer's existing hardware equip-
ment to run interactive programs.
Known simply as the Link, the peripher-
al is marketed for a variety of video
players and computers and makes
possible a simple mix of graphics and
text on a colour monitor, by synchronis-

ing signals from both the computer and
the video source, whether that source is
a tape system, or a disk player. Using
the Link, a picture from the video source
can be overlaid by diagrams or text
programmed into the computer. Felix
cites a program on open heart surgery
as a somewhat dramatic example of
how this technique can be applied.

Paul Ingram, Felix's manager of
programming, emphasises that the
software written by Felix to fit an
individual customer's requirements is
the basis of the organisation. The
hardware is merely there to make it
possible to run tailored programs.
There is, too, an authoring system
available, intended to help a customer
design his own programs without
wasting hours wrestling with heavy
technical problems.

The integrated workstations embody
hardware designed by Sony, IBM,
Apple and others, and whereas they
were once exclusively tape -based,
there will shortly be a VHD disk -based
workstation available. If a buyer needed
a laser disk system, the feasibility of
such a workstation could and would be
investigated.

This does not mean that Felix is not
well aware ofthe potential of interactive
video. The company is interested in
developing its software in any area in
which there is a demand for it, but its
approach is representative of the low
key pragmatism which has allowed the
concept of interactive video to take root
in the business and commercial worlds,
and is fundamentally different from
Acorn Video's attitude.

Acorn knows that, initially, the sys-
tem it is marketing will be both too
expensive and, due to lack of suitable
video disk programs, inadequate for
use in education. But it is investing
heavily in the future, and only time will
reveal whether its initiative will pay off.
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The immediate target market in-
cludes industry, commerce and the
armed forces. To those who have
between £3000 and £4000 to spend,
Acorn Video can supply a complete
system. This consists of a BBC Micro
with a Gen -lock board, one of a number
of video disk players, including Pioneer
and Philips machines, a twin floppy
disk drive, a monitor specifically mod-
ified to accept signals from both the
computer and the video source, includ-
ing audio signals, and the necessary
software to drive the system. This
software includes the authoring lan-
guage, MicroText, which is the basis for
the interactive programs written on
floppy disk.

The Gen -lock board is vital to the
sophistication of the system. It is an
interface designed to superimpose a
computer -generated display onto a
television picture, and affordsthe users
considerable degree of freedom when
designing or implementing interactive
programs. While the end -user will take
such sophistication for granted, the
electronics which allow it to happen are
quite complicated - the two sets of
video signals from disk -player and
computer must be synchronised and
this is done by applying phase -lock -
loop techniques to the timing compo-
nents of the BBC's CPU. The adjust-
ments to the CPU clock rate are minute
and do not degrade the performance of
the computer itself.

Acorn's Interactive System (AIS) also
gives the option of using the Tandberg
random access audio cassette recorder
to create soundtracks for either existing
programs or as part of a self -authored
package. The emphasis is again on
expanding the concept of interactive
video to its limits, and Michael Grove
expects Acorn Video to be researching
and developing those limits for the first
few years of the new company's
existence. Already, AIS gives greater
flexibility and is more sophisticated
than any previous system, but there is a
major barrier to its use in schools or
homes at this time.

Apart from the cost, which will come
down as sytems are sold and hardware
refinements made, the main problem is
one of user software. The industrial
market is mainly concentrated on short
sequences, usually training films, with
a definite end purpose, which need only
limited and low level interactive
routines, but the home and school
markets demand a level of control and
flexibility which is not yet economically
feasible.

In the first place, there is a shortage of
suitable active disks. Candidates spring
to mind: if, for example, David Atten-
borough's Life on Earth or Living Planet
series were issued on active disk, that
would create a wealth of source mate-
rial for interactive video programs,

which would span a whole range of
ages and educational disciplines.
However, no-one has yet done it, and
the problem remains of how the in-
teractive program can be produced at a
reasonable price. It took Bill Plummer
600 hours writing to produce his
interactive program.

Microtext, the basis for Bill's work, is
described by the group responsible for
its development at the National Physic-
al Laboratory as 'attempting to make
ease of use rather than ease of imple-
mentation the ultimate criterion for
system design.' Roughly translated this
means that although a would-be author
can quickly understand the authoring
procedures needed, it's still a long-
winded business, centred around edit-
ing frames of text on the screen. The
catch is that the disk to be made
interactive must incorporate numbered
frames, so that the interactive sequ-
ences can be fully planned in advance,
and the computer programmed with all
the frame numbers selected for the
particular courseware in preparation. It
is this stage which accountsfor many of
the hours involved and it is likely to
remain a problem. As yet, no-one has
devised a substitute for human thought
and planning!

However, it should not be forgotten
that although interactive video's future
may be in highly sophisticated applica-
tions, its origins were on the 'home
experiment' level. Both Michael Grove
and Bill Plummer worked initially with
non -dedicated hardware. What was
done once could be done again. The
equipment was standard Acorn issue,
with separate monitors for the BBC
Micro and Pioneer disk -player remov-
ing the need for video -signal synchro-
nisation. Basic was the control lan-
guage used in those early days (Janu-
ary 1983) and the only specialised piece
of hardware wasa small interface board
which synthesised the serial pulses at a
carrier frequency of 28KHz for the
Pioneer player. In effect, this took the
place of the video player's remote -
control keypad.

Conclusion
Inexpensive systems (for those who
don't want to wait and see what Acorn
has up its sleeve) are likely to involve
the 'domestic' range of players, such as
the Philips VP830 or equivalent models
from the Pioneer stable. But linking the
home micro to the home video takes
time and patience. The interface to the
Pioneer LD 1100 illustrates this point
well. The Pioneer is controlled by 35
command signals. The keypad (and
hence a computer) once adequately
programmed, can tell the player to
SEARCH for frame number 22,000 and
this it will do with great accuracy-only
failing if no frame with number 22,000
attached to it was laid down on the disk

at the time of manufacture.
However, there are no handshaking

signals returning from the player to the
computer, so the computer doesn't
know exactly when frame 22,000 has
been found. To allow a four second
wait, the worst -case time for frame
retrieval, would be totally unacceptable
on a system where most frame -to -
frame jumps will take a fraction of a
second. To speed things up it's neces-
sary to devise an interface which
continuously monitors the player's
video output so that the computer may
be informed as soon as the previous
command has been executed. The
computer can issue commands as fast
as it wishes, but the interface will slow
the program down for just the right
amount of time so that a command is
never issued at the wrong moment. The
Pioneer computer -interface uses this
technique, and similar handshaking
protocols have been built into Acorn's
Microtest authoring language.

If you can afford to purchase the
'industrial' type of player (for example,
one of the Philips VP835-series), then
you will be able to enjoy an RS232 serial
link with your computer and will be able
to receive signals from the video -player
rather than just send signals into the
void, hoping they will perform as
expected. The budget might also allow
the purchase of an authoring language,
and logically MicroText or Philvas, the
Philips authoring package, are prime
candidates. Philvas is particularly com-
prehensivesince it al lows the authoring
process to be taken to its logical limits:
the production of ROM cartridges
containing various types of courseware
for a specific disk or the production of a
specific courseware program to be laid
down on the tracks of the video -disk
itself. This, however, is hardly an area
for the interested amateur or the
under -funded educationalist.

The whole point of authoring sys-
tems is to enable non -programmers to
write courseware to accompany the
video disk, but for those people who
enjoythe challenge of prog ram writing,
there are languages that can be written
or enhanced to provide the facilities
necessary to drive, interactively, a
video disk. For example, PILOT, a
text -based language akin to Basic, can
be set to display computer -screen
information, pose questions for the
student and then branch to other parts
of the program, depending on the
student's response.

One step on from PILOT is the little
known and under -documented NOD-
DY, a computer -based learning system
actually built into the ROM of the MTX
series computers from Memotech.
NODDY interacts with Basic, and could
be extended quite easily to drive a video
disk player along the lines already
indicated.
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PHILIPS

Ajik
Business
Systems

Now the PC with more
offers even more...

Everything you'd expect from the
world's leading personal computer-and
more.That's the Philips P3100 IBM* -com-
patible PC. More capability. Higher quality
graphics. 60% better screen resolution.
More room for expansion. Above all, more
of a future. For just one very good example,
see what it can do with Framework:'

Framework. A software
breakthrough.

Framework, from AshtonTate**
is now available with the Philips
P3100.

With Framework you can
easily produce spreadsheets and
graphics, keep a database and
handle word processing. And -heres
the clever bit - you can access
any function immediately using
Frames.

Suppose you're using
Framework in its word pro-
cessing mode and want to
check something on the database.
With most systems, you would have to change
functions. Not with Framework.

You can simplyshrink the word processing
frame into one corner of the screen and call up
the data. You can then shrink that too and call
up a spreadsheet. Or graphics. Or another word
processing page. It is consistent and easy to use
throughout.

So good together.
Framework and the Philips P3100 bring

out the best in each other. The P3100's out-
standing graphics and screen resolution show
off Framework's facilities to perfection.

And, since the P3100 has its graphics
capability built in, you don't have to pay extra to
get the extras Framework offers.

Memory potential.
In the same way Framework operates fast

and effectively in RAM. The P3100 offers more
than enough, with its capacity to expand to 512K
on the main board.

Whilst we're talking expansion, it's worth
remembering that the P3100 has four expansion
slots available for additional functions. It really is
the personal computer that can grow with you -
and with Framework, you'll both blossom even
faster.

For full details of the P3100, our free intro-
ductory software offer and the address of your
nearest Philips dealer, ring 01-200 0200 anytime
or clip our coupon now.

Philips... with you every step of the way
*IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. **Framework and Ashton-Tate are trademarks of Ashton-Tate.
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information or fight to the death.
Getting killed is only a temporary

setback in a game based on time travel.
If you're killed by someone in time zone
six and he is subsequently despatched
in time zone three, then he obviously

didn't kill you. You're back in the action
until, of course, another player kills the
player who killed you.

If a Time Lord alters history in favour
of his race, then he isthe winner and the
game ends. However, a more likely

result is that the Time Lords will run out
of energy and the result will be decided
by judging which is the most successful
race.

It's a challenging and enjoyable
game but also mind -boggling.

Revenge is sweet
Title: Doomdark's Revenge
Computer: 48k Spectrum
Supplier: Beyond
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.95

Doomdark's Revenge is the sequel to
Lords of Midnight and has a tough actto
follow. But it has not only matched the
depth and appeal of Midnight, it has
actually improved on it.

Morkin, son of Luxor the Moon -
prince, has been kidnapped by Shareth,
daughter of the Witchking of Doom -
dark. Your task is to journey into the
frozen wastes of Icemark (which lies to
the North of Doomdark) and rescue
him.

You have a number of characterswith
which to accomplish this: they are
Luxor and Rorthon from Midnight, and

Morkin's girlfriend Tarithel the Fey. You
can also recruit help from the inhabi-
tants of Icemark, but remember you're a
stranger from Midnight and this may
prove difficult.

Icemark is divided into five kingdoms
which are split by bitter rivalries, but
Shareth the Heartstealer is Queen
overall. A total of 123 independent
Lords command the forces of the races
of Giants, Dwarves, Barbicans, Fey and
the Icelords. Each Lord has his own
allegiances, hates and personal vendet-
tas, and may be more interested in
settling an old score than helping you.
Similarly the Lords may be involved in
their own quest to find one of the 128
treasures littered throughout Icemark.
They may have even joined forces with
Shareth and their welcome will certain-
ly be hostile.

To defeat Shareth you'll need help
.from these Lords, so you should get to

know their personalities and ambi-
tions; perhaps you'll have to help them
before they'll help you.

You'll also have to map out the land.
The map printed on the back of the
instruction booklet is at best vague, as
Beyond considered that the map in
Midnight made the game too easy. The
companywill sell you a mapping aid but
this will be of little help. The problem
isn't alleviated by the fact that Icemark
is bigger than Midnight and consists of
48,000 'landscaped' screens. some of
the new landscapesfeatu re palaces and
temples, gates and pits, and magical
fountains. The gates and pits allow
access to torchlit underground pas-
sages which may provide safe passage
under an enemy army, but may also
harbour foul creatures.

Doomdark's Revenge is a mammoth
challenge, even to those who success-
fully completed Lords of Midnight.

Once a Wulf, always a

wolf
Title: Knight Lore
Computer: 48k Spectrum
Supplier: Ultimate
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.99

When I reviewed Sabre Wulf, Ulti-
mate's sequel to the excellentAticAtac,
I was disappointed because I was
expecting something more. Knight
Lore is it.

It's the most technically advanced
Spectrum game I've seen and features
true 3D graphics in the shape of 128
rooms that are viewed from the top

corner. They're filled with concrete
slabs, spiked balls, tables, chests, and a
variety of nasty critters. The contents of
each room are arranged to form a
problem, or problems, that you must
solve. These range from getting to the
exit to collecting an object without
springing a well -designed trap.

You, as the hero, have a problem -
you've been bitten by the Wulf in Sabre
Wulf and turn into a werewolf when the
moon rises. It appears in a window
below the room display and alternates
with a sun to show the passage of the
forty days in which you must complete
the game.

Your main objective is to find a cure
for your affliction (turning into a were-
wolf can seriously affect your social

life), but you should also seize the
opportunity to find some ill-gotten
booty during your travels.

Knight Lore differs from earlier Ulti-
mate games in that it lacks a fire button,
and the slightest touch from the critters
will lose you one of your lives. These
critters don't stream at you as in Atic
Atac or Sabre Wulf, but present a more
planned and organised attack.

There's certainly no easy fire button
fodder in this game. Indeed, some of the
critters don't even try and kill you -
they just content themselves with
getting in your way. For example, there
is one who'll try and catch you, then
dump you back out of the room.

All this makes Knight Lore the closest
thing there isto a true arcade/adventure
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SCREENPLAY
program. The problems that you face
are challenging and difficult, but all
seem to have a logical solution.

Such a design would always make

this a good game, but the graphics set it
apart from the others. At last you can
walk under, over and around things,
and looking for objects becomes a

DtTECTED

ilitOTIMPA 031,111.8 SCORE 00000

Diplomatic relations
Title: Raid Over Moscow
Computer: Commodore 64
Supplier: Access/US Gold
Format: Cassette
Price: £7.95

Raid Over Moscow was written by
Bruce Carver and has a similarformatto
that of his previous title, Beach -head.

This time your task is to work your way
through the various screens in order to
destroy the Russians before their mis-
siles blow up America.

The game begins with a view of the
world as the first Russian salvo is
launched.

You start the game high above the
world in the satellite headquarters of
the Strategic Air Command, where you
monitor the aggression. When the
alarm is sounded your pilots race (well,
amble) to their planes. You then have to
steerthe planes out of the hanger, a task
which, unfortunately, can take some
practice. Eventually you'll be able to fly
out backwards, but initial attempts will
scatter planes above and around the
hanger doors.

Once launched, you guide your
planes down to the Russian launch site
where you begin your assault, during
which you must fly low through the
enemy defences of heat -seeking mis-
siles, tanks and helicopters. A few

search as they really can be hidden from
view.

In a word, Knight Lore is the ultimate
Ultimate game.

well -aimed shots will destroy the mis-
sile silos.

But those unsporting Russians fire
another salvo.of missiles and it's backto
the planes again. Should you destroy
the missile silos of Leningrad, Minsk
and Saratov you can attack the Soviet
defence centre in Moscow. This looks
remarkably like the Kremlin, and your
assault consists largely of shooting
persistent guards who treat being shot
dead as a temporary setback.

Once past the guards you have to
destroy a cooling robot doing Cher-
nenko impressions in order to overheat
and destroy the reactor.

When you've mastered one level you
may consider the challenge of the
game's advanced or even suicidal
levels, which are difficult and impossi-
ble respectively.

Raid Over Moscow isn't the subtlest
of games and won't do anything to
furtherthe cause of East/VVest relations,
but it's good fun.

Armageddon
Title: Silicon Warrior
Computer: Commodore 64

Supplier: CBS Software
Format: Cassette/disk
Price: £11.95/£9.95
Silicon Warrior is a game of galactic
five -in -a -row fought between up to four
players (one or two human players and
the rest computer -controlled) on a grid
suspended in space.

The players represent the Knights of
the Houses of new technology in a

battle for the supremacy of Silicon
Valley. The houses are Peanut, Apple,
Adam and Pong.

Silicon Warrior can be played at a
number of difficulty levels as the
game's features are gradually added to
play. The first level involves moving

your Knight around the grid and
materialising on any square to be
converted to your own colour.

If this is too slow for you, then head
for the other levels. Here you can blast
other players with your lasers while
simultaneously protecting yourself
with your shield.

In the final level confusion appears in
an already chaotic situation in the
shape of randomly -appearing black
holes.

When a Knight is destroyed, either by
being blasted or by falling through a
black hole, he returns to his power
pyramid in order to recover before
returning to the action.

E.0 0-, 1, .1 1. ,J I Brett

Appointment with

death
Title: Alien
Computer: Commodore 64,
48k Spectrum
Supplier: Argus Press
Format: Cassette
Price: £8.95

The Nostromo is a commercial space
vehicle on its way home with a

comatose crew. The crew is suddenly
awakened by the ship's computer
asking them to investigate a mysterious
transmission. This leads them to a

distant planet and an appointment with
an alien.

The game is based on the excellent
film of the same name, and the action
begins when one of the crew has been
killed and the alien is aboard ship.

You are in command of the ship and
have to organise the crew in an attempt
to either kill or capture the alien, or
escape from it in the shuttle Narcissus.
Each of the crew has his own person-
ality traits and will react differently to
situations and orders. You should,
therefore, study their personalities and
adjust you r strategy accordingly, or you
may find that at a crucial momenta crew
member may disregard your instruc-

tion and attack the alien in his own way.
To add to your problems, one of the

crew is an android and is destined to
sabotage your attempts in order to
return the alien to Earth for military
research.

The screen display is split into three
areas: a map of each of the ship's three
levels; a report monitor which displays
the ship's and crew's status (who's next
on the alien's menu); and a command
monitor. The command monitor pre-
sents you with the instructions avail-
able to you; these can be selected with a
joystick. This is a particularly nice
feature of the game as it eliminates
typing errors.

The alien you encounter can either be
a timid beasty or a blood -curdling
monster, and no doubt the intensity of
your screams will reflect this.

From beginning to end you're look-
ing over your shoulder. CM
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Ours prints exactly what it's told to as well.
Unlike the proprietors of PRAVDA, were all for freedom of the press.

On the other hand, were certainly not in favour of freedom for the printer.

We're as critical of documents that don't say exactly what they're
supposed to as anyone at the Kremlin.

That's why we'd like you to take a look at the new Epson DX100 daisy
wheel computer printer.

It comes from Epson and will simply not tolerate smudgy, messy type. It
is also fanatical about towing the computer line as it were.

That's because it has a 5K memory buffer built in.

For those who may not know a buffer does two things.
First, it allows the DX100 to store more than a page of text while it's still

printing. Setting your computer free to do other things.
Second, the buffer makes sure that the DX100 does exactly as it's told.

A printer without a buffer can't keep up with the computer. So it has a
tendency to defect. Leaving your documents with chunks mis . Rather like that.

So get yourself £475 (+VAT) and you can have an Epson DX100 of your

very own.

You will then be in possession of a printer that firmly subscribes to the
belief that documents are always better read than dead.

Home computers and the DX100: Spectrum QL, BBC model B
and Acorn Electron are all fully compatible.

Personal computers and the DX100: Epson PX-8, HX20
portables and QX10 desktop, IBM PC, Apricot, Apple and DEC Rainbow are all

fully compatible.

THE EPSON DX100 DAISY WHEEL PRINTER £475 ( +VAT).

Reveal all about the Epson DX100 and where I can get one, quick.

Name

Company

Address
PCW/2/85

To: Epson (UK) Ltd., Dorland House, 388 High Road, Wembley, Middlesex HA96UH or phone Epson Freetone.

EPSON
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For those who dream of robot companions and naughty schoolchildren
captivated by micros, this one's for you. David Taylor reviews the best

from the bookshelf.

Falling in love again .
Title: The Robot Heritage
Author: Neil Frude
Publisher: Century
Price: £2.95

'Within a foreseeable future - some
say as near as a decade, others as far as
half a century-companion robots will
enter the social scene ... Devotees of
the robot literature will experience, in

their interactions with humanoid ac-
quaintances, many moments of déjà vu
as movie heroes and story characters
are encountered "in the flesh."'

Thus asserts Mr Frude who, as well as
being an anagram of Freud, is himself a
psychologist and thus cannot easily be
dismissed as off his head. There's no
evidence that Frude believes the mar-
tians are coming, but plenty that he
expects shortly to hob -nob with some-
thing along the lines of R2 -D2.

Mr Frude is plainly a rare aficionado
of the popular, make-believe, sci-fi
robot and takes the line that we ain't
seen nuthin' yet. His book is a spirited
romp through the all-time robot clas-
sics of sci-fi, and nothing if not thor-
ough. We start out in 2500BC with the
Sumerian myth of Enki and Ninmar. We
are given the (16th century) recipe for
Paracelsus' homunculus: 'If sperm,
enclosed in a sealed glass bottle, is
buried in putrefaction of horse dung for
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some forty days and correctly magne-
tised, it will begin to live and move.' We
get every detail of Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein, are shown the Czech
origins of the word 'robot', wade
through page after page on Isaac
Asimov, and then scuttle into the
history of Hollywood's heavy metal,
especially HAL in Kubrick's 2001 A
Space Odyssey.

Now all of this is hugely entertaining
in a barmy kind of way. Frude mentions
today's real -life industrial robots in
passing but is plainly bored stiff with
them and itching forthewalking-talking
kind to come. He claims as his book's
thesis that science fiction may provide
us with more than a glimpse of the real
robot futu re. We must, he adds (without
much conviction) 'remain with at least
one foot planted firmly on the ground',
but hops on to speculate that we may
soon have to cope with robots so
convincingly humanoid that we risk
falling in love with them or finding
ourselves unable to switch them off to
the great robot graveyard in the sky.

In the end what separates sci-fi
fantasists from Frude is that the former
dream of centuries hence and the latter
seems to think a robotic Shangri-la
could surface in the 1990s. 'Characters
until now witnessed only from afar, in
stories and in films, are almost ready to
meet with our acquaintance,' Mr Frude
concludes his amazing book.

A case of nutty, but nice.

If you're sitting
comfortably ...
Title: Learning With Adventure
Programs
Author: Rosetta McLeod
Publisher: Melbourne House
Price: £5.95
Rosetta McLeod is a teacher who's
found that messing about with a

Spectrum and such games as The
Hobbit, Valhalla and Snowball not only
strikes schoolkids as more fun than
paying attention to Miss when she
merely talks to them, it has the side -
effect of improving their skills in the
three Rs. In her experience, with a class
of dim and sulky 14 -year -olds, educa-
tional wonders were worked and a fine
time was had by pupils and teacher
alike.

This slim handbook is addressed
primarily to fellow teachers, but with
the thought that parents whose kids
have a home micro might want to run
similar sessions, especially if their
offspring have proved unresponsive to
more conventional teaching methods.
In such specific circumstances, it's an
interesting read. Otherwise, it's not.

Holding hands
Title: Working with dBasell
Author: M de Pace
Publisher: Granada

Price: £7.95
Hard cheese for Mr de Pace that just as
he comes out with a handbook on
dBasell, Ashton-Tate comes out with
dBaselll. Unfortunate timing, but
maybe it won't matter too much since
upstart dBaselll doesn't, for the mo-
ment, supersede ageing superstar
dBasell: it sells alongside. Nor is it so
very different from dBasell in its essen-
tials: dBaselll is a re -write from assem-
bly to Lattice C with greater capacity,
morefacilities, but a few shortcomings,
too. Sometimes it can prove slow. It's
not (yet) multi-user. There's so much of
it as to make a hard disk more or less a
must. And (good news for Mr de Pace)
the documentation may look snazzy,
but it isn't so slick for reference. This
book could sell to newcomers as well as
to existing dBasell users.

There's a need, after all. Dating back
to 1980 in its original version (CP/M for
8 -bit micros), dBasell may by now be a
huge best-seller but its user -friendli-
ness doesn't exactly jump out at you.
Mr de Pace, a data processing whiz
who's been at his keyboard for almost
20 years, seems to think it's all very
straightforward. He sees his handbook
more as a time -saving grounding in
dBasell's umpteen facilities and can't
imagine you'll have much trouble with
prompts. What he does is hold hands
through a worked example of putting all
your books on file, then expands your
bookshelf into a make-believe book-
shop - for which you can easily read
any other shop, warehouse, or busi-
ness, taking books to read stock.

In three stages we're led through
setting up, manipulating data, and the
dBasell procedural language for custo-
mising the program. All good, lucid
stuff and a big improvement on some of
Mr de Pace's earlier oeuvres, like his
IBM PC primer which had making a
sponge cake as its demonstration
model and spent time pointing out the
location of the on/off switch. If dBasell
(or III) is your software, then you should
certainly buy this book. If you've yet to
choose your database, I'd say bear in
mind such mighty recent rivals as
Rbase 4000 and KnowledgeMan.

A fat lot of good
Title: QL Assembly Language
Programming
Author: Colin Opie
Publisher: McGraw Hill
Price: £12.95
Now that Sinclair's mighty marvel is
coming through thick and fast, so are
supporting paperbacks. This is one of
the fattest and most demanding to date,
one that assumes you are au fait with
the 68000 processor's instructions and
anxious to tap QL SuperBasic's ability
to merge machine code routines.

Mercifully, a 68000 editor/assembler
on microdrive cartridge is available to
supplement Colin Opie's text and the
risk of going boss -eyed without it is, I'd
imagine, pretty high.

For those who see the QL as a means
of getting a go on professional -quality
software at a budget price, as a machine
so powerful that it can perform word
processing, set up a database or
execute graphics without too much
computer smartness on your part, this
book will be a deeply mysterious waste
of time.

For those who, on the other hand,
delight in getting to grips with an
operating system's guts, who already
have a facility with registers, addres-
sing modes, stack pointers and the like
and just can't credit how many sleep-
ness nights of hacking £400 now buys,
it'll prove a winner. Of its esoteric kind,
this book is excellent.

Preaching to the

unconverted
Title: The Writer and the Word
Processor
Author: Ray Hammond
Publisher: Coronet
Price: £2.95
Len Deighton (who contributes a fore-
word to this book) reckons he was the
first popular fiction writer to use a word
processor and wild horses wouldn't
now part him from it. Iris Murdoch, on
the other hand, vehemently believes
that you can't beat pen and paper. Ray
Hammond shows that if you summa-
risetheargumentsforand against word
processing between these two ex-
tremes of empathy and add a spot
practical advice on method, in no time
you have a paperback.

It's a lively debate. Curiously,
although word processing is by far the
most accessible application for a PC
and although an estimated two-thirds
of professional American writers now
use it, no-one can yet point to one truly
outstanding work written with the new
technology. Few would deny the added
convenience which electronic editing
allows, yet the benefits to a writer's
muse remain in doubt.

There's a great divide between wri-
ters prepared to give computers a go
and those who still aren't altogether
convinced that a steam typewriter
might not be the devil's work. Convert
Hammond despairs. He does his best to
proselytise, making out a convincing
case for the user -friendliness of today's
systems, chucking in such carrots as the
thought that access via modem to
remote reference databases is a tool no
conscientious writer can afford to
dismiss (although he neglects to men-
tion one of the most useful UK electro-
nic cuttings libraries, Datasolve's
World Reporter).

If there's a snag, it's that discussion of
the more philosophical aspects of
high-tech and creative writing doesn't
mix too happily with straightforward
instruction on choosing and using kit.
Nevertheless it's a stimulating book, if
not likely to be shortlisted for the
Booker Prize. END
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TJ'S WORKSHOP
Our monthly pot-pourri of hardware and software tips for the
popular micros. If you have a favourite tip to pass on, send

it to TJ's Workshop, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London Wl. Please
keep your contributions concise. We will pay E5-£30 for any

tips we publish. PCW can accept no responsibility for damage
caused by using these tips, and readers should be

advised that any hardware modifications may render the
maker's guarantee invalid.

ATARI FILL
To use this routine, execute
GOSUB 30000 having set A
and B as the coordinates of
the starting point, and also
having specified a fill colour
using the COLOR
instruction. Memory is soon
eaten up when filling large
shapes due to the
thousands of nested
GOSUBs that are
encountered in a large
shape. However, everything
goes back to normal as the
corresponding RETURNs
are executed. No tests are
included for off -screen
coordinates (this allows use
in any mode without
modification), so always
ensure that your shape to be
filled is fully enclosed and
that your seed point is
somewhere inside the
shape and not outside it or
right on the perimeter. For
an interesting variation,
change line 30000 to read:
30000 LOCATE A,B,C:IF Chris Simon

C=0 THEN COLOR INT
(RND(0)*3)+1:

PLOT A,B
There are two things to

look out for when using the
routine. Firstly, it can appear
that the program has
missed out large areas or
even individual pixels, but
don't worry - it'll come
back for them! Also, there
may sometimes be a
relatively long period of
time when no pixels are
being filled in. Again, don't
worry, the program is only
moving (slowly) through an
area of already -filled pixels.

I have also included a
demo program which
allows you to draw a shape
in mode 7 with a joystick
and then fill it by pressing
the trigger. To draw another
shape, press the trigger
again on completion of the
FILL operation when the
program beeps.

Who needs recursive
PROCs when good old-
fashioned GOSUBs will do!

29999 REM Enter with A,B = coordinates o
f seed point. Also set fill COLOR be fore
using.

30000 LOCATE A,B,C:IF C=0 THEN PLOT A,B
30010 A=A+1:LOCATE A,B,C:IF C=0 THEN GCS
UB 30000
30020 A=A-2:LOCATE A,B,C:IF C=0 THEN GCS
UB 30000
30030 A=A+1:B=B+1:LOCATE A,B,C:IF C=0 TH
EN GOSUB 30000
30040 B=B-2:LOCATE A,B,C:IF C=0 THEN GCS
UB 30000
30050 B=B+1:RETURN

FILL Demonstration

Use in conjuct ion with the above
subroutine.

0 REM FILL DEMO. Use joystick to draw

an ENCLOSED shape. Then position anywh
ere INSIDE the shape and press
1 REM the button, Program wi [t beep wh

en finished.
10 GRAPHICS 23:DIM STXC15),STYC15):POR I
=5 TO 15 :READ X, Y :STX(I)=X :STYCI)=Y :NEXT

I:X=20 :Y=10 :COLOR 3

15 DATA 1,1,1,-1,1,0,0,0,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,0
,0,0,0,1,0,-1,0,0
17 IF STRIG(0)=0 THEN 17
20 PLOT X,Y:ST=STICKC0):X=X+STXCST):Y=Y+
STYCST):IF X<0 THEN X=0
21 IF X>159 THEN X=159
22 IF Y<0 THEN Y=0
23 IF Y>95 TtIEN
30 IF STRIGC0) THEN 20
40 A=X:B=Y.:COLOR 2:GOSUB 30000:FOR I=0 T
0 100:SOUND 0,121,10,15':NEXT I:SOUND 0,0
,0,0

50 IF STRIG(0) THEN 50
60 RUN

SPECTRUM TIPS
Here are some applications
for RAND USR which other
Spectrum owners may find
useful.

RAND USR 7032 operates
'break'. It can be used in a
program as if the Spectrum
had a command BREAK, to
produce the same effect as
pressing the BREAK key.

RAND USR 8000 operates

like PAUSE 4e4, to pause
until a key is pressed.

RAND USR 3207 causes
the machine to ask 'scroll?',
whether the screen is full or
not.

RAND USR 6040 is
interesting. It has the same
effect as pressing ENTER
after a program has run-
that is, it lists the line
where the cursor is
positioned.
Simon Smith

BBC LABEL

UTILITY
Despite the generally
structured approach of BBC
Basic, there are many
occasions when the use of
GOTO and GOSUB are
unavoidable. This utility
offers the use of named
labels in GOTO and GOSUB
statements with full
independence from line
numbers. This is especially
useful when building a
library of routines for
inclusion in other programs.

Using this utility, named
labels may be used in such
routines without fear of
corruption from
renumbering.

Two versions are given
here: a Basic version and a
machine code version which
is accessed from Basic via a
USR call. The Basic version
has the following format:
100 LABEL = ?(?12*256+

?11-2)*256+?(?12*256+
?11-1)

When the line is executed,
LABEL will be given the
value 100. If the line is
subsequently renumbered
to line 20, then LABEL will
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contain the value 20 when
the line is executed. This
means that the statement
200 GOTO LABEL
will find the right line even
after renumbering.

To run the machine code
version, PROCINIT must be
called at the start of the
program to set up the
machine code routine.
1000 DEF PROCINIT
1005 DIM L 24
1010 L!O = &E9380BA5
1015 L!4 = &A5378502
1020 L!8 = &8500E90C
1025 L!12 = &B100A038

1030 L!16 = &B1C8AA37
1035 L!20 = &6037
1040 ENDPROC

The routine may then be
called as follows:
100 LABEL =

USR(L)AND&FFFF
The major disadvantage

of this method is that the
label is undefined until the
line containing the label is
executed.

In effect this means that
forward label references
cannot normally be
resolved.
Ray O'Donnell

BBC SLOW

POKES
Here are two interesting
POKEs for the BBC B which
alter the rate of the
processor and slow it down
thousands of times. The
second number of each
POKE can be changed to
alter the speed. The slowest
speed is achieved by typing:

?&FE45=1
?&FE46=0.

For example:
?&FE45=3:?&FE46=4
is slightly faster.

Run a simple program,
press ESCAPE, then wait
until the BBC works out the
line numbers!...

Some programs,
including Snapper, will work
with these slow POKEs, but
very slowly.
Andrew Smith

NO SOUND ON

THE BBC
If you play Space Invaders al
night but don't want to wake
the neighbours with the
sound effects, you'll want to
be able to turn the sound
off.

What if there's no 'sound

off' function?
The solution is, before

you load the program, type:
"*FX210,1".

The sound will be
disabled, and the game can
be played silently.

To re -enable the sound,
type:
"*FX210,1".

B Smith

W. FILE EDITOR
The QL has an annoying
inability to copy or delete
more than one file at a time,
and requires a long typed
statement to do even this. It
also will not display both
microdrive directories at the
same time, and does not
update the directory on the
screen without DIR.

Here is a short program that:
(1) displays the directory

from both microdrives
simultaneously;

(2) copies or deletes
multiple files; and

(3) automatically updates
the screen directories.

It functions well on a TV
screen but I haven't tried it
on a monitor.
David Edwards

100 REMark ....TWO MICRODR7VE DIRECTORY AND FILE EDITOR....
110 MODE 4
120 OPEN £4, acr_230X255A20X1
130 PAPER £4,"1
140 INKE4,4
150 OPEN £5, SCR_250.255a250.1
160 PAPER £5,1
170 INK E5,4
180 CLS £4
190 CLS E5
200 PRINT £4, " MICRODRIVE 1"
210 PRINT £5, " MICRODRIVE 2"
220 DIRE4, mdvl_
230 DIRE5, mdv2_
240 CLOSE E4: CLOSE £5: CLS £0
250 PRINT £0, "For file copying, enter c. For file deletion enter d"
260 DEFine PROCedure c
270 REMark file copying utility
280 CLS £0
290 PAPERER, 1:INKEO, 7

300 INPUTEO, "How many files do you want to copy?
310 INPUTEO, "From which Microdrive?
320 INPUTEO, "To which Microdrive?
330 DIM dat$Inum,20)
340 FOR 1 . 1 TO num
350 PRINTED, "Enter file name "Ii I" "I:INPUT £0, dat$(1)
360 END FOR i
370 fili_copy num,from,into
380 OWN., 17110Cedure file_copy 1x,y,s1
390 FOR loop 1 TO x
400 LET com$ ..mdv12 i dat$11000
410 LET rec$  "mdv2_" 8 dat$Iloop)
420 LET com$14)  y
430 LET rec$(4)
440 COPY toms TO recS
450 END FOR loop
460 GO TO 110
470 END DEFine
480 DEFine PROCedure d
490 CLSEO
500 REMark file deletion utility
510 PAPERED, 1:INKEO, 7

520 INPUTEO, "How many files do you want to delete? ";num
530 INPUTEO, "From which Microdrive? ";from
540 DIM dat$Inum,20/
550 FOR i 1 TO num
560 PRINTEO, "Enter file name "lit" "I:INPUT EO, dat$(1)
570 END FOR i
580 file deletion num,from
590 DEFine PROCedure file_deletion (a,b)
600 FOR loop 1 TO a
610 LET com$ ."mdv1_" 6 dettlloop)
620 LET 0009(4)  b
630 DELETE coe$
640 END FOR loop
650 GO TO 110
660 END DEFine

";num
";from
;into

ELECTRON/BBC

REM STRIPPER
This program is used to set
up user -defined key f1 as a
REM stripper program on
the Electron/BBC. When run
the key program deletes all
REM statements, including
those at line ends, from the
program currently in
memory. It has been
thoroughly tested on an

Electron and should work
equally well on the BBC.

The program sets up user -
defined key fl to delete all
REM statements from
subsequently loaded or
entered Basic programs.
This both speeds up
execution and reduces
program size. The resident
integer variables A% to Z%
are used throughout the
program as this gives
approximately twice the
execution speed of real

variables. However, it has
the disadvantage of using
up keyspace - all those
signs! To use real variables
instead of integer:
(1) Delete all % signs from
key definition (this saves
about 30 characters).
(2) Set LOMEM to HIMEM-
99 at the start of the key
program to reserve space
for the variables (*KEY1
LOM.= H. -99: L= PA).
(3) Insert a space between
F.L and TOL and between

J=P and OR?(J)=244 so that
the computer will not
become confused.

All user -defined keys are
cleared to make sure there's
enough room for the key
program, as only 255 bytes
are allowed for all function
keys.

Note: the total number of
bytes saved is shown at the
end of the program.

Harry Burke

10 REMSTRIPPER
20

30 MODE6
40 PRINT" ""'This program sets up user -defined key fl"
50 PRINT"to remove all REM statements from an"
60 PRINT"subsequently loaded or entered BASIC"

70 PRINT'"program."
80 PRINT" "'Written by: Harry Burke."
90 PRINT'"Date : 14th Seot.'84"
100 FOR I%=0 TO 15:0SCLI "KEY"+STRCI%):NEXT
110 *KEY1 L%=PA.:?(TOP+1)=4:J%=L%:REF.:0%=L%?1:T%=J%:F.L%=LATOL%+?(L%+3)-1:?T%

=?L%:T%=T%+1:N.:P%=J%+J%73:T%=J%:IF?(J%+4)=244U.0%=&FF:END EL.J%=J%+3:REP.:J%=Jh
+1:U..1%=P:GOR7(.1%)=244:TIO3=J%-T%:U.0%=&FFIMPAA-J%1M

120 END
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Extra Compatibility The A-200 is fully compatible with the
IBM PC, giving access to the world's widest range of software
and peripherals. It uses MS-DOS, the industry -standard
operating system, and GW-BASIC, the most popular language.
So it's totally in step.

Extra Speed Unlike many other PC's, the A-200 has the 8086
processor and uses a 16 -bit data bus. So it's quicker thinking.

Extra Memory The A-200 has a basic memory of 256 K, expand-
able to 512 K, plus twin 360 K disk drives. So it's harder working.

Extra Expandability The A-200 has built-in Centronics and
RS 232C interfaces, leaving 4 expansion slots for optional extras
such as Winchester disks up to 140 MB and local area

networking. So it grows with your business.

Extra Desk space The A-200 has a tilt and swivel, high
resolution screen and an IBM compatible keyboard layout.
It's not only quieter and better looking than most PC's, but
smaller and lighter too. So it won't cramp your style.

Extra Quality Canon's unrivalled expertise in optics and
micro -electronics, plus a world-wide reputation for excellence
in business machines, is the ulti mate guarantee of quality in
the A-200. So you know it won't let you down.

Extra Value At £1,875 for the A-200 monochrome package, all
these extras are standard. So you do get more for your money.
IBM is a trade mark of International Business Machines Corporation.
MS-DOSand GW-BASIC are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
Centronics isa trade mark of Centronics Data Computer Corporation



PERSONAL COMPUTER

As sure asthe sun rises
in the East,

this is abetter value
personal computer.
cause so manyextras

are standard.

SI61.41.11111011.104..../M/1/0/4

r- - POST TODAY
I To: Canon (UK) Ltd., Computer Systems Division, Canon House, 2 Manor Road, Wallington, Surrey SM60AJ. Tel: 01-773 3173. Facsimile:01-773 2156.

Please send me extra information about the
A-200 Personal Computer.

I'd also like to know more about other Canon
Computer products.

TX -50 Counter terminal 0
HT -5000 Handy terminal 0
LBP-8 Laser printer Tick boxes

Name

Company

Position

Address

Callon COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Telephone

Canon

Offic,a1Business Matthews
of The Football League

APCW/1



D'S WORKSHOP

MZ-80K BASIC

BOX COMMAND
This routine has been
devised specifically for the
Sharp MZ-80K but will
convert to any machine
running Crystal Basic, and
can be added, with some
work, to any Z80 machine.

It is an extra Basic
command called BOX, and
prints a box on the screen
from the current cursor
position. It also tidies up text

displays quite nicely.
Box has been submitted

to illustrate the ease with
which additional commands
can be added to Xtal Basic;
it uses a number of monitor
and interpreter routines
which are shown here:
?BLNK: checks the screen
vertical blanking, waits until
a blanking period and
returns.
?PONT: sets the cursor
position in HL Crystal
routines.
1255: returns expression in
range 0-255 in A & DE.

TSTCOM: checks character
pointed to by HL and returns
'SYNTAX' error if not ','.
EXPR: evaluates
expression.
RPARN: checks for right
parenthesis.
ASC1: returns start address
of string in DE, first
character in A and last byte
of string pointed to by HL.
ASNSTR: creates space for
temporary string
accumulator.
STREND: end string
manipulation.

The absolute address

included in the listing is
where the routine will reside
if the extra command has
been implemented as set
out in Hack's Guide and
Basic 3 Guide for 2.2 & 3.1
respectively. The '80' at the
end of the LCS$ reserved
word is included as a
reminder that this figure
must reside at the end of the
reserved word table on 3.1;
also that the number of
auxiliary reserved words
used must be increased at
&4900.
Ian Jennings

BOX X,Y
Command to draw, from current cursor position, a box enclosing X columns by Y lines.

REL 0000H XTAL2.2 XTAL 3.1
0000 3806 CD5024 4A48 CDOD27 CALL 1255
0003 FE 01 FE 01 CP 01
0005 FA6038 FAA24A JP M,OUTSZ
0008 FE27 FE27 CP 27H
000A F26538 F2A24A JP P,OUTSZ
000D 08 08 EX AF,AF'
000E CD4C17 CD9D13 CALL TSTCOM
0010 CD5024 CDOD27 CALL 1255
0013 FE01 FE01 CP 01
0015 FA6038 FAA24A JP M,OUTSZ
0018 FE17 FE17 CP 17H
001A F26038 F2A24A JP P,OUTSZ
001D E5 E5 PUSH HL
001E CDB1OF CDB1OF CALL ?PONT
0021 E5 E5 PUSH HL
0022 CDA6OD CDA6OD CALL ?BLNK
0025 365C 365C LD (HL),5CH
0027 CD6538 CDA74A CALL DRWLNE
002A CDA6OD CDA6OD CALL ?BLNK
002D 365D 365D LD (HL),5DH
002F 08 08 EX AF,AF'
0030 0E28 0E28 LD C,28H
0032 0600 0600 LD 8,00
0034 E5 E5 PUSH HL
0035 DDE1 DDE1 POP IX
0037 AGAIN: El El POP HL
0038 09 09 ADD HL,BC
0039 DD09 DD09 ADD IX,BC
0038 CDA6OD CDA6OD CALL ?BLNK
003E 3679 3679 LD (HL),79H
0040 DD360079 DD360079 LD (IX+00),79H
0044 3D 3D DEC A
0045 FE00 FE00 CP 00
0047 20EF 20EF JRNZ,AGAIN
0049 09 09 ADD HL,BC
004A CDA6OD CDA6OD CALL ?BLNK
004D 361C 361C LD (HL),1CH
004F CD6538 CDA74A CALL DRWLNE
0052 CDA6OD CDA6OD CALL ?BLNK
0055 361D 361D LD (HL), 1Dh
0057 El El POP HL
0058 C9 C9 RET
0059 OUTSZ: 3860 1E05 4AA2 1E05 LD E,05
005B C31915 C3CF17 JP ERROR
005E DRWLNE 3865 23 4AA7 23 INC HL
005F 08 08 EX AF AF'
0060 4F 4F LD C,A
0061 0600 0600 LD 6,00
0063 54 54 LD D,H
0064 5D 5D LD E,L
0065 13 13 INC DE
0066 CDA6OD CDA6OD CALL ?BLNK
0069 3678 3678 LD (HL),78
0068 ED8O ED8O LDIR
006D C9 C9 RET

Get width in A
Check, if too wide
Or,
too narrow, return
a 'QTY' error
save width

'?
get height

too high, etc

save text pointer
get cursor position in HL
save
check vertical blanking
and draw top LH corner
go and draw top line

top RH corner
get height

get current cursor
position into IX
original cursor into HL
move down
a line

draw vertical line left
draw vertical line right

; until A=00
move down to bottom line

draw bottom LH corner
and across

and bottom RH corner
get text pointer back
and return
Load E with error message no
and display

get width
and move
into BC
DE=HL+1

; draw line
; and repeat until BC=0

210PCW



Enter reserved word in table:
Xtal 2.2 : 2FD8 C2 4F 58
Xtal 3.1 : 4926 C2 4F 58

B 0 X

Enter routine address in directory: (in order shown)
Xtal 2.2 : 30A8 0638
Xtal 3.1 : 4952 484A

COMMODORE 64

CENTRONICS

NOTES

D5
D4
D3
D2
D1

DO 2 C

GND 16 N, A, 1 or 12
ACK 10 B FLAG 2

See page 397 of the
Programmer's Reference
Guide or page 143 of the

Here's a routine that, with a
cheap cable, will give you a
centronics interface for your
Commodore 64. The
required pin connections
are as follows:
Printer CBM 64
STROBE 1 M PA2

D7 9 L

D6 8 K

7 J
6 H

5 F

4 E

3 D

booklet Commodore calls a
User Manual for a diagram
of the user port. If you don't
want to make your own
cable, one may be obtained
from Supersoft for £20.

This routine will allow
CBM 64 owners to use a
good printer from school or
work. All Epson printers are
supplied with a centronics
interface, which is also
found on other printers in
the same class.

Note: Normal upper case
ASCII and punctuation
marks can be passed
without conversion. Lower
case letters can be printed
by adding 32 ($20) to the
upper case ASCII code.
Printer control codes can be
sent as usual. Numbers can
also be sent as usual.

Steve Mehew

10 REM CENTRONICS DRIVER BASIC LOADER.
20 REM (C) STEVE MEIIEW 1984.
30 :

40 S -=,49152:E=49249
50 FOR R -S TO E:READ A:POYE R,A:NEXT
60 PRINT "DATA COMPLE1E.":END
70 :

400 DATA' 76,47,192,169,255,141,3,221
405 DATA 96,0,72,72,32,35,192,104
410 DATA 141,1,221,173,0,221,41,251
415 DATA 141,0,221,9,4,141,0,221
420 DATA 104,40,96,173,13,221,41,16
425 DATA 240,249,96,32,3,192,160,0
430 DATA 185,60,192,240,6,32,9,192
435 DATA 200,208,245,96,60,82,73,86
440 DATA 69,82,32,38,32,73,78,84
445 DATA 69,82,70,65,67,69,32,70
450 DATA 85,78,67,84,73,79,78,73
455 DATA 78,71,46,13,0,165,255,76
460 DATA 9,192

QL MACHINE

CODE AND DATA
The QL has a much more
complicated memory map
than, for example, the
Spectrum, and lacks a
command such as CLEAR n,
which protects memory
above n from incursion by
Basic or stacks.

The nearest equivalent is
the function RESPR. Print
RESPR(0) returns the

address of the base of the
resident procedures area
(SV_RESPR) which, on
switching on, is the same as
the physical RAMtop -
262144 ($40000) on the
unexpanded QL. To lower
SV_RESPR include a line
such as:
100 address= respr(100)

As the QL only alters
memory boundaries in
multiples of .5k, PRINT
RESPR(0) will return an
address 412 bytes less than
address.

The problem with this
approach is that each time
the program is re -run, SV__
RESPR is lowered by at least
.5k until memory runs out.
The only way to reduce the
size of the area is to reset
the computer: NEWing the
program has no effect.

Function CLEAR__N
allows SV_RESPR to be
lowered to an absolute
address (that is, the 512-
byte boundary <= the
address). If SV_RESPR is
already <= address, the
address of SV_RESPR is
returned.
32300 DEFine FuNction

clear-n(addr)
32310 addr=RESPR

(RESPR(0)-addr)

32320 RETurn RESPR(0)
32330 END DEFine

When developing
machine code programs
using TV mode, it's possible
to use the lower 4k of screen
memory (the top of the
screen) for temporary
storage of code or data, as
this area is unaffected by
any screen operations using
the default screen sizes. The
addresses are 131072 to
133120 ($20000 to $20800).

If you require room to
POKE just a few bytes, there
are gaps available in the
system variables: for
example, 10 bytes starting
at 163876 ($28024).

Peter Edwards

ORIC TIPS
In order to find out which
key has been pressed
without having to use the
ASCII value, DEEK (783), the
following may be of some
help.
45310 No key pressed
48351 Left Arrow
48255 Right Arrow
48319 Down Arrow
48375 Up Arrow

It's possible to set the
values of the left-hand
attribute on the text screen;
these attributes can then be
used to control characters
on the whole screen. The
locations are # 26 B and #
26 C. By experimentation it's
possible to simulate any of
the control codes, but
globally rather than as
separate lines onscreen.

The auto -repeat can be
speeded up by POKE 839, 16
or values in that region.
When a program is to be
run, it should be rePOKED
with 39 to get execution
speed back to normal.

To set up a non -scrolling
window on the text screen,
location 621 (# 26 D) is
used. It usually contains
48000, but POKeing it will
stop the top lines from
scrolling. For example, to
stop the top five lines from
scrolling, DOKE 621 with
48000+(5)x 4D, where the
number ringed is the
number of lines not to be
scrolled: that is, DOKE 621,
48200.

The following program
demonstrates this:
5 CLS:
10 for K = 1 to 5: print "T.J.S

Workshop": next.
20 DOKE 621, 48200: REM

base and 5 lines.
30 POKE 623,21.: Rem

allows other 21 lines to
scroll

40 For K=1 to 25: print
"THIS SCROLLS" : next.

50 POKE 623,27. REM reset
number of lines to scroll

60 DOKE 621,48000 :
REM reset base addr.

Philip Barker

MTX FUNCTION
Here's a list of keywords
stored in the MTX's function
keys.

F2 i .

CREMFLS
F3 ASSEM
F4 AUTO

F5 BAUD ,

F6 VS
F7 CONT
FS . Unknown

<SHIFT> and the Function Keys

Fi C

F2 CLEAR
F3 CLOCK
F4 ATTR
F3 COLOUR
F6 INK
F7 CSR
Fe DATA

Sunil Parekh END

PCW21.1.
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SCREENDUMPS
Barrie Frost would like to see
the best method of converting
high resolution screen
graphics information to the
Epson printer 'bit mode' form.

To operate in the
normal -density bit image
mode, Epson printers must
receive the control codes $1B,
$4B. This is followed by two
bytes - low -order byte sent
first- giving the number of
bit image data bytes
(maximum 480 or $1E0) to
follow. Each byte of bit image
data represents eight vertical
dots with bit 7 as the top dot
and bit 0 the lowest dot. This
produces a maximum
resolution of 480 dots wide by
eight dots high in one pass of
the print head, as in Fig 1.

SUBSET
David Barrow presents more documented machine code
routines and useful information forthe assembly language
programmer. If you have a good routine, an improvement

orconversion of one already printed, orjusta helpful
programming hint, then send it in and share it with other

programmers. Subroutines forany ofthe popular
processors and computers are welcome but please include

full documentation. All published code will be paid for.
Send yourcontributions to Sub Set, PCW, 62 Oxford Street,

London W1A2HG.

matrix eight dots square-
one byte wide by eight bytes
high. This gives a graphics
resolution of 320 dots wide
and 192 dots high with a total
of 7680 bytes.

The first byte of bit image
data sent to the printer must
be built up from the highest
bits (all bit 7s) of graphics
screen bytes 1, 41, 81, 121,
161, 201, 241 and 281. The
second data byte will be
composed of all bit 6s from
the same series of screen
bytes, and so on. The ninth
data byte will hold all bit 7
information from screen
bytes 2, 42, 82, 122, 162, 202,
242 and 282. The last data
byte sent to the printer will be
composed of the low order
bits (all bit Os) of graphics
screen bytes 7400, 7440, 7480,
7520, 7560, 7600, 7640 and

Byte: 1 2 3 4

7 7 7 7

6 6 6 6

5 5 5 5

Bits, 4 4 4 4

3 3 3 3

2 2 2 2

1 1 I I0001
Fig 1

477 478 479 480

7 7 7 7

6 6 6 6

5 5 5 5

4 4 4 4

3 3 3 3

2 2 2 2

I 1

1 0 0 0

All memory -mapped high
resolution screens, however,
treat the bits in each byte as a
horizontal sequence of dots.
There are wide variations in
the number of dots that are
encoded in each byte,and in
the physical arrangement of
the bytes onscreen.

The most straightforward
representation is shown in Fig
2 (the source screen for this
exercise). It's based on a
monochrome display of 40
characters by 24 lines. Each
screen character occupies a

7680.
To ensure that vertical

spacing is equalised, the line
spacing must be set to 8/72in;
this is done by sending the
three control codes $1 B, $41
and $08 before the
screendump begins. Each line
of eight vertical dots should
terminate with a carriage
return (code $0D). To centre
the dump on standard 241mm
listing paper, each line should
begin with 80 zero bit
image bytes.

Assume a routine 'PRNTER'

(byte:(( (bytes2)
bit:76543210 bit:76543211

(byte:411 (bytes42)
bit:76543210 bit:76543210

(bytes7641) (byte:7642)
bit:76543210 bits76543211

Fig 2

(byte:41)
bit:76543210

(byte:81)
bits76543210

(byte:7681)
bits76543211

which deals with all
communications between
printer and computer. All
control and data bytes to be
output to the printer should
be sent through this
subroutine.

PRNTER accepts one data

byte input in an 8 -bit
accumulator and does not
change any register contents.

Because the operation of
the printer can be expected to
be far slower than that of the
screendump routine, speed is
not a high priority.

SECURITY

CODING
DPRO (Datasheet 1) from Roy
Easto of Reigate uses a
pseudo -random sequence to
encode a block of data. Each
successive byte in the data
block is exclusively-ORed
with the next value in

The security depends on
inputting a 16 -bit security
code as the initial random
value, or 'seed'. Greater
security could be built in by
having several pseudo-
random number generators
to choose from, depending on
a second input code. DPRO
uses just one routine,

RNDM2, which can be found
in PCW, February 1983.
Alternatively, a 32 -bit
generator could be used-
again one can be found in the
February 1983 issue.

As pseudo -random
sequences repeat exactly,
DPRO will encode a block of
raw data or decode already
encoded data. Successful
decoding can only be carried

the same
security number as that used
for the initial encoding.

The encoding process may
be repeated several times
with a sequence of different
security numbers. No matter
how many levels of encoding
are used, the data can be
recovered by using the
reverse sequence of seeds.

DATASHEET 1
 . 221M iM

DPRO Data block protection by encode/decode.
...

:JOB To encode or decode a data block by exclusive-oring
each byte with one byte fro each new value obtained
fro a pseudo -random sequence.
Use input security number as pseudo -random seed.
FOR each byte in data block:
C Compute next pseudo -random number.

Exclusive -OR data byte with random number byte.

:ACTION

:CPU
:HARDWARE
:SOFTWARE

zee
RAM containing data block.
RNDM2 - 16 -bit pseudo -random number generator.

Input (last number or seed) in HL.
Output (new random number) in HL.
No other registers affected.

:INPUT

:OUTPUT

:ERRORS
:REG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH
!CYCLES

DE addresses first byte of data block.
BC . number of bytes in data block.
HL contains a security number (pseudo -random seed).
DE addresses byte at block +1.
A = BC . O. HL contains random value. F is changed.
If input data was unencoded, it is encoded on exit.
If data was encoded on entry and HL contained the
correct security number, it is decoded on exit.
None.
AF BC DE HL
2 + RNDM2 stack use.
None.
13

(67 + RNDM2 cycles) per data byte + 5.

:CLASS 2 -discreet interruptible
a *reentrant *relocatable

spromable
'robust

DPRO CALL
LD

RNDM2 :Get next sequential number CD lo hi
4,(DE) :Pick up next data byte fro block IA

212 PCW



XOR
LD

INC
DEC
LD

OR

JR

RET

(DE),A
DE

BC
A,C

NZ,DPRO

:and encode/decode with current
:random value, then replace it.
:Index next byte in data block.
:Count off byte just coded or
:decoded, then test for all
:bytes processed, repeating
:until completion.
:Exit, data encoded/decoded.

AC

12

13

OB
79

BO
20 F4
C9

PARALLEL

MOVES?
Last month I dismissed a
suggestion by Hugh Dobbs
that intelligent transfer
routines should perform the
data move even if the source
is at the same address as the
destination. The routine that
prompted Hugh's suggestion
was IBTZ8, printed in PCW,
August 1984; the reason for
this apparently meaningless
transfer being that the system
might support parallel blocks
of memory.

My response was that the
automatically repeating LDIR

and LDDR instructions cannot
be adapted to switch banks
between the read and write
operations.

Hugh has written in with the
observation that it's possible,
on the Apple, to copy data
between parallel ROM and
RAM banks. This is achieved
by separate soft switches for
'RAM write -enable' and 'RAM
read-enable/ROM
read -disable'. He sees no
reason why the method can't
be implemented on a Z80
system, thereby allowing the
block moves to be used for
parallel bank transfers.

Further discussion on this
interesting topic will be
very welcome.

Z80 FRAMES
In the early days of SubSet we
developed a more or less
efficient pair of routines,
PUSHM and POPEM, to save
and restore the Z80 register
set. These could be called on
entry to and on exit from any
routine, offering a
considerable saving in bytes
and programming time.

(Extended versions of
PUSHM and POPEM can be
found in the Z80 SubSet book,
Assembler Routines for the
Z80. Similar routines to save
the 6502's registers are in
Assembler Routines for the
6502. Both books are in the
Best of PCW series, published
by Century Communications.)

ENTRY (Datasheet 2) and
EXIT (Datasheet 3), both from
Keith Bremer of Chorlton,
Manchester, are similar in
concept to PUSHM and
POPEM but with a subtle
difference. With ENTRY called
at the start of a subroutine
and EXIT jumped to at the
end, they both save registers
and provide an index to the
stacked values throughout the
intervening subroutine.
Furthermore, 128 bytes below
the stacked registers can also
be indexed by using negative
displacements to IX. Any
stack used in the subroutine
which called ENTRY need not

be tidied up, since this is done
automatically by the jump to
EXIT. A call, rather than a
jump, to EXIT will not produce
a stacking error, since the
return address is lost when
the stack pointer is loaded
from IX.

The concept behind these
routines is known as
'framing': the subroutine is
automatically allocated its
own section of stack memory,
or frame, for use as
workspace. The address in IX
is the 'frame top'. The framing
process is not complete in
ENTRY/EXIT due to the stack
pointer not being adjusted to
clear the workspace (as, for
example, the 68000's stack
pointer is in the LINK/UNLINK
instructions).

One possibility afforded by
ENTRY is the use of both
index registers to good effect
by returning the address of
the subroutine as well as the
frame top; data appended to
the subroutine may then be
indexed. As the subroutine
address is loaded into IX by
the first instruction, IX
becomes the code index and
JP (IX) can replace the RET. In
the last three instructions
involving IX which set the
frame, IX can be replaced by
IV, making it the frame
pointer. EXIT has to be
changed correspondingly.

DATASHEET 2
.... .......=

:= ENTRY Frame entry, saving registers.
.....

:J013

:ACTION

When CALLED at the start of a subroutine, to save
the register set, index stack and return to the
calling subroutine.
Exchange index register with return address.
Push other registers.
Push index register (return address).

Index stack at last register pushed.

:CPU
:HARDWARE
:SOFTWARE

Z80
None.

Written to act as opening subroutine to the EXIT
closing subroutine.

:INPUT
:OUTPUT

:ERRORS
:REG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH
:CYCLES

None.
IX, AF, BC, DE and HL are saved on stack (IX in
highest memory).
IX = SP.

None.
IX

10

None.
15

121

:CLASS 1 *discreet *interruptable
:****** *reentrant *relocatable
:.............,====.w====.=..,...m..... .

ENTRY EX (SP), IX

PUSH AF
PUSH BC
PUSH DE
PUSH HL
PUSH IX
LD IX,2
ADD IX,SP
RET

*promable
*robust

:Save IX, getting return address DD E3
:to subroutine calling ENTRY. F5
:Save register set AF, BC, DE C5
:and HL (or extend this part to D5

:save alternate regs. and IV). E5
:Return address on stack top. DD E5
:Account for return address and DD 21 02 00
:index top of stack. DD 39
:Return to calling subroutine. C9

I.... .... = . .. . ......................

DATASHEET 3
........ =_="_" ........

Frame exit, restoring registers.
..... ....

=:..::_:._:JOB When jumped to, or called, at the end of a

subroutine, to tidy stack, restore registers and
exit to the calling program.

:ACTION Move index register to Stack Pointer.
Pop other registers.
Pop index register.

:CPU
:HARDWARE
:SOFTWARE

Z80
None.
Written to act as closing subroutine to the ENTRY
opening subroutine.

:INPUT
:OUTPUT

:ERRORS
:REG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH
:CYCLES

IX addresses frame stack top.
Registers saved by ENTRY are restored from memory at
input IX.

SP = input IX 12.

Return made to program calling subroutine which
jumped to EXIT.
None.
HL DE BC AF IX.

None (ENTRY stacking cleared).
None.

74

:CLASS 1

EXIT LD

POP
POP
POP
POP
POP
RET

*discreet *interruptable *promable
*reentrant *relocatable *robust

SP, IX

HL

DE
BC
AF

IX

:Reset Stack at saved registers. DD F9
:Restore registers saved by ENTRY El

:(this section must match the DI

:pushing in ENTRY). Cl

Fl

:Restore index register and exit to DD El
:higher level program. C9

'What do you mean, it's not educational? I want to be
a journalist when I grow up!'
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Send your queries to Simon Goodwin, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1 .
Note that Simon cannotanswer questions on an individual basis, so please

don'tsend an SAE with your query.

Juggling with

daisywheels
I bought a Quen-Data
daisywheel printer because it
takes Qume print wheels.
However, one of the wheels
prints garbage - it appears
to be completely in the wrong
order. I expected the accents
and special characters to
need decoding, but all the
letters and numbers are
wrong too.

My Courier 10 and Gothic
15 wheels are correct, and the
Prestige Elite 12 is standard
ASCII, but the Boldface PS
which is marked as Bilingual/
WPS is wrong. The problem is
that I want a 12 -characters -
per -inch wheel with an
English pound sign. I would
need a special driver for each
wheel unless it conforms to a
standard order.

How can I tell which will
work and why they are
non-standard? Neither the
supplier of the wheels nor the
machine seem to know.
Derek Trayler, Hornchurch,
Essex

The answer to your question
is coded into the name of he
daisywheel. The wheel which
produces characters in
jumbled order is 'bilingual
proportional spacing' (PS)
model, which makes it
something of an oddball. You
are correct in saying that your
printer takes Qume
daisywheels, in that they fit
on the machine, but some of
them are designed to take
advantage of features that are
not available on low cost
printers.

The letters on a daisywheel
are always held in a jumbled
order, for two reasons.The
first is to 'balance' the wheel
- it's important that larger
letters are opposite one
another so that the wheel
turns smoothly; the second
reason is to minimise the
distance between letters that
are often used together. The
printer works by stepping
from one character position to
the next, spinning the wheel
as it does so, so that the next
character required is at the
top of the wheel when the
paper is correctly positioned.

Obviously some sequences
of letters are more common
than others. It's possible to

speed up a printer by making
sure that common sequences
are close together on the
daisywheel.

Your rogue wheel is a
'bilingual' model, with
various special accents for
French printout. It is also
designed for a 'proportional
spacing' printer-one in
which letters are packed
together so that, for example,
a letter 'M' takes up more
space than a 'j'. Such a
scheme is used on this
typeset page but not on
typewriters and cheap
printers, which always
allocate the same width to
each letter, making 'M's look
rather squashed and
exclamation -marks rather
well spaced.

Your WPS daisywheel uses
a different sequence to the
others because it's designed
to work with foreign
languages, and turn smoothly,
even though some letters are
smaller than others. Some
printers (such as the up-
market Qumes) recognise a
special sequence of
characters which tell them
that they are using a bilingual
wheel. You print this 'escape
sequence' before you use the
new wheel, so that the printer
can make allowances for the
changed order.

A dealer tells me that your
printer can't cope with
proportional spacing anyway
- the Quen-Data always
steps a fixed distance from
one character to the next. For
this reason the PS characters,
which vary in width, probably
wouldn't look very good even
if they came out in the right
order.

Luckily there's a wheel
which will give the characters
you need on the printer
you've got. It's called a 'Pica
12 England' daisywheel and
can be obtained from
Worldwide Computers, 11
Worple Road, Wimbledon,
London SW19 4JS. The
company also supplies the
Quen-Data printer, so it
should be able to tell you
which other wheels will work
in your system.

Prehistoric

processing
My school has just unearthed
a very old computer. It is a

South West Technical
Products CT -82 terminal,
Motorola M6800 processor
unit, with twin disk drives
and a teletype. These are all
in separate units.

About four years ago
something went wrong in
one of them and, after several
unsuccessful attempts to
repair it, the teacher in charge
locked it away in a cupboard
- until now, when we have
been given permission to try
to fix it.

The only thing we can get
to work is the terminal, and
then we can only manage to
type in our names. All the
system manuals have been
thrown out, and no-one
remembers how to use it.

We desperately need help
from anyone who knows how
the system works.
Tony Reeves, 5 Main Street,
Howsham, Lincs LN7 6LE

Five years may be a long time
in politics- but 10 years in
computing is evidently a step
into prehistory! The computer
you describe was quite
popular in the period 1977-79,
especially among schools,
and cost £3-4000 in 1978.

The main circuit boards in
SWTP computers were
generally reliable, but many
people had problems with
poor wiring between them.
The most common faults
were in the power supply and
reset button circuitry, often as
a result of poor soldering, so
you'd be well-advised to take
a close look at the wiring in
those areas.

You should be able to test
the disk drives and teletype by
connecting them to other
computers since they use
standard interfaces. It sounds
as if the fault you mention is
in the processor unit.

(If any PCW readers can
dig out manuals or circuit
diagrams for the STWP
machine, please contact Tony
directly - Ed)

Death of a Th81
Seeking to raise a few
pennies to buy a printer for
my Commodore, I decided to
sell my ZX81. To improve its
performance I tightened the
nine -volt input by fitting a
slightly larger jack plug.
Carefully noting the positive
and negative lead positions
I soldered negative to

positive and vice versa.
Not surprisingly, I ended up

with a blank screen. Is there
anything I can do other than
present it to the dustman?

Have I ruined the 16k RAM
pack?
R Clayton, Rownhams,
Southampton

You've probably only blown
the power supply regulator on
the ZX81 circuit board,
although you may have killed
the video modulator too. Both
of these components can be
replaced for a few pounds,
but you may find that the
effort isn't worthwhile- a
second-hand ZX81 (with a
RAM pack) is only worth
£10-20.

Your first step is to rewire
the plug the correct way. I'm
surprised you tried to make
the system more reliable by
changing the plug, since the
socket is the weak link.

Never test a computer with
peripherals (such as the RAM
pack) connected, unless
you're sure that the computer
works when used on its own.
In this way you minimise the
chance of damaging your
entire system.

The supply from a ZX81
plug goes directly to the video
modulator, which converts a
digital video signal into one
that can be received by a TV.
Reconnect the supply the
correct way round (if you've
blown the machine up it's
unlikely that you'll damage it
further by connecting the
supply properly).

Now tune in your TV with
the sound turned up. You
won't get a normal display
(unless the computer is
undamaged) but you might
find that the TV sound is more
regular (a 'burr' sound rather
than a 'hiss') around channel
36. The display may also be
less speckled. If this is the
case, the video modulator is
still working, even if the
computer isn't giving it a
signal to chew on.

The next step is to find out if
anything is happening on the
processor board. Take a
portable medium wave radio
and put it on top of the
computer- as close as you
can get to the circuit board.
Tune the radio to a point
between two stations. You
should hear an electronic
crackling noise-radio
interference, generated as
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circuits in a computer, turn on
and off, millions of times a
second. This is an old
diagnostic trick from the
1950s.

Compare the noises with
the computer turned on and
off. If there's no difference,
the power supply to the board
is faulty; replace the regulator
and see if that helps.
Alternatively you can run the
board from a six -volt lantern
battery via a silicon diode.
Unplug the mains, and
connect the battery supply
directly to the processor-
positive to pin 20 and
negative to pin 40. If other
components have blown, this
may not fix the problem, but it
will be a step in the right
direction.

If you do get a noise when
the computer supply is
connected, part of the
machine is probably working.
The radio signal comes from
two main areas-the
processor (and memory) and
the video generator (the ULA
in a ZX81). Move the radio
between the two and see if
you get a different tone in
each position. If the noise
justs gets louder or softer,
one or other part has been
destroyed and it's not really
worth fixing the machine.

If the video generator and
processor both seem to be
working, but the modulator
didn't affect the TV display,
you may be able to bring the
machine back to life by fitting
a new modulator.

Don't connect the 16k RAM
pack unless the main computer
'is fixed. You run a small risk
that the RAM pack has failed
catastrophically - check that
it doesn't short out the supply
lines on the edge connector
before you reconnect it. If
you have any foolhardy
friends try out the RAM pack
on another computer which
you know to be working. It
should still work, but test it
very briefly at first, just in
case.

Acorn
compatibility
Are the new Acorn micros
(ABCs) entirely compatible
with the BBC Micro?
Darren Johns, Weybridge,
Surrey

The latest computers from
Acorn -the ABC range-are
business computers designed
to compete with the IBM and
other 'heavyweight' micros.
They feature a variety of
processors, including the Z80,
80286 and 32016, but there's

no version with the 6502
processor which is used in the
BBC Micro and Electron. For
this reason (and a host of
others-the ABCs are unique
designs) the new machines
are not compatible with BBC
Micro software.

Another Acorn machine,
the Torch, runs CP/M or BBC
software. This is a hybrid
business system which
contains a BBC Micro circuit
board and a separate Z80
processor. A lot of BBC Micro
software will run on the
machine, but you will be
wasting the power of the Z80
if you only use the BBC part of
a Torch system.

Screen damage
My brother says that using
my Spectrum on a normal
colour television set will
damage the coating on the
tube. Is this a myth or reality?
He says graphics and games
are the worst offenders.
D E Avison, Mosely,
Birmingham

It's unlikely that your micro
will damage the coating on
the TV tube. Very early video
games used crude block
graphics (such as the border
on a tele-tennis game) and
some of these could become
'burnt in' to the screen if the
game was used for many
hours with the TV brightness
turned up to maximum.

The problem can be seen
on some old black and white
video games. The area where
the screen border appears can
become scarred, so that you
can see its outline even when
the display is turned off. Such
machines are used to display
one bright picture, day after
day, for months or years, so
it's hardly surprising they
become worn out.

In theory you could damage
your TV if you played a game
with bright, static graphics for
several weeks without respite,
but in practice I've never
known it happen. Modern
computer games use finely
detailed graphics in
graduated colours - it's most
unlikely that these would
leave a permanent
impression on a TV tube, even
if you played the same game
for several months.

With typical attention to
detail, Atari builds a feature
called 'attract mode' into its
computers: this automatically
turns down the brightness of
a display, and cycles through
the colours, if the computer is
left unattended for more than
seven minutes. This safety

feature probably stems from
Atari's experience producing
arcade machines.

Ideally you should not run
programs with the TV
brightness turned up to
maximum, and should avoid
leaving the computer for long
periods showing a static
display. Normal micro use
will have no damaging effect
on a TV tube.

Taking the

quantum plunge
I'm thinking of buying a
Sinclair QL. Will all my
Spectrum software be
completely compatible, or is
it just advertising hype?
Robert Bromley, Edgware,
Middlesex

I don't think Sinclair claims
that you can run Spectrum
software on a QL, although
one software house has
pretended that it can write a
program to translate machine
code from one machine to the
other. In fact that
announcement was made
before the company had
recruited programmers to do
the job; but I think it's
impossible to write such a
program.

The instruction set,
hardware addresses, display
format, system variables,
ROM calls, and so on, are
completely different on the
QL. You can't write an
'automatic code translator'
that will work in any but the
most trivial of cases.

You can't load Spectrum
tapes onto a QL because the
latter doesn't have a cassette
interface. The QL microdrives
use an improved format-
this makes them more reliable
than the Spectrum version,
but unfortunately also means
that they can't read cartridges
written by a Spectrum.

You can get a Spectrum and
a QL to communicate via
Sinclair's Interface One-
messages can be sent either
way, via the network or RS232
link. This works fine for text
(as long as you remember
that the QL uses CHR$ 10 to
mark the end of a line and the
Spectrum uses CHR$ 13), but
it isn't very useful for program
transfer since the keywords
used on the Spectrum are
quite different to those on the
QL. It's possible to translate
programs by hand and it
should be possible to do
some automatic Basic
translation, but the technique
will only ever be useful for
simple Basic programs.
There's no reliable way of
translating PEEKs and POKEs
from one machine to another
since they work in quite
different ways.

To be fair to Sinclair, QL
SuperBasic is a lot better than
the ZX Spectrum version. It
wouldn't have been possible
to make the two machines
entirely compatible without
imposing limitations on the
QL design (attribute graphics,
32 character lines, and so on),
and the QL programs I have
seen are a far higher quality
than direct Spectrum
translations could be.

Sometimes software
compatibility is a millstone
rather than a benefit. The
Commodore 64 uses a Basic
interpreter designed in 1978
for the PET. In a bid to remain
compatible with programs for
the old machine, it contains
no commands to take
advantage of the graphics and
sound features of the 64. The
newer computer would have
been a much more useful
machine if Commodore had
sacrificed compatibility and
produced a new Basic- it's
not often you see a
Commodore 64 owner
running programs written for
the old black & white PET,
after all!

'That's not user -friendliness - that's obscene!'

END
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Subtle C
In part two of our five -part Teach Yourself C series, Les Hampson explains how

to construct functions and useful programs in C.

C is a powerful and versatile language
which puts very few restrictions on
programmers. Although it is a high-
level structured language for general
use, C can also replace assembly
language in many applications. It has a
good selection of data types, easy
means to define new types and useful
combinations to suit your problem at
hand. There are also a wide range of
operators which allow you to write
concise and efficient programs, and
express subtle concepts.

Data
Fig 1 lists the available data types and

the ranges of values they can store. The
actual sizes are notfixed and depend on
the machine, but those shown are
common for micro versions of C. If you
are writing code to run on both a
Spectrum and an IBM mainframe you
will have to consider these differences,
along with your other problems.

The basic types are 'char', 'int' and
'double'; these are used mostand this is
reflected in how expressions are evalu-
ated. The others were added as the
language was developed and specific
needs recognised. A char can hold one
of the character set (like 'A' or 'b') and
can be built up into strings. The most

Type Size
char 1 byte
int 2 bytes
unsigned int 2 bytes
shortint 2 bytes
long int 4 bytes
float 4 bytes
double 8 bytes

Value
Oto 255 (sometimes -128 to 127)
-32768 to +32767
Oto 65535
same as int
-2147483648 to +214748647
single precision floating pointto E38
double precision floating pointto E308

Short serves no purpose in thisscheme; butfor largecomputers it may provide
a smaller alternative to int.

Fig 1 Data types

intsum;
main()

int num1,num2;

/*global data known throughoutthe program*/

/*local data known only inthefunction main*/

num1=3;
num2=4;
sum=add(num1,num2); /*values only passedtofunction add*/

add(x,y)
intx,y; /*parameter namesto be used*/

int rval; /*local data known only in add*/
static int numdone =0; /*only setto0 atstart of execution*/

rval=x+y;
numdone++;
return rval;

Fig 2 Local and global data

/*stores number of timesfunction called*/

char c='P';
int var1=89;
extern int var2;
int var3,var4=3567;
float num= 1.27e-3;
Fig 3 Initial values can be set when data is declared

/*extern data cannot be initialised*/
/*initialiser applies only to var3*/

fundamental type is 'int' and this is used
for the basic counting operations in a
program, such as the number of times
round a loop. In many situations C
assumes that int is meant if a type is not
defined.

An int can be usefully modified with
one of the keywords 'short', 'unsigned',
or 'long'. The real purpose of unsigned
is not to increase the possible size of a
positive number, but relates to direct
addressing of memory through poin-
ters. The availability of long widens
possible applications (most people's
salaries could be adequately handled
even if figuring in pence). Floating point
operations, which are slower, can then
be reserved until they are really needed.

All data items must be declared
before use to reserve some memory,
define which parts of the program will
have access, and warn the compiler
which types of manipulation need to be
used. This is done by statements which
declarethe type of a list of named items,
such as:
int varl,var2;
unsigned int hours,mins,secs;
long bignum;
float voltage;
extern int va r3;

Where data is declared defines the
access allowed to it. Data items de-
clared outside functions are global and
can be used by any part of the program.
These can optionally be specified as
'extern' which means that the actual
definition is elsewhere, perhaps in
another source file to be linked later,
and so the declaration only makes the
name known without creating extra
storage.

Local data is declared in a function
and is not available from outside. By
default, local variables disappear on
leaving a function and release the
memory used. Every function in a

program could use a local variable
named, say, count, and each would be
different and the compiler, at least,
would not getconfused.A local variable
has precedence over a global variable
with the same name so even this can't
cause conflict. When required, you can
define 'static' local data which retains
its value between calls but is still
'private' to the function. Some possibi-
lities are illustrated in Fig 2.

Initial values can be set when data is
declared (Fig 3).

If not initialised in this way, then
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switch(c)

case UP:
case DOWN:
case LEFT:
case RIGHT:
case BS:
case DEL:
default:

/*c is the character to be tested*/

curs_up(); break; /*do this if c= =UP*,
curs_down(); break;
cursieft(); break;
curs_rightO; break;
curs_leftO; /*note no break*/
delete(); break;
printf("unknown command");

Fig 4 Key -dependent cursor movement

intx;
for(x=-0;x<= 100;x+ =2)

printf("%d",x);/*display even numbers 0-100 */
Fig 5 Basic for -to -step -next construction

#define CR 13 /*continue until return pressed */
int count;
char c;
char str[80];
for(count -=0;((c=getchar())! =CR) && count<79; count+ +)

stricounti=c;
str[count]=0; /*add the NULL*
Fig 6Obtaining a character from the keyboard

global and static variables are auto-
matically set to zero when execution
begins, but local variables have unde-
fined values.

The basic data types can be part of
complex constructions like arrays and
structures. These will be considered in
detail in a future article, but it's useful to
consider strings because they're so
widely used. Character strings such as
words, messages, and keyed -in values
are simple arrays of type char.

An array is declared by following the
name with the number of elements in
square brackets. For example:
char str[128];

The elements are accessed by str[0],
str[231, and so on. Because the index
begins at 0 the last element in the
example is str[127]; at first it's easy to
forget and use str[1281. The last ele-
ment of a character string is always
NULL (that is, zero), so in the example
we would have up to 127 slots to use.
This enables the end to be recognised,
for example, by the function which
displays a string.

It may seem strange that there are no
facilities for dealing with strings as
units, as in Basic. C simply provides a
consistent method of storage and
complete flexibility in manipulation.
Function calls are used to do things like
joining and comparing strings.

Decimal constants have already been
used to initialise variables and hexa-
decimal can also be used with the prefix
Ox, such as OxFF for decimal 255. An
integer constant can be followed by L to
indicate it is a long, such as 2123L; one
use is for functions which must have a
long parameter passed to them.

Character constants written as 'A',
'B', and so on, are exactly the same as
the value in the character set; 'A' being
65 in the ASCII series. Some special
characters have predefined values in-
cluding'/n' fora newline, '/t' fortab, and
'/0' for null.

String constants are surrounded by
double quotes as in 'the end is nigh.'
The special characters can be used so
that when '/nthe end is nigh' is display-
ed it goes on the next line. The compiler
arranges to store such strings in arrays
in the form discussed. Remember that
'A' is notthe same as 'A'; -the latter is a
string whose end is marked with a NULL
char.

Operators and
expressions
C has a comprehensive range of oper-
ators for manipulating data. The basic
operators, which will be familiar from
using alternative languages, are sup-
plemented by others which help in
expressing ideas efficiently.

The basic arithmetic operators are:
addition + subtraction -
multiplication* division / modulus %

The division of two integers truncates
any fraction so that 5/2 gives 2, but
dividing a floating point value by an
integer gives a floating point value. The
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The best thing next
to a BBC micro.

The BBC Model B Microcomputer is widely recognised as an
impressive first computer for the home or the school, but its capabilities
are restricted by its lack of data storage and the limitations of Basic for
serious programming. For the from this computer
the Torch Z80 Disc Pack is a gateway to the world of advanced computing.

Model B's fitted with disc interface can be upgraded to full
business machines by the Torch Z80 Disc Pack thereby offering the use of
more powerful and flexible languages such as Fortran, Pascal, BCPL and
Cobol while twin 400K disc drives provide a massive storehouse for
information and rapid data transfer from disc to processor.
Torch Z80 Disc Pack

The Torch Z80 Disc Pack is the proven upgrade for the BBC Model B
microcomputer. It provides 800K of disc storage plus a Z80 second
processor with 64K RAM running TORCH's own CP/M® compatible
operating system based in ROM.

This advanced design means that almost all of the 64K RAM
provided by the Z80 board is available for programming use - an
advantage no other BBC micro upgrade can offer.

If your BBC micro has the Econet® option, there is a further benefit
the Torch Z80 Disc Pack can offer. TORCHNET can link together up to 254
upgraded Model B's on a local area network, so for enthusiasts, clubs,
schools and businesses it is a simple and low-cost way to achieve
networking facilities.

The discs can be used for storage under the Acorn DFS system or
for CP/M° programs and data.

A comprehensive software
package is provided which includes

word and data
processing and
a spreadsheet

program,
along
with
utility
programs
and
manuals.

The Torch Z80 Disc Pack is recommended by the CCTA for
government use.

At £699 the Torch Z80 Disc Pack is exceptionally good value.
Torch Z80 Extension Processor (ZEP100)

When fitted to a BBC system which already has compatible high
quality twin 400K disc drives, the ZEP100 provides a complete business or
scientific computer.

Alternatively, a ZEP100 may be fitted to a BBC system to enable it
to be used as a Torchnet station.

The ZEP100, priced at £299, comes complete with full software
support. There are already over10,000 users of Torch computer systems.

Our customers include hospitals, universities, private businesses,
the Government and schools.

If you are ready to take a step into the world of serious computing
simply clip the coupon below.
Technical Specification. Torch Z80 Extension Processor (ZEP100)
Processor -4 MHz Z80A. Memory - 64K RAM Accessible from the Z80
Firmware - 8K CCCP ROM on ZEP100 card -16K MCP ROM for BBC board
Software provided -TORCH CPN CP/M® compatible 0/S - BBCBASIC Z80
- Disc Utilities - Music System - Misc. Utilities - PERFECT® SOFTWARE
comprising - Perfect Writer - Word Processor. Perfect Speller - Spelling
Checker. Perfect Calc - Spreadsheet. Perfect Filer - Database.
Other Operating Systems Available - UCSD p -System
Torch Z80 Disc Pack. As for ZEP100 but includes 2 x 400K 51/4" floppy disc
drives with separate power supply unit.
Unicorn. These products are part of the best selling range of add-ons to the
BBC Micro by Torch Computers Ltd.

TORCH Ai:.
COMPUTERS

Lighting the way ahead.

To: Torch Computers Limited, Abberley House, Great Shelford,
Cambridge CB2 5LQ. Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 841000.
Please send further details of Torch Z80 products.

Name

Address

PCW 2

Prices quoted are ex -VAT. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc. Econet is a registered trademark of Acorn Computers Ltd
Perfect Software is a registered trademark of Perfect Software Inc. Text, graphics and keyboard provided by BBC Model B.
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modulus operator can only be used for
integers and gives the remainder after
division, so 5%2 is 1. When one of these
operations causes overflow or under -
flow of an integer, then some informa-
tion is lost, although divide by zero is
always treated in some special way.

Simple assignment expressions can
be formed from these operators:
x=y+4 x=x+3 x=x+ 1
x=y*2 x=x/3 y=y-1
Such assignments can be compress-

ed if the same variable occurs on both
sides using a combined operator such
as += or /= . Similarly to increment or
decrement, ++ or -- is preferred.
Some of the expressions above could
be rewritten as:
x=y+4 x+=3 x++
x=*2 x/=3 y- -

At this stage you may say why bother
- it doesn't save much typing. One
benefit is that the compiler will try to
produce a more efficient translation. If
you can understand assembler, look at
Fig 3 which demonstrates the point.
Also, the left-hand side is only evalu-
ated once, which is of special value if it's
something complicated like an element
of a multi -dimension array.

When an expression in C is evaluated
it 'leaves behind' the result of a

quantity. The left side of an assignment
must be something, like a variable,
which has an address in memory into
which this value can be placed. Clearly
you can't say 3=x+1, but neither is
x+ + =6 acceptable because x++ incre-
ments x and gives a value (which can't
have an address). More subtle mistakes
of this kind can creep in -the compiler
will give a complaint like 'need 1value'.

It's possible to use the value left
behind after evaluation as in the state-
ment x=y=6; which efficiently does
what you would expect. But you can be
too clever and not get the expected

result as in a>b>c. A type of construc-
tion which occurs often in C programs is
illustrated by
while ((c=getc(my_file))! = EOF)

What happens is that the function
getc returns a value read from a file and
this is assigned to the variable c. The
value of the assignment, which is of
course the value read, is then compared
with that indicating end of file. Perhaps
this isn't very obvious atfirst, but it soon
becomes natural and can produce
concise and readable programs. In
forming complex expressions the pre-
cedence of the various operators has to
be taken into account and, as in the
example, brackets used to make the
intention clear.

The ++ and -- operators are more
powerful than just altering by 1 because
they can be used before or after a
variable. In a complex expression, + +x
increments x before using the value
whereas x++ increments afterwards.
So that
x=0;
y=str[x+ +1;
sets y to the first element of the array str
and then increases x ready to access the
next element. In a statement which only
increments a number (for example, a
loop counter), it does not make any
difference whether x++; or + +x; is
used.

In evaluating expressions involving
different data types, automatic conver-
sion takes place but will not lose
accuracy. For example, in an express-
ion involving a long and an int, the
result is long.

Of course if the expression were then
assigned to an int, information would
be lost if the value were too large. Two
important features are that char (and
short) are always converted to int
before evaluation, and floating point ex-
pressions are evaluated using double.

for(x=0;x<100;x+ =2)
1

if(x= =50) continue;
printf("%d ",x); /*display even numbers except 50*/

Fig 7 Continue statementto force iteration

if(condition) goto error;

error: /*note colon after label name*/
Fig 8A label within a function

x=x +1;

mov AX,x
add AX,1
mov x,AX

RegisterAX as
temporary store instruction
Fig 98086 assembly language from C expressions

x+=1;

add word ptrx,1

X + + ;

incword ptrx

Use of fast increment

It is a questionable feature of C that all
floating point arithmetic is carried out in
double precision; on many micros the
time penalty can be noticeable.

A set of operators which act on the
separate bits of a char, int or long are
available in C:
& and, or, "xor, « left shift,
» right shift, " 1's complement

These are useful fortinkering with the
contents of variables. For example, to
set the high bit of a character to zero so
that it's in the ASCII range, you could
use c&= Ox7F. Care is needed in using
these operators in complex express-
ions because the precedence is not
obvious- use brackets to show what is
intended.

The type ofthinking needed in writing
portable code is illustrated by using
x&=OxFF00;
to set the lowest eight bits of an int to
zero. This will only work fora 16 -bit size
but can be made to work for any size
using
x&="OxFF;

Decision making
The flow through a program is control-
led by evaluating expressions to be
either true (non -zero) or false (zero).

Comparisons can be made using <,
<=, >, >=, ==, and !=. The use of ==
to test equality distinguishes it from
assignment and != is available for
testing inequality. Complex conditional
expressions are built up using &&
(logical AND) and (logical OR). Each
element of the expression is evaluated
and combined but only until the result is
known. So, in constructions like (x>3
&& (y<2 :Nr>5))thetests can be ordered
for efficiency.

Conditional branches can be made
using the usual if (expression) state-
ment with an optional else. You could
say:
if(numleft>0)

printf("some left");
else

printf("all gone);
Asthe expression is onlytested to see

if it is zero, you can simply say
if(numleft) and not bother with the
comparison if this is clearer. On the
other hand, the expression could be a
complex combination such as
if(number>lower && number
<higher). The not operator ! can be
used on its own using if(!number)
instead of if(number= = 0).

In the example, only a single state-
ment is executed but this could equally
well be a block of statements sur-
rounded by braces. This allows the
if -else construction to be used for
complex decisions. Suppose we
wanted to count non -zero numbers
greater and lessthan a particular value:

if (number)
if(number>target)
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GRAPHICS
DIGISOLVE offer you a way to increase your graphics speed and resolution. Using a high speed graphics
processor, our cards draw lines and characters FAST. The graphics processor works in parallel to the host
machine and gives you the power of using a co -processor specifically designed for graphics. With drawing
rates of up to 1,500,000 pixels per second, lines appear instantly to speed up your plotting.

With the resolution, we offer new possibilities for software and systems, both in monochrome and colour
on a large range of computers.

COLOUR GRAPHICS CONTROLLER
DIGISOLVE offer you high resolution colour graphics too. Designed to plug into any computer with
a bus host adaptor. The VGP64 gives you 512 x 512 pixels in 64 colours. With its own vector
processor and 384K bytes of memory, your computer can become a sophisticated grahics system.
64 COLOURS or 8 if you insist, not many do! 4096 COLOURS now you can really paint a picture.
384K BYTES of RAM or 768K Bytes with 4096 displayed simultaneously. 2 PICTURE BUFFERS
give you help with animation. GREY SCALE OUTPUT. EXT VIDEO SYNC LOCK available for
making video tapes. APPLE, SAGE, PET, IBM, S100, VME BUS, RS232, centronics, all have
interfaces available to make use of our fast hardware. New ones are coming along all the time so
give us a ring if your requirement is not listed.

8 COLOURS £899, 64 COLOURS £999
4096 COLOURS £2000 + P&P + VAT

The above prices are box units including power supply but excluding computer interface.
SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Painting and Slide generation, Business graphics, Architectural 3D

design.

APPLE II
DIGISOLVE's Apple II High Resolution Vector Graphics Processor card quadruples the screen
resolution and saves using up your Apple's memory. The enhanced Applesoft support disc
supplied with our card provides powerful graphic functions and simplifies the conversion of existing
software.
512 x 512 pixels resolution. FAST 1,500,000 pixels per second. MEMORY an extra 64K on the
card. TEXT to 85 characters by 57 lines. CURSOR drawing features. SOFTWARE 18 new
functions are added to Applesoft and extra utilities too, all with source listing. OUTPUT to a dot

matrix printer or save images on a disc. PASCAL and TASC Compiles supported too.
£399.00 + P&P + VAT

SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Art and Design, Business graphics, Painting, Slide generation
packages. Architectural design and modelling, Kitchen design and
Visicalc preboots.

VDU BOARD
DIGISOLVE offer you the cheapest way to make a scrolling VDU with our intelligent 80 x 24 VDU
card. With over 50 control functions, the card works up to 19.2K baud.
80 x 24 DISPLAY optional 40 x 24 or 40 x 12.
TRUE DESCENDERS on properly formed characters in an 8 x 12 matrix.
BLOCK GRAPHICS
FULLY SCROLLING display
UP TO 19.2K BAUD via RS232 communications port.
KEYBOARD AND RS232 DATA INPUT
£180.00 (1 off) + P&P + VAT

COLOUR GRAPHICS TERMINAL
The new FRONTIER monochrome and colour high resolution graphics terminals are fully
compatible with Tek 4014 terminals at an amazing price. The high line rate flicker free monitor and
advanced electronics provide an exceptional graphic display terminal.
512 x 720 DISPLAY, 1K x 1K STORED PICTURE PAN, ZOOM & SCROLL to move the display
about. LOCAL EDITING with macros and software definable character fonts.
PALLETTE OF 4096 COLOURS
FLICKER FREE DISPLAY due to high line rate monitor and advanced electronics working
non -interlaced.
19" SCREEN OPTION AVAILABLE

PRICES FROM £1495.00 + P&P + VAT

CUSTOM DESIGNS

DIGISOLVE have staff dedicated to design consultancy and are helping many industrial users with custom design packages.
Our experience in designing display equipment, character or graphic based, and microprocessor controllers may help you with
your special projects. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require further details.
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TEACH YOURSELF C
bigs++;

else if(number<target)
smalls++;

else printf("zero");
The important point is that an else is

associated with the previous available
if. If this is not what's wanted, then
braces are used to make the intention
clear.

An alternative way to write some
conditional expressions is to use the ?
operator in an expression which evalu-
ates to one of two values. The express-
ion x= (y>z)? y:z is equivalent to
if(y>z)

x=y;
else

x=z;
This can produce compact construc-

tions as in the expression (c>='A' &&
c<='Z')? c+('a' - 'A') : c, which will
convert an upper case letter to lower
case but leave other characters un-
changed. If you don't see why c+('a' -
'A') is used then look at an ASCII
character table.

Rather than use a long succession of
if -else statements, the switch con-
struction provides a neat way of choos-
ing between numerous options which
depend on thevalue of a singlevariable.
This might be used to move a display
cursor according to which key is press-
ed (Fig 4).

There are a few points worth noting.
The 'case' values must all be different
constants and would have been pre-
viously given by '#define' directives

The 'break' statements are necessary to
exit the switch when a condition has
been met; otherwise the next state-
ment is executed. This is used here for
BS which moves the cursor left and then
'falls through' to delete a character. The
default case can be omitted but is useful
for dealing gracefully with unexpected
values.

Looping
The whilelexpression) statement is the
basicway of repeating one or a group of
statements. For example, to find the
length of a string:
while (str[x+ +]!=0)

/*loop until terminating zero*/
len++;

The expression can be complex or
just a variable; in any event, it's tested
to see if it's non -zero. Continuous
looping can be achieved using while(1)
since 1 can never be zero, but someway
is needed to exit the loop if this is to be
useful. As always in C, a block of
statements can be executed by enclos-
ing between braces.

An alternative method of looping is
the 'for' statement. This keeps the three
controls usually required together: the
initial condition, the test which deter-
mines when to stop, and a statement
executed each time through. A simple
example like the for -to -step -next con-
struction in Basic is shown in Fig 5.

The controlling expressions are not
restricted to single variables and so, for
example,thetest could get a character
from the keyboard (Fig 6).

Whetherwhile orfor is used and what
makes up the controlling expressions
should be decided by the need for
clarity. It's best to keep additional
computation outside loop controls.

The while and for constructions do
not loop even once if the conditional
test is not met. Occasionally, it's useful
to force a loop by testing at the end
using the do -while construction as in:
do

action1();
action2();

while(expression);
A break statement can be used to exit

a for, while, or do loop at any time and
can be used with a 'forever' loop.
Similarly a continue statement is avail-
able to force the next iteration without
executing any statements which follow
(Fig 7).

Break and continue complicate the
structure of a program and beginners
tend to over -use them instead of fully
working out the underlying logic of a
problem. The example in Fig 7 would be
better written as:
if(x!=50) printf("%d ",x)

C also has the much maligned GOTO
statement. It is never essential (because
you can always test an extra variable)
and is usually avoided since it disrupts
the logical flow. It can be useful for
breaking out of several nested loops,
perhaps when some error condition
arises. The target is simply a label
within the same function, such as that
shown in Fig 8.

To help you get the best from the Teach Yourself C series, PCW has arranged special discounts on several C
packages. Identify your machine or operating system from the list below and send the offer tab on the corner of this
page with your order to the appropriate address. Enclose a cheque for the full amount, and make sure you state
clearly which package you require.

Company/Address Machine/Operating
System

Package Price (includes VAT
and UK p&p)

Hisoft
180 High Street North,
Dunstable, Beds

Spectrum Hisoft C £22.50
(normal price £25)

System Science
6-7 West Smithfield
London EC1

CP/M-80

CP/M-80, MS-DOS

Apple DOS 3.0 or Prodos

Software Toolworks C80, Mathpak
and C Programming Language by
Kernighan and Ritchie
DeSmet C and C Programming
Language
Aztec C86 Compiler and C
Programming Language
Aztec C Compiler and C
Programming Language

£90
(normal price £119.15)

£155
(normal price £185.40)
£190
(normal price £255.40)
£165
(normal price £220.90)

MLH Technology
14 Burgamot Lane
Comberbach, Cheshire

MMG Consultants
19 St Andrews Road
Great Malvern, Worcs

CP/M-86, versions 1 and 2
of MS-DOS and PC -DOS

CP/M-80 51/4in soft -sectored
format or 8in disk

CP/M

DeSmet C without debugger

DeSmet C with debugger

BDSC

Small -C-80

£130
(normal price £158.75)
£181.75
(normal price £216.25)
£118.50
(normal price £176)

£75
(normal price
£110.98)



All systems go!
Peter Tootill's step-by-step guide shows you how to

connect up your micro to an online system

Connecting up to an online system
sounds simple enough - but it's not
always as straightforward as it sounds.
The first thing to remember is to
connect up with everything switched
off - some micro equipment doesn't
take kindly to being plugged in with the
power on and you could cause expen-
sive damage if you try. Also, read the
instructions first. This is another way to
avoid damaging things!

Let's start with the micro and work
through from there. Firstly, connect the
RS232 adaptor (if you need one) to your
micro, then connect the RS232 output
from the adaptor to the modem. If you
find that you have problems with
connectors of different types, then
contact the supplier of the eq uipment to
get the correct connectors. The normal
standard for RS232 connectors is a
25 -way 'D' shaped plug, but there are a
variety of others around - the RS232
output on the BBC Micro, for example,
uses a 5 -way DIN type socket.

If you're using a 'hard wired' modem,
the next thing is to connect it to the
telephone point-you'll normally need
one of the new style telephone sockets
to do this. You'll obviously need to be
able to connect both the modem and
the telephone to the line simultaneous-
ly so that you can dial the number you
want. Many modems have a socket for
the telephone on the back: if not, you
will need a double adaptor to connect
the phone to the line in parallel with the
modem. If you're using an acoustic
coupler, you don't connect it up until
you have dialled the number of the
system you want to use.

With everything connected up,
switch on the system - peripherals
first, micro last - as usual. Now load
and run your terminal software.

At this stage you may have to set up
certain parameters on your RS232
interface, such as baud rate and word
length. This is often done from the
software, but occasionally you may
have to alter switches on the interface
itself. If you have a software/hardware
package dedicated to one particular
system - a Micronet adaptor, for
example-then these parameters will
probably be preprogrammed into it
already. The manuals should help you

to decide what is needed and tell you
how to go about it.

Your parameters will depend on the
system you're planning to call.
For a bulletin board try:
- 300 bits/sec
- word length :eight bits
- no parity
- one stop bit
For Prestel try:
- 1200 bits/sec receive
- 75 bits/sec transmit
- word length :seven bits
- even parity
- one stop bit

(Your manuals may call. the data
speed 'baud rate' instead of 'bits/sec',
although they mean the same thing.)

If the modem provides a range of
different speeds, you'll also have to set
it to the same parameters as the RS232
interface, and to originate mode. Most
modems are singleTstandard (for ex-
ample, the Buzzbox) and you only need
to make sure that it's in originate mode
- because you are 'originating' the call.
Others such as the WS2000 and the
Nightingale have more controls and
you should refer to the manual for
details of how to set them up.

All should now be ready for you to
make your first call, so check the
number of a system you wantto contact
- see the table here for some to try. If
you're going to call a BBS you'll
probably find it hard to get through in
the evenings as they are very popular.
The best time to try is in the early hours
of the morning - but only to 24 hour
systems, please!

Dial the number you've chosen and
when it answers you should get a high
pitched whistle (called a 'carrier tone')
from the modem at the other end.
(Some systems require you to dial the
number and when it rings, hang up and
call again; these are called 'ring -back'
systems. The table tells you which work
this way). As soon as you hear the
whistle, switch your modem to the
'online' or 'line hold' position. If you're
using an acoustic coupler, push the
handset firmly into the coupler.

At this point the two modems should
lock together and, if you have a carrier
detect light on yours, it will light up. The
computer at the other end will probably

start sending a welcoming message at
this point. If nothing happens try
sending a few carriage returns; some
systems need this to trigger them.

If you're calling Prestel, the sequence
is the same. Switch your modem online
as soon as you hear the carrier tone at
the other end and the modems should
lock together. Prestel will send you a
welcome page straig htaway: there's no
need to send carriage returns.

Both types of systems will ask you to
log in at this stage. Prestel wants your
account number and then your pass-
word; BBS want your first and last
name and the location you are calling
from.

With Prestel you'll then get a welcom-
ing message and the main menu. You
can then start to explore.

The first time you call a bulletin
board, it will need to know certain
things about the micro or terminal
you're using to talk to it. This is so that it
can talk to you in a way your system can
handle. Some systems (TBBS, for
example) will show you a list of micros
and ask if yours is one of these. If so you
won't need to worry about the settings,
it will set them for you (you may be
asked to confirm them, but if you're not
sure you should be safe to answer yes).
If your micro is not on the list, you will
probably be asked how wide your
screen is, whether or not your system
can handle lower case, and about nulls
and line feeds. The first two questions
are self-explanatory. The last two need
a bit of explanation.

Nulls are just 'do nothing' characters.
The BBS will send these after every
carriage return, if asked, to give your
system time to scroll to the start of the
next line. Most micros don't need any,
but they are needed for printer -type
terminals - those that use paper.
These take quite a bit of time to move
the paper forward one line and to get
the print head back to the start of the
next line. Hencethe need for nulls. If you
are not sure and want to play safe, you
could choose five. If you have too few,
you may lose the odd character at the
start of a line.

The line feeds question is to check
whether or not your system needs to be
sent a line feed after a carriage return.
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This is because some systems just
move the cursor to the start of the line
when they get a carriage return and
don't scroll. My NEC portable is like this,
and if I don't get line feeds from a BBS I
call, then everything is printed on one
line. Very confusing! The safest answer
to the line feeds question is 'yes'. If you
then find that everything is double-
spaced, you don't need them after all.

Most systems will let you change
your terminal parameters later, if you
should find that they are wrong - look

for a 'format' option somewhere.
After this log -on sequence you may

be shown a news file and even a new
user file to help you on your first call.
Eventually you will find your way to a
menu of some sort, and atthis pointyou
can start to explore.
Next month we'll look at what to do if
things don't work as well as some of the
popular BBS systems to see how they fit
together.

In the meantime a few useful com-
mands are listed in Fig 1.

Pause output:
Control S (most systems)
P - TBBS, Forum 80
S - CBBS
Restart output:
Control Q (most systems)
Carriage return -TBBS, Forum 80
S - CBBS
Stop output (return to menu):
S - TBBS, Forum 80
K, Control K - CBBS
Fig 1 Useful BBS commands END

UK free networks
Bulletin Board
BABBS-Bath

BABBS-Felixstowe

BABBS TWO -Basildon

Basug
Bettisfield

Blandford Board
CABB
CBBS SW
CBBS Woking

CNOL Lancaster

Computers Incorporated Newcastle

Forum 80 Hull

Forum 80 SPA

Forum 80 Wembley

Hamnet Hull
Liverpool Mailbox

Mailbox -80 Stourport
Manchester Open Bulletin Board
MBBS-Mitcham

MG -Net CBBS London

Microweb Manchester

NBBBS-North Birmingham
OBBS Manchester

PIP -Sheffield
Southern BBS

Stoke ITEC

TBBS London
TBBS London Metro

WABBS-Worthing

Phone Number
(0225) 23276

(0394) 276306

(0268) 778956

(0742) 667983
(094875) 378

(0258) 54494
(01) 631 3076
(0392) 53116
(0626) 890014

(0524) 60399

(0207) 543555

(0482) 859169

(0926) 39871

(01) 902 2546

(0482) 497150
(051) 4288924

(0384) 635336
(061) 7368449
(01) 640 2617

(01) 399 2136

(061) 4564157

(0827) 288810
(061) 4271596

(0742) 667983
(0243) 511077

(0782) 265078

(01) 348 9400
(01) 348 7840

(0903) 42013

Notes
300/300 baud rate; 9pm-8am weekdays, gam -noon
weekends; Atari -based system
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Apple users'
group
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Apple users'
group with special area for queries to Apple UK
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 9pm-9am daily; remote CP/M
system
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
1200/75 and 300/300 baud rates; 24 hours daily;
jokes, jobs, reviews, news
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Clinical Notes
Online service, mainly for medical users; works in
conjunction with a database on the Datastar network
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; primarily busi-
ness -oriented
300/300 baud rate, 5-11.30pm weekdays, noon-
11.30pm weekends; Bell 103 standard, midnight-
8am daily; international electronic mail, library for
up/downloading
300/300 baud rate; 11pm-midnight daily; TRS-80 and
Genie users' group
300/300 baud rate; 7-10pm weekdays, midday-10pm
weekends; electronic mail, library for downloading;
ring and ask for Forum 80
300/300 baud rate; 6pm-8am daily
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; electronic mail,
program downloading, TRS-80 information; mes-
sages for PCW can be left on the board and will
normally be read by us within 24 hours
300/300 baud rate; 6pm-8am daily
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 10am-8pm Thursday and Sun-
day; BBC -based system with jokes, graffiti, electro-
nic mail, and Atari and BBC sections
300/300 baud rate; 5-10pm Sunday; electronic mail,
program downloading
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Micro User
magazine, mainly for BBC users
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; weekdays except 7pm-9pm,
weekends except 10am-lOpm
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 8pm-2am daily; ring -back system
(dial the number, let phone ring once, and then ring
back); messages, downloading
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; remote CP/M
system
300/300 baud rate; 9am-7am daily
300/300 and 1200/75 baud rates (including Prestel
compatibility); 24 hours daily; temporary number
for the TBBS Nottingham system
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; ring -back system
(dial the number, let phone ring once, and then ring
back); Atari -based
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LEISURE LINES
Brain -teasers courtesy of J J Clessa

Quickie
This month's quickie was submitted by
Mr John Deft of Hartlepool. Nice one
John.

Three full wine glasses and three
empty wine glasses stand in a row as
shown below. By moving only one
glass, can you arrange them so that full
and empty glasses alternate.

In other words:

from

to this

this YrrYYY
YYYYYY

Prize Puzzle
This month's prize puzzle should not be
too difficult for those of you with micros
or programmable calculators, so key -in
and go.

Find a 3 -digit perfect square which is
the average of two other 3 -digit perfect
squares (numbers with leading zeros
are not allowed).

Answers, on postcards only, to: PCW
Prize Puzzle, February 1985, Leisure
Lines, 62 Oxford Street, London W1.
Entries to arrive not later than 28
February 1985.

October Prize Puzzle
The marathon event at Little Dingblat
seemed to be more difficultthan we had
thought-only 70 entries were submit-
ted - and several of these gave wrong
solutions.

The winning entry came from
Jonathan Jackson of Leek in Stafford-
shire. Congratulations, Jonathan, your
prize is on its way. The solution to the
problem is 23 entrants in the race.

By the way, if you have any ideas for
problems that can make micros whirr
(or even explode) please send them in.

END

NUMBERS

Mathematical mind -benders from Mike Mudge

A palindromic number, or simply a
palindrome, is a number which reads
the same in either direction: for exam-
ple, 121. This is a base -dependent
property, since, for example, if we
convert to binary 12110 the result is
11110012, which is not a palindrome.

Our problems are in three sections,
the first of which could be answered by
searching suitable tables. However,
this would not enable progress to be
made in the second part, and should
only be used as a check. The third part
has tested the ingenuity of many
programmers, and certainly contains at
least one presently unsolved element.
A) Determine the sequence of palindro-
mic squares: for example, the four-
teenth is 8362 = 698896. Repeat for
cubes where the sixth is 1113 =
1367631. If you become fascinated by
this problem, consider higher powers.

Determine the sequence of palindro-
mic pentagonal numbers given by Pn =
n(3n -1)/2; the eighth is P11,73 = 7081807.

Determine the sequence of palindro-
mic primes; the thirtieth is 13831.
B) Repeat the above calculations for
various number bases. How do the
palindromic fractions of each of the
above type of number vary with bases?
C) The palindromic attempt function:
A(n) is defined to be the integer
generated when n is added to the
integer obtained from n by reversing its
digits:
for example, A(91) = 91 + 19 = 110.

How many times must this function
be applied to a given integer before a
palindrome is produced?

For 91 the answer is 2, since A(91) =
110, A(110) = 110 + 011 = 121 a

palindrome. For 136 the answer is 1,
since A(136) = 136 + 631 = 767 a
palindrome. For 994 the answer is 3,
994.. 1493..5434..9779.

Determine the answer for all n less
than, say, 200. Particular interest cen-
tres on the number 196.

How does the palindrome attempt

function work in other (palindromic)
number bases?

Readers are invited to submit their
program listings, together with hard-
ware descriptions, run times, any com-
ments and, of course, the output
relating to their selection from these
problems. These will be judged for
accuracy, originality and efficiency (not
necessarily in that order) and a prize will
be awarded to the 'best' entry received
by 1 May 1985.

Please address entries to Mike
Mudge, 'Square Acre', Stourbridge
Road, Penn, Nr Wolverhampton, Staf-
fordshire WV4 5N F. Tel: (0902) 892141.

Please note that submissions can only
be returned if a suitable stamped
addressed envelope is provided. Ex-
panded reviews of previous 'Numbers'
problems together with, subject to the
approval of the contributor, copies of
detailed programs from the prize win-
ning entry may also be requested. END

MICROCHESS
Kevin O'Connell looks at Cray Blitz's outstanding performance in the

North American Computer Chess Championship.

White: Cray Blitz. Black: Fidelity X.
Sicilian Defence. Notes by Kevin
O'Connell.

The following game was played in the
first round of the 15th North American
Computer Chess Championship, held
in San Francisco last October.

Cray Blitz started as it meant to go on.
It won the next three games as well, to
win the tournament with a 100 per cent
score, a whole point ahead of the
competition - a huge margin in a
four -round event with 14 competitors.

The game is del ig htful proof of the old
adage that one should not try too hard
to hang onto a gambit pawn.
1 e2 -e4 c7 -c5
2 d2 -d4 c5xd4
3 Ng1-f3 e7 -e5?

(Black should play 3 ...d7 -d6 with a
good position.)
4 c2 -c3 Qd8-a5

(4 . . .d4xc3 5 Nblxc3 Nb8-c6 6 Bfl-c4
leaves White with some advantage but
is the normal line here.

The text seems to be a completely
new move in this position - not too

surprising really since it has nothing to
commend it.)
5 Qdl-b3

(A slightly curious move, probably
not the best, which, however, brings
White a rich reward.
5 f7 -f6?

(When I was at school, some friends
of mine liked to play 'losing chess', the
object of which was to force the
opponent to win the game. This
weakening of the light squares brings
those schoolday memories flooding
back.)
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MICROCHESS
6 Bfl-c4 Ng8-h6
7 Bclxh6 g7xh6
8 Bc4-g8'

then 9 Qb3-f7+ Ke8-d8 10 Qf7xf6+
wins the rook.)
9 Qb3-f7 Rh8xg8

(Or 9 ...Bf8-e7 10 Qf7-g7.)
10 Qf7xg 8 Kd8-e8
11 Qg8xh7 Qa5-b5

(Quite irrelevant. Black is busted, but
should at least set about developing
some pieces instead of chasing after a
pawn.)
12 b2-b3 Qb5-c6
13 0-0 d4xc3
14 Nblxc3!

(Of course! If 14 .. .Qc6xc3 then 15
Ral-cl means immediate annihilation.)
14 ... b7-b6
15 Nc3-d5!

(With a similar threat to the last note:
16 Ral-cl Qc6-b7 17 Nd5xf6+ and 18
Qh7-f7 threatening 19 Qf7-e8 mate).
15 .. . Qc6-d6
16 Nf3-h4

(A fine example of when it is good to
move a knight to the edge of the board.)

16 ... Bc8-a6
17 N h4-f5 Qd6-a3
18 Qh7-g6+ Ke8-d8
19 Qg6xf6+ Kd8-c8
20 Rf1-cl + Ba6-c4

(Oh dear! But if 20 ...Bf8--c5 then 21
Nf5-d6 is mate, while 20 ...Nb8-c6
would also meet a mate after 21
Rclxc6+ d7xc6 22 Qf6xc6+ Kc8-d8 23
Qc6-c7+ Kd8-e8 24 Nd5-f6. The best
move was undoubtedly 'resigns'.)
21 Rclxc4+ Qa3-c5

(Why didn't Black play 21 ...Kc8-b7
instead? The answer is: 22 Qf6-d8
(threatening mate on c8) 22 ...Nb8-c6
23 Qd8xd7+ Kb7-a6 24 Nd5-c7+ Ka6-
a5 (24 ...Ka6-b7 25 Nc7-b5+) 25 Rc4-
a4+ and Black is no better off!)
22 Qf6xf8+ Kc8-b7
23 Rc4xc5 b6xc5
24 Qf8xc5 Nb8-c6
25 Nf5-d6+ Kb7-b8
26 Qc5-b5 mate

,
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White is a pawn down, butalready Black
is lost

8 .. . Ke8-d8
(If 8 . . .Qa5-c5, to protect the bishop, END

ACC NEWS

Rupert Steele gives his monthly round -up of club news

The ACC (in its present form) is one year weekly meetings. These are held at the Maltby, S Yorkshire runs the Maltby TI
old this month. It is celebrating this Dunsdale School, Wombourne, near Users Club. The club meets from
occasion by holding a meeting of the Wolverhampton, in the dinner hall and 6.15pm to 10.15pm on the second
ACC Council (the Association's gov- the typing room. For details contact Tuesday of each month, upstairs at a
erning body, composed of representa- Graham Walden, WMSUG, 80 Planks mystery pub (contact Mark to find out
tives of all affiliated clubs) at 2.30pm on Lane, Wombourne, Wolverhampton, which), and is trying to provide some
Saturday 23 February 1985 at County West Midlands, or call him on (0902) support for users of the TI -99/4A, a
Hall, London SE1. County Hall is at the 894744. machine which Mark finds is not well
south end of Westminster bridge, the In Solihull there's the Croft Soft catered for by local shops or other
nearest tube station being West- Computer Group. It's run by Susan and clubs.
minster. Michael Jay, and if you're interested in Mr Howard Walker, of 2 Barrett

All ACC -affiliated clubs are entitled to their activities, ring them on (021) 744 Clough Head, Slaithwaite, Hudders-
send representatives to the ACC Coun-
cil. If your club is not yet affiliated, you

3653 or write to 17 Colebrook Croft,
Shirley, Solihull, West Midlands B90

field, HD7 5UU is the chairman of the
Huddersfield BBC Micro User Group. If

may do so at the meeting. This will be 2JD. you have, or are thinking of buying, a
your opportunity to air your views on The Birmingham (Atari) User Group Beeb, he'll be glad to hear from you.
the ACC in a formal way. is an independent group for Atari users More specialised is a Scarborough

with an annual subscription of £6 (£2.50 offshoot of the British Computer Socie-
Club spot for under 16s), which includes copies of ty,the ACC professional counterpart. Its
Now here's this month's club round -up. the Page 6Atari magazine, and a further full title is BCS Primary Health Care
Chris Haine of 4 Cord Lane, Easenhall, charge of 25p/meeting to cover costs. It Specialist Group/BBC Micro Subgroup,
Rugby, Warwickshire CV23 OHZ, writes has an extensive software library which and the contact (for those of you
to tell me of the Revel Computer Club,
so-called because it's aimed at the

features both games and technical
software. Meetings are held on Thurs-

interested in using Beebs in medical
applications in Scarborough) is the

villages centred around Newbold Re- days at 7.30pm atthe Malaga Grill of the software librarian, Mr KS Walker, 178
vel. Chris is secretary of the club, so Matador Public House, Birmingham Scalby Road, Scarborough, North York -
write to him for more information. Bull Ring. On the first Thursday of the shire.

Also in Warwickshire is T Schweiger month there's a club night, usually The Preston Area BBC Microcompu-
of 3 Greenside Close, Whitestone, involving an organised talk or demon- ter Users' Group is interested in compu-
Nuneaton CV11 6PB. He's secretary of stration, while on the third Thursday ter communications. Why not contact
the Nuneaton Computer Club and the there's a games night. For more details the secretary, Duncan Coulter, on
person to contact for more info. contact the secretary, Mr CS Boswell on (0772) 725793 or at 8 Briar Grove, Ingol,

In Wolverhampton there's the West (021) 359 4346 or at Flat 31, Central Fire Preston PR2 3UR.
Midland Sinclair Users' Group, which Station, Lancaster Circus, Birmingham I'm pleased to report theformation of
also caters for Commodore 64 and B4 7DD. the Kensington and Chelsea Computer
Jupiter Ace users and is aimed at those Also in the Midlands is the Towcester Society (KCCS), which covers not only
who are bored with playing games. It
has a massive software library, from
spreadsheets to games, various kinds

Micro User Group, whose secretary is
Mr SJ Clark of 83 Watling Street West,
Towcester, Northants NN12 7AG. Full

the Royal Borough, but also Fulham,
Westminster, Shepherds Bush and
Hammersmith. This should comple-

of technical help, news sheets and details can obtained from Mr Clark. ment the West London Club, which is
members' discounts,all available atthe Mark Lee, of 89 Rotherham Road, aimed mainly at the Acton area. I am
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chairman, and enquiries should be Ickenham, Middlesex UB10 8PF, is programming in an attempt to wean
addressed to me at the usual address or setting up a user group in West London some of the younger members from
by telephone, (01) 370 0601. The club is to assist users of the Sanyo MBC 550 arcade games programs. ICS meets on
aiming to meet weekly, probably on series machines. If you have one, let the second and fourth Thursdays of
Wednesdays, with the majority of him know. each month at the New lver Village Hall.
meetings being of the 'bring micros and Andrew Allen is newsletter editor of The man to contact is PA Seal, 1

play or program' type. There will,
however, be some structured presents-

the Dai UK User Group in Hounslow.
He's at 22 Greenham House, Stanbor-

Ormonde, Church Road, Iver Heath,
Bucks SLO ORP.

tions and talks on specific subjects ough Road, Hounslow, Middlesex TVV3 The ACC provides various services to
occasionally. The club is still very 1YF.Also Mr GP Townsend, of Lampton existing clubs, advice on setting up new
young, so if you're interested in contri- School, Lampton Avenue, Hounslow clubs, and a referral service to put
buting to its growth, let me know. TW3 4EP is involved with a Research people in touch with their local compu-

Mr T A Bell, of 18 Azalea Close, Machine User Group, ter club.
Uxbridge Road, Hanwel I, London W7, is The Iver Computing Society (ICS) is a If you'd like to take advantage of these
the founder of the Chemical Engineers' general club open to all micro users services, write to me (stating clearly
Computer Club. Drop him a line for although there are many BBC Micro what you require), Rupert Steele, 17
further information. owners. It has a number of 'experts', Lawrie Park Crescent, London SE26

Tom Drake, of 143 Glebe Avenue, and provides short teach -ins about 6HH, or call (01) 370 0601. END

DIARY DATA

organisers
Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition

duebefore making arrangements, in order to avoid wasted journeys

Swansea

to cancellations, printer's errors, etc.

17-29 Jan(Leisure Centre), Micro Show. Contact: Temple Conferences & Exbns: (0202) 304641

London (Barbican) Hi Technology & Computers in Education Exbn. Contact: Computer Mkt
Place Ltd: (01) 930 1612

23-26 Jan

London (Kensington & Chelsea Town Hall). Apricot & Sirius Computer Show. Contact:
Paradox Group Ltd, (01) 241 2354

5-7 Feb

London (Wembley Conference Centre) Micro Development Show. Contact: Project
Presentations Ltd: (01) 242 3621
Ltd: (01) 242 3621

12-14 Feb

USA (Anaheim) COMDEX (Computer Conference & Exbn.) Contact: Interface Group Inc,
300 First Ave, Needham, MA 02194

21-24 March

USA (Atlanta) COMDEX. Contact as above 6-9 May

TRANSACTION FILE

Your chance to buy, sell or swap equipment.

TRANSACTION FILE ADVERTISEMENT FORM
All Transaction File ads must be submitted by readers on this form or a photocopy of this form. Maximum 30 words. Print one word per box, very
clearly. Name, address and/ortelephone number must be included in the 30 words.All ads must be accompanied by a flatfee of £2.50. Makecheques or
POs payable to Personal Computer World. Ads accepted from private readers only. Ads cannot be repeated (unless sent in on another form) and we
cannot guarantee to print an ad in any specific issue. Please help ourtypesetterto help you by printing your ad very clearly. Send your completed form
to: Transaction File, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG.

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for £2.50 for the following Transaction File ad.
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SOFTWARE CENTRE
CP/M CP/M-86

MICROPRO SOFTWARE SYSTEM
WORDSTAR: Best selling professional Word Processing software; On
screen formatting, Block manipulation, File read/write, Simultaneous
Editing and Printing £295
MAILMERGE: Enhancement for document personalisation and mailing
applications E145
SPELLSTAR: Enhancement for checking spelling and maintaining
spelling dictionaries £145
STARINDEX: Useful package for creation of Table of Contents, Index,
List of Figures. Interfaces to Wordstar to improve document
presentation quickly and easily £116
INFOSTAR: Impressive Data Base system combining the power of
Datastar with the flexibility of Reportstar £295
DATASTAR: Screen based Data Entry, vetting and retrieval system.
Screen formats under user control £175
REPORTSTAR: Powerful report generator, provides much needed
enhancement to Datastar for report production and transaction
processing £210
CALCSTAR: Electronic spreadsheet with interfaces to all MicroPro
products £116

PLANSTAR: Advanced financial plan-
ning £495

NB: Combination prices - WS/MM
£390; WS/MM/SP/SI £399

1

MSDOS

DATABASE MANAGEMENT
FORMULA 11: Unique information management system with excep-
tional capabilities for Application Generation. Multiple files and

indexes, transaction processing, interactive, no programming language
required £450
dBASE II: The most popular of data management systems, very powerful
application generator £365

OUICKCODE: Add-on facility for dBASE programmers to speed development
process by generating dBASE command files £200

dGRAPH: Extremely useful program for graphical representation of dBASE and
user created data files £200

dUTIL: Utility to speed up dBASE execution £69

CARDBOX: Highly popular electronic card index system. Easy to use, with
powerful retrieval facilities £195

FRIDAY: End user file management system from the authors of dBASE II. File
definition, input and reporting under user control £195
OPEN ACCESS: Multi -function Executives Information System £450
RETRIEVE II: Information Management with unique features £495
EVERYMAN: Database Systems £475

Telesystems Ltd
The Geans, 3 Wycombe Road,

LANGUAGES

Prestwood, Bucks. HP16 ONZ Tel: 02406 6365

UTILITIES
ASCOM: The most flexible asynchronous communications package
available to the micro world. Interactive, batch, menu -driven. Available

Microsoft CP/M MSDOS/M-Digital Research CP/MPCDOS
86

for CP/M, CP/M-86, MS/PCDOS £150
BSTAM: Simple communications program for exchanging files between

BASIC Interpreter £325 £325 CBASIC Interpretor £125 £271 CP/M systems £150

BASIC Compiler £365 £365 CBASIC Compiler £417 £500 £500 TRANSFER: System for exchanging files between CP/M systems Provided

FORTRAN Compiler £465 £325 PASCAUMT + £292 £500 £500 with full 8080 source code £130

COBOL Compiler £645 £645 C Compiler £292 £292 CONVMS: Operating system converter. Runs MSDOS programs under

C Compiler £465 PERSONAL BASIC Int £125 CP/M-86 f70
PASCAL £285 CIS COBOL £425 £425 CONVCP: Operating system converter. Runs CP/M-86 programs under

1

BUSINESS BASIC £550 FORMS -2 £110 £110 MSDOS £70

Compiler FILESHARE £250 £425 ASSEMBLER PLUS: Disassembler for 8080 and Z80 programs £167

MACRO ASSEMBLER £185 £99 FORTRAN -77 £417 £417 DISKEDIT: Facility for editing disk held data by sector. Invaluable aid f70
IBM-CP/M COMPATIBILITY: Set of programs that enable IBM 3740 disks to
be used on CP/M, permitting transfer of files to/from IBM mainframes f110

SUPERSOFT C Comp £185 £185 SUPERSOFT BASIC
Compiler

£200 £200 SPP: Speed Programming Package for use with Pascal/MT + £167
XLT86: Converts 8080 assembler code to 8086 £106

PRO FORTRAN £220 £320 PRO PASCAL £220 £320 £320 EM80/85: Emulator to run CP/M software under CP/M-86 £70
DISPLAY MANAGER: Screen handling productivity aid for Digital
Research compilers £333

APPLICATIONS
MULTIPLAN: Eceptional electronic worksheet from Microsoft

£159
MULTI -TOOL WORD: Microsoft's advanced Word Processor
with optional! Mouse for added flexibility £299

SUPERCALC: Fast action spreadsheet and planning aid £200
ABSTAT: Powerful statistics package £295
GRAPHSTAT: Versatile statistics and graphics package for the
Epson QX10, IBM-PC and Sirius £195
ALIAS ACCOUNTS: Fully integrated accounts system with
inbuilt hooks to dBASE II £1200
ALIAS PAYROLL/SSP: Standalone or integrated system with
optional links to ALIAS accounts each £600
RCS LEDGERS: Sales, Purchase, Nominal ledgers in MBASIC
source code each £300
RCS PAYROLL: Full function, highly used package £500
STATISTICS PACK: Over 25 easily used routines in MBASIC

£120

MATHS PACKAGE: Interactive routines (40+) in MBASIC £120

1

ACCESS MANAGER: File handling productivity aid for Digital Research
compilers £333

MISCELLANEOUS
CP/M 2.2: Standard operating system on 8" disk £125
CP/M-86: Standard 16 -bit operating system £208
SUPERSORT: Full function Sort/Merge/Selection package
£145

MSORT: Standalone and COBOL hosted Sort package ... £149
MAGSAM: MBASIC utility to provide multi -key ISAM file
facilities £150
TOUCH 'N' GO: Teach yourself keyboard skills £40
MICROSOFT MOUSE: Mouse, interface card and soft-
ware £149
OPTIMISER: Interactive Linear Programming package .... £325
PROSTAR TRAINING GUIDE: Independent instruction on the
use of MicroPro 'STAR' products £30
EXPRESSBASE II: Productivity aid for dBASE II £125

PLEASE CALL FOR FULL LIST PRICES EXCLUDE VAT DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED I
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TRANSACTION FILE
 ITT 2020 disk drive.
Language card, 80 -col card,
b/w TV, CCT diagrams,
service manual, prototype
cards, speech chip, set
games adventures, £800 ono.
Tel: Basildon 555193 home
or Chelmsford 353221 ext
3939 work.
 MICROSOFT MS-DOS
basic compiler for IBM-PC,
unused, £180 ono. Tel:
01-300 3353
 CBM64 software sale.
Superbase 64, £50;
Easyscript, £20; Macro
assembler, £15; Games less
than half price, also TI99/4A
software starter pack 1 & 2,
gamewriter 1 & 2, unwanted
prizes, all £10. Tel: Oxford
(0865) 54084 after 7.30pm.
 APPLE II+ 64k. Two
diskdrives, Z -card, CPM,
Silentype monitor, Wordstar,
Supercalc. Many books and
manuals, £950 ono. Tel:
01-572 8705 eves.
 NEWBRAIN Model A, with
beginners guide and tape.
Three months old, little used,
£70. Tel: Ware 4143 eves.
 TELETEXT adaptor for BBC
micro, complete with TFS
ROM and user guide, £175
ono. Write to: Mr. D Gay, 13
Bank End Road,
Worsbrough, Barnsley, S70
4AF.
 PROPHET five synthesizer,
recent and VGC, available to
exchange for any suitable
computer system running
Wordstar. Also wanted:
Hewlett Packard calculator.
For sale: set of Apple
manuals. Sheppard (0273)
607895.
 APPLE II Europlus with
disk drive and 12in monitor,
16k RAM card, serial and
parallel interface cards, and
DOS manual, hardly used,
bargain £500. Tel: Maidstone
(0622) 891496
 VIDEO GENIE. 40 track
drive, 80 track drive, LDOS,
plenty of software, will split.
Tel: Hemsworth 610903
(West Yorks).
 ZX POWER supply units
for Spectrum and Spectrum
Plus, £4 each. Retail price
£9.95. Brand new and
guaranteed. Elizabeth
Botten, 66 Bridge Road,
Uxbridge, UB8 2QP.
 APPLE II integrated
business software.
Unopened as if you were
buying from your dealer:

Perfect Writer, Speller, Calc,
Filer. Worth £900 ono. Tel:
Simon on Halifax (04221
244339 eves.
 SHARP MZ80K, I/O,
printer, VGC, little used.
Some software, any
reasonable offer considered.
Tel: 0749 830659 (Somerset)
after 6.00pm.
 APPLE II Europlus 64k.
Disk drive, Microvitec colour
monitor, Microvitec/Apple
colour cards, Digitek RAM
card. DOS toolkit, Pascal,
Multiplan, Visicalc,
Adventure games,
joystick/paddles,
manuals/books, £1,100 ono.
Tel: Byfleet 41045
 SIRIUS 128k RAM, 2 x 600k
drives, includes Basic,
CPM/86, MS-DOS. 15 months
old, hardly used, fully
maintained since new,
£1,800. Also Z80 -card, £150.
Epson-RX80, £200. VIZ -APL,
£150. Tel: John Craig (0224)
580355 ext 236 daytime.
 NEWBRAIN Model A 32k,
hardly used, £50. Tel: 03305
269
 MZ80K. Plus GP8OD
printer, Speed Basic, Pascal,
Forth, Zen, disassemblers
and many games. Buyer
collects, £300. Tel: Newport
(0633) 215219.
 SHARP MZ8OK 48k.
Built-in monitor and tape
cassette. STD and upgraded
Basic. Games, advenure and
home finance software and
manuals, VGC, £190 ono.
Tel: Leeds (0532) 680919.
 ALPHAMICRO AM100-16T
mini. With COC-Hawk, 5+5
Mbyte hard disc, Elbit
1920/30 VDU. 1981 model,
offers around £2,500, will
split. Mr. Coates, 2 Charles
Street, Littleborough, Lancs.
Tel: 0706 70139
 NEWBRAIN AD. Manual,
Beginners Guide and tape,
leads including printer lead,
£160. Tel: (051) 336 6200
(Wirral).
 SHARP MZ700. Built-in
tape recorder and printer,
joystick plus £200 worth of
software, including Basic and
Forth languages. All worth
over £600. Selling for £350.
Tel: 1051) 608 8177
 MEMOTECH MTX 512.
Software and all leads. 10
months old, in original box,
good as new. Hardly used,
£320 ono. Tel: Brighton
(0273) 502603.

 COMMODORE 3032, 3040
disk drive, 3022 tractor
printer, DMS II file
management software,
disks, books, £250. Tel: John
Dunn 01-855 7777, ext 622
daytime.
 PERSONAL Computer
World back numbers,
complete to Vol 1 No 1, plus
binders. Offers? Tel: (024028)
356 eves.
 COMMODORE 64 for sale.
With peripherals (disk drive,
MPS 801 printer 50cps), and
software (word processing,
accounts, games). Tel:
01-654 0808. K. Duignan, 84
Alderton Road, Addiscombe,
Croydon, Surrey.
 SHARP MZ8OK upgrade.
Twin disc drives with
interface unit and cards and
Epson MX8OFT printer. Word
processor, Database and
utilities. Very good condition.
Cost over £1,250, accept
£650. Tel: 01-995 9282 eves.
 TRS 80 model 3 (48K).
Twin disks with Visicalc,
Profile III, S/Scripsit,
P/Ledger, S/Ledger, Payroll,
LDOS, MCode, assembler,
Adv. graphics, Maths.
Package, and many more
programs, £900. Tel: (0346)
32683.
 TANDY TRS 80.32K,
extended colour computer +
Computone cassette data
recorder, joysticks, £300
worth cartridge games +
Colorfile. All leads manuals
+ selection Tandy Rainbow
mags, £250 ono. Tel: 061-773
6082 eves only.
 NASCOM 2 64k 4MHz,
G805 controller + disk drive.
G808 programmer, sound
board. Converted TP15
teleprinter. NASSYS 3, DOS,
assembler, disassembler,
debug, toolkit, games,
documented. £250 lot,
possibly sell individually.
Tel: Huntingdon (0480)
59929.
 SIRIUS 2.4MB 512K RAM.
Graphics, toolkit, MSDOS
CP/M, Basic 86. Privately
owned, cost over £4,500.
Bargain, £1,875 inc VAT. Tel:
Henfield (0273) 493101
(Sussex).
 SIRIUS Plus 5 20MB hard
disc, £1,320 inc) VAT. Tel:
Henfield (0273) 493101
(Sussex).
 SIRIUS Zycor modem and
Microvu software for Arestel,
£520 inc) VAT. Tel: Henfield

(0273) 493101 (Sussex).
 RICOH Flowriter. 160 CPS
daisywheel printer. Light
private use only since new,
£975 inc) VAT. Tel: Henfield
(0273) 493101 (Sussex).
 CHEAP unwanted 5in
diskettes, seconds but
guaranteed reliable. Mixed
SS/DS. Ideal for software
distribution, £1 each or £8 for
10. Tel: Woking 71563 after
6.30pm (Surrey).
 COMMODORE PET 3008.
Large keyboard, screen, 8k,
cassette. Software including
Dr Holmes Assembly
Language book. Very good
condition. £150 or nearest
offers. Tel: Hull (0482)
658421.
 TRS 80 Model 1 Level 11.
48k, hi-res monitor interface
LPV11, two tapes, all
connectors, lots of programs
including Solipsit, Edtasm,
Debug, £550 ono. Tel:
Houston (0249) 890624 for
full details.
 COLLECTORS ITEM!?!
Acorn Atom (fully
expanded), with disk pack,
disks and utility ROM, cost
over £500 - accept £150.
Tel: Mike May, Yeovil (0935)
23512 evenings or weekends.
 SHARP MZ-80K, 48k, very
good condition, includes
Basics, manuals, £150. Tel:
Kingston Blount 52807
(Oxon).
 SHARP MZ-80K, good
condition, plenty of software,
assemblers, games, etc, one
manual, nearest offer £190.
Tel: Thatcham 66307. D.
Means, 14 Crowfield Drive,
Thatcham, Berks RG13 4RY.
 NEWBRAIN MODEL A, and
compatible recorder with
manuals and tapes, all leads,
£110, can deliver North West.
Must sell, Apricot PC arrived.
Tel: Mike on 051-256 0123
after 6pm.
 ACT SIRIUS 1, 256k RAM,
1.2Mb disks, Tate dBase,
WordStar, SuperCalc,
system configurators, demo
slides, toolkit, (cost £5001,
Victor graphics, additional
business software, £2,100
ono. Tel: (0749) 75783.
 SHARP MZ-80K, includes
monitor and cassette player,
games, manuals, utilities,
£175 ono. Tel: 061-434 7240.
 IBM PC, 128k,
monochrome, four 160KB
drives, print adaptor, many
extras, IBM software,

mauals, Pascal, Basic
compilers, PC -DOS,
assembler, diagnostics,
TRM, etc, £1,500 ono.
Graphics printer, £200 extra.
Tel: (0883) 42321.
 SOFTWARE for Sirius,
invoicing and Superwriter, as
new, with manuals, offers.
Tel: 06065 58083 after 6pm.
 SHARP MZ-80K, 48k,
excellent condition, with
manuals, software, integral
monitor and tape cassette,
£145 ono. C. Fountain,
Hinstock, Market Drayton
TF9 2TA. Tel: 095 279 398.
 APPLE Ile, 64k, twin drives,
hi-res colour monitor, printer
card, much software,
manuals, joystick, etc, as
new condition, offers? Will
split. Tel: Chris on (0793)
765440.
 SHARP MZ-80K, 48k inbuilt
screen and cassette, manual,
books, software, boxed, as
new, £250 ono. Tel: 01-771
2225.
 TMK320P (Sanyo
MBC2000), 64k, twin
processor, CPM 2.2, SBasic,
WordStar, plus many progs
and utilities, all manuals,
twin 51/4r 328k disks,
centronics, 2 x RS232,
graphics, as new, £550 ono.
Tel: Tamworth (0872)
286395.
 ACORN Z80 second
processor, with bundled
software and
documentation, exchange
DNFS for DFS, mint
condition, a reluctant sale,
bargain at £300. Tel: Hemel
Hempstead 45782 (evenings
and weekends only).
 APPLE II/11e software,
Locksmith 5.0, £25.
Easywriter Version 4, £20;
both with full documentation
and little used, they won't
run on myllc! Tel: (05291
306368 level.
 NEWBRAIN MODEL AD,
with cassette recorder, books
and printer lead, all in good
working order, come on
chaps, who'll give me £100
for it? Tel: 01-943 2891
evenings.
 SIRIUS 1.2, 256k
expansion board, home use
only, guaranteed until April
1985, all packing, manuals
and usual s/ware, plus
Database (cost £2301, £1,500.
Tel: Watford 46955.

END

WRITING FOR PCW
Your chance to contribute to the magazine.

We're offering readers a chance to get
rich (well, at least richer) and to
influence what's published in the
magazine - by writing for it. We
welcome approaches from would-be
writers, including those who have
never appeared in print before. It's
often users with practical experience
who havethe most interesting things to
say, so don't worry if your prose is less
than perfect, we can take care of the
polishing.

If you have an idea for a feature write,
with a brief synopsis, outlining the
proposed structure and content. If your
article is already written, then send it in

for consideration. Remember to put
your name and address on both the
covering letter and the manuscript -
along with a daytime phone number if
possible. Manuscripts should be typed
or printed out (dot matrix output is fine),
in double -line spacing with ample
margins top and bottom and on each
side.

Any accompanying program listings
should be supplied on disk or cassette,
ideally with a printout as well.

We'll try to return all submissions
sent in with a suitable sae, but make
sure you keep a copy of everything you
submit as well.

Bear in mind that it's worth taking a
look at the Back Issues advertisement to
see what sort of things we have already
published - after all there's no point in
reinventing the wheel. And please be
sure to tell us if you've contacted
another magazine (perish the thought):
it would be very awkward if the same
article appeared elsewhere. Frankly,
we're more likely to accept something
which has been offered exclusively to
us.

Finally, we do pay for published work
- the rate is £65 per 1000 words, and
payment usually follows about four -six
weeks after publication. END
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. GO FORTH & * 
FULL-TIME
TRAINING
COURSES

(FULL TIME COURSES APPROVED BY THE
BUSINESS & TECHNICIAN EDUCATION

COUNCIL)

2 YEAR
BTEC National Diploma (OND)

ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERING

(Electronics, Computing, Television, Video, Testing &
Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
SERVICING

(Electronics, Television, Video Cassette Recorders,
CCTV, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
(Electronics, Computing Software/Hardware,

Microelectronic Testing Methods)

9 MONTHS
BTEC Higher National Certificate

(HNC)
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY &

ROBOTICS
(Microprocessor Based Systems, Fault Diagnosis, ATE,

Robotics)

THESE COURSES INCLUDE A HIGH
PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE BASED PRACTICAL
WORK TO ENHANCE FUTURE EMPLOYMENT

PROSPECTS

SHORTENED COURSES OF FROM 3 TO 6
MONTHS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR

APPLICANTS WITH PREVIOUS ELECTRONICS
KNOWLEDGE

NEXT 2 SESSIONS COMMENCE ON
APRIL 22nd and SEPTEMBER 16th

Full prospectus from:-

LONDON ELECTRONICS
COLLEGE

Dept PCW, 20 Penywern Road,
London SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721

7

,..

71°H7nPleyr Road Shia:91'1"ring
Ltd

Southampton 301 5P7
TM: 0703 780004

..,

go

COMPUTER
BOOKS

MAIL ORDER
Quick delivery, lots of new titles

FREE send for our
comprehensive list of computer

books and software.

Rickmansworth 779129
(24 hours)

Or write:

Computer Books Ltd.
Freepost

Rickmansworth
Herts. WD3 6FP

Telephone orders ring Eileen or Josie

Rickmansworth (0923) 777652
We aim to please so send off now

PROGRAM FILE
sass
a

--- sass -- ellerns R.solo 11114 - ini---. ---,,,k silo .s&ek? al--
-----,, :, NV---- ,

_--
--------
----0 -------

-,,,..-

Nick Walker selects the best of readers' programs - for
details on submitting your own, see the end of this section.
During my time programming main- On the entertainment front we have a
frames and minicomputers I heard a lot strategy game for the Acorn Atom, a
about the wonderful utilities available Zap -'em -up arcade game for the unex-
to aid program development, such as panded TI99/4 and another game of
debugging and language extensions. skill, based on the arcade game Qix, for

My one attempt to drag one of these the 16 and 48k Spectrum.
from ancient magnetic tape archives
proved they were fantastically complex
and best forgotten, but microcomputer r Games
programmers seem to take a different
view: they create simple, easy to use,
very specific utilities.

The program of the month for the F Scientific/mathematic

BBC is an example of this as it gives a
bar graph representation of the number Business
of times each line of Basic is executed 17
within a program. From this it's possi-
ble to determine which parts of the r Toolkitl utilities
program would benefit the most from
optimisation or translation into
machine code. 175 Educational/Computer

In the programming aid utility line Aided Learning
there's a disk sector examiner for Atari
home computers, an assembler for the
NewBrain, a screendump forthe QL and
a user -defined function key prog ram for
the VIC-20.

Program of the Month

BBC Basic Line Profiler
by Ian Elliot

Running programs under the Basic which will run on micros with tape or
interpreter can prove rather slow, even disk. The first listing is the assembler
though BBC Basic is comparatively fast. code, but before typing this in set PAGE
This is especially true if your program to &1D00. After careful typing SAVE
involves a lot of number crunching or the program before running. Run the
searching. The combination of assemb- program and *SAVE and machine code
ler and Basic is one way round this at &1900.
problem and avoids the time-consum- The second listing is the Basic proce-
ing and complex task of writing pure dures profiler and displayprofile which
assembler. will be called from within your prog-

Having written your Basic program ram. Type in both, RENUMBER with
and found it too slow, your main high line numbers and*SPOOLthenn to
consideration will be deciding which a single file.
part to optimise into assembler. The You can now use the profiler on your
following utility produces a bargraph of Basic program: set PAGE to &1D00,
the number of times each program LOAD your Basic program, *LOAD the
statement is executed; from this it's machine code part, *EXEC the spooled
possible to detect the most frequently file containing the profiler and display -

executed statements and thereby de- profile procedures. Now insert the call
termine the most effective part to to PROCprofile at the start of your
optimise. program and thetwo statements MODE

There are two parts to the profiler, 0 and PROCdisplayprofile at the logical
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READ & PRINT
BAR-CODES USING

ANY COMPUTER

alfrr,
error free means of data entry
Bar-codes give a speedy and III11

I

I

and provide a foolproof method
of identification for any item or
document. Typical uses include
stock control, libraries, filing system security and ch ckpoint verification,
point of sale terminals, spare parts identification, etc etc. Already most
grocery products are bar-coded at source and many other areas of industry
and commerce are following. Bar-codes will soon be ommonplace.
Altek decoding algorithms have been developed over a period of years and
are recognised as being second to none. (Others use our software under
licence, in their own products.) All bar codes may be scanned
bidirectionally, and our decoders easily exceed the industry standard
benchmarks. (90% first time read and one substitution error per million
reads).
All Altek decoders are housed in a smart instrument case with `ink -well' for
the scanning wand when not in use. In addition they all come with software
to print bar codes on a standard dot matrix printer. (Epson or compatible). a
complete bar code identification system at minimal cost.

RS232 Bar-code reader
This microprocessor based unit decodes the bar-code and converts it into
ASCII for transmission to the host via a RS232 port. Complete with power
supply and cables. Works with virtually any computer. Baud rate, data

format and optional check digit verification selectable with DIL switches.
E385.00 +VAT

NEW system for BBC edam
ROM based, interrupt driven software. Switch on and read bar codes!
Nothing to load, no commands needed to start. Reads alphanumeric codes
at power up and automatically inserts the data into the keyboard buffer so it
is possible to control the computer entirely via barcodes! Decodes ALL these
formats: EAN13, EAN13, UPC -A, CODE -39 & INTERLEAVE 2/5. As supplied
to Acorn. 1249.004 -VAT

CBM/PET & APPLE 2
Lowest cost system. Disk based software decodes the bar code format of
your choice and is easily interfaced to BASIC or Assembler. A full
specification bar code identification system as used by many private and
public sector laboratories, industrial and commercial organisations.

2199.0+11AT

(Not suitable for Apple running CP/M .

Use RS232 system!) Phone or write for
further details. Please state area of

interest and what computer is to be
used.

ALTEK
INSTRUMENTS
Enterprise House
44-46 Terrace Road
Walton -on -Thames, Surrey
KT12 2SD
Tel: (0932) 244110
Telex: 295800 CWAOL

BEST PRICES
Including FREE packing & postage

Example RRP OUR PRICE
Lotus 1-2-3 375.00 285.00
dBase II 365.00 230.00
Symphony 550.00 395.00
WordStar 295.00 195.00
Open Access 450.00 305.00
Multi -Mate 345.00 230.00
Framework 495.00 320.00
Friday 195.00 135.00
dBase III 495.00 330.00
Cardbox 155.00 120.00
Other Software Phone For Beat Prices
Apricot Micros Phone For Best Prices

Complete, specially designed, easy to use, micro system
for the small business, with:
Apricot twin disc PC, letter quality printer; Business
manager, accounting, word processing and financial
planning software; manuals; and discs, papers, ribbons
and other accessories.

ONLY £2295 or £12.50 per week
When ordering, please add 15% VAT to cheque.
For software, state machine and operating system.

AC COMPUTERS LTD.
4A HEARSALL LANE, COVENTRY

Telephone: (0203) 78003 ext. 301

PROGRAM FILE
940 STA linenoh
950 JSR storechar
960 JSR getch
970 .whiledigit \check for sequence of digits
980 CMP CASC("0") \zero
990 BCC endwhiledigit
1000 CMP 0ASC("9")
1010 EEO isanotherdigit
1020 BCC isanotherdigit
1030 JMP endwhiledigit
1040 .isanotherdigit
1050 AND 015
1060 STA digit

., 1070 LDA storecount \check possible trace For too many chars
'' 1080 CMP 66

1090 BCS nottrace
1100 JSR updatelineno
1110 JSR storechar

1120 JSR getch
1130 JMP whiledigit
1140 .endwhiledigit
1150 CMP ERSC("1")
1160 ENE nottrace
1170 JSR storechar
1180 JSR getch
1190 CMP fRSC1" ")
1200 BNE nottrace
1210 JSR processlineno
1220 JSR getch
1230 JMP loop
1240 .nottrace
1250 JSR opstorechars
1260 JMP loop
1270 \*********** SUBROUTINES ***************
1280 \
1290 \.+*****.* GET CHARACTER ******.
1300 .getch
1310 PLA \take return address off stack
1320 CLC \add 1 to get correct address
1330 ADC 61
1340 STA entry \and store in entry to use
1350 ALA \far the entry point on receipt
1360 ADC 60
1370 STA entry+1 \of the next character
1380 LDX xreg \restore X and V registers and accumulator
1390 LDY yreg
1400 LDA char 0
1410 WM \return executed is from OSWRCH call
1420 \*********** UPDATE LINENO ******
1430 .updatelineno \update lineno to lineno*10 + digit
1440 CLC
1450 ASL linenoh
1460 ASL linenol
1470 BCC nocarry0
1480 INC linenoh
1490 .nocarry0
1500 LDA linenol
1510 STA templ
1520 LDA linenoh
1530 STA temph 0
1540 LDX 62
1550 .again
1560 CLC
1570 ASL linenoh
1580 ASL linenol
1590 BCC nocarryl
1600 INC linenoh
1610 .nocarryl
1620 DEX
1630 BNE again 0
1640 LDA tempi
1650 CLC
1660 ADC linenol
1670 STA linenol
1680 LDA temph
1690 ADC linenoh
1700 STA linenoh
1710 LOA digit
1720 CLC
1730 ADC linenol
1740 STA linenol
1750 LDA 50
1760 ADC linenoh 0
1770 STA linenoh
1780 RTS
1790 \********* PROCESS LINE NO ...*****
1800 .processlineno
1810 LDA linenol \check lineno (= upperbound
1820 CMP upperboundl
1830 BNE notequpperbound 0
1840 CLC
1850 .notequpperbound
1860 LDA linenoh
1870 SEC upperboundh
1880 BCS exitprocesslineno
1890 .checklowerbound \get lineno-lowerbound and store ir. lineno

0 1900 LOA linenol
1910 SEC
1920 SEC lowerboundl

0 1930 STA linenol
1940 LIDA linenoh
1950 SBC lowerboundh
1960 STA linenoh
1970 BED iswithinrange
1980 JMP exitprocesslineno
1990 .iswithinrange 0
2000 \by here lineno is within range and is normalised
2010 JSR getlinecountaddress
2020 \increment the linecount table entry
2030 LDY 60
2040 LOA (addr1),Y
2050 CLC
2060 ADC ED
2070 STA (addr1),Y
2080 LDY 51
2090 LDA (addr1),Y
2100 ADC 50
2110 STA (addr1),Y
2120 BCC exitprocesslineno
2130 \By here overflow. Insert high values into linecou ble and
flag

set overflow

2140 LDA f&FF
2150 STA (addr1),Y
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2160
2170
2180
2190

LDV £0
STA (addr1),Y
LOP El
STA isoverflow

2200 .exitprocesslineno
2210 RTS
2220 \******* GET LINE COUNT ADDRESS **xi.
2230 .getlinecountaddress \put address of linenumber entry in addrl, addrh
2240 LDA flinecounttable DIV 256
2250 STA addrh
2260 LDA tlinecounttable MOD 256
2270 STA addrl
2280 LDA £0
2290 STA temph
2300 LDA linenol
2310 ASL A
2320 BCC cont
2330 INC temph
2340 .cont
2350 CLC
2360 ADC addrl
2370 STA addrl
2380 LDA addrh
2390 ADC temph
2400 STA addrh
2410 RTS
2420 \********* APWRCH **********
2430 .APWRCH
2440 JMP torch)
2450 RTS
2460 \**** STORE CHARS DATA & ROUTINES ****
2470 .storecount:BRK
2480 .initstore
2490 LDA E0
2500 STA storecount
2510 IRIS

2520 .storechar
2530 LDX storecount
2540 LDA char
2550 STA storebuffer,X
2560 INC storecount
2570 RTS
2580 .opstorechars
2590 LDX £0
2600 .repeat
2610 LDA storebuffer,X
2620 JSR PPWRCH
2630 INX
2640 TXA
2650 CMP storecount
2660 BCC repeat
2670 RTS
2680 .storebuffer
2690 ]

2700 NEXT I%
2710 END
2720 REM
2730 DEF PROCfillextras(pass%)
2740 LOCALi%,s%
2750 FORi%=07031
2760 IFpass%<)3THEN 60702800
2770 READ s%
2780 PRINT;'P%,i%,s%
2790 ?P%=s%
2800 P%=17%+1
2810 NEXTi%
2820 ENDPROC

10 REM
20 DEF PROCprofiler
30 LOCALlinecounttable,prof,lowerbound,upperbound,startlineX,i%
40 linecounttable=&1B00
50 lowerbound=&8A:upperbound=&88
60 prof=&1900
70 INPUT"Profile start line number ";startlinesi
80 ?lowerbound=startline%MOD256
90 7(lowerbound+1)=startline%DIV256
100 startline%=startline%+249
110 ?upperbound=startline%MOD256
120 7(upperbound+1)=startline%DIV256
130 FORi%=070500
140 ?(Iinecounttable+i%)=0
150 NEXTi%
160 CALL prof
170 TRACEON
180 ENDPROC
190 REM
200 DEF PROCdisplayprofile
210 LOCALvorig%,yorig%,facto %,freq%,maxfreq%,i%,j%,linecounttable,lowerbound,

start line%, isoverflow%
220 TRPCEOFF
230 ?&20E=?&84:?&20F=?&85
240 linecounttable=&11300
250 lowerbound=&8A
260 startline%=?(lowerbound+1)*256+?lowerbound
270 isoverflow%=&83
280 sorig%=200:yorig%=20
290 GCOL0,3
300 VDUS
310 MOVExorig%,yorig%
320 PLOT1,0,1000
330 FORi%=0T05
340 MOVExorig%,yorig%+i%*200
350 PLOT1,-16,0
360 PLOT0,-180,0
370 IFi%)OTHEN PRINT50*(5-i%)+startl ne%
380 FORj%=1134
390 MOVE sorig%,yorig%+i%*200+j%*40
400 PLOT1,-4,0
410 NEXT,1%
420 NEXTi%
430 REMdraw frequency axis
440 MOVExorig%,yorig%
450 PLOT1,1024,0
460 FORi%=1T04
470 MOVExorig%+i%*256,yorig%
480 PLOT1,0,-16
490 NEXTi%
500 REMfind maximum frequency
510 maxf req%=0
520 FORi%=0T0249

FULL-TIME
TRAINING
COURSES

FULL TIME COURSES APPROVED BY THE BUSINESS & TECHNICIAN

EDUCATION COUNCIL)

2 YEAR
BTEC National Diploma (OND)

ELECTRONIC &
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING

(Electronics, Computing, Television. Video, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
SERVICING

Latron,cs. Television. Video Cassette Recorders, CCTV. Testing &
Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
lecnonics, Computing Soflware;Hardware, Microelectronic Tesling

Methods)

9 MONTHS
BTEC Higher National Certificate

(HNC)
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY &

ROBOTICS
(Microprocessor Based Systems, Fault Diagnosis. ATE, Robotics)

THESE COURSES INCLUDE A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE
BASED PRACTICAL WORK TO ENHANCE FUTURE

EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

SHORTENED COURSES OF FROM 3 TO 6 MONTHS CAN BE
ARRANGED FOR APPLICANTS WITH PREVIOUS ELECTRONICS

KNOWLEDGE

NEXT TWO SESSIONS COMMENCE ON
APRIL 22nd & SEPTEMBER 16th

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM:

LONDON ELECTRONICS

COLLEGE

Dept PCW, 20 Penywern Road
London SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721

FIRST CLASS
Learning Programmes

for Education and Training

FRENCH REVISION
For16+,'O'LevelandCSE

-firstoiarmwseriesofcompumrassimedleamingpmgmmsfm
Me88CmodeleandElectron.
Grade A - Agreement of the past participle, sentence
leardaarla.au structure and idiom.
Grade B - Comparative/superlative of adjectives/adverbs

formation/use of perfect tense,

emphatic/conjunctive pronouns.
GmdeC - Partitive article, personal/relative pronouns,

formationoffutumandpluperfecttenses,
formation of imperative.

Grade D -Basicconceptsofgender,numberandagme-
mentfomnationofthepmsenttense.

A Keyboard Introduction is included with each grade.

Students are required to complete carefully constructed sentences that
contain relevant vocabulary for the 10 it examinations. Each grade has at
least 4 hours revision for the average student.
Available on 40 or 90 track diskette or cassette.
Prices, including VAT, postage and packing: -

Cassette Diskette
140 or 80 track/

One grade (3.95 E13.95
Any 2 grades 111295 124.95
All 4 grades 134. 95 139.95

Cheques/PO should be made payable to Dean Associates.
Allow 28 days for delivery.

DEAN ASSOCIATES, Provincial House, Solly Street, Sheffield SI 4BA
TeL 0742 756066

MUM D ©A Immo
Aim 0 mil A gm

COMPUTERS & TRAINING
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New Brain

massissatelassaissusausimmismoss
saimigultestesumesfa usimissessissis

11111111111111111111111111111.111

NEW BRAIN
MODEL A

SPECIAL PURCHASE

ONLY £149.95
FEATURES: 80 columns  4 character sets 
2 cassette posts  communications and RS
232 port  built in display  32K  expansion
post etc.

Just arrived and now in stock:-
 Disk Controller £139
 Expansion Interface 96k £229
 Disk Drives. Full range from £145
 Large and small Power Supply Units
 Eprom boxes £49.50
 Special matched housing unit holds New
Brain, disk controller and expansion interfaces.
enhances the look of the whole system.
 Specially chosen tape recorder for the New
Brain, superbly reliable £24.75
 CP/M manual including licence £39.50
 Software manual now available £39.25

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF
CP/M AND CASSETTE -BASED
NEW BRAIN PROGRAMS,
INCLUDING:-
* Financial spreadsheet
* Database
* Word Processing and many more

Send large SAE for the full price list.
Please add VAT to the above prices

ELSTREE COMPUTER
CENTRE

Elstree Aerodrome, Elstree, Herts
WD6 3AW

Tel: 01-953 9021

PlICW-COMITIT
1111111ZA11a
* All Risks Cover (incl. Transit)

- up to £10,000 for £20

* Increased Cost of Working - to reinstate
lost data

* Breakdown & Derangement - alternative
to maintenance agreement

Comprehensive cover at a
reasonable premium: -

Talk to us before taking a Maintenance Contract

Write with details of equipment and value to -

Geoffrey Hoodless & Associates
Insurance Consultants

Freepost (no stamp required)
Woking, Surrey GU21 4BR

Tel Woking (04862) 61082 Answering Service.

530 freq%=2(linecounttable+2.i%)+256*2(linecounttable+2 .1-1)

540 IFfreq%)maxfreq%THENmaxfreq%=freq%
550 NEXTi%
560 factor%=maxfreq%DIV512 + 1

570 VDU4:PRINT TAB(0,1);"Fac..:PRINT;" "factor%
580 IF?isoverflow%=1THEN PRINT'T/F"
590 GCOL0,1
600 FORi%=0T0249
610 freq%=?(linecounttable+2.i%)+256,0(linecounttable+2.I%+1)
620 MOVExorig%,yorig%+(250-1%).4
630 rLOTI,(freq%DIVfactor%).2,0
640 NEXTi%
650 ENDPROC

Atari Disk Sector Editor
by Jon Simmons

Two of the greatest mysteries in the
world of computing are operating
systems (OS) and disk operating sys-
tems (DOS). With a good book and a few
well -placed PEEKs you can discover a
great deal about an OS. However, DOS
needs a 'sector editor', such as the one
given here, before you can do anything
substantial; for example, create your
own custom DOS or protection system.

The program is very professional and
enables the examination and modifica-
tion of sector data on disk. It will display
this data in ATASCII together with hex
or decimal.

On running the program, a summary
of available commands is presented
and a prompt will askforthesector to be
examined; entering a number between
1 and 720 will display that sector. To
change the data in the sector use the
<and> keys in order to move the
flashing cursor over the data until you
reach the byte(s) you wish to alter. Now
press (A) for alter: you will be prompted
to enter either hex, dec or ATASCII.

Use the following format to enter
data:

HEX ZZ (Return) for a single byte
ZZ ZZ ZZ ZZ ZZ etc (Return) for a
succession of bytes.

DEC ZZZ (Return) for a single byte.
ZZZZZZZZZZ etc (Return) for a
succession of bytes.

ASC Z (Return) for a single byte
ZZZZZZZZZ etc (Return) for a
succession of bytes.

If all is correct, press (5) for save.
The commands HEX X and DEC (H

and C) display the sector contents in
either hex or decimal respectively. 1 2 3
and 4 are used to access drives no 1-4.
FIND is used to locate an ATASCII string
on the disk. CHECKSUM will add up all
the 128 bytes on a sector (useful for
comparisons). RECOVER enables you
to load sectors directly into memory
and can, therefore, be used to recover
corrupted files. The START, SELECT
and OPTION keys allow you to incre-
ment, decrement and enter a new
sector number.

If all this is beyond you, why not use
the program to customise your
favourite game or as a means of
cheating in adventure games?

10 REM DISK SECTOR EDITOR -BY J.M.SIMMO
NS 31-3-84
20 GRAPHICS 0
30 POKE 709,255:POKE 710,144:POKE 712,
144
40 FLAG=O: REM SET TO 1 TO DEFAULT TO D
ECIMAL
50 FOR 1=1536 TO 1540:READ J:POKE I,J:
NEXT I

60 DATA 104,32,83,228,96
70 POKE 82,0
80 DIM AS(128),B$(122),C$(4),Q$116,
90 Q$="0123456789ABCDEF"
100 OPEN #1,4,0,"K:"
110 CONS=53279:KEY=764:PG6=1541:DRIVE=
1

120 POSITION 10,0:PRINT "DISK SECTOR E
DITOR"
130 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT
140 PRINT "OPTION - CHANGE SECTOR TO
EXAMINE"
150 PRINT "SELECT
BY ONE"
160 PRINT "START
BY ONE"
170 PRINT " :>

HOOSEN BYTE"
180 PRINT "1 2 3
CESS"
190 PRINT "SAVE

200 PRINT "ALTER

- DECREASE SECTOR

- INCREASE SECTOR

- MOVE CURSOR TO C

4 - DISK DRIVE TO AC

- SAVE DATA TO DIS

- ALTER SECTOR DAT

210 PRINT "DECIMAL -
AL"
220 PRINT "HEX
ECIMAL"
230 PRINT "FIND
ON DISK"
240 PRINT "CHECKSUM -
SECTOR"

DISPLAY IN DECIM

- DISPLAY IN HEXAD

- FINDS ANY STRING

SUM OF BYTES IN
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PROGRAM FILE
250 PRINT "RECOVER - LOAD SECTORS INT
0 MEMORY"
260 PRINT :PRINT

PRINT CHR$(66);CHR$(89);CHR$(32);C 270

HR$(74);CHR$(79);CHR$(78);CHR$(32);
280 PRINT CHR$(83);CHR$(73);CHR$(77);C
HR$(77);CHR$(79);CHR$(78);CHR$(83)
290 CO=82:TRAP 300
300 GOSUB 2060:POSITION 0,21:? "WHICH
SECTOR TO ACCESS(1 TO 720)"::INPUT SNU
M
310 POKE KEY,255:GOSUB 1830
320 STAT=PEEK(771)
330 IF STAT=1 THEN 370
340 GOSUB 2040:POSITION 0,19:PRINT "ER
ROR NO ";STAT
350 DRIVE=1
360 GOTO 300
370 PRINT CHR$(125);"BYTE SECTOR
";SNUM;" (TRACK ";INT((SNUM-I)/18)+
1;")"
380 POSITION 36,0:PRINT "DR ";DRIVE

X=-4:Y=2:Z=31:POKE 752,1 390

400 FOR 1=0 TO 127
* 410 X=X+4:Z=Z+1:IF X>29 THEN Y=Y+1:X=0

:Z=32
420 GOSUB 1660
430 NEXT I

440 GOSUB 1760
450 X=3:Y=2:I=0
460 REM MAIN LOOP
470 IF PEEK(CONS)=6 THEN SNUM=SNUM+1:6
OTO 310
480 IF PEEK(CONS)=5 THEN SNUM=SNUM-1:G
OTO 310
490 IF PEEK(CONS)=3 THEN 300
500 IF PEEK(KEY)=55 THEN X=X+4:I=I+1:P
OSITION X-4,Y:PRINT " ":IF X>32 THEN X

0 =3:Y=Y+1:IF Y=18 THEN Y=2:I=0
510 IF PEEK(KEY)=54 THEN X=X-4:I=I-1:P
OSITION X+4,Y:PRINT " ":IF X<1 THEN X=
31:Y=Y-1:IF Y=1 THEN Y=17:I=127
520 IF PEEK(KEY)=57 THEN FLAG=0:GOTO 3

* 10
530 IF PEEK(KEY)=40 THEN POKE KEY,255:
GOTO 1420
540 IF PFPK(KFY)=56 THEN GOTO 1170
550 POSITION X,Y:? "<"
560 IF PEEK(KEY)=58 THEN FLAG=I:GOTO 3
10
570 IF PEEK(KEY)=42 THEN POKE KEY,255:
RUN
580 IF PEEK(KEY)=63 THEN POKE KEY,255:
GOTO 760
590 IF PEEK(KEY)=62 THEN GOTO 710
600 IF PEEK(KEY)=18 THEN GOTO 1370
610 IF PEEK(KEY)=8 THEN POKE KEY,255:P

CHR$(125):DOS RINT

620 IF PEEK(KEY)=31 THEN DRIVE=1:GOTO
310 0
630 IF PEEK(KEY)=30 THEN DRIVE=2:GOTO
310
640 IF PEEK(KEY)=26 THEN DRIVE=3:GOTO
310
650 IF PEEK(KEY)=24 THEN DRIVE=4:GOTO

310 

660 POSITION 5,0:PRINT I;" "

670 POKE KEY,255:POSITION X,Y:PRINT "

680 FOR P=1 TO 20:NEXT P
0 690 GOTO 470

700 REM SAVE TO DISK
710 GOSUB 2040:POSITION 0,19:PRINT "SA
VE-TYPE 'Y' TO SAVE TO DISK"
720 POKE KEY,255
730 GET #1,N:IF N=89 THEN CO=87:GOSUB

320 1830:C0=82:GOTO

740 GOSUB 1760:GOTO 470
750 REM ALTER SECTOR DATA
760 GOSUB 2040:POSITION 0,19:PRINT "AL
TER ATASCII DECIMAL OR HEXADECIMAL?"
770 TRAP 1790
780 GET #1,N
790 IF N=65 THEN 940

0 800 IF N=68 THEN 840
810 IF N=72 THEN 1070
820 GOSUB 1760:GOTO 470
830 REM ALTER IN DECIMAL
840 GOSUB 2040:POSITION 0,19:PRINT " D
EC START BYTE= VALUE="
850 POSITION 16,19:PRINT I:POSITION 32
,19:PRINT PEEK(PG6+I)
860 POSITION 0,21:POKE 752,0:INPUT B$:
POKE 752,1:POSITION X,Y:PRINT " ":X=X-
3:T=1
870 8$(LEN(B$)+1,LEN(B$)+1)=" "

880 FOR V=1 TO LEN(B$):IF ASC(BS(V,V))
=32 THEN POKE PG6+I,VAL(B$(7)):T=V+1:Z
--2INT(X/4)+32:GOSUB 1660:X=X+4:1=I+1
890 IF, X>31 THEN Y=Y+1:X=0

0 900 IF -1=128 THEN Y=2:X=3:I=0:POP :GOS

MICROMART

PROLOG & LISP

Price reductions in several Prologs
this month, and a new range of

expert system shells.

If you are thinking about using
one of the new generation of

high level declarative languages,
we will be happy to advise you.

PROLOG INTERPRETERS

8 -bit micro -PROLOG £ 65
PROLOG -1 £225

16 -bit PRCEOG-86 £125
micro -PROLOG £150
PROLCG-1 £299
IF/PROLOG 1599

LISP INTERPRETERS

8 -bit Toolworks LISP/80 £ 40
iLisp £ 60
Waltz Lisp £155
muLisp-80 £170

16 -bit Toolworks LISP/86 £ 40
BYSO LISP £ 90
IQ Lisp £165
muLisp,86 £199
Gold Common Lisp 1430

OTHER FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGES

Q'Nial (IBM PC) £345

EXPERT SYSTEM SHELLS

Micro Expert £500
APES 1240
ES/P ADVISOR £600

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.
For more information call us.

4PriggAileadow Ashburton, Devon 10137DF

TEL. (0364)53499

45; RAI IC: VIDEO
5 Hanson Street London W1P 7LJ

Tel: 01-637 3626
SOFTWARE DISCOUNTS SPECIAL OFFERS
D. BASE II
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL
LOTUS 1-2-3
SAGE ACCOUNTS

£239
£275
£279
£259

OTHERS List Price Our Price

SUPERWRITER £295 £199
INFORSTAR £295 £210

SYMPHONY £550 £420
KNOVVLEDGEMAN £450 £299
MULTIMATE £350 £245

DRC COMPILE £275 £215
FRAMEWORK £495 £345

SUPERCALC II £195 £145
SUPERCALC HI £295 £210
D.BASE HI £495 £345

FRIDAY! £195 £139

OPEN ACCESS £450 £320
All prices exclusive of VAT

Over 400 leading software packages available.

Packages available for several computer makes.

We are the cheapest in town, ask for our price

list.

TRY US AND YOU WILL NE \MEFI'vvAna TO GO
ANYWHERE ELSE!
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MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

BEST UK
SOFTWARE PRICES?

Buy from TriSoft Ltd., the specialist software company
formed by microcomputer consultants.
* Over 400 leading software packages (inc. Apple)
* Independent advice in making your choice
* Professional staff + network of consultants
* Most formats. All programs latest versions

SAGE ACCOUNTS £259
The new updated version (1.5) featuring many enhance-
ments at only £259 (reduced from £375). Please telephone
or write for details of all other Sage Accounting product,
and our Sage training programme.

List Our List Our
Price Price Price Price

Wordstar Prot 399 275 Supercalc 3 295 199
MS Word 300 239 Friday! 195 129
Framework 495 325 Open Access 450 325
Symphony 550 429 Multimate 350 229
dBase I ll 495 325 Crosstalk XVI 165 129
DMS Delta 2 495 375 Milestone 250 199
Wordcraft 425 359 Think Tank 165 135
Supercalc 195 145 Sidekick 50 45

******************
-4K SPECIAL OFFER 4K.

4(

Tr D BASE II £239 'Or

ir

******************
INTERESTED IN ACCOUNTANCY

SOFTWARE?
Having reviewed many of the accounting s/w
packages currently available, we are now able to
offer first class advice on the best accounting s/w
for your business. One of the accounting systems
which we supply and support is

PEGASUS
We have Midlands and London based staff who
are fully trained in the application and use of
Pegasus software.

LOTUS 1 2 3 £279
now also available at our new lower price for

SIRIUS and APRICOT
All prices exclude VAT and carriage.
If you see any of these products genuinely advertised at a
lower price we will improve upon that offer in most cases.
Please phone or write for our comprehensive price list.

DEALER, CONSULTANT, GOVERNMENT AND
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME

VA It 8 Gal b la KZ%
Castle House, Lea, Matlock

Derbyshire DE4 5GL
Tel: 062 984 383/719

31/2" or 51/4" WINCHESTERS

FOR

GEMINI/NASCOM, SUPERBRAIN,
IBM, APRICOT, SIRIUS

AND EPSOM COMPUTERS

* * INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL OFFER * *

51/4" 10 MB VERSION £999 + VAT

* OTHER CAPACITIES/SIZES
AVAILABLE

* FACILITIES FOR MOST COMPUTERS
ON REQUEST

TEL (0245) 57575
For further details. Securicor delivery, back

up support and HP terms available.

fORT1W,
29 Beeches Road, Chelmsford, Essex

CM1 2RX
VAT No. 407 0905 74

UB 1760:GOTO 470
910 NEXT V:X=X+3
920 GOSUB 1760:GOT0 470
930 REM ALTER IN ATASCII
940 GOSUB 2040:POSITION 0,19:PRINT " A

SC START BYTE= ( VALUE= ("

950 POSITION 19,19:PRINT I;")":POSITIO
N 35,19:PRINT PEEK(PG6+I);")"
960 POSITION 16,19:M=I:GOSUB 2010:POSI
TION 32,19:M=PEEK(PG6+I):GOSUB 2010
970 POSITION 0,21:POKE 752,0:INPUT B$
980 POKE 752,1:POSITION X,Y:PRINT "
X=X-3
990 FOR V=1 TO LEN(B$)
1000 POKE PG6+I,ASC(B$(V,V)):Z=1NT(X/4
)+32:GOSUB 1660:X=X+4:1=I+1:IF X>31 TH
EN Y=Y+1:X=0
1010 IF 1=128 THEN Y=2:X=3:I=0:POP :GO
SUB 1760:GOT0 470
1020 IF 1=128 THEN X=3:I=0:POP :GOSUB
1760:GOTO 470
1030 NEXT V
1040 X=X+3
1050 GOSUB 1760:GOT0 470
1060 REM ALTER IN HEX
1070 GOSUB 2040:POSITION 0,19:PRINT "
HEX START BYTE= VALUE="
1080 POSITION 16,19:M=I:GOSUB 2010:POS
ITION 32,19:M=PEEK(PG6+I):GOSUB 2010
1090 POSITION 0,21:POKE 752,0:INPUT B$
:POKE 752,1:POSITION X,Y:PRINT " ":X=X
-3:T=1
1100 B$(LEN(B$)+1,LEN(B$)+1)..
1110 FOR V=1 TO LEN(B$):IF ASC(B$(V,V)
)=32 THEN C$=B$(T,V-1):GOSUB 1910:GOSU
B 1800
1120 IF X>31 THEN Y=Y+1:X=0
1130 IF I=128 THEN Y=2:X=3:I=0:POP :GO
SUB 1760:GOT0 470
1140 NEXT V
1150 X=X+3:GOSUB 1760:GOTO 470
1160 REM FIND ATASCII STRING
1170 PRINT CHR$(125):POSITION 0,5:? "F
/ND-ENTER ATASCII STRING"
1180 PRINT :PRINT
1190 POKE KEY,255:POKE 752,0:INPUT B$
1200 IF LEN(B$)=0 THEN 310
1210 PRINT :PRINT
1220 PRINT "ENTER STARTING SECTOR(1 TO
7201"
1230 PRINT :PRINT
1240 TRAP 1240:INPUT SNUM:POKE 752,1
1250 PRINT CHR$(125):POSITION 0,15:PRI
NT "FIND-LOOKING FOR '";8$;"'"
1260 POSITION 0,17:PRINT "CHECKING SEC
TOR ";SNUM
1270 GOSUB 1830
1280 FOR P=I TO LEN(0$)
1290 POKE 1668+P,ASC(B$(P,P))
1300 NEXT P
1310 FOR I=0 TO 127
1320 IF PEEK(PG6+I)=PEEK(1669) THEN GO
TO 1610
1330 NEXT I
1340 IF PEEK(KEY)<>255 THEN POP :GOTO

31.3

it

0 SNUM=SNUM+1:POSITION
SNUM;" ":POKE 77,0
1360 GOSUB 1830:GOT0 1310
1370 CKSUM=0:FOR P=0 TO 127:CKSUM=CKSU
M+PEEK(PG6+P):NEXT P
1380 REM CHECKSUM
1390 GOSUB 2060:POSITION 0,21:PRINT "C
HECKSUM =";CKSUM
1400 FOR P=1 TO 600:NEXT P:GOSUB 1760:
POKE KEY,255:GOTO 470
1410 REM RECOVER
1420 POKE 752,0:TRAP 310:PRINT CHR$(12
5):POSITION 0,5:PRINT "RECOVER-ENTER S
TARTING SECTOR";:INPUT SNUM
1430 IF SNUM<1 OR SNUM>720 THEN 1420
1440 TRAF' 310:PRINT :PRINT "ENTER NO 0
F SECTORS TO LOAD";:INPUT NSEC
1450 IF NSEC>=(720-SNUM) THEN "TOO M
ANY SECTORS!'":GOTO 1440
1460 TRAP 310:PRINT :PRINT "ENTER LOAD
ADDRESS(";
1470 IF FLAG=1 THEN PRINT "DECIMAL)"::
INPUT DECVAL
1480 IF FLAG=0 THEN PRINT "HEX)";:GOSU
B 1900
1490 POKE 752,1
1500 FOR P=1 TO NSEC:POKE KEY,255:GOSU
B 1830
1510 PRINT :PRINT "LOADING SECTOR ";SN
UM;" INTO MEMORY"
1520 FOR I=0 TO 127
1530 IF PEEK(KEY)<=255 THEN POP :POP :

GOTO 310
1540 POKE DECVAL+I,PEEK(PG6+I)
1550 NEXT I
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PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
1560 DECVAL=DECVAL+128:SNUM=SNUM+1
1570 NEXT P
1580 PRINT :PRINT CHR$(253);"SECTORS "
;SNUM-NSEC;" TO ";SNUM-1;" NOW LOADED
INTO MEMORY"
1590 FOR P=1 TO 600:NEXT P:GOTO 310
1600 REM CHECK ATASCII STRING IN SECTO
R
1610 FOR P=1 TO LEN(B$)
1620 IF PEEK(PG6+I-1+P)=PEEK(1668+P) T
HEN NEXT P:PRINT CHR$(253):GOTO 310
1630 POP :GOTO 1330
1640 X=X+3:GOSUB 1760:GOTO 470
1650 REM PRINT HEX/DEC DATA
1660 POSITION X,Y
1670 M=PEEK(P86+I)
1680 IF FLAG=0 THEN 1720
1690 IF M<100 THEN PRINT " ";:IF M<10
THEN PRINT " ";

1700 PRINT M
1710 IF FLAG=1 THEN 1730
1720 R=M/16:R=INT(R):PRINT " ";Q$(R+1,
R+1);:R=(M-(R*16)):PRINT Q$(R+1,R+1)
1730 POSITION Z,Y
1740 IF M<26 OR (M>31 AND 8<125) OR (M
>127 AND M<155) OR (M>159 AND M<253) T
HEN. PRINT CHRS(M)
1750 RETURN
1760 GOSUB 2040:POSITION 0,19:? "ALTER
SAVE HEX DEC REC HELP 1 2 3 4"
1770 POSITION 0,21:? "FIND CKSUM DOS 0
PTION SELECT START"
1780 RETURN
1790 X=X+3:GOSUB 1760:TRAP 310:GOTO 47
0
1800 POKE I+PG6,DECVAL:T=V+1:Z=INT(X/4
)+32:GOSUB 1660:X=X+4:1=I+1
1810 RETURN
1820 REM ACCESS SECTOR
1830 IF SNUM>720 THEN SNUM=1
1840 IF SNUM<1 THEN SNUM=720
1850 POKE 779,INT(SNUM/256):POKE 778,1
NT((SNUM/256-INT(SNUM/256))*256)
1860 POKE 769,DRIVE:POKE 772,5:POKE 77
3,6:POKE 770,C0
1870 X=USR(1536)
1880 RETURN
1890 REM HEX -DEC CONVERSION
1900 INPUT C$
1910 PWR=1:DECVAL=0:HEXVAL=0
1920 FOR P=LEN(C$) TO 1 STEP -1
1930 HEXVAL=ASC(C$(P,P))
1940 IF HEXVAL>47 AND HEXVAL<58 THEN H
EXVAL=HEXVAL-48
1950 IF HEXVAL>64 AND HEXVAL<71 THEN H
EXVAL=HEXVAL-55
1960 DECVAL=DECVAL+(PWR*HEXVAL)
1970 PWR=PWR*16
1980 NEXT P
1990 RETURN
2000 REM DEC -HEX CONVERSION
2010 R=M/16:R=INT(R)C, Q$(R+1,R+1)::R=
(M-(R*16)):? Q$(R+1,R+1)
2020 RETURN
2030 REM CLEAR TEXT AREA
2040 POSITION 0,19:PRINT

2050 POSITION 0,20:PRINT

2060 POSITION 0,21:PRINT

2070 POSITION 0,22:PRINT

2080 RETURN

NewBrain Assembler/Editor
by John Samiotakis

As a result of publishing two small
programs for the NewBrain recently,
PCW has been inundated with letters
from NewBrain owners requesting
something more substantial. Well, here
you are, a full assembler/editor for the
NewBrain.

I'm not going to try and explain how
to write assembler code; this is better
done by one of the many Z80 program-
ming books. The program accepts the
standard Z80 instruction set and you
can reference operating system
routines (as they are named in the
technical reference manual). Labels are

two al phanumeric cha ractersforJP, JR,
DJNZ and other call -like instructions.
As it stands data is manipulated by its
absolute address but a fairly simple
assembly language routine to incorpo-
rate variables could be written.

The program is menu -driven with
eight options:
(1) SAVE. This allows the source codeto
be saved to tape or, by specifying first
and last memory locations, the object
code.
(2) PRINT. This prints the source code
after the appropriate baud rate has
been selected.

THE C LANGUAGE

New to our range this month is
RUN/C, a line oriented interpreter

which behaves like MBASIC.

C COMPILERS

8 -bit Aztec C II v1.06D £155
Aztec C65 v1.05C £155
BD6 C v1.50a 1110
C/80 v3.1 £ 45
Eco-C v3.1 1185
Q/C v3.2b £ 80

16 -bit Aztec C86 v1.06D £185
CI Optimizing C86 v2.2 £345
C -Systems C v2.0 £210
De Bret C88 v2.4 £135
Digital Research C £265
Instant -C £425
Lattice C v2.14 £450
Mark Williams MWC86 £425
Microsoft C v2.03 £450
RUN/C £145

C LIBRARIES

Data Phact £250
base db-vista £445

C-ISAM £225
Btrieve £245
C-tordBase, source £125
V -File £295
ICS Generic BTREE,s.ce £295

Graphics Halo £175
C Tools, source £110

£225Screen Panel

Misc C Helper, source £135
Basic C,basic functs £175
C Refiner,bas features £145
C Food Smorgasbord £135
Greenleaf, source £175

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.
Per more information call us.

4PriggiLleadow.Ashburton,DevonT01370F

TEL (0364)53499

!"244(6sinus kt
The PC50 Library is a subset of the

internationally renowned NAG library and

offersa powerful setof programming toolsfor

the Fortran user on the Sirius. Can you afford

to be without

THE NAG FORTRAN PC5O LIBRARY
For full details write to:-- HARRISON-WARD

associates Ltd.
N 762 LYNTON ROAD, RAYNERS LANE,

HARROW, MIDDLESEX HA2 9NN

* APRICOT VERSION NOW AVAILABLE *

PCIAT237



MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

NO GIMMICKS!
NO WAFFLE!
SIMPLY THE
BEST PRICE!

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL PACK

For

MID IMN dIMIM
.11 /M1

4= Ir 4M MEM MI.i IN11 INN

IN1=

£299
VER. 3.40

The latest version!

= ACT
SII7US 1

Computer

soma 1
IMO 11. 411,7 =

SAMPLE PRICES
ON SOFTWARE

OVERSEAS AND TRADE
ENQUIRIES WELCOME

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL PACK VER. 3.3.... £299
SUPERCALC 2/3 £135/£209
d BASE 2 £299
d BASE 3/FRAMEWORK £349
OPEN ACCESS £353
MULTIMATE V3.2 (UK) £259
LOTUS 1-2-3 £295
SYMPHONY £440
R BASE 4000 £255
FILE VISION £139
TK SOLVER £239
KNOWLEDGE MANAGER £325
FRIDAY! £159

By popular demand we are able to supply business,
educational and recreational software at DISCOUNT
PRICES for the following machines: Apple, Atari, BBC.
Commodore, Vic 20, DEC Rainbow, IBM, ICL, Epson,
Sinclair, Sirius, Spectrum, Texas, TRS 80. CPM 51/4 or 8

inch.
Please send SAE for full list

NEW PRODUCTS FOR IBM PC
SPOTLIGHT £89
DESO TBA
PLEASE £249
ELECTRIC DESK £225
CONCURRENT PC DOS £189
STARLINK MULTIUSER £1395
GRAPHIX PARTNER (everyone must have one)... £99
PROKEY (and one of these too) £89
FORTRAN -77 £219
GSX £219
Demo disks and literature are available for many of
these products.

University, College and Public Authority orders
welcome.

All prices plus VAT in UK. Phone your Access or
Barclaycard number for immediate despatch (software
sent post free by recorded delivery)
Send any other ad to us and we'll beat the price.

Photographic & Optical
Services Ltd

129-137 STANLEY ROAD
TEDDINGTON, MIDDX.

Tel: 01-977 3498
Now open

6 days a week!

Answering machine after business hours.
Offers subject to availability.
Telephone first to reserve.

Telex No. 885463 (Photo G)

(3) LIST. This lists your program and
also drops you into the editor. The
listing isvia a menu of selectable pages.
(4) COMPILE. This allows you to com-
pile a program. You will be prompted
for the address for the object code,
which should be within the reserved
memory area. Just pressing RETURN
will default the object to TOP.

After compilation, the first and last
address of the object code is displayed.
The area between 31856 and 32766 is
used by the program itself.
(5) LOAD. Select 5 to load either source
or object code from tape. The program
understands the difference between
source and object code, and loads and
prompts accordingly.
(6) INPUT. Selecting this clears the
current program and enters the editor,
ready for the entry of a new program.
The program is entered byfirst entering
the instruction and its parameters,
then, after pressing RETURN, entering
a label (if there is one). A further return
will allow for entry of the next line of
code. Two debug routines can be typed
in at this stage:
CALL 31870 will print a list of the

BC,DE,HL,IX,IY,SP,A and flag registers
at that point with no halting of execu-
tion; and
CALL 31856 will set a break point in the
program.
(7) RUN. Select this option to run the
program without exiting the
assembler/editor.
(8) END. This will drop you out of the
program. Machine code routines can be
run in the normal way from the
NewBrain.

Within the editor there are a number
of commands available for program
editing. As well as the screen editor,
pressing D gives you a block delete:
type the two line numbers separated by
commas. C gives you a search and
replace facility: type the string to find
followed by the replacement string. E
returns you to the screen editor.

Although this sounds very compli-
cated, it's not. If you're familiar with
assemblersthe only strange thing is the
entry of a label after the instruction;
everything else flows naturally.

People who are not familiar with
assembler should consult a book be-
fore they start.

rIANNHE LAMIQTAKHE 1984

1 DATACP ,DI .EI ,EX .Im ,In -JP .3R ,OR ,RL ,RR ,CALL,CPOR,CPIR
.DJNZ,HALT,INDR,INIR,LDDR.LOIR,OTDR,OTIR.OUTD.OUTI,PUSH,RETI,RETN,RLCA,RRCA,ADC
,ADD .AND ,BIT ,CCE ,CPO ,CPI .CPL ,DAA ,DEC ,EXX ,INC INC. ,INI ,LDD ,LDI ,NEG
.NOP ,OUT ,RES ,RET .RLA .RLC ,RLD ,RRA ,RRC ,RRD ,RST ,SBC ,SCF ,SET ,SLA
.SRA .SRL ,SUB AOR .DUMMY
2 RESERVE 896: S=32433:FORI=1T067:READAS:FORJ.1704:S=S+1:POKES,ASC,MIDVACJ,1),
:NEXTJINEXTI:READAS
3 DATA50.206,125,237,83,204.125,34,202.125,237,57,200.125,237.115.207,125,245.24
5.209,237.82,152,125.203.67.204,136,125,203,57.196,111,125,237,91,152,125,203,11
5,204,121,125,196,115,125,237,91,152,125,203,83,204.126,125,196,131,125,237,91,1
52,125,203.123,204.108,125,196,141,125.205,75,125,237,91.204,125.205,52.125,205.
98.125.237.91.200.125,205,52,125.205,71,125,237,91,202,125,205.52,125.33,188,12'
,1,2,0,205,62,125,237,91,206,125,22,0,205,52,125,205,91,125.237,91,207,125,205,5
2.125,253,34,207.125,205,81:125.237.91,207,125,205,52,125.221,34.207,125,2E5,85,
125,237,91,207.125,205,52.125,33,190,125,1,1,0,205,62,125,237,91,204,135,42,202,
125,237,75,200,125,58,206,125,241,201.231,40,1.5,5,231,44,1.11,0.30.0.231,51.201
,205,62,125,201.33.197.125,24.23.33.194,125,24.12,33,122.125,24,13.33,i85.125.24
,8.33,179,125,24,3,33,191,125,1,3,0,205,62,125,201,33,155,125,24,33,33,173,125,2
4,239.32,157,125,24,234,33,170,125,24,229,33,164,125,24,224,33,161,125,24,219,33
,176.125,24,214,33.158,125,1,2,0,205,52,125,201,0.152.10,80,80,32.32,77.32,32,80
.59,32.80,79,32,90,32,32,78,90,92,57,32,32,78,67,32,83,80,61,72,89.51,73.88,61,5
5.51,13,66,67,51.62,69,61,72,76,61,0,0,83,48,90,124,10,75,102,0,0,85,43,94,34,17
4,126,98,107,231,39,237,83,176,125,42,174,125,43,205.24,126,98.107.34,174,126,17
.0,0.52,13,237,177,226.161,125,19,58,177,126,1135,32,242,58,176,126,187,32,236,24
,7,33.255,255.34,172,126,201,237,91,174,126,48,1,53,237,62,24,241,70,43,78,10,25
3,134.26.95.3,10,253,142,27,27,3,237,67.174.126,42,174.126,78,35,70.201,205,24,1
25.237.67,176,126.6,4,33,157,126,35,54,32,15,251,237,75,176,126,237,83.172,128.4
2,172,125.17,158,126,237,176,17,163,126,33,189,127.1,12.1,26,237,185,48,1,63,92,
50,34.174.126,237,83,172.126,297,67.176.125,6,3,35,19.35,26,190,32.95.16,248,237
.75,176,125,203,57.56,25,203,57,56,21,203,64,40,2,203,241,203,128,3,237,67,176,1
26,208,63.201.1.100.0,24,244,42.174,126,237.75,176,125,237,91.172,125.24,180
4 S.31859:FORI=170554:READA:POKES+I.A:NExTI
5 FORI.170255:CLOSEC:NEXTI:OPEN*5,5:0PEN#4.5:0PEN#0,0,"1,26":P23.CHRE(22)+CHRS(2
5+CHR$(10):P1S=CHR$(31)1-P2$
DATAZRND,ZPI.ZSTPOS,UPONE.ZFPMONE,UPZERO,ZNOP,ZNEG,ZNOT,ZABS,ZATAN,ZCOS,ZEXP

,ZINT.ZLOG.ZSIGN,ZSIN.ZSDRT,ZTAN,ZASIN,ZACOS,ZPEEK,ZADD,ZSUB,ZMULT.ZOIY,ZRAISE,1
AND.ZOR,ZNUMEQ.ZNUMGT.ZNUMLT.ZNIMNE,ZNUMLE.ZNUMGE,ZMATHS,ZINITRAND,ZRANDOM,ZCOMP
,ZPIX,ZFLT.ZROUND,ZINP.ZLDF,ZOUT,ZSTF,ZRELBDO,ZTTCAPS,ZOUTPUT,ZINPUT,ZOPENIN,ZOP
ENOUT,ZCLOSE,ZSTKTST,ZBRKTST,ZMKBUFF.Z.5ETKEY,ZIMMKEY,2KLOOK,USTRM,2BLKIN.ZBLKOU
T.ZFPHLF,UPI02,ZBICML,ZROBYTE,ZRDINT,ZRONSP
7 DIMOSS(67i:FORI.0TO67:READDSCI):NEXTI
8 DATA0,243,251,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,16,24,0,185,177,0,118,186,178,184,175,187,179,171,
163,0.77,69.7,15,0.0,0,0,63.169,151,47,39.0.217.0.170.162.168,160.68.0
3,0,111,31,8,103.0.0,55,0,32.40,55
3 FORI.17065:READPV:POKE32701+I,PY:NEXTI:TF.TOP
10 DATA22.38,1.6B.69.75.59,84.22,64.1.231

, 54 , 208 49.88 . 2 , 253 , 225 , 2
21 . 225 . 193 . 225 . 209 . 291
11 FORI.17011:READPDL$=DL$1-CHRSq.V):NEXTI:RESERVE14:FORI=3185570q1859:READPV:P
OKEI,PV:NEXTI:CLEARS,AS.I.J,P\hUL=TOP:DELETE-11
12 DEFFNRSX$)=10ANDXWOOH"i0R(1ANDAW08H")0R(SANDXS="101-1')OR(3ANDXS='18W,OR(
4ANDX4="20W)OR,5ANDX$="28H"109(6ANDX$="30H")0R(7ANDXW3191-1")
13 DEFFNOD(X.C.VALMIDS(XCINSTR,X$.'4-+1.INSTR(X$,')-INSTRiXS,'+')-1))
14 DEFFNNNVX$)=MID$($,INSTR-I, :NSTR(XS,">")-INSTR(Xf,'(")-1)
15 DEFFNLFVX.8)=LEFT103.INET /. -

16 DEFFNRWX$)=RIGHTVY$.._E. 1 -:
17 DEFENR2CX$1=RIGHT$OT.,F'. -9
18 DEFFNR3VW.RIGHT$(1t. /

19 DEFFNAHS-
20 DEFFNAL$
21 ONERROR57-
22 DEFFN- , 5")
23 DEFFNI == -

24 DEFF,.:
25 DEFFI
="F0',0
25 DEFFr':
27 DEFP.R -

)012(5ANDX.$, Dig
22 CEFFNPR( -1 =

XWAF")
29 ON BREAK GOTO 29

.°NC')0R(3ANDXWC

.D7)
D')OR(3ANDXWE")0R(4ANDX$="H

,..'HL')OR3ANDXWSP")0R2JAND

OR(4ANDX$
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PROGRAM FILE
30 P1,131:,:?TA8(10,;')1,2A1";TAEi4C

i 2,PRINT'. E.LIST";TABi40);"4.00
MPILE":7:7TA8(10)."5.LOAD";TABi40):-.INPUT ":?: 3 ;UNriTAB(40):"8.ENO":
,:?TABl25)::INPUTENTER YOliP. CHOICE )CH

32 IFCH<ORCH>EGOT090
34 ONCH3OSU88500,8210,7000,c:.9000,55.12100.120
25 GOT020
55 IMPLIT(P1WNU Br{MBER OF B ')N2:,:'TA82):

e 5E INP_7("NUM OF COMMANES ".::P=Ni7.
6,0 GOSUE12000:CH$(1).) ..2,-_---..-,. .7. _-Itr.2):L :PUT31:FORJ=1TONC:77142::LIN
PUTi"")CHiti.fl

51 PUT11,9,9,9,8,9.59:LI5FiiTi-7')2
62 IFTY9=-THENLLS=LL9+" ":007068
54 LLS.LLS+LEFTS(TV$+",2)
SE NEXTj:RET
70 INPUT(P1WFIRST MEM AODR.")759
71 IFTY$="LETK.TOP-1:FA=K+1:GOT080
72 IFNOTiNUM(TVE)GOT070
75 K=VAL(TVC-1:FA=K+1
20 PL731:AEg."":LBO.":1.24=":?TAEl20);"COMPILATION'iTS=FMTI :FORJ=1TONC:O59=C
H$(J)
21 IFOSt="THENDS$='NOP":GOT01.00
82 IFMIE4iLL$.2*J-1,2)0"THENLBS=LBg+MIDgiLL$,2*J-1,2):ASS.A8V-FNALg(K-1-1)+FNA
1-1$(K+1)

94 IFLEFT$(024,1)),:r.>"2"THEN100
9E FORI=1T067:1FOSPA)=DS$THENGOT011100
98 NEXTI:rEYNTAX ERROR IN ";J[37;DSCGOT0115
100 1_83=LEFT$I0Eg,4):30SUB10100:CALL32306,LS$ 0
101 I=PEEK(92422):IFI<100THEN110
102 ,"SYNTAX ERROR IN "iJ[3];DSCGOT0115
110 K=K+1:IFK=ULTHENrVIOLATE ASSEMBLER'S OWN AREA":GOT0116
112 ONIGOSLS1400,14000.14000,3700,1050,3800,4000,1200,4100,1500.14200,14200,1100
.14100.14100.1300.14000,14100,14100,14100,14100,14100,14100,14100,14100.3400,141
00,14100,14000.14000,3000,2100,1600,2700,14000,14100,14100,14000,14000.3500,1400

0 0,3600,14100,14100,14100,14100,14100,14000,3300,2200.2800,1900,14000,14300,14100
.14000,14300,14100,4200,3200,14000,2900,14300,14900,14300.1700,1800
115 NEXIJ
116 GOSUB17000:TE=FNTI(1):?"FIRST MEM ADDR.":FA:7"LAST MEM ADD=";K
117 ?(TE-TS)750:"SEC COMPILATION TIME":?K-FA.1-1:"SYTES'
118 W=1:CLEARQ:ASS="":TS$=":LBS="
119 PRESS A KEY":GET#5,TV:RET
120 PUT91:END
1310 Hg.FNRES(089):LS$=FNLFVHS)
1015 H$=FNRWHE:GOSUB10100:RET

41/ 1050 P2=FNIMIVALORIGHTCDES,LEWDSC-3))):GOEUE13000:RET
1100 TV9="0":H$=RIGHTO(DES,LEN(DSS)-4)
1101 IFINSTR(1-4,",")<>0THEN1122 '

1.102 POKEK,205:K=K+1:LSS=H$
1104 IFNUMM_SEGOSUB10149:RET
1106 GOSUB10100:LSS=LEFTS(LS$,2):GOEUB17500;RET
1122 LSO.FNLFCHS):GOSU810100:120KEK,196-1-FNCWLSCOB 0
1124 K=K+1:LSS=FNRa(Hg)
1128 IFNUMlLSVEOSUB10148:RET
1190 GOSUB10100:1_Sg=LEFT$(LS$,2):GOEU817500:RET

e 1200 7)9="1":LSS=FMR)2$(08$)
1033 IF INETRILSS,',00 THEN 1222
1206 POKEK,24:K=K+1
120E IFNUM(1-8S)THENPOKEK,VAL(LSg):RET
1213 GOSU810100:LS$=LEFT$(LS9.2):GOSUB17500:RET
1222 Hg.L24:LS$=FNLF$(LEV:GOEUS10100:POKEK,92-1-FNCN(LSVOS
1228 K=K+1:LE4=FMRS$0-1$):IFNUM(LEg)THENPOKEK,VALiLE$1?RET
1230 OOSUB10100:LSS=LEFTgiLS$.2):GOSUB17500:RET
129e POKEK,16:K=K+1:TVg."1"
1203 LEO=RIGHTP(DS$.LEN(OSSsi-4)
1306 IFNUNIlLSETHENPOKEK,VALiLSC:RET
131.0 GOSUB10100: L2$=LEFT$ (LS$, 2) :GOEU217500;RET
1200 0S=184:C1,254:GOT01550

41/ 1500 O2=176:01=246
155e Hg=FMR2SiESS:ML=1;GOSUE10200:RET
E 3=160:01.22GOT01850
3.' c-144:C1=2140::E0701250

1850 Hi=FMRSiq089;ML=1:50ELE10200:RET
1900 LEI=DS$:GCSUB10100
19e2 IF LE9="RET' THE' POKEK,201:RET
1205 L24=FM032iO84):E0 4.4E10100
1907 POKEK.192+0NCTLE5)1(.8:RET

1:30TO24"50

,,i,, cs...7ALFMLF$(FMRSODES)))*R-FE4*CE
2960 HI=FMR5g)E2:00ELE10500;RET
3'00 60.8I'E:IFLEt='4"THENCE,136:ML=1:Ci=27) -,=LESS:GOEU610200:RET

0 POKE'' =K+1LEI=H$
, "EK.74+FHPR(LSS'*IE:RE-

IFLE6="A"THENCE.122:11L=1,'-_i _3
1:POKEK.2 ET ',22."-'THEML2g=HO:GOSLE10e0

-THEmPOKEM,221:K=KI:LEI=H$:HE' r --- -

.,,KEK.S'
_ _

7.1)) -4

:=2s.

..._

_
.--:.,=:IKEK.E.K=K+1;:,IKE - ET
.---EMPOKEK.227:RET
7 .2OKEK,E:RET 0

..):_=5,3-NRG$U2Sx):GCErE00:POKEK.2C-) i:3: E.- 25

0
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DISK COPYING SERVICE

Moving data and pluy am files from
one machine to another is often made

difficult because different
manufacturers have adopted different

disk format standards.

We can copy your files to and fnum
over 350 disk formats including

CP/M, (P/M-86, MS-E0 S, PC -D06, ISIS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, TORCH, APRICOT, HP150,

TRSDOS, DEC RT-11, and IBM HW.

Disks are normally despatched on the
day they are received.

Our charge is £10.00 + disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities.

For more information call us.

4 Pngg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF.
TEL. (0364) 53499

Every computer needs

0111.%1 IL,114.0%,0% I
"Listen creep, I am the leader.

For 2X81 - -
SPECTRUM ,IIMI SPEEN
BBC 4,V

I) SYNTHESIS
TRS.B,I
APPLE 0 / bY

wiLLIIMI
NASCOM STUART

SYSTEMS
(Please state)

I

NEW! PITCH

EXCLUSIVE, CONTROL
'V'I

CO P9
t3,7Ptte

Byrj 7A

II T can say anything!

Genuine phoneme synthesis - not just recorded
speech - hence unlimited vocabulary.
Programmable pitch for more natural intonation
(exclusive to Wm Stuart Systems)- solid tone
cabinet for quality sound - integral beep music
amplifier. PLUS expansion socket for BIG EARS
voice recognition system. Full instructions
technical notes and software supplied with this
outstanding educational unit.
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

As seen on BBC TV "Computer Programme"

*BIG EARS* 6' ,,,, , 
SPEECH
INPUT
FOR ANY SPEECH RECOGNITION

COMPUTER
Hugely successful Speech Recognition System
complete with microphone software and full
instructions ONLY £49
BUILT TESTED & GUARANTEED
PLEASE STATE COMPUTER UK101
SPECTRUM. ATOM. NASCOM2 Vic 20. Micron.
ZX80 8 r PET TRS80 MZ8OK APPLE II. BBC MICRO CBM 64

ZX81 /SPECTRUM
MUSIC SYNTHESISER (Stereo)

16 LINE CONTROL PORT

NEW!

VIBRATO
CONTROL

P ay 3.parr music. sound effects. drums etc Fut
control 0 attack. decay and frequency o,

input Output lines provide control and monitor
facility for Home Security. Robot Control. Model litit
Railway etc etc Works w,th or without 16K RAM AIM
Fuli instructions software included AMAZING VALUE
Add keyboard to make a live performance AT ONLY
polyphonic synthesiser'
Note up to 3 units can be used simultaneously. £19.50 IRIS
giving 9 music channels 8 481 0 lines £25.50 (auto)

THE COMPOSER
Synmesmer Mu.c
Programme
Enler 6 Plal, 3 Ta^ ^.rrT.,
,,1:103 d
ISoemen 2%13, ,recommence C2

TALKING HANGMAN A
To, C^..rooT
Tn. c.255.c ga,,

,s onms (440va,Tsemonsva,ons

wqr, a Cry voc.1
accomoanmenT:Soec,m. C6

ZX ARP/DRUMSE0
Taso,natng SrlheVser
oemonstos tier
eutomaioc seouences once
plays ,,Orn keyboara Some
*Ewa enecis tSoect,m,

=
-...
---_1--

CHROMACODE"'"'
Cun yo,, oetuse The pomp or
cracv,,,g me sec,e,
como.nauo, oetwe to+e ,,n5
o,' Wqn Cnaterpoxvoce
ok,o,Soecum?

COLOUR MODULATOR KIT £16

RGB al FAL UHF our not to, DO BUM £22

Please add VAT at 15% to prices.
Barclay Access orders accepted by telephone

All enquiries
S A E please

WILLIAM Cc),u,arley,r, House =MOM
wTA

STUART :11SstrINSL 00Z 'I%
SYSTEMS Ltd To 098 064 235

PCNV239
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J,,RE\e
FIVE SY7em

WREN'S PORTABLE COMPUTER
The complete business portable,
brimming with superb facilities

Excellent software accompanys the
Wren including Perfect Writer (word

processor)
 Perfect Calc (spreadsheet)
 Perfect Filo (database)
 Plus an executive desk top

planning aid.

What the reviewers say
 ". . . with a built in B.T. approved modem

there were no problems connecting up
to Prestel and Micronet 800."

 ". . . with BBC Basic and CP/M3 and the
supplied software Wren represents an
impressive package."

 -. . Final verdict, good value for money,
good looking and impressive machine."

Available now for immediate delivery:
PLEASE ADD VAT TO THE ABOVE PRICE

P&P OR SEND FOR DETAILS TO:

ELSTREE COMPUTER CENTRE
ELSTREE AERODROME,

ELSTREE, HERTS WD6 3AY

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE

01.953 9021
24 Hour Delivery VISA

COMPUTER REPAIRS

* COMPUTERS (Business & Personal)

* DISK DRIVES (51/4", 8", 3")

* WINCHESTERS
* MONITORS
* VDUs
* PRINTERS
* WORKSHOP REPAIR CONTRACTS

* Fixed repair charges

* 3 months warranty on repaired part

* 48 hour service for disk drive alignment

A.N. ELECTRONIC & COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD

1308 North Lane, Aldershot, Hants
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 25608

:,
: ETREE:= -E. ;F=,,1:LEs

711S:RE'

= "EK.221:K=K+1:PCKEK.253:RET
- ,EK 253:K=K+1:PCKEK.232:RET

_ H_ >0THEIIPOKEK.222:RET

1

3L1A10149:RET

r.2,

2
_::"23 IF_Es.

_

41,.5 '".= ;

4110 Irr_T= _ --IENFOKEK.5.:,,:=0-1:FOKEK.VALIFI1R5/ :ET
4115 IF:_1-. ---1E1 O<EK,112-1-FNR(LSE:FE-
4120 'FINE': _ :# '=# _ P3!<EK,221:K=K4-1:=7,7,'
OKEK.FI1DC-,_11 - =
4125 IF:':-", riPT ,-2,E.2::K=-'.-,'_,si -
CKEK.,"'17 =NRG/ -_1,

:=2KEK.1",-= "I=" ,.-7T Ts? :_,=, "7.7.,

_T!:RET
-IENPOKEK.221:K=K+1:_EI== =LI :ES :3"= =':':::'=<EK,11
"ST :RE'

41L ,-,,,-- T _:.! ,_ET=E'T 7.:£ :GD3UE10100:GOSLS11000;
RE7
4142 Ir -<.+17P'1:1I(E,79:RE'
4144 - - K=K+1:FOKEK.71:RET
411E :K=K+1:5021J211,7, E'
.:'...."-'

, = -

- -

= =

- --1.: =
_ __ _ _ =_=, ._-]:<=<

-

.- , =07., -

_ 7

,

...

_ Z7. E.2.=7..- .07 7 7.

_ _ -_
,

' F

- E-

-

- = -E= E'
= .

_ -

-

-

=
- -

_

-

-

-_ __ = = 'CLCEE#2:RE'
_

2:RET

=
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PASCAL COMPILERS

We can advise which is the best
Pascal for your needs. Our wide range
includes the remarkable TURBO Pascal.

8-bit Nevada Pascal (JRT4) £ 40
Turbo Pascal v2.0 £ 50
Pascal/MT* £ 99
Pro Pascal £199

16-bit Utah Pascal (JRT) £ 40
Turbo Pascal v2.0 £ 50
MS Pascal £ 99
SBB Personal £105
Practical Pascal £145
Pro Pascal £290
SBB Professional £315
Pascal/MT+86 £380

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.

For more information call us.

4PriggMeadow.Ashburton, Devon 10137DF
TEL. (0364) 53499

CRASS 80

Z80 CROSS ASSEMBLER

SPECTRUM MACHINE CODE

FROM THE ACT APRICOT

* Write Source Text with a
professional Word Processor then
assemble to MS DOS disk file or

direct to target System
* Only £95 + VAT Delivered
From: STEVE BETTS SOFTWARE

42 WALLACE DRIVE

EATON BRAY
BEDS. LU6 2DF

Tel: EATON BRAY (0525) 220922
. OTHER HOST AND TARGET SYSTEMS UNDER

DEVELOPMENT
ENQUIRE FOR DETAILS

WANTED
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

APPLE
SIRIUS

SUPERBRAIN
TELEVIDEO

IBM PC
OSBORNE
APRICOT

HARDWARE
ACCESSORIES
FLOPPY DRIVES
WINCHESTERS

PRINTERS
NON -WORKING HOME

COMPUTERS
Fair cash prices paid working or not.

Tel: 061-941 5732 (day)
062-587 8595 (night)

PCW241
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£148-£598
World Champion Elite program
now exists on several Fidelity

Machines

For full details by return leave name
and address on:

041 221 3399 Ext 70
or write to: DURIE & WILSON LTD.

Fidelity Distributors
24 McGrigor Rd, Glasgow G62 7LD

PRINTERS NEW LOW
PRICES

Large selection available.
We specialise in interfacing to

SHARP
computers

Many other Interfaces for MZ8OK and
A Eprom Programmers ADC, relay

output, etc.

Interface for MZ700 £39
UK orders add 15% VAT

Details on our complete range from

PETERSON
ELECTRONICS LTD

ACADEMY STREET, FORFAR,
TAYSIDE, DD8 2HA

Tel: 0307 62591

ZOOMSOFT
Latest software for CBM64, ATARI & APPLE
CBM Cass Disk
ZORK 1 N/A £11.95
ZORK 2 N/A £11.95
ZORK 3 N/A £11.95
STARCROSS N/A £11.95
DEADLINE N/A £11.95
BOULDER £8.95 £10.95
BRISTLES £8.95 £10.95

ATARI 400, 800, XL Cass Disk

OILS WELL N/A £21.55
FLIGHT SIMULATOR N/A £37.95
S.A.M. (TALKIE) N/A £41.95
SORCERER OF
CLAYMORGUE CASTLE £9.95 £17.95
VISICALC - £49.75
ATARI 850 INTERFACE - £99.99

APPLE Disk
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II £42.75
B.C. QUEST FOR FIRES £25.75
HOME WORD £51.50
SCREENWRITER II £90.75
GENERAL MANAGER II £160.95

Hundreds more titles available,
Send SAE for free catalogue or Tel 01-723 0562 (10am-7pm)

Please state make of computer.

Send Cheques, P.O. to Zoomsoft,
46 Huntsworth Mews, London NW1 6DB.

Atom Footprints
by Peter Robinson

Footprints is one of those annoy-
ing you -versus -the -computer strategy
games. It's simple and addictive and
runs on the Acorn Atom with at least 12k
and a floating point ROM.

The game is played on a 12 x 12 board
and has one simple objective: each side
must get its pieces to the other side. You
control four pieces (ringed in white) as
does the computer (ringed in black).
What makes this game so intriguing is
that your piece can only move forward

(eitherdiagonally ordirect) and must be
moved directly in front of an oppo-
nent's piece. It all becomes obvious
when you see it.

All your possible options are display-
ed on the left of the board. Select the
piece you wish to move by pressing the
space bar until its border flashes.
Pressing RETURN selects the piece and
the space bar is then used to select the
move and RETURN pressed. To miss a
turn, press 0.

Mir

iREm***********************
2REM*** FOOTPRINTS ***
3REM*** BY ***
4REM*** PETER ROBINSON ***
SREM*** MCMLXIV ***
6REM***********************
7REM
BREM
9REM
109.50
20:12341256742868753784315635614617268184278523473527531786
30118244618435235671342567487157586382162433417216573828254
40167384561467318523174218543675826
508=*27FF0=(718)*256
55DIMXX8,YY8,MM8
56P=4$81;P.$210:38R#FE71;STY#90;RTS;11;P. 61.12

SOF.L=1T03
7000A=A+1;11.?A=CH"1"
80D0A=A+1;8=B+1;?8=(?A) 48
90U.A?1=13
100N.;8=42800
110CLEAR3;COLOUR1
WREN DRAW THE BOARD. IF YOU
112REM PREFER A' SQUARE GRID,
113REM THEN DELETE L.115.
1159.151
120F.A=0T012;C=A*7+6
130MOVE40,C;PLOT6,124,C
140MOVE(C1-34),6;PLOT6,C1-34),90
150N.
151COLGUR1
152MOVE2,5;DRAW36,5;DRAW36,91;DRAW2,91;DRAW2,5
155MOVE39,5;DRAW125,5;DRAW125,91;DRAW39,91;DRAW39,5
156COLOUR2
157MOVE0,3;DRAW127,3;DRAW127,93 DRAW0,93;DRAW0,3
158REN***DRAW BOARD COMPONENTS
160F.Y=0T011;F.X=0T011
170MOVE(X*7+42),(Y*7+8)
1808=6?(Y*12+X)
190608.(2000A-5*100)
200N.;N.
205RET1***SET UP PIECES**-*
210F.A=1T64;YYA=0;YY(A+4)=11
220R=A.R.7.12;IF (B7R)&120 6.220
230XXA=R;B?R=(B?R):120
235MOVE(XXA*7+41),7;COLOUR1
23660E3.3000
2408=1324-A.R.%12;IF (87R)&128 0.240
25013?R=(0?R);128;X7(A1-4)R-132
260MOVE7*XX(A+4)11-411,04
264COLOUR3
265608.3000
270N.
272REM
2731EM***PLAYER'S MOVE***
274REM
280H=O;F.A=1T04;T=YAf4/-.1
290NNA=M?(T*1.24-XX(A+4)))&158=NNA
=REM
295REM***SHOW THE PLAYER IT'S
297REM***POSSIBLE MOVES.
30000LOURO;F.21=0T07;MOVE(A*7)071-1-Z);DRAW (A*7 7) 071+2);N.
310MOVE(A*7),71;608.(2000+8*10(,)
320N.
325A=0
330A=A+1;IF A=5 A=1
340MOVE(41+7*XXA),(7+7*YYA)
350D0 COLOUR2;608.3000.
355WAIT;COLOUR1;608.3000
1!614AIT
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PROGRAM FILE
i 360LINK#8101. 2#80<>255

.:.,.70IF ?#80=0;00 LINK#81;U.24480<>0;0.330
3711E24,1,80=16 H=1;0.600
3721E2#80<7>130.350
37300 LINK#81;U.2#80<
3750=A0=-2
380A=A+1;IF A-2 A==--1
381fF A+XXO <0 A=A+1
382IF A+XXO >11 A=-1
385MOVE(41+7*(A+XX0)),(14+7* YO)
39000 COLOUR1;GOS.3000
400W4IT;COLOUR2;GOS.3000
410LINK#81;U. 24480<>255
4201F ?#80< >0; G . 430
4250=(B2(A+XX0+12*(1+YY0)))&128;IFT)=0;COLOURO;G.428
426E=0;DOE=E+1;U.(XXE=N+XXO AND YYE=1-1-YY0)OR E=8
427COLOUR1;IF E >4 COLOUR2
428G08.3000
42900 L1NK#81;U.2#80=255;6.380
4301F2#80=15;COLOURO;GOS.3000;0.325
440IF2#80,:: >13; G. 390
445COLOURO;008.3000
446N=A
450F=0;0=B2(N+XX0+12*(1+YY(:I))
4511F0&128=0;G.460
452E=0;00E=E+1;U.(XXE=N+XXO AND Y E,-1+YOR E=8
4S3COLOUR1; IF E>4 COLOUR2
454GOS.3000
460F.A=1T04;IFMMA=O;F=1
470N. ; IF F=0 P.$7;0.325
4900=XX012*YYO;B20=(8?0):128
490MOVE(XXO*7+41),(YYO*7+7);COLOURO
500609.3000
510XX0=N+XXO;YY0=1+YY0
5200=XX0+12*YY0020=(1320):128
530MOVE(XXO*7+41),(YYO*7+7);COLOUR1
535IFYY0=11 CLEARO;P.$7$767"YOU WIN.(YOU WERE LUCKY)" -;E

540605.3000
550REM
560REM***COMPUTER'S MO& **
570REM
600F.A=1T04;T=YYA+1
610MM(A+4)=(E2(T*12+XXA))&15;S=MM(A+4)
DUREN 611,612 WILL SHOW THE COMPUTER'S MOVES (UN REMMED
612REMCOLOURO;F.1=0T07;MOVE(A*7),(30+ZI;DRAW(A*7+7) (30+7) N.

613REMMOVE(A*7),30;GOS.(2000+S*100)
620N.;L=0
630F A=5TOO.F.C=-1T01
6401EXXA+C<0 OR XXA+C>11 6.800
6500=0+XXA+12*(YYA-1);F=0

411 660F.0=5T08;IF 820=MMD;F=1;0=A;0=C
670N. ; IF F=0 G. 800
680L=1
690REMO=A;G=C
800N.;N.;IFL<>0G.820

411 801IFH=0 P.$7;6.280
802F.A=1T0100;WAITO,
803CLEARO;P."" NEITHER OF US CAN MOVE, SO IT SEEMS A TRIFLE"
804P." FUTILE TO CARRY ON. DO YOU WISH TO START AGAIN?""
80500 LINK#81;11.2#80=57 OR 2#80=460E2#80=46 E.

41 806P."VERY WELL. WAIT A MINUTE,PLEASE.";F.A=1T0100;WAIT;N.;RUN 46

0200=(XX0+12*YYM;028=(8207:128
8300=(XX0+6+12*(YY0-1));18?0=(820):128
840MOVE(XXO*7+41),(YYO*7+7);COLOURO
85000S.3000

411 060XXO=G+XXO;YY0=YY0-1
870MOVE(XXO*7+41),(YYO*7+7) ;COLOUR2
880GO5.3000
890IFYY0=0;(3.1000
9000.280

0 1000REM
1010E.A=1T020;P.$7;N.
1020CLEARO;P.'""" ONCE"
1030P." AGAIN I PROVE THAT NO MERE HUMAN CAN MATCH MY"
1040P.'" INCREDIBLE ABILITIES.STAND IN AWE, BELITTLED "

1050P."HUMANITY!"'"";E.
2090REM
2092REM***TILE PLOTTING
2094REM***SUBROUTINES
2096REM
2100C0LOUR2;PLOT1,3
2110PLOT0,-3,0;PLOT1,3,-;R.
220000LOUR1;PLOT1,3,3
2210PLOT0,-3,0;PLOT1,3,-3;R.
230000LOUR2
2310PLOT1,3,0;PLOT1,0,3;PLOT1,- ,PLOT1,0, ....W.
240000LOUR1
2410PLOT1,3,0; in...ut 1 , o , 3; F. L...OT 1 , - , pLat 1. , o , - . ,; .

w 250000LOUR2;PLOT0,1,0
2510FLOT1,1,0;PLOTO,1,4;PLOT1,0,1;PLOTO,--1,1;PLOT1 -1,0
2520PLOT0,-1,-1;PLOT1,0,-1;R.
260000LO0R1;PLOT0,1,0
2610PLOT1,1,0;PLOT0,1,1;PLOT1,0,1;PLOTO,-1,1.PLOT1, 1,0

MICROMART

THE

ZENITH PC

AN EXCEPTIONAL
IBM CLONE

CdMpletely IBM-PC ccmpatible
better engineered

more reasonably priced.

128k,1x360k,monitor £1295
128k,2x360k,monitor £1495
320k,2x360k,monitor £1645
320k,1x360k,mon,10M Win £2695
For colour monitor add £ 245

For more information call us.

4 PriggMeadow, Ashburton, Devon a)/3 7DF

TEL. (0364)53499

WD SOFTWARE
Utilities for the OL

(£10 on microdrive)
This package offers single -key load-
ing, running or deletion of files, multi-
ple formatting of cartridges and auto
backup of files from one or more
cartridges to another with optional
over -writing of namesakes. In addi-
tion, a directory of 60+ files can be
viewed without screen overflow. Pro-
grammers' tool kit also included. Now
includes directory print-out and
"qprint" to print any or all files on a
cartridge with optional dated titles.
Owners of the earlier package can
update by sending our cartridge and
25p.

Available from

WD SOFTWARE
HILLTOP, ST. MARY, JERSEY, C.I.

Tel: (0534) 81392

SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE LIBRARY
VOLUME1-STATISTICSANDFITTINGFUNCTIONS
Mean, SD, normal distribution, partial expectation, Chauvenets
criterion, least squares fit to polynomial and arbitrary function,
repetitive least squares fits, covariance matrix, chi -squared statistic,
matrix inversion, solution of linear simultaneous equations.

VOLUME 2 - LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Reduction of a simplex tableau, integer programming, partial integer
programming, conversational linear programming system, least cost
mix problem.

VOLUME 3 - FURTHER STATISTICS
Ranking, qualities, frequency, correlation coefficient, T, chi -squared
and F distributions and their inverses, T test, chi -squared test,
Wilcoxson test, linear and multiple regression, ANOVA 1 -way and
2 -way.

VOLUME 4 - TRANSFORMATIONS AND SORTING ALGORITHMS
Fourier and Fast Fourier transforms, numerical integration and
differentiation, harmonic analysis, interpolation, coordinate trans-
formations. Exchange sort, Quicksort, Shellsod, Tree sort.
All routines are written in BASIC for easy implementation on any
machine.
Machine readable source code £75 + VAT per volume (Most disk
formats + OL microdrive now available)
Manuals including full source listings with implementation notes and
documentation En per volume

CP/M TO DEC FILE TRANSFER
Software to read and write RT-11 format RX01 diskettes under CP/M.
Supplied on 8" SSSD diskette - £25 + VAT

SINCLAIR DL TERMINAL EMULATOR
Allows the SINCLAIR IL to act as a terminal to connect to other
micros, bulletin boards and mainframes - £25 + VAT

Write or phone for further information on any of our products.

MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD.
57, Station Road, Southwater

Horsham, W. Sussex RH13 7H0
Telephone: 0403 731818
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PROGRAM FILEMICROMART
rarrin mom* mirnri mmulituw 11_1_111nuw Iwo-
DISKS - SAVE ££££Es

CDC 5' PER BOX Total Inc

p&p & VAT

SS/ DD £10.90 £13.20

3M 51/4"
SS DD £13.90 £16.60
DS/DD £19.30 £22.75
SS/OD £19.95 £23.50
DS/OD £23.50 £27.60

MAXELL 3' ..

SS/ DD £34.25 £40.10
DS DD £54.00 £62.80

DISK STORAGE
10x51/4" SEE 10 £1.95 £2.60
40 x 51/4" ABA Lock -lid £13.50 £17.50
90x51/4' ABA Lock -lid £16.50 £21.30
60 x 31/s" ABA Lock -lid £17.00 £21.60

Ring us for equally incredible prices on:
RIBBONS. LISTING PAPER, 8" DISKS, LABELS.

ACOUSTIC HOODS, FIRE SAFES, ETC

Cheques payable to MICRO MEDIA
Rydal Mount, Baker Street, Potters Bar

Reds EN6 2BP

Tel: 0707 52698
mir-1-1 rcro_ilrstrrin rar nin

-1 so KU I li-LIN 1 10...1\LI I ILI

MICRO ARTS
- THE ONLY ONE -

Micro Arts is a micro computer art forum that
publishes a magazine and software. It is aimed at the
average user rather than the professional and intends
to promote interest in new areas within an increasingly
predictable micro market. Topics covered include
graphics, music, literature, interactional programs
etc.

Anything can happen in the world of Micro Arts!
Eight colourful animations

Free magazine with all software
SOFTWARE: Spectrum 48k, MAI: 'Abstract Originals - Full
Menu Control, Open Listing - £3.00.
MA2: Various Unusual Events; 6 Tantalising Provocations
incl. Money -work System; Carry on Computing,' Dada
£2.50.
BBC MODEL 'B', MA3: Martin Rootes - Vol 1; 6 Graphic
Animation Programs incl. Mondrian, Pic -swap - £3.00.
MAGAZINE: ISSUE ONE: Language - What is Computer Art;
Language as Virus; Electric Beowulf; Micro Music; Film and
Video; Glossary, Photo Pages; more.
ISSUE TWO: "Sextech" - Sensuality and Technology; Prog-
rammer as Onanist; Micro Music; Systems Music; The Random
Soul; more.
Mags 90p each incl. Postage

QL
FILE MANAGER: Shows a combined, sorted and
colour coded directory of any one or two drives.
Simplified load, save, copy, delete, format and inspect.

Powerful wild cards permit editing of categories of file
name in one instruction, e.g. copy all files earlier than
given date, appending "-bak" to the name.

FONT EDITOR: QL windows have 2 fonts. Either can be

edited, changed in scope (e.g. chars below code 31),
and saved. Includes new Super Basic command to
switch fonts. Rapid and simple editing, display full font

+ user specified text.

FREE OFFER! Graphics effects demo, 15 minutes
long, included with every purchase! Treasury of effects!

Either program El 0 inclusive

both El 6 inclusive

SAE for details from:-
SALTIGRADE SOFTWARE

31 ROYAL TERRACE, EDINBURGH EH7 5AH

2620P1.01-1,-1;PLOT1,-,.-1R.
270000LOUR2 ; PLOT 0 , 1 , 0
271 OPLOT 1 , 1 , 3; PLO1"0 , :I. , -2; PLO- I 1 , -5 , 1 ; R .

f

280000LOURT;PLOTO,1,0 

2810PLOT1,1,3;PLOT0,1, --n;Ft.cal,--3 I;R.
2990REM
2792REH***DRAW A PIECE
3000PLOT1,5,0;PLOTI,0,5;PLOT1,- );RI....0T1,1 `-,4.
4095**41**********************
4096** PETER ROBINSON 19E34 *
4097**************-****-******

. . 1199 Submarine Hunt
.04.:04

by Steve Hunt

Although the idea of a zap -'em- submarines as possible without being
submarine hunt program is not the destroyed in the process.
most original, this one runs on the You are in control of a helicopter
unexpanded T199 and makes excep- above the sea and your mission is to
tionally good use of its sound and drop bombs on the submarines below.
graphic capabilities. The game is joystick -controlled and has

The objective is to destroy as many three skill levels.
- w

10 REM
20 REM * *

30 REM * SUBMARINE HUNT
40 REM *

50 REM * AUTHOR: SHUNT *

60 REM *

70 REM ************.****40

80 REM
90 REM
100 RANDOMIZE
110 CALL CLEAR
120 CALL SCREEN ( 15 )

REM
130

140 REM DEFINE GRAPHICS
150 REM
160 CALL CHAR(40,"0000000000000303")
170 CALL CHAR(41,"000000000000C0C0")
180 CALL CHAR(42,"C000000000000000")
190 CALL CHAR(43,"0303000000000000") 0

200 CALL CHAR(44,"00000000000OFFFF")
210 CALL CHAR(45,"FFFF000000000000")
220 CALL CHAR(46,"0303030303030303")
230 CALL CHAR(47,"COCOCOCOCOCOCOCO")
240 FOR N=1 TO 8

250 CALL COLOR (N , 2,1 )

260 NEXT N
270 CALL CHAR ( 96, "0000000000000000" )
280 CALL cHAR(97,"003F44c43E0F0706")
290 CALL cHAR(98,"0000001010101010")
300 CALL CHAR(99,"00080808081C2400") e

310 CALL COLOR(9,2,8)
320 CALL CHAR(109,"0008081Co8080000")
33o CALL cHAR(104,"0000000000000000")
340 CALL CHAR ( 105, "003F44C43E0F0706" )

350 CALL CHAR(106,"000404000CFFFF7E")
360 CALL CHAR(107,"0000003C3C000000")
370 CALL CHAR(108,"00080808081C2400")
380 CALL COLOR(10,2,13)
390 REM

400 REM SEA ON SKY
410 RFm
420 CALL cHAR(112,"000008002002061F")
430 CALL CHAR(113,"0000100004406018")
440 CALL CHAR(114,"099FFFFFFEFFEFFF")
450 CALL cOLOR(11,13,8)
460 REM
470 REM DRAW FRAME
480 REM
490 CALL HCHAR(1,3,40)

CALL HCHAR(1,30,41) 500

510 CALL HCHAR(22,30,42)
520 CALL HCHAR(22,3,43)
530 CALL HCHAR(1,4,44,26)
540 CALL HCHAR(22,4,45,26)
550 CALL VCHAR(2,3,1+6,20)
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PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
560 CALL VCHAR(2,30,47,20)
570 REM
580 REM DRAW SEA & SKY
590 REM
600 FOR N=2 TO 11
610 CALL HcHAR(N,4,96,26)
620 CALL HcHAR(N+10,4,104,26)
630 NEXT N
640 CALL HcHAR(12,4,114,26)
650 REM
660 REM DRAW COPTERS & SUBS

REM 670

680 FOR N=1 TO 10
690 R=2+INT(RND!9)
700 C=4+INT(RND*26)
710 CALL HCHAR(R,C,97)
720 NEXT N
730 FOR N=1 TO 6
740 R=13+1NT(RND*9)
750 c=4+INT(RND*26)
760 CALL HCHAR(R,C,106)
770 NEXT N
780 REM
790 REM MUSIC & TITLES

REM 800

810 GOSUB 3770
820 CALL HcHAR(23,10,32,2)
830 CALL HcHAR(23,28,32,2)
840 FOR N=4 TO 8
850 CALL HCHAR(N,7,32,20)
860 NEXT N
870 A$=" #SUBMARINE HUNT #t"
88o R=5
890 C=7
900 GOSUB 3490
910 V=5
920 D=300

930GOSUB 3560
940 A$." CHECK ALPHALOCK UP"

R=7 e
950

960 GOSUB 3490
970 GOSUB 3560
980 A$=" SKILL LEVEL? 1 2 3"
990 GOSUB 3490
1000 GOSUB 3560
1010 CALL KEY(O,K,S)
1020 IF S=0 THEN 1010
1030 IF (K<49)+(K,51)=0 THEN 1o6o
1040 CALL SOUND(200,110,0)
1050 GOTO 1010
1060 CALL SOUND(200,1000,0)
1070 SK=51-K
1080 A$.="BUOYS"
1090 R=23
1100 C=4 o

1200 GOSUB 3490
1120 A$="DEPTH CHARGES"
1130 C=15
1140 GOSUB 3490
1150 BY=15
1160 DC=5
1170 GOSUB 3690

4,

1180 CALL HCHAR(23,29,DC+48)
1190 REM
1200 REM POSITION SUB
1210 REM
1220 SR=2+INT(RND*20)
1230 SC=4+INT(RND*26)
1240 SD=1+INT(RND*9)
1250 SRD=1
1260 IF SR<12 THEN 1280
1270 SRD=-1
1280 SCD=1
1290 IF SC<16 THEN 1340
1300 SCD=-1
1310 REM
1320 REM POSITION COPTER
1330 REM
1340 HR=2+INT(RND*20)
1350 HC=4+INT(RND*26)

MODULA-2 & ADA
We offer Europe's largest selection
of Modula-2 and Ada subset compilers

for microcomputers.

MODULA-2 COMPILERS

Mcdula Corp (MS-E0S,Apple)
JRT (CP/M-80)
Volition (various)
Logitech (MS-Dos,CP/M-86)

£ 80

£ 95
fran £ 265

 380

ADA (subset) COMPILERS

Augusta (CP/M-80) 80
Supersoft (CP/M-80) 155

Janus (CP/M-80, -86,MS-DOS) from £ 265
Telesoft (IBM PC -XT) £2500

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.

For more information call us.

4 Prigg Meadow. Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF
TEL. (0364)53499

THE CRACKER -
* Find out why this is the best spreadsheet
CP/M Z80 PC -DOS
CP/M 86 MS-DOS

£100 + £2 P&P + VAT
TRANSLATOR -
Z80 to 8086/88

* Single pass
* Will handle very large files
CP/M Z80 PC -DOS
CP/M 86 MS-DOS

£80 + VAT
DISASSEMBLER - Z80

Dissassembler- 8088/86
Disk based
Labelling
Cross-reference table
Data areas ready for re -assembly
Will cope with large programs
Also 8080/8085 to Z80 opcodes

CP/M Z80 £60 + VAT
CP/M 86, PCDOS, MSDOS,

£80 + VAT
Software Technology

Limited
PO BOX 724, BIRMINGHAM B15 3HQ

TEL: 021 454 3330

STOCK CLEARANCE
BARGAINS

SIRIUS TWIN FLOPPY (Single -sided) £1,536
SIRIUS TWIN FLOPPY (Double -sided) £1,885
SIRIUS SX (10mb hard disk) £2,795
APRICOT PC TWIN FLOPPY (Single -sided) inc
9" monitor £1,345
APRICOT XI 5mb plus 315k floppy inc 9"
monitor £1,995
APRICOT XI 10mb plus 720k floppy inc 9"
monitor £2,396
SANYO MBC 555 Twin 160k disks inc green
monitor £957
COMPAC TWIN 320k disk inc integral 9"
monitor £1,750

ALL PRICES EXCLUDING VAT
LOW DELIVERY CHARGES

ALLIANCE COMPUTERS LTD
BROOKFIELD INDUSTRIAL PARK

1210 LINCOLN ROAD
PETERBOROUGH PE4 6LA

Tel: 0733 77100
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
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PROGRAM FILEMICROMART
KINGSLEY
ENTERPRISES

Organise your Ides on
CenTech Colour

discs

Specialists in all kinds of floppy diskettes

MAIL ORDER ONLY - ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT (i(' 15%
Diskette Prices per bee of 10 1 hoe 24 5-9 10+

HITACHI SS/DD 96 44.38 39.94 38.83 37.72

3.5" SONY SS/DD 96 36.00 34.31 33.36 32.41

5.25" BASF

OS/DD 96
SS/SD 48

50.00
13.13

45E0 43.75
11.81 11.48

42.50
11.16

5S/DO 48
DS/DO 48

16.25
19.38

14E3 14.22
1744 1605

13.81
16.47

SD/00 96
OS/OD 96

20.63
23.75

18.56 1805
21.38 20.78

17.53
20.19

5.25" CENTECH SS/CID 48 18.29 16.46 16.00 15.54
00/00 48
SS/013 96

24.25
24.25

21.83 21.22
21.83 21.22

20.61
20.61

DS/DD 96 32.06 28.86 2805 27.25

5.25" CUMANA DS/DO 96 16.25 14.63 14.22 1302
5.25" DYSAN SD/DO 48

DS/00 48
18.13
2E50

16.31 15.86
23.85 23.19

15.41
22.53

05/00 96
00/01) 96

26.50
33E3

23.85 23.19
30.26 29.42

22.53
28.58

5.25" NASHUA SS/SD 48 14.00 12.60 12.25 11.90
SS/DD 48
05/00 48

14.87
17.75

13.39 13.02
1E98 15.53

12.64
15.09

SS/01) 96
DS/DD 96

18.63
20.63

1636 16.30
18.56 18.05

1E83
17.53

5.25" SCOTCH -3M SSW 48 1E63 14.06 13.67 13.28
DS/130 48
SS/DO 96

19.38
2313

17.44 16.95
20.81 20.23

16.47
19.66

DS/DD 96 25.00 22.50 21 88 21.25
0', hard sector and pre-formatled diskettes available

20-30% Discounts on Software - Sample Software Prices (IBM PC),

ATI Load 8 Learn £45 CIS Cobol 86 0490 MS -Project 0180

Framework 0321
Friday £135

Lotus 1-2.3
Symphony

C285
£415

MS -Pascal
Multimate

£125
C230

dBasell £245 Wordstar Prof. C280 Open Access C330

dBaselll C321 MS -Chart 0180 Supercalc 3 £225

KINGSLEY ENTERPRISES
thee."' the following Postage

O
87 Whitefield Road

Diskette

Tel Stockton Heath 1 Box FREE, 2,1
RDER,-

Bores £1.00,

0925 64207 Warrington 5-9 Boxes C2.00, F2.50 per 10 Boxes

WA4 6610 Please ADD £5 Postage per Software ORDER
Prices correct at time of going to Press

BRITAIN'S BEST S/W PRICES?
Discount

Price
Discount

Price
WordStar 190 DBase II 235
Superwriter 195 DBase III 345
Lotus 1-2-3 285 Open Access 345
SuperCalc II 135 Symphony 445
SuperCalc III 210 Cardbox 105
Spellbinder 240 Friday' 135
Framework 325 OZ Management 250

* WordStar professional - now only E270!
to better any other advertised price in this

issue, please call.

* Please call for anything not listed above.
* All goods will normally be delivered within two working days.

* Please state micro type, operating system and disc format
when ordering.

* Please enclose cheque with order where possible including
£4 p&p + 15% VAT.

* We supply government, local authorities etc . . on receipt
of official orders.

* All prices subject to change at any time.

MICROSTAR SOFTWARE
106 LONDON ROAD
LEICESTER LE2 00S

Telephone: (0533) 544601

BLANK CASSETTES
Guaranteed top quality computer/audio cassettes
at great budget prices.
Packed in boxes of 10 with labels, inlay
cards and library case.
Prices include VAT, post and acking.
0C5) £3.35 0 C30 £4.70
0 C10 £3.40 0 C60 £5.30
0 C12 £3.45 0 C90 £7.00
O C15£3.75
B SFFLOPPY DISKS
Prices of boxes of 10
0 51/4 S ngle side/Double density £19.95
D 51/4 Double side/Double density £21.85
0 51/4 Double side/Quad density £28.75
MICRO FLEXI DISKS
Price per unit
O 31/2 Single side £4.00 each
0 31/2 Double side £4.75 each
Indicate quantity of each product required in boxes.
Free delivery UK only.
Cheque/PO Enclosed fore

NAME

ADDRESS

PROPESSIOn RL
MAGIETICS LTD

Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Road, Leeds LS10 3YY
FREEPOST Tel: (0532) 706066 PCW/1/85

1360 IF SQR((1R-SR)*(HR-SR)+(HC-SC)*(HC-SC))<5 THEN 1340
1370 REM
1380 REM PLAN VIEW
1390 REM
1400 FOR N=2 TO 21
1410 CALL HCHAR(N,4,104,26)
1420 NEXT N
1430 CALL HCHAR(HR,HC,105)
1440 REM
1450 REM MAIN POLLING LOOP
1460 CALL JOYST(1,X,Y)
1470 IF (X<>0)+(Y<>0)<>0 THEN 1680
1480 CALL KEY(1,K,S)
1490 IF S<>0 THEN 1550
1500 CALL KEY(0,K,S)
1510 IF S=0 THEN 1460
1520 IF (K<49)+(K>57)=0 THEN 2150
1530 CALL SOUND(200,110,0)
1540 GOTO 1460
1550 IF K<>1$ THEN 1500
1560 IF BY=O THEN 1500
1570 D=1+300*SQR((HR-SR)*(HR-SR)+(HC-SC)*(EC-SC))
1580 V=SD*2.2
1590 GOSUB 3560

BY=BY-1
1610 IF 14,<>0 THEN 1630
1620 CALL SOUND(100,110,0)
1630 GOSUB 3690
1640 GOTO 1460
1650 REM
1660 REM MOVE COPTER
1670 REM
1680 HRT=HR-Y/4
1690 HCT=HC+X/4
1700 CALL GCHAR(HRT,HCT,Z)
1710 IF Z<48 THEN 1460
1720 CALL HCHAR(HR,HC,104)

CALL HCHAR(HRT,HCT,105)
1740 HR=HRT
1750 HC=HCT
1760 IF (RND*2)<SK THEN 1460
1770 REM
1780 REM MOVE SUB
1790 REM
1800 SRT=SR+SRD
1810 SCT=SC+SCD
1820 CALL GCHAR(SRT,SCT,Z)
1830 IF 5<48 THEN 1910
1840 SR=SRT
1850 SC=SCT
1860 IF (RND*20)<SK+18) THEN 1460
1870 CALL HCHAR(SR,SC,109)
1880 CALL souND(50,2000,7)
1890 CALL HCHAR(SR,SC,Z)
1900 GOTO 1460
1910 ON (Z_39)GOTO 1920,1950,1980,2010,2040,2060,2080,2100
1920 SRD=1
1930. SCD=1
1940 GOTO 1900
1950 SRD=1
1960 SCD=-1

GOTO 1900
1980 SRD=-1
1990 SCD=-1
2000 GOTO 1900
2010 SRD=-1
2020 SCD=1
2030 GOTO 1900
2040 SRD=1
2050 GOTO 1900
2060 SRD=-1
2070 GOTO 1900
2080 SCD=1
2090 GOTO 1900

SCD=-1
2110 GOTO 1900
212o REM
2130 REM SIDE VIEW
2140 REM
2150 CALL SOUND(200,1000,0)

1600

1730

1970

2100
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PROGRAM FILE
2160 DC=DC-1
2170 CALL HCHAR(23,29,DC+48)
2180 CALL ECHAR(HR,HC,104)
2190 FOR N=2 TO 11
2200 CALL HCHAR(N,4,96,26)
2210 NEXT N
2220 CALL HCHAR(12,4,114,26)
2230 CALL HCHAR(3,HC,97)
2240 REM
2250 REM DC IN SKY
2260 REM
2270 CALL HCHAR(4,HC,98)
2280 FOR N=15 TO 36
2290 CALL ECEAR(N/3-1,HC,96)
2300 CALL HCHAR(N/3,HC,98)
2310 CALL SOUND(-800,(85-N)*25,10)
2320 NEXT N
2330 CALL SOUND( -300,-7,15)
2340 CALL GCHAR(11,HC-1,Z)
2350 IF Z<48 THEN 2370
2360 CALL HCHAR(11,HC-1,112)
2370 CALL GCHAR(11,HC+1,Z)
2380 IF Z<48 THEN 2400
2390 CALL HCHAR(11,HC+1,113)
2400 CALL ECEAR(11,4,96,26)
2410 CALL ECEAR(12,HC,114)
2420 REM
2430 REM DC IN SEA
2440 REM
2450 FOR N=13 TO (K_36)
2460 CALL HCEAR(N,HC,107)
2470 CALL HCEAR(N-1,HC,104)
2480 D.10
2490 V=27
2500 W=(23-N)*100
2510 GOSUB 3570
2520 NEXT N
2530 CALL HCHAR(12,4,114,26)
2540 REM
2550 REM HIT?
2560 REM
2570 IF (ABS(ER-SR)>1)+(ABS(HC-SC)>1).0 THEN 2830
2580 CALL SOUND(500,110,0)
2590 IF DC>0 THEN 1400
2600 CALL SOUND(750,147,0)
2610 A$." NO DEPTH CHARGES"
2620 REM
2630 FOR N.4 TO 8
2640 CALL HCHAR(N,7,32,20)
2650 NEXT N
2660 REM
2670 R=5
2680 C=7
2690 GOSUB 3490
2700 A$=" PLAY AGAIN? Y OR N"
2710 R=7
2720 GOSUB 3490
2730 CALL KEY(0,K,S)
2740 IF S=0 THEN 2730
2750 IF (K.89)+(K.121)=0 THEN 2780
2760 CALL SOULD(200,1000,0)
2770 GOTO 820
2780 IF (K.78)+(K.110)<70 THEN 2810
2790 CALL SOUNL(200,110,0)
2800 GOTO 2730
2810 CALL SOUND(200,1000,0)
2820 STOP
2830 IF ABS((K-48)-SD)<=1 THEN 3270
2840 IP (R1D*2)<1 THEN 2580
2850 CALL HCHAR(N-1,EC,104)
2860 CALL HCHAR(SD+12,HC,106)
2870 CALL HCHAR(SD+11,HC,108)
2880 FOR N=(SD+10) TO 12 STEP -1
2890 CALL HCHAR(N+1,HC,104)
2900 CALL ECHAR(N,HC,108)
2910 CALL SOUND(300,-8,7,200,30,200,30,(32-N)*100,30)
2920 NEXT N
2930 REM
2940 REM ROCKET IN SKY
2950 REM

MICROMART

BRAIN
SURGEONS

Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd. are
specialists in the repair and service of the
Superbrain and associated peripherals.
We offer a fast on -site nationwide service
or alternative repairs can be carried out at
our workshops should you wish to bring
your machine in to us.
Maintenance contracts are available at
very competitive prices.
We also specialise in the repair of Com-
modore, Apple, IBM Apricot, Osborne and
Sirius.

Trade enquiries welcome
For further information telephone or write
to:-

Mr. D. Wilkinson
Anita House,

15 Clerkenwell Close,
London EC1R OAD
Tel: 01-253 2444

PROGRAMME TUNING
KIT

to achieve maximum
performance!

The Programme Tuning Kit produces
a listing of the subroutines of your
programme by percentage C P U
utilisation.You can spot the bottlenecks,
deal with them and your system will
go faster ! Suitable for programmes written
in FORTRAN, C or ASSEMBLER
under MSDOS/PCDOS. £175 plus VAT

rpoiamisf.p l .
i

9, Market Place, Hadleigh,Suffolk.
Tel (0473) 82 2452

COMMODORE
2001.3000
4000.8000

We have the world's largest selection of software for
the PET/CBM range. We supply to schools, universi-
ties, large and small companies, government depart-
ments, and of course home users.
We also manufacture add-on boards and plug-in chips
that can make your computer more powerful - the
most popular add-ons are our high resolution graphics
boards which give your PET better resolution than an
Apple!
IF YOU OWN OR USE A PET/CBM COMPUTER WRITE
OR PHONE FOR A FREE CATALOGUE. By the way, we
also offer software for the Commodore 64

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone,

Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

PCW 247
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PROGRAM FILE
3890 DATA 3,392,262,1,440,262,4,392,262
3900 DATA 2,440.,349,1,440,349,1,494,392,2,523,392,1,494,392,1,523,392
3910 DATA 4,587,392,4,392,247
3920 REM
3930 REM SOS MORSE
3940 REM
3950 RESTORE 4020
3960 FOR N=1 TO 9
3970 READ P,Q
3980 CALL SOUND;P*100,800,0)
3990 CALL SOUND(Q.100,40000,30)
4000 NEXT N
4010 RETURN
4020 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,3,3,1,3,1,3,3,1,1,1,1,1,1
4030 REM
4040 REM VICTORY
4050 REM
4060 RESTORE 4120
4070 FOR 1,1=1 TO 4
4080 READ P,L
4090 CALL SOUND(P*300,2*L,0)
4100 NEXT N
4110 RETURN
4120 DATA 1,262,1,262,1,262,4,208

QL Screendump
by Eric Hepburn

This short utility for the Sinclair QL will parallel printer interface.
load a picture from a microdrive car- The program is fully annotated and
tridge onto the screen and print it on a should be easy to convert to any other
Seikosha GP -80 printer, by way of the printer with a graphics option.

100 REMark
110 REMark SCREEN DUMP PROGRAM FOR SINCLAIR GL

120 REMark

130 REMark AND

REMark 140

150 REMark SEIKOSHA GP -80 GRAPHICS PRINTER.

160 REMark
170 REMark. BY

180 REMark
190 REMark ERIC HEPBIJRN (1984)

200 REMark
210 init
220 REMark SET UP LINE COUNT
230 FOR c=0 TO 35
240 count=0

250 REMark SET UP LINE START
260 1ine_start=start+(mult2*c) x=-1

270 FOR segment=0 TO 59
280 REMark SET UP SEGMENT START
290 seg_start=line_start+(segment*2)
300 REMark. SCAN FIRST BLOCK

310 FOR b=seg_start TO seg_start+mult1 STEP 128
320 REMark. GET SCREEN. PIXEL INFORMATION

bytea=PEEK(b),b9teb=PEEK(b+1)
340 REMark BITWISE OR DATA TO PRODUCE LOGICAL DATA

word=bytea H b!gteb

330

350

360 x=x.+1

370 REMark CONVERT BYTE TO BINARY STRING
380 FOR e=1 TO 8
390 result1=INT(word/2)
400 bing=word-(result1+result1)
410 temPS(e)=bin$
420 word=resiAtl
430 END FOR e
440 REMark STORE STRING IN PRINTOUT ARRAY
450 a$00=temP$
460 END FOR b
470 x=-1

480 REMark. ASSEMBLE PRINTER OUTPUT CHARACTER

490 FOR f=8 TO 1 STEP -1

500 char=128
0

510 FOR 9=0 TO 6

MICROMART
256 COLOURS FOR YOUR BBC MICRO!!

The Colour Expander is probably the most exciting and useful
peripheral you could ever get for your BBC Model B. It
replaces the eight boring colours on the BBC with a selection
of eight from 256. Every colour you could ever want is there:
silvery greys, shades of brown, pinks, golds, subtle aquamar-
ines, warm oranges . . . Everything.

Applications are almost unlimited. The most spectacular
computer art is possible, 3D graphics using true shading
techniques, fabulous games, business graphics enhancement,
education etc.
The Colour Expander is a unique device which will make all
the difference to your BBC graphics. It is compatible with
most RGB monitors and is extremely easy to use. A software
cassette with demonstration and utility programs is included.
The Colour Expander costs a mere £85 + (VAT + P&P) =
£99.75. Send an SAE for more details if required. The Colour
Expander is also available as a module for OEM and scientific
use. 5 INCH PORTABLE MONITOR
The famous Hiltec portable monitor with 5" monochrome
CRT is ideal for computing on the move, portable business
computing, home and professional video or any application
where a really compact, lightweight, low power monitor is
needed. It measures just 180mm x 105mm x 230mm and
will run off mains or from batteries in its integral battery
compartment. This unique product costs just £92 + (VAT +
P&P) = £108.60.

Both of these amazing, unique products are available only from:

HILTEC ELECTRONICS LTD
7Airlie Gardens, Campden Hill Road, London W8 7AJ

Tel: 01-727 5956 or 07987-316
Please allow 28 days for delivery. N fail Order on h

smARTWORK
Circuit Board Design
Without The Tedium

smARTWORK let you create and revise Printed
Circuit Board artwork on your IBM PC or
compatible £895.00 + VAT.

Complete PCB design starter systems, includ-
ing SAM computer, FX 100 printer, from
£3995.00 + VAT.

** SPECIAL OFFER **
10% introductory discount for limited period only.

MY WORD
Wordstar compatible editor for the IBM PC.
Many additional features including a calculator
for an incredible £49.95 + VAT.

CONGUIN SOFTWARE
14 GOODWOOD CLOSE, MORDEN, SURREY SM2 SAW

Tel: 0524 381423 No callers please

SAVE UP TO £1200 ON OUR

SANYO BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Exclusive of VAT

We provide a free maintenance contract for one year on all

Sanyo computers bought from us. This only applies in

Bedfordshire and surrounding counties.
Please ask for FREE information leaflet regarding Sanyo
software, hardware and other service facilities.

ZEDEM COMPUTER LTD
2 Kimbolton Road, Bedford

Tel: (0234) 213645

PC W249



MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

BASIC COMPILER
For the BBC Micro

Now supports around 90 key words
Turns Basic programs into really fast
machine code. It is very easy to use

and comes complete with full
instructions. Suitable for the Model

B or Model A with 32K

CASSETTE £17.95
DISK £19.95

Enquire at your local computer store
or order direct (Post FREE) from:-

A.C.K. DATA
PCW Dept

21 Salcombe Drive
Redhill

Nottingham NG5 8JF
Tel: (0602) 262498

Dealer enquiries welcome

MiTEC MAIL
Books * Training Aids Games BY MAIL ORDER

BOOKS including' Price ina PAP
Inside the IBM PC (optional SW extra) £19.45
IBM PC and XT assembley Lang. (SW extra) £19.95
The 8086 Book: include the 8088 £20.45
Framework: A prog. ret. guide £19.95
dBase II users guide £15.85
WordStar made easy £15.60
SuperCalc, the book £19.95
Multiplan models for business £14.95
Using 1-2-3 £14.95
Accounting with 1-2-3 £21.45
Using symphony £18.40
C Programmers Library £19.45
CP,M word processing £16.00
Implementation of prolog £16.95
Getting to know your Sirius/Apricot £14.50
Beneath Apple DOS £18.55
The Art of programming (3 vol)

INTERACTIVE TRAINING AIDS
e.g. CDEX training for the IBMPCTa,MordStar £60.50
API for CPiM: dBasell: Super Calc £65.00

RECREATIONAL SOFTWARE including
Flight Simulator Chess Learning Bridge Millionaire : Zork : Night

Mission Pinball*** *** ***
Prices correct at time of going to press. Please add 15% VAT on all
software. All prices including post and packing for the UK. Current

lists available on request. Cheque or Visa/Access to:

MiTec Mail, Dept PCW
Ell15 Sandy Lane, Hightown, Liverpool
L38 3RP UK Tel: 051 929 2764

Don't be confused get

EXPERT
ADVICE

Why wait for the next seminar to unravel the
mysteries of business computer systems for
you!

R & D SOFTWARE
Can help you with any or all of the following:

* IMPARTIAL ADVICE
* SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
* BESPOKE PROGRAMMING
* HARDWARE ACQUISTION
* INSTALLATION AND TRAINING
* SYSTEM SUPPORT
* MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS ARRANGED

We can tackle anything . . . so call us on

HOLYWELL (0352) 712807
Or write to

R & D SOFTWARE,
5 FFORDD AELWYD,
HOLYWELL, CLWYD

520 t. est..$=,31( ..i )

530 char=char+( testV f )$:2^v)

540 END FOR

550 rount=rourit+1

560 REMark CHANGE TO NEXT PRINTER LINE
570 IF rount=472 THEN PRINT #5:EXIT segment

580 REMark OUTPUT CHARACTER TO PRINTER

590 PRINT #5,CHR.$<chr):
600 END FOR f'

610 END FOR segment
620 END FOR c
On DEFine PRnCedure init
640 CLP#0:rLS#1:CLS#2
650 wAlt1=768:mult2=896
660 start=131078:REMark SCAN START ADDRESS

670DIM a$(7,8):REMark BINARY ARRAY SETUP
AAn INPUT "ENTER OUTPUT SERIAL CHANNEL
--

(eg .,..er2r1":eiln$

690 OPEN #5,rh3.nE,HREMark OPEN I/O CHANNEL

700 BAUD 9E00
710 MODE 4

720 INPUT "ENTER FILE NAME OF PICTUPE FILE,
(eg mdvl_graPh_Pic)",file$

e
73n LBYTES Ciles,131072
740 PRINT #5,CHR$(8):REMart, SET PRINTER TO GRAPHICS

MODE
750temP$="00000000"

760 END DEFine init

000

Spectrum Qix
by Y Yu

This game for both the 16 and 48k patrolling the border and a Qix moving
Spectrum is a version of the popular randomly in the unclaimed area. Con-
arcade game Qix. For those of you tact with either the sparkles or the Qix is
unfamiliar with the arcade game, the fatal!
idea is to capture as much of the screen To control your player use the cursor
as possible without being killed. This is control keys. The game contains no
done by moving your player to section user -defined graphics, so it should
off areas of the screen. To stop you in cause no problems to type in, although
this task there are a number of sparkles it's a tight fit on 16k machines.

REM 2
3 REM ***********************
4 REM * *
5 REM * SPECTRUM iJIX

*
6 REM * *

7 REM * 1904 *
8 REM ***********************
9 REM 0
10 REM PROGRAM SIX
20 CLEAR 32476

: GO SUB 5000 : REM INITIALIZATION
25 LET CO=

: LET L=2 : LET SCN=0
30 GO SUB 3000

: REM SCREENO
40 GO SUB 2000 : REM UPDATE STATUS 0
50 GO SUB 1000

: REM MOVE_SFlAKE
60 GO SUB 2000
70 GO SUB 1500 : REM MOVE_o
90 GO SUB 2100

: REM MOVE_*1
95 GO SUB 2200

: REM MOVE *2
100 IF L<1 THEN LET C=C+A : GO TO 140
110 IF A > 500 THEN LET C=C+A: FOR I=1 TO 200 NEXT I :

TO 30 GO

120 GO TO 40
140 GO TO 6000: REM PRINT_SCORE
160 REM END
997 REM

250 PCW



PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
998 REM *** MOVE_SNAKE ***
999 REM
1000 LET XOLD=X1 LET YOLD=Y1 IF S=1 THEN GO ,SUB 1100 :

GO TO 1010
1005 LET NN=N LET N=2/H : GO SUB 1100 : LET N=NN
1010 IF X1=X2 AND se1=Y2 THEN LET X1=XOLD+(ABS H=1)*2*H

LET Y1=YOLD+(ABS H=2)*H
1030 LET YNEW=INT ((175-Y1)/8) : LET XNEW=INT (X1/8)
1040 LET STATUS=ATTR (YNEW,XNEW)
1045 IF STATUS=48 OR STATUS=32 THEN GO TO 1070
1050 PLOT INVERSE 1;X5,Y5 : DRAW INVERSE 1;

X4-X5,Y4-Y5 : LET X5=X4 : LET X4=X3 :

LET X3=X2 : LET X2=XOLD : LET Y5=Y4 :

LET Y4=Y3 : LET Y3=Y2 : LET Y2=YOLD : PLOT INK 1; X2,Y2
DRAW INK 1; X1-X2,Y1-Y2

1060 IF STATUS=16 THEN GO SUB 1200
1062 LET XM=XNEW+(ABS H=2)*H/2 : LET YM=YM-(ABS H=1)*H
1063 IF ATTR (YM,XM)=16 THEN GO SUB 1200
1065 RETURN
1070 LET X1=X5 : LET X5=XOLD : LET Y1=Y5 : LET Y5=YOLD

LET XOLD=X2 : LET YOLD=Y2 : LET X2=X4 : LET Y2=Y4
LET X4=XOLD : LET Y4=YOLD : LET H=2/H

1080 RETURN
1097 REM
1098 REM *** X1Y1 ***
1099 REM
1100 IF SCN>3 OR RND*(A+5256)>200 THEN GO TO 1105
1101 LET K=RND : LET K1=(4.0-. 75) : LET K2=SGN (.875-K)*K1
1102 LET X1=X1+(ABS H=2)*6*H*(NOT K1)+

(ABS H=1)*12*K2: LET Y1=Y1+
(ABS H=2)*12*K2+(ABS H=1)*12*H*(NOT Kl)
LET H=(NOT K1)*H+K2*(2/ABS H) : RETURN

1105 IF ABS (N)=1 THEN GO TO 1160
1110 LET STATUS=INT ((175 -Y1)/8) -Y
1120 IF ABS (STATUS) <>0 THEN LET H= SGN (STATUS)

LET Y1=Y1+12*H : RETURN
1130 LET STATUS=INT (X1/8) -X
1140 LET H=-2*SGN (STATUS)
1150 LET X1=X1+6-*H

:
RETURN

1160 LET STATUS=INT (X1/8) -X

1170 IF ASB (STATUS) <>0 THEN LET H=-2*SGN (STATUS)
LET X1=X1+6*H : RETURN

1180 LET STATUS=INT ((175 -Y1)/8) -Y
1190 LET H=SGN (STATUS)
1195 LET Y1=Y1+12*H: RETURN
1197 REM
1198 REM *** CAUGHT ***
1199 REM
1200 PRINT AT Y,Xi
1220 LET X=W

: LET Y=7 LET S=0 LET 9256=0 LET N=0
POKE 23560,0

1230 PRINT PAPER 6; AT Y,X; CHR$ 35
1240 RANDOMIZE FN 0(16-56) RANDOMIZE FN G(17,56)
1250 GO TO 2300
1497 REM
1498 REM *** MOVE_o ***
1499 REM
1500 LET XOLD=X LET MOLD
1505 IF ABS (N)=2 THEN LET X=X+N : IF X<0 OR X>30 THEN

LET X=XOLD RETURN
1510 IF ABS (N)=1 THEN LET Y=Y-2*N : IF Y(0 OR V>20 THEN

LFT Y=YOLD : RETURN
1518 LET K= ATTR (V, X)
1517 IF K=32 THEN LET X=XOLD : LET Y=YOLD :RETURN
1520 PRINT AT YOLD,XOLD; PAPER 6-8,-4; "2'
1525 IF S=0 AND K>55 THEN LET S=1 LET 8256=256 LET W=XOLD :

LET Z=YOLD : BEEP .1,10
1530 PRINT PAPER 6-S*4, AT V,X; CHR$ 35
1531 IF S=0 THEN RETURN
1532 LET YM=(Y+YOLD)/2

: LET XM=(X+XOLD)/2
1533 IF ATTR (YM.X.M)=57 THEN GO TO 1200
1534 PRINT PAPER 2 AT YM,XM;"...,"
1535 IF 1/.,- 57 GO TO 1200

1540 IF K<>48 THEN RETURN
1548 REM
1549 REM SUBROUTINE SCNFIL
1550 LET 0=22528+32*INT ((175-Y3)/S)+INT (X3/8)
1560 RANDOMIZE FN F (0)
1570 LET A=A+FN 0(16,48)
1575 LET A=A+FN 0(56,32)
1580 RANDOMIZE FN 0 (40,56)
1590 LET S=0 : LET S256=0 : BEEP .05,20 BEEP .05,15
1600 POKE 23606,CHRL : POKE 23607,CHRH
1610 PRINT AT 21,10,A
1620 POKE 23606,CHSETL POKE 23607,CHSETH
1630 RETURN
1997 REM
1998 REM *** STATUS ***
1999 REM

TEL: (0423) 65270 COMPUTER REPAIRS
AND MAINTENANCE
82 MEADOWCROFT
BILTON

c-comHARROGATE

N YORKS.

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

SPECTRUM REPAIRS ALL INCL, £18.50
SPECTRUM UPGRADES ALL INCL, £32.00

WE REPAIR OTHER MAKES TOO!!

REPAIRS ARE OUR SPECIALITY BOTH FOR THE
PUBLIC AND TRADE SECTORS

We also supply competitive priced peripherals -
examples:

Acorn Disk interface kit £99.99 + P&P £1
TEAC 100K 40T, s/s, s/d, disk drive, £114.95 +
P&P £7

Computer compatible tape recorder, tape coun-
ter etc, £18.50 + £2 P&P

C15 data tapes, 35p each, 10's only

AND MUCH MORE! - Send for price lists
enclosing SAE

'GOOD SERVICE COSTS LESS THAN BAD SERVICE'
A & P CALPIN

BUSINESS & LEISURE
on the Commodore 64

BUSICALC is easy to learn, easy to use It's the ideal

spreadsheet program for the home or small businesses

Price was j:21:40V Now only f77.95
Have fun with CRAZY KONG! Excitement for the
whole family.

Now only f3-95Price was a
There are many more great programs in the
SUPERSOFT catalogue. Send in the coupon below or
telephone us on 01-861 1166.

Top Software from, SUPERSOFT
To: SUPERSOFT, Winchester House, Canning Road. Harrow HA3 7SJ

I nave a Commodore 64 Please rush me a free copy of your software
catalogue. and send me the programs ticked below
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £
Please charge my ACCESS card no

 BUSICALC disk £19.95 BURGER CHASE tape£6.95CI
1:1 BUSICALC tape F17.95  STIX tape £8.9555

0 CRAZY KONG tape £3.95 CI XERONS tape

Name
Address

SAFRON COMPUTER
SUPPLIES

Mail Order 3M Floppy Diskettes

Prices per box of diskettes
Single side/single density 48 track 17.50
Double side/double density 48 track 25.00
Double side/double density 96 track 30.00

All prices include postage/packing

SAFRON COMPUTER SUPPLIES

10-12 STATION ROAD

HIGH WYCOMBE

BUCKS HP13 6A9

Tel: High Wycombe (0494)
448113

Second hand Micros purchased

PLO 25 1



MICROMART

FREE BOOK
CATALOGUES

. . . of independently selected books
on specific micros, languages, elec-
tronics, understanding your compu-
ter, applications, robotics etc. Sav-
ings on purchases offered to regular
subscribers. For FREE catalogues
write to:

Mr P W Lambert
EoeptE
COMPUTER &
ELECTRONICS
EDUCATION
233-243 Wimbledon Park
Road, London SW18 5RJ

(State area of interest)

Work on your own
where you're not

alone
A place where you can set up alone or start a
business or open a branch office and not have
to worry about who answers the phone when
you're out.
And the location gives swift access to M4/M3
motorways, the North Circular, the Under-
ground, British Rail and Heathrow Airport in a
leafy environment with the Thames nearby.
It's London without the hassle.
UNITS FROM 100 SQ.FT. AT £28 pw. INCLUSIVE
Call in, phone or write: Barley Mow Work-
space, 10 Barley Mow Passage, Chiswick,
London W4 4PH. Telephone 01-994 5477.

C9 Alt_

LOWEST PRICES IN UK?
MICROS PRICES INC

Spectrum 48K (free six pack software) 024.95
Spectrum Plus (free six pack software) E174.95
Commodore 64 £184.95
Commodore 64 (joysticks, cassette playerand six games pack) £245.00
Commodore 16 (tree cassette playersoftware) £134.95
BBC B (f ree cassette player software) £389.00
BBC B + DES f455.00
SINCLAIR 01 £389.00
SANYO MSX £295
SPECTRAVIDEOMSX £245
FOR YOUR MICROS
EH_ 14" Monitor £195
ZX Microdrive £47.95
ZX Interface 1 £47.95
ZX Microdnvertnterface 1 (4 free games) £97.00
ZX Interface 2 (free ROM) £18.95
Microdrive Cartridge £4.75
Quickshot II Joystick £9.95
Commodore C2N Cassette Unit £40.00
Commodore 1541 Disk Drive £195.00
Commodore MPS 801 £189.95
Alphacom 32 printer £69.95
Epson RX80FT+ £255
Brother EP44 £239
CASIO
PB 700 C123.95
FX 750P £85.95
FX 720P £47.95
PB 410 £47.95
PB 110 C37.95

Complete range of Spectrum Commodore add ons at
discount prices.

Prices:Goods subject to availabilityand change without notice.
P&P C3 00 iw.thtn UK I

Ell Trade and export °now. welcome

K.K. STATIONERS
=M2M

vm

187EdgwareRoad 126Edgware Road,
MarbleArch,W21ET MarbleArch,W22DZ
Te1.01-7231436 Te1.01-4024592

PROGRAM FILE
2000 LET K=PEEK 23560
2010 LET NN=K-55
2020 IF NN >=0 THEN LET NN=NN+1
2030 IF ABS (NN) K 3 THEN LET N=NN
2050 RETURN
2097 REM
2098 REM *** MOVE_*1 w**
2099 REM
2100 PRINT AT V,U; PAPER 6; "_"

2110 IF ABS (M) =1 THEN GO TO 2150
2120 LET V1=V-M
2130 IF ATTR (V1,U) = 48 THEN LET V=V1

LET M=M/2 : GO TO 2172
2135 LET U=U+M
2140 GO TO 2170

2150 LET U1=U-2*M
IF ATTR (V,U1) = 48 THEN LET U=U1 : 2155

LET M=-2*M : GO TO 2172
2160 LET V=V-2*M
2170 IF ATTR (V,U) ,.7.> 48 THEN

LET M=2/M*(3-2* ABS (M)) : GO TO 2110
PRINT PAPER 6; AT V,U; CHR$ (M+35) 2172

2175 IF X=U AND Y=V THEN GO TO 2300
2180 RETURN
2197 REM
2198 REM *** MOVE _*2 ***_

REM 2199

2200 PRINT AT 02,02; PAPER 6; ""
2210 IF ABS (M2) =1 THEN GO TO 2250
2220 LET V0=V2+M2
2230 IF ATTR (00,02) = 48 THEN LET V2=V0

:

M2= -M2/2 : GO TO 2272 LET

2235 LET U2=U2+M2
2240 CO TO 2270
2250 LET U0=U2+2*M2
2255 IF ATTR (02,00) = 48 THEN LET 02=00

:

M2=2*M2 : GO TO 2272 LET

2260 LET V2=V2-2*M2
2270 IF ATTR (V2,U2) <D. 48 THEN

LET M2=2/M2*(2*ABS (M2)-3) : GO TO 2210
2272 PRINT PAPER 6; AT 02,02; CHR$ (M2+35)

IF X=U2 AND Y=V2 THEN GO TO 2300 2275

2280 RETURN
2297 REM
2298 REM *** UPDATE_LIVE ***
2299 REM

LET L=L -1 2300

2310 FOR K=0 TO -20 STEP -1
: PEEP 01,K NEXT K.

2320 POKE 23606,CHRL
: POKE 23607,CHRH

2330 PRINT AT 21,25,L
2340 POKE 23606,CHSETL POKE 23607,CHSETH

RETURN 2350

2997 REM
2998 REM *** SCREENO ***
2999 REM
3000 CLS
3005 POKE 23606,CHRL : POKE 23607,CHRH
3010 FOR 1=0 TO 20 : PRINT PAPER 6; AT I, 0; "_";

AT 1,30; " " : NEXT I

3020 FOR 1=0 TO 31 : PRINT PAPER 6; AT 0,1; "_"a AT 1,I;"_";
AT 20,I;"_"; AT 21, I; " ' : NEXT I

3025 LET L=L+1 : LET A=0 : LET SCN=SCN+1 : IF L>3 THEN LET L=3
IF SCN=10 THEN LET SCN=0 3027

3030 PLOT 0,7
: DRAW 255,0 : PRINT PAPER 6; AT 21,5;

"AREA: 0";AT 21,18;"LIVES: ";L : FOR I=1 TO 6 :

PRINT FAPER 6; AT 1,31,B$(T) : NEXT I : PRINT PAPER 6;
AT 8, 31, SCN
POKE 23606,CHSETL : POKE 23607,CHSETH 3035

3040 LET X=0 : LET Y=0
3050 LET U.28

: LET V=0 : LET U2=28 : LET V2=20
3055 PRINT PAPER 6; AT Y, X; CHR$35; AT V, U; CHR$33;

AT V2, U2; CHR$33
3060 LET X1=128

: LET X2=128 LET X3=128 :

LET X4=128 : LET X5=128
30/0 LET Y1=96

: LET Y2=96 : LET Y3=96 : LET Y4=96 LET Y5=96
3080 LET S=0

: LET 5256=0 : LET M=-2 : LET N=2 : LET M2=-2 :

LET H=SGN (.5-RND)*(1+INT (2*RND))
3090 RETURN

4997 REM
4998 REM *** INITIALIZATION *** 0
4999 REM
5000 PLOT 40,60 DRAW 0,60 : DRAW 40,0

: DRAW 0,-60
DRAW -40,0

: PLOT 60,80
: DRAW 30,-30

5001 PLOT 120,120
: DRAW 0,-60

5002 PLOT 160,120
: DRAW 40,-60 : PLOT 200,120 DRAW -40,-60

5003 PRINT AT 21,1; "USE CURSOR KEYS"
i

5005 DEF FN G (ATTRS,ATTR2)= USR 32477
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PROGRAM FILE
5010 DEF FN F ( X )= USR 32512
5020 FOR N= 32477 TO 32599
5030 READ B : POKE N, B : NEXT N
5040 LET HC=0 : LET B$="SCREEN"
5045 LET CHSET= USR "a"
5050 FOR N=CHSET TO CHSET+47
5060 READ B :  POKE N, B : NEXT N
5065 LET CHRL=PEEK 23606 : LET CHRH= PEEK 23607 :

LET CHSETH=INT (CHSET/256)-1 : LET CHSETL=CHSET-
256*(CHSETH+1)

5070 RETURN
5075 REM OBJECT CODE "SCNCHG" 35 BYTES
5080 DATA 221, 42, 11, 92, 221, 126, 4,

221, 78, 12, 33,
0, 88, 17, 0, 0, 6, 32, 197, 6, 22, 190,
32, 2, 113, 19, 35, 16, 248, 193, 16,
242, 213, 193, 201

5085 REM OBJECT CODE "SCNF IL" 88 BYTES
5090 DATA 221, 42, 11, 92, 221, 110, 4,

221, 102, 5, 54, 1, 62, 1, 33, 0, 88,
30, 0, 245, 238, 1, 79, 241, 6, 32,
197, 6, 22, 190, 32, 43, 245, 62,
56, 229, 221, 225, 221, 190, 1,
32, 3, 221, 113,1, 221, 190, 255
32, 3, 221, 113, 255, 221, 190, 224,
32, 3, 221, 113, 224, 221, 190, 32,
32, 3, 221, 113, 32, 241, 54, 40,
30, 1, 35, 16, 207, 193, 16, 201,
246, 1, 163, 200, 121, 24, 182

5095 REM 6 UDG'S FROM CHR$32 TO CHR$37
5100 DATA 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 60, 126, 30, 30, 126. 60, 0,
0. 60, 126, 102, 102, 36, 0. 0,
60. 126, 153, 153, 255. 195, 126, 60,
0, 36, 102, 126. 126, 60, 24, 0,
0, 60, 126. 120, 120, 126, 60, 0

5997 REM
5998 REM *** PRINT_SCORE ***
5999 REM
6000 CLS
6005 LET HI=2 LET SC=6
6010 IF ,:>HC THEN LET HC=C : LET HI=6 : LET SC=2
6015 POKE 23606,CHRL : POKE 23607.CHRH
6020 PRINT PAPER SC, AT 18,1, " YOUR SCORE. "sC
6030 PRINT PAPER HI; AT 20,1, " HI -SCORE ".HC
6035 RANDOMIZE FN 8116,151)
6040 FOR I=1 TO 100 : NEXT I
6045 PRINT AT 20,1, " PRESS 0 TO PLAY AGAIN"
6050 LET A$= 1NKEY$ IF A$="" THEN GO TO 6050
6060 IF A$="0" OR A$="q" THEN GO TO 25
6070 PRINT AT 20,1, "COTO 25 TO RE -RUN "
60E10 RANDOMIZE FN 8(48.176)
6090 RANDOMIZE FN G1151,23)
6100 STOP

PCW is interested in programs written in any of the
major programming languages for all home and small
business micros. When submitting programs please

include a cassette or disk version of your program, brief
but comprehensive documentation, and a listing on

plain white paper - typed if you have no printer.
Please ensure that the software itself, the

documentation and the listing are all marked with your
name, address, program title, machine (along with any
minimum requirements) and - if possible -a daytime

phone number.
All programsshould be fullydebugged and yourown

original, unpublished work.
We prefer to receive programs with a maximum

80 -column width printed in emphasised typeface.
Please keep a copy of everything.

Programs are paid for at the rate of £50 per page of
published listing, plus a £50 bonus for the Program of

the Month. Send your contributions to Nick Walker,
Oxford St, London W1A 2HG.PCW Programs, 62 frril

MICROMART

MAINS INTERFACE
for

BBC B
MICRO

Only £29.95
(Inc VAT & P&P)

* Two sockets, independently switched from keyboard,
in BASIC or machine code. Each socket rated at 1kW
and fused at 6A, both with neon indicators.

* Plugs directly into user port, ready for immediate use.
* Numerous home, industrial and educational applica-

tions for the control of electrical appliances such as
lamps, motors, heaters, robots, radios, etc.

* Complete with user manual and software on tape.
(Includes MC program to give BBC control of sockets
using 'CODE command).

* Expandable up to 8 independently controlled sockets.
Mail order only. SAE for details

Orders to:

Personal Computer Interface Products
Melton Road

Tilton -on -the -Hill
Leicestershire LE7 9LG

Tel: (053754) 242

WANTED

PERSONAL

COMPUTERS
IBM, TANDY, EPSON, etc

all models bought for cash

MORGAN CAMERA
COMPANY

160 Tottenham Court Road,
London Wl.

Tel: 01-388 2562

,s0

S. P. ELECTRONICS
0

Y</

Acorn Electron £199.00
BBC Model B 1.2 0.S £399.00
CP 80 Printer (inc. cable) £229.00
Disc Operating System £96.00
Disc Drives Isom £175.00
Disc Operating system D -Density £104.00
G3 WHO RTTY PROGRAM (TAPE) £7.50
G3 WHO RTTY PROGRAM (EPROM VERSION) £20.00
Circuit board for RTTY decoder Mk.3 (inc. instructions). £7.00
Star 10X Printr (inc. cable) £275.00
CANNON Dot Matrix 160cps NLO £350.00
Joysticks (pair) sell centering + analogue Irum £17.95
Printer Cable (Centronics) .......... .......... £12.90
Speech Synthesis £55.00
Disc Doctor 03.00
WORDWISE Word Processor £39.00
Slow Scan TV Circuit Board + Program (inc. instructions) £17.50

Wide selection of software, books, leads, plugs, etc
SAE for full list. All available Mail Order

All prices apply while stocks last - carriage extra

48 Linby Road, Hucknall, Notts.
NG15 7TS

=rib Tel: 0602 640377
VII.

All prices include VAT lE11
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BACK ISSUES SERVICE
Here is a guide to PCW back issues. Hardware reviews/Bench tests are indexed by manufacturer,

software by product name.

HARDWARE

MANUFACTURER
Acorn
Acorn
Acorn
Acorn
Acorn
ACT
ACT
Adman Electronics

AGF
AMS
Apple
Apple
Apple

British Micro
Brother

C/VVP
Ca mputers
Canon
Canon
Canon
Casio
Casio
Casio
Casio
Coleco
Commodore
Commodore
Compudata
Conchess

Corvus
Cu rrah

Dacom Systems
DCP Microdevelopments
Digihurst
Digital Equipment
Dragon Data Ltd

Eaca International
Electroni-Kit
Electroplay
Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson

Ferranti
Fidelity
Fortune
Future

Gavilan
GCE
GCS
Gemini
GRiD
Gulfstream

Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard

A
PRODUCT
Speech System
Electron
BBC Micro
Teletext Adaptor
BBC Speech Chips
Apricot
Sirius 1
Adman Speech
Synthesiser
Programmable Joystick
Disc Drive : 3in
Lisa
III
Macintosh

B
Mimi 801
EP44

C

ISSUE
January1984
October1983
January 1982
April 1984
April 1983
October 1983
February 1982
January 1984

December 1983
January1984
July1983
May1982
March 1984

July1982
Apri11984

Cortex December 1983
Lynx March 1983
AS -100 December 1983
CX-1 November 1982
X-07 March 1984
PB-100 May 1983
fx-9000p February 1983
602p May1982
FP -10 Printer Apri11982
Adam April 1984
715 January 1984
64 May1983
Tulipsystem 1 October 1983
Monarch/Ambassador/ March 1983
Escourter
Concept March 1983
Microspeech Unit January 1984

D
Buzzbox January 1984
Speech Pack August 1982
Microsight 1 October 1983
Rainbow 100 November 1982
Dragon 32 August 1982

E
Colour Genie June1983
FX System November1983
MyTalking Computer November1983
QX-10 July1983
HX-20 December 1982
FX-80 July1983
PX-8 June 1984

F
Argus PPC
Prestige
Fortune 32:16
FX20

6
Gavilan MC
Vectrex System
Ferrett
Multiboard
Compass
Hyperion

H
H P-7 5C
15C and 16C

November 1983
February 1983
August 1983
October1983

February 1984
August1983
June1984
February 1982
June1984
October1983

November 1982
September 1982

Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard
High Tech Electronics
Hitachi
Hitachi

IBM

IBM
Ikon
10 Research Ltd

Jonos
JupiterCantab

LSI

Magus Computer Systems
Ltd

Mannesmann Tally
Mattel
Microwriter Ltd
Milton Bradley
Monroe
Motorola
Multitech

NCR
NEC
NEC
Notting Dale ltec
Novag

Olivetti
Oric Products
Osborne

Positron

Robocom Ltd

Sage
Scisys
Semi -Tech
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Shelton Instruments
Sinclair
Sinclair
Sinclair
SMT
Sord
Sord
Spectravideo

Tandata

H
H P86
HP -125
HP -IL
Sid 1 Colour Board
M816001
Peach

I
9000 Instrumentation
Computer
PCJ unior
Hobbit
Pluto

J
Jonos
Ace

M -Four

M
Add -On Graphics Board

MT160L Dot -Matrix Printer
Aquarius
Microwriter
Phantom
Monroe 8820
MC68000
Micro -Professor II

N
Decision Mate V
PC -8201A
APC
G007 Graphics Module
Constellation

0
M 20
Oricl
Executive

P
9000

R
Bit Stik

S
Chess Champion Mark 5
Pied Piper
MZ-700
PC1251
PC1500
MZ-80A
MZ-80A
Sig/Net
Microdrive
ZX Spectrum
ZX81 Printer
Goupil-3
M5
Exleigh Expert
SV-318 and SV-328

lr
Homedeck

October1982
April 1982
March 1982
April 1982
June1983
May1982

March 1983

March 1984
January 1984
December 1982

April 1984
January 1983

April 1983

September 1983

August1983
November 1983
September 1982
July1983
April 1982
December 1982
September 1983

August1983
December 1983
September 1983
March 1983
October1983

September 1982
April 1983
July 1983

October1982

November 1982

February 1983
January 1983
September 1983
February 1984
February 1983
June1982
June1982
April 1984
April 1983
October1983
June1982
January 1982
December 1983
August1983
August 1982
March 1984

April 1984



T
Tandy MC -10 November 1983 Walters Microsystems
Tandy Model 100 August 1983 Watanabe
Texas Instruments TI Professional May 1983 Wave Mate
Texas Instruments T1-88 July1982 William Stuart Systems
Texas Instruments TI -99/4A March 1982 Wren Computers
Texas Instruments TI -59 January 1983 Xerox
Torch Computers Torch January 1983 Xerox
Tradecom Newbrain AD July 1982
Tycom Microframe January 1984

W X
120 Printer
Personal Plotter
Bullet
Chatterbox
Wren
16/8
820

December 1982
February 1982
February 1984
January 1984
April 1984
February 1984
January 1982

SOFTWARE
PROGRAM
1-2-3
1-2-3
1982 Database Roundup
1983 Database Roundup
1983 Spreadsheet

Roundup

Accountancy Programs
(General)

Aquila

Benchmarks Explained
(Reference Article)

Beta
Brainstorm
Busifile
Busipost

Cardbox
Color Scarfman
Condor Data base

Databases (Choosing One)
Dataplan
Dataprism
DBMS2
Delta
Desq
DMS
Dragon Disks

E40
Ecalc
Everyman
Expert -Ease

Falc
Financial Director
FMS80
Freqout

Homeword
HP41-CText Editor
Home Accounts/Finance
Manager

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

ISSUE
April 1984
November 1983
December 1982
December 1983
December 1983

June 1983

September 1982

January 1984

August 1983
February 1984
January1984
February 1983

August 1982
December 1982
November 1982

March 1982
August1983
March 1983
June 1982
October 1983
December 1983
March 1982
June1984

September 1982
July1983
February 1984
June1984

January 1984
June 1983
Apri11982
February 1982

February 1984
November 1982
January1984

Personal Computer World Specials: 1984 Microcomputer
Benchtest Special: (£2.40 incp&p)-20 leading micros

reviewed by the PCW team. Desktop Computing : (£2.25 inc
p&p)-comprehensiveguide to using micros in your
business. Binders: (£3.95 each inc p&p)-keep your
copies in order with these strong, attractive yellow

binders.

r

Information Management
Infostar
Lisawrite

Master Planner
Master Planner
Mathemagic/Graphmagic
Micro FCS
Micropen
Microscript
Microtax
MS-DOS& CP/M-86
MS-DOS 2
Moneywise
Multiplan

Omnis
Open Access
Optimum

Peachcalc
Pearl
Perfect Calc
Personal Data Base
Pets peed
Plannercall
Prophet II

Rescue
Revelation

Sage 400 (Accounting)
Scred
Scripsit 2.0
Search and Find
Select
Silicon Office
System Builder
Software Various
Superdeflex
Superfile

The Financial Planner
The Spreadsheet
TM Solver
Tomorrow's Office

View
Visi On
Visi Calc
Visuall
Vu-Calc (for Spectrum)

Word Handler II
Word
Wordspell
Workslate
dBase II

IL

M

R

S

T

P

April 1984
September 1983
August1983

Apri11984
October1983
August1983
October1983
May1983
May1983
July1983
October 1982
May 1983
June1984
April 1983

July1983
June1984
November 1983

March 1984
October 1982
October 1983
March 1984
April 1983
May 1983
March 1983

April 1983
April 1984

October1983
August1983
February 1982
December 1983
September 1982
July1982
June1984
April 1984
January1983
January1983

December 1983
September 1983
February 1984
June1983

August1983
November 1983
June1983
February 1984
September 1983

March 1983
June 1984
March 1984
January 1984
May 1982

I Anyone issue £1.50; all additional issues £1.00 each.
Benchtest special E2.40. Desktop Computing £2.25.
Binders £3.95 each. All prices include post and package.
*Overseas orders requiring Air Mail postage add £1.00 per

I copy. Cheques/PO payable to Computing Publications Ltd,

53/55 Frith Street, London W1A2HG. Please allow
up to 3 weeks for delivery and don'tforgetto state your
name and full address with your order. State clearly on a
separate piece of paperthe issue(s) you require and
enclose a cheque/PO.

Name Address



QUALITY IN PRINT

0

O

0

0

0

0

CANON PW-1060A
NEAR LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
NLQ Mode 23 x 18 Matrix: 27 cps
Draft Mode 11 x 9 Matrix: 160 cps
Full range of Epson FX 80 Print Codes
Friction & Tractor Feed
Centronics Interface Standard
CANON PW-1156A Available
(Accepts 15 Paper)

CANON PW-1080A £278.26 + VAT = £320.00
CANON PW-1156A £360.00 + VAT =£414.00
See below for Printerpack prices

C.J.E. MICRO'S
BBC PRINTERPACKS
For Star, Canon & Juki Printers include

1. The Printer
2. 24 Hour Delivery
3. Cable to the BBC 1.3 Metres
4. Screen Dump Program (MiC Source)
5. Text Dump Program
6. Function Key set up Program. For use with WORDWISE
7.Function Key Label Printing Program. For use with above.
8. VIEW Printer Driver
9. 100 Sheets of Paper

10. Mains Plug with 3 Amp Fuse
11. Booklet giving details of using the printer with a BBC.
12. Character Defining Program for Downloadable-character-set
CANON PW-1080A C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £345 Inc. VAT
CANON PW-1156A C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £439 Inc. VAT
JUKI 6100 CJE PRINTER PACK £400 Inc. VAT

11

PRINIER
CA810

GEMINI 10X CJE PRINTER PACK £255 Inc. VAT
14106ACES FOR

MOST
COMPUTERS

STOCKED

SPECIAL RS 232 PRINTER BARGAIN
STAR DP8480 (8' Printing) £187.00 Inc VAT

Ideal for BBC/Newbrain/HX20 & Spectrum Int. 1
Phone for full specification

JUKI 6100
One Year Warranty
20 CPS: BiDirectional & Logic Seeking
10, 12, 15 & Proportional Spacing
Wordstar Compatible
2K Butter: 13 Inch Platen
Underline: Backspace + Lots more
Centronics Interface Standard
RS 232 Interface £54.00 + VAT Extra
Tractor Feed £119 + VAT Extra
Single Sheet Feeder £199 + VAT Extra
JUKI 6100 £330.43 + VAT = £380.00 ki5- Nac3s

See left for Printerpack prices 404.

STAR GEMINI
10X

One Year Warranty
True Descenders 9 x 9 Matrix
120 CPS Bidirectional & Logic Seeking
40, 48, 68, 80, 96, 136 cpl
Italics, Emphasized, Double strike
Super & Sub Scripts
Downloadable Character Set
Hi -Resolution & Block Graphics
Friction or Tractor Feed
10X 10" Carriage, 15X 15" Carriage
See above for Printerpack prices

Centronics Interface Standard
RS232 Int. £52.00 + VAT Extra
GEMINI 10X £235.00 Inc. VAT
GEMINI 15X £380.00 Inc. VAT

STAR DELTA 10
spec. AS FOR 10X PLUS:-

160CPS: 8K BUFFER
CENTRONICS + RS232 INT'S STD

£311.30 + VAT = £358.00

OFFICIAL ACORN APPROVED DEALER

PRINTAID
Powerful UTILITY for BBC word
processors.
Mail Merging.
Easy entry of printer control
codes.

Capability for proportional
spacing with right-hand
justification on Juki 6100
40 or 80 track £16.00
Send or ring for details,

RING FOR SAMPLE PRINTOUT,

FULL SPECIFICATIONS
& LATEST PRICES

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
VAT INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE

PHONE/CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME
Postage 50p per order or as stated

Next day Delivery for Printers/Disk Drives £8.00
FULL RANGE OF CONNECTORS & CABLES AVAILABLE

PRICE LIST ON REQUEST

Dept PCW , 78 Brighton Road, Worthing
W. Sussex BN11 2EN (0903) 213900

0

0

C

C

C

C



The diskettes of the future - super
full 3 -year no -quibble exchange guarantee.
All units tested to stringent standards offering
uncompromising value. Suitable for use on all
types of 51/4" and 8" floppy disk drives.

LOOK AT OUR PRICES
Order
Code
511-0
512-0
522-0
514-0
524-0

51/4"
SS/SD
SS/SD
DS/DD
SS/QD
DS/QD

Box of 10
9.90

10.25
14.90
16.25
19.75

1 Pack
1.70
1.80
2.15
2.25
2.60

2 Pack
2.90
3.05
3.85
4.00
4.70

FANTASTIC NEW YEAR OFFER
The outstanding

vtSIA da GISCIlle
diskettes -direct from our warehouses

woos gm gaw iw,

L

if. Name:I Telephone . i
Address: J
signature

f
1 My Access No. is I

I
I
I
I

ALL PRICES
CWO EXCL. VAT

PROMPT DELIVERY

3 Pack
4.15
4.40
5.50
5.75
6.80

Order
Code
811-0
812-0
821-0
822-0

8"
SS/SD
SS/SD
DS/SD
DS/DD

15.70
18.50
16.80
21.80

Qty Discounts (No of diskettes)
20-50 - 5%
51-100- 10%
Bulk -On application

po,nst apgpeecr hbaorxg:

rOp Per Pac

 Datasafe Is the
Trade Mark of

t

Samleco International Ltd

Post to:
Mail -A -Disk,
FREEPOST,
Hyde Heath,
Amersham,
Bucks HP6 5BR
Tel: 02403 4536

111111111E1111111
ORDER

CODE
OTY BOX

PACKS PRICE
EACH

TOTAL
1 2 3

TOTAL TOTAL 1

Less discount (if appl) -%

TOTAL 2

VAT @ 15%

POSTAGE

CHEQUE/PO VALUE

UNBELIEVABLE
SAVINGS

** COMPUTERS **
APRICOT
APRICOT
APRICOT
APRICOT
APRICOT
APRICOT
BBC
CIFER
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMPAQ2
COMPAQ
IBM PC
OLIVETTI
OLIVETTI
OLIVETTI
SAGE
SANYO
SIRIUS
SIRIUS
SIRIUS
ACT/IBM
PLUS 5

* *

Fl -from
Point 7 from
PORTABLE from
256K 315Kx2 MONITOR
256K 720Kx2 MONITOR
Xi 256k 10MB MONITOR
B
9000 Multi User 21MB
8250 DISK DRIVE
8296
SX-64 PORTABLE
64
DISK 1541
PARALLEL INTERFACE
1530 C2N CASSETTE
2X360K
Plus(10MB)
List less 17.5%
M20 160KB 2x320KB Drives £1295.00
M24 128KB 2x36OKB Drives £1575.00
M24 128KB 10MB Hard Disk £2695.00
II & IV POA
MBC 555128K 2x160K Drives £795.00
256K 10MB £2850.00
256K 2.4MB £2095.00
128K 1.2MB £1645.00
Memory Expansions from £222.00
External Hard Disk Drives POA

EX VAT
£775.00

£2950.00
£1495.00
£1395.00
£1545.00
£2195.00

£320.00
£5095.00

£785.00
£695.00
£675.00
£156.51
£165.21

£59.50
£32.00

£1795.00
£3195.00
PHONE

SOFTWARE **
ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT

LOW COST
D BASE III
WORDSTAR
OPEN ACCESS
LOTUS 123
SYMPHONY
MULTIMATE
D BASE II
DMS DELTA
FRIDAY
FRAMEWORK
Not only do we

£360.00
£195.00
£360.00
£295.00
£420.00
£240.00
£230.00
£395.00
£135.00
£345.00

offer top quality products at low
prices. We also support and develop Software with the
assistance of our long established software dept.
NEW RELEASE - UNIX MULTI USER ACCOUNTS
SOFTWARE.

** MATRIX PRINTERS **
ANADEX
ANADEX
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
CANON
CANON
EPSON
EPSON
EPSON
EPSON
EPSON
HONEYWELL
MANNESMANN
MANNESMANN
NEC
NEWBURY
NEWBURY
OKI
OKI
OKI
OLIVETTI
PANASONIC
SHINWA
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
TOSHIBA
TREND

DP -6500 500cps
WP -6000
EP44
HR5
M1009 50cps
PW1080A 160cps(NLQ)
PW1156A 160cps(NLQ)
RX 80T 100cps
RX 80F/T 100cps
FX 80 160cps
FX 100F/T 160cps
LQ 1500 200cps(NLQ)
From
MT80 80cps
MT180 160cps(NLQ)
PINWRITER P2(P)(NLO)
DRE 8850 300Ipm
DRE 8925 240cps
84A 200cps
OKI 92P 160cps
OKI 2410P 350cps
DM4100E 120cps
KP1091 120cps + NLQ
CP80 Modell! FT
DELTA 10 160cps
DELTA 15 160cps
GEMINI 10X 120cps
GEMINI I5X 120cps
RADIX 10 200cps(NLQ)
RADIX 15 200cps(NLQ)
TH2100H 192cps
930 200cps NLO 80cps

EX VAT
£2234.00
£1961.00

POA
POA

£159.00
£299.00
£379.00

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

£375.00
£177.00
£579.00
£535.00

£2065.00
£1385.00

£625.00
£360.00

£1535.00
£520.00
£249.00
£165.00
£299.00
£399.00
£189.00
£269.00
£419.00
£525.00

£1275.00
£1350.00

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD,
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-870 3255 / 871 2555
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

** DAISYWHEEL **
* *

BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
DAISYSTEP
DIABLO
DIABLO
FUJITSU
JUKI
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
OLIVETTI
QUME
QUME
QUME
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH

RICOH
RICOH
SMITH
CORONA
TEC
TEC
TEC
TEC

CIFER
HAZELTINE
QUME
TELEVIDEO

PRINTERS ** EX VAT

HR1 POA
HR15 POA
HR15 Keyboard POA
HR15 Sheetfeeder POA
HR25 POA
2000 20c ps £219.00
630 API £1295.00
Sheet Feeder £490.00
SP320 48cps £795.00
6100 18cps £325.00
2010 Serial 20cps £545.00
2030 Parallel 20cps £545.00
3510 Serial 35cps £1049.00
3530 Parallel 35cps £1049.00
7710 Seria155cps £1440.00
7730 Parallel 55cps .£1440.00
DY450 45cps £880.00
11/40 RO £1185.00
9/45 RO £1550.00
LETTERPRO 12/20 £475.00
RP1300S £895.00
RP1600S £1175.00
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k £1249.00
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
IBM PC £1299.00
RP1600S Sheet Feeder £459.00
RP1600S Tractor £138.00

TP1 12cps £154.00
STARWRITER F1040 40cps £895.00
STARWRITER F5055 55cps £1235.00
Sheetfeeder £459.00
Tractor £138.00

T4
ESPRIT Fixed Keyboard
QVT 103 (VT100 VT131)
910

£760.00
£395.00
£695.00
£489.00

AST, HERCULES, QUADRAM, SIMONS
ALL AT BIG SAVINGS POA

PCW 257
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Part Numbers
5.25" Red Diskettes
RlID S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
R2/D D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
R1 /DD S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
R2/DD D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

5.25" Orange Diskettes
01/D
02/D
O1 /DD
02/DD

S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

5.25" Yellow Diskettes
Y1 /D S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
Y2/D D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
Y1 /DD S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
Y2/DD D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

5.25" Green Diskettes
G1 /D S /Sided D/Density 48 tpi
G2/D D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
G1 /DD S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
G2/DD D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

5.25" Pale Blue Diskettes
P1 /D S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
P2/D D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
P1 /DD S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
P2/DD D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

5.25" Blue Diskettes
B1 /D S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
B2/D D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
B1 /DD S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
B2/DD D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

General Prices EXC VAT

All Colours 1 -9 1 0-1 9 20+
1 /D 12-90 11.90 10.90
2/D 18.90 17.90 16.90
1 /DD 18.90 17.90 16.90
2/DD 21.90 20.90 19.90
Prices & Quantities are per 5 -PACK

Post Packing & Ins.
All Colours EXC VAT

1-3 5 -PACKS 50p per pack
4-9 5 -PACKS 30p per pack
10+ 5 -PACKS POST FREE

Quality Promise
Like All diskettes from DISKING, these Coloured
Diskettes are individually certified, and are from a
leading world manufacturer. We offer our usual no -
quibble money -back warranty.

What you get
All Coloured diskettes are supplied in packs of five
(5) of ONE colour. They come in a FREE plastic
library box, and with colour coder pens. You will
also be entitled to any other applicable promotions
at the time of ordering.

Please state when ordering, the number of 5 -PACKS you require, and the
type number of the diskettes. For example, supposing you want five red diskettes for your IBM
PC, and five green diskettes for your (double sided) ACT Sirius, you would order One pack of
R2/D & one pack of G2/DD.

DISKING International, Liphook, Hampshire, GU30 7EJ. Telephone (0428) 722563

VISA Welcome
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"I'll use the ones
for my IBM, the blue ones
for my Sirius, and the green
ones for my Apple"

"No! We'll use the red ones
for Masters, the pale blue
for bought ledger and the

for word processing"

FREE Plastic Library Box with every
'One -Colour' 5 -Pack.
Choose from six RED,
GREEN, PALE BLUE or BLUE.
Or Treat yourself to six 5 -Packs, one of each colour!

DISKING it6

/Alf
DISKING International, Liphook, Hampshire, GU30 7EJ. Telephone (0428) 722563

Welcome

Attention the trade:- Our usual minimum orders will apply & library boxes will be charged extra



THE 1985 PCW SHOW

Don't miss out.
Now is the time to book your stand at the eighth

Personal Computer World Show in September.
Last year's show, in its new Olympia setting, was

a resounding success. It confirmed the status of
Personal Computer World Show as the nation's principal
microcomputer marketing event and the greatest
launch -point for new products.

The 1985 show, bigger than any of its seven
predecessors, will be the essential venue for
all serious business users. More for them
to see, more to assess and more to buy.

The first two days are exclusively
devoted to meeting the business
users and the trade. The biggest
ever army of business, home, hobby
and education microcomputing
hardware and software. Plus
conferences and seminars.

From 4-8 September 1985, Personal Computer World
means business. It's an exciting prospect. So be there.

Fill in the coupon below to be sure of your stand at
the eighth and the greatest Personal Computer
World Show

r lb: Roger De'Ath, PCW 85,11 Manchester Square, London W1M 5AB
Phone 01-4861951

I don't want to miss out on PCW 85. Send me details and the costs of
I exhibiting at the show.
I Name

Company

Personal
Computer

orld

Show

Position

Address

Tel. No:
CoPegi,illterDate Sponsored by:

4-8 September 1985 Olympia London



NEW DataLife® by Verbatim®

 Smart New Image
 Superb New Packaging
 Same Incredible World beating Quality

In stock NOW at DISKING
see our following Double page advertisement to order YOUR
new Datalife diskettes

DISKING International, Liphook, Hampshire, GU30 7EJ. Telephone (0428) 722563

VISA Welcome



DYSAN - FOR THE DISCERNING
With new lower prices. Dysans impeccable reputation is now a genuine
bargain

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density 48 tpi with Hub Ring reinforcement

PRICES EXC VAT
104/1D S/S 48 tpi
104/2D D/S 48 tpi
204/1D S/S 96 tpi
204/2D D/S 96 tpi
48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation
10 and 16 Hard Sector available at same prices

10-40
23.90
34.90
34.90
42.90

8 INCH DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40
3740/1D S/S D/Dens . . 32.90
3740/2D D/S D/Dens . . . 40.90
32 Hard Sector available at same prices

50-90
22.90
33.90
33.90
41.90

50-90
31.90
39.90

100+
21.90
32.90
32.90
40.90

100+
30.90
38.90

maxell

MAXELL - THE GOLD STANDARD
Maxell's very hioh Quality control ensures all standards are met and surpassed

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density. 48 tpi with hub

ring reinforcement
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40
MD1-D S/S 48 tpi . . 24.90
MD2-D D/S 48 tpi . . . 32.90
MD1-DD S/S 96 tpi . . 32.90
MD2-DD D/S 96 tpi . . . 42.90
MD2-HD D/S 1.6MByte . 59.00

50-90
23,90
31.90
31.90
41.90
56.00

48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation

8 INCH DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90
FD1-128 S/S S/Dens . . 29.90 28.90
FD1-1XD S/S D/Dens . . . 34.90 33.90
FD2-XD D/S [1/Dens . . . 39.90 38.90

3 INCH DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90
CF2 Compact Floppy Disk 39.90 38.90

100+
22.90
30.90
30.90
40.90
53.00

100+
27.90
32.90
37.90

100+
37.90

Verbatim

Verbatim® Datalife

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for single OR double density and with hub ring reinforcement

10-40PRICES EXC VAT
MD525 S/S 48 tpi 22.90
MD550 D/S 48 tpi 29.90
MD577 S/S 96 tpi . . . 28.90
MD557 D/S 96 tpi . . . 36.90
48 tpr suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 WI suitable for 77 or 80 track operation
10 8 16 Hard Sector available at same prices

8 INCH DISKETTES

50-90
21.90
28.90
27.90
35.90

PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90
FD32-9000 S/S S/Dens . . 31.90 30.90
FD34-8000 S/S D/Dens . . 31.90 30.90
DD34-4001 D/S D/Dens 36.90 35.90

31/2 INCH DISKETTES

PRICES EXC VAT
MF350 S/S
DOUBLE SIDED

10-40 50-90
... 42.90 41.90
.. 59.90 58.90

100+
20.90
27.90
26.90
34.90

100+
29.90
29.90
34.90

100+
40.90
57.90

DISKETTE STORAGE
Budget 30
1 off 1.00 each
2-7 off 70p each
8+ off POST FREE

8" DISKETTES
1-2 packs each pack @ 1.60
3-5 packs each pack @ 1.20
6-9 packs each pack @ 90p
10+ packs POST FREE

ALL OTHER STORAGE
1 off 2.00 each
2-7 off 1.30 each
8+ off POST FREE

DISKING DISKWRITERS
50 -pack £1.00

1-4 on @ 40p each
5-9 off @ 30p each
10+ off @ 20p each

DISKING INTERNATIONAL
FREEPOST
LIPHOOK, HAMPSHIRE GU30 7BR
UNITED KINGDOM

New Memorex Cleaning Kits Mill
11.7713

Part No Description Price
MKEY Case & Keyboard Cleaning Kit with one 4.90

foam -clean aerosol, 20 Safebuds & 5 Safecloths
MTV VDU/TV Screen Cleaning Kit with 20 Safeclean 4.90

screen wipes & 5 Safecloths
MDD Drive Head Cleaning Kit 5t/4 withcleaning fluid, 8.90

10 cleaning disks, jacket and glove
Buy all three Kits together and we will reduce the total price from £18.70 to
£14.90 -A Bargain if ever we saw one! IPUTFk

How to Contact DISKING:- By Telephone (0428) 722563
By Telex 858623 Telbur G

OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

We supply all Government bodies including Schools. Universities Colleges.
Hospitals. the Utilities. Research Establishments. Armed Forces. the Ministries
and Local Authorities world-wide We will despatch within 4 (YES 4) working
hours from receipt of your official order number received either by post or by
telephone. and all orders are handled in the.strictest confidence and to the
letter All other customers -cheques with order please payable to DISKING If

you are a large establishment and cannot raise cheques without an invoice
please post or telephone us your order and we will send a pro -forma invoice by

return for your accounts department to pay against

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

All orders left on the answering machine qualify for a FREE Disking Logobug to
stick on your computer
You may call 365 days a year 24 hours a day and you may speak for as long as

you like. when you leave the following details -

1 Day-hme telephone number
2 Cardholder Name 8 Address
3 Delivery,Invoice Address it different
4 Your credit card number
5 Part nos and quantity of your order
6 Normal or First Class post

we welcome Access IMasterchargel Barclaycard (VISA) and Diners Club
International and there is NO credilcard surcharge Alternatively you may write
your C,card No on your order
You may leave the rest to US!!

URGENT ORDERS

If you re posting your order omit the word FREEPOST from our address and
use our normal post code GU30 7EJ and do not forget to stamp it First Class If
you are telephoning your order please make it clear that you wish to pay for you'

goods to be sent to you by First Class Post

FIRST CLASS RATES
EXC VAT
First Ten -Pack
2nd and subsequent
Ten -Pack

51/4" 8"
2.00 2.50

1 50 2.00

TRADE CORNER
FREE AEROPLANE

Our latest aeroplanes now have sound! Ideal missiles for
throwing across the office at sleeping software en-
gineers. Call and ask for your flier, and we'll send you our
latest trade pack with prices, special offers and sample
unlabelled diskette. We'll also enclose a DPC application
form telling you how to buy at our 10,000 prices yet order
in 50's.
r

BARGAIN CORNER
51/4" Diskettes supplied in a
Prices Exc VAT
ULJ1D S/S 48 tpi Diskettes
UL/2D D/S 48 tpi Diskettes
U1J1DD S/S 96 tpi Diskettes
ULJ2DD D/S 96 tpi Diskettes

FREE SEE 10 library box
10-40 50-90 100+
13.90 12.90 11.9C
20.90 19.90 18.9C
20.90 19.90 18.9C
24.90 23.90 22.9C

Don't be fooled - fully warranted, new and individual!),
certified AND with a FREE SEE 10 library box anc
Disking Colour Coders!! They are unlabelled non -hut
ring diskettes, and are manufactured by one of our foul
major suppliers. At these prices you can't lose. Don'.
forget you even get the superb DISKING clock with even
two ten -packs.

To DISKING FREEPOST, Liphook, Hants,GU30 7BR U.K Tel: (0428) 722563

City Description Price exc VAT

Total Goods Value exc VAT

Total Delivery and insurance

Sub Total exc VAT

VAT

Value of cheque payable to Disking

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL NO:

Or please charge my credit card No

I Access, VISA & Diners Cards WelcomeL_
PCW/2/85



TOOL:
BOX

1111e84
ATARI/CBM/MEMOTECH/ETC.

TOOL BOX'84 is a very helpful tool which is made for you, the serious
computer user.
TOOL BOX/84 is specially designed for electronical functions such as:

-making your awn joysticks, paddles, lightpens etc.
-making ganqinqinstruments for light, wind, heat and resistance,
-making electronic alarmsystems,
-making your own robotsystem,
-developing your skills in computers and electronics,

TOOL BOX'::.:4 is needed in schools, work or for your hobby.
TOOL BOX':E.:4 is delivered with a informative user's guide with lots of
program listings,
TOOL BOX'84 is a necessity for the beginner,
TOOL BOX'84 adds a quite new dimension to your computer -life

DEALER AND DISTRIBUTOR
INOUIRIES INVITEDSend for our free: TOOL BOX'04 Information.

Nesbit Elektrosikk
DATA  SOFTWARE

PO. BOX 228, N-7701 51 EINKJER
NORWAY

TEL: (NORWAY) (01047) 7765440, 7765310

36.25
Shipping and handling 2.50 per order

MotherCara CHARGE CARDS VISAWELCOME

I own the computer and Please send
copies of the TOOL BOX'84 £36.25 p,p. and./or

free TOOL BOX'84 Information,
Name MCik or Visa*
Address Exp,Date
City/St,./Zip Signature
Charge card no

TOOL BOX'84 is a trademark of Norbit Elektronikk,

264PCW



iChipCIV 9
ChipChat modems are the most versatile and up to

date available at the price. With autoanswer as
standard and intelligent autodial with speed conversion

as an option, ChipChats may be used to access
computers and databases such as Prestel, Micronet,

homelink and BT Gold.

ChipChats support the CCITT V21 protocol: 300/300
baud and the V23 protocol: 1200/75, 75/1200 and

1200/1200 (half duplex). Where local regulations
permit, Bell standard operation may be used for

dialling U5 databases.

ChipChats use the latest technology and provide
valuable extra features such as auto -disconnect to
save your telephone bills, and speed conversion for
operation with IBM PCs. A full complement of LEDS

monitor data flow and the status of handshake lines
on the Cannon D -type connector.

ChipChat modems have been designed with our
experience of manufacturing BT approved intelligent

terminals, they provide the facilities and data rates you
need at the touch of a button or they can be left

unattended under computer control.

ChipChats are supported by a large range of
communications software packages and terminal
emulations for the IBM, Sirius, Apricot, Apple and

BBC micros.

Ring for details and special package deal prices.

ChipChat

ChipChat

CC2123A Autoanswer f 130.35
f 149.90 inc VAT

CC2123AD Autodial f 165.13
f189.90 inc VAT
P ESP f2 70 + VAT BART

Applied For

Digisolve Limited= Aire and Calder WorksDZI Flarkti TETIU Cinder Lane, Castleford, West Yorks WF10 1LU
Tel: 0977 513141 Telex: 557661 AGRAM G

ncro electron, cle5Ign co,ultan,V

INCREASE YOUR
SPEED WITH ONE SIMPLE

PLUG IN UNIT

INTERFACES
IEEE TO PARALLEL EXCLUDING P.S.U.IF1200 £65.95
IEEE TO PARALLEL 1F1210 £69..95
IEEE TO RS2321F1310 £79.95
PARALLEL TO RS232 IF2310 £79.95
RS232 TO PARALLEL IF3210 £69.95
C8M 64 TO PARALLEL IF3210 £59.95

PRINTER BUFFERS
EXTERNAL SPOOLERS (MAINS POWERED)
INPUT OUTPUT
PARALLEL PARALLEL 8K BIF2210 £79.95
PARALLEL PARALLEL 16K BIF2211 £89.95
PARALLEL PARALLEL 32K BI F2212 £99.95
PARALLEL PARALLEL BIF2213 £129.95
PARALLEL RS232 8K BIF2310 £99.95
PARALLEL RS232 16K BIF2311 £109.95
PARALLEL RS232 32K BIF2312 £119.95
PARALLEL RS232 64K BIF2313 £149.95
RS232 RS232 8K BIF3310 £99.95
RS232 RS232 16K BIF3311 £109.95
RS232 RS232 32K BIF3312 £119.95
RS232 RS232 64K BIF3313 £149.95
RS232 PARALLEL 8K BIF3211 £109.95
RS232 PARALLEL 32K BIF3212 £119.95
RS232 PARALLEL 64K BIF3213 £149.95

INTERNAL SPOOLERS FOR EPSON PRINTERS
PARALLEL 8K SPOOLER BIF2220 £59.95
PARALLEL 16K SPOOLER BIF2221 £69.95
PARALLEL 32K SPOOLER BIF2222 £79.95
PARALLEL 64K SPOOLER BIF2223 £109.95

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

IBEK SYSTEMS
437 STONEY STANTON ROAD,
COVENTRY, WEST MIDLANDS

TEL: 0203 661162

REMEMBER

PC W 255



NOW 132 CHARACTERS/LINE COMPRESSED

Af"

IBM pc compatible
including character set

,g$P,thr,v/P

.1/711,;,N847A,

£55 0 suggested retail
price excl VAT

Features: videotext printing
Prints overhead transparencies
Options available:

 Buffered RS232 interface.
 Viewdata & RS232 interface.
 Apple II Interface.
 IBM PC dump.

Specifications:

640 dots/line & 1280 dots/line Hires
mode.

84 dots/inch both axes.
Viewdata Printing (BBC MODE 7).
Friction feed rollpaper with single
sheetfeed A4.
40 cps in full colour.
DOUBLE STRIKE MODE.

Ink cartridges, 4 million character life.

II
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MUM LTD.
Church Gresley, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs DE1 1 9PT
Tel: 0283 215432 Telex: 377106

I

Dealers, OEM & Educational
enquiries welcome



The software
game is up!

Why should you pay thousands of Pounds for
many of your business programmes when you
can write them yourself in a short time?

PROGEN PLUS is a revolutionary new software
to enable you to do just that!! It is not another
old fashioned "Database Manager" or a
"Program Writer".

PROGEN PLUS is simple to use and totally
flexible.

To write a computer programme using PROGEN
PLUS, all you do is to answer a number of simple
questions about your application ... and simply
wait for a few minutes for the computer to
automatically "create" all necessary
programmes, data files, screen layouts etc.

You do not have to be a computer programmer,
or indeed know any programming languages,
"control codes" etc. PROGEN PLUS uses
commands in plain English to put you in full
control of your data. You can organise months of
data in minutes, or your entire business with
little more effort.

PROGEN PLUS is a true Multi -file, Multi -record
and Multi -key "Database" and includes a very
powerful report writer. You design your own
"forms" on the VDU screen as you go along
effortlessly.

You can automatically pass data between
various applications. For example, you can
arrange the invoice to upgrade all your ledgers
automatically.

PROGEN PLUS report -writer includes a
"mail -merge" facility, to produce "mail -shot"
letters, address labels ... or, indeed almost
anything you like using any kind of printer.

PROGEN PLUS is available now for a number of
CP/M and MS-DOS computers including Apricot,
Sirius, IBM-PC, Microplus, and many others.

If you have been wasting too much time and
money in software for microcomputers, isn't it
now time you examined PROGEN PLUS?

PROGEN
Now on IBM PC with

3-D Graphics
LIMROSE SOFTWARE
Aerial Road, Llay Industrial Estate,
WREXHAM, Clwyd, LL12 OTU, U.K.
Tel. 097 883 5555/6 Cable: LIMROSE

ELEPHANT
NEVER FORGETS
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DISCS 51/4"
DYSAN

1041D
1042D
2041D
2042D

MD525
MD550
MD577
MD577

10-40
21.00
32.00
32.00
38.00

50-90
20.00
30.00
30.00
36.00

VERBATIM
10-40 50-90
20.00 18.50
24.00 22.00
28.00 26.00
32.00 30.00

DISCS

100+
19.00
28.00
28.00
34.00

100+
17.00
21.00
24.00
28.00

Plus P&P at £1.00 per 10 disks - all disk prices per 10

COMPUTER CARE
51/4" Disk Drive Maintenance Kit:
Contains: Diskette cleaning solution, cleaning Dis-
kette, screen cleaning solution, keyboard cleaning
solution, anti -static lint free cloths, absorbent non-
abrasive cleaning cloths, foam cleaning wands, dust
blower.
INTRODUCTORY PRICE OFFER @ £15.00

Plus P&P at £2.50
All prices exclude VAT- add 15% to order value exc. P&P

FREE Computer Supplies Catalogue on request
Send your order and remittance to:

RAPIDATA (NEWBURY) LIMITED
44 LONDON ROAD, NEWBURY, BERKS

Tel: NEWBURY 31134
268 PC W



REMEMBER

ELEPHANT NEVER FORGETS

Get the best from your computer with ELEPHANT disks. Certified 100% error -free and problem-

free, and with quality maintained for at least 12 million passes, ELEPHANT disks are
guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard and are compatible with virtually every

computer on the market.
Look for the ELEPHANT sign at your local Dealers - or in case of difficulty,
phone or write direct to Dennison Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Dennison Dennison Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

Colonial Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4JY, Tel: Watford (0923) 41244, Telex: 923321
France: Soroclass, 8, Rue Montgolfier -93115, Rosny-Sous-Bois, Tel: 16 (1) 855-73-70
Germany: Marcom Computerzubehoer GmbH, Podbielskistr. 321, 3000 Hannover 1, Telex: 923818
Other Countries: Dennison International Company, 4006 Erkrath 1, Matthias-Claudias-Strasse 9, Telex: 858 6600



What's
good for

our dealers
is good
for you.
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When we decided to address
the business computer market,
we found a dilemnma.

Do customers want the
accessibility and accountability
of a local independent dealer, or do
they want the confidence of dealing with a
substantial public company?

The answer: Both.

The result: SBC.

SBC is a network of professional
independent dealers individually vetted against
stringent criteria, with the backing of a £30
million organisation.

Everything we give to our dealers
enhances their service to you, from
competitive products and prices, to
exceptional leasing and maintenance deals.

We have taken some of the best dealers
and given them more. So what's good for
our dealers is good for you.

For the best of both worlds in business
micros, contact your nearest SBC dealer or
complete the coupon now!

Spectrum
Business
Centre

Central
Computers

SBC
(Humberside) Ltd

Ade1phi
Business

Computers Ltd

Modata
Computer Ltd

Syntax Business
Computers

Armada House.

Hunting Gate.
35 Churchill Precinct.
Dudley,West Midlands

56/58 Anlaby Road.
Hull, Humberside

25 Trinity Street.
Coventry, West Midlands

28/30 St Johns Road,
Tonbridge Wells. Kent

170 Armada Way.
Plymouth. Devon

Hitchin, Herts. SG4 OTJ DY2 7BL HUI 2PA CV1 1FJ TN4 9NT PL1 1LB
Tel: (0462) 37171 Tel: (0384) 238169 Tel: (0482) 24346 Tel: (0203) 553944 Tel: (0892) 41555 Tel: (0752) 23190

DEALERS
you're a business micro
sealer and would like to
know more about SBC,

ring Nick Ray
or Andrew Doxsey

on Hitchin

0462) 37171
e

SPECTRUM BUSINESS CENTRES
(A division of Spectrum Group PLC)

Hunting Gate, Hitchin, Hertfordshire SG4 OTJ
Tel: Hitchin (0462) 37171

e -
Please clip this coupon and send to:(No stamp required)
FREEPOST SBC, HITCHIN, HERTS, SGA OYA

Name

Position

Co. Name

Address

Tel PCW2/185
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MODE
Kode Limited

PLUS
 Compatible with nearly all

Personal Computers
 120 cps print speed

 Friction and Pin Feed with
optional adjustable tractor

feed.

RITEI1411:

 Compatible with
Epson FX80

 160 cps print speed
 2K or 8K memory

 256 programmable
characters (with 8K ram)

 Near Letter Quality mode

Call Kode 'v°

xs,"tik

for full ir4ormatic

4

Or
C.B. Business Systems, Kirkcaldy, Fife. Tel 0592-202958

Dectrade, Nottingham. Tel 0602-235141
UKS Oldham. Tel 061 626 4191

Intak Data Systems, Rotherham. Tel 0709 547177
D.P. Supplies, Gateshead. Tel 0632 785068
City Computing, London. Tel 01 588 5537

BLUE PLUS
 IBM/Epson software

compatible
 Dip switch selectable

PC Block Graphics
 140 cps print speed
 128 character modes

 Logic -seeking graphics
 9 International character

sets.

KIIIDE
Kode Limited

Station Road, Calne
Wiltshire SN11 OJR

Telephone (0249) 813771
Telex 449335

A member of the Kode International Group



THE THRILLING
2nd GENERATION

RACING CAR
SIMULATION

FROM LIMBIC SYSTEMS
UK LTD.-"- volt%

SO
COMMODORE 64

AVAILABLE, FROM GOOD RETAILERS,,
cv. 10-

'ner---1
-144

44
- - _

LIMBIC SYSTEMS
UK LTD

HENSINGTON ROAD, WOODSTOCK, OXFORD OX71JR '
TE L. (0993) 812700

XS4



The search is over.
At last, the only complete,

BABT approved communi-
cation's package for 1BM®PC,
XT, AT and compatible micros.
'The Missing Link' is an internal

modem which
comes com-
plete with a
menu driven
software pack-
age allowing
auto-diaV
auto -answer

T

T L L
T

APP
with telec

run by Brit
n accorda

in the in

Or us,
ion systems
munications
e conditions

s for use.

access to private and public
VIEWDATA and DATEL services
such as PRESTELI TELECOM

GOLD7PSS, ONE TO ONE and
many more.

The British designed
expansion card plugs into one of
the 3/4 size hardware slots and
offers CCITT V.2I 300/300 and
V.23 1200/75, 75/1200 full
duplex with selectable error
detection and correction
protocols.

The Missing Link is available
from Jaguar Commun-
ications (0727 32983)
and IBM dealers at a
price of only
L499 + VAT.

1111111111111111111,

For further information
contact PC Communications

Ltd., Business and Technology
Centre, Bessemer

A."--"mmilum Drive, Stevenage,
Herts. SG 1 2DX.

111MI AIM. Tel: Stevenage (0438)
31656 I . Telex 825824

IBM is a registered trademark of international Business Machines.
Prestel and Telecom Gold are trademarks of British Telecommunications. COMMUNICATIONS



ho TV
Deal

0111101111 - HUMID!

A wealth of free information is yours for the
asking with the TTX 2000 Teletext adaptor.

The new TTX 2000 adaptor lets
you use Teletext in a way that's never
been done before.

Now you can link together your
ordinary T.V. and your standard
Spectrum and call up a wealth of
broadcast information on Ceefax
and Oracle covering just about
everything from news, sport, reviews
and entertainment to competitions,
financial advice, advertisements and
consumer topics.

You can store Teletext pages on
Microdrive or produce immediate
hard -copy printout, and download
the Spectrum Telesoftware being
jointly transmitted by O.E. Limited

and the broadcasting companies
exclusively for TTX 2000 users
(upgrade downloader ROM available
shortly).

The TTX 2000 is very simple to
use and no modifications at, all are
needed to your Spectrum or T.V.
Once you're set up you don't pay a
penny more, no matter how often
you use the system. Just think - no
connection charges, subscriptions or
"access time" bills.

Just a few simple commands let
you find your way into the
information rich world of Teletext.

Return the coupon, or contact
our help desk for more information.

O.E. Ltd., North Point,
Gilwilly Industrial Estate,
Penrith, Cumbria, CAB 9BN.
Tel: 0768 66748

Please send me a TTX 2000. I enclose a chequeTI
P.O. made payable to O.E. Ltd. for £143.75
including VAT and P&r
Please charge my Access/Visa account (delete
as necessary).

Card No

Name

Address

Postcode Tel 
'Supplied complete with power supply, interconnecting
ribbon cable and full instructions.

ease allow 28 days for delivery.



JUKI 6300 -
Unbeatable at the price
How many times have you heard that? We thought so.
Manufacturers' opinions are all too often, shall we say, a trifle optimistic? Not this time.
The brand-new Juki 6300 is simply the most powerful and versatile daisywheel printer at the
price. Take a look at the features.
[6300 features]

4  standard DIABLO* 96 -character daisywheel  standard DIABLO* hytype II ribbon
 40 characters per second  3k buffer memory (expandable to 15k)  fully compatible escape
sequence codes with DIABLO'630 API  proportional spacing, 15, 12, 10 pitch  operational noise
level of less than 60 dB  comprehensive, easy -to -read User's Manual

Now look at the price. Just £ 799. It must be the best value on the market.
(Except, perhaps, for our model 6100, which uses the standard IBM* Selectric II ribbon and costs
precisely £ 399).
We may be the latest name in information technology, but our philiosophy is as old as the hills.
Roughly translated, it means outstanding value for money.
Or, to put it another way, Juki means business.

DIABLO is a trade mark of Diablo Systems Inc.
*IBM is a trade mark of IBM Corporation.

.JUKI
Technology true to type

JUKI (EUROPE) GMBH Eiffestr. 74  2000 Hamburg 26 F.R. Germany
Tel.: (040) 25 20 76  Telex: 2163 061 (JKI D) Fax.: (040)47 25 '0 9
Sole distributor: Irn Micro 69 The Street, Basing, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG24 OBY

11.611 Peripheral/ lid Tel.: Basingstoke (0256) 3232 (12 lines)
Telex: 859669 MICROP G, Facsimile:'02 5614 7 570

... Writ, VIM

JUKI 6300
(Daisywheel Printer)

4
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STRIDE MICRO, formerly SAGE COMPUTERS, have introduced a range of
supermicros that set new standards in performance and expandability

1111 FLOATING POINT PROCESSOR

111 10 OR 12 Mhz 68000 CPU

 VME BUS (2 SLOTS)
 p -SYSTEM, UNIX V, BOS, MOSYS,

IDRIS, CP/M-68K, and more

Strategic Applications Software are spe-
cialists in multi-user p -System software for
the Sage. Our extensive experience in
software development makes it possible for
us to offer a unique level of after -sales
support and maintenance.

OMNINET LAN

 MULTI-USER 4 - 22 PORTS
 640K - 448 MBytes DISK
 256K -3 MBytes RAM
 PRICED FROM £2,900

(.1"STRATEGIC APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

Strategic Applications Software Ltd. 6/7 Benjamin Street, London EC1 01-608 0818.

WREN EXECUTIVE
£999

All British Wren Executive System.
(Manufactured by Thorn -EMI).
Includes £1,000 worth of free software:
Perfect Writer, Perfect Calc, Perfect
Filer, Executive Desktop, BBC Basic and
Communications package
Also includes built-in Auto -dial modem
and three months' subscription to
Prestel and Micronet 800.

Special Offer!
Wren + either printer including printer cable

£1,199

Daisy Step 2000, 18cps, Daisy Wheel
Printer

_
£235

Microvitec Colour Monitor, Standard
Resolution £199

Wren Executive + Sage + either prin-
ter, complete system £1,499

Sanyo MBC 555 £999
Twin Disk IBM Compatible System in-
cludes Wordstar, Calcstar, Datastar, Re-
portstar and Mailmerge.
Special Offer: Includes free Green
Screen Monitor.

Sanyo + Monitor + either printer, com-
plete system £1,199
Complete Business System
Sanyo MBC 555 + Monitor + Sage
Accounts + either printer £1,539
Mannesman Tally MT80 Dot Matrix
Printer £230
Kaga KX12 Monitor, Green Screen £109
Wren Executive + Sage Accounts

£1,299
Sage Accounts £375
CPM or MSDOS Versions (carriage free)
(sales/purchase/nominal ledgers)

ComputeE Czaft
15 Temple Street

Aylesbury
Bucks HP20 2RN

Telephone (0296)5476
Carriage. Please add £10 to total order. Please add 15% VAT to final total.

Personal callers welcome

DUCKWORTH
HOME COMPUTING

All books written by Peter Gerrard, former editor of Commodore
Computing International, author of two top -selling adventure
games for the Commodore 64, or by Kevin Bergin. Both are regular
contributors to Personal Computer News, Which Micro? and
Software Review and Popular Computing Weekly.

EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE AMSTRAD
by Peter Gerrard

£6.95
This is a complete look at the fabulous world of Adventure Games
for the Amstrad Computer. Starting with an introduction to adven-
tures, and their early history, it takes you gently through the basic
programming necessary on the Amstrad before you can start
writing your own games.
Inputting information, room mapping, movement, vocabulary -
everything required to write an adventure game is explored in
detail. There follow a number of adventure scenarios, just to get
you started, and finally three complete listings written specially for
the Amstrad, which will send you off into wonderful worlds where
almost anything can happen.
The three games listed in this book are available on one cassette.

Other titles in the series include Sprites & Sound on the 64, 12
Simple Electronic Projects for the VIC, Will You Still Love Me
When I'm 64, Advanced Basic & Machine Code Programming on
the VIC, Advanced Basic & Machine Code Programming on the
64, as well as Pocket Handbooks for the VIC, 64, Dragon, Spectrum
and BBC Model B.

Write in for a catalogue.

DUCKWORTH
The Old Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, London NW I 7DY

Tel: 01-485 3484
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MIDSHIRES COMPUTER GROUP
66, 68, 78 NANTWICH ROAD, CREWE, CHESHIRE

MIDSHIRES MAILORDER (0270) 211086

COMPUTERS, MONITORS, DISK -DRIVES, PRINTERS, DESKS, RIBBONSCOMPUTERS,
OF OUR SUPER LOW PRICES. FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY. Alk

NSA A SELECTION

Midshires Midshires Our Our

Goods Price RRP Goods Price RRP MONITORS Price RRP COMPUTERS Price RRP

Epson RX100 395.00 450 Ensign 262.46 299 Fidelity 14:COL 186.00 199 BBC B (starter -pack) 345.00 349

Shinwa CP 80 174.58 199 Riteman 219.11 249 Sanyo 12: Green 98.10 109 Einstein COL 417.49 424

Riteman Blue 244.89 279 Cannon 1080 280.04 319 Sanyo 14:HlresCO 449.10 499 Commodore +4
Cannon 1156 350.34 399 OKI 83a 420.64 489 LM.Amber 90.00 100 Amstrad COL 339.00 349

OKI 84p 690.13 799 OKI 84s 775.67 899 Taxan 12:Green 98.00 109 Electron (starter -pack) 193.16 203

OKI 2350 1640.38 1815 OKI 2410 1745.83 1935 Taxan 12:Hi Res 134.10 149 Commodore 16
Seikosha 100s 144.42 174 Epson FX80 384.00 438 Taxan 80 col. 269.00 285 Commodore 64 (promotional -pack)
Seikosha 250x 195.05 235 Epson RX80 218.67 249 Phillips 12 Hi Res 66.10 69 Amstrad Green 239.00 249

Brother HR5 138.31 157 D/W Brother HR15 138.00 445 Sanyo 14:med COL 194.00 235 A selection of Single Disk -drives
Brother EP44 198.35 245 NEC 2000 186.30 217 Sanyo DM .8112cx 71.10 79 CSX 100K 407 s/s 119.95

Mannesman 80 215.80 260 Dyneer DW12 241.37 275 LM Green 90.00 100 CSX 200K 80T s/s 159.95

Allow 10 days for delivery Taxan 12:Amber 107.10 119 Above excluding P.S.U.
Taxan 12:RGB Pal

MIDSHIRES reserve the right to change prices at any time.
Orders £101 to £500 add £5.95. over £500 add £9.95 P&p

193.50 215 cs 100K 40T s/s 159.95
cs 200K 80T s/s 192.95

including P.S.U.
A selection of Dual Disk -drives

To MIDSHIRES COMPUTER GROUP,
CHESHIRE CW2 6AL
Please supply:

68 NANTWICH ROAD, CREWE, CD 200 2'40T s/s 200K 284.95
CD 400d 2'40T d/s 400K 381.95

add VAT + p&p to all goods

Above including P.S.U.

I enclose my cheque for £ including VAT & p&p.
or charge my Access/Barclaycard No.

Name

Address

Signature
PCW/2/85

Computers & Peripherals
at prices you can afford
(all goods guaranteed by manufacturers)

QB "COMPUCAB"
HOME COMPUTERISTS STOWAWAY CABINET/DESK

FROM ONLY £57.50 + carr

* DESK TOP SLIDES SHUT WHEN NOT IN USE
* PROTECTS YOUR EQUIPMENT FROM DUST
* NO NEED TO UNPLUG
* 3 COLOURS - WHITE/LIGHT OAK/RUSTIC OAK

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE FOR £ + £5.00 CARRIAGE.
PLEASE FORWARD MY COMPUCAB IN (TICK COLOUR)

WHITE

£57.50

LIGHT OAK

£64.00

RUSTIC OAK

£64.00

Name

Address

Post to: QUEENBUCK LTD
BENTALLS, PIPPS HILL

BASILDON, ESSEX

TURN YOUR BBC COMPUTER
INTO A REAL TIME IMAGE

PROCESSOR WITH THE IMAGE
III FRAME STORE

IMAGE III is a high resolution Frame Store which can capture and display
pictures in real time from any 625/525 line video source. Once captured in the
512 x 512 frame memory, the computer can access the stored image for
processing or manipulation. The store utilises 6 bit A/D and D/A converters to
give up to 64 grey levels per pixel. A major feature of this store is that if a lower
resolution picture is selected then the store can be partitioned to store multiple
pictures, eg for 256 x 256 resolution, four pictures can be stored. This allows
the computer to compare two or more pictures captured from the same or
different video sources.

The IMAGE III Frame Store turns your BBC computer into a low cost image
processing system and opens up a range of possibilities such as Robotic Vision,
Medical Imaging, Factory Inspection etc. Alternatively the store can be used in
applications where picture data is arriving slowly, eg weather satellite
transmissions, ultrasonic imaging, enabling the user to have a steady display
without the need for long persistence display devices.

IMAGE III plugs directly into the 1MHz bus on the BBC micro, and is supplied
with a comprehensive software package which demonstrates the features of
the store.

Price: £1,990 plus VAT
IMAGE III is also available for the IBM PC and Apple computers.

ELTIME LTD
Unit D29, Maldon Industrial Estate, Fullbridge

Maldon, Essex CM9 TLP
Tel: 0621 59500

The TV Picture Store Board used in IMAGE III was developed by British Telecom Research
Laboratories and is manufactured under licence by Eltime Ltd.
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hlow much persuasion do you need
to buy a world beating business computer?

New 80286 Super Micro with
Massive Memory and
Networking as Standard
Incorporating Intel's new IAPX 286 high
performance chip, up to 6 Megabytes of main
memory 256K of disk cache buffering, multi-
user and Ethernet networking facilities as
standard - Sprite is a fully developed business
machine packed with state of the art
technology

CCP/M86 and IBM PC AT
Compatible
Sprite was designed specifically to support
concurrent and multi-user processing. The
next generation of increasingly sophisticated,
faster, more productive software packages
will demand more computer memory and
processing power. Sprite will run these new
programmes effortlessly, under concurrent
CP/M86 with PC mode or Xenix for IBM PC
AT compatibility

Technical Specification
 6MHZ 80286 Main Processor
 2 to 18 users
 512K to 6Mb main memory (no wait state)
 21 to 140 Mb 51/4" Winchester disk
 790K Floppy (IBM PC compatible)
 256K byte intelligent cache buffer
 80287 Arithmetic co -processor option
 Ethernet controller as standard with'Cheapernet '
 IBM PC compatible colour graphics option
 4 RS232 ports with synchronous & modem support
 3 parallel ports, centronics compatible
 Intelligent 8 port RS232 expansion option
 S100 and IBM PC bus compatible
 Digital research multi-user CCP/M86 with PC mode,

windows, GSX and DR -NET
 Microsoft Xenix (for IBM PC/AT compatibility)

1 Years Free Maintenance
In the unlikely event of your Sprite breaking
down, our free maintenance contract
guarantees an engineer at your site within
24 hours.

Based on Proven Technology
Sprite has been developed by Jarogate, a
leading force in the specialist computer
market. Clients include: Marconi, Duracell,
Vauxhall and other leading names.
Companies not easily persuaded.

Excellence at an Ordinary Price
Starting at £4,995 Sprite costs no more than
its rather ordinary rivals, it's just technically
far superior. We're confident that a
demonstration will provide all the
persuasion you need to make the right
decision. Compare Sprite's performance,
price and support package with anything
else. Then decide. For further details return
the coupon now or telephone: 01 671 6321.

rI'd like to know more about Sprite: (tick as appropriate)
Please arrange a demonstration Please send me more information 
Please send me your dealer pack 

Name Title.

I

I

I

Company

Address

Tel:

Return to Jarogate Ltd., 197-213 Lyham Road, Brixton, London S \X/2 SPY.
Tel: 01 671 6321 Telex: 8950094

rornputiny alzgacton amp
All software products described are covered by trademarks of the companies of origin.



Express Computer
Consultants Ltd.
0273 204377

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE FOR IBM, APPLE, APRICOT, SIRIUS AND OTHERS
COMPUTER STATIONERY, MEDIA & FURNITURE. BOOKS & TRAINING SOFTWARE.

SOFTWARE

INTEGRATED
WINDOWING
Framework -IBM £383.50
Open Access IBM £361.00
Open Access -Apricot £360.00
Symphony -IBM £451.00

WORDPROCESSING
Easywnter II -IBM £189.00
Mac Microsoft Word £119.00
Mac

Multimate-IBM

Volkswriter-IBM

Wordstar Prof -IBM

Wordstar 3.3 -Apple le

Wordstar Prof-MSDOS

DATABASES
Cardbox-IBM

Friday -Generic

Knowledge Man -IBM

D Base II -IBM

D Base III -IBM

SPREADSHEETS

Lotus 1-2 3 -IBM

Multiplan-IBM

Supercalc III -IBM

Visicalc 3.3 UK -Apple

Visicalc 512K V.IV-IBM

£265.00
£134.00
£325.00
£232.00
£396.00

£175.00
£156.00
£360.50
£280.00
£325.00

£300.00
£145.00
£215.50
£150.00
£150.00

COMMUNICATIONS

Bstani PC DOS -IBM

Transporter -IBM £133.56
EXPRESS -MATE, - IBM

EXPRESS LINK £330.00

£104.00

SOFTWARE Cont...

APPLICATIONS
Easy Jr -IBM £275.00
BOS Modules -IBM P.O.A.
Easyplanner-IBM £107.00
Pertmaster-IBM £536.00
Project Manager -IBM £289.00

Tk! Solver -IBM £242.50

LANGUAGES/OS's
C Compiler -IBM £214.50
C Basic-CP/M86 £200.00
C Basic Compiler- £368.00
PcDOS

CIS Cobol -IBM £340.00
Level II Cobol -IBM £867.50
Microsaft C Compiler- £348.00
IBM

Ms Pascal-MS/PCDOS £205.00

PL 1 -IBM £460.00
X Basic-CP/MS0 £157.00

UTILITIES
Access Manager -IBM £244.50

Display Manager -IBM £303.50

SCIENCE/ENG.
/MATHS
MICROSTAT 4.1 -IBM £193.50
STATPRO-IBMXT 1 1 0 7 . 5 0

BUSINESS GRAPHICS
Chartman IV -IBM

DR Graph -IBM

Foxgraph-IBM

Graphstat-Sinus

Graphstat 1 -IBM

£174.50
£118.50
£155.00
£165.50
£197.50

DESIGN GRAPHICS
Cadplan Modules -IBM £P.O.A.

Microsaft Chart -IBM £176.00

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE
TO LIST OVER ALL OUR 2.000 PRODUCTS IN THIS ADVERT.

ISEMENT PHONE 0273-2(4377 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

HARDWARE

PRINTERS
Anadex DP9000B

Anadex WP6000

Brother HR15

Brother HR35

Diablo 630 (ECS)

Epson DX100

Epson FX100FT

Epson JX80 (colour)

Epson LQ1500

Old Microline 84

Old Microline 92

NDK Printstar

NEC 2050

NEC 7700

NEC Spinwriter 3550

Newbury 8820

Qume 11/55 RO

Qume Sprint 11 55cps

(req I/F) £1468.50
TEC/ITOU F10 40cps £1052.50

PLOTTERS
HP7470A £823.00
Sweet P -IBM £449.00

HARD DISKS
Honeycomb V3.1 -IBM £3105.00

QCS 12 Meg - IBM

Santa Clara SCS 113 -
IBM

£875.10
£1974.50
£387.50
£809.50
£1772.50
£415.50

£495.00
£490.00
£962.50
£694.00
£389.00
£1050.00
£774.50
£1903.00
£1386.50
£805.00
£1416.00

£1713.50

£6038.50

Sysgen 11 -20 -IBM £2719.00
Tallgrass 3020 - IBM £2910.50

HARDWARE Cont...

MONITORS
Kaga 12" Green

Kaga RGB Vision III

Microvitec

£99.00
£364.50
£449.50

BOARDS for IBM
ASF Megaplus II

Baby Blue II

Blossom 64k

Sigma Maximisar

Pc Net Blossom

Quadboard 0k
Quadboard II 64k

Hercules

£253.00
£451.00
£264.00
£270.00
£594.00
£217.34
£267.50
£335.00

Also

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

PARALLEL/SERIAL
INTERFACES

MODEMS

COPROCESSORS

MEDIA

£P.O.A
3M, BASF, CALCULUS, DYSAN,

FUJI, NASHUA, WABASH

Also

DUST COVERS, PRINTER

RIBBONS/

WHEELS, PAPER, FURNITURE.

AT NO COST TO YOU....
...WE WILL NEGOTIATE DISCOUNTS STARTING
AT 10% WITH AUTHORISED DEALERS OF IBM
PC/XT/AT, APPLE LISA MAC, DEC, RAINBOW,
APRICOT/SIRIUS ON YOUR BEHALF.

Express Computer
Consultants Ltd.

1 THE DRIVE, HOVE,
E. SUSSEX. BN3 3JE
Tel: 0273 204377

Fik



New -the official Spectrum Upgrade!

Turn your Spectrum into
a Spectrum+ for just £30
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Here's some exciting news for 48K
Spectrum owners ... the official
Spectrum Upgrade Kit.

The f30 Kit has everything you
need to turn your Spectrum into
the stylish new Spectrum +. You
don't even need an understanding
of electronics, just the ability to
solder a few wires together! The
leaflet in the kit gives clear, step by
step instructions.

If you're not sure about doing it
yourself, don't worry. Simply return
your 48K Spectrum to Sinclair and
for f50 we'll upgrade it for you .

Whichever you decide on, you'll
also receive the new 80 -page User
Guide and Companion Cassette.

The bigger, better Spectrum
keyboard
The Spectrum + measures 121/2" x

It has a large typewriter -style
keyboard, with hard, moulded keys.

You'll find the new keyboard has
a smooth, positive action - ideal for
touch-typing word processing
simulation programs, and extended
programming sessions. Two rectrac-
table legs give a perfect typing
position.

There are 58 keys in all, includ-
ing 17 new keys. Programmers will
be pleased to see dedicated
punctuation keys, a space bar, and
separate shift keys for graphics and
extended modes. And a reset
button allows you to clear a
program from your computer's
memory without disconnecting the
power supply.

The official Spectrum Upgrade
Naturally your upgraded computer
will accept all the peripherals in
your Sinclair system -Interface 1,
Microdrives and so on, as well as all

Spectrum software
Just as important, new Spectrum

software and peripherals will be
designed with the Spectrum + in
mind. So the Sinclair upgrade adds
stylish looks, new capabilities ... and
new potential for the future.

Included - the new Spectrum +
User Guide and Companion
Cassette
The new User Guide
has over 80 pages of
information, including
a handy BASIC dic-
tionary. The Companion
Cassette provides an
interactive tour of the
new keyboard, and includes
three entertaining arcade games.

TO ORDER BY MAIL:
When ordering the Upgrade
Service, send off your 48K
Spectrum to the address below,
carefully wrapped, together with
the completed coupon and appro-
priate payment. (Please do not
return the mains adaptor, manual
or other ancillaries.) Your upgraded
computer will be despatched to you
within 10 days of receiving your order.

When ordering the Upgrade Kit
simply complete the coupon, enclos-
ing the appropriate payment and
post it to us at the address below.
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

BY PHONE: Access or Barclaycard
holders can call Camberley (0276)
685311 for personal attention, 9am
to 5pm Monday to Friday. Only
the Upgrade Kits can be ordered by
phone.

Please note: the upgrade offer
applies to working 48K Spectrum
models in the UK only.

 Professional full-size keyboard
- includes 17 extra keys.

 Responsive typewriter -style action.
 Accepts all current Spectrum

software and peripherals.
 Complete with 80 -page

User Guide and Companion
Cassette.

Inverse
True video video

Delete

Space bar
mode

Extended

Caps shift
Full stop

Semicolon

Inverted comma Cursor controls

Graphics Edit Caps lock

Break

Comma

ro: Sinclair Research Limited, Upgrade Dept., Stanhope Road, Camberley,
Surrey, GU15 3PS.

All prices include VAT post and packing, User Guide and Companion Cassette.

Please send me the Spectrum + Upgrade Kit. I enclose payment of f30.
OR
Please upgrade my 48K Spectrum for me. I enclose my computer together
with payment of f50.

I enclose a cheque/postal order
payable to Sinclair Research Limited for f
OR
Please charge my Access/Barclaycard no.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Signature

Name: Mr/Mrs/Ms
PLEASE PRINT

AddressLpcw 502

Sinclair Research Limited,
Upgrade Department
Stanhope Road, Camberley,
Surrey, GU15 3PS.

sire it



SAGA1 EMPEROR

THE KEYBOARD FOR ZX SPECTRUM COMPUTERS
* EASY FITTING
* PLEASURE TO USE
* LONG LASTING
The Saga 1 Emperor, equipped with 67 keys, is a
carefully designed replacement keyboard incorporat-
ing many special functions for the popular Spectrum
Computer. For business or pleasure, the Emperor will
make your computing time more productive and

enjoyable. The SAGA 1 Emperor will enable you to use
the Spectrum as a powerful programming tool easier
and faster.

The style is easy:- for your benefit, the SAGA 1
Emperor has been designed to ensure that available
Spectrum Peripherals will fit in the usual manner.

The assembly of the keyboard is simple - and
fast. No soldering required, so that within just 5
minutes you can replace your current ZX Spectrum
with the new SAGA 1 Emperor.
AND ALL THIS FOR JUST £54.95 (inc. VAT)

SAGA P.C.!
Your very own Personal Carrier, parti-
tioned to neatly accommodate your Spec-
trum, Saga 1 Emperor and peripherals;
Tape Recorder, Power Supply, Cables,
manuals and cassettes. Of solid and
attractive construction the P.C. is ideal for
storing and transporting your computer
accessories. The case uses a strong
double stitched and bound Black Calf Vinyl
with a tough thick ABS inner compart-
ment, leather buckles and a strong handle.
Only £26.95 (inc. VAT).

DUSTCOVER
Another top quality product, this expertly
produced long-lasting bound and sewn
dustcover has been specifically designed
for the SAGA 1 Emperor, which will keep
everything looking neat and dust free. Only
£4.95 (inc. VAT).

SOUNDBOOST
Hear that keyboard click
with a SAGA SOUNDBOOST
The SAGA SOUNDBOOST is a tiny elec-
tronic circuit which considerably enhances
the sound volume and quality of the Spec-
trum sound output. Adjustable from a
whisper to a roar, the SOUNDBOOST pro-
vides added realism and excitement for
games players and security for program-
mers [Hear that Keyboard Click!). No cutt-
ing, no soldering - just connect.
Only £9.50 (inc VAT).

FLEXICABLE
Developed to relieve your Spectrum from
the pressure of life, to fit your Spectrum
and your add-ons taking the load with ease.
By popular demand we now have two ver-
sions of the 9 inch FLEXICABLE available
to suit your needs.
Male -Female FLEXICABLE - E12.45
Female -Female FLEXICABLE - E9.50
Convertor PCB - E2.95

THE COLLECTION
COLLECTION 1 - SAVE £10.00!!
r.r.p E53.85
Our special price E43.85
includes: Saga Personal Carrier E26.95

Soundboost £9.50
Dustcover E4.95
Flexicable (M -F) E12.45

The latest addition to our product range is The Collection. providing you with three money
saving action packed specials containing quality products - an ideal gift.

COLLECTION 2 - SAVE £20.00!! COLLECTION 3 - SAVE £30.00!!
rrp £108.80
Our special price E88.80

Collection 1
Saga 1 Emperor

Please write to: SAGA Systems Limited,
Dept. 2 Eve Road, Woking, Surrey
Telephone Woking (04862) 69527/22922
or Telex 859298
All prices include VAT
P&P free for Sound Boost and Flexicable.
P&P E1.25 for SAGA 1 Emperor U.K.
£4.00 for SAGA 1 Emperor Europe

IL15.00 for SAGA 1 Emperor U.A.E.

Please send me
Name
Address

rrp E238.75
Our special price E208.75

E53.85 Collection 2 E108.80
E54.95 48K Sinclair

ZX Spectrum E129.95

The following SAGA PRODUCTS

Total amount enclosed £
Please make CHEOUES/P.O. Payable to SAGA Systems Ltd. _J

DISTRIBUTOR &

TRADE ENQUIRIES

CALL NOW ON

WOKING (04862) 22922
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Meet us there!

HALL3 STAND 3831

Introducing a full family of 68000 computer systems
that meet your needs for flexibility, growth, performance and price.

The 400 Series from Stride Micro is not just
another supermicro. It offers the best set of per-
formance benchmarks in the industry. That means
they're fast. It also offers some of the most desira-
ble and reliable features in the industry.

The 400 Series offers a 10 MHz 68000 CPU
with 12 MHz optional. VMEbus is standard as well
as Local Area Networking via Omninet and Liaison
software. 256K bytes of RAM is standard with a
growth path to 3M bytes. Disk storage begins with
our double density/ double sided floppy disks and
goes as high as 448M byte hard drives. We offer
10M, 15M, 33M, 52M, 112M, 224M and 448M byte
drives to give you maximum flexibility. And, last but
not least, real-time battery back-up is available.

The Stride options read like an industry wish list.
We offer Membry Management, Floating Point
Math Processor, Streaming Tape Back-up, as well
as a full compliment of Operating Systems and
Languages. Such as: Unix, RM-COS, Idris, BOS,

CP/M-68K, C, Pascal, Lisp, Fortran, COBOL, and
many, many more.

With all of these features, we are still able to
hold onto our role as the price/performance leader
in the 68000 computer systems market place.
Stride micro is a worldwide company with dis-
tributors in 36 countries. For the location of the
distributor nearest you, please contact D. Michael
Deignan, Intl. Operations at Stride Micro.

Formerly Sage Computer

STRIDE MICRO U.K.
136 Regent St.,
London W.C.1.
01- 437-6900
TLX 267653
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Lowest prices for highest quality products!

Mao Computea k1 LTD

FOR 411COMPUTER SUPPLIES

Floppy disks:

1118X8ii. £2.09
Dysan® £1.89 each

3M £1.72
Ribbons: Diablo Multistrike £1.72

Daisywheels: Diablo/Qume only £3.95

(0990) 23002/3
NO MIDDLE MEN! NO FRILLS! STRAIGHT FROM THE WAREHOUSE!
MICRO COMPUTER DISKS LIMITED Wilburn House, London Road, Sunningdale, Berks. SL5 OER

IF YOUR BASIC

SYSTEM IS

RUNNING OUT OF

SPEED, IT'S TIME

YOU LOOKED AT

THE PROFESSIONAL

MICROPROCESSOR

DEVELOPMENT

SYSTEM,

THE FAST WAY

FORWARD .11ER

THE OPERATING SYSTEM
 FLEX-The Professional Operating System

Versatile, Flexible & Powerful, the ideal
operating system for industrial control
True portability between machines-FLEX format discs
can be read on the BBC

 Gives those on a tight budget the power, sophistication and ease of
development that large companies have always enjoyed

THE TOOLS
 PL9 -A fast efficient compiler specifically designed for

control applications
 CMS FORTH Interpreter & Compiler
 Cross Assemblers, Simulators & Debug for most 8 bit & 16 bit micro's

"C", BCPL, PASCAL, COBOL

THE HARDWARE
 6809 2nd Processor
 Eprom Programmers
 Choice of industrial interfaces

THE SUPPORT
 Top rate after sales technical support

Systems/Hardware Design
 A full set of eurocards for use in target applications

Ca in bridge44a Hobson Street
Cambridge CB1 1N1. Microprocessor

0223-324141 Systems

284 PCW



apricot ONE
What and.

realmiallOT

I YEAR'S

RESOLUTION
THAii WILL BE

EASY TO KEEP
From January 1985, the Apricot market will

be served by a magazine setting new standards
in its quality and breadth of coverage. Published
by VNU (Personal Computer World,
MicroDecision, PC Magazine, Computing etc.)
and distributed with the exclusive backing of
ACT, "Apricot User" will be required reading for
every owner and user of an Apricot machine.

If you're part of this group, and would like to
receive "Apricot User" FREE each month, just
complete and return the coupon below (via Name .....................
FREEPOST) and we will send you a complimentary

Signature ............................

MIS Oil IIIII WM NS MINI IIIIIII NIB I

a rico
To: Apricot User, VNU Business PublicationI

s BV,

FREEPOST 38, London W1E 6QZ

IAs an owner/user
of an Apricot microcomputer,

I

would like to receive "Apricot User" free each

month. Please
send me a complimentary

subscription application card.I

subscription application.
On the other hand, if you're an advertiser aiming

to reach this lucrative market, ring the "Apricot
User" sales team on 01-636 6890.

Either way, look forward to the first issue of
"Apricot User" - launching at the Which Computer
Show in January.

Company

IAddress ........................................

Date

st doe am so 11



VITAL INSURANCE
NEWS FROM
HALSEY & COMPANY
 USERS are provided with a low cost

alternative to computer maintenance with
free choice of repairer plus full "All Risks"
cover and additional expenditure including
data recovery costs. Ask for a
c004013001312f quotation.
For £3,000 worth of hardware
the premium is only £170.

 DEALERS consultants and software houses
at last have an insurance scheme specially
designed for them combining wide cover
(especially away from the premises) with
highly competitive premiums. Ask for
a L113121113L130DU0f quote.

 MANUFACTURERS & MAINTAINERS
have computer breakdowns paid for by
01241213012M ULUCII 0'1

and all those giving any
advice are protected against claims for
inadequate or faulty advice, errors and
ommisions under our 11131312LOOM
professional indemnity scheme.

 SOFTWARE WRITERS and others obtain
legal expenses cover including pursuit or
defence of actions involving software
copyright under our
VIZJIMOUL300012° scheme.

 ALL COMPUTER PEOPLE qualify for
specialist covers for death, loss of income,
pensions and our free financial planning
services under our
Towovacuor scheme.

Available exclusively through:-

HALSEY & COMPANY
7 Passage Road
Westbury-on-Trym
Bristol BS9 3HN
Avon
Telephone (0272) 503716

`The Insurance Brokers for Computer People'
Approved Agencies given

W
id

50
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Approved Dealer List
AVON
Software Plus, Bath 0225 61676
K & K Computers Weston-Super-Mare

0934 419324
Key Computer Systems, Keynsham

027 56 5575

AYRSHIRE
Microstore, Sterling 0786 64571

BEDFORDSHIRE
Broadway Electronics Bedford

0234 213639
Dorman's, Dunstable 0582 65515
ABC Computers, Dunstable 0582 699640

BERKSHIRE
Bracknell Computers, Bracknell

0344 427317/486063
Microwise, Reading 0734 591816

BUCKINGHAM
Rams Computer Centre, Bletchley

0908 647744
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Peterborough Communications 0733 41007
CHESHIRE
Computer City, Widnes 051-420 3333
Cranford Computer Systems Ltd, Altrincham

061-941 6131
CSAR Computer Serv. Ltd Stockport

061-480 2458
Diamond Computer Systems, Stockport

061-480 2458
Penine Computer Services Ltd., Stockport

061-480 7255

CLEVELAND
Customised Electronics Ltd., Middlesborough

0642 722064
Multicoloured Micro Shop, Redcar

0642 486643

CLWYD
Abergele Computer Centre 0745 826234

CORNWALL
Fal-Soft Computers, Falmouth 0326 314663
Microtest Ltd., Bodmin 0208 3812

DERBYSHIRE
Derby ITEC, Derby 0332 380478
Gordon Harwood, Alfreton 0773 836781
The Computer Centre, Chesterfield

0246 208802

DEVON
Open Channel, Exmouth 0395 264408
Actron Microcomp, Tiverton 0884 252854
Syntax Ltd., Plymouth 0752 28705
Computer Systems, Paignton 0803 524284
Seven Counties, Exeter 0392 21121
Model Shop, Plymouth 0752 21851
Berkshire Computer Specialists Ltd.,

0626 833855

DORSET
Silicon Chip, Weymouth 0305 787592
7 Counties, Dorchester 0305 66022
DYFED
Strong Computer Systems, Carmarthen

0267 321246
Computer Centre, Haverford West

0437 68228
Clear Computers, Milford Haven 0646 24420

ESSEX
Computer Pro Ltd., Basildon 0268 412545
Colchester Computer Centre 0206 47242
Capricorn Computers, Colchester

0279 68471
County Computer Store, Harlow

0279 414692
Brainwave Micros, Colchester 0206 56153
Maxton Hayman, Chelmsford 0245 354595
Godtreys, Basildon 0268 289379

GLAMORGAN
Bucon Ltd., Swansea 0792 467980
Jay Dee, Port Talbot 0639 895738
Steve's Computer Company, Cardiff

0222 41905

GWYNEDD
Computer Plus Discount, Llandudno

0492 79943
Tryfan Computers, Bangor 0248 352042

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
P R B Computer Systems Ltd. 0242 582022

HAMPSHIRE
Gosport Computer Centre, Gosport

0705 587862
Andover Audio, Andover 0264 58251
Brian Bass, Fleet 025 14 23360
ACT Computerworld, Southampton

0703 335633/336344
HEREFORDSHIRE
Melgray Hi -Tech 0432 275737
Golden Valley 0432 271114
Roe Computer Systems Ltd., Ross -on -Wye

0989 67474
HERTFORDSHIRE
County Computer Stores, Bishops Stortford

0279 506801
D J Computers, Welwyn Garden City

070 73 28435
NORTH HUMBERSIDE
Beverley Computer Centre 0482 881911
Computer Centre, Hull 0482 26297

SOUTH HUMBERSIDE
Brigg Computer Centre, Brigg 0652 53364

KENT
Microway, Rainham 0634 376702
Dover International Comp. Centre

0304 212433
The Micro Shop, Tunbridge Wells 0892 47133
C & E Microtronics Ltd., Chatham 0634 63036

LANCASHIRE
Midwich Computer Company Ltd.

0379 898751
4mat Computing, Preston 0772 561952
Dawn Computing Ltd., Bolton 0204 397799
Blackpool Computer Stores, Blackpool

0253 27091
Computer World (UK) Ltd., Bolton

0204 494304

City Computer Centre, EC1
Advanced Tech Centre, SE9
Logic Sales, Southgate, N14
Percivals, East Ham, E6
T K Electronics, W7
Computer Enterprises, SW19
London New Tec Network NW1 9ES

01-482 3816
Conway Computer Services, N15

01-800 1796

LEICESTERSHIRE
D A Computers Ltd. 0533 549407
Harborough Home Computers 0858 63056
LINCOLNSHIRE
Burghley Computers, Stamford 0780 54444
LONDON
Castlehurst, Peckham, SE25 01-639 2205
Castlehurst, Whetstone, N20 01-446 2280
Dixonian, SE1 01-587 1004
Encom, Wimbledon Village, SW19

01-947 7678
Buffer Micro, SW16 01-769 2887
Sonic Foto, Tottenham Court Road, W1

01-580 5826
01-628 3531
01-859 7696
01-882 4942
01-472 8941
01-579 2842
01-543 6866

MERSEYSIDE
Source Computers, Newton -le -Willows

092 52 29049
Data Exchange Ltd., Birkenhead

051-647 9185
MIDDLESEX
J K L, Uxbridge 0895 51815
NORFOLK
C B & Micros, Thetford 0842 61645
Brainwave Micros, Norwich 0603 663796
R A K Computer Services, Norwich

0603 617674
Anglia Computer Centre, Norwich

0603 29652
NOTTINGHAM
Computer Graphix, Worksop 0909 472248
TYNE & WEAR
The Compushop, Newcastle on Tyne

0632 618673
Penhill Computer Services, Darlington

0325 483469
OXFORDSHIRE
Cotswold Computers, Chipping Norton

0608 41232
Computer Plus, Banbury 0295 55890
SCOTLAND
Tom Dickson Computers, Hamilton

0698 283193
Bardell Systems, Dumfries 0387 65615
SOMERSET
Sinewave, Computer Services, Taunton

0823 57526
Grays, Taunton 0823 72986
SUFFOLK
Bury Computer Centre, Bury St. Edmonds

0284 705772
Brainwave Micros, Ipswich 0473 210832

SURREY
Computasolve, Surbiton 01-390 5135
Suttons Computer Centre, Banstead

073 73 52605
C.H.I.P.S., Leatherhead 0372 372867
Surrey Micro Systems, Wallington

01-647 5636
Surrey Micro Systems, New Malden

01-942 0478
West Surrey Computers, Woking

048 67 88561
Crest Computer Services, Richmond

01-940 8635
P & H Electronics Ltd., Camberley

0276 877222
CASS Electronics, Egham 0784 36266
Decision Technology, East Molsey

01-979 5533
The Computer Shop, Reigate 073 72 22244

SUSSEX
Gatwick Computer Services, Crawley

0293 37842

WEST MIDLANDS
J B C, Coventry 0203 73813
WILTSHIRE
Computer Centre, Swindon 0793 694997
Barbury Computers, Swindon 0793 611487

WORCESTER
Central Computers, Kidderminster

0562 746941
Evesham Micro Centre, Evesham

0386 49641

YORKSHIRE
T A Group, Sheffield 0742 700321
Micro Peripheral Services, Barnsley

0226 747245
Care Computer Services, Leeds

0532 632532
ATA Ltd., Sheffield 0742 700802
Tapp & Tooth i II 0532 435491
The Softcentre, Doncaster 0302 20088
Algotek Computer Co. Ltd., Wakefield

0924 369555
Pennine Computers Ltd. 0422 417191
Tasmin Software, Leeds 0532 438301
Raven Computers, Bradford 0274 309386
Mercury Computers Ltd, Fartown

0484 35770

286 PC W



Most leading low cost Micros, eg BBC, Dragon and
Sinclair QL love the MT -80 printer from Mannesmann
Tally. It is fully hardware compatible and with a range of
cable options, gives trouble -free straight through plug-in
facilities.

You'll love it too, for its sophisticated looks, and its
range of standard features, which include 80 col, 80 cps
optimised bi-directional printing with dot addressable
and line graphs, quick tear -off facility, friction and tractor
feed, and easy change cassette ribbon. And all for an
ex -VAT price of around £200.

Options include <55dBa sound reduction kit and 2K
buffered serial interface.

The dealer who supplies you is supported by
Mannesmann Tally, Europe's leading printer
manufacturer. Your guarantee of continued support and
assistance throughout the life of the printer.

Ask your nearest dealer for a demonstration, or phone us
today for full details. Either Annie, Sali, Terry or Geoff will
be only too pleased to help you.

MANNESMANN TALLY
THE FIRST NAME IN PRINTING

Mannesmann Tally, Molly Millar's Lane, Wokingham, Berkshire RG112QT
Telephone (0734) 791619/791533 Direct Lines or (0734) 788711 Switchboard
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NEW

UNIX V SYSTEMS
100 AND 300

All systems include the new 50 MB Winchester
with STDC cache controller, XPU 68000 processor,

XMM virtual memory management controller,
(Berkeley) UNIX System V and Cromix with either

standard or error correcting memory.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
* Berkeley BNET

(ETHERNET) interface.
* Intelligent I/O

handling with dedicated
processor.

* Floating point
co -processor.

Also a wide range of
interface cards including
GPIB, ANALOGUE,
SERIAL and Opto
isolated parallel.

JAROGATE LTD.
the microprocessor specialists NATIONWIDE SERVICE SUPPORT

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

197-213 Lyham Rd., Brixton, London SW2 5PY Tel:01-671 6321 Telex:8950094 JARO G



12 York Place
Brighton
SUSSEX BN1 4GU

MiC10111011E1
Computes and thElE0 Centre Ltd.

HIGH ON
SUPPORT

10 The Boulevard
Crawley
SUSSEX RH10 1XX

* COMPUTERS * SOFTWARE * PRINTERS * PERIPHERALS * MISCELLANEOUS *

FREE POSTAGE/CARRIAGE ANY ITEM IN UK

BBC CI commodore

Plus 4 £260
Model B £339 Sinclair Plus £156 Starter Pack
Model B x Disk I/F £407 Sinclair QL £348 Plus 16.... £121
Double Density I/F £106 Low Profile Keyboard
Teletext Receiver £222 £43 TOSHIBA
Z80 2nd Processor £347 DKtronics K/B £39 MX
6502 2nd Processor £173 BBC Joystick £8 COMPUTER
Video Digitiser £222 Dual J/S £17 £242

EPSON  SHINWA  TAXAN KAGA  CANON  JUKI

Epson

..... 1=tr-

Juki 6100
MATRIX DAISYWHEEL
Epson LQ1500 £999 Taxan Kaga KP810 £253 Juki 6100 £339
Epson RX80 F/T £239 Taxan Kaga KP910 £347 Brother HR15 £339
Epson FX80 £339 Canon PW1080A £279 Keyboard £139
Epson FXIOO £149 Canon PW1156A £369 Tractor £105
Epson RX100 F/T £356 Shinwa CPA8OP £192 Sheet Feeder £199
Quendata DMP81 £149 Mannesman Tally MT 80.... £192 Quendata £215
Juki 2200P Typewriter/Printer MP 165 NLQ (75cps) £319 Daisystep £215

£295 Juki 6300 40cps £779

MICROVITEC
TAXAN KAGA

Microvitec Std £169
Microvitec Med £249
Microvitec Hi Res £339
For TTL I/P add £23

Taxan K12RIX (Std Res) £185
Taxan K12R2 (Med Res) £229
Taxan K12R3 (Hi Res) £330
BBC Cable £13

Novex 14" Monitor £187
Taxan 12" Green Mon (P31) £93
Taxan 12" Green (P39) £102
Amstrad Cable £13

PHILIPS
Philips 14 TV MON

£217

nc=2=1=1

Nordmende 14" TV/MON £217

Microvites QL Monitor £249
Taxan Vision QL Monitor £255
Prism QL Monitor £173

Philips V7001 Green £68
Philips Monitor 80 >20MHZ Res £75

TATUNGS EINSTEIN
 Fast processor and full graphics
 16 colours and 32 sprites
 500K drive (option another 500K)
 Superb sound
 Full I/O capacity £430

2nd 500K 3" drive £130

AMSTRAD
CPC 464
With green monitor £213
With colour monitor £308
3" drive £173

Phone Orders: Simply phone to place your orders at Brighton (0273)
671863/698241 or Crawley (0293) 545630 or at Farnham (0252) 726379.
Showrooms at Brighton & Crawley. Orders from Schools, Colleges,
Universities & Govt. Depts. welcome. Please add 15% VAT for UK orders.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

I

Ike/
apricot Fle.

FABULOUS apricotTHE

apricot

APRICOT PORTA3LE
FAMILY

COMMITMENT TO BUSINESS
EFFICIENCY

16 Bit Processor
256K RAM & 720K Drive
Colour (640 x 256)
I/R connected Keyboard
Mouse Option
Speech Recognition
Bundled Software

APRICOT Fl E £895
APRICOT Fl £1,055
APRICOT PORTABLE £1,695
ABOVE WITH 128K COLOUR RAM CARD
& CORDLESS MOUSE £1,995
APRICOT PC TWIN DRIVES £1,595
APRICOT PC TWIN 1.4MB £1,795
APRICOT Xi5 (5 MB HD) £2,495
APRICOT Xi10 (10 MB HD) £2,795

MACINTOSH SUPER MICRO £1,750
SANYO MBC550 COMP £729
SANYO MBC555 COMP £949

CUMANA AND
TEAC DRIVES
FOR BBC
55A S/S 40 Track
100K Single £104
200K Dual £208

55E S/S 80 Track
200K Single £138
400K Dual £276

55F D/S 80 Track
400K Single £152
800K Dual £304
Optional PSU £26
40/80 Switch £7

3" Disk Drive (200K) £115
Cable & Formatting Disk £15

EXPORT ORDERS FROM ABROAD
MOST WELCOME

Please Supply

I enclose CHO/PO or debit my Access/Visa card

No: Amount £
Free Delivery in UK

Name: Sig

Address'

Goods in stock will be dispatched within 24 hrs.

MAIL ORDER

PC W 289



DO MORE WITH YOUR

COMMODORE
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR COMMODORE COMPUTER WITH THESE

BOOKS AND SOFTWARE - THERE'S SOMETHING HERE FOR EVERYONE.

COMMODORE 16
Gateway to Computing with the Commodore 16, Books 1 and 2
'Enter the gateway' and discover a new fun approach to computing and the 16
when you encounter a cast of colourful characters, problems, puzzles and
projects. Start from scratch with Book 1 then develop your programming and
other skills with Book 2. Ideal for the young - and young at heart!
£4.95 each/ Shiva Books/ Ian Stewart & Robin Jones
(Book 1: ISBN 1 85014 009X: Book 2 ISBN 1 85014 010 3)

Easy Programming: Commodore 16
Ideal for newcomers to computing. this book is a thorough and entertaining
introduction to programming on the new C 16.
£5.95 Shiva Book/ Ian Stewart Sr Robin Jones (ISBN 1 85014 008 1)

Commodore 16 Machine Code
Covers every aspect of machine code programming on the C 16, from screen
control and graphics to assembly language and debugging techniques.
£6.95 Shiva Book/ Ian Stewart & Robin Jones (ISBN 1 85014 012X)

COMMODORE PLUS/4
Commodore Plus/4 Machine Code
Everything you need to know about machine code programming for the new
Commodore Plus/4 - screen and keyboard control, moving graphics and colour -
plus descriptions of all the facilities of TEDMON, the C Plus/4's built-in machine
code monitor. Packed with simple programs and advice to help you develop your
C Plus/4 machine code.
£6.95 Shiva Book/ Ian Stewart & Robin Jones (ISBN 1 85014 014 6)

COMMODORE 64 + VIC 20
Commodore Peripherals: A User's Guide
Want to add to your basic 64 or VIC system? Find your way through the
peripherals jungle with this easy guide!
£7.95 Compute! Book/ Julie Knott & David Prochnow (ISBN 0 942386 56 6)

Computers Commodore Collection Volume 2: Programs for the
VIC and 64
£10.95 Compute! Book (ISBN 0 942386 70 1)

Computers Third Book of Commodore 64
Outstanding games, applications. tutorials and utilities from Computers
magazine and Gazette - plus several never -before -published programs.
£10.95 Compute! Book (ISBN 0 942386 728)

Gateway to Computing with the Commodore, Books 1 and 2
Enter the gateway' and have fun with your C 64 while you learn the secrets of
successful computing!
£4.95 each/ Shiva Books/ Ian Stewart
(Book 1: ISBN 1 85014 017 0 Book 2: ISBN 1 85014 035 9)

Commodore 64 Programmer's Notebook
First-time users and experienced programmers - cut down errors and ease
frustration with this programmer's answer guide, which fills the gap left
between the Owner's Manual and the Programmer's Reference Guide and shows
you how to master BASIC on the 64.
£14.95 HRW Book/ Earl Savage (ISBN 003 001294 5)

Mind Moves: Strategic Brain Games for the Commodore 64
Tired of playing arcade games? Looking for strategy games that will challenge
and entertain you and your family? Look no further! The eight intriguing games
in Mind Moves feature strategy. words, adventure, resource management, and
much more.

£18.49 dilithium Press/ Book + Disk (ISBN 0 88056 2250)
£18.49 dilithium Press/ Book + Cassette USBN 0 88056 228 5)

tiLsa7) COMPUTE!

Golden Flutes and Great Escapes for the Commodore 64
Create your own games for the 64 with this straightforward guide - all you need
is a small amount of BASIC programming knowledge. Four complete game
programs are included. ready to run on disk or cassette -Golden Flutes, Great
Escapes, Mars. and Treasure Hunt - with full explanations of how everything
works. Check them out - then use the book to start programming your own
adventure fantasies!
LE11388:388 dilithium Press/ Book + Disk (ISBN 0 88056 204 8)

dilithium Press/ Book + Cassette (ISBN 0 88056 205 6)

Colour and Graphics for the Commodore 64
£13.95 HRW Book/ Andrew Veronis (ISBN 0 03 000052 I)

Computers Reference Guide to CP/M on the Commodore 64
Volume 1
Everything you need to get the most out of Commodore's CP/M package and
customise it to suit your own needs.
£11.95 Compute! Book/ James Doody (I,58N 0 942386 65 5)

Available from large branches of Boots, Menzies, W H. Smith and bookshops,
computer shops and department stores: or direct from the distributor by filling
in the coupon below and sending it with your payment to HOLT SAUNDERS
LTD, ACCOUNTS DEPT, 1 ST ANNE'S ROAD, EASTBOURNE BN21 3UN,
Please make cheques payable to Holt Saunders Ltd and allow 28 days for
delivery,

* Free postage Sr packing on all UK orders *

INN MINI NM IM =II MN NM MN MN

ORDER FORM
Please send me

ISBN TITLE QTY
TOTAL
PRICE

I enclose payment of £ by cheque E
or debit my credit card:

Amex Diners Club Visa Access (please tick)

Credit card number

Name (please print) PCVV 2/85

Address

Telephone Signed

ITTelephone credit card sales welcome - just dial 100 (UK only) and ask

the operator for FREEPHONE 2568

dilithium Nalt,Rinehart-Yoni 1-1011' SAUNDERSPress "-kii and Winston

290 PC W
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£70 OF MSX SOFTWARE - FREE
£12 MSX JOYSTICK - FREE

with every MSX computer
MITSUBISHI MSX MICRO £213
SANYO 112K MSX MICRO £259
TOSHIBA 112K MSX MICRO £242
TOSHIBA PLOTTER -PRINTER £217
TOSHIBA 105 cps PRINTER £299
SANYO MSX LIGHT PEN £78

THE BEST MSX SOFTWARE TAPES
DEMONSTRATOR -1 shows all the MSX features £5.20
DEMONSTRATOR -2 watch it, then list & learn £5.20
MSX GRAPHICS shows high resolution graphics £5.20
TEACH TYPING speed up your keyboard skill £5.20
JUNIOR MATHS teaches kids to add & multiply £5.20
MSX SMASHOUT addictive, maddening, multi -level £5.20
VICIOUS VIPER eat men but not your own tail £5.20
MSX OTHELLO the classic game now on MSX £5.20
EXPLODING ATOMS two player strategy game £5.20
GATE CRASHER try the slalom -9 levels £5.20
HELP ME take a deep breath before answering £5.20
CAVE ADVENTURE extremely complex adventure £5.20
ALL 12 PROGRAMS ABOVE FREE WITH EACH MSX MICRO FROM KNIGHTS

MSX BASIC TUTORIAL 3 tapes - 20 programs £15
BUDGET & FORECASTING ACCOUNTS £25
COMPLETE STOCK CONTROL SYSTEM £25
MSX WDPRO WORD PROCESSOR £26

KONAMI MSX CARTRIDGES
TRACK & FIELD 1 same as Konami's arcade £13
TRACK & FIELD 2 superb graphics £13
HYPER SPORTS diving, trampoline, springboard £13
SUPER COBRA the best flying fighter game £13
CIRCUS CHARLIE lions, fire, tightrope, trapeze £13
TIME PILOT smart bombs, UFOs, two player action £13
COMIC BAKERY tragic, funny, cruel, amazing £13
MONKEY ACADEMY great arcade graphics £15
ATHLETIC LAND ropes, fountains, pitfalls £15
ANTARTIC ADVENTURE the famous penguin game £15

Dear Microfans,
We are acknowledged as experts in Japanese computers by TOSHIBA, SANYO & MITSUBISHI who all buy

KNIGHTS programs. We are also enthusiasts and will always help you - we guarantee our deals are
unbeatable. Ring or write for full details..

KNIGHTS RUSH SERVICE - ring us with your ACCESS or VISA number as we can usually deliver
anywhere in the U.K. next day. In the last ten years we have sold thousands of Japanese micros Worldwide
and have never charged for a -single repair. Ring us for personal service.

Happy computing, Graham Knight & Neil Hunter
U.K. customers - delivery is free but add 15% VAT

EXPORT customers only - no VAT just add £10 for freight anywhere

KNIGHTS TV & COMPUTERS (est. 1937)
108 ROSEMOUNT PLACE, ABERDEEN

Tel: 0224 630526 Telex: 739169

COMPUTER
AUCTION
By Order of the Directors

HEWLETT PACKARD
83, 87 DISC DRIVES, PRINTER -
PLOTTERS, CPM SOFTWARE

APPLE, IBM, DEC, TANDY, EPSON,
KAYPRO, BBC. LARGE STOCKS OF

PHILIPS, SANYO DICTATION
EQUIPMENT. QUANTITY XEROX

TYPEWRITERS. NEW SHARP MZ80A.
Late entries accepted

View 10am-5pm Sale 6pm
on

Thursday, 21st February, 1985
at the

BONNINGTON HOTEL,
SOUTHAMPTON ROW

LONDON, WC1

CROCKER COMPUTER AUCTIONS
154 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

LONDON W1
Tel: 01-387 5838
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CHIP CHAT

Sinclair (for the delays on the QL) and Acorn (for its
zealous attitude towards software protection) cropped
up most often in the captions proposed for the
photograph above. Various readers suggested that the
micro had been trying to calculate a QL delivery date, or
that Acorn was starting to take software protection far
too seriously. We've followed the popular vote and
chosen Peter Howells of Oxford as the winner for
suggesting 'Now that's what I call a good software
protection device.'

Honorary mentions go to RF Walker of Birmingham
('He should never have tried to run the program printed
on his pullover') and to CL Gardner of Croydon for his
more philosophical just entered "Anything I type in is
untrue".'

Unbuttoned: in case you've
wondered whose hand is
inside the leather glove in the
Mac advertisement, PCW can
now reveal all - or at least
raise an interesting
possibility. Could it be
Britain's Page Three Girl of
the Year, Samantha Fox? We
don't know for sure, but the
lady in question invited us to
take her photograph test-
driving the Mac.
Unfortunately, we couldn't
make it.
Power to the people: a recent
A -Z of computer terminology
pauses at 'terminal' to
comment that it's 'a people -
oriented device'. People -
orienting - now that's just
what this dictionary needs a
lot more of.
Two sugars, please: we can't
wait to try the DeskSet desk
organising package for the
Mac. The one screenshot
we've seen so far features a
steaming cup in a prominent
position on the manager's
desk. Sadly, this option isn't
available on the pull -down
menu.
Jingle, jangle: pound coins,
don't you just love 'em? Well,
Mars Electronics does - and
has written to the press
explaining why. Parts of the
message are a little hard to
understand but one argument
is that they create jobs - at
the Mints that make the coins

and at the companies that
convert old coin -operated
machines or manufacture
new ones. Anyone with any
reservations will doubtless
lose them when they learn
that 'already 100,000 fruit
machines in Britain take the
pound coin.' It's good to see
the arcades staying at the
forefront of technological
change.

With friends like this ..
US magazine Popular
Computing asked readers to
vote for the most user-
friendly piece of software.
MacPaint came in a clear first.
Second place was a tie
between 'none' and 'there
isn't any'. And one smart(ing)
reader voted WordStar the
hardest game to win.
Star -struck: one of our
readers who visited the Las
Vegas Comdex show is only
just recovering. Playing bingo
at breakfast and discovering
dog biscuits shaped like
postmen so put him off his
stride that all his stories read
like computer -generated
poetry. Guy Kewney found it
easier to resist the Las Vegas
lifestyle.
Exploding galaxies: taking off
his Chip Shop hat and
slipping into his Film 84
armchair, Barry Norman
welcomed the news of a film
version of Hitch -hiker's Guide
to the Galaxy- adding that

all we need now is the
computer game. Never was a
more true word spoken in
jest. But what PCW's resident
TV fan really wants to know is
what will emerge from
Douglas Adams' partnership
with the Muppets.
On her Majesty's Service:
while companies are awarded
Royal Warrants for supplying
goods to the Royal Family, we
understand that the Warrants
are actually held by
individuals. So who exactly
holds this honour at
Commodore, purveyor to our
Majesties of quality
microcomputers? Could it be
Gail Wellington (an
American), Howard
Stanworth (a recluse), David
Gerrard (a new boy), or John
Baxter (who's still at
Commodore despite attempts
by some magazines to
suggest that he was moving
elsewhere)? And what would
happen if the Warrant -holder
were to leave?
Ghost of a chance: in its drive
to compete with the mighty
IBM, Apple's US sales people
call themselves Bluebusters
- but IBM remains
unperturbed. Witness one of
its executives quoted recently
in Creative Computing: 'You
know, if we really wanted to,
we could buy Apple
Computer out of petty cash.'

To ram home the message,
the executive is then said to
have flicked casually at the
sleeve of her blouse and said:
'Apple, goodbye.' Make sure
you test-drive a Mac before
IBM starts flicking more than
its sleeves-the Mac's a
machine not to be missed.
Ergonomic: thanks go to Bill
Warne of Aldershot for
sending in a clipping from his
local newspaper's classified
ads section. Offered for sale
was a 'Commodore, new,
stool shape, bargain'- and at
only £8 who would disagree?
Any other readers'
contributions always
welcome.
Lies, damned lies and
statistics: Atari's Jack
Tramiel, one man who did
leave Commodore, reckons
that before he took up his new
job only one in ten micros
being sold in the US was an
Atari - now he's more than
turned those figures around
so that there's 20 Ataris sold
for every one of those nasty
other Brand X boxes. At least
we think that's what he said.

Nonetheless, at least two
people in this office reckon
that the Atari 600 and 800XL
are bargains now -with
enough cartridge software
available to mean you never
have to worry about tape
loading again.

Give Rolf Harris something to really smile about by
writing a witty caption to this photograph. Send your
suggestions on the back of a postcard to ChipChat, PCW,
62 Oxford Street, London Wl. Remember to write your
name and address on as well, in case you should win the
f10 prize. The closing date is 28 February.

Frank Ellis of Oxford is the
winner of the December

December solutions:

crossword which was,
I unfortunately, the last.

SOLUTIONS ACROSS
8 Apple turnover 9 Bugs 10 Sonar 11 Loud 12 Glitch 14 Operates
16 Operand 18 Utility 21 Salesman 23 Piracy 25 Obit 27 Serif 28 Step
29 Clive Sinclair

SOLUTIONS DOWN
1 Manual 2 Opus 3 Less than 4 Turns on 5 Untrue 6 Oval 7 Argument
13 Three 15 Adler 17 Playback 19 Typeface 20 Android 22 Master
24 Clears 26 Twin 28 Star

END
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ive Vou more PS
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micro P
CPA 80 - 100 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE

CPB 80 - 130 cps
+ IBM COMPATIBLE

FROM E199*

CPP 40 - 4 COLOUR
PORTABLE
PRINTER/PLOTTER

micro P

MP 165 - 165 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE
NLO PRINTER

Even in today's high tech world, for most of us, the written word
is still the least expensive means of sending and receiving informat-
ion. If you own a microcomputer the chances are that sooner or later
later you are probably going to need a printer.

micro P - CPP40
A low cost 4 colour 40/80 column printer/plotter capable of print-
ing text or graphics on plain paper. The CCP40 is an ideal compan-
ion for small and portable micro's, as it is fitted with re -chargeable
batteries - perfect for beginners.

micro P -SHINWA CPA80
With 100 cps quality printing, the CPA80 probably gives more cps/

than any other printer available today. The CPA80 is packed with
features you would normally find on a more expensive printer.
With an optional RS232 version available (even for the QL) this
Epson compatible printer will hook up to almost any micro.

See them at your local dealer today!

micro P - MP165
Looking for a matrix printer as well as a daisywheel? Well, the
MP165 combines all the attributes of these two technologies to
give a matrix printer capable of printing at up to 165 cps, as well

as providing crisp Near Letter Quality, (NLQ) print at 75 cps.
Features include a 2k buffer as well as both friction and tractor
feed, as standard. Ideally suited to most popular micro's, the
MP165 is now available in a new RS232 QL compatible version.

Micro
Peripherals lid
THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD'

INTEC UNIT 3, HASSOCKS WOOD, WADE ROAD,
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. ENGLAND, RG24 ONE.

Telephone: BASINGSTOKE 10256) 473232 132 lines).
Telex: 859669 MICROP G Facsimile: 0256 461570

 Full 12 months warranty - R RP ex. VAT. QL is a registered Trade Mark
of Sinclair Research.



A7ersona1 Computersiatd.

Macintosh.
Centre

(first again)
Personal Computers Ltd, the U.K.'s first personal computer dealer has done it
again! First in the U.K. with Apple Computers - first in the U.K. with Lotus
1:2:3 software - and now another first, the brand-new Macintosh Centre
open in the heart of the City of London.

Macintosh is the new computer sensation from Apple, designed on the simple
premise that a computer is a lot more use if its easy To use. Computers have little
value if they require thirty manuals to figure out and a doctorate
in mathematics to operate. Ideally, working with a
computer should be like talking to a very bright
friend who is eager to help get your work
accomplished - and that's Macintosh.

With Macintosh you can write, analyse,
organise, create and illustrate, often at the
touch of a finger, by moving a 'mouse' on your
desk to move a pointer on the screen. It can
also help you prepare letters, reports, produce
charts and presentation slides, store and
retrieve information. And much more.

This doesn't just mean your work will be faster
and more accurate - it will also be better. And
remember the less time you spend shuffling
papers - the more time you have available to
exercise your creativity.

Macintosh takes over your deskwork, but not your desk. In fact it takes up an area as
small as a standard sheet of paper.
Macintosh has a wide range of software available, and new packages are being added
all the time. In addition to Mac's own software which includes MacPaint, MacWrite,
MacDraw and MacProject, there's world-famous packages from Microsoft - like
Multiplan, Chart, Word and File, and the best-selling Filevision - you'll find them all at
the new Macintosh Centre.

Macintosh - recently voted best value personal computer by 'Which
Computer' magazine, source: 'Which Computer' survey

August 1984 who called it "an unbeatable buy".
Let us put a mouse in your hand, and show you

the capabilities of this exciting new computer. Call
in at the new Macintosh Centre, 218 Bishopsgate,

London EC2M 4JS or for further information call
the Mac Hotlines on 01-377 1200 today!

218 & 220-226 Bishopsgate. London EC2M,
Tel. 01.377 1200




